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A Treatise ou IVlaeat.

To the E&toi of the FarmcTs' Cabinet.

Philadclpkia, June 2, 1P3S.

Dear Sir—Last fall I obtained from Ixin-

don, Le Couteur's treatise on wheat, wliicli,

having read, I am convinced it ought to be

laid before the Aoriculturists of the United

States.

At first, I intended to reprint the book en-

tire and offer it for sale; but finding' myself

tcx) mach engaged to attend to the republica-

tion, I eend it herewith to you tliat it may
find its way to the wheat growers through

the columns of the " Cabinet," provided yon

deem it an eligible subject for your useful pa-

per-

Deeming, as I always have, the improve-

ment of the soil and of the mind the most

important of the interests of my coimtry, I

take great pleasure in thus contributing my
mite to the former of these grand objects,

whilst, as you know, I daily devote my time

and humble powers to the advancement of

the latter in the preparation of a portion of

her young citizens for fiiture usefulness.

Your friend, respectfully,

\. I. Hitchcock.

We take great pleasure in availing our-

selves of the opportunity offered us, by the

politeness of Mr. Hitchcock, of laying be-

fore our readers the valuable treatise on

wheat, referred to in the above letter. The
work, since it has been placed in our hands,

has been examined by several judicious and

intelligent individuals, amontr whom were two
Cab.—Vol. III.—No. 1.

°
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eminent wheat growers ; they all agreed ae to

its great merit, and united in recommending-
its republication. This we could not do con-

veniently in a separate form—and as it was
deemed advisable to give it as extensive a
circulation as possible, and as the subject is

one in which all our readers are interested,

we resolved to republish it in the present vol-

ume of the Farmers' Cabinet

We learn from the dedication of this vol-

ume that Mr. Le Couteur's collection consist-

ed of one hundred and fifty varieties, or sorts.

Of course, some would thrive better than
others in the particular soils and situations

adapted to each. One ear of a superior vari-

ety, which he sowed, grain by grain, and suf-

fered to tiller apart, produced four pounds four

ounces of wheat; whereas another ear, of an
inferior sort, treated in the same manner, pro-

duced only one pound ten ounces, is a proof

that it is of paramount importance to select

the most productive and farinaceous sorts for

seed.- It is therefore obvious, that a farmer
who would have sown his entire crop with
the last nnmed variety, would have lost much,
whereas the superior variety would have ob-

tained him a large profit. Wheat growers
will, we trust, bear this always in mind.

The facts given in the little work, we are
now about to transplant to the pages of the
Cabinet, are the result of five successive

years' researches and close application. The
writer recommends that if experiments are
to be made on his suggestions that they should
first be on a small scale, and consequently they
are attended with no hazard. In agriculture
the results of experinie:nts are necessarily te-
dious.

The ^eat first principle which our author
ende.p^vors to advocate, is the proper adapta*-

^'O-A Qf varieties of wheat, to the Tarioiof
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coils and climate, since it is the suitableness

of each sort to each soil, that will enable tiie

former to reap a profit by sowing one variety,

when he would be unable to do so, by at-

tempting to grow another of a seemingly bet-

ter sort.

On tlie Varieties, Properties, and Classifi-
cation of Wheat*

BY JOHN LE COUTEUR.

WHEAT,—ITS ORIGIN AND VARIETIES.

It is not the intention to write an elabornte

treatise on this subject, which, aIthou<;h in-

teresting to the learned and scientific reader,

would be of no practical utility to the farmer,

it may, nevertheless, not be wholly uninter-

esting to look back a little into the history of

wheat.

We learn fi"om the sacred volume, that it

was of the earliest culture, "/n the sweat of
thy face shalt thou eat bread.'''' It is there-

fore to be presumed that wheat was coeval

with the creation ; and that upwards of a

thousand years before the Christian era, some
improvement in its culture, and some knowl-

edge of a superior variety, had been attained,

t)y the circumstance of its being stated, that

" Judah traded in wheat of Minnith," perhaps

meaning that such wheat of Minnith, was
held to be in superior estimation. This may
be the most ancient designation for any par-

ticular growth of wheat, the superiority of

which, nt that early period had engaged pub-

lic attention. Columella, who wrote aboii

the time of our Lord, makes some intcre^tinsr

remarks on wheat. "The chief and tli

mo^t profitable corns for men, are common
wheat, f>Tid bearded wheat. VVe have known
.»^everal kinds of wheat; but of these we must
chiefly sow what is called the red wheat, be-

cause it excels both in weight and bright-

ness.

"The white wheat must be placed in the

second rank, of which the best sort in bread

IS deficient in weight.
'• The Trimcstriau shall be the third, which

liu.sbandmen are mighty glad to make use ot';

for when, by reason of great rains, or any
other cause, the early sowing has been omit-

ted, they have recourse to this for their re-

lief; it is a kind of white wheat. Pliny says,

ttiut this is the most delicious and the dain-

tiest of any sort of wheat, exceeding white,

but without much substance or strength, only

proper for moist tracts of land, such as those

of Italy, and someparts of Gaul ; that it ri-

pens e<|ually, and that there is no sort of corn

thiot suffers delay less, because it is so tender,

iji?t such ears of it that are ripe presently

sLt-d their grains ; but in the stalk, it is in

Jess danger than any other corn, for it holds

its ear always uprin^ht, and does not contain

the dews, which occasion blasting and mil-

dew.
The other sorts of wheat are altogether

superfluous, unless any man has a mind to in-

dulge a manifold variety, and a vain glorious

fancy.
" iBul, ofbearded wheat, we have commonly

seen fiiur sorts in use ; namely, that which is

called Clusinian, of a shining, bright, white
color; a bearded wheal, which is called Ven-
uculum, one sort of it is of a fiery red color, and
another sort of it is white; but they are botli

heavier than the Clusinian. The Trimestrian,

or that of three month's growth, which is

called Halicasirum ; and this is the chief!, both

for its weight and goodness. But these sorts,

bi'th of ordinary common wheat, and of beard-

ed wheat, must, for these reasons, be kept by
husbandmen, because it rarely happens that

any land is so situated that we can content

ourselves with one sort of seed, some part of
it happening, contrary to our expectation, to

be wet or dry. Eut coinnion wneat thrives

best in a dry place, and bearded wheat is less

atlected by moisture."

Hence it appears the Romans were aware
of the propriety of selecting their wheat, and
that it was tlien believed, that winter or beard-

less wheat was best suited to dry uplands, and
bearded wheat to low, or moist lands.

In addition to the winter wheats, some of
which he states to be bearded, he distinctly

alludes to Trimestripn, or spring wheat, of
which I shall speak iu-rc;ifter.

In Gerald's Kcrbal, printed in London,
IGfiO. only five kinds of wheat are enumera-
ted, which are thus spoken of:

—

"1. Triticiim Spica IVIiitica, white wheat.
This kind of wheat, which I.obelius, distin-

guishing it by the earc, calleth Spica iN'hitica,

is the most principal of all other, whose cares

are altogether bare and naked, without awnes,
or chafTie beards.

"2. The second kind of wheat, in root,

stalkes. joints, and bkules, is like the prece-

dent, diflcring onely in care, and number of
giaines, whereof this kinde doth ahmnid, hav-
jing an rare coIlsi^ting of many ranks, which
jseemeth to make the eare double or square.

The root and grain is like the other, but not

bare and naked, but bristled or bearded, with
many small and sharp eiles, or awnes, not
unlike to those of barley.

" '?>. Flat wheat is like unto the other kindes
of wheat, in leaves, stalkes and roots; but is

bearded and bordered witli rough and sharp
eiles, wherein consists the diflcrence. (I

know not what our author means by flat

wheat, but I conjecture it to be the long rough
eared wheat, which hath blueish eares when
it is ripe, in other tilings resembling the ordi-

nary red wheat.)

"4. The fourtli kinde is like the last de^
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scribed, and thus differeth from it, in that this

kinde hath many eares, coming forth of one

^reat eare, and the beards hereof be shorter

than of the former kinde.

"5. Brigiit wheat is like the second before

described, and ditferetii from it in that this

kinde is tinir K()uare, somewhat briglit and

shining, the other not.

" [ think it a very fit thing (he states in a

note) too adde in this place a rare observation,

of tlie transmutation of one species into an-

other, in plants
; yet none that 1 have read

have observed, that two several grainas, per-

fect in each respect, did grow at any time in

one eare: the which I saw this yeare 1632,

in an eare of white wheat, which was found

by my very good friend Master John Goodyer,

a man second to none in Industrie and search-

ing of plants, nor in his judgment or knowl-

edge of tiiem. This eare of wheat was as

large and faire as most are, and about the

middle thereof grew three or foure perfect

oats in all respects: which being liarde to be

found, I held very worthy of setting downe,

for some reasons, not to be insisted upon in

this place."

He also entertained the opinion, that, wheat
" 171 a 7noist and darke soile, degenerateth

sometime, lo be of another kinde."

The singular fact mentioned above, relates

to the chapter on the disposition of wheat to

sport; but 1 have copied it as I found it. 1

principally wished to sliow how few varieties

were then known, and how indistinctly they

they were described.

Modern writers have merely designated a

number of varieties, but no attempt appears

to have ever been made to class them correct-

ly, or to ascertain their relative values by

comparison.

In Sinclair's " Hortus Gramineus Wobur-
nensis," forty-two of the cultivated varieties

are enumerated, as winter or sprin": wheats,

according to the arrangement of Linna?us,

which this illustrious writer has merely given

as a sort of botanical classification. The
Maixon Riistique, for 1835, enumerates thir-

ty-nine varieties ; and although a short notice

is given of them, it is by no means sufficient,

as their farinaceous qual ities are not explained,

nor is the classification, according to Profes-

sor La Gasca's* notions, as he called all beard-

ed wheats, spring wheats; though he admitted

many of them would be increased in produce,

by being sown as winter wheats, and that

many winter wheats might be made as late,

and produce as much as spring wheats.

• Professor La Cisca, Curator of the Royal Gardens
at Madrid, whose extensive collections of the varieties

of wheat and botanical researches into its nature as

a plant, chiefly scientific and theoretical, led the author
to make practical experiments, on the growth and pro-

perties uf wheat as a nutriment, which have already
led to important resulte.

It is a classification of wheat, pointing out'

the relative value, of varieties ; in their ()uan-

tity of meal, the weight of bran and jwUardfe,

with the weight of straw of each, and theu"

adaptation to soils which is now required.

That this would be a desideratum, no one

1 imagine will deny; but that it re(iu ires time,

attention, and perseverence, to make such

discoveries, will also be conceded, when it is

stated that 1 already possess upwards of one
hundred and fifty varieties, or sub-varieties.

FAULTS IN ORDINARY PRACTICE.

It may be useful, first to point out the de-

fects, in the present practice of husliandry

with respect to wheat. The usual mode, with

the best farmers, is to purchase seed wheat,

where it is supposed to be clean, and pure, by

the last expression, meaning wheat of one

sort, or as little mixed as possible. But the

ordinary practice, with those who may be said

to supply the nation, is to procure seed wheat,

where it can be got cheapest, without regard

to mixture or purity, provided the sample is

good, and appears likely to grow; others do

worse, and imagine, that poor lean shrivelled

wheat, the refuse of their own stock, or some

coming from a distance, as a chanfre, is all

th:it is required to ensure a crop. Other care-

lessness, previous to, or after culture, need

not here be treated of, as that would equally

affect the best, as well as the worst seed.

—

One observation it would be well to make, now
that the old practice of putting fresh manure

to land intended for wheat, is decidedly dan-

serous, inasmuch as it tends to produce much
grass or straw, and less grain, which grain is

also of a dark a nd coarse nature. Stable dung
should be applied plentifully to the prepara-

tory crop, and when lime or ashes are not

nnicurable for the wheat crop, the early and

free use of the hoe will supply thoir loss in h.

great measure; but none save decomposed

stable dung should be applied to wheat, if that

manure be necessary. This is merely stated

as a general observation, as there may be

soils which, without manure, would be wholly

unproductive. The experience of the writer

being at present chiefly limited to what are

commonly held to be good soils.

The writer, in 1831, thought his crops were

tolerably pure, yet on Professor I^a Gasca

walking through them, he selected from them
twenty-three sorts, of which, some have since

been discovered to be three weeks later in

ripening, than others. Hence, I repeat, it

must be pbvious, that corn harvested in an

unequal state of ripeness, cannot be the best

for the purpose of making bread,—when th

greater part of the grain has been reaped in

the state the farmer considered was fittest for

the miller ; whilst the lesser part haa beea
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either in a milky state, or much over ripe, or
Eome in states, between both.

It must be obvious, that the grreatest quan-
tity of farina or meal, is not obtained from
wheat reaped in this manner; the largest
quantity would be obtained, when every ear
prodtiredtiiat fine, plump, thin-skinned, coffee-

like iookinjT {jrain which evidently contains
much meal, in a delicate, traspiirent, thin-

coated bran, such as some Danlzic, selected
from the high-mijred produces.

Hence it is assumed, tiiat to have the best
bread from any variety of wheat, is to have
it so pure, that, supposincj it to be yrown on a
level space, with one exposition, it will all

ripen at thid same time; slio-ht differences be-

inir allowed for variation of soil, subsoil, or
accidental unequal distribution of manure:
but, speakinnf jjenerally, it will ripen equally.

Such variety, therefore, having,'- ripened alike,

will probably, if £;rown on the g-ood Kentish, Es-
sex, Devonshire, or other soils specially adapt-
ed to the o-rowth of corn, be (if reaped at the
proper moment) in that exact state of plump,
round form, which promises the greatest quan-
tity of flour. 1 must here observe, that the
cause why so much wheat appears to have
many shrivelled, lean, ill irrown grains in it,

arises oflen from the unequal growth of the
many varieties that lurk in the purest crop.

Much has been judiciously written on the
growth and cultivation of wheat, which has
tended to a material improvement in those
farms where care has been taken, perceptible
even to superficial observers; but no writer
has yet called the attention of the agricultu-
ral world to the cultivation of pure sorts, ori-

ginating from one single grain. It is contend-
ed that this has been the root of all the evil :

many have attempted to begin well, but few if

any have thought of commencing from the
original, and persevering in keeping it pure.

This idea struck the author so powerfiilly
on the first conversation he had witfi Profes-
sor La Gasca, that it has never quitted him.
His project was considered visionary and un-
attainable. Old farmers said, that as no far-

mer in the world had ever thought of separat-
ing and classing wheat, it could not be done,
it was impossible to get a pure crop ! The
bees would mix the farina, mice would mix
the grains, birds would do the same ; if it had
been feasible, it would have been tried before.

Corn factors assured him that the climate of
England was not calculated for the growth
of such fine skinned wheat as that of Dantzic,
Volhynia and Sandomir. Professor La Gasca
•alone perceived and approved of the author's
project.

The learned Professor had been theoreti-

cally employed in the classification and scien-

tific examination of wheat as a plant, in the

research and consideration of all its varieties

;

but it had escaped him to consider it in its

properties, with relation to the food of man.
This practical view the author took of it, and
he determined to attempt to discover which
were the most farinaceous and productive va-

rieties, by comparing their characters and
produce, one with another.

To be continued.

For tUe Farmers' Cahiner.

Soilin;; ^cat Cattle.
• The system of soilinjr has strenuous oppo^
nents, 1*s well as many ardent advocates. But
I believe that the system has never been
fully settled by thorough and long tried ex-
periments. A system isnot to be established^

nor overthrown m a day. We do not arrive
at certain results in agricultural improve-
ments by jumping conclusions. All improve-
ment is the result or consequence of steady^

progressive and judicious means. Those who
undertake experiments are apt to abandon
them at once, and in disgutt, if success does
not attend their first effort. This is wrong.
It is important for ns in establishing results

to view both sides. It is altogether necessary
that we know the failures of attempted experi-

ments. It is ^as essential as it is to be as-

sured of successful results. All tend to in-

crease the store of general knowledge. And
knowing wherein there has been a failure,

and the course pursued, we can then enter into

an investigation of the causes. Let no one be
discouraged because a first or second effort is

not crowned with success. A farmer lias this

advantage, that he can experiment on a small
scale. The soiling system, as I before rev

marked, has not been satisfactorily settled.

—

Its opponents contend

—

I. That the soiling of cattle in the house
(hirinsr the whole of the yenr, is not only not

beneficial, but povsitively injurious. This po-

sition is maintained on the following grounds,

1. It is unnatural. 2. Animals, thus kept,

are deprived of air and exercise, and the se-

lection of their food. In the experience of"

some farmers, cattle thrive much better in the

fields, or open air, than when housed.

On the other hand the advocates of this

system say

—

I. That it is a considerable saving of
land, that is, one acre of cut grass soiled be-

ing equal to three acres of the same field

pastured. The grasses grow much more rap-

idly inconsequenceofnot beingtrampled upon.

II. It is a great saving offood, for when,
say the compilers of the Complete (jirazier,

" animals are suffered to go upon the field,

many plants are necessarily trodden under
foot and bruised, or partly buried in the earth,

in which state they are greatly disrelished by
cattle, and are suffered to run to waste ; a cir-

cumstance which never could occur, if tha
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practice of cutting were adopted." If tlie

consumption of plants is an object, that object

is obtained by soiiino^, for all who have paid

attention to the subject must have observed

that cattle will readily eat plants cut, and

|riven to them when housed, which they would
<iiscanl ill the pasture

;
yet, according to the

authority above quoted, it is known tiiat they

will eat food, when thrown to them on the

ground, which they will reject when given in

the stall. Many of the grasses which are

sweet and succulent when younj, and which
-cattle eat with the greatest avidity, are quite

oti'ensive when suffered to get into ear, and are

thereby lost ; but by this system of cutting, no

loss can occur from this quarter. Plants reject-

ed by one class of animals, when presented to

them, even when housed, are not on that ac-

coant less acceptable to others ; indeed they ap-

pear to be eaten with greater avidity. " 'I'lius

grass, or other food, that has been hloioir or

breathed upon by any animal for a consider-

able time, becomes unpleasant to other beasts

of the same species, but not so to stock of

another class or variety ; for them, indeed, it

appears to acquire ahiirher relish."

Id. It is contended by the friends of the

cutting system that the balance, so far as re-

gards the health end comfort of cattle, is de-

cidedly in its i'avor over that of pasturing.

—

Cattle are not only less liable to accidents,

but do not sutler the same inconveniences or

•annoyances to which they are subject when
e.tposed to the sun in the open air—they suf-

fer much less from heat, flies, &c., and it is

perfectly reasonable to 5«ppose that they take

on flesh more readily. Tranquility and ease

are essential ; otherwise animals cannot thrive.

An instance in point was cited byono of your

correspondents, (see Cab. Vol. ii. page SOo,)

from which it appears that animals housed for

fattening, and well fed, did not take on fat,

owing to the circumstance of their becoming!
lousy, in consequence of fowls roosting over

them. The reason why they did not thrive is

obvious—when cleansed of the vermin they

fattened well. Heat, restlessness, the terri-

ble annoyance of flies,. &c., when cattle are

exposed, as they must frequently be in pas-

tures, operate against them.

IV. The Complete Grazier asserts that the

proportioned increase of manure obtained by
soiling and stall feeding abundantly evince
their superiority over pasturing. "Manure
is the life and soul of husbandry ; and when
tillage is an object of attention, there can be

no comparison between the two modes of con-

Bumption, especially in regard to manure ob-

tained by soiling live stock during summer
with green food, for in consequence of the in-

creased discharge of urine during that season,

the litter, of whatever substance it may con-

sist, is speedily converted into dung."—p. 81.

Nicholson, in his Farmers' A-ssistant, refer*

to a communication from Dr. Thaer, of Han-
over, detailing the result of the experience

of Baron de Bulow, and others : He lays dowa
the following as facts, which he says, are in-

controvertible.

I. .\ spot "f firdiiiul, which, whiti iiristiircd, wilt yi^'Id

only siiltiricnt food fi)r";if hcnd, will aliundaiitly iii;iiri-

taiii/o//r when left in tho slahli'.

-'. .Soilinj; affords at least double the (jiLTntity of ma-
nure froin the same nuniher of cattle : for the best sum-
mer manure is produced in the stable, and carriod to
the fields at the most proper period of its R'nnentation;
whereas, when dropl on the meadow, and exposed to
Ihoaction of the air and sun, its power is much wasted.

:*, Cows wliich are accust(uiied to soiling, will yieitt

much more milk, when kept in this manm-r, and fal-

tening cattle will increase much faster in weight.

4. Thoy are less subject to accidents and diseases

—

they are protfirted from the flies which torment them
in the fields during tho wTirrn weather; and they do not
suffer from the heat of summer.

Many other advantages are enumerated.

—

Grazing also has its advantages. E.xperiments,

however, render it certain that soiling, under

favorable circumstances, is the most profitable.

The Hon. Josiah Quincy, of Massachus-

etts, ascertained about 1820, that seventeen

acres of land, under the soiling system, sup-

ported as much stock, and in as good, if not

better condition, as had previously required

fifty; and Sinclair states, that thirty-three

head of cattle were soiled from the 20th of

May to the first of October, 1815, on seventeen

acres and a half, of which fifty were neces-

sary in pasture. The saving of land was
consequently thirty-tioo and a half acres.—
From my own experience and observation, I

am fully satisfied that there is no mode by

which cultivated gra.sses will pay so well as

by soiling. With us Jersey farmers, who can

so readily derive the great advantage of top-

dressing by marl, lime, &c.,it is nevertheless

an object to turn all to the best account.

T. D.
Burlington Co., July 23d, 1838.

For the Farmers' Cabinet,

Coal I>\\^t.

Whether the ashes of Anthracite coal have
any perceptible fertilizing property or not,

seems to be uncertain. My own experience

satisfies me in the affirmative. But I have

never seen any notice of the use of coal dust

as manure. The finest stalks of the poke-

weed (used and preferred here for early

greens, because it is most tender and juicy,^

are found growing among the heaps of coaL

dirt about the mines. Its growth is most ra-

pid, and it blanches beautifully in such situa-

tions. Upon the heaps of coal dirt on the-

Philadelphia coal wharves, fine crops of oats

may be seen growing with extraordinary ra-

pidity without any soil. I am not ^a farmer,

but I can answer for its efficacy on a garden

made in this region; and for tb.e fact that

fruit trees which suflTered by iptsects in the
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r(X)t8 several past seasons, being very healtliy

this year, aller removing some of the soil, fill-

ing m fine coal dirt, and covering with earth.

Its effect upon peas, potatoes, and corn is visi-

ble in our garden by comparison with alter-

nate rows where the coal dust was not ap-

plied. The dust can be had gratis. The
experiment will not be expensive, and far-

mers who know that the woody fibre of all

plants is composed of tlie same elements as

the coal dust, will be induced to make the

trial. Anthrax.
Orwigsburg, Schuylkill county, July 9th, lH3c-.

Fir tlie I'ariiiers' Cabini't.

Vuluc of UiBie as a Manure.
Sir,—The Proprietor of the Great Forest

of Brecon, South Wales, purchased the estate

(14,500 acres) for the purpose of introducing

upon it and into the adjoining counties, by

means of a rail road, 20 miles in extent, con-

structed by himself, lime for the use of agri-

culture, as well as anthracite coal, from his

collieries on the Drim, and in the vale of

Tawey. The small coal was taken by rail

road from the colliery to the lime kilns in

wagons, a distance of 4 1-2 miles, where the

wagons were filled with lime, and taken by

rail road about 12 miles, to the place of de-

livery in the vale of Usk. As it was the in-

terest of the Proprietor to show by experi-

ment the value of lime as a dressing, on a

variety of soils, and under different circnm-

stances, lands were purchased in the vicinity

for this purpose, and a journal was kept for

his information—perhaps your readers will

not object to a page from it now and then.

—

Much has been said on the subject, it must

be confessed, but it is not yet exhausted—it

is as enduring as the article itself, whose ac-

tive principle is founded in nature ; acid and

alkali composing the two grand movini^ pow-

ers of the universe. J. P.

(The manuscript journal from which the followin

Js taken has not been pubIifihed,~Eo.]

In the Forest of Brecon, lime is burnt in

large quantities for agricultural purposes.

The kilns are 30 feet deep, G feet diameter
at bottom, 10 feet diameter in centre, and 8
feet diameter at top; egg-shaped, and lined

either with fire briek, or large blocks of lime

stone. From a kiln of these dimensions, KJO
barrels of lime (each 30 gallons) are drawn
each day; 3 1-2 barrels of lime are burnt

with one barrel of small coaL The rock from

whence the lime stone is dug is of black mar-
ble, said to yield 96 per cent, of carbonate,

and showing traces of shells and coralii>e ia

its fracture. It is quarried by blasting. The
price paid for quarrying, burning, and filling

into wagons, is 5 cents per barrel of 30 gal-

lons, tlie workmen providing the necessary

tools. The price of small coal at the pit is

26 cents per ton, and the price of lime deliv-

ered at the wharf, in the vale of Usk, is 27
cents per barreL

j\ppIicatlou of liinie In Agrlcnltnre*

1st. Lime, as a top dressing for old, worn
out pastures, and also for primitive turf, of
which the Forest of Brecon almost entirely

consists, is of inestimable value ; the benefit

arising from it is often times equal to the

tee simple of the land the first year. The
proper season for laying it on is about Christ-

mas
;
quantity, from 30 to 60 barrels per acre;

when it is properly slacked, spread evenly,

and brush with a bushed harrow. If the

soil is wet with springs, draining is necessa-

ry. Hurses, cattle,^ and sheep, may be p£is-

tured upon the land immediately after spread-

ing the lime; all are fond of feeding amongst
it. The caustic nature of the lime destroys

all acid, coarse fog, turning it quickly inta

vegetable manure, and the herbage which
springs after is a perfectly different species,

and abounding in white clover, peculiarly

well adapted fur the pasturage of all kinds of
cattle, and especially sheep. Horses feeding'

on limed land soon lose their large and flac-

cid appearance, and keep in good health and
condition. While land of the above descrip-

tion, which has not been limed, loses its ver-

dure in winter and becomes, what the Scotch
shepherds term, deaf, affording nothing but a
putrid, mossy kind of food, unfit for the sus-

tenance of animals; that which has had a
good top dressing of lime ceases not to vege-
tate amidst frost and snow, yielding a sweet
and nutritious herbage through the whole
winter.

JOtRNAL,
A field of 14 acres, part of the Forest of

Brecon, enclosed for the purpose of experi-

ment, was limed on the original turf in the

winter of 1825. Part of this field was black
peat bog; this was drained, pared, and burnt,

and the ashes were spread with the lime.

Seven horses and two cows were put into

this field on the 1st day of May, 182G, and
remained there during the whole of the very
dry summer of that year, with abundance of
the finest grass, which was not at all affect-

ed by the drought which destroyed the her-
bage of all the adjoining pastures. It is now
the 20th January, 1827; there have never
been fewer than seven horses and a cow in

this field since the first of last May, and at
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this time, there is abund.uico of tbati lor iimiiy

more during the remaiiuiijr of the winter. In

dry weather the liorsesfeed on the boj,--, \vlii(;ii

is thickly covered with Horen priiss, pro-

duced by the lime and asiies, and in wet wea-

ther they retire to tlie hi<fhcr |);irts of the

field, where they feed amiiLst snow several

inches in thickness, which tlicy scrape away
with their feet; they are healtiiy and in ex-

cellent condition, although they liave had no

fodder or shelter even by nifjht.

3rd March, 1827.—A most severe frost set

in on the 1st February, and contituicd niitil

the 26th, All tlie g^ras.s in the neighborhood

is totally dried up, and hay is selling fur eight,

pounds a ton. The seven horses are still in

the experimental fielil, from whence they

have not been absent da}' or night; in fine

weather, two other hor.-;(;s and a cow now
accompany them. The grass has sntrered

from the intensity of the frost, but the hor.ses

feed greedily upon it, tearing it up as though

it were of spring growth ; there is still sulli-

cient food for several more.

27th April, 1827.—A very late spring; no

grass, even in the low meadows, and hay

Belling for ten pounds a ton. There are now
in the experimental field nine horses and a

COW, feeding indiscriminately on the old and
new grass, and they have sustained them-
selves admirably ; seven of the horses have
not had a handful of fodder, or any shelter

out the walls of the field, during the whole
winter. The lime has caused an early spring

•f grass, far superior to that, even in tlio low
meadows in the valley, and no droutrht or su-

perabundance of moisture will injure it in

the summer.
2nd June, 1827.—A division ha^ boon mnde

across the experimental field, to prove the

value of the grass for hay. There are now,
and have been since the 14th of May, ten

horses and a cow in one-half tlie field, and
the grass grows much faster than they can
consume it; the horses are/w^, and the cow
is milked three times a day.

9th July.—Carried the hny on half of the

limed meadow, without rain, of remarkably
fine herbage; a neighbor who is here will

not believe that no white clover was sown, it

is so abundant. If the season prove flivoralile,

it is intended to cut a second crop of hay from
the field.

23rd August—Cut hay the second time on
the half of the limed meadow, a crop nearly
equal to the first in many parts of the field>

and of excellent quality. It appears that lime
has a remarkable effect on the aftermoth,
rendering it more substantial and nutritious,
better in quality and more in quantity.

27th August—Carried the second crop of
hay without rain. A person who resides in
the valley, seeing the two crops of haj, a.n(i

the number of norses and cows that have been
kc|)ton the land throughout the year, declares

ihe field to be wortli three pounds an acre
rent, for the fielding of milk cows.

24th October.—ivrpfr/7neH<—Removed two
heiters from tlie limed meadow, to a field

of fine grass, which is watered from the sta-

ble yard : from tlie first they lost condition,

and in 14 days are 50 per cent worse lor

their removal. On taking them this day to

their old quarters, it was amusing to see with
wiiat avidity they began to devour the limed
grass.

IfJth A'ovember.—The heifers have scarce-

ly yet recovered the effects of the experi-

ment
23rd November, 1827.—The first snow.

Turned six mares and foals into the limed
meadow, in addition to the stock already

there, until the severity of the weather aba-

ted.

2.5th December.—The mares and foals have
remained in the limed meadow since the 23rd
November. There has been the most trying

time for stock ever remembered ; incessant

storms of rain and wind. The cattle and
horses on the Forest have suffered exceed-
ingly, but those in the limed meadow are do-

ing well, without fodder, or other shelter than
the walls.

2-')th January, 1828.—The horses are in the

I

farther division of the limed meadow, with
[abundance of food. Cut the stack of hay of

I

the second crop; it is well headed, and ex-
icellent f()r cows.

I 8th Febrii.iry.—Season remarkably mild
]and wet; the crass in the limed meadow,
I green and early in its growth as at the latter

'end of April the l:tst .-eason; the horses are

icaiing new srass with the old tog, as on the

l2Tt!i of thnt month last year.

I

12th February.—A deep snow. The
' horses are hard at work scraping it away with

! their feet, to reach the grass.

19th April.—A very wet season, which has

!

proved the value of the limed grass; the

liorses are in excellent condition, and have
i wintered w,']l without fiidder. Not more
tlian one-third of the stock of hay of the se-

[rond crop, and none of the first, has been ex-
pi'nded, anil this has been fed to the cows. In

the farthest half of the limed meadow, there

are four horses by day and night, and six

cows during the day, and abundance of food

for all,

V. B. Rincp wTitinff ttie abovp, a friond hns called on
me, who has hcon ^pfmdingsome time on the Tery spot,

tlio urnno of thf> nl)ovo montiniintl Inhnrs. IFe tells me,
the limod meadow still retains its manifest superiori-

ty over all the lands in the vicinity, and thBt the pro-

portion of white clover is murh nnemented. tontinii-

ine every ynr to increase. He hag reminded me of a
rireiimstance which I had fbreottcn ; in the yesr ^^^2^,

i had caused to he spread, to the thickness of two
inrhes, a sinerle wagon load of lime, upon a pari of ttie

j foreM irbich produced nottting but a thick luatting of
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black Hiountnin moss, iiitermingiRd with a little wiry
grass: the otlect whs instantaneous, for it convortBd
the moss into vogntablc maniirp, and tin? snrfarc of
the land subsided considerably from tlio adjoin ui;; parts.

At the present day, the spot is covered with white
clover, and the prasses native to a calcareous soil, and
is observable to an inch, miles distant.

Ijime as a Dressing for Wlicat*

2nd. A field of 15 acres, part of the farm
of Fredomen, was fallowed and well cleared

'

in the summer of 1824. Upon one half of it|

was carried all the dung which had been
made upon the farm the precedincf winter;

the other half was limed at the rate of 35
barrels per acre, without any other dressing

whatever. The land had been exhausted by
constant cropping, and had borne oats the

year before, and this was an experiment to

ascertain the value of lime, when compared
with dung, as a dressing for wheat. The
whole field was sown the same day with seed

from the same parcel, the management being

precisely the same for one as for the other.

The superiority in appearance of the limed

crop was most clearly perceivable for miles

distant, from the first to the last, and to the

exactitude ofan inch. At harvest, the wheat
on the dunged part was three feet in height,

on the limed part six feet; the dunged part

yielded 23 bushels per acre, the limed part

34 bushels, and sold for 25 cents per bushel

more than the dunged wheat. The appear-

ance of the land after harvest was remarka-

bly different ; the dunged part was so full of

grass and herbage of all sorts that it had, at

a little distance, the appearance of a mea-
dow; the limed part was clean as a fallow,

and it retained this distinction in the two suc-

ceeding crops.

3rd. Possession of the Grange Farm was
taken on the 1st day of May, 1825. This
farm had been proverbial for bad management
for half an age; many of the fields had been
cropped with wheat, and then oats, five years

in succession, without manure of any kind,

until the crops, to use the words of an old

farmer on the adjoining estate, " were as fine

as the hair on iny head."

A fi(^ld that had thus been cropped, was
taken for an experiment, and after it had been
well cleaned, was spread with lime, 35 bar-

rels per acre, and sown with wheat at Mi-
chaelmas. The crop was thin until May,
1826, but of a deep green color, and particu-

larly strong and viirorous; it then began to

tiller and spread, so that at harvest it was
nearly fcft in height, and the admiration of

the whoie country round; hundreds of per-

sons came lo view it, declaring, that with a

whole year's iJiHow and dung, the land could

never have yielded .'iny Ihintr in comparison

Tvith this crop, Clovei* and ""ye grass were

«pwa on tb^ whmi if) iha spring, and on this

day, the 20th of January, 1827, the field has

the appearance of the finest water meadow.
These experiments, conducted for the par-

pose of ascertaining the real value of lime as

a dressing for wheat, in the absence of all

•others, have so completely convinced the peo^

pie of the country of its superiority, that the

sale of that article at the Brecon Forest lime
works has been 45,000 barrels of 30 gallons

each, this seasoru

liime as a Dressing for Potatoes*

4th. For potatoes, lime is peculiarly bene-
ficial, as it is destructive to worms, slugs, and'

insects; the crop comes to maturity earlier,,

and is clean and free from scab or cankers.

A piece of land on Brecon Forest was broken'

up by trenching, to the depth of the staple of''

the soil, in the winter of 1824, and a thiekl-

coat of lime was spread upon it and turned^

in, about two inches deep: it was permitted'

thus to lie until March, when potatoes were'

planted, in the following manner. A trench"'

was dug at one end of the piece without dis-

turbing the sod that had been turned dowrr,-

and the sets, with one eye each, only, were
placed in it, 14 inches apart; they were Ihen"

covered with dung, and the trench was fiHed'-*

by the earth, thrown from the digging of'a-'

second trench, 22 inches distant; sets were'

then pltinted in the second trench, covered"

with dung, and filled with earth from the dig-

ging of a third trench, and so the work pro-

gressed, the labor being little more than the^

mere digging over the land. The surface

was left perfectly level and smooth, and al?'^i

the labor required, from that time until taking-

up the crop, was, to keep the land free from

weeds by flat hoeing; few weeds grow on'

a heavily limed snrfaee. No earthing or"

moulding up the rows, was permitted, but at'

the time of taking up the crop, the produce
_

was at the rate of 780 bushels per acre: the

potatoes were uniformly large, and remarka-

bly clean and free from canker; many of'

them weighed 20 ounces each ; four pounds

in weight were often taken up from under one'

root; and from a very large potato, which
was planted singly, but had received no extra

labor, in earthing or moulding up, &c., 24
bulbs were taken, which w-eighed 14 pounds:

most of the crop was sold for planting, and
they obtained the name of " the Forester."

The same land was planted again the next

year, after the same manner, but without any
addition of lime; and although the crops

throughout the country generally, were dried

up by the heat and drought, these grew away
as though they had enjoyed a shower every

night, the lime having the power of attract-

ing the dews : and tlie circumstance of not

being moulded up, was peculiarly beneficial
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to tlie crop. During the time of ttieir grow-

ing, tlie earth was often carefully removed
from portions of the land between the rows,

and within two inches of llie surface, wliile

roots, like strings, three feet in length, were
fouiuL, extending not only from row to row,

but to have penetrated tlirou<rIi. the rows, by

which means moisture and nourishment were
conveyed to the plants from tliat distance.

Now these, by the operation of hilling,

would all have been destroyed, and otiiers,

which might have formed afterwards, would

have been prevented from extending farther

than to tlie sides of the bank of earth drawn
up, where they would have perished for want
of moisture. Moulding up the rows encour-

ages the growth of a second crop, wliich not

only robs the first formed bulbs of their nour-

ishment whilst growing, but at the time of

taking up, will be found a most worthless

part of the produce, after having delayed the

crop about a fortnight from coming to nititu-

rity. To moulding up is also to be attribu-

ted that mass of rubbish in the shape of half

formed potatoes with which the larger bulbs

are so often surrounded.

P. S. Every practical man knows that the

native plants, which grow on a lime stone

soil, are different in their species and proper-

ties, to those grown on any other, especially

to those that are native to a surface, resting

on a wet and retentive subsoil ; but even this

last may, by draining and heavy liming, be
made to produce large crops, even of barley
for malting, the best samples of which are al-

ways grown on calcareous soils.

24th JuJy, 18:!a

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Turneps.
In the spring of 1837, wishing to make an

experiment in the culture of turneps, I se-

lected an acre which had been well ploughed
the previous fall. The preceding crop was
potatoes, yielding about two hundred bushels
to the acre. In the month of May the ground
was ploughed again, and well harrowed. Cat-
tle were then turned in occasionally upon
the ground, until the 15th of June, when it

was ploughed again, well harrowed, and
imarked out into drills running north and
south. I then divided the patch into four
equal parts. To one I gave a common dress-
ing of stable manure ; another, an extra quan-
tity of compost manure; in both cases it was
spread upon the drills, the seed sown imme-
diately, and the whole rolled. The next day
planted the remaining two sections; on one
I sowed ten bushels of fine lime with two and
a-half of wood ashes. The other remaininf
quarter of an acre received a dressing of two
bushels of bone dust. Those dressed with
manure appeared about the same time above

the soil, and, for a season, seemed to take the
lead of their neighbors. They were all kept

e(]ually clean of weeds, and the soil was re-

tained, as far as possible in a finely pulver-

ized state, so as to enable it to imbibe the
moisture of the atmosphere. They all escaped
the fly—not so the turncp worm, as sections

1 and "2 suffered by it; those parts dressed
with stable manure and compost maintained
apparently their ascendancy until about the

15th of July, when the others appeared to

take the lead. The soil was then again v/ell

pulverized, and the whole cleared from all

extraneous plants. As the turneps required

thinning, commenced that operation about

the latter end of July, and must have furnish-

ed many bushels, at least forty, to my stock.

Unfortunately, I kept no account. On the

10th of November, they were gathered in

with the following result:

Section 1. Dressed with stable manure,
yielded 98 bushels, rate of 390 per acre.

Section 2. Dressed with compost, yielded

124 bushels, rate of 496 per acre.

Section .'3. Dressed with lime and wood
ashes, yielded 185 bushels, rate of 740 per
acre.

Section 4. Dressed with bone dust, yield-

ed 213 bushels, rate of 852 per acre.
' The turneps were not sent to market, but
fed to stock, and excellent feed they proved
to be, and added not a little to my manure.
The interest on the land, and the expenses
of cultivation, &c.. including the manures,
amounted to $29 75. They were worth to

me, as fed to slock, at least 25 cents per bush-

el, but say 20 cents; this would be )$124
for the yield of the acre, which will leave

$94 25 per acre as the proceeds. Now if

we farmers can but average the half of this,

we shall be doing a clear business. I did not
clear the fiflh part of it on my wheat lands.

I shall hereafter study a little more variety

and not stake all a year's labor on a single

staple crop. I have seen, yes, and I h^vefelt
the effects. I am determined to make a part

of my farm as good as I can by being " l<ind

to the soil." I will see this and the ensuing
season, if I am spared, what a liberal and ju-

dicious application of manure, and keeping
the soil well pulverized, will produce. But
one word to those who raise turneps,—don't

select a cold, stiff, clayey, tenacious soil— it

won't do. I tried it and failed. The experi-
ment detailed above was made upon a loamy
soil, somewhat inclined to a gravelly texture.

Your friend and subscriber,

Samuel W. Smith.

It is easier to pretend to be what you are not,
than to hide what you really are; "he that can
accomplish both has little to Iqarn in hypoc-
risy.
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For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Pcacli Trees.

Sir,—I complain of the spirit with which
your correspondent, at page 35.5, animadverts

upon my communication, at page 32.5, on
"Tiie Peach Tree." From the pleasure

which it evidently affords him, to sneer at the

"old folks," I calculate he is a young man

—

I should say a very young man ; but when
he is as old and grey as I am, and has seen

as much, this evil will have corrected itself

lie commences the attack under the shelter

of a great name, but, as a greater than he has

said, " he is not the first who has mistaken

the effect for the cause, nor will he be the

last to be reminded, that truth lies in a well,

and is not to be skimmed from the surface."

I take leave to repeat, that the worm in the

peach, and the excresence on the Morello

cherry, are the effect and not the cause of

disease which arises from a poisonous sub-

soil, or an exhausted surface—but let it be

understood that I am now speaking of prema-
ture disease and decay. That is the present

question.

Your correspondent asserts, that no culture

has been found a sufficient protection against

the ravages of these destroyers; but as he
has never witnessed the effects of the mode
of culture which I propose, expressly to neu-

tralize the acidity of such soils, he ought not

to pretend to know any thing about it. I

have seen it extensively practised, and never
without the most sensible effects. He tri-

umphantly asks, " Can either the poisonous

subsoil, the exhausted surface, or their conse-

quent disease, deposit the eggs which pro-

duce the worm in the peach tree, or the ex-

cresence on the branches of the Morello cher-

ry'.'" and admits that until this question be

answered in the affirmative, by an old former,

or some other of the "old folks," the error,

which he is so ftiriously combating, will not

prove very dangerous. Well then, here is

life and hope, for I, as triumphantly answer
no—and what then? He talks about effects

bocomingcauses, and producing consequences,

&c., but as every effect nuist have a Jirst

cause, and as one cause and one effect are

sufficient for my purpose, what need is there

of embarrassing so plain a subject? I argue,

that until the juices of a tree are become pu-

trescent, no fly will deposit its egix jn it; in-

stinct teaching that no maturity will follow.

I consider the fly, which deposits its egg in

the tree, as fulfilling the great law of nature

in the vegetable, as the Turkey Ruz/.ard is.

in the animal world ; they are both busily

engaged in removing putrid suhstances from

the earth, and renovating it to its pristine

beauty ; and as oxygen is the bfisis of acid-

ity, with which all putrid substances are

highly charged, so calcareous substances, and
especially lime, its natural opponent, are ex-

actly calculated to produce the effects which
are contemplated in my communication. I

will relate a circumstance which occurred to

me some time since, which, although it is

conclusive to me, will no doubt be pronounced
by your correspondent as most erroneous, or

at best, as having nothing to do with the sub-

ject. On crossing a small plantation, I start-

ed a couple of rabbits from the bush, which
darted away with the swiftness of an arrow ;

but hearing a rustling amongst the leaves, I

looked and saw a poor emaciated rabbit that

had been wounded by a gun shot, which, al-

though still alive and able to crawl, had its

mouth, nose, eyes, ears, anil wuunds complete-
ly filled with the eggs of the blow -fly. Now,
why did not these insects attack the healthy
rabbits? Simply, because they hadthe instinct

to know, that with them they had nothing to
do; but as soon as putridity took place in the
wounded rabbit, they were briskly ai work
in their appointed sphere. So I argue, as I

before said, as soon as the juices of a tree are
become putrescent, then, aiid not until then^

does the fly commence its attacks ; and as-

suredly a poisonons subsoil is the readiest

way to bring about this state of things. Does
your correspondent ever read the experience
of others ? (he will perhaps think me a strange
old man, but 1 assure him that I .'•till feel as
strongly addicted to this odd whim as ever)
if he does, and will peruse the first chapter
of Tnll's immortal work on the horse hoeing
husbandry, on Roots, he will soon perceive
how easily it is brought about. Many accounts
are there given of experiments conducter^ for

the purpose of showing with what facility

poisonous substances are taken up by the
roots of plants and disseminated by circula-

tion to their destruction ; and I beg leave to
copy one or two, as they appear to me rele-

vant to the subject. Experiment 1. " I put
a mint stalk into a glass of fair water, but I

immersed one string of its roots (being
brought over the top of that glass) hito an-
other glass of salt water, contiguous to the
top of the other glass: this mint died very
soon. Experiment 2. I put the upper root
of another mint into a small glass of ink ; this

plant was also killed by some of the ink in-

gredients. Experiment 3. I made a very
strong liquor with water and the bruised seea
of the wild gnrlick, and placed tlie top of it

close to the top of another glass, having in it

n mint plant, two or three of whose upper
roots put into this stinking liquor, and tliere

remainino-, it killed the mint in some time;
and when the edges of the leaves began to
cliauirc color, I chewed many of tiicm in my
miiutli, and ft)und at first the strong flavor of
the mint ; but that was soon over, and tlien
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the nauseous taste of gnrlick was soon per-

ceptible." Now do not these experiments go

to show how readily plants that are deposit-

ed in a pntrid snbsoil imbibe and circulate to

their destruction tiie deleterious matter! And
I contend, that an impoverished surface is

calculated to enjrender disease, just as we
witness the prevalence of cutaneous and other

disorders incident to poverty amongst the

poor, ill-fed, half-starved, and filthy popula-

tion of countries of which we have heard. It

is a law of nature, that putricity engenders

life.

There is yet another instance I wish to

mention, which, stranffe as it will appear to

your correspondent, I cannot help thinking

is much to the purpose. On looking over a

field of beets the last year, I observed, about

the middle of the plantation, a strip about

three or four yards in width, extending quite

across the piece, and as definitely marked as

though it had been laid off by line, on wiiich

the crop appeared to be in a very languish-

ing condition: the owner believed it Ind been

occasioned by a hot blast ; but I knew, if my
theory was correct, it arose from a poisonous

subsoil, and I observed that this patch was
lower than the other parts of the field : on
examining several of the plants, we found

their leaves yellow and withered, and giving

out a disagreeable, mouldy, putrid smell, and

their tap roots cankered and decayed, in con-

sequence of having reached to the stagnant

water in the suhsoil. Some years ago I grew
a heavy crop of ruta baga on a soil which lay

on the declivity of a hill ; at the time of tak-

ing them up, it was observed that the point

of almost every one of their tap roots was rot-

ten, but as that was not within several inches

of the bulb, no farther notice was taken of the

circumstance, and they were covered with

earth and secured m the usual way for win-

ter use. On opening the pit, however, it

was discovered that the disease had extend-

ed to the root or bulb, and that nine-tenths

of them were completely rotten, the rtenrti

arising from them being unbearable. 1 should

have said, the crop was grown the first year

of my having possession of the farm ; by the

next year I had discovered the cause of t'le

evil— it was a wet and poisonous subsoil.

But I must apologize for this lengthy epis-

tle. To one, who has expressed the " liope

!

that none, except some of the 'old folks' will

believe that the disease can be owing to a

poisonous subsoil or an exhausted surface," I

dare say, all I have advanced will appear to

be in onposition to common sense, " and were
it not," as your correspondent very justly and
pertinently remarks, "that errors in opinion

when promulgated are always dangerous

—

for no one—and especially no one who writes

for an Agricultural Journal—can be-supposed

so obscure, or so insignificant, as not to ex-

ert some influence on the minds of his rea-

ders," I should, in all probability, have left

your correspondent unanswered.
I am, sir, still

An " Old Farmer."

For thfi Farmers' Cabinet

ITIarl.

In Vol. II. No. 11, I saw an article over the
signature of 'Farmer,' in which he re(|ucsled

an account of our marl, thetjuantity per acre

that is found the most useful, and the efi'ect

on grass, corn, potatoes, grain, &c.

The locality of this prime assistant of ag-

riculture varies much more than one would
expect wiio never had an opportunity of vis-

iting that part of the country where it abounds.

In many places it is found to rise in the banks
from to 8 feet, and in others the reverse,

sinking as far below. The average depth in

the ground is from five to six feet. When
the marl has 6 feet of earth on the top of it,

a pit can be sunk 8 feet without affecting or

injuring the meadow from whence it was
taken. There Ls on the top of most marl in

New Jersey a mixed substance called grey
marl, which is quite efiicacious to land if put
on in abundance. In other places it varies

from the grey to the iron stone, oyster shells,

and sometimes a stratum of clay or sand. And
I have known marl to exist in any quantity

in low sunken gullies, and, as you approached
the banks, to disappear, leaving nought but

sand, water, &c.; likewise in other places to

rise with the bank 12 feet perpendicular.

—

The color there varies e.xcecdingly. On the

same vein of marl is often found three distinct

colors, black, blue, and a dark brown. The
black with green grains therein, called by
way of distinction the green sand, is (bund to

be the most fertilizintrof any. Professor Ro-
srers, in his Geological Survey of the State,

says " Squankum marl is the best in New Jer-

sey," owing to its being composed principally

of green grains with but a small portion of

black sand. Out of one pit you will very

often find three distinct kinds of marl. First,

black, composed of sand and clay. Second, a

mixture of clay and green crrains, and. Third-

ly, a white, resemblingr fullers' earth, which,
when coming in contact with vinejar, will

hiss and boil like pulverized chalk applied to

the same. It is not my intention to extend
my views on the subject, for fear of consum-
ing too much of the reader's time, but would
observe that there are great quantities of fos-

sils, such as shells, teeth, bones, sulphur, de-

cayed wood, &c., dug out of marl.

Nature has put every thing in its proper

place ; therefore it behoves man to be con-
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. tent. In some places she has been more
i bountiful than in others. In Pennsylvania,
* she has blessed man with exhaustless quanti-

ties of lime for the promotion of vegetation,

and other uses of no less importance. In New
Jersey, she has bestowed upon us immense
quantities of marl, to aui,''ment our knowledge
ofthe scienceofhusbandry. She has placed the

kingofvegetation(marl)beneath .sterile banks,

not to the disadvantage of the owner, but to

his profit in the end. After the marl is dug outj

he fills the holes up with the sand taken there-

from, and converts it into the best of meadow.
It is found to run in veins for many miles in

length, but very seldom more than two in

width. One would suppose all the vallies in

the country round would be filled with it. It

is not the case. Observation has taught ma-
ny of us better than that. There are two val-

lies in the neighborhood of Pemberton, Indian

Valley and Mud Valley. They run parallel

with each other, and not more than two miles

apart in the farthest place. While Indian

Valley abounds with inexhaustible quantities

of marl, the other is left void of the same.

—

Thus it is found, and only found to exist.

In a subsequent number I will endeavor to

give the quantity per acre on different soils,

and the effect on grass, grain, &c.
Yours, respectfully,

J. F.

Clover Ridge, July 14, 1838.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Cider.

Cider is a refreshing and wholesome be-

verage, and highly useful for many domestic

purposes, as well as of importance in the arts.

It may also be set down as true that the

man who makes good fine pa/atab/e cider, is'

generally a good farmer ; and it is equally true

that he is also well paid for his care and labor.

Why is it that Newark or Burlington cider

has not merely a high reputation, and is ea-

gerly sought after, but brings double the price

of the article called cider, commonly sold.

—

The answer is at hand. Its superior qual-

ity. But to what is this superior quality and

fine flavor, which have established it in the

market and stamped it with a double val-

ue, owing? This is a question worthy of

consideration. It is certainly not to bo at

tributod to the superior quality of the fruit.

—

We iill grow the same. What then T In my
opinion simply to the manaoement observed

in its manufacture, preservation, and refine-

ment. It was a remark of an old friend,

probably Wm. Penn, that "cleanlinpss was

near of kin to godliness." Now in my opinion

pprfcrl clccmlinrss is absolutely ess<Mitial to

the making of f^ood vidrr. I annex a few

rules which I have followed of late years, to

the pleasure and profit of my family. Some
of my neighbors are adopting the plan, and
those who give it a fair trial, are much pleased

with it. They are as follows:

Use water freely in making every thing'

sweet and clean before you begin—but very
sparingly afterwards.

Put your apples after being gathered for a
few days in a dry place, exposed to the sun.

Let your cask be perfectly sweet.

See that the straw used be clean and 'iright.

Throw all the rotten, or rotting apples to your
pigs. Keep the several sorts of apples sepa-

rate ; if ground together they will not be so
good.

When the liquor has undergone sufficient

fermentation to throw off the impure matter
in it, and while it is yet sweet, take a clean

cask, put into it a bucket of eider, set fire to a
clean rairthat has been dipped in brimstone

—

let it burn inside the cask so as to fill it with
the brimstone—shake the cask well and then
fill and bung it tight.

This mode is highly recommended to pre-

serve the cider sweet, while it will yet be
pure. The crab apple should be more exten-

sively cultivated for cider. Liquor, as deli-

cious as wine, may be made from it.

In refining my cider I last year adopted the

plan recommended by your correspondent,

Andrew C. Ridgeway, published on page 122
of the first volume of the Cabinet. I found

it to answer well. I tried it on a small scale,

not wishing to hazard much. But the coming
season it is my intention to refine sufficient on
Mr. Ridgeway's principle, for my own use
and some of my city friends, and among them
the Editor of the Cabinet shall not be forgot-

ten. With my best wishes for the abundant
prosperity of the Farmers' Cabinet, I enclose

a dollar Jbr the third year's subscription, and
subscribe myself

Your friend,

T. L. W.
Marcer Co., N. J., July 25, 18:!8.

For the Farmers' Cabinet

On the Prescirt-atioii of Roofs of Iluildiiif^s.

The expense of roofing buildings is so great,

and the decay of wooden roofs so rnpid, as to

render any cheap and simple method of pre-

serving them an object of much importance.

A friend of mine, who imites nuich close

observation with large experience in building

states, that the best preservative of shingles

th-at has come within his knowledge, is to soak

them in an alkaline solution of ([uick lime be-

fore thoy are put on. The plan adopted by him
for the purpose, is to prepare a box in which to

disolvo tho liinf, similar to that used hy plas-

terers, and have it elevated, so as to permit the

lime water to be drawn from it, into another
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box in whicli tlie shingles are to be phiced

that are intended to be inipreirnated with tiie

allialnie wdution. A suflicient quantity of

quiclc lime is put in the upper box, which is

slacked and reduced to a tiiin wash, and well

stirred uii, when it is permitted to settle.

The siiinofles are set on end, with their

LutLs down, in the lower box, which is sutH-

ciently deep to permit the parts wliich will be

exposed to the weather when they are put on

in cour.'^es, to become soaked, by drawinjr down
the aJkaline lime tpalcr from the uj)per box

into the one below in which they are placed.

They .should remain in this .solution for some
hours, when they are removed and suffered

to dry, and others substituted in the bn.x to

underiTo the .same operation before they are

nailed on the lath.

No part of the wliite wash or lime should

be permitted to pass into the lower box ; it

being- the caustic alkaline solution of the

lime only, which is beneficial; it is a power-

ful antiseptic, interposing powerful obstacles

to the decay of wood or vegetable matter of

any kind. The presence of the insoluble

particles of the lime would tend to clog the

pores and interstices of the wood and impede
or prevent the entrance of the alkaline solu-

tion of the lime, which is perfectly fluid and
transparent.

An old roof may have its usefulness extend-

ed for many years by simply spreading pul-

verized quick lime over it, so as to form a ve-

ry thin coat of it on the roof, which, by the

abi«orption of the dew, the alkaline solution

will be formed, and will penetrate the shingle.s,

which will be cleared from moss and pre-

served by it, and on the occurrence of a heavy
rain the insoluble parts of the lime will be

washed off, leaving it clean.

The tendency of white wash to preserve

MT3od from rotting, is universally acknow-
ledged, but it should be borne in mind, that

it is the nlknline solution of the lime only,

which has this tendency, and that the gross,

insoluble particles of the lime which remain
for a time in the form of a scale on the sur-

face to which it has been applied has nothinsr

to do with its antiseptic powers, and that

where the design of its application is to pre-

serve the wood only, it would better accom-
plish the object by bemg much more diluted

than it generally is, so that the alkaline qual-

ity would be more thoroughly ab.sorbed than
is usually the case. It is a very curious and
interesting fact that water at the freezing
point dissolves twice as much of the alkaline

ingredient of lime as boiling water does, so

that the use of hot water to dissolve lime is

worse than useless. X.

Be firm in your resolutions—but weigh well

before you resolve.

To llie KUitiir nf the Kurinerd' Cub. nut

On Top I>r€!!i$iiiig Gratis I.aiicls.

J)i:ak Sir :—A writer in the Farmers' Cab-
inet over the signature of Agricola recom-
mends not only the sowing ofgra.ss seeds much
thicker than is most generally practised, by
even our best farmers, but also the toji dress-

infr (if ^rttss lands. The latti;r plan, top

dressing, 1 have tried, with lime, not marl, as

that could not be obtained—and with the best

results. When I first commenced myopera-
ti(jiis, I was not a little ridiculed by my more
experienced neighbons— but I bore all in per-

fect good li{imor, satisfied that the operations

of time woiild set them right. And in this I

was not deceived. The nature and operation

of lime as a manure was not then, and I se-

riously doubt, whether it is now understood

—

but that it produces, under some circum-
stances, highly beneficial results, is not a sub-

ject of disputation. But how these results

are produced, is a question not as readily dis-

posed of. When f first tried lime many of

my friends allowed it might do good provided

it was ploughed in, and thoroughly incorpo-

rated with the soil. Others, again, thought
it ought to be buried very deep indeed—and
some, practical farmers of course, ridiculed

the whole system of theory and book farming
in particular. This was no doubt out of sheer
kindness to me, as I had become a book farm-

er by having that year, 1819, purchased a
copy of Sir John Sinclair's Code of Agricul-

ture. Well, I applied, as I before stated, the
lime as a top dressing to my grass lands;

this was my first experiment in the use of
lime. The results answered fully all my ex-

pectations, but were not as immediate as I

could have desired. My grass crf)ps were
greater in quantity and better in ^uo/Z/y than
those of my neighbors. This was owing
solely to the application of the lime—but my
neighbors were slow of faith, and although
constrained to admit the fact, the admission
was generally qualified by the declaration that

the Iwnefit would be but temporary—and that

the land, after the power of the lime had spent
itself, would be left in a worse state than at

first.* But this theory of our anti-theory

firmers would not work. Prejudice vielded
to the convincing power of facts—and now,
lime is regarded in this very neio^hborhood, as
one of the most important auxiliaries in fer-

tilizing the soil and retaining it in good heart.

I do not fully understand— I should say-

that I but very imperfectly comprehend, the
action of lime on the soil, or the manner in

*Great crops, says a late iiitelliir'Tit Knt'lisli witi^^
havo boon prnrlucpil by a fir-il application of i- ^^n gncfmany havp th'Ti-fon- been led into thfi orir

^ of rnpeat-
inKthe operation too often withont t\„. addition ni
other manures. Great cautiou id nc- ,.ssarv in this par
ticular.—Ed. " '

'
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V. hicli it imparts its fertilizing principles.

—

Ueintf a mineral it lias a tendency to sink in

Ml the soil. By the action ot"the atmoHphere
cr air, and rain especially, it is carried down
gradually, impartintj nourishment, eitlier di-

rectly, or by its neutralizing qualities, or per-

haps both, to the plants in the soil. We find

lime entering into the composition of some
plants, and in others, not. It is very impor-

tant to understand the nature and constitution

of the soil to which lime is to be applied, and
great judgment is re(iuired in its application.

The more perlectly powdered the better. In

its caustic state it is thought to act simply as

a decomposing agent on animal and vegeta-

ble matter, and on this ground it has been re-

commended where soils possess some dormant
principles of fertility, as it will cause these

principles to develope. Mild, or slacked lime,

improves the texture of .soils that are deficient

in loose or sandy matter. It also produces
good effects in soils in which sulphuric or other

acids exist that are prejudicial to vegetation,

by the power which it possesses of neutrali-

zing them. To all soils stored with a quan-
tity of inert vegetable matter, caustic lime
is applied with great advantage, but in these
cases it should be well incorporated with the
soil, so as to bring it into immediate and close

contact with the fibrous roots, and other sub-

stances on which it is to act. "All sour, cold,

stiff, or clayey soils derive the greatest bene-
fit from a generous application of lime. Its

tendency is to render them more warm, &c.,
while it destroys or neutralizes' all principles

contained in them noxious to vegetation."

—

These are briefly, I believe, the views enter-
tained by many gentlemen who have investi-

gated the subject. We have learned much
;

but we still have much more to learn. I

v.ould be much pleased if some of your intel-

ligent farmers, for Pennsylvania farmers are
in high repute among us—who have used lime
for a succession of years, would furnish through
tlie cojuinns of your useful paper, the results

of their experience. We are seeking for infor-

mation ; we want light ; let us have it. With
my best wishes for the prosperity of your
Cabinet, I remain.

Yours, respectfully,

J. L. Seymour.
West Chester Co., N. Y., July 18, 1638.

To the Fditol-of the Farmers' Cabinet.

Butter.
Sir,—I was pleased with the article of

your correspondent S. in the last number
of the Cabinet on the subject of butter. The
following fact will siiow the importance of

attending to his suggestions. An elderly la-

Jy, residing in the vicinity of this city, was
•celebrated for making good butter. She had

customer* wlio took all she made at 37] cents

per pound thrtAighout the year. I have fre-

quently partaken of it, and it was truly deli-

cious. Not long since the old lady's son took

a helpmate. The daughter-in-law became
manager of the dairy, as well as of the house-

hold affairs. The butter degenerated ; the
customers one afler another declined taking
it, and now the poor old woman may be seen
at a late hour on market days sitting beside a
tub of inferior butter, which she finds it diffi-

cult to dispose of at a low price. One of her
former customers now obtains his supply from
a man well known to me, who pays as much
attention to his cows as to his horses ; ciinving'

and bedding them with clean straw, and serv-

ing their tijod with the nicest attention to

cleanliness. Roots composed a liberal portion

of their provender during thela.st winter, and
the butter was of a quality scarcely surpassed

by the best that our market affords in sum-
mer. M.

I''or the Farmers' Caliiiiet.

Roots.
Sir,—Before I read the sensible remarks

of your correspondent, at pa^e 373, " On
Roots," I was thinking how fortunate those

persons were (see page 348) who had such
abundance of sugar beet roots the last winter
as to be able to give them in such quantities

to their cattle as to surfeit them, (" cattle do
not generally like them.'") and cause them
to scour ! I should have been glad to have
given them a handsome price for their svper-
mimeraries, for my poor cows were so re~

stricted, both in their food and bowels, in con-
sequence of having but little beside pine tops

mid corn bottoms to eat, that the little milk
which the)' gave was scarcely wholesome. I

was amused to find " in mnvfrel tcvrtzel there

is no mistake"—I will answer for it—none !

The only mistake was, in those who gave their

cattle such a superabundance of a root vvJiich

is so much less liable to cause them to.ccour,

as to bring on that disease. Give me but the
power to cause my cattle to scour hy such
means, and I shall be quite content.

But do you know, Mr. Cabinet, that I be-

lieve I shall have that happiness the next
winter, for the first time in my life. The fact

is, our crops of siif'-ar beet, in consequence of

being compelled to give ,"^'2 iiO per lb. for

tlie seed, are so cienn and v.ell cultivated,

that I expect the yield will be prodigious,

and the "entrenchments" of roots enormous I

Already have I seen mots much larirer than
some of last yeir at tneir full growth—but
then, we had the seeds given to us, and cared
nothing for their success. A new sera has
arrived; every fnrmer, who has any pretence
to character in his profession, must now crow
roots f()r winter food—the sucrar beet and the
ruta baga, will assuredly take the plr.ce of all
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others: the care with which they are culti-

vated and the enormous crops which tliey

yield, will place them A. 1. in the insurance

of cattle and sheep, during the stormy season

of winter. It is by no means necessary to

cut the roots before they are fed to cattle and

sheep; they will soon find a way of relieviiifr

you from all that labor, nor is tiiere any fear

of chokinjr, wliich I have sometimes known
to take place, from the practice of cutting.

You have only to put their roots into the man-

gier, (clean of course,) and your labor ceases,

and your pleasure and satisfaction begin ; and

you may look forward to a " merry Christmas

and happy new year," wliich, how those who
starve tlieir outdoor family can enjoy, I can-

not conceive—1« me there is nothing so truly

pitiable and woe-begone as the countenance
of a hungry, cold, and unsheltered animal

!

Tlie owner of such, seeing the ease witii

which large crops of roots might be raised,

and upon which the utmost reliance might
be placed—why, such an one ought not any
longer to be able to sleep comfortably on his

bed! P. W.
28th July, 1838.

lUurrain.
At page 260 of the first volume of the Far-

mers' Cabinet we published a communication

from one of our intelligent Chester county

correspondents, on the cure of the Murrain

in cattle. We have heard it highly spoken

of by many farmers. It was republished in

the Tennessee Farmer, and it has been tried

in the west, with what efl^ect will appear

from the following communication, addressed

to the Editor of the paper referred to above.

The writer says

:

"I would thank you to re-publish as soon

as convenient the remedy for the cure of the

murrain, inserted in your paper some time

last year. Col. Burten and Mr. Lyttle in-

formed me a few days ago that it had been
satisfactorily tested and had proved effectual

in every instance. Mr. Lyttle had cured two
of his own cattle, and had thus saved by your
paper -^30 perhaps.

In the course of about five years I have lost

upwards of .$400 worth of cattle. Indeed, sir,

such is the destruction of cattle with us by
that fatal pestilence that it is common for a

man to say if he can keep up his stock by the

natural increase, he is satisfied. I thought I

had tried all the remedies spoken of, (tor they

are various,) but all to no purpose. Air. Lyt-

tle has promised me a receipt which I hope
to procure in a few days. That simple re-

ceipt, if as effectual as now said and believed

to be, is worth one hundred years subscripton

to your valuable paper. It sliould be inserted

at least once in six months lor the benefit of
new subscribers.

Should I have occasion again to try the re»
ceipt, you shall hear the result.

I am now giving my cattle sulphur plenti-

fully as a preventive. I have lost only one
since I commenced the sulphur the last tall.

The people in this county say, that the
murrain is caused by the stubble cane—or in

their words, by the " wearing out of th(j

cane." What think you of this] My expe-
rience does not confirm the supposition. J

believe I have lost more than a comparative
number of cattle. Some try to account for il

by saying that mine are blooded cattle, ha\-
iug bought a number of such cattle in Rliddle

Tennessee, but my experience does not con-
firm that supposition; tor all die, whether irn*

ported or native. To conclude, air, I was
born afarincr and' ffrazicr and a despiser oj

the culture of cotton, though now a cotton

planter. Could your paper change or be in-

strumental in changing the aspect of our
country in the culture of our lands, I should

hail it thrice welcome and you the great ben/'

efactor of the W. District.

Yours truly, H, J. A.

Toulon, Tenn., March 6tli, 1838.

As the receipt may be new to many of our

readers we give it below.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Murrain*
Sir,—If the following remarks, relating to

a disease which is considered by a large por-

tion of the community as incurable, be view-
ed by you of sufficient importance to entitle

them to a place in your paper, when conve-
nient please publish them.

There are two processes recommended for

the cure of the Murrain in cattle ; one of

them is to give the animal one pint of spirits

of turpentine, and in 24 hours afterwards, a
pint of olive oil or hour's lard ; in 48 hours af-

terward half a pint of turpentine, and in *24

hours after this, half a pint of olive oil or hog's
lard.

The other is to give a pint of flaxseed oil,

and in 12 hours after two pounds of glauber
salts, followed immediately by repeated doses
of warm water, for ten or twelve hours.

.Vo'e.—Perhaps all those conihined wnuM be still bet-
tf r, the quantity of each incredierit to he such as e.\.

pi^rience may dictate t as actiug more quickly on dif-

ferent parts of the system. It .seems tli; symptoms of
this disease are not generally discovered until within
a short time previous to tiie death of the animal,
which soon ensues, unless arrested by medical aid ;—
consequently such substances as tend to restorp the-

system to a healthy state tlie most rapidly, combined
with other substances, to prevent injury to the anU
nial, seems proper. A..

Chester county. Pa., Feb. 23, 1637.
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For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Impregnation of Plants.
That plants nearly allied, if in flower at the

same time, and contiguous, will so impregnate
each other, that their seeds will give a pro-

duct partaking of the qualities of both, is well

known—hence the necessity of keeping the

different varieties widely separated. It is al-

so a fact, that some plants so situated, will

not only have their seeds so altered, but the
whole fruit will partake of the good or bad
qualities of their relatives.

For instance, a few striped gourds or cala-

bashes, if permitted to flower at the same
time, near a patch of squashes, will render the

whole too bitter for use. As this is true with
respect to squashes, melons, &c., why may it

not be the case with apples, where many vari-

eties of trees are contained in the same orchard,

and not sufficiently separated to prevent the

impregnation of each other. That this effect

is produced upon the seed, we have sufficient

evidence in the great variety produced by
planting the contents of any one of the ap-

ples. May not the flesh and even the form of

the fruit be altered in this wayl These views
were induced by the very great difficulty in

procuring apples to agree, either with Cox's

description or figures. The forms of the ap-

ples brought under the name of Bell-flower,

are as various as their flavor, some of them
almost spherical, but still retaining some ve-

ry distinctive characters of that variety— viz.,

the size of the capsule, rattling seeds, &c.

—

The like departure from old forms and flavor,

may be found in many others. That this is

the cause, I do not say, but submit the matter
for the consideration of others—suggesting at

the same time, that young stocks be budded
from favorite trees, and kept as widely sepa-

rated as possible. Pomum.

For the Farmers Cabinet.

A Good "Vegetable Garden is a necessary
Appendage to a Farni«

I have frequently been surprised at finding

the gardens of many respectable farmers

much neglected, and in some cases omitted

altogether as not being worthy of attention.

This, in my view, is radically wrong; and

bespeaks either a great want of industry, or

of proper estimation of the health and com-

forts to be derived from a good and seasona-

ble supply of vegetables for the table.

The product of a well stocked vegetable

garden will save, at least, one half the ex-

pense of a farmer's living; will be more
jiealthy than the too free use of animal food,

and be better relished, and more satisfactory

to the workmen, than being confined to a

;heavicr diet. Independently of those great

.advantages, the garden will yield much more

than can be consumed in the family, and the
surplus may always find ready sale in the
market at good prices, which will constitute

no small item in the cash receipts of the
fanner. It is believed that the whole amount
of rent of a farm may be paid from the pro-

ducts of a well managed garden alone, and
with comparatively little expense, as it will

be a source of pleasure to the junior mem-
bers of the household in the cool of the day,

to help prepare the different kinds of garden
truck, while those of more mature age are
employed in getting the butter, eggs, poultry,

veal, &c. in readiness, to be sent to market on
the following morning. Hohtus.

I'reventiug Cider from beeoming Soiir*

There are several modes adopted by farm-

ers, to prevent their eider from becoming sour.

One is, the putting in of mustard seed—about

a gill to the barrel. For some reason or

other, this prevents the acetic fermentation,

and the cider remains free from that sourness,

or hardness, as it is sometimes called, which
it otherwise would have. The different modes
of refining cider, adopted by some who follow

the business, depends undoubtedly on sepa-

rating all unnecessary vegetable matter froni

the liquor, and checking the fermentation at

the right time.

Farmers generally, have neither the time
nor the skill to follow out all the operations

required to do this ; and hence the most of
their cider becomes hard, by the next sum-
mer after it is made.
We have been informed that the addition

of Salt Petre, in the proportion of one quar-

ter of a pound to a barrel, would net only pre-

vent the cider from becoming hard or sour,

but even if added after it had changed, would
restore it to a pleasai>t state again.

We cannot vouch for the truth of this from

any experience which we have had ourself

with it, but can see no good reason why it

should not succeed ; nor can we discover any
harm whicii it could do by any of the combi-

nations which it would make with the cider,

to which it may be added.

—

Maine Farmer.

I.,oudon many Years ago.
[From Mi(i(llet<ins Siiivey.]

London contains 8,000 acres of pavement,
:«),000 horses, 8,()(K) cows, and 700,000 in-

habitants, and furnishes the neighboring far-

mers with 500,000 loads of manure. It re-

quires the produce of 250,000 acres of land

for its supply, and the manure is calculated

to arise from 500,000 loads of produce sent

into London for its supply from the adjoining <

counties. Nine-tenths of tiic soil from the

privies is carried by the conmion sewers into

the Thames, the water of which is allowed

to be the best in the world.
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From the Franklin, (Kj'.) Farmer

^Voburiior Bedford Hog.—Fig 1.

The plate is a representation of my boar, Belmont, taken from a painting' by Moss. The
proportions are from measurement, and taken wlien lie was nine months old. He is of the

Woburn, (or as generally called here the Bedford) breed. By looking at the painting and

imagining a body nearly round, you may have a tolerable idea of this breed of hogs.

The e.xcellence of this breed consists in their early maturity, large size, ease with which

they fatten, hardiness, productiveness, and being excellent travelers.

I will give a few instances of size, taken from actual weight. I sold to Maj. Yeldell, a

pig, pigged on the 8th of March, and he weighed him in the .Tuly following, and he weighed

one luuuired and fitly pounds. A pair from the same litter, sold to David Tanner, and

weighed in October, weighed two hundred and six, and two hundred and eight pounds. A
pig sent to Mr. Phelps, six or seven weeks old, was weighed every ten days for some time,

and found to have gained each time fifteen pounds. The boar from which the above cut was

taken, notwithstanding his long journey to Kentucky, was the largest animal of the hog kind

that I had ever seen at nine months old. I regret "that I did not have him weighed ; but the

following measurement was taken at nine months old : from the root of his ear to the root of

his tail, tour feet two inches; around his body, five feet.

As an instance of the ease with which they fatten, I would state that I cut one of my boars

and sold him to Capt. C. A. Preston, his weight was two hundred and sixty-seven pounds

;

and he again sold him in thirty days and found his weight to be three hundred and sixty-

seven pounds, having gained one hundred pounds in thirty days.

As an instance of their productiveness, I would mention a sow that was two years old the

13tli of last month, and has produced tbrty-four pigs at four litters, none of them have ever

raised more than ten; but they often have over that number.

Mr. Bush, Mr. McDonald and others, who have driven them, all concur in saying they

are the finesi traveling hogs they have ever driven, and sell first when they get to market.

I prefer the name of Woburn, the name by which they are known m England, to the name
of Bedford, on account of there being several kinds of hogs of the latter name, one of which

originated from a family of that name who had them in this State.

I have had this breed of hogs ever since 1832, and consider them better adapted to the

wants of Kentucky than any hogs I have seen, and the boar, Belmont, and two sows, were
imported last spring, for a cross for my other hogs.

I can furnish any reasonable number of boars for breeders, and a few sow.s, at from $5 to

i$10 each, according to size and quality. I have lately added thirty young sows to my former

list of breeders, and hope when they have piirs, which will be in about two months, that I

then can supply all who may want. I am breeding from four boars that are very little con-

nected with each other, so that I can furnish a suitable cross. I know of no animal that

degenerates sooner than the hog from breeding from near relatives. I have never seen full

rother and sister produce stock equal to themselves. Sam'l D. Martin.
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To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet.

Sir,— I beg your acceptance of a chapter
of the Dialogues " Between a Father and Son,
on the subject of Agriculture and Husband-
ry," and with my best wishes for the success
of your interesting publication, subscribe my-
self J. p.

Dialogue "betw^een a Father and Son.
BONE MANURE.

trunk.—How much we have lately heard
on the value of bone manure. I long to wit-

ness the effects of our experiment of last week
in the Home Close : eight bushels an acre
only, will save a mountain of labor in the cart-

age of manure, if it be nothing else.

Father.—Within these few years, bones
have been an article of great request for ma-

• nure; and horrib.e as it may appear to us, it

is said, the battle fields of Europe, and espe-
cially that of Waterloo, have been dug up for

the purpose of obtaining the human and ani-

mal bones which they contained, and which
have been sent, by whole cargoes, to other
parts, to be ground up for manure, perhaps
for other purposes! They are crushed by
means of large iron cylinders, set with iron

teeth, which draw in and crush in an instant

the bones of a horses head, while the fire will

fly from the teeth in a surprising manner.
You have heard of phosphorus—this is ob-

tained from bones, and teeth are supposed to

yield a large proportion, so that this fire is

phosphoric.

When bones are ground fine, they are used
as a manure for turneps, a small quantity be-

ing drilled with the seed at the time of sow-
ing : the eifect is truly astonishing. I have
seen portions of the same field left for the

purpose, without this dressing of bone dust,

by the side of those which had obtained it;

the turneps, on the undressed parts, were not

larger than walnuts, while those on the dress-

ed land were as large as your hat, and sold

for $25 per acre ; while those on the undress-

ed were not worth one. Upon poor, sandy

hills, where, to drag up any other kind of ma-
nure would be worth more than the crop,

bone dust works wonders, as by it, as good

crops can be obtained as in the valleys by

the aid of farm-yard manure; and the crops

of all kinds feel the effects for many years

afler. To prove that animal manures are

more lasting in their effects than any other,

I will relate a circumstance which took place

forty years ago—the truth of which you may
rely upon. A boy, while rolling a crop of

barley on one of the hills of the Isle of Wight,
unfortunately fell under the heavy roller and

was crushed Hat; and although the body was
immediately removed a great ([uantity of the

blood and juices thereof was lotl where the

lad had fallen. On this spot the crop grew

to twice tlie height of that on any other part

of the field, and was of a deep green color

;

and to this day, the same spot, let the crop be

what it might, is still discernible from its

greener color.

Frank.—To how many uses bones are ap-

plied ! I have heard that from them is ex-

tracted the spirit of hartshorn, which is in

such general use as a medicine ; and I have
lately seen buttons made of bone, equal in

appearance to ivory.

Father.—They are, and I have sometimes
thought that the "Life and Adventures of a
Bone" might be worked up into a very inter-

esting book for children. Suppose now, we
try our hand at it, by way of outline. W'^
will, if you please, take the bone of the fore

leg of the famous horse Hclipse, (I should

tell you I have seen a leg of that surprising

animal,) the birth and parentage of which
must be peculiarly interesting—how that he
remained for years unnoticed, and was sold

for a comparatively small sum to a butcher,

to whom Colonel Kelly gave 1,000 guineas
for one-half share of him, and laid a wager
that he would distance every horse that he
started with that day, 13 in number, and that

he absolutely did it, and all that : and that,

after a most wonderful career of success, at

his death this bone fell into the hands of a
bone boiler, who extracted from it the fat for

making soap ; after which, he burnt part of it

in an enclosed cylinder, and during the com-
bustion, the black, stinking liquor which
dropped from it was carefully preserved, and
being purified, part of it was enclosed in a

golden locket set round with diamonds, and
presented to Queen Victoria, to be worn on
her Coronation day, as a most valuable per-

fume ; while another part was sold to a ba-

ker to be mixed up with his dough, to cause
it to rise in the oven as light as a sponge,

but which, after performing this office, was
arrested in its progress up the chimney, in a
state of vapor, as it might be termed, and
again sublimed in a glass ves.sel, to be again
used for the same purpose, ad injinitnm. Part
of the residue which remained in the cylin-

der, it being ivory black, was used for the re-

fining of sugar, and the remainder, being

ground into impalpable powder, was sold to

Day and JMartin to make their indescribable

polishing blacking ! Another part of the same
bone being burnt in the open air, the ashes

from which were nearly as white as flour,

were used, partly for refining gold, while the

remainder was mixed with flour by a baker,

to impart to the bread a peculiarly delicate

whiteness and to cause it to become light in

the baking; excellent too, in the makino- of
wfdilina; cakes. From auothor part of the

same bone were made buttons for decorating

the hunting coat of that same Colonel Kelly,
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(as well as ornament for his hunting whip,) sell for one-half the price per bushel of stone

or, if you had ratlier, for that of the King of lime.

France himself; while another portion was i There is a threat dinbrcnce in the value of

baked in an oven until it had acquired a tine! lime, depending on the purity of the stone

brown tint, when it was ground down in oil,! out of which it was burnt. Home lime con-

and formed the very color with which Sir tains one-tburth or more of sand ; and otlen

Tiiomas liawrence painted the beautiful horse
I

other impurities enter into its composition

upon which the Duke of Wellington rode on 'which materially lessen its value. Masons

the day of the battle of Waterloo

!

And, if you will allow a little digression,

we will suppose that tlie hoofs of this won-

derful creature were burnt in an iron pot, and

being mixed with potash, a fine blue color was

formed from the residue (called Prussian blue)

with which the blue ribband was painted

which decorates the portrait of that famous

man, riding upon that famous liorse, which

was painted by that famous painter

!

And, to crown all, we will suppose that

the remainder of the bones of this noble crea-

ture were ground up for manure, and were

used for a purpose, by no means inferior to

those above mentioned, according to the spirit

of our motto—"Agriculture is the noblest of

all employments, as well as the most favor-

able to morals. Let the soldier talk o^ honor

and s^lory— I see more honor in covering the

earth with grain and verdure, than with dead

and mangled bodies, and more glory in pro-

viding food for its inhabitants than in destroy

ing them."

24th July, 1838.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Facts a.n<l Opinions on L.itue.

" Examine all things, and hold fast to that which is

good."

The extensive and increasing use of lime

for agricultural purposes, renders it highly

necessary that farmers should be put in pos-

session of all the leading facts in relation to

60 important an article; and one in which
large numbers of them are dealing annually,

some of whom have sustained loss from lack

of that kind of knowledge which would ena-

ble them to protect their interests.

It has been ascertained from a series of ex-

periments carefully made in England, by
Bishop NVatson, and it is presumed that they
will apply equally well in this country, that

upon an average every ton of 2240 lbs. of
good limestone produced 1292 lbs. of quick
lime, weighed before it was cold ; and that

when it was exposed to the air it increased

weight daily, at the rate of a hundred

and bricklayers are among the best judges of

lime, for they know that the purer it is, the

better it works, and the more sand may be

mi.xed with it. Some lime is so poor, or con-

tains so much foreign matter in its composi-

tion, as not to admit of any, or only of a very

small (juantity of sand being added to it in

making mortar. Tiie lime tliat is most pro-

fitable for making mortar, is also most valu-

able Ibr agricultural purposes. The purer

lime is, the more water it takes in, and the

longer it is in slacking, and it increases more,

both in weight and measure by the process of

being slacked, than poor or impure lime does.

Water dissolves the alkaline ingredient ai'

lime, and it has been ascertained that at tlie

freezing point it dissolves double the quanti-

ty that boiling water does, differing in this

respect perhaps from all other bodies.

Lime water, or the alkaline solution of

lime, is perfectly transparent, and possesses

an acrid, alkaline taste, somewhat similar to

the ley from wood ashes.

Dr. Alston states that one pound of quick

lime furnished him with 600 pounds of lime

water without its being sensibly weakened,

land that he continued the application of addi-

jtional quantities of fresh water to it for twen-

ty-six months.

I
It is presumed that it is this alkaline soln-

tion of lime that produces the principal effect

on the soil and on vegetation. Lime and its

solution are well known to be jwwerfiil anti-

septics, resisting or impeding putrefaction in

animal or vegetable substances, notwithstand-

ing it has been stated in many books of agri-

culture that it promotes fermentation and pa-

trefaction, and renders bodies more quickly

and readily soluble in water.

Quick lime applied to succulent vegetables

[absorbs the moisture from them, and renders

I

them perfectly dry and brittle, and if the

quantity of lime be great compared with the

vegetable matter, combustion takes place and

the vegetables are reduced to ashes, but are

I

not decomposed in the usual understanding-

of the term.

Lime spread on the surface sod is in somem
weight per ton, for the first five or six days ji measure prevented by the grass and the fibres

after it was drawn from the kiln. of the roots from descending into the earth,

A ton of fresh well burnt lime will absorb, and the rains from time to time dissolve it,

690 lb=!. or nearly one-third its weight of wa-[,and carry down the alkaline solution, so as to

ter without being slacked ; and a bushel of moisten every particle of the soil with it.

good stone lime, when slacked, will measure This neutralizes the acidity of the soil, and

two bushels; of course slacked lime should' the carbonic acid gas of the atmosphere coq-
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verts the solution into carbonate of lime in

connexion w ith every particle of earth it

comes in contact with, and this being mucli

less adhesive than clay, when it comes to bo

ploughed the particles easily separate, and

hence the property of lime in rendering the

soil less adhesive and more readily penetrat-

ed by the roots of plants in search of food.

Particles of sand not being penetrable by

moisture, where that predominates, the alka-

line solution of the lime passes between them
and becomes a carbonate, forming an adhesive

cement between them, and hence it renders

a sandy soil somewhat more compact and re-

tentive of moisture.

Where much vegetable matter abounds in

a soil, it will absorb and retain the solution of

lime as a sponge, which being converted in

its interstices into a carbonate, will tend to

impede its too speedy decomposition ; for ve-

gfetable matter, in our climate, decomposes

with too much rapidity for plants to take up

the nutriment it affords as rapidly as it is pro-

duced, and consequently a portion of it is lost

or dissipated ; but by the decomposition being

impeded or checked by the carbonate of lime

it proceeds more slowly and continues to give

out food for plants more gradually and for a

much longer period of time; and this corres

ponds with the observation of our most in

telligent farmers, that where lime is used the

manure or dung continues to produce its ef-

fect for a much longer time.

The partially decomposed vegetable mat-

ter in the soil also operates as a reservoir for

moisture, and gives it out to the adjacent soil

when it becomes dry, so as to keep up a more

perfect equilibrium of moisture, which is sta-

ted to be the fact where lime is applied ; for

manure that is only partially decomposed

holds moisture in much larger quantities than

that which is thoroughly rotten. This may
be observed in every dung heap in the coun-

try, for the straw holds the moisture whilst

the decomposition is only partial, but when
it becomes thorough it lets it loose, and hence

we see the essence of dung heaps running to

waste during the summer season.

These views are thrown together for the

purpose of arresting the attention of those

who are much more competent to discuss this

intricate subject than the writer, for we find

sometimes that even an erroneous theory by

leading to discussion promotes the discovery

of truth. It is therefore hoped that those who
are disposed to examine and discuss this im-

portant subject, will avail themselves of the

Farmers' Cabinet for that purpose. X.

The way to enlarge our ability, is to double

our industry; because, by often repeated ef-

rorts we may accomplish in the end what, in

the beginning, we despaired of.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

SKETCHES FROM THE BUDGET OF AN EXFARMER.
No. I.

THE PROVIDENT FARMER.

The provident farmer has a place for every

thing, and is anxious to keep every thing in its

place. If the ploughing of a field has been

completed, the plough is not left in the fence

corner until it is needed some where else, but

is brought home to the shelter of the bam,
the workshop, or the wagon house. The same
care is exercised in relation to every thing he

makes use of, in the varied operations of his

farm. In the spring he does not depend up-

on his cattle for information whicli of his

fences have been blown down or unridered

during the storms of the winter. He does

not wait for the gathering in of his crop to

learn whether there are any pig holes through

or under the fence which surrounds the mowing
ground or cornfield. He provides every thing

in its season,—he looks after every thing,

—

and almost insensibly instils the same .sort of

habit in all that are about him. The granary

at the barn, the meal chest and meat tub at

the house are never quite empty, and his wife

has forgotten the day when she had not a ham
in the kitchen, or the means for cooking it at

the wood-pile. Such is a brief sketch of a

provident farmer, and a provident farmer's

comforts. Now take the reverse;— it is a

sketch drawn from the life, and though he
who sat for the portrait is dead, he has lefl

many a kindred spirit behind him.

THE IMPROVIDENT FARMER.

Many years back I resided in one of thd

neighboring counties, on land adjoining the

property of a. full-blooded improvident farmer.

He had a comfortable house, a noble barn, a

fertile farm ;—he was industrious, so also were
his household,—yet every day and all day long

something or other was out of order and go-

ing wrong. If any thing was broken, he had

the whcretvithall to mend it, but just at the

time of extremity it always seemed to be

mislaid. If a staple was needed, the work
shop having been in vain searched, a laborer

from the plough or the harvest field, was sent

for one to the blacksmith's shop,—and it not

unfrcquently happened that by the time of

his return, some one would recollect that there

was a half a dozen, stowed away over the

kitchen mantle. If either of his horses had

lost a shoe he was rarely taken to be sliod

until he luul become hiine. The pigs were
not ])onnod up until they had wasted more
corn than they were worth for their owner,

nor until some of them had been shot by his

neighbors. It would be vain for me to at-

trMnpt to toll how many times a day the old

farmer was called from his reirular labor, to

drive the pigs or the cattle from the grass, the
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grain, the corn, or the garden. All these out

of door troubles were very vexatious and

very expensive,—and then to crown tiie whole

he was as improvident as respected the wants

of his household as he was of his stock or his

farm. His wood-pile was often exhausted,

and iiis fences not unfrequently suffered for it.

It was a very rare occurrence for him to send

grain to the mill, until the last portion of flour

had been consumed at home. This at certain

Keasons of the year, particularly in harvest

time, when the streams were frequently low,

occasioned them at times to be for a day or

two without any bread.

This improvidence introduced the old man
and his fimily into many disagreeable scrapes;

for their friends often called to visit them
when there was neither bread nor flour on the

premises. One afternoon a large company
found them in tiiis condition. The family re-

ceived the visitors with great courtesy, and

every thing was agreeable and pleasant, un-

til the females recollected it would soon be

supper time. All was now consternation and

perplexity. The old man was summoned and

despatched to negotiate at the neighboring

houses for provender. He was to beg or bor-

row ; cakes, bread—any preparation of flour

—

his distressed wife and daughter were willing

to receive.

His course led him to one of the neighbors,

whose wife was a most notable housewife, an
untiring talker, and one ofsuch boundless kind-

ness, that she was ready at any hour of the

day or night, without fee or reward, to visit

the sick or the wounded. As it happened,

the old woman had no bread to spare,—and
feeling great sympathy with her female neigh-

bors, she gave loose to that instrument which
never grows dull by using, and administered

therewith a real chastisement on the bread

hunter for not keeping his family better sup-

plied with flour. But whilst in the midst of i

this infliction, she espied a nice pot of buck-

wheat batter ju'^t ready for baking. Her
J

tongue came to a rest ; she drew it forth, and
her good nature triumphing even over a desire

to scold, she told the old man his family were
quite welcome to it. He accepted the pres-'

ent with many thanks and rejoiced to think

he hid now obtained a panacea for all the

trouble of his household. Grasping the trea-

sure in his arms, he sallied forth,—passed

safely through big gates and little gates, over
bars and fences, until he at last sat astride of

the topmost rail of that which surrounded his

dwelling. Here he rested himself, and whilst'

his countenance beamed with exultation and

triumph, he looked as though he had never
known sorrow. Suddenly the whole company
of strangers, who had started for a ramble round

the farm, turned the corner of the house and

came plump upon him. They stared with|

astonishment to see the old man perched up
in this manner, grasping the huge pot in his

arms,—and he viewed tliem with a bewilder-

ing consternation. His muscles relaxed, his

arms could no longer retain tlieir treasure,

the earthen vessel was broken by the fall,

—

and his imagined supper was sy)rcad in one
great cake on the gi'een grass, fur the sun to

bake and the pigs to eat at their leisure.

N. R
I'or the FiiriiitrH' ('alii net.

Best time for Cuttiii;;; Timber.
For many yea rsmy attention has been turned

to ascertain the proper time to cut timber to

insure its greatest durability. I am satisfied

that the spring, when the sap flows freely, is

the best time to fall timber. I am borne out

in this opinion by the following statements

that I have collected.

J C informed me that a detach-

ment of British troops crossed from Philadel-

phia the 1st day of May, in 1777, and on the

2d commenced cutting down his worxls for the

supply of the army, and at the same time to

burn up his fencing, which they completely

accomplished. " But," said he, " they taught

me the proper time to cut timber to make it

last. After they marched off", I found many
trees that were not cut into cord wood ; those

I split into rails, believing, at the same time,

they would soon decay, from their baing cut

in the spring—but I have been agreeably dis-

appointed,—most of them are as sound now
as when made into fence." This he related

five-and-twenty or thirty years after the peace

of '83.

Conversing with an old gentleman in the

neighborhood of Haddonfield, he told me that

in the spring of the year he was making
fence. " My fences," said he, " are all ofcedar,

but falling short of cedar rails, and having

none from the swamp, I was induced to cut

down a pine tree and convert it into rails to

finish out my fence ; they were the only pine

rails I ever made use of. Ten or twelve

years after this, when resetting my fence, I

found the pine rails so sound that I let thera

remain; since then I have not seen them,

having left my farm." I proposed taking a
ride and look if any of them were remaining.

We did so, and found a number in the fence

perfectly sound. I asked how long they had
been there. He replied, between 28 to 30
years.

An old friend related the following :—"I
served my apprenticeship to a carpenter.

—

Duiing my apprenticeship my employer was
sent for to build a barn for a farmer in the

neighborhood, who was very particular to

have every thing done in the best manner.

In the old of the moon, in the month of Feb-

ruary, he cut down and hauled all the logs
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necessary for the frame. In tlie spring my
employer was sent for, and wlien we came to

hew the sills, one was so defective we were
compelled to get another from the woods
to supply its place. Whilst we were build-

ing the barn he would frequently lament the

loss of the sill he cut in the winter, saying,
• in a few years I shall have to put in a new
sill, for this one will rot,' pointing to the one
cut in the spring.^ But, said this old friend,

I lived to see the same barn moved, and be-

fore it could be effected, they were compelled
to put three new sills under it; they were all

rotten except the one cut in the spring." This
satisfied me that the spring was the proper
time to fall timber to insure its lasting well.

Being at Egg Harbour, fitting out a vessel,

and in company with several persons, the
conversation turned as to the proper time to

cut timber for ship building—an old man re-

l9,ted the following:— I well remember a gen-
tleman coming from Philadelphia to Egg
Harbour, and sending for a ship-carpenter to

build him a schooner. When they entered
into a contract, the gentleman bound him up
to cut down all the timber when the pap run,

and then take his own time to build her, pro-

vided he would get her round to Philadelphia

before the winter set in. We all thought he
knew but little about cutting timber, and
would soon have a rotten vessel. Eighteen
years after, said he, I saw the same vessel

opened. Her timbers were then sound, and in

good condition. Yours, &c. An Old Man.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet.

Transmutation of Plants.
Sir,—In a former communication, I gave

you a history of the produce of some skinless

oats I had sown. Enclosed you will find a

sample of the product of this year. I never
had a disposition to enter into a controversy

with any one, on any subject whatever, and
much less in my declining years, and in par-

ticular with gentlemen who enjoyed in early

life advantages of which I was denied. The
little knowledge I possess of agriculture was
obtained from a long course of experience
and observation. Tf belief in the obsolete

doctrine of transmutation is to be attributed

to superstition and infidel notions, I must con-

fess that it has not been shaken, much less

removed, by the observations of your corres-

pondent On the contrary, my opinion has

been lately strengthened by a discovery which
would have confirmed even Mr. Fcatberstone-

haugh himself, if he had any doubt remaining
on that subject. Passing through one of my
fields, some time before harvest, I discovered

a head of lehrat surrounded by nine heads

of cheat. I took it up with care to show to

Bomeof my neighbors. We examined it and
discovered no difference in the stems, but the

blades of the cheat had a little more rough-
ness on the upper side than the wheat. We
then examined the root, which was compress-

ed in the circumference of a dollar, and found

the lateral roots of the cheat grown out of

the radical or centre root that bore the wheat.

One of the gentlemen was heretofore strenn-

ously opposed to transmutation, but is now
satisfied. I am as firmly persuaded as yonr
correspondent, W. D., that seed sowed in pro-

per seasons, and receiving no injury of any
kind, will universally bring its own kind.

But may not certain causes produce certain

effects'? He disbelieves the doctrine, because
it is not consonant to his ideas of philosophy

and nature. But may there not be hidden
and mysterious causes in nature, as yet inac-

cessible to man in the present enlightened

age ! I can only say that my garden has been
dug with a spade these forty years to my own
knowledge, and never did cheat make its ap-

pearance except on the spot where the oats

had been sown, and is there still. The plant

that leaves tlie yellow seed which i alluded

to in my former communication, so strongly

resembles fiax that you cannot well discover

any difference until it comes to its full growth.
The seed is full of oil, but the stem is desti-

tute of lint. I could get a number of farmers
to testify to the same facts. Your correspon-

dent, W. D., must have been mistaken when
he says it had no more afBnity to flax than
horse-radish. In respect to timothy produc-

ing cheat the first year is so common an oc-

currence that it causes no surprise to the far-

mer who is in the habit of sowing it, for he
is aware if he cuts it in a green state that the
roots will not die, but bring timothy the suc-

ceeding year. But if it is suffered to get
fully ripe the root will die like other grains.

In regard to spontaneous productions, W. D.
admits that oak succeed pine forests when
cutoff. I could point him to a district near
a furnace on a mountain that is overgrown
with chcsnut, where formerly pint was cut

oK The (juestion might be asked, when and
how were the seed conveyed there ; and why
were they not rooted up by the swine that

generally rove about furnaces. The seed
must have lain near the surface, and swine
are fond of chesnuts. To be more scrions,

Mr. Editor, docs not the earth contain that

vegetative principle which was first implant-

ed by Him who has created it, and said, let

it bring forth grass, and herbs, &c., but not

man and animals; and requires no more than
causes to produce effects. G. W.

Martinshiirp, Va , July If.th, l'*^^.

What cannot be done by one stroke, may
be effected by manv ; and application and
perseverance liave oflen succeeded when all

! other means have failed.
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mineral RIanurcs.

The following remarks by Win. P. Kiiizer, of Pcqua,

I,ancaster Co., we copy from a late number of the

Cultivator.

Although there is much to please and in-

.erest the mind in practical farming, yet de-

void and apart trom the theory, it is little else

than a routine, suited to the capacity and am-
bition of uncultivated minds. An active and

enlightened mind seeks to understand the

cause and effect—to apply the sciences ; in

short, it is restive, until the queries emhraced

in agriculture, are disposedof and determined

uiwn soimd piiilosophical principles. 'Tis this

constitutes theory ! and 'tis this theory, that

nnfolds a world of beauties to the scientific

agriculturist, of which the mere prejudiced

practical farmer, the mere tyro and novitiate,

must remain ignorant, and that too, of the

highest branch 5f the profession which he
follows.

The improvement which has been effected

within the last twenty years in several of the

eastern counties of Pennsylvania, (and espe-

cially in Chester,) is almost incredible. And
the whole is mainly attributed to a regular

and judicious use of lime as a manure. To
me, it has been matter of astonishment, to

find this inestimable restorative meet with so

little favor in the minds of the conductor and

correspondents of the Cultivator. My farm

is situated in a district of secondary forma-

tion, and the soil is principally calcareous, yet

I have seen the most surprising beneficial ef-

fects attending the free use of lime and plas-

ter ; the latter apparently reacting on the for-

mer, and consequently, the greatest benefit is

derived by using them together. The crops,

not only on my farm, but on others in this vi-

cinity, have been doubled by a free use of

mineral manures. When a farm has been

improved so as to produce heavy crops, there

will be such a corresponding increase in the

quantity of stable manure as to insure its fu-

ture fertility. I look upon the immense beds

of limestone in this region as an inexhausti-

ble store, designed by the wise Governor of

the World to keep up the strength of the

land, in all time to come. I regard tlie lime-

stone of Pennsylvania as a mineral, which
will confer more real benefit upon posterity

than any of her other mineral treasures.

—

The aid which it promises to contribute

to the support and improvement of her ag'

riculture cannot be easily overrated. Some
idea may be formed of the estimation in which
lime is held here as a manure, by the fact,

that farmers come from 25 to 30 miles, i. e.

from Maryland and the poor district of primi-

tive formation in the southern part of Chester
county, bordering on the Maryland line, to

my lime-kiln and others in the neigiiborhood

the lime costing those farmers twenty-five

cents per bushel when delivered. To the

farmers in that quarter, lime is the "anchor
of hope ;" Uure it has already made the bar-

ren and desert place glad, and is last putting

a new and improved tiicc uixm the country.

—

The farmers, even lh(:rc,\\i\.\\ this farfetched

means of improving their land, i)refer better-

ing their condition by liming near a good
market, rather than migrate to tlie exuberant
soil, and realize the etopian dreams and fairy

tales of the " far west."

On part of my farm, 300 bushels of lime

per acre have been applied within thirty years,

at the rate of about 100 bushels per acre at a
dressing, and always put on fresh, and slacked,

then immediately spread. I am not inclined

to believe that lime should become carbonated

before it is applied. I adopt Sir Humphrey
Davy for my prototype, in every case involv-

ing agricultural chemistry, 1 shall be en-

couraged so to do, until some modern wisea-

cre can clearly demonstrate tliat Sir H. is

wrong. Doubtful points in Davy's theory

have become demonstrable truths with me,
after being aided and enlightened by the lamp
of experience. Lime, in its fresh caustic

state only, while an alkali, acts as a decom-
posing agent in the soil, rendering vegetable

substances soluble—but when a mild carbon-

ate, it operates only like marl, in improving

the texture of the soil, according to Davy,
whose authority is unquestionable, and the

theory, at all events, may fairly challenge

contradiction ; hence the advantage of apply-

ing lime, like stable manure, in its fresh

state.

With regard to the theory, or the manner,
in which gypsum operates on vegetation, an
accidental circumstance which occurred in

my practice and under my own eye, goes fur-

ther to establish the truth in my mind, than
all the ink that has been spilled on the sub-

ject; even the adopted theory of Prof Low
and British Husbandry to the contrary not-

withstanding. In April, 1832, 1 sowed a half

bushel of plaster on a small piece of land in

the middle of a wheat field, for experiment,

in order to ascertain whether the plaster

would have the slightest effect, even of chang-
ing the color of the wheat,—the result an-
swered my expectations ; there was not a
shade of change in the color of the wheat in

the future stages of its growth. In autumn fol-

lowing, the same field was again ploughed
for wheat, and the plaster of course turned
down ; the field was deeply ploughed, say se-

ven or eight inches—the spring following the

field was sown with clover seed ; the secret

then was speedily developed ; when the wheat
was cut in harvest the growth of clover on
that same land which had been sown with
plaster was so luxuriant as to interfere with
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the cradle in cutting the wheat. Soon after ['ample accommodations of food and shelter for

harvest, the clover on the said land flowered,! the feathered tribe, the effects of the ijun or

and a heavy swarth might have been mown I
other missile aimed at their immediate de-

on it in September following. The adjacent: jstruclion, appears to be as imperceptible as

parts of the field, with the same soil and cnl-hthe "drop of the bucket." I do not wish to

ture, exhibited a sickly contrast. In the an- 1
divest the public mind from ihat laudable an-

tumnofl83:i, the clover on said land waslitipathy so prevalent in some neighborhoods

trodden down by stock, returning manure , against those idlers that prowl about the

to the soil, and by that means the plaster ni- [country and commit indiscriminate destruc-

directly prepared the ground for a sure crop tion upon every bird tliat comes within the

of wheat. This one single and simple fiicl} reach of their merciless weapon: far other-

serve.s to overthrow the theory that plaster
|j
wise. I would earnestly recommend that the

must be sown on the plants, to be absorbed] rigorous construction of the law against hunt-

through the pores of the leaves—attract jing be enforced against them, not only be-

moisture from the atmosphere, &c. This cause I am decidedly opposed to the wanton

mooted point I consider settled, and the soil
i

and unnecessary destruction of any part of

and roots made the laboratory instead of the

leaves and the atmosphere.

Although my agricultural career has been

only short, yet the great object, improvement,

has been ardently and zealously pursued

—

sufficiently, indeed, to create a most utter

and implacable abhorrence against all vague
and unfounded theory, which is the bane of

the agricultural press. The mere conjecture

of a writer, if in error, will do no harm ; but

'tis the positive declaratory assertions, where
wrong, that do mischief, inasmuch as many
believe, and adopt what they read.

Quere. Why is it that lime and plaster act

much more efficiently, when both are ap-

plied to the soil, since the base of both is

lime?

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

On the Destruction of Birds.
" Experience teacheth knowledge, and the prudent

man profiteth thereby."

In Vol. II. No. 17 of the Cabinet, under

the head of " Injury from destroying Birds,"

is a lengthy, well-written article, evincing

extensive literary attainments, and talents of

no ordinary degree. The avocations of the

tiller of the soil are set forth with a masterly

hand ; the indolence of the ignorant, the habits

of the untutored tenants of the forest, and the

picturesque scenery of tlie cultivated districts

of the earth, are described in a manner pecu-

liarly pleasing and instructive. Notwith-

standing all the elegance of its diction and

periods rounded in classic style, it is not, in

my humble opinion, without some discrepan-

cies, and there are inferences advanced to

which I must take the liberty of pleading

skeptical. However "intimate the connex-

ion which exists between the interests of ag-

riculture and the increase and diminution of

our indigenous birds" may be, I do not be-

lieve that the principal cause of their disap-

pearance from amongst us can consistently be

attributed exclusively to tliose so very appro-

priately styled "truant murderers," for where-

ever the country couuijucs to abound with

the animal creation, but also because the fre-

quent violation of the laws with impunity

tends to harden the heart and beget a disre-

spect for all law, moral and divine, and not

unfrequently increases, if it 5,'oes not produce
by habits incident thereto, that most to be
dreaded of all evils, devotion to the bottle.

If, for instance, an area of 1.5 or 20 acres of
land were covered with water from 2 to 10
feet in depth, containing a great quantity of
stumps, felled trees, and brushwood, all the

inhabitants in the vicinity would not be able

to divest it entirely of fish, frogs, and turtles

for 24 hours in succession in as many years

;

but drain off the water, and put the ground
under good tillage, and fish, frogs, or turtles

will be a rarity upon it. And I have no doubt
that he that causes 20 acres of well timbered
land to be cleared and brought under cultiva-

tion in two years, is more instrumental in the

diminution of those indigenous birds than ten

men with their guns would be in the same
length of time.

I am acquainted with a small section of
country which, from my own knowledge and
unquestionable traditional authority, has been
for one hundred years the theatre of " truant

murderers," who with their four-footed com-
panions have been to the tenants a continued

source of provocation and alarm; for, besides

the damage sustained by ihe desfniction of

the grass and various kinds of grain, their

horses and cattle were frequently injured

tlirough the inattention or design of those

marauding gentry, and it was only by fre-

quent throats of the strong arm of the law
that their residence was rendered tolerable;

and in addition to this the foxes, skunks,

mink.s, and weasels, although efernal war
was declared against tiiem, and various en-

gines kept in preparation for their destruc-

tion, yet tiiey kept such a steady eye upon
their respective choices of poultry, that the

utmost diligence and precaution were requi-

site to preserve frf)m tiiose nocturnal visitors

a tithe for the market, and ottimes have the
pleasing anticipations of tlie good housewife
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been frustrated wlien called to witness the

c;irc;isses of the rookery strewed upon the

ground, bearing such marks in their execu-

tion OS gave ample testimony to identify the

perpetrators, for they had feasted sumptuous-

ly upon that which is unlawful for man to

eat. Their declarations of war were vain,

and their munitions of war of none effect,

while they furnished the enemy with such

commodious ambuscades, for every fence was
strongly fortified by a well set hedge of na-

ture's variety, from two to ten poles in width,

and every field interspersed with shady

groves, and numbersof acres of the land were
covered with stately oaks, whose sturdy trunks

had witlistood the surly blasts of centuries.

Now, since the hedges and groves have dis-

appeared, and many acres disburdened of

their cumbrous load, what is the consequence !

Why, the objects of the " paid slaughterers"

have disappeared ; the open fields being un-

congenial to the habits of the nocturnal mur-
derers, they have decamped, and the farmer

now enjoys as much security and repose as is

usual in a country residence. Every mem-
ber of the congregation, from the " feathered

tribe domestic," up to the lord of the palace,

may sit under his own vine and under his

own fig tree, and there is none to make him
afraid. The axe, the hoe, the spade, and the

plough, have accomplished in five years what
the gun, the dog, the trap, and the man
could not perform in a century.

In a spiritual point of view, how admira-
bly illustrative of the workings of the babe
of Bethlehem. Some in the zeal of their re-

ligious frenzy will compass sea and land to

gain one proselyte, and others re.sort to the

sword, the fire, and the faggot to establish

what they believe to be the true worship.

But the meek and humble follower of Him
that was laid in a manger, by the sword of

the spirit which is the operation of the still

small voice, so cleanses and purifies the heart

of the mo.st obdurate and profane sinner, that

it becomes a pleasing receptacle for Him
" who is exalted above the heavens, and whose
glory is above all the earth." Excuse this

digression, and I will proceed.

If the conclusions to be drawn from the in-

timations given by that intelligent correspond-

ent respecting the increase of injurious insects

be correct, the prospects of the farmer must
be alarming indeed. But my experience
teaches me that there is not much cause of

alarm; for I remember some twenty years

since that there was & universal complaint

of grubs in the corn; some fields almost ruin-

ed, and for several years their ravages were
extensive, much worse in some places than
others, but of later time their injurious effects

have not generally been very serious. I

think it was in tlie year of 1819 that my corn

was nearly destroyed by the common large
white grub-worm preying upon the roots;

some parts of the field did not produce one
bushel to the acre, and one or two years I

have known the same species of grub to be
very injurious to the timothy sward, but have
seen no injury nor heard any complaint re-
specting them for some years. l,ast year I
planted Indian corn on a piece of new land
never ploughed before ; in some parts imme-
diately afler it came up it was attacked by the
cut-worm, and taken off at the surface of the
ground ; we replanted and re-replanted, but it

was all cut off and not a stalk survived in that
part of the field, while other sections were un-
molested and produced a fair crop. If the la-

bors of the feathered tribe are so remarkably
beneficial, why should this spot have escaped
them, when it had been in their possession from
time immemorial. The present season I
have Indian corn on land, a part of which had
been farmed but once, and put in with wheat
and grass, then mowed three years, the re-

mainder was old farm land, some ploughed
in the autumn, some in the winter, and some
in the spring, and I do not know that any part
of it was injured by insects of any kind, and
the appearance of a heavy crop was very pro-
mising until the present severe drought,
which has so changed its aspect that I do not
calculate upon one-half of the number of bush-
els that I did on the first of this month. I
am not able to ascertain by the appearance
of the corn as respects the drought, or other-
wise any difference in the respective plough-
ings. And I also remember when in conse-
quence of the ravages of the fly, the farmer
almost despaired of raising wheat, and many
turned their attention generally to rye; bat
since that, the crops of wheat have been abun-
dant, and the crop of 1835 has probably ne-
ver been exceeded since the settlement of
the country, and for several years past the
rye has been almost a failure in many places*
And thus it is, if we take a retrospective

view of former year.^i, we shall find a great
diversity in the amount of their prodTictions»
and that seldom, if ever, two remarkably pro-
lific seasons in all kinds of grains have fol-

lowed in immediate succession. Some years
I have observed that a certain species of cat-
terpillir would be very numerous—other
years another species, and some years bot few
to be seen. From Tarious similar observa-
tions I am inclined to belieye that there are
certain operations of nature that tend to mul-
tiply or decrease the different portions of the
animal and vegetable kingdom?, in due pro-
portion to the propitious or destruetJTe agen-
cy relative to the fructifying principlt of their
respective species. The geological researches
and discoveries of the 19th century, with the
assistanee of comparative anatomy, afford in-
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contestible evidence of the mutability of ani-

mated nature. One generation tbllowingan-
cther, and one species giving place to anotli-

er, in continual succession for countless ages,

previous to the present adjustment ofthe earth.

The destruction of those animals whose fos-

sil remains are the only evidence of their

having had existence, cannot be attributed to

man, for he was not; neither to the imple-
ments of his inventive genius, for in all pro-

bability he had not been, and to conclude tliat

similar changes are now in progress cannot
be irrational, although they may be imper-
ceptible to us poor transient and short-sight-

j

ed mortals ; for his laws are immutable " who
is the same yesterday, to-day, and forever." i

I was much pleased with the sympathetic,
feelings for the different species of birds, ex-
hibited, generally, throughout tiie essay of
the worthy correspondent alluded to; but
when I read, " some are of no use and others

decidedly injurious," and the recommenda-
tion to " destroy them in any manner which
in itself would not do more injury than it

would prevent if successful," I stopped short,

thought I had misunderstood the passage, read
it again, and find naught to extenuate, but a
kind of Benjamitic qualification in the latter

part of the sentence, which does not mitigate
the assertion nor the recommendation, nor
enable me to reconcile it with the general te-

nor of the production. But there it stands in

bold relief; the monument of a positive con-

tradiction of the expressed word of God as

delivered by Moses, and written in the 31st
verse of the 1st chapter of Genesis, in these

words, " And God saw every thing that he
had made, and behold it was very good."
The tender advice and instruction offered by

the said correspondent to the youth, would
appear to have emanated from one who felt

as he spoke, was feelingly alive to the ever-

lasting welfare of mankind, and whose faith,

as the apostle saith, would have kept him
whole. I am much mistaken, in human na-

ture if the destruction of one species of birds

would not, in all probability, "injure that dis-

position and those sensibilities which are so

lovely in the young" as another, and if It'll

for man to decide respecting their usefulness,

I doubt the number would be very small that

his ingenuity could not find excuse to slay.

And those, too, with whom the said writer

says he would " hold no terms," may have
young in their nests that are the workman-
ship of the hands of the same great Author
that breathed into the nostrils of Adam the

breath of life ; who have violated no law on
earth nor in heaven, and whose sole depend-
ence for sustenance is upon their earthly pa-

rents, and deprived of them the little inno-

cents must suffer the painful and protracted

death of starvation. "Because the fathers

have eaten sour grapes shall the children's

teeth be set on edge," or, in other words, be-

cause their tender care-takers, in obedience to

the will of their Creator, have dared to pluck
a stalk or blade which, perhaps, had been the
object or attention of interloping and penuri-

ous man, who, having power, forgets right,

and will kill or destroy every thing which in

his weak estimation interferes with his ava-
ricious profits of gain. Must their helpless

offspring be doomed to pay the second edi-

tion of the penalty by the forfeiture of their

lives. If priority of occupancy gives right,

then is the title to the soil vested in the
beasts and birds, and man is the squatter.

And although man is the subsequent part of
creation, it was said unto him, " Be fruitful

and multiply and replenish the earth, and
subdue it and have dominion over tlie fish of
the sea and over the fowls of the air and over
every living thing that moveth upon the
earth," yet " the expression of a tyrannous
control can find no warrant there." The as-

sertion that man was exclusively herbiverous
before the flood, I think, will be difficult to

substantiate, for I am not aware of any law
in the pentateuch forbidding him to eat flesh,

and where there is no law there can be no
transgression, and immediately after Noah
and his family had gone forth out of tlie ark,

the Lord said unto them, "Every moving
thing that liveth shall be meat for you, even
as the green herb have 1 given you all things."

As the sacred historian does not inform us
that man underwent any material change m
his e.xternal form nor internal viscera, during
his sojourn in the ark, we therefore take it

for granted that the animal capacities which
he now possesses, are precisely similar to

those which he enjoyed previous to the flood,

as he was destined to inhabit every degree
of climate, and as physiologists, anatomists,

and philosophers all agree that his mouth,
teeth, and intestines indicate an animal form-

ed to subsist on all kinds of food, consoqucnt-

ly we are brought to the conclusion that it

was the intention of an infinitely wise, com-
manding, and controlling Intelligence, that

man by a due exercise of the reason with
which he is endued should be governed in

his diet as the circumstances of his situation

might require: be that as it may, let him
"Feed on the slain, but spare the living

brute."
Mooreland, Montgomery eounty,

\

I'eiin. 7 mo., 3Ulh, 18.")8.
(

The person who promises himself success

without endeators, or despairs at the sight of

difficulties, is alwnys disappointed; but, on
the contrary, he who is indefatigable, succeed*
even beyond his eirpectations.

The economy of mall expenses lays tho

comer-stone of wealth.
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For the Farmers' Cabinet,

Fruit Trees.

Tlie fruits of care and industry arc liold in gratefUl re-

nicnibrance.

Both pleasure and profit attends the cultiva-

tion of fru it trees, as any person will discover by

trying the experiment. J]very farmer should

allot a few square yards of ground, near to his

house, for a nursery, vvhicli should be dug up
and kept as clean and free from weeds as his

garden. The boys and girls during the season

of fruit", should consider it a duty to collect

and preserve in readiness for planting, seeds of

apples, pears, peaches, plums, cherries, &c.
which at tiie proper season should be deposit-

ed in drills in the nursery, to furnish stocks

on which to engraft or bud the most valuable

and luscious kinds of fruits that may from

time tc time fall in the way of any member
of the family. Young people soon become
very knowing and ingenious at this kind of

business, if their parents will only give them
a little encouragement in the outstart. When
the trees acquire sufficient size, they should

be set out in suitable places not too far from

the dwelling house, and properly protected

from cattle for a few years, when their value

and importance will soon begin to be discov-

ered ; and the nursery should annually be re-

plenished with new recruits to keep up a suc-

cession of the most valuable fruits and vines

to be found in the country. By this course of

proceeding a farm may have added to its val-

ue a large sum in a few years ; for a purchaser

is always found willing to pay well for good
fruit trees, that are in bearing order or ap-

proaching towards it. Young girls have in

some cases proved extraordinary hands at bud-

ding young trees and rearing grape vines; and

I have a case in my eye where a worthy farm-

er's daughter attracted the attention and pro-

cured herself a most excellenthusband, mainly
by her skill and knowledge in rearing fruit

trees and vines, which, if it would not fill

too much of your valuable Cabinet, I would
tell you more about. There would be no pro-

priety in a farmer's engaging in this kind of

business on a large scale; begin small, and
be sure to do it well ; and never permit your
children to do either this, or any other kind

of business, " well enough,''^ as the phrase is,

for that always means, " had enough.'''' The
object to be attained would he to have a suffi-

cient number of the various kinds of stocks

in your nursery to avail yourself of every su-

perior kind of fruit you might meet with, and
60 gradually to supply the family and your
friends with the best of its kind ; and if you
are not too remote from market, it will be
found, that tlae best kind of fruits sell for high
prices, and no market was ever yet to my
knowledge overstocked with the most valua-

ble kinds of fruits. Independent of all pecu-
niary advantages, attention to fruit trees and
vines is always pleasing to young people who
have been brought up in innocency, and they
become fond of home and home-pleasures,
when they discover that their parents are dis-

posed to surround their domicil with objects
calculated to promote and excite pleasurable
feelings.

Dining lately with a most worthy widow,
who was surrounded by an interesting and in-

telligent family, a fine green apple pye was
dissected and handed round the table ; it being
early in the season for such a treat, and the
pye, both in its ingredients and its preparation

being much to be commended, called forth

some remarks of approbation: when my wor-
thy hostess took occasion to inform me that
the tree on which the apples grew that com-
posed the pye we were partaking of, was
planted more than forty years ago by her ex-
cellent mother, who was a practical woman
of tiie goiieby school ; and that it had fiimished
them with early apples tor the third of a cen-
tury, which had been an annual source of
great enjoyment and profit to them. It bad
given birth to some thousands of delicious
pies, besides otherwise furnishing a refresh-

ing treat to hundreds of people. Now how-
many of the girls and boys that are at
present on the stage ot action, will plant and
nurture each a valuable fruit tree, to hand
down to the next generation as a memento of
their care, industry, intelligence and fore-

sight ] Will you, my good boyl Will you,
my good girl ^ Say, will you plant a fruit

tree to make pies for the boys and girls that
will be, when you are old folks? W.

Wlieat Crop.
In the application of manure to the wheat

crop this autumn, it would be an interesting-

and useful experiment, to reserve a few
perches on which to apply the manure as a
top-dressing after the grain has been sowed.
There have been cases where top-dressing^

of wheat has succeeded admirably, and it

would be desirable to ascertain whether it

was owing to some local or accidental cause,
or whether there may not be some important
principle involved in it. A solution of this

problem would be very desirable, and it could
be tested on a small scale with very little

trouble or expense ; and if the trial was made
by several farmers, in different parts of the
country, and on different soils, and the results
communicated for publication in the Farmers'
Cabinet, it might settle the question to the
satisfaction of all. T.

Avoid having any thing to do with a spec-
ulation, in which many have already eo-
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Roots vs. Hay.
We take the following' from a report made

to the Massachusetts Agrl. Society, by the
Messrs. Colts, of Pittsfield, Berkshire Co., and
we do it to show the immense advantage made
in substituting roots tor hay in feeding cattle,

as well as in tlie quantity of ground necessa-
ry to produce a given quantity of food.

The writer says—" My stock now consists

of 1000 sheep, 6 young o.\en, (i cows, a pair

of horses, and a single horse. I have raised

this season for the use of my stock 5544 bush-
els of vegetables, and all to be grated and fed

out with cut straw, the cattle constantly, the
sheep one feed a day, which seems to be a

necessary food in our long cold winters: it

keeps them in health and also in flesh.

—

As to the respective value of the vegeta-
ble food the following statement will per-
haps best exhibit it. I have commenced feed-

ing and shall continue to feed

—

14 head of horned cattle with 20 lbs. of cut-
straw each per day, 4 cents for each twenty
lbs. 56 cents. Also to each, 8 lbs. of roots

grated, mixed with straw, 3 cents, 42 cents.

And now allow 150 days for the season of
feeding at 98 cents, is $147. The same
stock would require 20 lbs. of hay each per
day for 150 days ; they would consume 42,-

000 lbs., equal to 21 tons; at the moderate
price of ^10 per ton, $210. Balance in fa-

vor of root feed 63 dollars, and I am sure the
stock will appear far better at the opening of
the spring.

You will perceive that the respective val

ue of vegetables for food is six cents a bushel,
while hay is at ten and straw at four. It may
be said that there is some cost in preparing
food, but this is more than compensated if

properly done, by the extra quantities of ma-
nure made."

Thus it appears that 20 lbs. of straw and 8
lbs, of roots mixed afford more nutriment,
and of course are more valuable than 20 lbs.

of good hay, while the actual co.st is much
less. Fourteen tons of roots are a moderate
crop per acre, while the average of hay will

fell considerably below two tons to the acre.

The advantage in favor of the turnep is thus
perfectly apparent, and the farmer who per-
sists in mowing his twenty or forty acres
which would furnish roots sufficient if mixed
with the straw which might be grown on the
remainder, to keep his animals far better than
the hay, and leave the grain crop nearly as a
clear profit, is clearly acting against his true
interests. Again we say to our farmers, you
did well last year by so extensively entering
upon the culture of roots; you will do better
this year by greatly extending their cultiva-
tion.

!
On Orchard Grass—Manner of Cultivation—securing the seeds— Quantity soujti—

Season and mpde—Causes of failure—
Product andvalueforpasturage and hay—
its nutritive qualities, and superiority over
timothy, both when green and dry.

BY LOYD JONES, ESQ.

Dear Sir,— 1 have cultivated orchard grass
for five and twenty years. My crops (ailed

from the bad quality of the seeds, until they
were secured by myself. When they are in

the state at which they can be shaken from
the heads, the stems are cut by a skilful cra-

dler just above the tops of the under grass.

—

AiYer some practice, he is enabled to catch
with his left hand the porlions taken by the

cradle, and to place them regularly as he ad-

vances. They are inmiediately bound in

sheaves large as a man's leg. Double swarths
are afterwards mown with a naked scytlie to

remove the under grass, and leave at proper

distances throughout the field, openings upon
which the sheaves are shocked. They re-

main in this state from eight to ten days, until

sufficiently dry to be carried to the barn,where
they are forthwith threshed to guard against

heating, the great source of injury to the

seeds of this valuable crop. The usual man-
ner of securing them, by putting the sheaves
into the mow, is, I am satisfied, the most ef-

fectual mode to destroy the principle of vege-
tation, as they can rarely be so treated with-

out being mow-burned.
At\er having been threshed, they should be

strewed upon the barn floor—occasionally

stirred if the quantity be large, during eight

or ten days, until they are perfectly dry

—

without this precaution they would inevitably

be heated

The under grass should all be mown for

hay as soon as possible, after the seeds have
been harvested. If it be allowed to stand but
for a few days, it loses its nutritive properties,

—in fact dies, after having lo.'^t the heads.

—

The hay thus made, and properly secured,

although necessarily harsh from having been
allowed to pass the stage of its growth when
most succulent and nutritiou.s, I have found

good fodder, for both horses and neat cattle.

The product of seeds varies from ten to

twenty bushels per acre. I have had in a
very favorable season, twenty bushels upon
land which would not have afforded, I think,

ten of wheat. The product of this, as of all

crops, depends much, of course, upon the sea-

son, and the preparation of the land. The
crop to which I advert, was purposely grown
upon a poor soil, to show the excellence of
the plant, and the fallacy of the assertion,

that it required very rich land.

1 sow from eight to ten quarts of cloyer

seeds, and a bushel of orchard grass seeds

per acre in February, upon wheat or rje land.
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I should prefer tlieir being sown with oats or

barley, as the seeds could be covered more
regularly with the harrow, and their vegeta-

tion would be secured. I do not apprehend

injury from frost in early sowing, but I dread

the effects of drought from late. I have nev-

er suffered from early, but hare generally

had cause to reuret the evils of late sowing.

I consider orciiard grass the best herbage

for pasturage upon uplajid—for hay it cer-

tainly cannot be excelled.
Moiitgoirinry Co., Pa-

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

ITIarl.
Through the medium of the Cabinet I

make my acknowledgments to your corres-

pondent% "Evesham" and " B." for the very

satisfactory information they have given in

your May number, of the green sand, its com-
ponent parts, and their experiments. I have

tried it in .so many ways that J cannot be

mistaken. In 1835 I had drawn on ploughed

land about 300 small loads of the black,

from the side of a marsh which I thought was
mud, but on examining it after it dried, I

found some small pieces of bone, which, on
crushing, looked like magnesia. I then began
to think more of it. It is now called Mica-
cues marl. Its effects on the wheat were not

so great as I expected, though very percepti-

ble. It then lay in pasture, covered with
white clover and plantain, where I never saw
either before. It is now in corn, and the

benefit surpasses my expectation. In 1837
I had some corn rolled in green sand and
planted on one side of plaistered corn, and on
the other dry corn. It was evident to all

who saw it to be much better than the dry,

and quite as good as the plaistered corn if not

better. I have several kinds. The deep
fi^recn, with blue veins through it, as blue as

indigo; this is in boggy places. On the side

of the hill we get the green sand and red

clay. Its effects were so soon discovered on
clover, that when I mentioned it, I could see

a doubtful smile, as much as to say, you are

too sanguine. The mere sprinkling on oats

has, in some places, rai.sed them 50 percent.
I have sowed the green sand on oats like

plaister, with a material benefit. I have but
one regret, that is, I cannot get enough out.

My intention is to sow it on oats as plaister.

Very respectfully, yours,

Kent.

Premature Frnit.
All immature apples, plums, or other fruit,

that fall from the trees, ought to be eaten

by hogs, or be carefully gathered up and burnt

to destroy the eggs or worms therein con-
tained, which otherwise will produce insects

to commit depredations next year on your
truit trees.

For the Furmers' Cabinet.

Ou Family Oovernment;
" Mix kindness with authority ; and rule more by dis-

cretion than rigor."

Mr. Cabinet,—As agricultural operations

cannot be carried on with pleasure or profit

without good family government,! fo» ward Uie

following judicious observations or. that im-
portant subject, to be used at discretion.

B.

As nothing more clearly evidences the

weakness of a legislature than a strong pro-

pensity to multiply laws beyond what real

and absolute need requires, so alao is it in re-

gard to domestic government. In familie?,

as well as in larger communities, there often

is too much law. A few rules an; necessary

for the government of children, and but a few.

These should be too plain to be misunder-

stood ; too reasonable to admit of any dispute

or doubt; and too important to be violated or

neglected. They should be engraven early

upon the memories of children, and enforced,

when need requires, with steady and inflexi-

ble firmness ;—and, by-and-by, they will grow
into habits. Submission and obedience will

become natural and spontaneous.

Children managed in this manner from in-

fancy, and by parents too, whose example
comport with their rules and injunctions, and
whose exercise of authority carries along with

it evident marks of affection.—Children rear-

ed up under this steady, mild, and yet firm

discipline, soon become tractable, except in

extraordinary instances of perverseness.

They feel the yoke to be easy, and are with-

held from acts of disobedience, more out of
filial love and respect, than from the dread

of chastisement. Hence it is that, in some
houses, family government goes on with sin-

gular regularity, though so silent as to be
scarcely perceived. There is no violent scold-

ing; no boisterous threats; no fierce looks.

Both the father and the mother, are so mild

and even in temper and behaviour, that they

seem scarcely to display any authority at all;

and yet their children are orderly, submis-

sive, and dutiful, in a very uncommon degree.

A single word, or a mere glance of the eye,

from either the one or the other, they mind
more than the children of some families do
the pelting of hard blows.

Neither is it the only advantage of this

method of family government, that it accom-
plishes its object the most effecti}ally, and
with the least trouble ; there is another of
equal, if not greater moment. Children thus

managed are led to delight in the company
and conversation of their parents, and to re-

ceive counsel readily from their lips; and
when they come of age to act for themselves,

the transition from the state of subjection to
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that of personal independence is easy, and

scarcely perceivable. They don't feel like

enmncipated slaves. They are not intoxica-

ted vi'ith liberty, but enjoy it soberly ;
still

looking back, with mixed emotions of respect

and love, to the salutary discipline they have

been under, and still accustoming themselves

to consult their parents and to receive their

advice with deference.

Nothing, indeed, is more clear, than that

the simplest government is best for children

;

and yet, this plain matter of fact is often over-

looked, and that too, by some of excellent

minds and hearts. Many parents, of good

sense, and great moral worth, fearful of fail-

ing in their duty, by not governing enough,

•sua into the opposite extreme. They main-

tain a reservedness, a distance, a stateliness

toward their children, who hardly dare to

^cak in their presence, and much less to

manifest before them any symptoms of the

gaiety of youthful hearts. They encumber

them with a multitude of regulations; they

tire them with long lessons of stern monition

;

t-hey disgust and alienate them with a super-

abundance of sharp reproof; they treat their

little levities as if they were heinous crimes.

Instead of drawing them with "the cords of

love," they bind them fast with cords that are

galling and painful.

This mistaken, though virell-intentioned,

manner of family government, is very apt to

draw after it several unhappy consequences.

Children so brought up, how much soever

they fear their parents, do rarely love them

very much. However much they respect

t-heir virtues, they seldom yield them the

warm affections of their hearts. Of some, it

breaks the spirits, and renders them unenter-

prising, tame, and servile, in all the succeed-

ing periods of their lives. Others, who have

more native energy of mind, and stiffness of

heart, it makes exceedingly restless: and

whenever these can get aside from parental

inspection, they are particularly rude and ex-

travagant in their conduct. With longing

eyes they look forward to the day of emanci-

pation from parental authority as a jubilee

:

and when the wished-tbr time has come, they

are like calves let loose from their stalls. The
transition is so great and so sudden, that it

bewilders them ; and it often happens that

their ruin is involved in the first use they

make of their freedom.

They are wide of the true mark in family

government, who make a mighty bustle about

it. In their laudable attempts to e.\cel in

that way, they spoil all by overdoing.

For the Fai-mefs' Cabinet.

Farmers' Cabinet—Transmutation ot
Plants—ObserveJC* No. 14—ttuestion
answered^

I have lately become a subscriber to your

valuable publication, the " Farmers' Cabinet."

I have received and read four numbers of the

work, with great pleasure, and I hope some

profit. In the course of my agricultural op-

erations for the last sixteen years some cir-

cumstances had come under my observation

which had led me to embrace a belief in the

transmutation of plants, or however, to think

that wheat did sometimes turn into cheat.

—

But I am free to acknowledge that since read-

ing an essay upon that subject in the April

number of the Cabinet by your able corres-

pondent W. D., I no longer entertain that

opinion. I think I recognise in the author of

that article a friend of my youth, one to whom

I am indebted for the ntre of a much more

I

serious malady than this mental delusion, at

an early stage of my life; and to which I ot-

iten recur wfth the mo^t grateful feelings.

Since writing the alnwe I have received ano-

ther number v^hicli I have read with no less

pleasure than the preceeding ones ; I hope you

will persevere in the good work. I think

your paper is calculated to do much good.

—

At present the " Cultivator" is pretty gener-

ally taken in this immediate neighborhood,

and, although ably conducted, your paper i.s

evidently better calculated for this latitnde,

and will, I hope, at no distant day receive a

full share of the patronage of the farmers of

this section of country. I shall endeavor to

make my neighbors acquainted with its mer-

its. If it would not be presumption in an il-

literate old farmer, I would ofler a solution to a

question asked by your able correspondent "( )b-

server" in his 14th number. He says, among

other things, that poke weed is known to spring

up abundantly where brush heaps have been

burned, and then asks how shall we account

tor this fact? 1 will just answer this question

and trouble you no further at present with

my remarks. There are several kinds of birds

that feed upon the berry of the poke, partic-

ularly the robin, thrush, and cat-bird, which

are all in the habit of rubing and dusting

themselves in the ashes and fine earth remain-

ing after burning a brush heap ; when en-

i^aged in this operation they no doubt deposit

tiie seed. If the farmer will spread the ashes

and plough up the ground immed lately after the

fire is extinguished he will find no poke grow-

ing on the spot or its Ticmity.

A Natitk Penkstltaniar.
Montgomery Co., Maryland, July, 183H.

One individual who is methodical in his

bushiess can, with ease, perform the work of

four men who set order and regularity at de-

fiance.

The way to wealth depends on two things,

industry and frugality ; that is, waste nei-

ther time nor money ; but make the beet use

of both.
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For the Farmers' L"abiiiot.'»

Sii|tiiac.

Mr. Editor:—Youf' Correspondent En-
•]uirer asks " whether a person collecting and

drying^ a quantity ot" sumac berries could dis-

pose of them at a price that would compen-
sate for his labor

!"

Ilavinof some commercial knowledge re-

spectingf the article of sumac, I can answer
him with certainty in tlie negative. The ber-

ries alone are not used, but the leaves of the

plant are collected, dryed, and coarsely

ground. Some berries may possibly be mixed
with tiie leaves, and do not probably injure

the quality, as they also possess a considera-

ble portion of tannin orastringoncy. In ma-
ny partes of the United States sumac abounds,

and the leaves are occasionally gathered and

prepared for sale. They are inferior to the

imported, and command a less price. Wheth-
er this inferiority be intrinsic, or whether the

result of unskilfulness in preparing the article

for market, I am unable to say
;
probably both

causes in some measure operate to the preju-

dice of tiie American sumac.
Most of the American that reaches the

Philadelphia market comes from Alexandria,

D. C. The best of the impoited is known as

Sicily sumac, and brings at wholesale about

3 cents per pound ; the next in quality comes
from Trieste and commands 2 to 2^ cents per

lb., whilst the best American I have seen will

not at this time sell for more than 1^ cents

per lb.

This price it is evident cannot compensate
for the collection of it while labor in the

United States is h\^\i and in demand, although

the plant grows spontaneously and in abun-

dance. The time will however arrive when
fiumac, an article extensively used by manu-
facturers, may be gathered in this country,

and a chemical analysis and comparison with

the foreign plant would be desirable. The
want of scientific and practical investigations

of this and many other American productions,

is further evidence of the advantage farmers

would derive from the cultivation of scienti-

fic knowledge in well conducted Agricultural

schools, such as the State of Pennsylvania

owes it to her rural population to endosv.

Yours, respectfully, A. S. R.

Slimmer TThcat.
The real Summer Wheat, (triticum ccsti-

vum,) or Blea, Tremois of the French, is

often more productive than the common sorts.

It may be sown so late as the 1st of May,
when grass seeds ought always to accompany
it It ripens about the time of common
wheat In England it often weighs GOlbs.

per bushel, and the price equal to other kinds.

Seed of this valuable variety could easily be

imported from Fiance,

THE FARmCRS' CABINET.
AUGtJST 15, 1838.

To Correspondents.—The following com-
munications not being received in season for

the present number, are on file for publica-

tion in our next. "Observer, No. 15"—^An
article from Morrisville on Spring Wheat

—

On the making of Stone Fence—Agriculture
of the Ancients—Farm Accounts—Notices
to a Young Farmer—Complaining—Easy
Shoes—A Montgomery county Farmer oa
Things in General—Ice Houses, &lc. &.c.

The fir.st and second volumes of the Cabi-
net may be obtained at the office, neatly halt'

bound, at one dollar and twenty-five cents
per volume. They can also be sent by mail
to those who desire them, done up in flexible

covers—price one dollar each—subject to
newspaper postage only.

Union County, Pa.—A gentleman writes

to us from New Berlin, under date of the SIst
July, as follows:—" Our crops of wheat and
rye have turned out well—the wheat very
well, and generally well filled. Some of the
rye is light. The hay is very abandant, and
I have never known the crops to be secured
in such fine order. But the dry weather has
operated injuriously on the summer crops.

—

The oats are short, and in many places light.

It is believed that corn cannot reach half an
average crop. Potatoes, where planted in a
loose mellow earth, are almost entirely dried

up. A rain soon would bring forward those

planted under a sod."

A Thought.
Amonst the various causes which we hear

assigned by farmers, to account for their want
of success in the prosecution of their honora-

ble calling, who ever heard one ascribe it to

carelessness, idleness, or extravagance ; and
yet, in nineteen cases out of twenty, one or

another of these causes, or all of them com-
bined, have been the real cause of the want
of success in the prosecution of agricultural

pursuits^

auantity of rain which has fallen in each monUi
since January 1, 1838.

Isl month, 2.20

2dmonlh 2.19

3d month, 3.17

4tli month „....3 58
5th month 3.57

6th month 6-66

7th month 2-37

PhilaUel[:hia, August 9, 1838.

?tf"Th« regular monthly weeling of Ihe Horticaltn-

ral SoeielT, will be held tt tb« Biual plae«, on Taeidajr
evening, lh» 14ih iistant.

Th« meetiBg of the Affri«ultiiral Sociew will be held

n the Philosophical Hall, tn Fifth streei, below Cbes-

nul, on Wednesday morning, J5th insl., at II o'clock.
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{^CT" We have received several letters of

inquiry, touching late communications. A
gentleman at Plainfield, N. J., states that he

was much pleased with the communication of

Edward Tatnal, of Wilmington, Del., on

the value of manure. He says " your corres-

pondent speaks of lime and manure ; he puts

lime first, but does not tell us afterwards how

he applied it; the quantity per acre, the qual-

ity of the lime, or the nature and constitution

of the soil to which it was applied." Friend

Tatnal will confer a favor on many of our

readers, by answering the above.

A subscriber sends us three dollars, postage

paid, in advance for the Cabinet and says—
« Whenever you have a chance to give the

gunners a threshing in your paper, let them

have it I never saw one yet, (if good for any

thing) who was not w^anted at home at the

very time he was shooting down the little

songsters." We will give it to the wretches

whenever opportunity offers, and that with

the greatest cordiality. Our correspondent

is right in calling them "gunners;" gentle-

men are never thus employed.

State of the Markets.
Philadelphia, August 13.

Flour,—The retail demand for Flour is

quite active. Sales for the week ending the

11th inst have been made at.f5.25 for old

stock, and $7.00 for new superfine. A lot of

scraped sold for $6 per bbl. In Rye Flour,

sales have been made at $4.25. A lot of 130

bbls condemned was sold at #4. Corn Meal

in hhds at $16 a $16.50. About 744 barrels

sold at !p.30.

Grain.—The supply of new Wheat is

small. Sales at a fair extent at $1.50 a $1.-

55 per bushel ; a lot of inferior sold at $1.45

;

last sale of old $1.30. Rye—Sales moderate

at 92 a 95 cents in store, a lot of inferior at

80 cents. Corn—The long continued dry

weather this season has caused a speculative

demand, and prices have raised higer. The

Vol. Iir.

supplies come m very sparingly, and sales

have been made at 85 a 95 cts. per bushel.

—

Oats—Sales have been made of 3,200 bushels

37i cts. afloat ; 1,000 in store at 38, and a lot

of 500 bushels at 41 cts.

Provisions.—There has been an increased

demand for most articles under this head, with

reduced stocks. Sales of Western Bacon

have been made to a considerable amount at

11 a lU for hams; sides 10, and Shoulders 7

a Bets, per lb. In Mess Pork sales have been

made at $21 a 21.50 per bbl. Prime $16.—

Lard—Sales of over 400 kegs Western at 9i

a 10 cts. per lb., short credit.

Plaster—Two cargoes have been sold on

the Delaware side at $2.50 per ton ; two or

three cargoes to arrive, sold at S3.25 per ton.

Cattle Market.—At market 260 Beeves,

130 Cows and Calves, 600 Hogs, and 1,300

Sheep. Beef cattle were in slow demand at

$8.25; for good and prime $8.50; about 210

sold. Cows and Calves sold at .f22 a $40

each. Hogs are inactive, and only a part of

the offering was taken at $6.75 a $7, as in

quality. Sheep and Lambs brought $1.75 a

4.75 as in quality.

Silk Growing in P lorida.—A correspon-

dent of the Albany Evening Journal, writmg

from St. Augustine, says—" All the experi-

ments of our ancient city the present season

in silk making are successful and interesting.

We have, at this time, growing in our sandy

but luxuriant soil and appropriate climate,

nearly ONE million ofmorns mult icanlis irees

of various sizes. We yet shall supply silk

for the whole American consumption and for

exportation. Hundreds are preparing to enter

upon silk growing, and there will be a rush

for Florida at the final close of the Indian war.

We have our thousands and tens of thousands

of orange trees that will bear another season,

and thus restore this deligiitfiil fruit to our

own country. Our oranges were considered

the largest and best in the N. York market.
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The Celebrated Heifer Columbiana.—Fig. 2.

In our July number we had the pleasure of presenting to our readers striking portraits of

the Mammoth oxen raised by Mr. Tonkin, of Clarkesborough, near Woodbury, N. J. Above

we give an admirable likeness of a no less celebrated animal, a spayed heifer, raised by Col.

Joseph Paxton, of Catawissa, Columbia Co., Pennsylvania. This splendid animal is five

years old past, half Durham, and yveighs upwards of three thousand pounds. She was sold

by CoL Paxton to her present owner, in June last, for one thousand dollars, and was exhib-

ited during the early part of the month of July at the White Horse, in Bank Street, but has

since been removed to the Lamb tavern, in Broad street, a short distance from the city,

where, we understani she will remain during the hot weather. The operation ot spaying

was perfoimed when slie was two days old. She is perfectly docile.

We have been kindly furnished with the following particulars:

('oL Paxton's spayed heifer Columbiana, 5 years old past—half Durham—weight upwards

of 3000 lbs.—sold for $1,000. Distance from tip to tip of her horns, 19 inches—height 5
feet 4 inches—girth, 8 feet 9J inches—length from nose, over the head to the insertion of

the tail 11 feet 4 inches. From brisket to shoulder 4 feet 11 inches.

We are pleased that Col. Paxton has identified her with the County in which she was
raised, by giving her an appropriate name. This is right, and we hope will be followed by

all who, from any peculiar excellence, may be induced to give particular names to animals of

their raising. The number of fine cattle raised annually in the United States, is large—much
larger we believe, than is generally conceived. And it argues well for the future, that gen-

tlemen of intelligence and enterprise, in all sectioas, are zealously engaged in improving-

Car—Vol. IIL—No. 2. 41
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the breed of cattle. From the laudable spirit

that is now pervading the agricultural com-

munity, in this respect, the best results may
be anticipated. And the time is not tiir dis-

tant when good farmers generally, will esteem

animals of inferior breed, such as do not pos-

sess the requisite points, according to their

merits,—of little worth. The time has come

when every farmer who studies his own inter-

est will look well to his stock as well as liis

farm, having every thing about him in the

first order and the highest condition.

Kor tho Farmers' Cahiiii-t.

Insurance against I^oss by Fire-

Let the thunder teach thee.

•No. a>

On the day of our National Tudependpncp

celebration, I wrote for the Cabinet an essay

on the subject of firmers effecting insurance

against loss by fire, which was published

about the middle of that month and distribu-

ted amongst your ten thousand subscribers.

—

How many of them were induced from read-

ing it to seek security at so cheap a rate as

was there pointed out 1 know not ; but many
admitted the importance of it, and expressed

surprise that it cost so little. The essay was
re-published in many papers in various parts

of the country, with comments calculated to

draw the attention of farmers to a subject so

vitally important to their interest.

At the time it was writing, I had sad fore-

bodings that the coming season would furnish

strong practical arguments in favor of insu-

rance, and it now appears that nriore than a

dozen barns have been consumed within

four weeks from the time of that publica-

tion, within a distance of thirty miles of

Philadelphia, but I have not learned that!

one of them was insured. A valuable barn

in Delaware county, had been protected by

an insurance for $3000, which was suffered]

to expire, perhaps through forgetfulness, a

short time before it was burned ; another in

New Jersey had been surveyed for insurance,

but it was consumed before the premium was
deposited. It would be useful if editors of

country newspapers would carefully collect

and publish all the facts relative to fires in

their respective counties, particularly noticing

the amount of property lost, and inform

whether or not it was insured.

Considering that an honest man ought to

practice what he preaches, I had insurance

effected on a house and barn ; $1000 on each,

the former at two and a lialf per cent, and the

latter at three and a half, making in all sixty

dollars deposited ; the expense of survey, (be-

ing some distance from the city where the

office is) was four dollars, and one dollar for

to relieve the office from the risk and re-as-

sume it myself. The annual interest on $66
is tliree dollars and ninety-six cents; now
where is the iarmer who would not be willing

to pay this amount to protect his house and

barn from the contingency of fire for a

year. I think there are but few who would

not have been willing to have lugjred out a

five dollar bill, during one of the late thunder

storms to have paid for security for his build-

ings for half an hour, if an insurace office had

been at hand to have received it. But when
it is fair weather we forget the dnnger, and

when it is foul, we have not time to protect

ourselves in season, and so we go on, from

year to year, considering ourselves as safe as

onr neifftibors, who are fr,ually unprotected.

Every one of those who have recf^ntly suffered

such severe loss from fire, and some of them
it is understood are entirely ruined, thought

themselves as safe as any of their neighbors a

short time before the sad event happened,

which destroyed their property and their fair

prosprcts.

Lightning rods are unquestionably a valu-

able security, and ought to be erected to every

house and barn that is considered by its owner
as worth the expense; .some of the offices re-

fuse to insure unless at an ad\anced rate with-

out them, and an old and experienced farmer

recently informed me that he considered his

buildings to have been preserved by them
during thunder storms for a long course of

years.

If an act of the legislature was passed to

make each county in the state the insurer

against fire of each and every building in it,

it would scarcely increase our county tax one
cent in the hundred dollars, each yf ar, on an

average. It could be effected on the follow-

ing plan, viz.: Render it obligatory on the

assessors, at each triennial icssei-smmt care-

fully to value the buildings separate and dis-

tinct from the land at a fair and reasonable

valuation ; then if there be a loss sustained

by fire without the improper agency of the

owner, should it be total, let the county trea-

surer be directed to pay, say two thirds of the

amount at which the building was assessed,

to the loser. If the loss be only partial, let

the county court appoint appraisers to a.ssess

the damage to be paid. Alanufactorif s, where
the risk of fire is greater than ordinary, should,

perhaps, receive a less amount, say one lialf

the assessed value of the building. On this

plan, the details of which should be very plain

and simple, every freeholder would be an in-

sitrer and iirsured^am] certainly at a cheaper

rate than insurance can now be effected, cheap

as it is, inasmuch as there would be no extra

expense whatever, connected with the system.

each policy made altogether $60, The sixty I [as the county treasurer's salary, or assessor's

dollars can be withdrawn when I am disposed" compensation need not be increased in conse-
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quence of it Perhaps there may he uhjec-

tions to this plan that don't occur to mo. I

therefore throw it before the n-aiicrs of the

Cabinet for examination and investigation, my
only object being to have every pcrs<in's proj)-

erty in the community protected by insurance

from loss by fire, so that even heedlessness

cannot prevent an owner from deriving all the

benefits which the careful and thrifty enjoy by

being prompt in action in securing their best

interests.*

I would suggest in conclusion that a man's

credit is considerably enlarged by having his

property insured, as those who loan iiim mo-
ney, or sell him on a credit have much better

security for its repayment. A person who
every hour of his life is in danger of being

made an insolvent debtor by the operation of

fire, it is not very safe or prudent to trust

;

and many money lenders understand this so

well, that they uniformly have no money to

lend on real estate, unless it is adequately in-

sured and the policy transferred, and I have

known several cases where this circumspec-

tion has saved borrowers from absolute insol-

vency when the buildings have been bunied,

but
A word to the wise is sufficient

;

And a fool, wlio can instruct.

Augnst 16tli. 1P33. FIR E,

Observer.—iVo. 15.

REMARKS ON INSURANCE AGAINST LOSS BY FIRE.

A writer in the last Cabinet, atler recom-

mending the advantages of insurance against

loss by fire, asks—"Why, then, remain without

insurance for a single vveekl"—He however
answers the question himself and correctly

too when he says " it is attended with too

great an expense to justify it."

The answer thus given is designed for those

who have not examined and do not understand

the subject "But let us examine this matter

of expense, and see what it amounts to."

—

From his own data the expenses for insuring

a bam worth one thousand dollars would be

Making survey and contract, say $3.50
Premium 535 dollars—say interest 2.10

Deduction of 5 per ct in premium 1.75

Cost of insurance for one year i|7.35

The first and third items of expense only

occurring once, reduces the cost in proportion

to the number of years the contract is allowed

to stand. Thus in a contract for ten years it

would be reduced to $2.62^. The writer has

indeed excluded these small items from his

estimate altogether, and fixed the annual ex-

pense of insurance for a barn worth .^1000 at

.$2.10. He seems hardly willing to accept the

boon so cheap; "it seems too cheap and could

not be affordedfor so small a pittance unless

See page 71.

an ofjic(^ had a lame number of such risks,

tcir llie deposits made on a very lartje rinmlter

of rioks i)nt to interesl produd's a large sura

in the ti)rm of interest, and this enables tiie

insurers to make good tlioir losses and save
something besides." Now the " risk" or

cliance of loss may be against either the in-

surer or the insured. If the risk is ayainst
the insurer, it is difficult to discover how a
very large number of such risks would ena-
ble him to make good the losses and save
something besides. If the risk is against the

insured it i.s as difficult to discover liow he is

to be benefited by the contract. The fact is

—

insurance is a^ speculation—ui^rrme (f chance— a species ofgambling, in which the chance
of the game is always in favor of the insurer

and against the insured. It is a Iciiul o\'lottery,

wherein the insured pays to tln' insurer not
only all the remunerating fund which they
are to receive back in case of loss—but they
also pay the whole expense o\' \Ui^. policy and
furnish the profts of the game beside. Just

so of lotteries, the purchasers of tiie tickets

pay all the prizes—defray the expenses of the
scheme and also the profits of the game.*

There is probably no class of the commu-
nity more exempt from the chari-'e of gam-
bling than farmers—honest industry and do-

mestic economy are their distincruishin,' char-

acteristics. It is tlie more to be refrretted

that they should engage in the insurance
speculation. An appeal to facts will su.stain

me in the foregoing remarks.

The township where I reside probably con-
tains about 175 barns, and Ihfire has only been
one such building burned within the last 26
years—nor is it believed that snch ciisujtltie.^

have been more frequent in other towns noar.

I will however assume 20 years as the aver-

age period in which one barn will be destroyid

by fire out of 175.—Or one out of every
3500 in each year. Aihnitting tlie value of
these barns to be $1000 each, the risk to the

insurer would be
As 3500 : 1 : : 1000 : .2S5or29i

cents for each buildinir.

If the foregoing 175 barns were each in-

sured for only one year at the admitted cost

of $7.35 each, the company would receive

the enormous sum of $1286.25 annually, or

$25,725 during the 20 years in wliich one
barn is supposed to be burned, leaving $24,-

j725 as the savings of the game. But even
this deduction need not be made, for tlie in-

jterest accruing on the annu:il rcceip's would
Imorethan liquidate the losses which would be
sustained.

Instead of insuring for one year—suppose
the insurance to be perpetuil. Even throw
away collateral expenses and bring the cost

' * See page 71,
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down at once to $2.10 on each barn as the

writer in question has done. Then the in-

sured will pay $367.50 annually, or $7,350
for a security of $1000 during the 20 years.

Even from his own showing then the chances

are more than seven to one in favor of the in-

surer, and consequently more than seven to

one against the insured. This explains how
"a very large number of risks enables the

insurers to make good their losses and save

something besides." Farmers, beware— let

not the plausibilities of interested speculators

deceive you.

Without some kind of assistance many of

those who are exposed to loss by tire woujd

be involved in inextricable difficulties if their

buildings should be lost. Even the more af-

fluent might often find it difficult to replnce

their loss without immediate aid of some sort.

This is so generally understood that the com-

munity as by common consent has adopted the

benevolent plan of assisting such as sustain

loss in this way by voluntary contribution,

—

a plan far more economical and less objec-

tionable than that of insurances. Yet there

are many who do not feel themselves to be ob-

jects of charity, and whose tender minds are

scrupulous about receiving aid in this way.*

The tax is moreover very unequal, and the

relief uncertain. A man may receive much
more than he had lost, or fall short of the as-

sistance which he needs. It therefore remains

to be a desideratum to devise a plan which

will be equal in its operations without re-

quiring an unnecessary expenditure as afford-

' ing a temptation to speculate on the misfor-

tunes and liabilities of others. Such a plan

I will venture to propose in brief outlines.

1. Let property holders form neighborhood

associations for the purpose of mutual protec-

tion against loss by fire, each member paying

a small sum, say 25 cents, to form a contin-

gent fund to defray the expenses of the com-

pany.

2. Let a fair valuation be assessed on the

buildings of the members—subject to an an-

nual adjustment—and when any unusual lia-

bility to fire exists, let the amount of the

risk be added to the assessment.

8. When any building so valued and as-

sessed shall be consumed or injured by fire,

let the managers forthwith levy a pro rata tax

on the members of the company sufficient to

remunerate the loss.

The plan proposed would answer all the

purposes of insurance with very little of either

trouble or expense beyond the actual loss sus-

tained.

New Garden, 7lh mo., SIbI, 1838.

•A worthy farmer in this neighborhood rrcently re-

turned the subscriptions whicli he had toriuerly re-

ceived to rpi)lace the loss of his ham, with sincere

tbanlis to the contributora for their assistance.

On the Vat-letles, Properties^ and Claaslfi^
tion of VV'Iiest.

(Continued.)

ON THE CHOICE OF SEED,

The usual mode, with the generality of
farmers is to procure any seed, that any
neighbor, enjoying the reputation of being a
good farmer, may have to sell. A more in-

telligent class take care to procure their «eed
from a distance, to require that it is fine, per-

haps even pure; they also have thoHght of
fhanofing or renewing their seed oGcasionally.

A still more intelligent number having pro-

cured the best seed they could obtain, of those

i-orts w hich observation, and experience, have
led them to know as being best suited to- their

soil and climate ; have further observed, that

mixtures in their crops prevented their ripen-

ing at the same moment, and have endeavored
to remedy this defect, by making selections

by hand, of those varieties which appeared

to them to be similar, and thns have greatly^

and manifestly, improved their crop in pro-

duce and quality.

A few farmers have proceeded a step fur- .

ther, and from having observed a stray ear of.r

apparently unusually prolific habits, have ja-

diciously set it apart, and have raised a stock

from it. Hence the Hedge Wheat, Hnnters,
Hicklings, and twenty more, that might be
named ; but it is contended that it is not suf-

ficient, merely to have grown them pure for-

a short time ; it is necessary to keep them
permanently so, if after a comparative exam-
ination, as to their relative produce in grain

and meal, they shall be proved to be the best;

or otherwise, to discard them for more valua-

ble varieties.

This was the chief consideration which led,'

me to make compariitivc experiments, in order

to obtain the best seed.

Hence, as a first .step towards improvement
Profes.«or La Gasca, having shown me four"

ears of those he considered the most produc-

tive, I sorted as many as I could collect, of

precisely the same varieties, judging by their

external appearance.

Such was my anxiety to attempt to rai.se

a pure crop, that, in the month of November,
1832, I rubbed the grains from each ear, of

all the four sorts I had selected, throwing
aside the damaged or ill-looking, and reserv-

ing only the plump and healthy.

The first selection was apparently one whol-

ly of a Dantzicsort—white and smooth eared.

In the process of rubbing, I was surprised to

find that, though most ofthe grains were white,

they differed greatly as to form, some being

round, some oval and peaked, some plump but

very small, some more elongated, some with

the skin or bran much thicker than others.

There were also many with liver-colored,

I
yellow, and dark grains, among the white
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The second sort was from a square, com-
pact variety of wheat, the grains being very

plump, round, of a coffee-like form, very thin

skinned and white. Tliere was a pale red in-

ferior variety among it, much thicker-skinned,

but without any perceptible external appear-

ance in the ear.

The third, was a downy or hoary variety,

one of the " Veloates" of the French and
"Triticum Koeleri" of Professor L\ Gasca;
a velvetty or hoary sort, which is supposed
to be very permanent in its duration, as re-

lates to keeping pure. I found, moreover, that

there were a few red grains, some yellow, and
some liver-colored sorts among this, in small

proportions it is true, but being of prolific

habits, subsequent experience has taught, that

they would soon have destroyed the purity of

the crop, if cultivated without constant atten-

tion.

The fourth selection was from a variety of
red ear with yellow grains, more peaked than

the "Golden Drop;" these were all plump and
well grown, but though of productive habits,

afford less flour and more bran than the white
varieties. I discovered a red variety among
it, bearing white grains, which I suspect to

be very prolific and hardy. I gave a sample
of it to Sir John Sinclair, who greatly en-
couraged mo to prosecute my researches, as

being of tlie highest importance. There were
also red ears, bearing liver-colored grains, but

these were chiefly lean and ill-grown.

I generally, but not invariably, found, that

the grain of white wheat was the plumpest,

or possessing the greatest specific gravity, or

largest quantity of meal, a subject to which I

shall devote a short chapter.

The aspect of the grain in that dry season,

led me to suspect, that white sorts of wheat
will succeed best on dry soils and in warm
climates, and that red and yellow, or the dark-

er colored, prefer wet seasons or moist soil.s.

The care I took in making these selections,

and the great number of sorts I found, of all

shades and colors, forming varieties and sub

varieties, as they are named by Professor La
Gasca, confirmed my conviction, that the on-

ly chance of having pure sorts, was to raise

them from single grains, or single ears.

It is but fair to add, that even the pains I

took in making those first selections, amply
rewarded my labors, as the produce of my
crops was increased from an average of about

twenty-three or twenty-five bushels an acre,

to about thirty-four, and since I have raised

wheat from single ears or carefully selected

sorts, I have increased my crops to between
forty and fifty bushels the acre. Hence, I

have no doubt, that with extreme care, in ob-

taining the best and most suitable sorts of

wheat, that land in high tilth, with fine cul-

vation, may be made to produce sixty or sev-
enty bushels the acre.

Columella, while recommending much at-

tention to be paid in choosing seed, says: " I

have this further direction to give, that, wh«'n
tiie corns are cut down, and brought into the
threshing floor, we should even then think of
making provision of seed for the future seed-
time ; for this is what Celsl's says—" where
the corn and crop is but small, we must pick
out the best ears of corn, and of them lay up
our seed separately by itself."

" On the other hand, when we shall have a
more plantiful harvest than ordinary, and a
larger grain, whatever part of it we thresh
out, must be cleansed with the sieve ; and
that part of it, which, because of its bulk and
weight, subsides, and falls to the bottom of
the sieve, must always be reserved for seed;
for this is of very great advantage, because
unless such care be taken, corns degenerate,
though more quickly indeed in moist places,

yet they do so also in such as are dry. Nor
is there yet any doubt, but that from a strong
seed, there may be produced that which is not
strong; but that which at first grew up small,

it is manifest can never receive strength, and
grow large ; therefore Virgil, as of other
things, so of this particular concerning seeds,

has reasoned excellently, and expressed him-
self in this manner:

—

" I've seen the largest seeds, tho' view'd with care,

Degenerate, unless the industrious hand
Did yearly cull the largest. Thus all things.

By fatal doom, grow worse, and by degrees,

Decay, forc'd back into their primevous state."

Thus, we perceive, the Romans, at the pe-
riod of the Christian era, were urged to be
careful in the selection of their seed wheat

A FIRST COMPARATIVE EXPERIMENT.

Perceiving that there were so many varie-

ties of wheat of similar external appearance,
as even to baffle the experienced eye of Pro-
fessor La Gasca, who once more obligingly
pointed out several varieties of different co-

lors, which he suspected to be the most pro-

ductive; I proceeded to put into practice what
had occurred to me, to be the only secure
mode, to ensure the growth of pure sorts of
wheat; namely, to grow them from single
grains, or from single ears, and to follow up
the plan, by afterwards sowing only the pro-

duce of the most productive, so as to form a
stock.

Hence at the same lime, that I grew the
sorts selected by the eye, in a field, drilled

near other corn, in order to secure them from
the birds, thus greatly to improve the purity
of ray general crops, I adopted the following
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tnethod to grow the most pure, and farinace-

ous wheats.

The number of grains in the ears, of four-

teen sorts, were carefully counted ; in the

smallest car, there were twenty-three grains,

in the largest seventy-four. The soil intended

for their reception was a fine rich loam, sev-

eral feet in depth over red clay ; a bushel of

ashes of sea-weed was spread over the sur-

face, which was dug about the same depth that

the plough was intended to turn the furrow,

for a wheat crop. The seed having been

soaked in strong brine, in separate glasses,

was then dried with slacked lime, the drills

were made nine inches apart, and the grains;

were dropped in singly, at about three inches

depth, at distances from each other of from

three inches, to eleven ; the whole being in

a square of twenty-two feet, or a perch (Jer-

sey.)
{

By referring to the Table A, it should be!

noticed, that the rowsNos. 15 and 16, which,

were sown very thick, and rows 17, 18, and

19, which weie sown moderately thick, about

as much so, as by a drill machine, at the rate

of two or three busiiels to the acre, appeared

above ground on the 24ih of December, or in
,

17 days; whereas, all the single grains, of
\

every sort, came up two days later. A curi-
j

ous, but satisfactory proof, which experiments

repeated since, tor the purpose, have con-
j

firmed, that the grains of wheat, when

'

sown thickly, impart a certain degree of

warmth to each other, and to the soil, which

hastens their growth two or three days earlier

than a single grain.
|

Owing either to the cold, worms, or birds,

(though care was taken to watch,) or unknown
causes, several of the single grains never

came up, as will be seen by the column, how
mmy died. No, 13, called "Grand Rubel-

Itim," by the Professor, or the red Lammas
wheat, I believe, out of 58 grains lost 14

:

Vvhereas No. 5, the Coturianum, lost none.

No. 1, a variety suspected to be delicate, but

one of the best wheats, both for produce and

meal, from 04 grains, only lost 3. In this

manner I was led to judge of the hardiness of

the varieties, and I was well pleased to observe

that the white, or most valuable sorts, were

full aa hardy as the red.

It appeared that out of seven hundred and

fifly-four grnins, the whole number sown

singly, seventy-four never came up ; a loss of

one tenth, even with the care and attention I

bestowed on them.

I have further discovered, that some sorts

are still more delicate, of very precarious and

uncertain habits.

The habit of growth of many varieties, dif-

fers very considerably ; some being of a close,

upright growth, others spreading and trailing

along the ground ; some tillering sooner than

others: those in the experiment had all done

so by the middle of March. On the 27th,

they were hoed for the second and last time,

an^ were afterwards perfectly free from

weeds.

I was not, at that early period of my re-

search, so attentive to the moment of flowering

as I have since been ; as the knowledge of that

precise moment might prove the greatest im-

portance to an mtelligent farmer, there being

an interval of a week, or ten days in the period

of dowering ofsome of the sorts. Hence, a ju-

dicious selection, with due care as to the time
of sowing the variety, that will soonest come
into flower, would enable him, not only to

keep his crops from intercrossing by the inter-

mixture of their farina, but as they would ri-

pen in succession, enable him also to bring

in liis crops in rotation, as each variety ripens,

withoiit being hurried by his whole crop be-

ing fit for harvesting at the same moment,
which is now too often the case.

It may be noticed that a single gtain,

picked upon the high road by chance, which
I inmiediatcly perceived to be of an entirely

difierent form, and of a larger size, than any
I had yet seen, though sown a week later than

the others, was the first to ripen, and was cut

on the 31st of July. It has still preserved its

early habit, which I know, having now a small

field of it.

No. 9, the latest, was only ripe on the 8th

of Auo-ust. This dilTerence in the period of

flowering and ripening, could fuithcr be in-

crea.'-ed by arrangement, as to exposition and
soil.

The next and chief object of attention, wa3
their comparative produce in crain.

No. 1, produced 3 lbs. 3 oz. from 61 grains,

and 3 lbs. 9 oz. weiirht of straw, of a beauti-

ful white color: whereas No. 14, a red varie-

IV, only produced from 59 grains, 1 lb. 10 oz.

of wheat, and 2 lb. 5 oz. of straw. Here then

was an immense advantatje in favor of No. 1,

which produced nearly douMe the quantity

of wheat, and a third more straw—its average

of tillers heinir fen, wherens that of the infe-

rior sort was only six; and Prolessor I,a Gas-
c.\, it must he recollected, imaoined thnt this

last, was one of the mo?t productive varieties,

evincinixthe positive necessity of comparative

exiierinuMits. to ascertain the relntive produce

of wheat, which the theory alone, even of the

learned Professor himself, could never have
discovered; he merely having judged from the

external appearance ofthe wlieat, its square-

ness, atid compact form ; than which, nothing

could have proved more deceptive.

No. 8, a downy variety, was still more pro-

ductive than No. 1, as filty-five grains pro-

duced 4 lbs. 4 oz. of wheat, and 3 lbs. 13 oz.

of straw, its average of tillers being 11 : the

straw of a fine color, and the sample very
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E

B. Return of Produce in weight of Wheat, taking an average from No.

7, which had just twenty-three grains sown, showing the relative

weight of produce, as well as the total weight of the 14 sorts..
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beautiful, though scarcely so fine, or thin-

skmnwl as No. 1. This produced nearly three

times as much as No. 14, and a third more straw.

These comparisons decided me to at-

tempt the t'utme cultivation of tliose I had
discovered to be the most productive, by a

comparison of the produce of a whole ear.

—

From a further examination, as to the rela-

tive produceof 23 trains, of every .sort, taking-

Nos. 5 and 7, which had but that number of

grains in an ear, and by thus drawing two
scales of comparison, I hoped that a satisfacto-

ry conclusion might be arrived at. Hence,
the minimum, scale or number, was fixed on to

compare their relative produce, from an equal

number of grains. Thus, No. 7, containing

twenty-three, the least number of grains in

one ear, became the standard, to compare the

relative produce of the whole tburteen sorts.

By following up these comparisons, it was
suspected that Nos. 5, 7, 3 and 1, were among
the hardiest varieties; but here their merits

i.i some degree cease ; No. 8 being the most
productive, and Nos. 1 and 6 being equal.

—

No. 8 is also the second most productive in

straw, the fourth in the average number of

tillers, also the second in weight of grain, and
the third in produce of flour. It was there-

fore believed to unite many good properties,

and has proved to be a highly productive, and
valuable variety, of a downy or hoary sort,

with a roundish white grain, rather thin-

skinned, producing very fine flour, which
makes delicious white bread. It has produced
fifty-one bushels to the acre. No. 1, being an
ear of a fine variety of wheat from Dantzic,

has also proved to be highly valuable, though
the straw is so tall, that it might be apt to lay,

in moist situations.

I was induced also to cultivate No. 5, being

a seedling variety, not at all disposed to sport

or change, producing a very fine round white
sample: it has proved very productive. It

producd from 23 grains more than any, but

then it had the advantage of double distance

between the grains, which doubtless tended to

its increase. Its average of tillers was IG.

By an examination of the comparative li.st,

B, it will be perceived, that it was easy to

arrive at some sort of general conclusion, by
attention to the produce of ears that contained

nearly the same number of grain.^, and again,

by a second investigation, as to their relative

produce throughout the whole, to estJiblish

which were those most advisable for general

croi^.

The continued investigations of two sub-

sequent years, have further confirmed me in

my original opinions. 1 am now convinced

that a pioper ."^election of wheat is indispen-

sable, my crops having almost doubled in pro-

duce; since I have raised scimI of a pure sort.

Those intelligent and superior fiirmors, who

have already made great strides towards pure
crops, by a careful selection of seed, must not

expect so great an increase. To those, how-
ever, I hold out decided hopes of improvement,
by the means I recommend.

It must appear obvious, from the tables I

exhibit, that a farmer who would sow No. 14
on a soil which would equally suit No. H,

might be unable to pay his way ; whereas,
had lie happened to have sown No. 8, he
would have had nearly three times more
wheat, and a third more straw ; hence, it must
be clearly seen, that in any intermixture of
sorts in crops, some, as I have already stated,

having no less than twenty-three varieties:

—

the loss of produce, as compared with en'tirely

pure crops, suited to the soil and climate,

would be in exact proportion to the number
of less productive sorts so intermixed.

[To be cnntiinied.]

Fw the F:iriiier.s' IJalmiet.

Water.
A jilentifiil siipi)ly of pure water is above all price.

There is nothing more essential to a far-

mer than good water, and plenty of it. For
dou>estic purposes, and for stock, it has much
to do with health, convenience, and comfort.

In many situations there is no lack of this

ndispensable article, but in others it is so defi-

cient or impure as to require some artificial

means of increasing the supply and improv-
ing its salubrity. Where it is obtained frou>

wells, they should be sunk so deep as \o se-

cure an abundance during the periods of the
greatest droughts, for then it is that its im-
purities are most concentrated. Daring the
dry weather of autumn, when vegetation is

decaying, and the springs are weak, tht; foul

gases which are exhaled from the earth nre
absorbed by the water of wells, springs, and
ponds, and this, acting in conjunction wiih the
vegetable matter that is always found in wa-
ter that is stagnant, or nearly so, makes a

deleterious compoimd which is neither fit for

man or beast to pirtake of", much less to be
used for culinary purposes. Dysentery' anl
till! fevers can oflen be traced to this prolific

source of poison, and many valuable lives

every year are no doubt sacrificed by the use
of impure water, which, by proper attention

to deepening and cleaning out wells and
prings, would have been preserved. A well

with a few buckets of water only in it, is not

nifTicient; every tune j'ou pump or draw
from it, its impurities are stirred up, and you
get a large dose of them. Some who have
pumps in -wells fail to secure thejn from the

runninir in of foul water and vegetable mat-
ter, which always abounds in the neighbor-

lood of springs, and by that means, even
where there is an abtrndant supply of water,

it is ficquently much contaminated. Every
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well should be carefully examined and cleans-

ed annually, if you desire to have pure water

for family U8e. Water cuters largely into all

culinary processes, and it is feared tliat many
are not sufficioHtly aware of the danger tliey

incur by the use of it, wiien in an impure

state. Generally, tiirougliout the alluvial

parts of New .Jersey, and the States south of

it, water is obtained by digging a few feet

only, but it is seldom otherwise than imjjure,

and very otfensive to thase who have not been

educated iii the use of it 'i'his arises from

its passing through beds of marl or other stra-

ta which saturate it wiiii impurities and de-

stroy its salubrity, it is presumed tiiat with

a little extra trouble and expense by boring

or digging through the beds of foul deposit

till pure sand is arrived at, which it is be-

lieved might be easily and cheaply accom-
plished. New Jersey would be found to fur-

nish as good, |iure, wtiolesome water as is

obtained in the more elevated districts of our

country. The business of boring is now
well understood, and can be aceomplisJied

quickly, and at little expense in alluvial de-

posits which are free from rocks and stones.

A tin tube, or one of some other metal should

be inserted to a depth which would penetrate

the pure clean sand, and if this was properly

done, judging from what has occurred in other

countries, in many instances, an overflowing
fountain of pure, wholesome water would re
ward the care and enterprise of those wlio

may undertake so meritorious a work. If

this was accomplished in a single instance, it

would soon be repeated by hundreds of others,

who would desire to be partakers of like ben-

efits; and New Jersey, with its inexhaustible

beds of marl to fertilize its soil, and an over-

flowing supply of the most wholesome water,

would flourish beyond all former examples.
In most cases, it is believed boring and tub-

ing would cost less than digging and walling
a well and putting a pump in it, and if it was
properly e.xecuted it would require no further

care to keep it clean. Whoever may accom-
plish this grand object will deserve a seat in

the legislature; and if a fountain of over-

flowing water should crown his efforts, he
might be sent to congress with great propri-

ety as a reward for the good conferred on his

fellow-citizens by his enterprise.

Cisterns are often a valuable resort lo col-

lect and preserve the water from tiie roofs of
buildings for washing and other purposes, but

they are often badly built, and vvlien thai is

the case, they are a source of disappointment
and vexation. They should always be round,

and the bottom concave so as not to have an
angle in their construction, for it is found
more difficult to make them water tight if

there is an anjle or sharp corner in the wall.

They should be built with the greatest care

and circumspection, and well covered in, bo as

to exclude extraneous matter. Cisterns or

cellars fourteen feet in depth are said to

preserve an equable temperature winter and
summer; when of a less depth it will vary
with the state of the almosphere. The im-
portance of having water in a barn yard for

cattle or stock need not be suggested to any
farmer who understands his true interest;

tliose who are thus supplied can best tell

what they save annually by it in that most
precious article, manure. Cattle should ne-
ver go outside of a barn yard during the sea-

son of foddering; the loss occasioned by it in

one winter would dig a well or build a cistern,

and leave a surplus for other purposes, where
a large stock is kept. Agricol.\.

To the Editor of the Fanners' Cabinet.

Plan of a Farm—~iStonc Fence, &c.

Sir,— I am an emigrant from the Old
Country, where a great portion of my life

has been devoted to agriculture, husbandry,
and rural affairs. For many years before my
emigration, I had contemplated such an event
with the greatest pleasure, the utmost of my
wishes being to obtain 100 acres of free land,

uncultivated and unenclosed—with which I

migiit (It) as I pleased. But how differently

has my lot been cast in this country. How-
ever, I still retain all my preferences for

such an employment, and nothing gives me
more satisfaction than to think and talk over
my old battles^ which I still hope some day
to fight again—for

Where is the man,

However wretched, or however poor.

That will not feed his mind with hope of bliss

And happiness, reserv'd for him to prove ?

In the mean time, every hour that can be
spared from my engag(iments is spent in the
agreeable employment of hearing and read-
ing all that is doing in the agricultural world

;

and one of my greatest pleasures is the peru-
sal of your interesting pages. In my book
of reminiscences, I ollen turn to a plan of
such a farm as I had hoped to call viy own,
and thinking that some of your readers might
bo amused with the description, I beg leave
to present it for your approval. It is enti-

tled,

• Flanfor enclosing landfrom the waste, and
dividing into enclosures of the most con-
venient form and size; adapted to new
lands in America.''''

A square of land, 700 yards each way, con-
tains 100 acres, and about an acre and a quar-
ter as space for fences: it is proposed to en-
close it by dry stone walls. The outer fence
to be carried first, after which, the four inner
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or cross walls, according to the accompany-

16

t
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at repairing have only added to the unsightly

mass.

1 have never erected walls less than 5^
feet under the coping, (i feet in their whole
height, if they were lower, the cattle would
displace the top stones by rubbing, and many
sheep would leap them ; besides, in point of
Khelter, the f(x>t and half on the top is worth
more than three feet at bottom. Finishing

the coping with mortar, in the neighborluxid

of the homestalL, as well as at every gateway,
is an excellent practice; the expense is not

great, but the advantages are.

When I look upon this •" Plan of a Farm,"
and in imagination have covered the different

enclosures with heavy crops, and stocked
them with cattle and sheep, I am sometimes
led to believe that I am placed out of my ele-

ment; but resignation is the part of true wis-

dom. In the mean while, when I can steal

an hour from my avocations, I cross over to

Jersey by one of the steam boats, make for

the Jiiearest wood, and luxuriate in the shade.

But these are angels' visits, few and far be-

tween; few as they are, however, they are
sufficient to satisfy me that the general be-

lief, that New Jersey lies under the bann of
sterility, is unjust, and I appeal for the truth

of what I say, to many of the land-holders
themselves, who, not satisfied with crops in

succession, must have double crops—a crop
of graia, &c., and a crop of weeds at the
£amc time, the latter often predominating.

Some time ago, £ saw a person earthing
his corn with the plough, at the expense of
his second crop^ which had attained the
height of his horse ! To be sure, there are
honorable exceptions to this too general prac-

tice, but itTOUst be admitted, they show the
impression of the angel's foot upon them.

—

The prettiest spot, and perhaps the most fer-

tile, within the limited range of my peregri-
na.tions, is at Cooper's point, a triangular
field adjoining the house, at present under a
fine crop of squash or pumpkin ; some time
since, I saw a man with a large horse and a
very small plough, cultivating the intervals
between the rows, one furrow at a time, on a
soil where a sharp knife and a couple of rab-
bits would have been equal to the task. Many
of the iXfeeds escaped the operation of the
plough, which, I supposed would nave been
immediately eradicated by hand; but I found,
on ray last visit, that they had been preserv-
ed, and in consequence of the culture which
they had received, were most luxuriant, pro-
mising an enormous crop of seed and early
maturity.

But I acknowledge that my present situa-
tion has advantages tl>r which T ought to be
grateful. I can, in the way above mention-
ed, visit invisibly mv farming friends. Plough
with one, sow with a second, reap with'^a

third, pick fruit with a fourth, animadvert

upon llie labors of a titlh, enjoy w-ithout envy
the large possessions of a sixth, and hope that

a seventh will get his furm into better order,

and repair his premises before I visit him
again, and all this without either labor or cost

on my part, according to the sentiments of

that fine old song, which ought to be in the

mouth of every American farmer, and which
I entreat you to transplant into your pages

for the use of future generations, marking the

verse before the last, as expressive of the

feelings contained in the latter part of this

my long, and I fear, uninteresting communi-
cation. T. B. W.
Kensington, SOth July, ia:;8

Fanners' Song.
No glory I covet, no riches I want,

Ambition is nothing to me

;

The one thing I beg of kind Heaven to grant,

Is a mind, independent and free

—

With passions unruffled, untainted with pride,

By reason, my life let me square

;

The wants of my nature are cheaply supplied.

And the rest is but folly and care.

The blessings which Providence freely has

lent,

I'll justly and gratefully prize;

While sweet meditation and cheerful content.

Shall make me both healthful and wise.

In the pleasures the great man's possessions

display,

Unenvied I'll challenge my part.

For ev'ry fair object my eyes can survey

Contributes to gladden my heart.

How vainly, through ignorant struggle and
strife.

The many, their labors employ !

Since all that is truly delightful in life,

Is what all, if they will, may enjoy.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Peach Trees,
A healthy offspring from a healthy parent grows.

It appears to me, that our peach trees have
become vitiated, and that the taint has been
transmitted, as well by the seed to the young
stocks, as by the bud to the superstructure,

for very many years past: that when the

young trees are planted out into a suitable

soil (one from which a forest of trees has just

been removed, is always to be preferred) the

stimulating nature of the decomposing vege-

table fibre therein contained, prevents the

progress of the disease until they have attain-

ed sufficient age and size to bear you about

four crops, two of which may be good ones.

By this time the soil has become so much ex-
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hausted as to allow tiie disease to develope
itself, which may be known by the curling;

and yellow appearance of the leaves-, and is

called in New Jersey the yellows. The
ground should then be cleared and put under
other cultivation, as it will not sustain ano-
ther growth till so manag-ed. To this cause
I attribute the extinction of some, and the

very great degeneracy of other varieties.

—

Who does not remember the fine, large, thin

skin, delicious Morris' whites, so plentiful in

our market a few years since—where are
they now ? The last I saw, two years ago,
were about the size of a hulled walnut, and
both knotty and bitter; they have since dis-

appeared. A line, large, yellow, and an ear-

ly white free-stone, originating with, and
bearing the name of one of the greate.st peach
growers in America, Mr. B., of Camden, N.
Jersey, since deceased, have shared the same
fate.

I would advise all who intend to commence
this business, (particularly our friends in Del-
aware,) to obtain peach nuts from a distant

and healthy district, and grow their stocks

from them. Indeed, I would prefer to have
the entire orchard supplied by such seedlings

;

but should you not have a sufficiency of good
varieties for that purpose, then bud from the

best into stocks thus obtained, in preference
to taking them from any trees we now have

;

then by supplying the soil with good manure,
either animal or vegetable, or both, it is high-

ly probable our trees would continue to bear
you good crops for many years to come, in

despite of either the disease called tfhe yel-

lows, or the worm. Amygdalus,

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Salt your Stock,
AND NEVER BE WITHOUT A STOCK OF .SALT.

Every person is sensible of the good effect

of salt on the human system ; we know how
unwholesome and unpalatable fre.sh meat and
vegetables are without it. It was held by
the ancients in the highest estimation. We
also know the avidity with which animals in

a wild state .seek the .salt licks, and the diffi-

culties and dangers they will encounter to

reach them ; this cannot arise from accident,

or caprice, but from a powerful instinct, which,

beyond controul, compels them to seek, at all

risks, that which is salubrious.

I lorses, cattle, and sheep should be regu-

larly supplied with salt at stated intervals at

all seaj^ons of the year, without stint. It pro-

motes their health and improves their condi-

tion, and when they become habituated to its

frequent use, there is no danger of tlieir tak-

ing such a quantity of it as to dotheiu iiijury.

It promotes di<restion, and destroy fi worms in

the stomach and alimentary canal. Horses

that are reirularly and copiously salted sel-

dom or never are troubled with hotts or cho-

lic, and experience has proved that it is as
extensively u.'-eful to cattle and sheep.

All good farmers salt their animals, but

with many it is not done with sufficient reg-

ularity, and there are many lazy, careless

persons that pass under the denomination of
farmers, though they are not worthy of such
an honorable designation, who whf)lly neglect

the important duty of furnishing their stock

with salt, to their great loss and shame, and
for such this is written,

"Tliat what they find for thoir hands todo, they may
do quickly." •***

Tor (he Fariner.-i' (^aliiiipt.

Coiistructiois o£ Ice Hou<ie§.

The July number of the Fanners' Cabinet
contains a request for some one to furnish an
essay on Ice Houses ; as I have some experi-

ence on that subject, I freely communicate
my knowledge for the benefit of the public.

I have erected several houses principally

for the purpose of supplying the citizens of

Wilmington with ice ; and find the larger the

house the better it will keep; and that those

constructed under ground are much prefera-

ble so those built in the open air: and further

that a wet, humid atmospl^ere is more destruc-

tive on ice thun hot weather. In making an
ice house you first dig a cellar in the side of
a hill the dimensions that you wish to make
your house; the only rule to observe in this

operation is, to make the cellar so that it will

not hold water. If the situation is sandy, or

if you come to a vein of sand aboot the time
you arrive at the proper depth, no further care

will be necessary ; but if you find a stifle clay

or earth of any kind impervious to water, you
must make an outlet or abandon the place.

—

This outlet may be constructed in several

ways; if on the side of a hill, dig a drain and
make it air tight by an inverted syphon ; or

the water may be drained into a well and
pumped out, or you may sink a small shaft in

the bottom of the house until yon come to

sand, and fill it up with stone. When the

cellar is finished the walls may be made of
stfme, brick, or wood, to suit the convenience

of the builder, always leaving a space of 8 or

10 inches between the sides of the building

and the earth, to fill in with tan, chnrcoal,

straw, cornstalks, or any other non-conductor

you can get, but tan is by far the best article

yet known.
Where expense is no object the cellar may

be made round, and the sides of brick raised

a few feel above the ground and covereti with

zinc, sheet iron, or tin, and some fancy orna-

ment t()r the top.

A house 9 feet square in the clear, and 9
feet deep will hold 27 curt-loads, which will
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"be sufficient for a large tamily. It may be

erected in a tew days by any li.indy laborinfr

rn;in, with the materials that can be IouikI

upon almost any farm. Dig a cellar, say 10
feet square, and 10 feet deep, then cut small

timber from the woods the proper length, and
build ihcm up in the cellar after the plan of
an American wooden house, keeping the space

between the logs and the earth well filled

with straw ; raise the building 2 or 3 feet

above the surrounding ground so that the wa-
ter will not get into the house, thatch tiie

roof, and leave the gable ends open, for ice

houses are often made too close at top, cover

plentifully with straw and you will have an
abundance of ice through the season.

If the bottom of your ice house is clay or

hard earth of any kind, it will be better to put

in a few loads of coarse sand previous to rill-

ing the house. There is- some difference of

opinion among people acquainted with keep-

ing ice in regard to the construction of the

jjppor part of the buildinir, whether there

should be a tight floor over the ice or not.

—

My opinion is in favor of covering the ice

well with straw and leaving the house ven-

tilated at the gable ends, at least so open that

the gas escaping from the ice will have an
opportunity of passing away.

Subscriber.

Remarks on Ice IIou!«cs, etc.

The information desired by S. W., relative

to Ice Houses, is certainly demanded at a pro-

per season ; when the drought and atmospheric
heat combined, not only direct tlie minds of
reflecting mortals heavenward, to learn our

humble dependence on an August Power,
hut admonish us, also, to use every artificial

means either to avert or mitigate tlie evils

thereof. Should we be visited by many sea-

sons like the present, an ice house will be
comprised among the farmer's most necessary

buildings,—indeed, they are found an acqui-

sition during every ordinary summer season.

There is nothing wanting but a simple, eco-

nomical, and effectual plan of the building,

to make them common on every farm desti-

tute of a convenient cold spring. The plan

of a building here submitted, I believe, com-
biRes economy with the latest improvements.
Choose any convenient situation, set a rough
frame of the required dimensions on the top

of the ground; make another frame, about a
foot larger than the first, placing it immedi-
ately over or around it, leaving an interstice

of about a foot between the two frames. For
abbreviation call it a double frame,— fill the

space between the frames with tanner's bark
as compactly as possible. What could be
more simple? The secret consists entirely

in the use of the tanner's bark—the philoso-

phy of which is easily explained—that sub-

stance is a most perfect non-condnctnr ofhpnt
The art of filliaLf an ice house is also import-

ant. It slioiild be done while the weather is

freezing,—the ice may be i)ut in in any shape,

but the improved mode consists in filling up
gradually with water, leaving the whole mass
freeze into a solid body. The plan here de-

scribed may be considered " far fetched," when
the same knowledge could have been obtain-

ed from any gentleman in the city interested

in the Pliiladelphia Ice Company. The use

of ice during the hot season, in the country,

will be only one among the many luxuries

and comforts which have accumulated on the

farmer's board since agricultural societies,

papers, and periodicals have given impetus

to our agriculture. The spirit of improve-

ment which is now abroad in our profession,

lieighteningour enjoyments by rural comforts,

increasing our products by improved cultiva-

tion, and beautifying the landscape by rural

embellishments—must eventually elevate its

standard commensurate with elevated minds.

The primary object of all agricultural papers

being to disseminate valued information, and
to afibrd farmers a free interchange of senti-

ment with each other, thus becoming famil-

iarized and known to each other by reputa-

tion, is it not uncourteous to be deprived of

this high privilege and pleasure by anony-
mous and fictitious signatures]

Wm. Penn Kinzer.

Sijrjndawn Farm, Pequea, Lancaster
j

County, Pa., August 10th, 183-i. (

For the l^armers' Cahinot.

Apple fiiiiiicc.

An enemy may be marie a friend by proper treatment.

Those who desire to destroy elder bushes,

or any other troublesome trees, shrubs, or

plants can accomplish it most effectually by

spreading pumice from the cider press about

them; valuable fruit trees have often been
killed by suffering apple pumice to remain
on the ground near them, and a friend of

mine, taking the l;int from losing some fine

fruit trees in this way, has made the article

subserve a useful purpose in destroy in? hedge-
rows that it was difficult, yet desirable, to get

rid of. It is probable that it is the acid com-
municated to the soil which renders it so de-

structive an agent. The effect of the acid

may be counteracted, and the soil again ren-

dered productive by the application of limo

or ashes. Q.

Handsome feather fans may as well be made
by the younger members of a family, as to be
bought. The sooner children are taught to

turn their faculties to some account, the bet-

ter for them and foi their patents.

Avoid discussing politics and religiou as

much as you can.
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Col. SiMilli's Barn, P<»iiii TouiiHliip i»«':ir I*?iii:id4>Ig>!ii:i.—Fig. J,

A. Wagnn f?ouse, 60 ft. by 40 ft.

B. Cow Stables.
C. H0r.sf Stalilfs.

E. Carriage-House, 2(1 ft.

F. Hay Moit,
G. Grajiairy.

The barn which is represented by the above enj^raving-, was built in 1684, by Col, Kei«^
DERTON Smith, of Penn Township, in this (Philadelphia) county. iJ is of brick, 150 feet in

length, by 40 feet in breadth. The main barn is three trtories hi|Th and 70 feet long. The
basement story 8 feet 6 inches high, atid is divided into horse and e«w stables. Along the
front is an entry three feet wide, which extends the whole length, upon which there are-

doors to prevent the cattle er horses from passing from one stable to another, or from the
etables to the entries. The horse stables contain twelve stalls—they are tit^cen feet deepy

and the stalls are five feet wide. The cow stables are 13 feet long, and the stalls four feet

wide. There are sixteen stalls. At the north-west corner of the barn there is a feed-roomi

with boxes, trough, &c., for the cattle; it is 8 by 13 feet At the north-east corner there

is also a feed-room for the horses, 10 by 15 feet. The.=e commianicate with the stable o»
one side, and the entries on the other. The entry between the horse stables is 6 feet wide,
that between the cow stables is 5 feet The doors are double, which serye to give light

and air, and prevents the cattle from getting into the stables when ii is desirable to have
them in the barn yard. They are lined at the bottom with tin to prevent them from being-

cut by rats,—and so complete is the barn in this respect, that a rat has never been foaadi

in it

Ground Plan.— Fie;. Ti.

++
Wagon House. 00 ft. Iiy 40 ft.

I
Horse StabJes.

|
Carrrage-Hou9e,20fl.

The joists of the floors are einbo(l(l(><l in broken stone, and these are covered with mortar

as high as to the floor, by which moans the floors are rendered more firm, and there is no

harbor afforded for rats. Tiie sills of the doors are all of dressed stone. There are fuoaels
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extending from the tops of the mown into the entries, through which the hay for the horses

and cattle is dropped. This saves much lahor, prevents the barn tlitor from being lumbered

up with hay, and the funnels act as Hues to take off the foul air from tiic .sUibles.

On the east of the main barn is a carriage-house 20 feei wide and 40 feet deep, over

which is a granary with hatchway, block, tackle, &c. On the west of the main barn is the

arched building 60 feet long by 40 deep, 2 stories high, the lower story is used for a wag-
on-house, and the second story is a mow, which will hold 30 tons of hay.

The second story of the barn consists of mows and barn floor. The mows will probably

contain about one hundred tons. The barn floor is 16 feet wide, and is provided with a
closet for tools, and funnel to pass grain into the lower story to the entry between the

horse stables. There is abundant room flir nine horses to thresh upon it at a time. This
story is well ventilated with Venetian blinds which can be opened or closed at pleasure.

There is much advantage from having them made in this way, as they draw much air into

the mows when open, and when closed shut out the effects of storms. In the rear of the

barn is a ramp leading to the barn doors, which open inwardly, and are contained in a house

built for the purpose. This gives greater extent of barn floor, prevents the doors from hoinir

Kear view of the Barn, showing the Kanip and House for Ham Doors.— F'l;;;. li.

injured by the wind, and protects the wall of the barn from being injured or pressed inwards
by the earth in the ramp. The whole building is provided with gutters and spouts to
conduct rain water, so as to prevent it from going into the barn yard, and thereby washing
away the strength of the manure there deposited. The whole is surmounted by a light-

ning rod, and no farmer should consider a barn finished until this protection is fur-

nished to his building, as it is very probable, considering the many barns that have lately
been struck and burnt, that the gas from hay and grain, when in the sweat, acts as a con-
ductor of electricity, and a rod should be ready to pass it into the ground, and thereby
prevent the sorrowful consequence often visited upon farmers for neglecting this precaution.

Last, tliough not least, when we consider the perfect manner in which this building has
been planned and finished, embracing every desirable comfort without any waste of room,
and the arrangement of which precludes all waste of labor, we cannot omit to notice the
flagged pavement extending along the whole front, 12 feet wide, and the pump in the centre.
The horses can thus be led to water in moist weather without having their feet soiled, and
the men attending upon them are not compelled to wade through mud, water, and manure
ancle or knee deep, as is too often the case in many barn yards. The manure in front
of this barn is always secured in square heaps, which prevents the escape of the fer-

tilizing principle, keeps the other parts of the yard clean, adds to the comfort of the cattle,

and men attending upon them, and, in a word, looks as if it was under the supervision of
a man who understands his business, and is determined to have it properly attended to. The
barn at the period of our last visit was filled throughout with produce.
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For the Fariiitrs" Cabinet.

Agrriciiltttrc of the Auciciits.

" Hate not husbandry, which the Most High hath or

dairied."

Columella, who wrote an elaborate treatise

on husbandry, in twelve books, more than

18()0 years ago, and which was translated

and printed in England about a century since,

observes, "That the bodies of cattle ought to

be rubbed down daily, as well as the bodies

of men ;" and says, " it otlen does them
more goo<l to have their backs well rubbed

down, than their bellies well filled with pro-

vender."

The work of Columella appears to us of

the present day as most extraordinary. It

treats most elaborately and sensibly of many
matters connected with husbandry, down to

the rearing of all kinds of poultry. The dis-

eases of animals engage a due share of notice,

and in regard to the care of sheep there is

scarcely any thing new could be written at

the present day. And what is remarkable,

many of the common practices, opinions, and

notions prevalent through the country at the

present time, are so accurately depicted in

his work, as to render it certain that they have

been handed down to us from that remote age

of the world. In regard to making hay, he

says, " But it is best to cut down hay before

it begins to wither ; for you gather a larger

quantity of it, and it affords a more agreeable

food to cattle. But there is a measure to be

observed in drying it, that it be put together

neither over dry, nor yet too green ; for in

the first case, it is not a whit better than

straw, if it has lost its juice ; and, in the other,

it rots in the loft, if it retains too much of it

;

and often, after it is grown Ivot, it breeds fire,

and sets all in a flame. Sometimes, also,

when we have cut down our hay, a shower

surprises us. But if it be thoroughly wet, it

is to no purpose to move it while it is wet;

and it will be better, if we suffer the upper-

most part of it to dry with the sun. Then
we will afterward turn it, and, when it is

dried on both sides, we will bring it close to-

gether into cocks, and so bind it up in bun-

dles; nor will we upon any account delay to

bring it under a roof; or, if we cannot con-

veniently either carry the hay into the ma-

nor-house, or bind it up in bundles or trusses,

it will certainly be proper to build it up in

ricks, whatever part of it shall be dried in the

manner it ought to be, and to form them into

very sharp points ; for thus the hay is com-

modiously preserved from rains; and, though

there should be none, yet it is not amiss to

make the foresaid rick, so that, if there be

any moisture in th.e herbs, it may sweat out,

and be dried up in tlie stacks."

I have copied out the above to sliow the

farmers of the present day what was known
IHOO years ago about making htiy, which you
may print in the Cabinet, if it is thought of

sufficient interest. C.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet

Formation of Coal—Coal Ashes^

Sir,—I perceive from the last paragraph

of the article on " Coal dust," at page 14 of

the third volume of the Cabinet, that the wri-

ter is of the almost universal opinion, that the

origin of coal is vegetable. I confess I am
not one of those who " know the woody fibres

of all plants is composed of the same elements

as the coal dust," or rather, I feel as con-

vinced as he, that it is no such thing. The
fact is, from many years of the closest inves-

tigation, aided by the most extensive means
offorminp-a judgment, both in this country

and in Europe, I have arrived at the conclu-

sion that tlie origin of coal is volcanic. And
my opinion has been strengthened by the cir-

cumstance, that neither it, nor the pure ashe5?

therefrom, contain any nutritive principle, as

the pabulum of plants— it might as well be
sought amongst the ashes of pitch, or of any
other bituminous substance. It is true, that

the growth of plants might be encouraged
and accelerated, by heaping coal dust about

them, as in the instance mentioned of the

blanching of the poke berry; and if "An-
thrax" will take the trouble to lay only a
heap of bushes on the surface of a meadow in

the spring, he will find that the growth of

grass is wonderfully quickened by it—but

upon the heaps of coal dust upon the wharves
may easily be discovered particles of the dung
of horses, as well as the oats with which they

had been fed, the latter growing without, to

an inexperienced observer, any soil. I am
free toatlmittlie beneficial effects of coal dust,

or its ashes, when applied to a stubborn and
retentive soil, but on such it operates merely
mechanicnlly, by loosening its te.xture; I

have no idea that it adds any thing in the

way of fertility.

I am quite prepared to hear, and to be told

that coal carries in its very structure and
fibre, and in ten thousand instances, its woody
origin, almost unchanged—"that it must be
wood, and cannot be otherwise," &c. &c.,
but to one, who has had such ample means to

form a judgment, and if you will bear with
me so fiir as to allow me to hope, to some-
wliat of purpose, the.^e appearances have been
met and accounted for in a way satisfiictory,

at least, to one mind. My theory, I will al-

low, is original, and as such miglit be met
with derision by many, but I shall awnit with
patience the further investijration of the sub-

ject; admitting, very freely, "there are so

many schemes radically absurd, and which
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come to nothinn-, that it is ciifliciilt to assort

and establisli the worth of one really ijood,"

yet, " inculcating the propriety of keeping

our minds open—Ciuitiously and candidly

—

for the reception of new truths."

A NTi-Anthrax.
P. S. Sir Walter Scott ridiculed tiie idea

of cities lighted by means of coal gass, and

Lardner has demonstrated the impossibility

of crossing the Atlantic by means of steam !!

For tlic> Kariiiirs' f'abiiict.

Tlic aialiaii ITIiilbcrry.

Mr. Editor,—After reading some numbers
of the Cabinet I resolved to cultivate the Ital-]

ian white mulberry, and now they are growing
finely. I see in the Cabinet several articles

on the mode of cultivation, but the writers

differ so much on very important points that

I am at a loss what course to pursue. Onej
says they must be planted 8 feet apart and IS
inches in the drill. Another 20 feet each
way.* Others say thoy will serve as a hedge
fence, while thoy produce food equally good
for worms. Again it is said the limbs cut
will grow, being stuck in the ground. Now,
sir, this leaves me in the dark after all, and I

ask

1. Is it not a different species of mulberry
about which each is writing!

2. If it is the same genus, which of all the

above is preferable and most efficient]

3. Will some of your good silk growers

—

ready writers, give us (it will do every reader
of the Cabinet some good) an essay on the

subject. Such a communication will be read
with interest. But I hope it will designate
the different kinds of mulberry, and place

them in such order, with the course pursued,
and the time to operate with each, that the
most simple farmers can perfectly understand
it. I would request that those words in an
" unknown tongue" be explained, for every
one has not a Latin and Greek Dictionary,

—

The more plain the better—the more practi-

cal, the more easy to the farmer.

Yours, &c.,

Chrtstian Tabler.

Production of Silk.

It is probable most persons will consider
a description and illustration of the man-

The distance will (Ippnnd in a preat measure upon
the coursf! the grower of tlie trees may pursue, and the
sper.ies sruwn—those that are to remain permanently
will require considerable distance, while those fthe
inoriis multicaulis) that are propajaied for the purpose
of removal in the autumn, will require much less room.
We think thnt for permanent trees, they should he
planted in drills frum « to |n feet apart-aiid from A to
.*> P'et in the drills We recommend the communication
of Mr. Stone to th? roncressional .Vfrricultural Com.
miltee, tothe noticeof all concerned. Itmay he found
at page 217 of the second vol. of the Farmers' Cabinet.

ner in which the silk worm elaborates its silk

and forms its cocoon, a iriatter of more spec-

ulative than practical importance; yet as the
naturalist and scientific eulturist may be grati-

fied willi it and possibly benefitted by it, we
devote a small proportion of our present num-
ber to the subject.

ELABOR.\TION OF SULK.

The engraving Fig. 7 represents the worm
in the act of throwing out the silk from the

vessels in which it has been elaborated, with-

out reference to the tbrmation of a cocoon.

—

The silk is secreted in the form of a fiiu; yel-

low gum, in too long slender vessels, one on
each side of the body, the orifices of which
are near the mouth. As the silk is ejected,

Fig. 7.

it appears to be but one thread, but is, in fart,

a compound of two fibres, which are extracted
from the orifices, and united by means of two
hooks placed in the mouth. The length of fibre
thrown out by the worm has been variously
estimated. Isnard, an old writer, says it will

measure six miles, that is 10,565 yards ; but
this is taxing credulity rather too much for

the present age. Count Dandolo says, the
probable length is 625 yards, and Pullein
gives an average length of JiOO yards.

formation of cocoons.

The engraving Fig. 8 represents the worm
in the act of forming its cocoon. Having
selected a place suited to its purpose, it com-
mences the labor by spinning thin and irregu-
lar threads, so as to support its future dwell-
injr. It then forms upon these a loose struc-
ture of an oval shape, which is called floss-

silk. In the three following days it forms a
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firm and consisient ball, the interior of vvhicli

is smeared witlia peculiar gum, so as tosliield

itself against the rain and change of temper-
ature. The filament is notspun in regular con-

Fig. 8.

(The reader will perceive the defect in the right hand
figure above, as it presents the appearance of a s'/unrf

surface on the riglit side. They are both precisely
alike.]

centric circles, but in stops, going backwards
^nd forward.s with a sort of wavering motion,

which it effects by means of its fore feet

while it remaiiw in the interior.

Feeding Shelves.

The engraving represents the feeding

shelves, and the manner in which they are

arranged and supported. We think having

the shelves of a width, an improvement on

former plans, as they will accommodate more
worms, and their falling may be prevented by

having a cleet on the sides. This may be

done by nailing a thin piece of board upon the

edge and letting it run an inch above the sur-

face. The width of tiie shelves should be

such as to render the feeding convenient, by
laying in loaves on both sides. If they are

to be attended by children, they should be of

le.ss width than if by adults. As economy in

room is an object, it is believed a foot space

between the shelves will answer every pur-

pose. The length of the shelves will, of

course, be according to the size of the room,

and atler the worms have tinished their work,
may be taken down and kept under cover for

future use. With proper care, the furniture

of a cocoonery may be made to last an age.—Silk Cullurist.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Facts and Opinions on L.inie.

It was stated in the last number of the

Cabinet that lime is more soluble in cold than

in hot water; and it appears that a pint of

water at threedifferent temperatures dissolves

the following number of grains, viz:

At 32° the freezing point, it takes up in.25grains.
At 61)0 11.6

At 2120 the boiling point, only 6.7

It seems that pure lime divested of all for-

eign matter, is wholly soluble in water, and
constitutes an alkaline solution, or lime wa-
ter, as it is generally termed. All lime pro-

duced by burning lime stone contains more
or less foreign matter that is insoluble. Lime
produced by burning shells is much more pure,

there being nothing perhaps combined with
them but animal matter, which is discharged

by burning. The question has often been
asked, how it was, that in England 500 or 600
bushels of lime could be applied to an acre of

land with impunity, when in this country a

tenth of those quantities is found generally

to be sufficient. This is probably owing, in

part, to the soil being under a higher state of

cultivation, and containing more vegetable

matter, but principally to the climate, which
is much more moist; rain falling at more fre-

quent intervals, and during the winter season

the soil is less frozen and more saturated with
moisture ; consequently the solution of the

lime would be much more diluted, and would
penetrate the earth to a greater depth than it

does in this country, where a le.'^s quantity of
water falls, and at longer intervals, and dur-

ing the winter the earth is ot^en rendered im-

pervious to water by the frost. These causes

would neces.«arily tend to prevent the forma-

tion of the carbonate of lime in conne.xion with

the soil and the vegetable matter contained

in it, in such quantities as to prove injurious

by checking the decomposition of the manure
so as to prevent sufficient quantities of it from
undergoing solution to furnish a current sup-

ply of food for the growinir plants.

In our dry climate 500 bushels of good

lime applied to an acre of our best land, would
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probably convert the vegetable matter con-

tained in the soil to ashes, or so completely

coat it with a crust of carbonate of lime as to

prevent its decomposition and solution, and

render it sterile for years, unless an addition-

al quantity of dung was applied and mixed
with it, which is the true remedy for land that

has had an overdose of lime.

Benefit has been derived from the applica-

tion of lime in all tiie various ways and sea-

sons it has been applied, but those who spread

it on the grass sod in the fall, winter, or ear-

ly in the spring, and let it remain, for one or

more years before it is ploughed down, it is

believed obtain much the most benefit from

it. Putting it on the sod, and immediately

ploughing it under, is the worst application

of it known, as the solution of it passes too

deep in the earth to be much useful. X.

Poultry.
Columella, in his book on Husbandry, writ-

ten 1800 years ago, says, '* that if a hen is set

on the long, siiarp-pointed eggs that are sur-

rounded at the small end with concentric cir-

cles, the chickens produced from them will

all be males ; and that if the round eggs which
are smooth at the smaller end, are put under
her, the chickens produced from them will

all be females." It would be a matter of curi-

osity, at least, and perhaps some profit might
be realized from it, if the experiment was
made to test it. Will some of our raisers of

poultry be so good as to make the trial, and
inform the editor of the Farmers' Cabinet of

the result.

For tlie Farmers' Cafiinet.

On Manure—Fattening Hogs<>—Curing
Pork and Hams*

I have perused the remarks of your intel-

ligent correspondent W. H., of Salem county,

on the subject of manure, with much satisfac-

tion. His method of collecting materials for

manure is unquestionably good. I would, how-
ever, suggest the propriety of his going still

further. In the fall of the year when he has
cleansed his barn yard of its contents, and the

bottom is clean, which is usually about the

time of cutting up corn, it would be well to

take the roots of the corn from the field, with
tlie dirt adhering to them, and deposit them
m the yard, they will make a most excellent

foundation, and by the process of decomposi-
tion, are converted into a most valuable ma-
nure. The other materials for manure are
placed on the top of the roots, and in the way
described by your correspondent. The urine
of cattle, and the juices of the other manures,
penetrates the heap, and the roots become
saturated. The next season after the dung
is taken off, which I am not particular to do
veiy clean, and which is generally ploughed
in with my oat stubble, the roots are grubbed

up and thrown into rows five or six feet wide

at tiie bottom, and tour or five feet high, tak-

ing care to have the bottom where the rows

are placed, previously well dug up. In twelve

or fitleen days, depending somewhat on the

state of the weather, I commence hauling it

out. My wheat ground being well ploughed

and harrowed, I spread the manure, as by this

time it is completely rotted, and in this state

it requires nothing but a common English

shovel to load with. When spread, 1 plough

it in shallow, and in so doing find that I add

largely to my store of manure, and have my
ground in good (jrder for any crop. A person

who had not witne.sscd it would be surprised

at the amount of manure that may be made
from the roots gathered from six to eight acres

of corn. Awake, brother farmers,—try it,

—

persevere,—and let us have the results of your

experiment in the Cabinet.

The roots of the corn are gathered in the

following manner:—when the corn is cut up
and stacked, or taken off the field, the plough

is run along under the rows of roots, throw-

ing two rows together. The harrow is then

carried over the rows to separate the roots

from the earth; after which, they are con-

veyed to the barn-yard, with .so much of tlio

.soil as may still adhere to them.

Fattening Pork, Curing Hams, <fcc.

I am satisfied that it is " not good economy*
to endeavor to make manure from hogs by keep-

ing them up in a pen. I am convinced that

ten bushels of corn, fed on a clean board, will

make as much good solid pork, as fifteen fed

on a dung heap—and with this additional re-

commendation, that the pork is perfectly

sweet and entirely free from that nauseous

flavor which is so peculiar to pork kept in a
filthy state, and having their food administer-

ed to them in dung or litter. The greatest

care must be observed. The hog is not by

any means naturally a dirty animal.

I have noticed frequent inquiries in the

Cabinet as to the best method of curing pork

and hams. I would inform all inquirers that

they cannot have good, sweet meat, unless it

is both good and sweet before it goes into the

tub. The best of salt cannot make bad meat
good—but will prevent good meat becoming-

bad. In some parts of the country where I

have dined, the pork served up at table has

tasted so strongly of the pen that I could not

eat it. So much for making manure from

hogs. I have always had good pork and hams
since I fed my hogs on a board floor, which

is kept well cleaned.

On one occasion, 1 purchased a lot of Jer-

sey pork, 2,000 lbs. It was fat and very

handsomely dressed, but it lacked one essen-

tial requisite—that sweet flavor which char-

acterizes all good pork. Subsequently, I
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bought a lot of 2,500 lbs., raised in Buck.'^

county. The hogs were fed on a clean board
floor, with Indian meal ; they had an abund-
ance of water. No one could desire finer or
sweeter meat. A few years since, I put up
some pork fattened on sweet apples, with tlic

exception of the last two weeks, during which
time, they were corn fed ; and the pork wat
as sweet, solid, and fine as any I ever saw.
The hogs roamed at'* large in the orchard un-
til I put them up to be ted on corn.

Receipt for Curing Pork and Hams.
As soon as the pork becomes cool I cut and

sort it, taking great care to have the tubs per-

fectly sweet and clean. In cutting, I take
out all tlie spare ribs, and make pickled pork
of all the side between the ham and shoul-
ders; cutting it into pieces of suitable size

for family use. I trim the hams and shoulders
well. I cover the bottom of the tub with rock
salt, and then put in a layer of pork, nicely
packed ; then cover this layer with .salt, and
so on, until the tub is filled. I use rock salt,

and very bountifully. In six or eight days
make a pickle of salt and cold water, as strong
as possible, and cover the pork previously
salted with it. It will then keep for use for

years if you choose.

In preparing the hams and .shoulders, I

weigh several, to come at the probable weight
of the whole. They are packed with great
care, in suitable tubs. My process is to sprin-

kle some coarse salt at the bottom ; then pack
in the hams and shoulders firmly, side by side,

being careful not to put the back of one flat

on the top of another. The spaces are filled

up with chines, liocks, and jowls. To about
every 300 weight of meat I take thirty pounds
of rock salt, one pound of saltpetre, and four-

teen pounds brown sugar, or half a gallon

ofgood molasses, (generally the latter.) Take
as much pure water as will cover the meat,
put it in a clean vessel, add the above articles,

boil it, removing the scum as it rises, and when
no more rises set it to cool, after which pour it

on the meat until it is covered 3 or 4 inches.

Ifthe hams are small, weighing from 12 to 15
lbs., let them remain in the pickle five weeks

—

if from 15 to 25, six weeks—if from 25 to 45,
seven weeks. When you remove them for the
purpose of smoking, put them in clean, cold

water for two or three hours. If there is too

much salt or saltpetre adhering to the sur-

face of the hams, the water will take it of!!

The smoke should be made of clean green
hickory. A fire should be built only in dry
weather. And when the meat has acquired
a yellow tinge, not red or black, they are re-

moved, and hung up in a dark place where
they are not disturbed by flies or vermin.

David Comfout.
Byberry, 7th mo., 1836.

'

For llie Farmeig' Cabinet.

Theory.

No man, however much he may repudiate

theory, engages in any work without first

having the theory of it established in his mind.
Theory precedes practice as thought precedes
action. One fiirmer spreads his manure a
long time before he ploughs it in; another
ploughs it under as it is spread, and another
uses it as a top-dressing, while some are par-

ticular as to the time of the moon, when dung
is put on the soil. Each has his theory and
acts agreeably to it, and his success is not
dependent on his having no ihcnry at all,

but on his theory being in' accordance with
sound reason ; for there is always a reason
why one way of doing a thing is better than
another. Some allege that every thing that

is printed about agriculture is mere theory,

and therefore to be disregarded ; those who
entertain this opinion certainly maintain a
very unsound theory, and the sooner they sift

all the knowledge they possess and have
gained by their own individual and unaided
exertions, from what they have obtained by
reading and conversation with others, the
sooner they will ascertain the sum total of
their ignorance, which it is expected will so

alarm them that they will see the necessity
of rubbing some of the roughest of it off.

O.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Cotton.
Cotton is planted and treated pretty much

in the same way that Indian corn is, except-
ing only, that the stalks stand separately, as
it branches out considerably. It is a very
delicate plant and requires great kindness in

the treatment of it. It delights in a high
temperature, and flourishes most under a
burning sun. When the pods ripen and open,
they exhibit the most beautiful sight imagin-
able. They ripen progressively, and the
picking is continued till frost or cold weather
suspends it. The seeds are foimd in all stages
from the perfectly ripe and fully developed
down to the immature, which won't vegetate.
Some of the best planters who understand
their true interests, have the fully ripe and
perfectly developed seeds selected bv hand,
from the great ma.*s, and preserved so as not
to heat or ferment, for planting; carefully re-
jecting those that are imperfect. In this par-
ticular they act wisely, and it is said that
some who pursue this plan have accumulated
large fortunes by it : for plants produced from
perfect seeds are much more thrifty and vigo-
rous, and produce more cotton, and that of a
finer and a better (juality, tiian t!ie inferior,

immature seeds produced from the same plant.

It requires from five to six bushels of seed to
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plant an acre, and a celebrated planter of

Louisiana informed the writer that he uses

from fifteen to twenty thousand bushels of

seed annually in plantinjj his crop, all of which

is selected by hand as above stated, from im-

mense masses.

It is of immense importance to give grain,

and indeed plants of every kind, a healthy,

vigorous start when they first come into ex-

istence, by sowing perfect seed ; their future

devclopemeut and prosperty much depending

UDon it. It is therefore hoped tliat those who
have heretofore been negligent in this partic-

ular will gain wisdom by what they have suf-

fered, and not hereafter expect to "gather

grapes of thorns, or figs from thistles."

" For what thou sovvest, such shalt thou reap."

AuUlCOLA.

Fit tlie Farini-rs' Cabinet.

Salt a Manure and Worm Destroyer*
" Salt is good."

Salt is much used in England and other parts

of Europe as a manure with great effect, of

which there are numerous well attested in-

stances. It is put on as a top-dressing late

in the autumn or early in the spring at the

rate of from five to twenty bushels per acre.

It is very destructive to grubs, slugs, worms,

and insects which increase with alarming ra-

pidity in all grounds where vegetable manure
is abundantly applied ; for insects deposit

their eggs in dun<r-hills and other deposits of

decaying vegetable matter, as best adapted

to the future nourishment and developement

of the infant grub or worm. Cabbages, rad-

ishes, carrots, and many other garden vege-

tables have of late years been destroyed in

large quantities by worms attacking the roots

and wounding and injuring them so as to pre^

vent the growth of the plant ; many garden-

ers have suffered great loss in this way dur-

ing the present and past seasons. The appli

cation of salt or brine to the soil a month or

two before the time of planting, it is supposed,

would prevent this great mischief by destroy-

in tr the authors of it. Salt in moderate quan-

tities is well known to be congenial to all

plants of the cabbage and onion tribe, inde-

pendent of its worm-destroying powers. No-
thing is more beneficial to an asparagus bed,

and increases its productiveness more than

brine or pickle sprinkled copiously over it

early in the spring. The most successful

cultivators of this valuable vegetable have
long been in the practice of applying it in

larsre quantities annually.

Every man of intelligence knows the ad-

vantages which result from giving plenty of

salt to horses, cattle, and sheep; it promotes

their health and causes them to thrive and

fatten, and tends to protect them from vari-

ous diseases. Horses are protected by it from

worms, botts, and colic, and when they are

fed with .new oats, new corn, or fresh hay
give them salt bountifully to correct the ill

cfl'ects of such food ; and if they have that

troublesome disease called lampas, don't be

guilty of putting a hot iron in the mouth to

torture them, but give them salt to lick to al-

lay the inflammation and alleviate the disease.

It is said that cattle, regularly furnished with
salt, not only during the summer months, but

during the winter, and particularly the latter

part of that season and the early part of spring,

have never been known to be afflicted with

that terrible scourge commonly cnlled hollow

horn, particularly if they have been well fed,

and that with a portion of succulent tood, to

keep their bowels in proper order, and care-

fully protected from the inclemency of the

weath(>r during the great and sudden transi-

tions of the winter and spring months.

A valuable plum tree, that stood in a cor-

ner of an asparagus bed, had exhibited evi-

dent symptoms of disease and decay for some
years, when the asparagus bed being dressed

copiously with pickle the tree revived, be-

come healthy and vigorous, and has this sea-

son brought to perfection and ripened a very

large crop of fruit of the finest quality. This
is believed to have been caused by the salt,

and it is suggested to those who consult their

interests by rearing the most valuable kinds

of fruits, for pleasure or profit, to try the ex-

periment, cautiously, of applying salt or brine

in moderate quantities, under and about some
of their fruit trees, and detail the result for

public good, hit or miss, for it is of great im-
portance to record misses as well as hits.

It is a well known fact that peach trees

thrive and do well, and live to a great age,

within the range of the salt atmosphere and
influence on the seashore, and perhaps the

artificial application of salt in small quanti-

ties may produce the same effect in other

situations. Try it and let us hear from you
how it works; perchance we may discover

the grand panacea, but keep in mind the wise
saying of the old woman,

"That a little of a good thing, is good

But a great deal of it is good for rjothing."

ABRAM.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

The Farmers' Frock or Blense.
Sir,—Your correspondent, at page 340,

who has introduced to the notice of your rea-

ders the French frock, or " bleuse," has de-

served well of his country, (as the old French
Directory used to have it,) and should be
called to the honors of a s^itting^ in the Cabi-
net. I have worn dresses of that description

for the last two years, and can join in recom-
mending them as most convenient and eco-

nomical. They are very generally v.orn by
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persons traveling in France. In summer
they take the place of coat and waistcoat; in

winter over-all. At the end of the journey
it is only to take them off and shake the dust
from them—and in hot and dusty weather
they are real luxuries. For the use of coach-
men, who have often to attend to their horses
during a journey, they are the acme of per-
fection; while as a loose Sunday indoor dress,

to us who are destined to toil for JJIS days in

the year, they invite to luxurious ease, and
are absolutely irresistible in their soporific

effects. I find that they can be obtained at

No. 14 North Sixth street, made from a pat-

tern imported direct from France, of every
texture, color, and consistency. Assuredly
they must come into very general use.

J. P.

i For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Practice vs« Tlieory, or tbe HanUs -vs* the
Head.

" No divorce, I beseech you, my friends."

Having recently been present during a very
interesting and amusing conversation between
two farmers about your " Farmers' Cabinet,"

I will undertake to give you some account of
it, or at least a short abstract of the subject

matter of it. They were both good, and
pretty intelligent farmers, but their views of

somethings, and particularly of matters writ-

ten or printed in regard to agriculture were
W.S different as the two sides of a bake-iron.

—

The one was descanting on the benefits and
advantages of the Farmers' Cabinet to farm-

ers generally, and now and then he read a

racy article from it to prove his position ; the

other contended that any thing printed on the

subject of farming was mere theory, and of

no use, but rather calculated to lead people of

little experience astray from the good old way
of doing things that had been practised from

the earliest times. He said that these printed

things only dissipated people's ideas and with-

drew their attention from work, and he
thought were ruining our young people by
keeping them thinking all the time instead

of working. On the other side it was con-

tended that teaching people to think enabled

them to work to much greater advantage, and
that all the improvements which had been
made in the world, were the result of think-

ing, and that thinking was not at all incom-

patible with action, hut on the contrary was
the very base and foundation of it, and that

a discovery or improvement being made, the

promulgation of it in print was doing the

greatest good to mankind, as it tended to keep

up the equilibrium of knowledge, and enabled

one man to work with the tools of another

without cost. At last the contest assumed

the form of a regular combat between the

Head and Hands ; a little on the plan of

that detailed by Esop, of the quarrel that took

place between the Belly and the Limbs, when
the latter fairly rebelled, and refused any
longer to work for a fat and indolent Paunch,
which they considered ae entirely useless,

and unable to provide for itself However,
after a short trial, at keeping up separate es-

tablishments, finding it not to answer expec-
tation, a truce ensued, and they agreed to go
on amicably together, and found a mutual ad-

vantage in it. Now I suspect this contest

between the Head and the Hands will termi-

nate in the same way, by each returning qui-

etly to the performance of its appropriate

duty again, as members of the same indisso-

luble firm of " Head and Hands," each at-

tendng to its own department, while they are

both working for the common good, for 1

should like to know what sort of a farmer a
man would make either without a head or

without hands. I was thoroughly convinced

by the arguments of the parties, that every

man in this free country has an undoubted
right both to think and work, either jointly

or separately as much as he pleases, and that

there is not much danger ofour carrying either

to excess ; but above all I was confirmed in

the conviction that every intelligent farmer

should write down the results of his experi-

ments, and the cogitations of his mind on
agricultural and rural affairs, and forward
them for insertion in the Farmers' Cabinet.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabiuet.

Farmers' ITIicroNCope.

Sir,—Perhaps there are many of my brother farmers
who do not know that they have, in the telescope, or
common spyglass, an excellent microscope also. It is

hut to screw off the small object glass, apply it close
to the eye, and bring any object within the range of
its proper focus, and they will be surprised and grati-

fied with the result. To those, who, like myself,
fond of looking into things, such an instrument will
prove a very pleasant walking companion. I never
leave home without it, and am often struck with as-

tonishment at the extreme beauty which I tind dis-

played in the formation of the most common flower, or
even weed, the appearance of which, without its aid,

was any thing but interesting. In botanical and geo-
logical re.searrhes, this little, simple pocket apparatus
is of the greatest service ; and the facility with which
it can be removed and replaced, is not the smallest of
its recommendations.

J. P.

Begin early, is the great maxim for every

thing in education. A child of six years old

can be made useful ; and should be taught to

consider every day lost in which some little

thing h;ts not been done to assist others.

Children can very early be taught to take

care of their own clothes.

Method and punctuality are sure friends

to the man of business.

Do not make too much haste to be rich.
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Kor the Farmers' Cabinet.

Spring ^Vhcat, &c.

The harvest is gathered, and now farmers

rest a little from their severe labors, and can-

vass the results of their exertions. Among
the most interesting themes last spring, " Ital-

ian Spring Wheat" was conspicuous. The
name, and the good stories told of it, were in

every man's mouth, and almost everyone who
could get a half bushel of seed prepared a

place to receive it. Such high and sanguine

expectations were raised that some doubted

not but it would succeed almost by the " way-

side, among thorns, or in stony places."

—

Some, however, reasoned that " good ground"

would not hurt it, and shaped their cour.se ac-

cordingly. But all have been more or le.ss

doomed to disappointment.

I visited! eleven different lots of it, before

it was harvested. Some sown on ground ei-

ther recently manured, or heavily manured

on the potatoe crop last year; the others sown
on ordinary corn ground in the room of the

oats usually sown on such land.* My own
lot was about equal in appearance while grow-

ing, to the best I saw. This I threshed out

immediately from the field—the yield was
seven bushels per acre ! which I think as

much as any of my neighbors will have. The
grain is of inferiori'quality, weighing 55 lbs.

per bushel. Those who sowed on ground

where they would have gathered 85 bushels

of oats in an ordinary season, will not have

more of the wheat than was put in for seed.

Here, then, is the result of the experiment.

Many of us have bought information enough

on this subject to prompt us now to do what

we can to prevent certain northern specula-

tors from again lining their pockets with the

earnings of such of us as have been credu

lous enough to listen to the assertion that their

Wehaveoflateheard much said both for and against

Spring Wheat. According to the statements of a few
persons it has succeeded to admiration—but the great

and overwhelming mass of testimony is against it.—

The faihire of the genuine kind, if indeed there be any
answering this description, may be attributed to. the

soil, climate, peculiarity of the season, or some un.

known cause. We have long entertained an opinion,

and have before expressed it, that the most ofthe wheat
gold in this market during the last season as the Ital-

ian Spring Wheat, is nothing more nor less than the

common Spring wheat, long since tried and discarded

by our farmers. We presume that but a very small

portion sold in this city under cover of Mr. Hatha-
way'* name was received from him. His name was
undoubtedly used by many to defraud the farmer. We
have at various times endeavored to press upon our

farmers the necessity of saving' their own aeeia. A lit

tlo care and practice wilt enable them to do so with
great advantage. The present instance is another ar-

gument in its favor. If our correspondent had sown
his Spring wheat in the fall, we think he would have

bad a good yield ; and we have come to this conclusion

from facts we have gathered from farmers, that in

neighborhoods where it was sown at different periods,

that sowed earliest, and subject to the influence of

frost, afforded a better grain and a larger yield than

that lown later in the feason.

wheat will make 20 bushels per acre where
"oats will hardly grow." We own we don't

deserve their pity.

Mahlom S. Kirkbride.

Morrisville, 8th mo. 3d, 18.18.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

To tbe Sportsman.
' The race of birds was not formed in vain. Each cm©

has his task to perform; we sin in wantonly de-

stroying them: first, against Him who made t?iem

for his glory; then, againstourselves, willingly igno-

rant of their untaught 'labors of love.'"

—

Injury

from destroying birds— Far. Cab. Vol. id, page 332.

Sportsman, stay thy hand ;

Spare thou that little bird

!

And o'er the fruitful land,

Still let his song be heard

!

Of all the feather'd train

Who cleave the air of heaven,

Not one is made in vain,

Nor yet for sport was given.

Hark ! to the robin's lay

That pours from yonder grove,

To hail the break of day,

And bid all nature move

!

Hark ! to the nightingale,

Whose notes at twilight come
From yon green flowery vale,

To charm the peasant home

!

A^nd see, how heaven ordains.

That birds in time of need.

With insects from the plains,

Their helple.ss young should feed

!

That thus, the farmer's hope.

No hidden worm destroy;

That he may save his crop,

And birds their food enjoy.

And shall the sportsman's gun
Arrest the parent bird ?

And leave the work undone,

It sought at nature's word ?

Must harmless songsters bleed.

To please the heartless youth?
Pause, sportsman ! pause, and read
The page of nature's truth I

God hears the raven's call.

And answers to his cry

;

He guards the sparrow's fall.

With kind, protecting eye

!

If birds are thus His care.

Who life to TTian hath given;
Then, sportsman ! O, beware

!

Nor tempt the frown of heaven ?

E.C. a
C«dar Brook, N. J-, 1838.
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For the Farmers' Cabinet.

I>ry Rubbing'.

As your publication is the roceptncle of ttie

beneficial as well as the useful, I take the
liberty of calling the attention of some of
your readers to a custom that may perhaps
appear insignificant; but which, when duly
considered, is of more importance than is

generally supposed. I mean the habit of
scrubbing the floors with soap and water;
this operation, which is necessarily frequent,

I consider arduous, disagreeable, dangerous,
and always unpleasant. There is little haz-

ard, I think, in asserting that it is the latent

cause of many a disease that has terminated
fatally. Can it be doubted that the cases are
not frequent, where a delicate female carry-

ing water from the pump, often barefooted in

inclement seasons, standing or working- )br

an hour or two upon a wet floor, and then
perhaps sleeping in the apartment not per-

fectly dry, has originated the seeds of a pul-

monary disorder, or some other equally dis-

tressing ] I have not the least doubt that

many a good housekeeper and valuable mem-
ber to society has fallen a victim to the pride

of having a white floor.

My object is to offer a remedy, which, if

generally known and tried, would be as gene-
rally adopted, as it is far less trouble and
produces a much better effect. I have often

noticed buckets, kitchen utensils, &c. scrubbed
with sand, but have never observed it applied

to the floors. There aie few houses you can
enter in the south without noticing the floors;

these are scrubbed with water but two or

three times in the course of the year—they

are what is called " dry rubbed"—in fact, it is

the opinion there, that water injures the floor,

it blackens the wood ; therefore, it is washed
as seldom and dry rubbed as often as possible,

which is performed with clean dry sand and
the usual brush.

The advantges of this mode are, it makes
the floors whiter, produces a kind of polish

npon the wood which prevents it from soiling,

is much sooner done, and obviates the un^

pleasantness of carrying water and the slop

ping about the house, besides a saving of
6oap.

Health, Mr. Editor, is the first and most
important consideration in this world. What
is wealth 1 A. fine farm 1 Even white floors

without iti If parents bequeath to their

children a good constitution and industrious

habits, they give them much ; the corner-stone

is laid. Every means, therefore, should be
employed to attain this; and I do believe if

dry rubbing was customary at the north as it

is in the south, that many severe colds and
coughs would be prevented.

L. K.

For the Farmers' (.'abinet.

Coiiiplaining.

A well-disciplined mind studies to be content.

In ancient times, amongst various other

definitions which were given of the word
man, Plato defined him to be a biped without

feathers. In more modern times, in England,

man was defined to be a tax-paying animal;

and in this country some have thought that

an appropriate definition would be that of a

complaining animal. This thought, I sup-

pose, took its origin from the circumstance

of the general disposition apparent among
farmers to complain of the current state of

things, be they wJjatever thoy might. Hav-
ing more or less of this complaint myself, and
moving much among those who are afl^icted

with it, I have often had my attention turned

to the subject, and on examination I find it

to be a highly coiitngious disease, being pro-

pagated through v.hole neighborhoods at al-

most any season of the year; but it pppoars

to rage with the greatest violence in the sum-
mer season. It is almost always too dry or

too wet, too cold or too hot, tor persons labor-

ing under this affliction. Six weeks ago it

was said to be so cold and late a spring that

the crops were in great jeopardy ; then it was
too wet; next so dry as to excite lively appre-

hensions for the safety of the winter grain,

corn, and potatoes. Following this was a

considerable rain, when the grass and hay
became objects of prime solicitude; and in

this way we are tossed about from one appre-

hension to another the year round, with a

very small portion of time which can be said

to be enjoyed in calm, confiding composure
of mind.

This state of things, Mr. Cabinet, I can
testify has existed for at least half a century,

and how much longer T cannot tell, for I well

remember, when a sinnll boy, to nave heard

these complaints reiterated almost day by

day, and they have continued to be poured

out at short intervals from that time to the

present. Now it is said "that while the

earth remaineth, seed-time and harvest, and
cold and heat, and summer and winter, and
day and night, shall not cease ;" and even .«o

it has been from the days of Moses to the

present time ; and there is no rational ground
for apprehension but that tiie promise will

continue to be fulfilled to all future genera-

tions of men who may inhabit the earth.

What may have been the original cause of

this querilous disposition, I know not, but it

is very certain that the influence of educa-

tion and the force of example has had a great

tendency to disseminate and perpetuate it

among the youth of our country, but for what
good purpose, it is not easy to see ; for it will

il readily be admitted by all, tlial no danger
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was ever avoided, or pood work cilecteii by

the operation of complaining, however plfiu-

Hible or rational the caurievi of it in;iy have

been supposed to be; but the in'lueiice of

repeated and almost constant dolorous com-
plaints of the ways of Providence in his wise
ordcriiifT of the times and seasons, for this is

what it amounts to, exerts a very painful and
prejudicial influence on the minds of tender
and inexperienced youth, by exciting appre-

hensions and dread of what seldom or never
comes to pass; and tending to annihilate and
destroy that confidence which should always
be clierishcd and strengthened, of the imme-
diate superintending power of the Almighty
in regard to all the works of creation.

\\\ then, complaining effects no good pur-

pose whatever, let us abandon it ourselves

and discountenance it in others; but if it in-

flicts pain and suffering on the young and
susceptible minds of our children, let us, for

their sakes, hold our peace, and display a

cheerful manliness of character befitting a

Christian, under the various dispensations

which may be meted out to us in our journey
through life by the Author of all our mercies.

Abraham.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet.
«

Tlie Farmers* Cabinet—Sugar Beet.

Mr. Libby,— I am a subscriber to the
"Fanners' Cabinet," a paper than which
none other is more highly appreciated. I

read every word as the numbers arrive, and
I can tell you I think it grows better and
better. Upon perusing the letter addressed
to yon in the last number of volume 2, by a
subscriber, and the editorial remarks there-
on, I resolved to respond, and procure you
seven names, and remit five dollars " right
early;" but your indefatigable friend, Mr.
J. M. Grandin has supplied my place; and,
indeed, has not only obtained seven, but more
than three times that number of subscribers
coming to Jefferson post office. I would that
he might get seventy and seven in our rich
valley. Let me ^ive it as my humble opin-
ion, that the Cabinet will do good in Frede-
rick and the two adjoining counties, Carroll
and Washington, (Montgomery also,) as they
are superlatively fine sections of Maryland.
I know you will be cheered, and your sub-
scribers in general, when I say to you that
most of the intelligent farmers in Carroll and
Frederick counties, are on your list. Query,
Is it not so in all portions of the country
where patrons have been solicited? Should
not this fact inspire every farmer with in-

creasing interest and energy in the travels
of your little sheet ? But facts:

1. It is a fact, that, previous to my taking
the Cabinet, I did not know that the Sugar

I

Beet had ever been tried, or would grow wi

this country.

2. It is a fact, that I was induced, by llic

description, time of planting, mode of culti-

vation, and promise of success, which I found
first in the Cabinet, to try it

'A. It is a tact, that, in doing so, I followed

the directions (or "theory") of the Cabinet
precisely.

Well, sir, you ask what was the result 7 I

say good.

4. It is a fact, that, of the sixteenth part

of one acre, I raised sixty bushels of this

beautiful beet, and these I would not havo
sold from my cows for twenty-five cents
per bushel ; hence, they were worth to me,
f$15 00. At the same rate, one acre would
have been worth ^240 00. Here, then, sir,

is another fact, viz : That ocular demonstra-
tion proves that the theory of the Cabinet, in

one respect at least, is worth to every farmer,

more than ijlvJ 00 per year ; and those who
do not see it must be blind indeed. But some
of my neighbors are laughing at my experi-

ment this year, attributing the apparent fail-

ure of my beet crop to the beet itself, as being-

unsuitable for the climate and soil, instead of
a remarkably dry season. Now, Mr. Cabi-
net, have not I as good a right to laugh at
them for experimenting on corn this year?
They have no crops, some not one barrel to
the acre. What is the reason? Is the fault

in the corn itself] Is it unsuitable for the
climate and soil 1 Have they been negligent
in tending it"! If so, then the truth of Holy
Writ will be well-nigh demonstrated; "Tlie
sluggard shall beg in harvest, and have noth-
ing." Or, is the canker-worm in the v/ea-

therl Here, then, is the reason why sugar
beets are not better this year. Notwith-
standing, sir, my beet crop is five times as
good as the best corn I have seen growing on
the same ground. I mention these things in

my plain, simple style,* in order to prove
that an agricultural paper may be very valu-
able, not only to me, but to all who have eyes
to see through a dollar at the best interest

for one year. As " the proof of the pudding
is in the eating," I hope

All, at last, will " taste and see"

At the end of the year, what the profits will be

Yours, respectfully.

Christian Tablet,

Jefferson P. O., Fred. Co., Md. )

August ]8th, 183?. \

It is a good plan to teach children to pre-
pare and plait straw for their own bonnets,
and their brothers' hats.

! "The plainer the better, more easily iindfrstood,
and more acceptable.—We like the plain farmer style.
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Communicated for the Farmers' Cabinet.

A RASP,

Fig. 10.

In universal use for the purpose of crushing the beet roots throughout the sugar making
di.stricts of France. It is put in motion either by steam, water, horse, or hand power, and
if propelled at the rate of 800 revolutions, makes 64,000 cuts in a minute. Excellent, loo,

for crushing apples for the making of cider; or pfjtatoes for starch making.

REFERENCES.

Fig. 1. The rasp, containing eighty saws, half an inch apart 2. The plunger, by which
the articles are forced down to the saws, and kept there while crushing. 8. The box to

contain the articles to be crushed. 4. The opening in the receiving box by which the
articles, when crushed, are taken out by a wooden, copper, or tin shovel, (not iron,) to be
placed in cloths for pressing. .5. The frame, or table. 6. The strap by which it is pro-

pelled. 0:5" The frame should be made very strong and firm.

In fixing the machine, great care must be taken to do it very securely, as the friction

during the operation of crushing, is very great. J. P.

J. p. has had one of the raspine machines, above described, made for the examination of farmers, and has
kindly Icfl it at the office of the Farmers' Cabinet for inspection. It is an admirable article—can be used for
various purposes, occupies but little room, and costs but a trifle, compared with its value to the agricul-
turist. For crushing apples for cider it is invaluable—aiul the entire apparatus for the pressing of the beet,
will answer equally well for the pressing of the apple pomace. We are also of opinion that farmers woulil
find it highly advantageous for crushing roots, which, mixed with cut straw, with the addition of a liille

Indian meal, would form a most palatable, cheap, and nutritious food for stock—especially neat cattle. The
cost, we think, would not exceed twenty-five dollars. Farmers, call and examine for yourselves.

There is no sure way of getting money but by industry ; and no way of keeping it, so as
to grow rich, but by economy. The foundation of great fortunes are all to be traced to
small beginnimrs, small profits, and frugal expenditures.

To be frugal is not of itself sufficient; the young man who would insure his success,
must be industrious too; what is saved by thrift must be improved by diligence, for tlie last

.doubles the first.
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For the Farmers' Caliinet.

Remedy for Short Crops.
People thrive by sedan, and not by grumbling tiiidcom-

jilaniing.

The excessive drought has so diminished

the pasturage in some neighborhoods, as to

render it necessary to resort to feeding stock

with fodder, and if it should continue, many
more will be vmder the necessity of resorting

to it If so, or if the season for feeding should

be much prolonged, which looks probable,

economy and good management will become
necessary, otherwise much suffering will rc-

eult. In order as much as possible to avert

this state of things, let every farmer cut all

the katj, straw, and cnrnfodder given to his

stock, and wet or moisten it before it is fed.

Much will be saved by this simple process, as

will soon be discovered by making trial of it.

An e-xcellent farmer has been doing it for

some weeks past with manifest advantage.

—

Let all the grain fed to your stock be first

boiled or steamed. It is much better for hav-

ing the heat applied gradually, and for a long

time ; eight or ten hours is better than a short-

er time. It will double the bulk of the grain,

and from experiment, it is believed that one

bushel of the cooked grain, goes as far as a

bushel of the raw ; if so, one-half is saved by

tlie process, abating labor and expense. If

your boys should demur at the labor, or show
by their looks or their mutterings, that they

are too lazy to save a penny, hire a hand at

once to attend to it properly, and turn them
out to hunt pasture for themselves, and let

them try the experiment of getting a liv-

ing by growling and complaining, and despis-

ing industrious, economical habits. They
may do for steam doctors, but they are not the

stuff of \v\\\ch. thriving farmers can be made.

Let us be up, and doing,

That what we do, may be done quickly.

Delaware.

Forihe Farmers' Cabinet.

Ice and Ice Houses.
In answer to your request for information

as to the best plan of building ice houses, I

will merely inform you that I have an ice

house that has been used by my family for

about fiHy years, and has never failed to pre-

serve an abundance of ice for our supplies.

—

It is about 16 by 12 feet, and judging from
recollection, for it is now nearly half full,

is about 16 feet deep. It was probably dug
down to the sand or gravel, is walled like an
ordinary cellar, the wall extending about

three feet above the level of the adjacent

ground, and earth thrown against it nearly to

the roof This serves to preserve a unifonn
temperature, and prevents leakage from rain,

&c. The bottom of the cellar is supplied

with pieces of timber, say b by 8 inciies thick,

which are placed about 6 inches apart, and
this protects the ice from the influence of the

earth below. When the ice is being put in I

take care to have the bottom and sides well pro-

vided with clean rye straw, and have the ice

occasionally broken fine, and when the house

is full I have it well covered up with the same
material. This is all that is necessary to be
particular about, as the straw is a non-condac-

tor of caloric, and the ice being well embed-

ed therein does not melt in the wannest
weather. Many years ago this house was
lined with boards which was only useful as a
harbor for rats. The lining gradually decayed

and has long since been removed, and still

the ice is kept as well as ever. Give your

ice a dry cellar and plenty of rye strawr, and
rest assured you will require neither tan nor

pulverized charcoal, nor boards to keep it cool.

A Phila. Co. Fakmer.
Sepfr. 3d, IgnS.

Farmers' Work for October,
ON THE FARM.

This is a month, as every good farmer

knows, in which all our energie.s should be
put forth, for besides saving that which we
have already made, much must be done to lay

the ground work of next year's crops; and
with a view of bringing its appropriate labors

to the notice of our readers, we will endeavor
briefly to detail them.

FALL PLOUGHING.
As opportunity presents itself, all stiflj clay-

ey grounds intended for spring culture, should

be ploughed up this and the ensuing month.
By ploughing 7 inches deep and taking fur-

rows 9 inches wide, the furrows will be
laid at an angle of about 45 degrees, thp

best possible position at which ground can be
laid to receive the greatest amount of bene-
fit from the fertilizing effects of winter frosts

and snows. Grounds thus treated are always
infinitely better suited to the purposes of
spring culture than if lefl untouched. But
besides the advantages arising from the

mellowing effects of the weather, much less

work will have to be done in the spring when
time is valuable.

GATHERING OF CORN

If your corn is sufficiently hardened, it

should begot in the latter end of this month:
by so doing you save much from the ravages
of crows and those animals that prey upon
the corn fields, and in addition to this you are
enabled to turn your stock into your corn-fields

at a time before vegetation is destroyed, and
thus by the time winter comes on they are put
in good condition to enter upon the rigors of

that inclement and pinching season of the

year, a thing that every husbandman should
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have an eye to; for if at the commencement
of the fodderinnf season they be in i^ood plight,

the probabilityof their g^oing well tiiroutrh that

critical and trying period will be infinitely

greater.

GATHERING AND CURING FODDER AND TOPS.

No time should be lost in gathering your

blades and tops, and recollect that as soon as

they are dry they should be brought in from

the field and placed out of the weather. By
protecting them from rain you add greatly to

their intrinsic value as provender, besides ren-

dering them much more palatable to your

stock of all kinds.

GATHERING AND PRE.SERVING POTATOES.

As soon as your potatoes are fit for digging,

take them up, and be sure to put them away
with as little exposure lo the sim as possible,

and care should be taken to bruise them as

little as possible.

TURNEPS.

By stirring the earth around your turneps

early this month, you will add much to their

growth and increase their product.

BEETS, PARSNIPS, CARROTS.

These roots should all be taken up and put

away this month.

PUMPKINS.

As your pumpkins ripen, gather them and

jnit them away in a dry warm room. It is

important that they be housed before being

exposed to the frost of the field.

BUCKWHEAT.

As you cut your buckwheat put it into

sheaves,—these must be set up in the field,

and after a day or two bring them in and

thresh them out immediately. The sooner

this latter work is done the better, as the

grain will thresh off much easier and with

a great deal less loss. Afler your straw

is threshed stack it away carefully, taking

the precaution to salt each layer of it.

—

If you do so, in mid-winter when your

provender is most wanted, it will afibrd you

an excellent resource for your milch cows, the

which will cat it with avidity, and to which

it will prove a highly nutritious food if it has

been properly cured.

WHEAT AND RYE.

Those who have not sown their wheat and

rye should get it in as early as possible; but

no one should think of sowing either without

first steeping the seed in strong brine or ley,

and rolling it in lime, or ashes.

HOGS.

As soon as the range in which your hogs may

be running ceases to be a pasture, put them

up, and if you design commencing your feed-

ing with pumpkins, boil them, as by so doing

you not only render them more nutritious by

concentrating the saccharine matter, but by

destroying the vegetable acid you depriye

them of the power of scouring your hogs, a

thing always to be avoided if possible. Once

a week while your hogs are fattening, throw

either rotten wood or charcoal in to them.

—

Either will correct the acidity upon their sto-

machs, and keep them to their appetites.

CORN HUSKS AND SHUCKS.

These should be stacked away with alter-

nate layers of hay and straw, and be well

sprinkled with salt. By taking this precau-

tion yon will find that their value as winter

food will be greatly enhanced, and that your

cattle will eat them as readily as they do their

hay, and if they be not so nutritious, they will

be found to be good, strong, subsitantial win-

ter food.

CABBAGES.

Towards the latter end of this month put

away your cabbages : be sure to do it before

the frost injures them, and they will keep

much better.

—

Farmer and Gardener.

Planting: Apple and Pear Treesi

Which is best, to plant apple and pear trees

where they are to stand, and form orchards,

or to plant them in a nursery, and then trans-

plant?

We suppose that our friends, who have

laro-e nurseries, would recommend the latter,

but we are more than half inclined to believe

that the system of planting the seed where

the tree is to remain, is best. We know ma-

ny trees that have sprung up spontaneously

in pastures and by the sides of fences. They

usually make hardy, thrifty trees, while some

that have been transplanted arc tender, and

seem to be continually subject to some ill or

other. They can be engrafted after they ob-

tain sufficient size.

Again, we know of several pear trees that

have sprung up in this way, that are perfectly

hardy; not at all affected with t!ie blight, and

arc orreat bearers. We merely suggest the-e

things to elicit information, not supposing that

our observations have been sutficiently evfen-

sive to establish any facts in the case.

—

Maine

Farmer.

Time is money. For this reason, cheap aa

stockings are, it is good economy to knit them.

Stockings that are knit wear much longer

than those that are wove; and they can be

done at odd minutes of lime, which would

otherwise be lost.

What cannot be done by one stroke, may
be effected by many; and application and

perseverance have often succeeded when all

other means have failed.
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Fire Insurance.

This very important subject is beginninfr

to excite considerable attention. In a previ-

ous number we published an essay from one

of our valued correspondents, settinjj forth

the objects of associations making' tjood to

those concerned, the loss sustained by fire,

the cost of insurance, and urging; it upon those

who had nesjlocted this cheap precautionary

means, to avail themselves forthwith of the

privilege afforded them. We were not aware
until after the publication of that article that

60 many dwellin<;s and farm buildings, always
exposed to destruction by fire, were uninsured

in this region. We had the satisfaction, how-
ever, of knowing that the minds of some were
"stirred up," and that as a consequence a

number of buildings previously exposed are

now covered by insurance.

Our present number contains two articles

on this subject, both of them from worthy and
highly intelligent correspondents. We think

the proposition to indemnify for loss by fire

by means of a county tax, liable to serious ob-

jections. It would render it imperative, and
not leave it where it now stands, optional with
property holders. It would deny the privilege

to those who saw fit to become their own in-

surers—and there are many such in this coun-

try. The plan of " Observer" is, perhaps, less

objectionable, as it is voluntary on the part

of tiiose constituting the neighborhood associ-

ation. We are of the opinion that insurance

effected according to the proposal of our cor-

respondent, (see second volume of Farmers'
Cabinet, pages 259-60,) is safe for both the

insured and the insurer. It certainly is

cheap enough ; and after the expenditure in

the outset for survey, &c., the only cost to

the insured is the annual interest ofthe amount
deposited, which deposit is simply the amount
of interest for one year on the sum insured.

Accordingly we find that any person, when
he retires from the association, may withdraw
his deposit, subject to a reduction of three per

cent, on the amount. A large portion of the

fire insurance companies of this country are

mutual, from which no dividends are made,
while those that make dividends make them
on the stock which has been subscribed and
paid in to constitute a fund to secure the in-

sured against loss under any circumstances,
and we are not apprized of any cases where
the dividends have exceeded a fair remune-
ration for the capital put in jeopardy. In New
York millions of capital have been sunk, and
60 in Charleston. In this city the first com-
pany instituted lost all.

We think tliat " Observer" is rather severe
on the insurance companies. We dissent en-

tirely from his classification. We are as

much opposed as our esteemed correspondent

to speculation and its attendant contaminat-

ing influences. We regard insurance com-
panies, when properly managed, and espe-

cially mutual associations, ns of great public

utility. They afl^ord to those who liave not

the ability to underwrite themselves, the op-

portunity of saving from loss at a small ex-
pense. There is, in our judgment, a great
and essential difference between these a-sso-

ciations and lotteries, and consequently be-

tween those who embark in each. The one
pays a fair equivalent to guard against loss

—

the other mnkes his investment for the pur-

poses of gain. The one who insures his pro-

perty lias something to lose, while the man
who purchases a lottery ticket has, generally,

nothing, and takes that to which his wife, his

suffering children, or his creditors are enti-

tled. AH good men are for putting down lot-

teries as public nuisances, by which many are

led on 'to ruin—and yot we find the same
men, men of unimpeachable character and
purity of motive, uniting in sustaining in-

surance offices.

Our correspondents do not differ, it will be
seen, as to the necessity of insurance, only as

to the detail. One contends that it is very
cheap, while the other insists that the rate

is too high. Now both are no doubt influ-

enced by a desire to promote the public good.

The correspondent, whose remarks elicited

the reply of" Observer," is not a stockholder

in any insurance company making a dividend

—he is not a speculator. On the contrary,

speculation is as repugnant to his sense of
moral propriety as it is to " Observer." Thus
much fjr our correspondents, and now one
word to farmers on the subject Get your
houses and barns forthwith insured. Your
minds will be more at rest from the mere
circumstance of having your property cover-

ed against loss. If you live in the neighbor-

hood of an association lose not a day in at-

tending to tliis matter— it is of great import-

ance. If there is no institution within your
reach, bestir yourselves, organize one forth-

with, either on the plan proposed by " Obser-
ver," or on that adopted by those mutual as-

sociations now existing.

One individual who is methodical in his

business can, with ease, perform the work of
four men who set order and regularity at
defiance.

Let no temptation of gain on the one hand,
or any embarrassment on the other, ever lead

you to swerve from the path of strict honesty
and integrity.

The consideration which many purchase
by living beyond their income, and of course
living upon others, is not worth the trouble

it costs.
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H^ A niinilier of nrticles, amo/ip them several com-
munications of interest, are necessarily deferred until

«ur next.

By un error of the press our number for August was
eet down as 44 ; it should have been 43. The present

Bumber, 44, is correct.

Jst month 2.20

52d month 2.19

3dmonlh 3.17

4th month, 3 58

5th month, 3.57

6th month, 6.60

7th monlh 2.37

8th month, 2.78

Philadelphia, Sept. I, 1838.

SJ'The regular monthly meetinsof the Horticultu-

ral Society, will he held at the usual place, on Tuesday
evening, the 18th instant.

The meeting of the Agricultural Society will be held

in the Philosophical Hall, in Fifth street, below Ches-

But, on Wednesday morning, 19th inst., at II o'clock.

The inarkets.
Philadelphia, September 10.

Graih.—Wheat maintains former rates, with mode-
tale supplies. Sales of several parcels at from SI 55

to $1 6U for fair to good quality, some prime Pennsyl-

vania 81 fi2i per bushel. Rye—No sales for some
weeks past, and no fixed price. Corn—owing to limit-

ed supplies, prices have again advanced—sales at 88 to

90 cents early in the week ; since at 91 cents for good

flat yellow. Oats are stationary—considerable sales

of Southern afloat at 4ii to ,38 cents.

Floor aJId Meal.—The supplies of Flour coming in

are not eqnal to the demand. This deficiency is caused

by the unusual and long continued drought which has

prevented the number of mills from grinding. Sales

of fair to good brands, fresh ground Flour at $7 5o—
extra, *7 fiaj a S7 75- Sales for export at S7 5(1 early

in the week. Today holders demand higher prices.

Old Block has sold at from $'> M to fi 601, according to

quality. Stock greatly reduced. Rye Flour, demand
still limited—small sales at $4 75, occasionally $i 5o.

Corn Meal, sales in barrels at $1 75.

Oils.—Fish Oils have sold very freely, and the stork

has become light, particularly of winter Sperm -prices

have not varied. Large sales of Linseed at 84 cents

per gall, for American and English, the latter on time.

Plaster—Cargo sales at 83 f7J per ton. Provisions—
The stock of Bacon Pork and Lard are now very licht,

and prices have again advanced. We quote mess Pork

at $J3 50 to 25 00; prime, il7 50 a If no por barrel.

Hams 12 to 14 cents; sides II a lU, and shoulders 9i

a

10 cents per lb. Lard is held at 12 a 13 cents.

Cattle.— Supplies of Beef <'altlp limited, and prices

steady at $7 .'lO to 8 50 per cwt. Cows and Calves are
also stationary in price. Hogs sell at from ffi 75 to

to «7 (Ml per cwt. Sheep SI 25 Co S.3 ixi p<'r head.

Country Produce of all kinds in demand, and prices

high. —
New York, September 10.

Renesee Flour has advanced to $7 87 a 8 dO, for

common brands ; the best brands of Ohio, S7 87 a 8 00

;

Georgetown, new, has sold at «7 75; best is now held

at89(H». Rye Flour is dull at $4 7.5. Corn Meal S< 75.

Several lots foreign wheat have been sold at i?l 55 a

81 60. Rye has brought 98 a $1 00. Northern oats

44 cents ; 2500 bushels northern corn sold at 90 cents,

and southern at the same price.

AMes.-—§traiv^ Cutters.
The Subscriber has for safe the following very supe-

rior Asses, at prices much lower than usual for ani-

mals of their quality.

The great Jack Goliah of extraordinary size and
value, being little, if any, less than '4 hands high, nine
years old, very stout and heavy, of fine action, is every

thing that can be desired, botli as a coverer and stock-

getter. He is a lineal descendant of General Wash-
ington's celebrated " Compound."
OcEOLA, imported from Malta by an officer of the

IJ. S Navy in li^3't, then two years old, is thirteen

hands two inches high, and a most beautiful and per-

fect animal. As a coverer and stock-getter, he has no
superior.

Sob-Treasury, an American bred Jack from Maltese
stock, is four years old, 13 hands high, {and grotring

fatt,) is proved as a ready and vigorous covei-er, and
his mules are very promising.
Four very superior Jennets, all of middle age, large

size, and proved as excellent breeders, are also for sale.

All these animals are without trick or vice. Further
particulars will be communicated an application. (post

paid,) to L I. HITCHCOCK,
Agricultural Agent, Philadelphia, Pa.

Who keeps for sale, as heretofore, GREEN'S PATENT
STRAW CUTTER, unquestionably the best instru-

ment of its kind yet invented. It cuts easily two
bushels a minute, and that by the strength of a mere
boy. It is not easily broken or deranged ; requires

grinding seldom, is very compact, being only 3| feet

long, 3 feet high, and two feet wide, weight isn pounds.
The machine, with twelve knives, cuts feeii about li

inch long,— price 812 ; that with eighteen knives cuts

it about } of an inch long,— price Sin It will be care-

fully packed and sent to order, payment being Biade,

or provided for in this city.

100,000 Cuttings of the Morns Multicsitlis
For Sale.

The Chester Silk Company will have for sale. late

this fall, or early next sprins, Klii.ndO Cuttings of the
Morus Multicaulus. Application to be made to George
B. Westcott, Treasurer of the Company, at Chester-

town, Kent county, Maryland.
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Manure.
Feed your plants and they will feed you.

It is a subject ofmuch regret that more vigi-

lance and care is not taken by many farmers to

increase thequantity oftheir manure. It is the

very base of their prosperity ; without it little

can be achieved that is important or valuable

;

with it, every thing can be accomplished that

is within their reach. By the use of lime ap-

plied to gra.ss lands, and great care in bring-

ing all decomposable articles into the dung

heap, the quantity on some farms has been

doubled in seven years. After it has been

obtained it requires a little skill and judgment

to preserve its most valuable parts from being

drenched and washed away by frequent rains

;

for although it is not best to keep it too dry,

yet it is much more frequently suffered to be-

con^e so frequently wetted with drenching

rains as to wash away the most nutritious por-

tions of it Dung that has remained under

open sheds where it was but partially exposed

to the elements, has been found to be much
richer in quality than that which was entirely

exposed to rain. In some situations, much is

lost by water running through barn yards

during heavy showers, and in some cases

they are perfect quagmires for half the year,

rendering it disagreeable, if not dangerous to

approach a stable door. This state of things

constitutes an absolute nuisance, and ought to

be provided against by every farmer who has

a proper sense of propriety, and a due regard

for the female members of his famil};, whoare

obliged twice a day to trudge through wet

and Hlth to milk the cow.s. The autumn

is the proper season for making suitable foot-

ways to stable doors, and other arrangements

for preserving the manure to be made during

the approaching winter from loss by washing J
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and to protect it from being filtered by rains

till it loses its most valuable component parts.

A shrewd old gentleman of Montgomery

county estimates the importance of a farmer

by the number of loads of manure he makes

annually. A fifty load farmer is rather a

small article ; one of a hundred loads stands

a little stiffer ; one of 150 loads holds up his

head pretty well and bogins to be quite re-

spectable ; and the 200, 250, and 300 load far-

mers are entitled to have the word Mr. as a

prefix to their names, and the letters Esq.,

placed after it. These are the solid yeomanry,

in his estimation ; the men of substance and

stamina, out of which, in his opinion, any use-

ful article can be manufactured, even up to a

congressman or governor. Whether he is

altogether right in his way of estimating

farmers I must leave others to judge ; but one

thing is pretty certain, that it is a good thing

for every farmer to have an abundance of ma-

nure to furnish nutriment to his crop.s, and

this he won't be likely to obtain unless he is

very indu.strious and manages well.

GWVNNEDD.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Observer Wo. XVI.
ON LIGHTNING RODS.

" Led by the phosphor light, with daring tread,

Immortal Franklin sought the fiery bed,

When, nursed in night, incumbent tempest shrouds

His embryo thunders in circumfluent clouds,

Besieged with iron points their airy cell,

And pierced the monsters slumbering in their shell.

Darwin

The destructive thunder storm which visit-

ed us on the evening of the 11th inst, has

led to many inquiries respecting the construc-

tion and use of lightning rods. In order more

fully to answer these inquiries, I shall ofl^er

a few remarks on the subject for the pages

of the Cabinet Hoping, thereby, to correct
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some erroneous opinions respecting' their in-

tention and mode of operation; to encourage
my readers to avail themselves of the yirotec-

tion uliich they aflbrd ; and to fnrnit^h a few-

plain, practical directions how to have them
constructed. To the electrician this may
seem unnecessary ; but the g:reat mass of

ag-ricultural readers may (without any dis-

paragement,) be said to have very little ac-

quaintance with the subject. Thev have not

had an opportunity to study electricity as a

science. As I am writing- for this class, I

shall endeavor to be accurate rather than
scientific, and practical rather than tlieo-

retical.

Every one knows that the object of a light-

ning' rod is to protect the building from injury

by lightning; but every one does not know
how thdt protection is afforded, or what con-
ditions are necessary to secure it. For in-

stance, many persons believe that the rod is

intended to -present an attractive point for
the /ightning to strike to, and then to convey
it harmlessly to the ground. 'J'his belief is

altogether erroneous; and more, it is injuri-

ous ; and why ? because those persons very
naturally suppose, that if the rod has power to

draw the stroke at all, it will sometimes bring
it to the building, when it would otherwise
have passed to a distance, and thus do more
} arm than good. If the premises were true,

tlje conclusion would also be true, and the
objection valid. Many are discouraged from
putting up rods by this view of the subject.

But so far is the rod from presenting a point

for the lightning to strike to, that I helieve it

irnpossihle for it to do so when the rod is

properly constructed in every particidar.
J'his is undoubtedly true under all ordinary
circumstances. I hope my readers will tor-

liear to call this language presumptuous.
The phenomena of electricity, like all the
other operations of nature, are governed bv
certain and fixed laws. When these laws are

Pig. II.

once ascertained, we can speak with as much
confidence, and with as little presumption, of

the attraction of electricity, wliicb cauae^ it

to pass from the clouds to the earth, as we
can of the attraction (f isruvitution, which
"draws the stone unerring to the ground."

It has been satiatactorily ascertained,

1. That when a metallic ball is presented

to an electrified body, as in fig. 11, it will

receive a spark, accompanied with an explo-

sion, and the body will be found to have lost

more or less of its electricity. The distance

to which the spark will pass, is called the

striking distance, and varies with the inten-

sity of the charge, and a variety of other cir-

cumstances which need not be enumerated
here.

2. That when a metallic point is used in-

stead of a ball, as in tig. 12, no spark or explo-

Fi?. 12.

sion will be perceived ; hut tlie electricity of

the electrifipd body will be discharged—even
more completely t!i;m in liie fijrmer case

—

v\hile tlip point is rtt a uii:c!i grevtor distance

than the ball was in the tonner experiment.

If this experiment Le made in the dark, a
small star of electrical light may be perceived

on the point.

3. That when the ball nnd point are btith

presented to the flectrified body at the same
t me, as- in fig. 18, its electricity will be

Fig. 13.

silently discharg-ed, a.s in the second experi
meat, long before Uie ball cornea witliia its
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fir:nor strikin^r ilistmico. As t'lo ball n\)-

jpro.inhe-s no spnrk will be perceived; tlic

point entirely prevents the. str.thr.

4. That when Iho bail mul point are both

presented to tiio cli^ctrified Uxiy, but with

the point much lartlier off than the ball, the

point will still dischari^e the electricity of (he

body before the ball arrives within strikinir

distance, and the stroke will be prevent' d.

This experiment shows that the point ope-

rates on the charged body at a much greater
distance than the ball.—Fijr. 14.

Fig. H.

The phenomena mentioned in the last para-

graph, occur with uniform regularity whether
we employ an amber bead, e.xciteil by fric-

tion,—an electrical machine,—or the p-nble

mantle of the skies, as it hurls "the dread

artillery of heaven" on a devoted world.

They result from the nature of the electric

fluid, and are in strict obedience to determi-

nate laws by which it is governed. They
are precisely the same, whether brought into

play by drawing a silk stocking; by strokinof

tlie b.ick of a cat; by working an electrical

machine; or by the more grand and terrific

movements of a thunder cloud. Wherever
electricity occurs, it is subject to the same
laws. A ball will always receive it in form
of an explosive spark when brought within

strikins; distance ; a point will as certainly

draw it off in a silent invisible stream, at

several times the distance which the charge
is cnpihle of striking to—when both are

used, the point will entirely prevent the

stroke.

Having ascertained these simple f;\cts, and
referred them to their governing laws, it be-

came an easy task for the keen perceptions of

a Franklin, to discover how they might be ap-

plied to protect buildings ngiinst lightning.

He compared the electrified body to the thun-

der cloud; thi^ ball to the building, and the

poi7it to the lightning rod, see fig. 15, and
the parallel was complete. The two arrange-

mentfi were composed of the same parts ; they

were nece-^.^arily smijecL lu iiit,- o^aic jjovcrn-

ing laws, and the result in the two cases

um.-t lie the same. Thus he arrived at the im-

portant conclusion, that t/ir rod wi.l draw off

Fi.e, 1.5

Ihe eh'rtricihjfrom the cloud before it comes
near enough to strike to the building. It

was tliis inductive rea.soning from scientific

truths which

" Bade his bold arm invade the lowering sky,

Ai,d sieze the tiptoe hghtnings ore they fly."

To render the subject still more clear, .sup-

pose the clond, in tiie last figure, to be capa-
ble of sirikinij the house at the di.stance of
ten yirds; but it has been shown that the
p(jint will operate at several times the strik-

ing distance, say tliirty yards; it must, there-

fore, f<)llow that the point would remove all

danger from the cloud before it came near
enough to strike the building. The reader
must bear in mind, that these numbers are
not set down as the actual distances at which
the ball and point will operate. No such
distances can be assigned, because they con-
tinually vary from nothing up to an indeter-

minate extent, as the intensity of the electric

charge and other circumstances vary.

It is hoped that this brief exposition of the
principles of electrical science, will dispel

the doubts of some ; inspire others with con-
fidence in the protective influence of light-

ning rods; and prepare all to comprehend the
fl)llowing directions fiir their construction.

The amount of protection which they afl^ord,

depends upon this. If improperly made, they
mav even prove a dangerous appendage to a
buildiuL'. The following particulars should
be carefully attended to.

The body of the rod mav, very conve-
niently, be made of five-eighths or three
quarters bars of round or rolled iron. If

practicable, the bars should all be welded into

one piece. Where this cannot be done, a
deej) socket should be formed in the lower
end of the upper piece, so as to fit accurately

on the top of the lower one. The incumbent
weight will then keep the parts in complete
contact. The lower end of tlie rod, to a short
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distance above the ground, should be made
of largfer iron, to enable it the better to with-

stand the corroding effects of rust. Several
feet of the top of the rod should be drawn out
by a regular taper to suit the size of the point.

It also renders the top of the rod lighter and
more steady.

As the delicate point of an iron rod would
be speedily destroyed by rust, it become.s
necessary to employ some metal for the point,

which is not liable to corrosion. Platina and
goid are most commonly used ; and good
points may be purchased ready made ; but

the value of these metals renders them objec-

tionable. Either they do not contain enough
of the precious stuff, or the expense is too

great. The comparative cheapness of silver

allows us to use it in larger quantity, and it

is equally well suited to the purpose. An
ordinary blacksmith can make two good silver

points out of a half dollar, and save sufficient

stuff to pay him for his labor. It should first

be cut as marked in fig. 16, and the larger

Fig. 16.

pieces forged into points, either square or

round, about two or three inches long, with

a top to screw into a hole drilled in the top

of the rod.—See fig. 17. It may be proper

Fig. 17.

in thi'^ place to correct a very common error,

that brightness is essential to a good point.

Brightness is only necds.'sary a.s a security

for sharpness. The brightness is do.^trnyfd

by rust, and rust destroys the point. The
sharper it is the better it will operate.

The rod should be planted yn deep as In

insure its connexion with moist earth, even

during the dryest seasons. Dry earth is a

non-conductor of electricity ; hence, if it be-

comes dry about the foot of the rod, the pass-

age of the fluid from the cloud to the earth

becomes interrupted, and the rod rendered

useless. To insure a more perfect connexion

with the ground, I would advise to dig a hole

eeveral feet deep, according to the situation,

whether dry or moist. An old stove plate or

other iron casting, should be laid in the bot-

tom for the rod to stand on, and tico or three

bushels of charcoal placed in the hole before

the earth is filled in. The iron enlarges the

surface of contact between the rod and earth,

and the charcoal, having a strong affinity for

water, will retain moisture better than the

clay. The rod should be so bent about the

surface of the ground, that the foot may stand

off from the building at a considerable angle.

The manner of attaching the rod to the

building, deserves some care. If it performs
its office well, and prevents the stroke, this

is of no consequence. But if, from any cause,

the lightning should strike the rod, a metal
fastening might conduct it into the wall, espe-

cially where the connexion with the ground
was imperfect. When iron hooks or staples

are u.^ed, it is a common practice to enclose

the rod, where it passes through them, in

some non-conducting substance, such as the

neck of a porter bottle, or a piece of horn
or bone. Equal or greater security may
generally be obtained by passing the rod

through blocks of wood, and nailing them to

the wall ; dry wood being also a non-con-
ductor. A etill better plan, where it can be
done, is to attach the rod to a pole, and ele-

vate it along side of, or near to the building.

The length of the rod should always be
such as to elevate its point asfar as possible

above the top of the building, and every con-

tiguous object. This should be carefully

attended to, for it is found that all objects,

such as chimneys, trees, &c. when near to

the point, diminish its effects in a rapidly in-

creasing ratio to their height, until they ren-

der it entirely useless. Thus the rod attached

to the low building, in fig. 18, being com-

pletely overtopped by the higher one, is ren-

dered incapable of affording any protection to

either of thrtu, while a proper nxJ attached

to the higher building, would effectually

guard them both against danger.

We too often see conductors hang dangling

by the sid.'' of buildings, with the lower end
broken off; or only imperfectly connected

with the ground. Still more frequently we
see the point scarce'y raised above the top

of the building, or completely overhung with

trees. The protection which they aflord must
be very precarious. Indeed, we often hear

of Buch buildings, or rods, or the overhanging
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trees, being struck with lightning'. This is

no more than might bo expected. But wiiat

is more to be regretted is, that such cases are

continually brought up to prove that lightning

rods are of no service. Such testimony isi

altogether inadmissible. Let all the condi-

tions of a perfect conductor be fully coniplied

with; make it one connected whole; sink it

deep into the earth ; elevate it above all near
objects ; and furnish it with a perfect point

;

and he who recommends its use, will cheer-

fully abide the trial.

New Gnrden, 8th mo. 20th, 1838.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Liinie.

It is highly gratifying to observe that in-

creased attention has been paid of latter time,

to the developement of the advantages which
this simple, but intrinsically valuable agent is

capable ofproducing in a great variety offorms.

I noticed on page 20 of the present volume
of the Farmers' Cabinet, an article "On the

Preservation ofRoofs of Buildings^ That
essay is principally confined to a spirited re-

commendation of the '^alkaline solution," as

an efficient preservative; and to a correct de-

scription of the method of applying it,— in all

which I concur with the writer, fully—but

conclude, that a brief description of the prac-

tical effect, of what I deem a liberal experi-
ment, made by a judicious farmer of New-
Jersey, may tend to encourage others to avail

themselves of advantages so plainly demon-
strated. With this view the following par-

ticulars are furnished for publication.

On an intere=;ting visit, which, in company
with an enterprising young man, I several

years ago made to a friend of ours, then re-

puted a first rate " Practical Farmer," the

valuable properties of Lime being adverted to

in conversation, the writer ventured an opin-

ion, that this article was, under proper cir-

cumstances, a better preservative of the softer

kinds of our American wood, than paint itself

—to which our friend rejoined with an em-
phasis that well bespoke his energy in the

matter, " If you will walk with me, you shall

see I have proven that."

He took us to a building that served the

respective purposes of a carriage-house and
corn cribs, the roof extending to within a

few feet of the ground ; the side first exam-
ined exhibited an appearance so decayed
and defective, as to be scarcely capable of
turning off hail—whilst the other side pre-

sented the appearance of a perfectly sound,
and nearly new roof. Nor could we be con-
vinced that it was not either a comparatively
new one, or originally composed of materials
altogether superior to those of the side first

examined, until informed that they were both

of the same age, within a day or two, and
of the ."^ame kind of materials, put on by

S . (now and for many years an em-
inent merchant of this city) who considered

them of good quality. On expressing our as-

tonishment, and enquiring the process by
which so extraordinary an effect had been pro-

duced, our friend informed us, that soon after

tnis building was erected, entertaining then
a high opinion of the properties of lime, he
obtained his father's permission for n\aking a
fair experiment of its efficacy in this partic-

ular form—and that, af\er the roof had been
on eight years, he applied upon the north

side of it, a coat of hot lime, as he termed it.

Eight years after that, another coat, and eight

years after that a third coat—and, that the

result was here to testify for itself.

A thorough examination was then made
with the assistance of a ladder, &c. of this

side of tlie roof, and not the least appearance
of even the commencement of decay could

be detected. If I mistake not, the last appli-

cation of lime was made a year or two pre-

vious to the time when it was shown to us.

Comment upon an experiment so handsome-
ly carried out seems needless—the operation

was judiciously performed, and the lapse of

time has proven its efficacy. Its intrinsic

value to the citizens of New Jersey, or else-

where, if duly appreciated, would be immense.
The writer, as well as many other persons to

whom the case described has become known,
never pretend to cover a building ofany value

with wood, without a thorough application of

the "alkaline solution."

There is one other fact that should never
be overlooked in this matter, which is, that a
sntiiration of wood in a strong alkali, especially

if a little salt is added, as should be, renders

it comparatively incombustible. Such an ap-

plication would doubtless save from destruc-

tion by fire, in the country in particular, many
a valuable house with its contents. A friend

to Permanent Improvement.
Philadelphia, 9th mo., 1st, 1838.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Gran and Grass Seeds.
A Farmer never thrives unless he raises

abundant crops of grass; for grass and hay
feed stock, and stockmakesmanure, and with
plenty of manure, grain and every other ag-
ricultural product is easily brought into ex-
istence, but without manure, which is the food

of all plants, farming would soon come to a
full stop ; as well might we expect a mill to

grind without water, or a ^vatch to keep time
without a mainspring, as for grass and grain

to grow and thrive without being furnished

with food. I have never yet known a prime
good farmer that did not pay especial attention

tQ raising the greatest possible quantity of
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grass, and I have never known one that did

HO, but what was more than amply remunera-

ted for his expense and trouble. It is painful

to see within twenty miles of Philadelpiiia, In-

dian or wood grass still maintaining- its orij^inal

position in some fields and meadows, when
lime that can be so easily and cheaply procured

would soon destroy it and supply its place witfi

something alike creditable and profitable to

the cultivator of the soil. Grass seed should

always be sowed evenly and in quantities to

coat the surface with a sufficient number of

plants to exclude weeds ; there should be no
room left for unhidden guests to t-eat them-
selves. Red clover, which should always be

one of the grasses sown, on account of its

large product, tap root, and the fine condition

in which it leaves the soil, weighs from 60
to 64 lbs. a bushel, and a bushel will sow from
six to eight acres. The seed of timothy
being small, one peck to the acre is suffi-

cient. Orchard grass seed being chaffy and
light, should be applied at the rate of from
one to two bushels per acre, and herd grass

or redtop as it is .sometimes called, one bushel

to the acre. There should always be at least

two, if not three of these kinds of seed sown
together to insure a good crop, .so that if one
partially fails, the others nuiy fnrnisli a supply

of plants. The loss or failure of a crop of

grass is too serious an affair to vun any risk

about that can possibly be avoided ; therefore

sow plenty of seed and of different kinds on
the same ground, and if you don't raise your
own seed, be careful of whom you buy, lest

you get an impure or damaged article, for

Cheap seed is always the dearest in the end.

Agricolv.

N. B. Orchard grass is said to have stood

the late severe drought the best, and timothy

to have suffered the most by it of any of the

artificial grasses ; but it is perhaps yot too

early to form a decisive opinion on this subject.

For the F.irmers' Cabinet.

COMMUNICATED BY THE PIIILA. AGRKULTURAI, SOCIETY.

Pcaclj Trees.

During the last century many fruit trees

were hardy, and witliout special care lived

and thrived through a long series of years,

yielding abundance of fruit, while they are

now subject to numerous diseases, which often

destroy them before a single crop can be ob-

tained. Those which sullbr moi^t are themo-
rello cherry, plumb, apricot, and peach, the last

a fruit that in this country is perhaps the great-

est luxury our soil and climate pr(jduce ; at all

events none of the rarer fruits contril)ute in

60 many ways to gratify the palate as the rich

and yellow peach.

Shall we give up to the cancerous worm,
^or poisonous insect, this delicious fruit, and

acknowledge the ingenuity and perseverance

of man no longer available? I trust our ef-

forts will not cease till some certain means be

discovered to protect this valuable tree, at least

so far that by frequent planting, we may have
a succession of good and sound fruit.

A great deal has been said and written on
the subject, but no well defined and system-

atic course has been established within mj
knowledge, for the cultivation and protection

of the peach tree, and I submit to the A agri-

cultural Society whether it be not a subject

worthy of their serious inquiry ? Probably,

by careful and deliberate investigation, such

a system or method may be recommended, as

will enable the farmer of Pennsylvania to

add to his apple and pear orchard, the peach

and the apricot, greater delicacies, in my
estimation, than tropical climates afford.

My own feeble efforts and short experience

give more encouragement than I had antici-

pated. I have two peach trees about 12 years

old, which by a moderate degree of care are

yet very vigorous, and have this year produced

four or five bushels of excellent fruit. One
of them unfortunately has been much injuied

by the weight of the fruit breaking duwn a
large |K)rtion of the limbs.

The care which I have bestowed on ihem
is to dig around the roots twice a year and
clean the trunk well, cutting out all the worms
that penetrated the bark, and rubbing the tree

from the forks to the ground with a solution

of potash every spring. I also apply the sift-

ings of anthracite coal and coal j'shes annu-
ally. This spring one of them showt d .'strong

symptoms of decline, and the loaves turning

yellow ; and the other became very gummy
near the prround.

I attacked these enemies by tarring both

trees with coal tar about a foot from the

ground to the roots, which completely stopped

thcgumminess; I also applied the tar where-
:ever any gum appeared. I then mixed un-

slacked lime and Hour of sulphur in water
and applied it to tiie roots, and al.«o scored

the trf^es from the first limbs down nearly

to the around, on the north side.

My. troes are recovered, have borne a fine

crop of fru'.t, and are now vigorous and healthy.

Whether all or a portion of this treatment

was salutary will require further experiment
to determine. In the spring of 1886 1 planted

abiHit twenty young peach trees, and have
treated them very much in the manner of tiie

twfi larne trees; most of them are growing
well and look healthy. They have this year

compensated me by a handsome yield of fruit,

and if they can be kept alive and thrit^y two
or three seasons more, I shall, even in a pe-

cuniary point of view, consider it a sufficient

warrantee to raise peaches by planting new
orchards every tJiree or four years.
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My trees are planted in the sod on lii^ht

porous soil, and on tlie side of a liill with a

email stream of water riiniiin<j near a p.irt

of them. Tliose which have the benefit of

the water are much more vi;i;oroi]s tiian the

others. Tiie two old trees have a stream of

water near their roots, which keeps the tjround

well moistened, but not wet. lam convinced

that tlie water is of very irreat benelif, and

that a plentiful supply of moisture totiie roots

by producint^ rapid vej^elation. enables the

tree to withstand and surmount tlie diseases

to which it is liable.

f bejf leave to exhibit to the society a spe-

cimen of the fruit : the i.-y season has ripened

them rather prematurely, and those from the

old trees are not so large as last year or the

year previous, when they bore away the palm
as the largest exhibited tw the Ildrticullural

Society. Algernon S. Roberts.

Fountiiiu Park, Pliila. Co., Sept'r, 17ih, 18: e.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Peach Trees aifuin.

1 am sorry that any remarks of mine should

have disturbed the self-complacency of the
" Old Farmer." I would not, by any means,
" complain of the spirit with which he an-

imadverts upon my communication," for " I

calculate he is an old man— [ sliould say

a very old many Yet, as gray hairs do not

always cover a wise head, and as even the

wise may, sometimes, entertain wrong no-

tions of things, I would always wish (young

as I am) to have the privilege of examining
opinions for my.-;elf, let tiiem come froai what
source thoy may;— and I would strongly re-

commend my readers to do so.

Tlie communications of the "Old Farmer,"

embrace two very different subjects—tlie ef-

fects of a poisonous subsoil—ami, the peach

riy—yet, he has so confoundedly confounded

them together, that I can hardly separate them.

No one will deny that an unhealthy subsoil

will produce disease in the crop;— that poi-

sonous food will poison a peach tree, or a ruta

baga, as well as a man. Th'^ " immortal"

e.xperiments of Tull, and the " Old Farmer's"

JTotten ruta baga, completely prove what no
Dody even doubted. But " what need is there

ofembarrassing so plain a subject," by connect-

ing it with another, which rests on the wri-

ter's own naket> as.sertions for support!—viz.

That " putricity engenders life."—That, "un-
til the juici« of a tree become putrescent,

no fly will deposit its eggs in it;

—

instinct

teaching that no maturity will follow." That
" a poisonous subsoil is the readiest way to

bring about this state of things." And, there-

fore, " that the worm in the root of the peach,

and the excrescence on the branches of the

morello cherry, are not the cause, but the ef-

fect of disease, which arises either from a
poisonous subsoil, or an exiiausted surface."

Here is the controverted question—the vvliole

matter at i-;suo. Does the peach (ly and cher-
ry insect attack their fudritc trees when in

he:!ltii, or, only when laboring under disease ?

The wliite head nf my venerable opponent
will enable me to tI)llow him, in some of his

discursive views, in support of the affirmative

of the question. He asserts, " putricity en-
genders lite." If so, why did n(it Toll's

mint, and his own putrid ruta baga, " cnges-
dor" a host of living dcvourrrs? But, is not

piUricitij A condition of dead, instead of living

matter ! Is it not the iiecnliar characteristic

of the change from life to death ? It is con-

trary to reason, and fact, that any dead, or

inorganic matter, should ensrender life.—
Life can only be engendered, cau.-ed, or be-

gott'Mi, by life, or living matter.

I Ic a'^ain asserts, " until tlie juices of a tree

are become putrescent, no fly will deposit its

(^j^g in it." If .so, why do the locusts deposit

their eggs in the most vigorous, healthy

trees, and sometimes speedily destroy them 1

Why does not the same instiyict teach them
" that no maturity will follow V If he .should

retract the assertion, and so qualify it, as to

embrace only the peach fly, it will require a
host of evidence, not yet t'urnished, to estab-

lish such habitudes as peculiar to that insect.

In those parts where my observations have
extended, peach trees of all ages—in all sit-

in tions—and witli all varieties of soil and
subsoil, have heen obnoxious to the worm.
He "considers t!ie fly, which deposits it^

C'Jfr ill the tree, as fal filling the great law of
nature, in the vegetable, as the turkey buz-
zard is, in the animal world"—and so do I.

—

Bat what is this great law of nature ' It is

the instinct, propensities, habits, and feelings,

which (lod has implanted in each, and every
one of his creatures. These constitute the

"great law of nature" which he has ordained
to govern them, and which constrains each,

and every one, according to its nature, to seek
an appropriate dwelling for itself;—to provide
food for itself and young, adapted to their

wants; or, to place its tender charge where
such food can rea<lily be fiund. Obedient to

this " great law of nature," the ox eats grass

;

the tiger thirsts for the warm blood of its vic-

tim ;—the vulture seeks the putrid carcass

—

the tegeria feeds on the peach tree alone.

—

Will any one say the grass must become pu-
trid, before the ox will devour it? That un-
less the blood is putrescent, it will not slake

the thirst of the tiger T Neither can any one
say, that the peach tree must become putres-

cent, before the worm can successfully nidify

in it.

Again, he says " as oxygen is the basis of
acidity, with which all putrid substances are
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highly charged, so, calcareous substances (and

especially lime, its natural opponent) are ex-

actly calculated to produce the effects whicli

are contemplated in my communication."

—

Passing over the dubious character of this

statement, in a chemical point of view— how
does it accord with the facts which experience

affords 1 Has the peach tree became more
healthy, and long lived, in those parts of the

country where lime has been extensively em-

ployed, as a manure 1 The very reverse is

the fact. Many of my readers will remem-
ber—young as I am, the period falls within

my own recollection—when the peach tree

flourished in almost every soil, and situation

—when the peach fly was scarcely, if at all,

known—and, when lime was very seldom

and sparingly applied as a manure. They
will also remember, that the people began

to apply lime more extensively—the peach

fly made its appearance—and, the trees be-

gan to decline ! almost simultaneously.—
The excrescences on the morello cherry are

of more modern date. These remarks apply

to the more improved parts of Pennsylvania.

Now, it is a remarkable co-incidence, that

the peach trees which had flourished well be-

fore, began to decline with the early use of

lime, and has become almost extinct, in places

where that mineral has been much used, as a

manure. Acidity, cannot, therefore have

caused the "disease," for it must have been

greater before the use of lime began. Lime
cannot be a cure for the " disease," for since

its application, the malady has become more
extensive, and inveterate. The " ferruginous

and acidulous" soil of Jersey, may be rendered

more fit for the growth of peaches, by the ap-

plication of lime—but the reverse would seem

to be true, in Pennsylvania. As the general

decline of the peach tree, is, probably, owing

to the operation of similar causes, in both

places, we must look for some other reason,

than the one assigned by the " Old Farmer."

I admit, then, that lime may neutralize the

acidity of the soil ;—but, I do not admit acid-

ity to be the general cause of the decline of

the peach tree;—nor, that this decline is the

cause why it is infested with the worm. And,

for reasons already assigned, I df) not believe

that lime will prevent the evil. The " worm,"

and the " yellows," are two great contempora-

neous evils, which, probably, have.no necessa-

ry connexion with each other. The worm does

not inquire whether the devoted tree is sick or

in health ;—the yellows is not always followed

by its ravages. Let us, tiierefore, persevere

in our investigation of those maladies, so dis-

tressing tx) the lovers of good fruit. The
causes once discovered, the appropriate rem-

edies wUJ hg KiUgge/sted by
Common Sense.

Oertef Co,, arb «o,^ S8itv.. Jig38,

To tlie Editor of llie Farmers' Cabinet:

SoTving Wheat.

Sir,—Many persons are divided in their

opinion with regard to the proper quantity of

eed to be sown per acre. I have always

found that if the land be clean and in good

heart, and is sown early in the proper season,

a considerable quantity of the seed usually

allotted might be saved without risk to the

crop. It was partly with the view of ascer-

taining how small a portion of seed would be

sufficient for the purpose, that Mr. Miller

conducted an experiment in the year 1766,

upon wheat, the particulars of which may be
foimd in the English Philosophical Transac-

tions, from which I beg to copy them for in-

sertion in your very useful and popular pub-

lication.

He began by sowing some grains of red

wheat in June, and on the 8th of the follow-

ing August, he divided one of the plants into

18 parts, and planted each separately ; these

were taken up and again divided, when the

number produced was 67 plants; they were
again planted separately, and another division

of them made on the 12th April, 1767, pro-

duced .jOO plants ; they were then suffered

to remain until harvest. The plants were
in g'eneral stronger than the wheat in the

fields; some of them produced upwards of

100 ears from a single plant. The whole
number of ears produced from one grain of

wheat, was 21,109, which is more than 42 on
each plant. The total yield was 3| pecks

of clean corn, weighing 47 lbs. 7oz. which is at

the raieof 631bs. 4oz. per Winchester bushel.

The total number of grains was 576,840, more
than 1153 on each plant!

The land was a bad soil for wh^at; one-
half of it was very much dunged, the other

half was not prepared with dung, or with any
other manure. No difference, however, was
discernible in the vigor or growth of the

plants, nor was there any in their produce.

Respectfully, yours,

J. P.

For tlie Fanners' Cabinet.

nioriis Mnltlcanlis and Merino Slieep.

The introduction into our country of the

valuable animals, fruits, and vegetables of

other parts of the globe, is nji object worthy

the attention of patriots and philanthropists.

But it is the nature of man to run into ex-

tremes in whatever he undertakes, and when
an enterprise of any kind assumes the char-

acter of a wild speculation, it is the duty of

those who wi.sh to promote the general good,

and also to place that enterprise on a perma-

nent foundation, to check every attempt of
I'mere speculators, who would force the busi-
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ness far beyond a sound and healthy growth.

Many inf5tances mifjht be cited of very plau-

sible speculations, in which numerous indi-

viduals have been ruined both in property

and character; for the injurious effects of the

spirit of speculation on the mind, are not

amongst the least of its evil consequences.

It produces a feverish, unsettled state of mind,

which prevents the pursuit of a regular and
useful business ; for how can a man whose
brain is tilled with projects by which he is to

become suddenly possessed of his tens of thou-

sands, pursue a steady manual labor employ-
ment which will produce him little more than
a respectable living?

At the present moment, when a very re-

markable speculation is carried on in Mul-
berry trees under the plausible calculation

that the raising of silk is to become suddenly
the business of the whole population of the

United States, it may be considered rather

presumptuous to call in question the propriety

of this speculation, and to exhibit some of its

probable effects. I hope, however, that the

right of free discussion will not be denied
even by those who are most deeply affected

with the mulberry mania.

The pernicious effects of speculation, both

on the individuals engaged in it and on the

community, are so geperally ackrviwledged,

that I trust it is unnecessary to insist upon
them; and yet since the raging of the morus
mania, I have heard the monstrous doctrine

advanced, that if a man has money to pay for

what he purchases, or to discharge his bets

at the gaming table, he can neither be called

a speculator, nor a gambler. In my view,

there is but little difference between a specu-

lator and the gambler who is led on by small

gains or losses until he becomes so perfectly

infatuated, that he would venture the world,

if he had it, on a single cjst of the die.

Many of the readers of the Cabinet will

doubtless remember the ruinous speculation

which followed the introduction of Merino
sheep, a few years ago. It was the general

opinion that wool was to become immediately

the grand staple of the country—every hill

and valley was to echo with the bleating of

sheep—every farmer was to raise the greatest

possible number, and beyond all doubt, sudden
riches were to be the portion of every inhabi-

tant of these fortunate states. But it was
only a certain kind ofsheep, viz: the Merino

—

that was to accomplish this great object—and
consequently the demand for them was to

be almost unlimited until every farmer in the

country became supplied. The most active

and enterprising individujiis wlio were caught
with the fever, were of C(3urse anxious to

secure the earliest supply, and make con-

tracts to pay the most extravagant prices for

all the merino lambs that could be furnished

them within certain periods. The bubble,

however, soon burst, and ruin followed to the

infatuated speculators and the duped farmers.

Now, instead of wof)l, we are told that silk

is to be the grand staple of our country

;

every female and all the children in the land

are to be enga^'ed in feedmg the silk worms,
and reeling ihe silk; we are all to become
suddenly rich, and casting away our rough
woollen garments, and our vile cotton and
linen fabrics, our precious bodies are to be
wrapped in soft, silken folds ! And as a par-

ticular kind of sheep was to work the won-
ders of wool, so it has been discovered that

no kind of mulberry but the multicaulis

is worth planting for the purpose of raising

silk, notwithstanding the experience of other

countries to the contrary. From this great

discovery has resulted one of the most re-

markable speculations of the age. It is

rapidly extending amongst all classes, and in

my view, is assuming an alarming character.

We hear daily reports of individuals who
have made their thousands and tens of thou-

sands of dollars, rising suddenly from poverty

to wealth, and the storekeeper, the farmer,

the mechanic, the clerk, the teacher, are

;
dazzled with the golden vision, and rush from

!
their useful employment into the grand specu-

lation. What, let me seriously inquire, is to

i
be the end of all this ? Is it not time to pause

and examine the foundation upon which this

I

new Bahel is attempted to be built'! That
; the raising of silk is an object of great im-

i

portance, and also attainable in this country,

j

will, perhaps, be generally admitted; but that

I

it vp to be universally adopted this year or

!
next, and that it will be so profitable as to

j

justify the present extravagant prices of the

multicaulis, is not quite so. clear. We are

told, indeed, that the fact of three legislatures

having offered a premium on all cocoons

raised within their several states within cer-

tain periods, is proof enough that the silk

business will be permanently and profitably

established. It must be recollected, however,

that the members of those law-making bodies

are men of frail judgment, like ourselves, and

may possibly be influenced by other motives

than those purely patriotic, in the exercise

of their legislative duties. It is well known
that a number of active mulberry speculators

were busily engaged during the last winter,

in boring the members of one of these legis-

latures, and it seems highly probable that they

were pretty thoroughly inoculated with the

mulberry fever, for it is said that afler passing

the premium law, many of the members hur-

ried home to plant mulberries and make their

f^irtunes— not by raising cocoons, but by sell-

ing trees!

It would be prudent for those (if there are

any such,) who intend to plant the morus
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multicaulis for the purpose of feedinor silk

worms, to inquire whether it is so entirely

acclimated that by no possibility their whole
plantations could be destroyed, root and
branch, by a very severe winter. It is well

known that the whole of the tree that is above
the ground, is frequently, if not generally,

killed in this latitude by the frost; and from
this it seems quite probable that an unusually
cold winter, or one of gfreat extremes of heat

and cold might destroy the roots. I believe

it is a universal practice amonirst those who
cultivate the multicaulis for sale, to di^r them
up in the autumn and srcure thcrn, snu^'- and
warm, in cellars- or other places where .I.ick-

frost cannot lay his hand on them and spoil

the golden dreams of their owners. I would,
therefore, say to the silk growers, plant at

least one-half your stock of the white Italian

or some other hardy variety.

In the next place, it is to be presumed that

every prudent person who wishes to engage
in raising silk, will calculate the cost; and I

think he will find that the prices at whirh
the morus multicaulis are sold, are not only

far above their real valup, but much higher
than a silk grower can afford to give. Tiiey
are so easily and rapidly propagated, that if

no speculation existed and the demand was
confined, as it ought to be, to the silk grower,
they could be purchased at one-fiftieth of the
present prices.

After considerable inquiry, 1 believe that

of the many thousands of trees sold in Phila-

delphia last spring, very thw, if any, were
purchased for any other purpose tli.in specu-j

lation. If a farmer, or any person who hast

a few acres of land, wishes to raise silk, and
thinks it desirable to have say one thousand
mulberry trees, is it to be supposed tli it he
will go to a speculator and buy that number
at once, paying him %7oO li)r them '! Would
he not rather purchase one hundred, and by
proper management raise one thou-and from
them in a sinjile summer! But here I am
told that he is losing titne and the state pre-

mium, and that it is all important to go at

once into the business if he expects to make
his fortune. A verjr simple calculation will

refute this doctrine. The difii^ronce between
the cost of one hundred and one thousand
mulberry trees at 75 cents each, is Jj)(67.5,

whicli sum a farmer will save in one summer
by cultivating his one thousand trees himself
Suppose, on the other hand, that he purciiases

one thousand trees at once, how many co-

coons must he raise to repay him his ^675?
and what an amount of care and labor will

they cost him compared with the propigation

of one thousand trees. It seems evi(i(Mit then
that where all are planting and pr(>pa!,^lting

trees to sell, and none are purchasiii<r to feed

eilk worms, the trade must soon come to a

close; and happy, 1 believe, it would be for

the community, a-nd for hundreds now en-

gaged in the speculation, if this were speedily

to happen. 'J'here are individuals within my
knowledge who wish to venture all they have
and more in the speculation, hoping it will

continue another year at least, and richly

repay their risk; thus they and thousands

more will be hd on to ruin. 1 have met
with very few spcculiitors who believe that

the present extravaf^-int pricos can be long
maintained; but they say we will make our
fortunes while the fever is up. Let me ask
them whether there mu?t not be, eventually,

a Idss sustained somewhere, equal to the

whole amount of gain wliich they have put
into their pockets.

In throwing my views on this subject before

the readers of the Cabinet, I wish to call their

serious attention to it, hojjing the great and
rapidly increasiuL'" evil may speedily be ar-

rested. I am opposed to all speculations—in

the common acceptation of the word—believ-

ing them to be highly injurious to those en-

gaged in them, ruinous to the con)munity,
and in the end, destructi\ e to the interests

and success of whatever may be made the
sul ject of them.

For t)ie Farmers' Caliiuet

Blue Mild.

JIr. Editor,—There is an article on our so It

marshes called the blue nuul, which duubth ss

possesses many fertilizing properties. Several

farmers have en;!eavored to experiment \A'ith

it in tlieir agriculture, but tlii'i:e have been
very few, and llieir experiments quite limited.

Where the article has b;-en exposed to severe

iro,~t, say one winter, (the object is to pulver-

ize it) and applied to corn in the month of
May, when it is tv\o inchesoutof" the ground,

it has had a very fine efii'ct. The corn be-

mg three times as good where this nmd was
applied, than in any other portiim of ti'ie field.

If this article is a valuable manure, we have
an iiiexliaustible store—and need not fear the

apparent increasing poverty of cur lands.

—

TIk; probable properties are sea salt, oil and
sulphur. Some supjjose it is the washings of

the upp >r country, having a clay basis. This
seems improbable from the fact that when a
ditch is di!;r, where the tide has access, it will

be filled in a very sliort time w ith this sub-

stance. But what renders it difficult to de-

termine is the clay accompanying it; it i.s

atTirmed that the sea does not deposit that.

—

As It will be a cheap niaiuire, and easily ob-

tained by every farmer, whether piopiietor or

rentor of laud, if tbund to be valuable, my
ohjfct is to elicit information through the

pages of the Cabinet. 1 hope some gentle-

man who is acquainted with the deposits ot
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the riuDi] tide, (as this is tiie tide Ovjariiiy ti

our sliores) will give iis an ess.iy on the tiil -

jcct, and vviiollior ho has thoroiiiiliiy invi>t

{jfatpd it or not, any additional knowledge of

its properties will be gladly received by the

liirniers of Kent county, Delaware. If any
fifentleman having experimented with it on

Ins land, will give us the result of the same,

it, may help agriculture onward. At pre.-cnt

there is a spirit of agricultural improvonn-nt,

in Kent county—andadwindlingawity of that

prejudice so long fostered against agncultnrul

p ip rs, \n so much— that almost every farmer
is patronizing or anxions to subscribe t{)r

some good practical journal. It is therefore a

matter of interest to the proprietors of the

Cabinet, as well as tlie farming community at

large, to enrich the pages of their work with

articles of utility. Your friend,

A SuBSCRinEU.

Dover, Kent Co., Del., Sept'r 15tli, 1838.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Siiccp Ilii§baii<Iry.

Mr. Libdy :

—

Dear Sir,—In the August number of the

Farmers' Cabinet, I was much interested with

the paper ofyour correspondent T, D., of Bur-

lington, N. J., on " Soiling Neat Cattle ;" and

as about the time of the publication of that

number, I received an answer to some in-

quiries made into the .same subject, " On

Sheep,''^ if you deem the correspondence of

sufficient interest for your journal, it is at

your disposal. Mr. Pennock's method of

re.ar'uis; and soiling sheep corroborates the

views t;iken by T. D., and the advocates of

this .system in England and other agricultural

countries ; not only as it respects neat cattle,

but sheep. He also confirms the arguments

of Baron De Bulow, as it regards the quality

and value of the manure thus obtained ; the

greater protection a tiock of sheep enjoys

thereby from the annoyance of flies and other

insects; and their relief from the heat of a

summer sun, all of which, to say nothincf of the

security of fine sheep from destr^iction by

doL's. is of vital importance to every flirmer.

Independent of these reasons in favor of

the Soiling System, Mr. Pennock clearly

shows, the more sheep a farmer can keep in

this way, the more manure he can make, and

as a coaseqaence on a grazing farm, the

more cattle he can feed, and on a grain farm
the greater will be his crops in proportion to

the abundance and good quality of his manure.

Yours, truly,

J.\MKs \V. Thomson.

From the TranBartionn of the Now Castle County
.Vfrricuiliiral Socifty.

On Soiling; SIiccp.

Wilmington, June 21, 183'.

Mr. Moses Pennock :

—

Drar Sir,— Since comtnnnicating to the
May number of the " Fariners' Cabinet," Mr.
Bayiie's method of "iStHll-feeding Sheep," an
intelligent friend of yours mtbrmed me that
you had adifferent plan for the same purpose,
peculiar to yourself, on which you had prac-
tised with success for some years past; and
that it consisted principally in soiling or keep-
ing up your sheep in summer and winter,
and not permitting them to graze or run at

large; thus saving your flock from the depre-
dation of dogs, securing to the barnyard all

their manure, and giving you the additional

advantage of being always ready to supply
llie butchers, at-'uy season, with fat mutton.
The New Castle County Agricultural Society
has directed me to address practical and in-

telligent tanners, and to obtain for its benefit

all such information as I now seek from you.
If, therefore, you are so disposed as to favor
us with your mode of keeping and fattening
sheep, (now a subject of much interest with
us.) it will be duly appreciated by us, and
prove, I have no doubt, interesting to our
farmers generally. The plan of keeping up
sheep in this county the year through, has
been considered expensive and impracticable.
Ynnr experience, I am informed, leads you
to differentconclusions. Hoping to hear from
yon soon on the subject, I shall await with
interest your reply to this communication.

Very respectfully, your friend,

James W. Thomson,
Cor. Sec. A/r. Soc. iV. C. Co.

Kennett Square, Flh mo. lOth, 18:18.

Re.^prcted Friend,

—

Thy communication I received this day,
dated 2Ist of 6th mo. last, desiring informa-
tion relative to keppin? sheep during the hot
season of the year. The sheep that I tried

the experiment on were full mei-ino. In
the forepart of fith mo., IS!)."), I confined about
(JOof those, including ewes, limb^, and weth-
ers under a well ventilated shed for nine
weeks, except abiut two hours morning and
evening I let them run at large in an adjoin-

ing lotto trot water and exercise themselves

In 1830 and '7 I kept 70 under the same shed
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for 12 or 13 weeks each summer during the

hot season, feeding them three times per day,

principally on clover grass cut in the morning
while the dew was on. Every 8 or 10 days,

I had their pen covered about one inch thick

with loam and on that a good littering of

straw ; this with the remnant of grass the

sheep left was spread over at each feeding and

kept them clean. The loam was put over for

the purpose of sweetening the pen and to pre-

vent heating so as to injure the sheep, as well

SIS to increase the manure by absorbing the

urine, &c. Those sheep were not designed

for the butcher, although some of them be-

came very fat, and I have reason to believe

that sheep will feed in a shorter time in the hot

season of the year if rightly cared for in this

way, than to run at large, tor in warm days
they lay in the shade, feeding only morning
and evening, but under a cool shed they will

feed freely at any time through the hottest

day.

Those sheep, attended as above described

for 1'2 weeks, made thirty large ox cart loads

of as good manure as any produced by horses

or cattle, which I consider fully compensates
for the trouble.

One acre of good ground -with red clover

kept the above sheep 13 weeks last summer,
and kept them well. This acre we mowed
once, and about two thirds over the second

time ; the remainder going to seed, I let them
run at large. I am satisfied that two acres

of grass equally as good would not keep the

same number of sheep for the same length

of time, as they destroy as much grass

with their feet as they eat. The sheep
were more healthy, less subject to scour

when kept in, than when they were out in the

hot sun, heavy dews and rain
;
producing as

much wool of quite as good quality, as well as

more secure from the depredations of the

dogs. Very respectfully thy friend,

Moses Pennock.
James M. Thomson, M.D. Cor. Sec'y. Agr. Soc

these seven Ewes, in 17 months from the time
of their purchase, brought me *28 lambs, which
were all reared in health, and were sold, the

first lambs for a guinea and a half each, the

second lambs for a guinea each, and the third

were sold with the ewes as couples. Besides

the 28 lambs, I had a fleece of wool from each
of the ewes at midsummer.

Yours, respectfully,

J. P.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet.

Experiment to raise Lambs tivlce a year
from tHc same Ewes.

Sir,—Having heard that the pure bred Dor-
setshire ewes would infallibly bring lambs
twice in the same year, I purchased, for the
purpose ofmaking the experiment, seven ewes
on the 2d of December, 182.'3. They were all

in lamb, and by the 28th of that month had
yeaned nine lambs. Tlie first of these ewes
lambed the second time on the 2d day of July,

1826, the remaining six by the 26th of that

month ; they brought seven lambs. By the
14th of Match 1827, five of these ewes had
Inmbed the third time, the remaining two on
the 29th day of April, and produced, a' the

third lambing, twelve healthy lambx. Thus

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Snltdivldliig a Farnt properly^ die.

It is a matter of no .email importance, and
it requires much skill and judgment to layoff"

a farm properly into fields and in closures so

as to realize the greatest possible advantage
by it, in regard to convenient access, equal

size of inclosures, and convenience in water-
ing of slock. The saving of fencing is also

a matter of considerable consequence, both as
it regards the expense in the first instance,

as well as that occasioned by subsequent re-

pairs.

Fields for cultivation should be rectan-

gular, and the nearer they approach to a

i^quare, the less fence they require. The in-

closures intended for a regular rotation of
crops should be as near of the same size as

practicable, and the number of acres in each
field should be accurately a.scertained, and a
register kept of it. The importance of hav-
ing the fields to contain each a known num-
ber of acres, is of much consequence in ma-
nuring, liming, pla.«tering, and in sowing grain

and grass seeds, and also in determining the
amount of produce per acre, as well as ena-
bling a farmer to judge correctly of the
amount of labor bestowed on a given space of
ground. All of these matters are too often

guessed at, and sometimes the guessing is so

coarse as to lead both the proprietor and his

friends into great errors of judgment. Fields
being of equal dimensions, furni>h the sa^ne

amount of labor each year, in tilling them,
produce as near as human means can effect

it, the same amount of products, and give tha

ability to distribute the manure with an equal
hand over the whole farm.

Although many farms are beautifiilly laid

off into fields .«o as to attain the objects above
stated in an admirable manner; yet there are
many others, so cut up as not to indicate much
intelligent design in its accomplishment, ei-

ther in respect to convenience, or the due
apportionment of the re.'-pective inclosures.

Where this is the case a system should at once
be adopted, the tendency of which would be
in a few years to regulate and correct it.

—

Theie is something so incongruous in one year
cultivjitinnf a large field and the next a small
one, tliat it cannot be duly appreciated, ex-

cept by one who has made trial of it; for one
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season your force is not adequate to your

work, and the next it is .superior to it. It is

continual up and down hill work, and the

larifer fields suffer tor want of an adequate

supply of manure, and soaietimes from insuf-

cient culture.

Thorous^h culture always ranks first in ag-

riculture; manure next, and then follows good

crops and prosperity, which maketh the heart

of the farmer glad, and stimulates him to re-

newed exertions in promoting the fertility of

the soil, and by that means increasing the

sum total of animal existence and enjoyment.

When fields are elevated above neighbors'

grounds, heavy rains carry the finest, richest

particles of the soil on to them, but this kind

of trespass has not often been found to de-

stroy good neighborhood; if it should unfortu-

nately do so, a small gutter made near the line

fence or a few stones judiciously arranged un-

der, near, or against it, will generally correct

the evil, and no doubt promote the interest of

the more elevated farmer, by keeping within

hisowninclosures the food which his own crops

may be the more luxuriant for partaking of

Those who have had the benefits of the wash-

ings of their neighbors' fields, can form some
estimate of its importance, for

" What is one friend's loss is another's gain."

Agricola.

For the Fanners' Cabinet.

Italian Spring Wheat.
Dear Sir,—I think one of your correspon

dents m the last number of the Cabinet, has

been rather too severe upon spring wheat,

and that what he has said may tend to prevent

a fair trial being made with it. For my own
part, I have earned my experience witli Ital-

ian spring wheat at a dear rate, having .«own

upwards ofthirty bushels, for which I ofcourse

paid a very high price, and reaped scircely

three for one. With the exception of a very

small portion sown a day or two before the

great storm in March last, the rest failed al most

entirely, though it looked very well about the

middle of June, and without any sign of

the fly. But the hot sun which struck upon
the crop in the second week of June and con-

tinued until long after harvest, seemed to dry
up the sources of nourishment, and leave the

stalk with a dwindled and almost empty head.

A week or ten days start would have afforded

a very fair crop of this spring wheat, and even
that which was sown earliest proved a very
decent yield ; the strawing being uncommonly
bright, and the wheat beautiful. It will be

recollected that the frost was very late in

leaving the ground last spring. A trial made
in such ail unprecedented season should not

be considered decisive, as every thing which
ripened late, even the winter wheat, suffered

from the heat and drought. Upon the satne

principle we should give up planting corn and
potatoes. I shall, then-fore, next year make
another trial of the Italian spring wheat,

which I know did so very well the previous

season. My seed was purchased through
agents, of persons in the state of New York.

One barrel was, however, very dirty trash,

hardly worth sowing, and the measure of all

the barrels fell short of the quantity paid for,

both as to weight and measure. In future I

shall always be willing to pay even a little

more for the certainty of fair measure, espe-

cially when the article has attained an ex-

horbitant price, as was the case with the

wheat in question. G. E.

September I9th, 1818.

For the Fanners' Cabinet.

Duties pevformed 'by a good Farmer*

Every duty faithfully performed hath its reward.

The approach of winter always induces the

thoughtful, careful and industrious farmer to

look about him to see that he is prepared to

meet so boisterous and inclement a season of

the year in the best possible manner. His
windows, his doors, and the roofs of his build-

ings, are all examined, and if necessary, made
tight and secure. His barn and stables are
looked to and put in good order. His sheep,

and hogs and poultry have all comfortable, dry
lodgings prepared for them in due season, for

he knows that no animal can thrive and do
well, that is not well housed, and well fed,

and every way made clean and comfortable.

His potatoes, his sugar beets, his turneps and
all his winter fruits and vegetables are well
secured against frost and placed in such po-

sitions that ready access can be had to them
when necessary, without subjecting them to

danger of injury by exposure to the weather.
His fuel is so arranged and prepared for cur-

rent use that his family can pmcure it without
any unnecessary exiwsure to the rude blasts

of winter. His fields and meadows are kept
closed during the winter and early part of
spring; so that animals may not be permitted
to ramble over them and injure his grounds.
His barn yard is so arranged that his cattle

never leave it during the period of winter
feeding, by which means he saves all their

manure for the nourishment of his crops. His
implements of husbandry and tools are all

carefully housed and arrangtxl in good order,

so that they can be had when wanted for use.

His garden, in which not a weed has been
permitted to perfect and scatter its seed du-
ring the autumn, is thrown up into ridges
abi)ut eighteen inches high, separated only by
trenches extending from end to end of tho
beds; this he knows exposes the soil to the

njeliorating influence of the frost, destroys
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the grubs and worms which eeek refufi^<; du-

ring the winter, deep in the ground, and in-

duces the ground moles to look out for drytr

and warmer lodgings elsewhere. By this

plan of ridging his garden in the fiill, as

Boon as tlie frost is out in the spring, his

beds are dry and warm, and admit of being

levelled and worked at once, long before flat,

wet ground can with propriety be moved by

the t^pade; this enables his family to have a

supply of garden vegetables several weeks-

earlier than those who have less intelligence

or industry ; the deeper tilth and more tho-

rough pulverization of the soil, also increases

the growth of his plants, and enables them
the better to protect themselves against the

contingencies of either very dry or very wet
seasons.

During the evenings that are now growing
long his wife and daughters are industriously

engaged in light but necessary household du-

ties, while the boys are reading instructive,

useful books, and among them the Farmer's

Cabinet occupies a conspicuous place, both on

account of its variety and its practical utility ;

this furnishes texts for rational and improving

conversation, which cultivates and improves

their minds and warms their affections, and

produces on them even a greater effect, than

ridging and trenching the garden docs on the

vegetables. On the Sabbath, he with his fam-

ily attends a place of worship, to obtain re-

ligious instruction and consolation, deeming
that of infinite importance to himself and

those about him. The good farmer has his

mind often turned in reverend thankful ac-

knowledgements to the Great and Good Hus-

bandman, his landlord, under whom he holds

his tenure, and who, he knows, will at some
period not very remote summon him to appear

before him to give an account of his stew-

ardship when he shall be no longer steward

he therefore endeavors to preserve himself

and his family in a state of preparation \'or

the great summons that will warn him off,

60 that he may appear with joy, and not with

grief, to render an account to his great bene-

factor and master of the deeds done in tlie

body, whether they be good, or whether they

be evil Abraham.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Preparation of rood for Hogs.

To make the most of any thing is good economy.

It is a general opinion and believed to be

founded on correct observation, that tlie food

given to hogs ought to be sli^litly soured, in

order to produce the greatest possible ( ffi-ct

in improving their condition. In currobnration

of this ojiinion, in Germ-rny and some other

parts of Europe, horses are fed on hrend thnt

has been fermented so as to be a little soured,

and it is said to be moreeconom.cil than feed-

ing them witii grain. Bread, which is brought

by the process of fermentyiion very near to the

pointofacidity, and that in general use amongst

our German pi pulation, quite to that point, is

well known to be more wholesome and much
more nutritious tlian unleavened bread.

—

Hence it is not unrea.=onable to suppose that

all farinaceoiissulistances led to animals would

be more economically and beneficially applied

by being first slightly fermented. In order

more eflif'ctually to accomplish this object

in preparing food for hogs, two tubs should be

procured of such size as would be adapted to

the number to be fed, in v/hich to prepare

their food ; these should be used to feed from

alternately ; the materials in one would be
undergoing the necessary preparation, while

feeding from the other. The weather being

generally cool while hogs are fatteninir, the

process of fermenting progresses slowly, and

if it is very cold it is entirely suspended, unless

artificial means are resorted to, to keep it up.

Pieces of stale, or mouldy bread that are no
longer fit for family use, and which find their

way into the swill tub, are uniformly found to

put the whole contents into a state of fermen-

t^ition, if siiflered to remain for a few hours.

This has suggested the opinion that a small

quantity of yeast, which is a cheap art cle,

might with advantage be added to the contents

ofthetuboontainingthe food forswine, in order

more quickly and thoroughly to bring it into a

complete state of fermentation and advance it

to slight acidity before it was fed. This addi-

tion need not be often made, provided the tub

was replenished with food before it was quite

emptied of its fermented contents, and in tiiis

way it could be kept up during the feeding

season. Corn or other grain that has been
steamed, boiled, or well soaked is very suscep-

tible of the influence ofyeast. Starch makers
and distillers use it in order to prepare the

grain, so that they can extract their respective

articles of manuliicture from it with more
ficility, and in greater quantities; and it ap-

peals reasonable to suppose that the .-tomachs

ofanimals would have their laboraLridged,and

would be enabled to extract a f renter quan-

tity of nutriment from a given quantity of

grain or vegetable matter thus prepared,

than when it is fed to them in the usual way.

The stages of fermentation are the saccha-

rine, the vinous, the acetous, and the pu-

trifactive; the first is exhibited in malting of

barley, which is rendered sweet by it ; the

second shows itself in the v.orkinjr of cider

and beer; the third is noticed in the souring

of br( ad. and in the formation of vinegar,

and the Riurtli is di>eovered in the decompo-

sition of bodies generally. In the prepara-

tion of food for hot.'s, it is lelieved it should

advance to the third ttag-e, but not pass thrcuj^h
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it, tor alter it enters tlie fourth and last ritage

of fermentation, it would be very prejudicial

to tiie healtli of animals, and could not con-

tribute to their nourishment in any way what-

ever.

These hints are thrown out to elicit infor-

mation from farmers, who will soon be en-

gaged in fattening their ho^'s, and if any ex-

periments or observations should be made by

them that would enlifrjiten or instruct their

brethren who are cnsja^ed in the same land-

able work, it is desired that they irvry be com-

municated throu^rh tiie Farmers' Cabinet, for

we now have a channel of communication

with each other, whicli it is presumed will be

useful to all, if it is made a proper use of.

T. .

Preserving Winter Apples.

Winter apples should be gathered as soon

as the mature ones begin to fall from the

trees; they should be carefully picked by the

hand, and never shaken from the tree. If in-

tended to be carried to market this fall, they

may be packed in chaff or soft straw to pre-

vent bruising. But it would doubtless in

most instances be more profitable to keep ap-

ples till spring, on account ot their high price

at that time. The same apples that are sold

in autumn for twenty-five cents, orten, wben
kept till spring, brmg seventy-five cents or a

dollar per busFiel ; while the loss by rotting,

when proper precautions are taken to preserve

them, is but comparatively trifling. An ex-

cellent mode of preserving them, is to pack

them away in dry sand. The sand should be

• previously well dri"d in the sun. This mode
prevents them from rotting one another by

contact, the sand absorbs all unnecessary

moisture from the fruit, and thus lessens the

liibility of rotting; and pirtially excludes the

air. VVell driod saw dust woald probably bej

still better, provided it is prevented from ab-|

sorbin^ moisture by being exchul'd fr<^im Ih •

air; but it ^^hould be of a kind of wood vvhiciij

will not injure the fl-ivor of the apples.

Where this method cannot be adopted, a
I

goo'l way to keep them is to spread them in

shallow bins, say (five or six inches in depth,)

in a dry cool place, where the temperature

should be kept as nearly as possible a little

above freezing.

The foUowins", according to Kenrick, is a

mode of preserving apples, almost universally

adopted by the most experienced in the vicin-

ity of B )>toa, wiiere lar<je quantities of fine

winter fruit are cultivated and put up for use.

By this mode, we are assured, apples under

very favorable circumstonces, are frequently

preserved in a sound state, or not one in fifty

defective, for a period of seven or eight

months. "The fruit is suffered to hang on

the tree to as late a period as possible in Oc-
tober, or till hard frosts have loosened the

stalk, and they are in imminent danger of be-

ing blown down by high winds; such as have
already fallen are carefully gathered and in-

spected, and the best put up for early winter

use. They are carefully gathered from the

tree by hand, and as carefully laid in baskets.

New, tight, well seasoned tlour barrels frorq

the bak<Ts, are usually preferred ; the baskets

being filled, are c:)utiously lowered into the

barrels and reversed. The bat rels being quite

filled, are gently shaken, and the head is

gently pressed down to its place and secured.

It is observed th:it this pressure never causes

them to rot next the head, and is necessary,

as they are never allowed to rattle in remov-

ing. No soil straw or shavings are admitted

at the ends; it causes musliness and decay.

They are next carefully placed in wagons and

removed on the bulge, vmd laid in courses in a

cool airy situation on the north side of buildings

near the cellar, protected by a covering on

the top of boards, so placed as to defend them
from the sun and rain, while the air is

^
not

excluded at the sides. A chill does not in-

jure them, it is no disservice ; but when ex-

treme cold weather comes on, and they are

in imminent danger of being frozen, whether

by night or day, they are carefully rolled into

a cool, airy, dry cellar, with openings on the

north side, that the cold air may have free

access, they are laid in tiers, and the cellar is

in due time o'osed and rendered secure from

frost. 'J'he barrels are never tumbled or

placed on the head. If fruit is gathered late,

and according to the above directions, repack-

ino' is unnecessary, it is even ruinous, and

should on no account be practiced till the

barrel is opened tor use.—It has been fully

tried.— Genesee Farmer.

For the Fnrmors' ra'iinit.

Food for S*l!»Bits.

Vegetable mould or earth when brought in-

to a state of solution furnishe-? food tiir plants,

and enters into their composition and struc-

ture
;
plants furni.sh food for ofher plants and

for animals, and become anim'ilized by the pro-

cess of digestion ; consequently animals are

manufactured out of vegetables by si. proce.ss of

which we are ignorant; and when animals die

and are decomposed by the agency of heat,

moisture and air, they are reduced again to the

elements wliich constitute the food of plants,

and so proceed, on the same round again of

producing a new gonerrition of plants and ani-

mals : and this rotatory system has been in op-

eration from the creation of the world to the

present time, and so will continue till time is

no more; the quantity of matter always re-

maining the same, thoui^h its tiirm and com-
bmations are constantly undergoing a change.
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On the Varieties, Properties, and Classifi-
cation of W'ltcat.

[Continued.]

ON THE ROOTS AND GROWTH OF WHEAT.
It has been stated that wheat, when sown

in November or December, appears in seven-
teen or nineteen days. An excellent article

in the Georgical Essays, led me to repeat a
course of experiments made by the author,
who speaks of them in the following manner:
" It is not sufficient for a farmer to be ac-
quainted with the nature of different soils; he
should be acquainted with the nature of such
plants as are used in field husbandry. The
soil and roots are so intimately connected,
that the knowledge of both becomes essential.

Wheat has two sets of roots : the first comes
immediately from the grain, the other shoots
from the crown some time after. I shall dis-

tinguish them by Seminal and Coronal roots.

" Plants, according to their species, observe
a regular uniformity in the manner of spread-
ing their roots ; for which reason, the same
grain cannot be continued long upon the same
soil. Is it not that each takes from the earth

8uc?i parts as are congenial ? The food of all

plants is the same; only some require more,
some less; some take it near the surface,

others seek it deeper. This opens to our
view a noble field of instruction. A careful

inspection of a healthy root, will at once de-
monstrate the bias of nature. An examina-
tion of the soil will show how far that and the
roots will coincide.

" This is the rational basis of the change
of species so well understood in Norfolk,
where taprooted plants always follow those
that root superficially.

" Wheat being subject to the severity of
winter, its roots are wonderfully disposed to

withstand the inclemency of the season. A
view of their shape will direct us in the man-
ner of sowing that grain to the most advan-
tage ; and at the same time enable us to

account for some of the phenomena observable
in the growth of it. I have observed that

wheat has a double root. The first, or seminal
root, is pushed out at the same time with the
germ, which, together with the farina, nour-
ishes the plant, until it has formed its crown."
As I think I h^ve followed the same course

I

of experiments with even more care than the
author of the above extract, I shall state my
own observations in corroboration of it.

Fig. 19.—Appearance of a grain of wheat
which had been sown three inches deep, on
the 12th January, after sixteen days growth,
with its germ and seminal root

[Fir. m.—a grain of whnnt sown on the lOth
January, 1.s:i4, was in thia stale the iTUi Janu-
ary following ; It; days sown.]

[Fip. an.—A prain of Dantzic wheat sown on
the 7lh December, Irt li, and taken up on the

l.it February following, had not yet formed its

coronal roots.]

Pie. 20.—Appearance of a grain of wheat

after fifty-two days growth, the coronal roots

not yet having pushed ; A, the origin of the

crown from which the plant tillers; B, the

pipe of communicatirHi, covered with a mem-
branous sheath ; C, the grain with its seminal

roots.
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A grain of Wheat taken up 17th April, 1833,
which was gown the 18th Jan., just form
ing its two first coronal roots.

Pipe of communication
li inch long.

I Fig. 2I.-Exact in dimensions after Nature. I. Le Couteur, leth April, IS.'B.]
Fig. 21.—A grain of wheat after sixty days growth, just formino- its imnpr sPt «, « i

roots. This was sown about three inches de%p, thuL^the plaringreendVawnT^^^
nature, and being exact m dimensions, show its process. A, the crown of the 2Z\nmgjo tiller; B, two coronal roots, an inch below the surface Cn^lnf^ P'^"' .''e?'"

to |elbed, one inch an.l « h-An.Jrr ^ '"''^^^' ^' P'P« °*^ Communication
,
one inch and a half Jong.
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" In the Spring, when the crown has be-

come sufficiently large, it detaches a number
of strong fibres, which push themselves ob-

liquely downwards. These are the coronal
roots. A small pipe preserves the communi-
cation between them and the seminal roots.

It makes an essential part of the plant, and
is observed to be longer or shorter, according
to the depth that the seed has been buried.

It is remarkable, however, that the crown is

always formed just within the surface. Its

place is the same, whether the grain has been
sown deep or superficial. I believe I do not
err, when I call this vefrptuhle mrAinct.

"As the hicrense and fructification of the
plant depends upon the vigorous ab?orbtion

of the coronal roots, it is no wonder, that tliey

ehouid fi.\ themselves so near the surface,

where the soil is always the richest.

" From an attention to this circumstance,
we are led to explain the operation i^of top

dressings. In the northern counties, wheat

Fig. 22.

\B gencfd'-'y sown late. When the frost

comes, the coronal roots, being young, are

frequently chilled. This inconvenience may,

however, be easily prevented, by sowing
more early, and burying the seed deeper.

The seminal roots being out of the reach of

the frost, will then be enabled to send up
nourishment to the crown, by means of the

pipe of communication."
Fig. 22,—Shows a plant of wheat sown

superficially. A, the crown and roots; B, the

pipe of communication ; C, the seminal roots,

and capsule of the grain.

"Hence, it is c.bvious, that wheat sown
superficially, mu.^t be expo-^ed to the severity

of the frc*t, from the bhortnessof the pipe of
communicaticn.

" The plant in thnt situation, has no benefit

from its double root. On the contrary, when
the grain has been properly covered, the

seminal and coronal rends are kept at a rea-

sonable distance. The crown, being well
nourished during the winter, sends up nume-
rous stalks in the spring. On the tillering

of the grain, the goodness of the crop princi'

pally depends.

"A fieldof wheat, dibbled, or sown in equi-

distant rows by the drill plough, always
makes a better appearance than one sown
with the harrow. In the one, the pipe of

communication is regularly of the .same

length, hut in the other it is irregular; being
either too long or too short."

The elegant writer, whom I have thus

largely quoted, says truly, that a noble field

of instruction is iiere opened to our view ; the

double set of roots, thrown out by wheat,

showing clearly tiiat the first set, formed

from the seed it^elf. and shooting downwards,
>-eek their nourishment and l're^hness froni

helow, while the upper set, or coronal roots

receive theirs from the rich* rpai tides of the

manure, which rise near tlje smface of the

soil, also from top drej-sings, and from the in-

fluences of the almosi)hpre.

This theory uppesred so plausible and con-

sonant to cfmnion kpuso, tliat the author, a

low years b.ick, was inr'nced to plough in

some fine seed ofDantzic wheat, about seven

or eight inches deep.

It had been soaked, pickled, and limed, and

was in a rather pulpy, soft state; the conse-

quence was, that bemg buried tao d((p, and

the winter and spring proving cold and wet,

a vast quantity of the seed rotted instead of

germinating, and proved a very losing crop,

much to his regret and mortificat'on. It is

of the utmost importance to avoid running

into extremes in the prosecution of any new
e.vperimcnt, how pl:ul^ible soever it may ap-

pear. Ilail the seed hern row n nt four inches

depth, it probably would have all germinated,

or even had it been loss soaked, and pxklfd

a less time. But the intention was to have

the seminal roots at as great a dist.'ince from

the coronal roots as possible, in order that
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their iiourihhinent should be drawn from op-

pa-iite sources.

The medium distance has ever since been

followed from three to four inches, which
appears to answer perfectly in this climate.

It may be well to notice, that nature lias

in some measure pointed out that wheat may
be sown quite superficial, as self-sown wheat
is frequently seen very rich and tine, under

which circumstances it may not have been

buried a quarter of an inch, even supposing

the wind and rain to have favored its depo-

sition.

Hence, it may be argued, that wheat does

not require to be sown very deep, but that a

medium depth, sufficient to protect it from

frost, so as also to enable its distinct set of

roots to seek their food in difteient channels,

la the safest practice ; the exact depth being

a question of local experience, in relation

with the nature of the soil and climate.

The extraordinary and valuable propensity

of some varieties of wheat, to tiller, which
others will by no means do so much, is con-

nected with this chapter.

One plant from a single grain of a downy
variety, in 1^;33, threw out \\2 tillers; all

produced ears with an average of .50 grains

to each, or 1600 grains from one ; an enor-

mous produce, which no field cultivation

could be fairly expected to attain, as it is not

the extraordinary quantities, which art may
produce, either by extreme care, subdivision,

and transplantation, tlial should be brought

under the consideration of farmers; but the

fair and legitimate mode of llu^ban(lry, attain-

able to all who will devote to its pursuit that

industry and inquiry, without which, their

art is a mere mechanical operation, throwing
in a little seed, and leaving nature to do the

rest. The average tillering on that produc-

tive variety I have alluded to, ViSiS fifteen
on forty plants, clearly evincing a prolific

habit which has since been established. To
ascertain this prolific habit, was one of the

great objects I had in view.

[To be continued.')

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Bad TiiRics.
Wrong practice has its ori;:iii in wrong principles of

action.

We oflen hear the opinion advanced bv
young farmers, and sometimes by others, that

agriculture is a bad business, no money is to

be made by it, that the tiine.s that have passed
by were much more propitious to the acquisi-

tion of property, and in fact that it is now
ebb tide wi h \i.\ the golden stream having
ceased to irrigate ourfidds. These opinions
give rise to de.spondonce, which in some con-
stitutions produce a hig'a degree of indolence

;

io others it excites to unsettlement in busi-

ness, and creates a desire to enter on some
new and untried project which it is supposed
will produce a rellow of tiie golden streams,

which ii is taken for granted have for .some

years been dried up. This unsettlement in

business, and disposition to try new experi-

ments has been the entire ruin of thousands
of people in our country within a lew yeans.

Persons leave occupations that ihey have been
brought up to and understand M)mething
about, and embark in some new and untried

concorn that they are wholly ignorant of, in

the fond Impe of realizing some golden dream,
at the same time entirely forgetting that old

and sound maxim, that there is no Icarninn^

a ncio trade without paying an apprentice

fee. I know many, who have paid eveiy cent
they were worth in the world as an appren-
tice fee for learning a new business, and were
not successful in acquiring it at lai-t ; and were
landed in insolvency and ruin in the bargain,

and their noses kept hard pre.^.-fii on the grind-

stone during the remainder of their lives as a
punishment for their folly in deserting an
honest and honorable calling vvluch has al-

ways rewarded those who have pursued it

with industry, diligence, care and economy,
with a comt()rtable and even luxurious' subsist-

ence, moderate and wholesome acquisitions

of property, and often with as much wealth
as was good either for its possessor or those
to whom it descended by inheritance. Let us
now examine how the present times will com-
pare with the by-gone days in which the old

folks got rich by farming, and see where the
advantage lies. Does not grain of all kinds,

butter, poultry, potatoes, fruit, and indeed all

kinds of produce sold by a farmer, command
a much higher price now than it did fitly

years ago? And is it not a fact that imple-
ments of agriculture, clothing, and articles of
houes.'iold consumption geneially are pur-
chased for less money at present, than corres-

ponding articles were bought tor, half a cen-
tury since ? Whence then, is farming a less

money making business than it was in times
that are gone by. We must search for the
cause of this di.=crepance, if it really exists,

in some other direction than the one we have
been examining. Perhaps there is on the
whole, less industry, less economy, less good
management, commingled with more extrav-

agance, more unsettlement in families, and
more traveling about in search of recreation

and pleasure, instead of keeping a clo.?c look-

out fur these at home, forgetting the maxim
ih'vi afarmer^s pleasure ought to be where
his business is. Some assistance may per-

haps be furnished in solving the question of
new-times vs. old-times by adverting to the
history of a worthy old mechanic who became
ricii by following the business of saddler and
harness maker in the villigeof Germantown
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many years ago. He was prudent, careful,

and industrious, and made up his mind to eat

his brown bread first, that is in the beginning

of his career, and the consequence was, that

he became respectable and rich, and then he
could eat his white bread at his leisure, and
it was found in the end that he had accumu-
lated a stock of it, so large that it was suffi-

cient to supply another generation. This old

gentleman in the latter part of his time when
walking the streetofhis native village and see-

ing a saddler's shop, stepped in and inquired

of the proprietor how he was getting alon^^

in his business. The reply was " bad enough.

Oh ! Mr. J., we hav'nt such times now as

you had when you followed the business ; we
have to pay high prices for our stock, and then

we can't get such prices for our work as you
did many years ago. This put the old man
on the inquiry about the price paid for leather,

which was soon discovered to be less than it

was in his day ; and then followed questions

about the price saddles, bridles, and other ar-

ticles sold for; when it was found that the

rates at which they were sold was considera-

bly more than he had received for the same
description of articles in the most prosperous

period of his business. This developement
led the old gentleman to point out to his

young neighbor the cause which he appre-

hended produced the hard times complained
of, and to give him some hints which were
not altogether lost. He observed that hard
times were generally of people's own making,
that industry and economy, care and close at-

tention to business were much more liberally

rewarded at that time, than they ever hed
been within his recollection, and that if he
had been favored with sucii a golden harvest

as then rewarded the mechanic, his property

would have increased to more than twice
the amount he was then worth. "Avoid ex-

travagant expenses," said he, " be industrious,

spend less than you earn, be careful in making
investments, and if you are favored to live to

an advanced age you will be rich ; and nine
chances to ten your children will be spoiled

and injured by it; for this is the way things

work in this country : every body almost wish
to eat their white bread first, and then as a

matter of course the brown has to be eaten
last, bitter as it may be, and it don't relish

near so well as when taken t'other end fore-

most J. J.

Endeavor to be first in thy calling, whatever
it be : neither let any one go before thee in

well doing ; nevertheless do not envy the mer-
its of another, but improve thine own tal^t.
No false pride, or foolish ambition to appear

as well as others, should ever induce a person
to live beyond the income of which he is cer-

tain.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Engli§h Tborn or Hawthorn.
In some parts of our country where timber

is becoming scarce, and stone cannot be ob-

tained, it is of much importance for farmers

to inquire of each other, in order to give the

required information, whether there be no
cheaper method of fencing than by railing;

the repairing and renewing of which, adds so

considerably to the expenses of a farm.

Fences, the farmer may consider as his frontier

line of defence against depredations from and
upon the exterior, presenting alike encroach-

ments from without, as desertion from within.

The peace and welfare of nations frequently

depend upon the strict and just observance of
this rule, and no farmer should consider it of

less moment to the successful issue of his

enterprise. Are his fences in bad condition'?

His cattle will stray away, become restless,

and do not fatten well. He loses time, which
is money to the thrifly farmer, in searching for

them. In fact they destroy his own crops,

injure his neighbors ; his neighbors become
aggrieved because injured by his negligence,

and he forfeits all claim he may previously

have acquired to the name of a good manager.
To sum up the whole, all is loss, and there is

no gain by bad fences. But to obtain the

cheapest, which I conceive to be the best and
most durable, is the object of the following

inquiries:

I shall, Mr. Editor, give you my opinion as

to what I consider the best and cheapest

ferice, in the hope that some of your nume-
rous correspondents may do likewise, in order

that in the end, by comparing the result of our
different experience, we may come to a know-
ledije of what is the best material for fencing

where there may be a deficiency of the usual

materials, (timber and stone,) so that through
the medium of the Fanners' Cabinet, we may
derive that information by an interchange of

ideas, which is f()r our common benefit ; which,

were it not through your own and similar

publications, I perceive not how farmers could,

as it were, daily communicate and receive

communications who are residing unknown
to each other hundreds of miles apart, as they

now can and do, and which, to my mind, de-

monstrates more fully the utility of a free

circulation and general perusal of agricul-

tural papers.

The Virginia thorn appears to be affected

with disease generally throughout the coun-

try; (though in the limestone regions, and in

places where it i.s not cut as formerly, but

allowed a more natural growth, appears yet

to flourish,) and shortly must be useless for

fencing, without a remedy be speedily applied

to stop the rapid progress of its destruction.

The New Castle thor^i, I am informed, is not
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thus affected. I hope some of your corres-

pondents will give us definite information on

this point. I shall confine my remarks to the

English thorn, or hawthorn. Hedges made
of this thorn are, in England, the only fences

against the largest cattle, and in lact are

there the only ones required, as no cattle can

break pa-sture when enclosed by one in good

order and at a proper growth. I shall at once

proceed to the point, and state my opinion as

to the mode of obtaining such a fence. The
haws or berries must be gathered, when ripe,

and buried in the ground for a season, and
the next autumn or fall sown in a vacant lot.

It is best to plant them in beds, leaving paths

between each, as some persons do straw-

berries, that they may the more conveniently

be kept clean, which must be carefully at-

tended to. When the quick or young thorn

has become of sufficient size for planting,

which does not happen until of two years

growth, it should be carefully taken up and
assorted, and all small and unhealthy shoots

laid aside, so that all gaps may be avoided

from the cause of their failure. The prefer-

able plan is to plant it in a single row, and
much thicker than usually planted, say three

inches apart, for the same quantity of quick

planted in a single row is far preferable to

that quantity planted in two rows. A trench

or ditch should be made in the fresh soil, and
the roots of the quick laid carefully in, being
disentangled and unbent, when the earth

should be replaced again, after which it should

be cut carefully off within an inch or two of

the ground. The following summer it should

be kept perfectly clean, and at the end of the

year cut down within about six inches of the

ground, and again the next year within twelve
or fidecn inches, in order to make it branch
well and thicken. At the time of cleaning

in the fall, the moulds should be put a iew
inches higher up the stem, which, with the

assistance of cutting, will make the roots

branch out for the better support of the plant.

The only attention it will now require is to

shorten it a little the following season, and
when required, afterwards, to keep it clean

and the cattle from biting it, which is exceed-
ingly injurious to young quick ; and as they

are particularly fond of it, especially sheep,

caution must be taken to avoid it, and a few
years from this time, no farmer will have
cause to regret his former trouble.

I do not think it a good plan to cut quicks
in the formal manner that they usually are,

making them smooth at the top and sides

by cuttinij every piece of the same length,

as it appears a direct injury to tlietn in a hot

season ; and I have noticed particularly that

those quicks that are thus cut die when others

do not. It is required, however, they should

be trimmed at the sides, and headed when

they grow loo luxuriantly, so that they do not

receive injury from the miow lodging upon
them and breaking th(;m down, which, if it

does when spring arrives, the broken pieces

should be cut away. This process is best

performed with a hatchet or strong sword.
When the hedge becomes thin at the bottom
afler ten or twelve years growth, it should be
cut down, leaving it about four feet high

;

and tiie side branches also should be well

trimmed off that which is left standing within

a few inches of the stem. Should not tlie stems
stand any great distance apart, on account

of portions having failed to grow, it will not

require laying or tying down, which is of

course an injury to the shoots thus cut to be

bent. Even at this height, without laying, no
ordinary cattle will break pasture, as it presents

to them, as it were, a thick paled fence, which,

in the course of another year, will be perfectly

impregnable by them. When the quick has

grown some eight years more from this

latter cutting, it probably will becom.e thin

at the bottom, and may present signs of dying
below, when it should be cut entirely down
within eight or ten inches of the ground,

moulded up again, and the cattle kept from
it for a few years, when, at the expiration of

four or five years, an excellent fence will

again be produced. The farmer should ar-

range so that he cuts his fence down when
he first ploughs up his clover layers, as then
for the next four years he will not require to

put cattle in his field, they being in corn and
grain crops, at the end of which time he will

have an excellent fence. We perceive then
that for our first outlay of sowing the berries,

and planting the quick and attending to it,

which, if farmers will calculate, (for I think

it not worth while making any special one
here, as the expense would vary, according

to circumstances,) will not be greater Ihan

buying railings, and making and repairing

the fence. VVe get a fence as good as any
rail fence, and better in point of saving, as

there is no secondary expense in renewing,
compared to the purchase of rails, it being a
permanent one. Should any parts of it fail,

the moulds must be well moved over before

replanting, as quick will not grow in an old

rooted bank or soil without being previously

so moved over and cleaned. It is best not to

plant any other variety of thorn or plants in

the same hedge row, as they never succeed
so well mixed ; and should the soil be very
wet, a small ditch and bank must be made
and the hedge placed upon the bank; upon
which subject, and others I may think of use,

I may communicate to you further respecting.

Those of my friends who doubt the practica-

bility of the English thorn being cultivated

in this country, have only to visit John
Rudolph's farm, a short distance from the
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Columbica Rail Road, about fourteen miles trom

Philadelphia. They will find in approach-

ing his house two excellent fences of this

thorn, which would be a sufficient barrier to

the most resolute ox, the most stubborn pip,

or the most courageous horse. I trust, Mr.
Editor, some of your friends will elucidate

upon what I have here hinted at, w that we
may have one important question to farmers

decided upon, namely : What is the best and
cheapest fence, where timber and stone are

scarce 1 Anglice.

August 29, 1838.

Fron\ the Marclesiield Courier.

TJse and abuse of Bones as a Manure*

In 1834, two fields of sand land adjacent to

Clumber Park, the one at right angles to the

other, each containing about 20 acres, were
sown with turnep seeds among barley ; when-
ever these fields had been sown with turneps,

for twenty years before 1825, they had always

been manured with bones; in that year they

were largely so manured. The seeds sown
with barley in 1826 having been burnt up in

that dry summer, in 1828 the land in both

those fields was again broken up. In 1829,

it was again followed with turneps, and ma-
nured with bones. In 1833, both these fields

were again .sown with turneps, parts of each

of which were manured with bones, and the

remainder with farmyard dung.

In 18.'^, when the corn was cut, it was
found that the seeds had failed in each of

theise fields where the bones had been applied,

and that they were very good where they

had been manured with dung. In one of

these fields the failure exactly followed the

line of the difference of the manures, with

two exceptions, that the seeds did not quite

fail in two spots where formerly there had
been dung heaps. In the other field the fail-

ure did not so exactly follow the line of de-

marcation, but the exceptions were very few.

Generally speaking, the manured land is bet-

ter than the boned land, but the ditTerence of

quality is not great, the crop of barley on the

manured land had been at the rate of five

quarters per acre, on the other four.

Immediately after harvest fresh seeds were
sown on the boned land; they came up very

thick, but in six weeks died and disappeared.

During the winter the land was again fal-j

lowed, and fresh seeds were again sown ini

the spring of 1835. Tliey cannot be said to!

have failed, but they were a very inferior

crop, and notwithstundinga manuring of farm-

yard dung applied as a top dressing the fol-

lowing spring, they have not yet recovered a

parity with the rest of the fields. In this

case it seems impossible to attribute the fail-

ure of these seeds, where they have failed, to

any other cause than the bones, v\hich had
certainly been applied with unusual abun-

dance ; and it is the more surprising that such
a cause should have produced such an effect,

because in the early periods of the ui-e of that

manure, it appeared to be in no respect more
advantageous than in its tendency to encour-

age the growth of the clovers. Of this ten-

dency, the most remarkable instances have
been repeatedly seen on very poor land, and
none more so than one which occurred on a
very poor piece of land prepared for a planta-

tion by a crop of turneps, manured for with
forty bushels per ficre, on which b'^'twern the

trees, a great deal of clover ha^ sponUineously

sprung up. Previously to this land having
been broken up for turnep.s, scarcely a plunt

of clover was to be seen. Now the fields qn
which the seeds have failed had (as above
stated) received much more frequently than
usual, complete dressings of bone.".

Combining the great advantace of bones

on the first application of them with this tiiil-

ure, it seems difficult to avoid the conclusion,

that as the bones while they are new to the

land have produced the most beneficial eRi:ctp,

and as this failure has taken place where their

application has been most frequently repeated,

the success is in a great measure owin;: to

the novelty, and the liiilure to the repetition

of their application.

If the preceding statement required any
confirmation, it has received it in 1P37. In

this year a field which had been in turneps

in 183fi, had been laid down to grass. The
north side of this field is very inferior sand

land, and as, till lately, it was supposed that

such land would not pay for the expense of

bones, they had ne\ er been applied to it. For
the first time in 1836, bones were used (or

the turnep fallow. The south side of this

field, which for many years has always been
manured with bones, when in tallow for tur-

neps, was divided into four divisions; the

western side was manured with farmyard

dung; that next to it with bones; the two
eastern divisions were manured, the one with

rape dust and the other with malt culms.

At\er harvest the seeds on the north side ap-

peared to be best ; then those on the western

side of the field ; then thase on the two east-

ern divisions, which were rather inferior; and

those on that where the bones iiad been applied

were visibly the worst. The frost has been

so injurious to the seeds, that this ditl'erence

between the three eastern divisions is not

now so marked as it was before the frost : but

the superiority of the northern side and the

western division is very apparent.

Before you give way to nnger, try to find

a reason for not being angry.
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Circeu Crops.

Ma. Editor,—Of all the modes adopted 'o

enrich worn-out soils, the cheapest and the

surest is the plouffiiinj:^ in of lerreen crops. In

this process we need no assistance from tiic

chyinist to analyze tlie soil or tiie manure.

We can safely depend on the vegetable mat-

ter tliat has grown on the soil to nourish ano-

ther growth on the same, and if we plough

at the proper season, and completely subvert

the »od so as to cover this growth, termenta-

tion will be rapid cnougli lor our purpose,

and will pulverize the soil more completely

than repeated ploughings.

To renovate mowing lands that have lain

80 long as to be filled with grass roots that

choke and obstruct the circulation of the

juices, they should be ploughed about the

first of September with a plough that lays the

furrow flat. If the land is poor, we spread

on ten or fifteen loads of compost manure

—

roll the whole down close so as to leave no

cavities below the surface, then harrow length-

wise of the furrow at first, next harrow diago-

nally, but never cro.sswise. We then sow
our timothy and our redtop, and cover the

seed with a bush harrow.

This is the only feasible mode of new-seed-

ing low, or wet lands, for we cannot meddle
with them in the spring, and if we could, the

cultiviitcd crops never repay the expense of

cultivation, and tlie lands are left heavier than

when we commenced.
By adopting the process recommended, we

kill the growth of wild and sour grasses that

always are creeping into low grounds. We
have tlie benefit of a rolling green crop with-

out ilie expense of a fallow. We lay our.

land much more smooth tor the scythe than

we possibly ciui in the spring. We avoid

the expense of planting such land. We have

a bed of .soil that lies lighter than land that

has been tilled; and we do this at a most
leisure season, when our teams are strong

and when the expense of keeping is trifling

when compared with spring feeding.

No clover should be sown at this season

;

that may be cast on after winter commences,
or on April snow; it will then be buried deep
enough, and will serve tor fall feeding. If

this process is repeated a few times, after

proper intervals, we should be under no ne-

cessity of manuring ! ! The old sod, turned

up, will make a sufficient compost for the

newly sown seed, and thus render our land

richer and riclier at every turn, provided we
anv grain. We arrive at tliis conclusion

from the ficl that the grasses do not exhaust

the M)il. For whether a field has lain three

years or six years in grass, we perceive not

the least difference in its richno.ss on plough-

ing it up to till ag:iin. Grass lanfls thould

be occasionally ploughed, for they bi-come

choked up with the riKiLs ; tlio ground is bound

out, but not impoverished by feeding or by

mowintr.— Yankee Farmer.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Secdiii oi Plants.

The seeds of plants contain the embryo,

or vital spark of the future plant, surrounded

by and enveloped in a suitable case contain-

ing oil, fari' a, or mucilago, adapted to the

nouri.^iimont and protection of the infant

plant, until i ;.cquires atre and viength to

send out ili^ fi.ie and delicate fibres of it«

rootei into uh -iljicent soil, in search of nutri-

ment for I :. - £, , r .,,,., u|u f.l.

The more paimp, full, and perfect the seeds

of plants are. tne more food they coulain for

the nourishnient of the plant in its infant

state, betbre it is weaned by being obliged to

seek its sub;~islence in the adjacent soil by
means t'v'if itu; fibres of its roots; and con-

sequenti/ lU constitution will be stronger

and better adapted to combat with future

difficulties in obtaining a subsistence during

the subsequent period of its existence.

WLiWet,

The more experience we have with this

production, the better are we pleased with it,

and the factor the deficiency of the pastures,

the present season, urges us to suggest the

propriety of firmers introducing its culture

into their respective systems of husbandry.

How fortunate would it be fitr those who are

now compelled to feed out their winter stock

of hay, had they been so fortunate as to flush

up a tew acres of their harvest fields, after

the grain was cut off| and put it down in

millet, to cut and feed to their stock. Two
acres of it in good ground, would yield grass

enough to soil twenty head of cattle six

week.s, and carry them in good condition into

the middle of autumn. Should such precau-

tion be taken in future, and the necessity for

the use of it as green food not occur, it could

be suffered to ripen its seed for market, the

which being threshed out, would leave a large

quantity of excellent provender to add to the

winter stock.

But whether drought should occur or not,

if cut and given to the milch cows, from its

succulence and nutritious qualities, it would
greatly add to the yield and quality of the

milk and butter, and thereby increase the

revenue of the dairy.

—

Farmer (Sf Gardener.

From the experience of others, do thou

learn wisdom, and from their feelings correct

thine own faults.
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For the Farmers' Cabinet.

A Hint for Correspondents.
Your correspondent T., Vol. 11., p. 356,

epeaking of destructive insects, says, " men
of science might render much service to the
country if they would turn their attention to

this branch of natural history and communi-
cate to the public the result of their investi-

gations in plain intelligible language, adapted
to the understandingsofthe people generally."

Now cannot our Radnor friend perceive
where the difficulty lies ? I may have studied

the subject of which he speaks—he says he
is ignorant of it—how then can I commu-
nicate my knowledge to him ? Every spe-

cies of knowledge—every branch of science
has—and in the nature of the case must have
—its own peculiar and appropriate language.
How then can I communicate my scientific

knowledge to him before he has learned the
only language in which it can be conveyed ?

Perhaps he does not yet appreciate the diffi-

culty. I will explain more fully. Was he
ever in a school where a large number of pu-

pils were just learning their first rudiments T

And why did not their teacher at once com-
municate to them the results of his more ab-

struse investigations, in arithmetic and the

mathematical .sciences, in language adapted to

their understandings, without dragging them
on for years through irksome and laborious pre-

paratory studies 1 Because itwould be impos-
sible for him to do so. He could no more cause
them to comprehend the algebraic equation

x-fy X 2y—

x

1 8=r 1-27—or to understand

5 3 4
the calculations of an eclip.se—than he could

the very stones in the wall. And why] be-

cause he would have to use language which
was not adapted to their understandings.

It is greatly to be regretted that the mass
of the people are disposed to exclaim against

scientific men tor rendering their knowledge
unintelligible to common minds. A little re-

flection ought to do away this disposition. A
few men devote their time and talents to the
advancement of science and its application to

the wants of mankind. And the people reap
the ad vantages of their labor unconscious from
whence they come. They too often even look

upon their benefactors with suspicion and
jealousy instead of feeling grateful for the

favors bestowed. I Ions' to see the time when
it will be otherwise. When the cultivators of

science will be considered among the greatest

benefactors of their race. When the rudi-

ments of general science will be taught in eve-

ry community—and even in all well regulated
schof)ls. When the public mind will be pre-

pared to appreciate and to understand scien-

tific instruction. And when such nion as your

correspondent T., will no longer say that they

are "entirely ignorant" of things which have

been before their eyes all their lives. If

practical men who are constantly in the best

possible situation io observe and to investigate

the habits of insects content themselves with

entire ignorance, how can we expect scien-

tific men to burst from the closet or the se*

elusions of the city to engage in the arduous

work. I would say to T., " first put thine own
shoulder to the wheel, and then call upon
Hercules and he will assist thee."

SCIENTIA.
New Garden, 9th mo., Ist, 18W.

Ploughing every other year.
The proper rotation of crops has been a

subject ofmuch investigation among judicious

farmers in all countries ; and in all probability

it is a subject concerning which definite and
strict rules can be laid down, such as the va-

rying influence of difference of soil, climate,

and seasons. We examined a piece of wheat
the other day, on the farm of E. Wood, Esq.,

(Winthrop,) which seemed to indicate that

ploughing every third year was preferable to

letting the land lie a greater length of time

before it should be disturbed by breaking up
the sward.

The piece was apparently of the same
quality of soil throughout, and had been treat-

ed in the same way, excepting, (if we mis-

take not,) one part had been broken two years
ago and laid down, w hile the other part had
been in grass a longer time. The difterence

as exhibited by the present appearance of the

wheat was in favor of the piece which had
been mowed but one year. The wheat on
that piece was taller and of better color, and
will undoubtedly yield a considerable more
grain at the harvest. It is true that one ex-

periment does not always establish a fact, but

the above is very good evidence in favor of

stirring the ground of\en. It has ever been a
tact with a majority of the farmers throughout

New England, (the north part of it, at least,)

that they do not stir the land enough—that they
are too sparing in the use of the plough, and
suffer their fields to get too much exhausted
ofvegetiible matter, waiting until they become
covered with a thm crop of spire gniss. In

England, ploughing is a distinct branch of
farming, and a ploughman with his team is

kept almost constantly at work in some of
their large establishments. Now it would not

always be proper or prudent for us to liillow

English rules of farming in this country, but

we may take useful hints from them ; and it

.seems to us that one strong hint is, keep the

plough going more constantly.

—

Maine Far-
mer.

The simple man is the beggar's brother.
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Destruction by Grasshoppers.

It is ad iiitted by every tanner with wliom
we have conversed, tfuit the srrasshoppers have
been far more numerous and destructive the

present s^^son than any former one within

their rec illection. In former years their de-

vastation-! were principally confined to clover

fields, turneps, cabbages and the more delicate

vejjetablos, but since their visitation the past

summer and present autumn, their appetites
appear to have taken a more various range,

I

so that nothing goes amiss with them; for

)
with their increased numbers their appetites

I have lost a large portion of that fastidiousness

which heretofore confined their ravages to a

I
few plants. Among the plants upon which

I
they have preyed, is the corn in this section

' of country. A few days since, in walking
I
through a small patch on our place, we dis-

1 covered that they had made free use with it.

:
Upon one ear we discovered them at work, and
as the injury was extensive, we plucked it off

in order tlia we might hang it up in our office

as a memento of their inordiriate appetites.

About one-third of the hu.sk had been eaten
off, and as far as the husk was off they had
also eaten the the kernels and were then en-
gaged in penetrating the cob. This, as far

a.s we know, is a novel demonstration of their

destroying powers, and as they are by no
means an insignificant enemy, we record the
fact, with the view that the subject may elicit

the attention of farmers.

We learnt a few days since from a friend

that an acquaintance residing in Carroll co.,

Md., had assured him, that they had destroyed
about fifty young apple trees in his orchard.
What remedy is to be applied we cannot say,
for so subtle an enemy is not easily trapped.
We have .seen it stated that ducks placed on
patches of vegetables where they have been
at work have been found useful in some parts
of our country, and from the habits of ducks,
and the shyness of the grasshopper, we should
think they might be so. It is said also that
fires impregnated with the smell of tar or
brimstone, placed to the windward, so as that
the smoke will range over the field, will pro-
tect the growing plants. If either of these
remedies will answer, we think they are emi-
nently deserving of trial.

[The above we copy from the Baltimore

Farmer and Gardener. A gentleman who
returned a few weeks since from New Jersey

informed us, " that the ravages of the gras.s-

hopper had become really alarming, especially

in some parts ofMonmouth county. He says,

on one occasion, in company with some friends

they observed, what at first sight appeared to

be an immense quantity of feathers floating

in the atmosphere, but contiiiiung for a great

length of time it excited their curiosity, and

on a close examination, the cloud of feathers

proved to be a cloud of insects. They were
going in a S. E. direction; two of them were
taken. They resembled grasshoppers, were

of a bright, green color, about an inch long.

During their flight, which continued about an

hour, the air appeared to be filled with a long

silken web, some pieces, perhaps 20 to 30

feet in length, app£^rently spun by the in-

sect.]

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

TIic .TI 111berry—Silk, Ac.
For the information of those interc^stcd in the mul-
berry and silk business, we cheerfully give place to

the following letter from Mr. Chaiincey Stone, of

Burlington, N. J., to Dr. I. S. Naudain, of Delaware.

Mr. Stonk is a gentleman of intelligence, and has
had much practical experience in the business.—
We think liis statements worthy of consideration.

Burlington, N. J., Aug. lat, 1838.

Your letter of the 11th ult. was duly re-
ceived, in which a number of interrogatories
on the subject of silk growing, &c. were
addressed to me, but by reason of other en-
gagements I have been obliged to delay an-
swering them until the present time. In re-
plying to your questions it will be necessary for
me briefly to recapitulate them. " Question
1. Have you been long engaged in cultivating
the mulberry ? 2. What species of morus do
you deem preferable, and what kind of soil
suits it be.st. 3. What is the best mode of
propagating, planting, and managing it^ 4.
What is the value, expense, and^profiton an
acre of mulberries for the fir^t five years in-
clusive ? 5. What kind of worm do you con-
sider the mo!=t valuable .' fi. What helpdoes it

require to raise one hundred pounds of silk?
7. What buildings, fixtures, &c. are necessa-
ry in this latitude to raise one hundred prjunds
of silk] 8. What bounty or bounties does
the Legislature of your state offer to encour-
age the growth of silk ? 9. Is there a ready
market for cocoons and reeled silk 1 Any
other information you may be pleased to com-
municate in accordance with the foregoing
questions will be thankfully received and^duly
appreciated." I will endeavor to jri-ve each
of the.se questions, in their order, a fair inves-
tigation.

First.—" Have jou been long engaged in
cultivating the mulberry." I am one of the
number who first commenced the silk business
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in this vicinitv, and have devoted the two last

years with close application practically to the

culture of the morus multicaulis and rearinj!^:

the silk worm. '

Second.—" What species of moms do you I

deem preferable, and what kind o' soil mils
it best"!" I have taken much interest durintr

the last few years in comparino' the relative

qualities of the different mulberries; and at

present I know of none I deem preferable to

the morus multicaulis for this and the more
southern latitudes for the silk business. The
Alpine, the Canton, and the Brusa, are ex-

cellent species, and may be well adapted to

the more northern latitudes; but they are

clowcr of orrowth, and less productive of foli-

age. Most of the different species I have
seen, which are fourteen or fifteen varieties,

require four or five years prowfh before hav-

inar much foliage to part with ; but the mul-
ticaulis will yield a large quantify the first

year's growth without injury to the tree, and
tfi eaten with great avidity by the silk worm.
The mulberry that is most productive of

hmt is less productive of foliage. The mul-
ticaulis produces very little fruit, and is nr;t

jften grown from the seed. It will flourish

ivell on all soils where the peach tree does.

To select a location on which to plant a field

for the silk business, I would prefer undula-

ting grounds, having a deep mellow loam,

and mixed with sand and gravel sufficient to

prevent the soil from baking or crusting.

Third.— " What is the best mode of propa-

gating, planting, and managing it?" After

having the ground made mellow, lay out the

field in rows about four feet apart, and the

surest mode, by taking one season with ano
ther, is to lay the trees down full length and

cover deep enough to keep moist. The time

for planting in this latitude, I think, will be

during the first and second weeks in April,

in common seasons. By planting a field of

mulberries in this mode they must be taken

up in the autumn, as they will stand too near

each other to remain in the ground. But to

plant a field of mulberries not to be taken up
in the fall, my views are to lay out the rows
about five feet apart, and plant, in the rows,

roots or cuttings two feet apart, and in the

autumn take up every other tree in the rows,

leaving them standing four feet apart; the re-

mainder to have the tops cut off near the

ground in the fall. The following spring,

many shoots from each stump will start up
with vigor, and produce abundance of foliage,

and easy to be gathered. Where the field

is large, I think every filth row may be omit-

ted and not planted, but used as a passage
for a cart or wagon in which to trans-

port the foliage to the cocoonery. Our ex-

periments made this season has proved the

feoeibility, that mulberries treated in the

above manner will fulfil the most sanguine

anticipation.^.

Fowrth.—" W^hat is the value, expense and

profit, on nn ncrp of mn'bf rrii s :br the firnt

five years inclusive .'" To answer tfli^ it will

require some philosophical speciihiti(.n.^, as

the feeding of silk worms from rn ucr^ of

niulticnulis of four or five years' growth, has

not been done by me, or un<ier my obs-f-rva-

tion. At the rate of fitly pounds reeled silk

to the acre has been proaiicod from tlie firt-t

year's growth of trees. But from an acre

planted in the manner I have de^cribed,

thirty pounds the first year will be a fair pro-

duction, and by leaving the roots in tlie

ground and pruning the tops in the autumn,
I deem it not extravugant to estimate one hun-
dred pounds reeled silk ye;irly on an average,

the four succeeding years wfler the fir^t year's

growth of tree.--. After the cocconerict ar.d

fixtures for feedinir are prepai e<l, v> e cr.n feed

the silk worms and reel the silk at an expt pj^^e

not over two dollars and fifty ct^nts per prund,

and it is then worth from ibur dollars and fiCty

cents to six dollars a pound to themanuiiiClu-

rer.

Fifth.—"What kind of worm do you con-

sider the most valuable?" At present I

know of none I prefer to the white nuim-

motli worm so called, but we have a kind th;tt

spins a large yellow cocoon, and is a vory

good kind. The silk of the white is worth
most. We have a kind called the two crop

kind, as it can be re-produced the Siime year,

but they spin a small cocoon.

Sixth.— *' \\ hat help does it require to

rai.'e one hundred pounds of silk V it re-

quires a person having experience to lake

charge of the feedii'g, who can manate du-

ring the first week nlone aiter tlie worms
hatch, and the second week a boy or girl will

be wanted to pick leaves, and aiter tlmt anri-

ther person, equal to a full hand, will be all

that will be required to finish the crop, which
will be about three hundred thousand in num-
ber. By this calculation I cxpf ct the c(-c< on-

ery to be convenient to the mulberry fielil.

—

It requires two hands to chtiiige the worms
dexterously, but they can attend to that in

the morning when the dew will be upon the

leaves, and to gathering the foliage atler the

dew shall disappear. A stork of leaves will

always be wanted licl()re hand, lest there

should be rainy weather, when they cannot
gather them.

Seventh.—" What buildings, fixtures, &c,
are necessary in this latitude to raL-^e one hun-
dred pounds of silk?" Common rough made
buildings will answer well to feed in. I have
seen a couunon barn used as a cocoonery, and
the silk worms do exceedingly w ell. They
like a gentle current of fresh air to keep them
healtlifuL The fixtures &c., such as we have
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ndopted in this place f)r teedinp, I (Jo.st;rilK'ii

lo you in a fbimor letter. [See FarimTs'

Cabinet, Vol. II., pai^c :^3I.] Our (i.Miires

for spinnin<T are common -sawed lath pl.iceii

about tliree inches apart on the underside ot'

the shelves, and some simple means fixed for

the worms to mount up on. They spin their

cocoons in the corners, where the lath comes
in contact with the shelf.

Eiffhth.—" What bounty or bounties does

thele^nslature of your state offer to encourajre

the growth of silk :" The legislature of New
Jersey at its session passed a law granting
fifteen cents premium, per pound, on cocoons
the production of this slate, and to be in Ibrce

five years.

Ninth.—"Is there a regular market for

cocoons and reeled silk i" There are regular

markets at fair prices for cocoons produced
near where manufacturing silk has now be-

gan. . The transportation of large bodies of
cocoons to a distanc(; is not practicable. The
maniitiiotiirers are anxious to obtain all the

good reeled silk our country can produce at

present, and for some years to come, and pay
a muci) higher price than for the best import-

ed. Those who raise silk and wishing to sell

it in its raw state had better reel it into skeins,

and it is then in a merchantable condition.

Mr. Gamaliel Gay is the inventor of a set

of machinery which is now in use in this

place, that first spools the silk from the co-

coons, and is then doubled and twisted into

sewing silk, and is thought will answer a good
purpose.

I have answered your interrogatories in a

manner that appears most feasible to my views
but I do not pretend to lay down any particu-

lar modes or systems as applicable to all fu-

ture generations.

Respectfully yours,

Chauncey Stone.

Jos. S. Naudain, M. D., Middleton, Del.

For the Farmers' Cabinet

mulberry Trees.
I agree entirely with your correspondent

T. S. P., Vol. II. p. 21, of the Cabinet, in con-

sidering the Maclura, or Ossage Orange, the

very be«t plant known to us, for the purpose
of forming a hedge, and regret exceedingly
the difficulty of procuring seed. As a sub-

stitute, I would recommend a near relative,!

which, although it bears no thorns, mav be

made to answer the purpose of a hedge, and
source of supply to a multitude of silk-

worms. I allude to the Italian white mulberry
tree. This, when the mania for growintr tlie

multicaulis has passed away (as it certainly

must in a few years,) will again be used for

feeding them. The seed may be sown in a

bed, and the trees transplanted at one year

(lid, to where they are inlcndi.-d to retnain iti

the hedge row, .say i2 inches apart. Keep
tiiem headed down to make them bush out
from tlie root, then bfigiu at the right hand
on<l of the row, and p'lss a shoot on the inside

of the second, and the outside of the third

tree ; returning, pass a snoot from the third on
the outside of the second and inside of the
first tree, interlacing them in this manner, at

a distance of about six or eight inches from
each other, the whole length of the row.

—

This will form a fence for the support of the
other sh(X)ts, which will in three or four years
be so firm and compact, as to confine any cat-

tle whatever. You will then have a good
hedge, from which you may at any time cut
with a briar hook or other implement, as ma-
ny twio-s with their leaves, as is required, and
the more you cut them the firmer they will

grow. MoRus.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Reply to Observer om Insurance*

Observer gathers up rough words and usea
them so at random, that I think sometimes he
hurts people more with his manner than he
benefits them with his knowledge. This ha-
bit, with the good opinion he is so apt to

maintain of any new or novel notion tiiat may
fall in his way, makes it difficult to reason
with him; besides a little unpleasant. For
those reasons J would rather not come in

contact with Observer without there was
more room for rough and tumble than there is

in the short and narrow columns of the Cab-
inet; but his last essay upon insurance is in

my opinion .-o erroneous, and calculated to do
so much mischief with those who may believe
him, that I have concluded to throw together
a few desultory remarks upon the subject of
his essay.

Observer says—"The fact is—insurance
is a speculation—a game of chance—a species
of gambling, in which the chance of the game
is always in favor of the insurer and against
the insured. Ii is a kind of lottery, wherein
the insured pays to the insurers not only all

the remunerating fund which they are to re-

ceive back in case of loss—but they also pay
the whole expense of the policy and furnish
the profits of the game besides. Just so of
lotteries, the purchasers of the tickets pay all

the prizes—defray the expense of the scheme,
and also the profit of the game besides."

Now these are Observer's facts. "Insu-
rance a kind of lottery"—and v;hy ? because
"the insured pays to the insurers not only all

the remunerating fund which they are to re-
ceive back in case of loss, but all other ex-
penses of the game." Now this "fact" ap-
pears at first view very plausible, and is well
calculated to generate prejudice, and start the
hue and cry of fraud »nd gambling against
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insurance companies, and by this means sweep
all before it ; coming before us as a " fact,"

we suppose the author has made himself well

acquainted with the subject he pretends to

inform others upon. But stojj—let us inquire

and know whether those things are so. How
are insurance companies organized 1 By in-

dividuals depositing or pledging a large sum
of money, say $.50{),000, in the form of stock

to pay losses upon tires;—and whose losses

do they pay ! The losses of their customers

when they are so unfortunate as to meet with

them ; the very persons whom Observer says

"pays to the insurers not only all the remu-

nerating fund which they are to receive back

in case of loss, but all other expenses." In-

surance companies generally invest their cap-

ital in permanent securities ; by this opera-

lion we will suppose they receive a fair inter-

est for their money ; their profits therefore

great or small, all their expenses, and the

risk of the whole capital must be met by the

small premiums they receive. The game,
as Observer calls it, often turns in their favor

;

but sometimes it is otherwise, when whole

companies are broken up, their capital lost,

and individuals ruined who have vested too

largely in the stock ; look at the devouring

fires in New York, in Charleston, and many
other places that have either ruined the com-

panies or greatly injured the capital. These

are the " gambling insurers" that always keep

on the safe side; who play "a game always

in fa /or of the insurers and against the in-

sured." Comment here is unnecessary ; Ob-

server's facts upon the main point are all used

up.

Let us now examine the subject of lotte-

ries. How are those establishments formed,

and in what way do they operate 1 Just as

Observer says, " the purchaser of the tickets

pays all the prizes—defrays the expenses

of the scheme, and also all the profits of the

game ;" so that in comparing a lottery with

the insurance company I have described, Ob-

server has made an error in his calculation

of half a million of dollars in the insurance,

and fifteen per cent, in the lottery capital.

As to principle. Observer's own plan of in-

surance is as much a "species of gambling"

as the institution he complains of: one plan

may be more economical than another, but

the principle in a moral point of view is the

same ; but no insurance bought either at a high

or low premium can have any resemblance to

gambling; there is no lottery in it; you may
buy insurance too high like any thing else,

but to talk about it being a thing of chance

in the sense in which the word is here used,

a mere hap hazard kind of affair, is perfectly

futile and rediculous; a misapplication of

terms. When money is paid for insurance val-

ue is received ; because it is &8 valuable for a

man to diminish his losses, as to increase hLs

profits. Is a man a gambler because he builds

a parapet wall to his neightor's house, or

covers his barn with slate? No— neither i»

an insurer. The money paid in both cases is

to lei^son the risk of loss, and monry cannot

be spent for an object more just, fair and

praiseworthy.

There is no more comparison between in-

surance and lotteries, than there is between

incendiaries, who set fire to houses, and

the generous hearted firemen who put fires

out. A lottery office in a neighborhood may
be compared to a grog shop, an insurance to

a good bridge over a deep and dangerous

stream. One leads you to ruin, the other

safely away from danger. Insurance has

grown up in the community upon the virtues

of the people, lotteries upon their vices; if

Observer can find comparison here he is

welcome to it.'

The plan proposed by Observer is a very

good one, and I hope it will grow into gen-

eral use. Mutual insurance bar done well in

New England, but it is not yet in operation

in his neighborhood, and can answer no prac-

tical purpose until it is ; but if his essay should

prevent some honest farmer from insuring un-

til it is too late, it will be but little satisfaction

for him to know that saving a few dollars from

the grasp of " gambling speculators" has de-

prived him of the means of rebuilding his

barn. Farmers—if you are not in a situation

to bear the loss of fire, insure your property;

insure it on the best terms you can— but in-

sure it.

Observer may suppope Tarn intpre,sfed in

insurance stock ; but so far from this being the

case, I have been a subject of profitable

"speculation" to these "gambling insurers;"

I have during the last 26 years paid on an
average something over $;28 per annum, and

have not been burned out once. This kind

of game, according to Observer, holds out

strong inducements to become insurer ; but

this effect has not been produced ; I have du-

ring the above period " speculated" i good deal

in bank and insurance stock, but from a con-

viction of their instability I hare exchanged
them all for banks of earth, and stocks of

Durham cattle.

In conclusion, I will remark, that I look

upon msurance companies among the noblest

and wisest of human institutions, deserving

both the approbation of an enlightened com-
munity, and a high rate of interest for the

risk necessarily attending such investments.

Subscriber.

Whatever be the size of a family, every

member of it should be employed either in

earning, or saving something valuable.
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For the Farmers' Cabinet.

" Gather up the Fragments, that nothing he lost."

TOP DRESSING.

Nature always manures the soil by top-

dressings, the rains carryintj down the decom-

posed wjlution to the roots of plants : ran man
do better than to imitate and assist her in her

operations for his benefit 1

PREPARATION OF FOOD.

It is not what goes through an animal that

nourishes him, but what remains in him.

—

Therefore prepare the food for animals, so that

it will be thoroughly digested, that it may
become a component part of their bodies, and
" not be cast off in the draught."

HUSHAND YOUR MANURE;
It is the stuff out of which grass and grain

is made.

ECONOMY.
The crumbs of manure should all be care-

fully swept up for preservation and use. Ma-
ny littlps make muck, and much wants more.
Enough is more than we have.

FAMILY CONVERSATION.
Sensible, judicious conversation in the fam-

ily circle, exercises an important and salutary

influence in forming the minds, and regulat-

ing the opinions of children and young people,

and should be resorted to, as the most efficient

means of regulating their future movements
in life.

NECESSITY OF GOOD EXAMPLE.
Children are prone to follow the e.xample,

and to fall into the habits of those they asso-

ciate with; hence the importance ofexcluding

them from the society of the immoral, the ig-

norant, the vulgar and the lazy; for it is as

much a duty to protect them from moral as

from physical disease, and of the two, the

former is most to be dreaded.

APPEARANCE INDICATIVE OF CHARACTER.

The appearance of a farm, its buildings,

and the live stock belonging to it, indicate

with surprising accuracy the character and
I etandmg of its owner; if" they look well,

I well ; if bad, bad. A judicious traveler won't

I
miss in summing up his opinion once in fifly

I times.

BOYS
That have been properly reared are men in

point of usefulness at sixteen, whilst those

that have been brought up in idle habits are
nuisances at twenty-one.

REMEDY.
The best remedy to prevent a failure of

crops, is plenty of manure and good tillage.

A GOOD RICH SOIL

Retains moisture much longer than that which
is exhausted and poor.

THE FOOD OF PLANTS
Is neither more nor less than the principle

of which they themselves are composed.

THINKING.

Those who don't think correctly, will not
be likely to act well.

TRUE PLEASURE.
The pleasure resulting from having done

something useful, is without alloy. Who has
not observed witii satisfaction, the cheerful,

pleasant countenances of children, beaming
with delight after having executed some lit-

tle duty, or work of utility.

THE POWER OF SCIENCE.

The transmutation of the baser metals into

gold and silver, is a small affair compared with
changing darkness into light, want into plen-

ty, misery into happiness : yet science can do
all this. R.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Ice IIousc§.
" Home," Sept'r. 29th, 1838.

I observed a communication in the last

number of the Cabinet by " Subscriber," say-

ing the larger the house the better the ice

keeps—now this is self-evident. But the
matter is to construct one suitable for any
private family that shall preserve the ice from
January to January. I should be much in-

debted for such a communication, as I wish
to build one this season.

Subscriber says one nine feet square by nine
fept deep will hold 27 cart loads; my opinion
is they must be small cart loads ; it matters
not; we know these dimensions will hold
just so many solid feet—therefore need not
be measured in any other way ; hut I think 19
cart loads would come nearer filling it.

Also in the same number is another article

over the signature of "A Phila. Co. Farmer,"
which looks to me to be about the thing.

—

Would he be so liberal as to extend his view
and state for in'brmation how many cartloads
it takes to fill those dimensions—16 feet by
12, and 16 feet deep.

Public Good.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

The Apple Year.
Why do our apple orchards bear tis a full

crop every second or third year only] Are
the trees so much exhausted by overbearing
as to require an intervening year to recover
their energies, or is it the habit of the tree
so to do ? If the first be the cause, the effect

would be prevented by raking ofl^ when qtiite

small, about one-half of the apples. If the
second, I would suggest that stocks be bud-
ded from trees that bear well in the interval
to equalize the product, and make every year
an apple year. Pomum Secundum.
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For llie KaririiTs" Caliiiiet.

Who don't love good fruit ?

The effect of lime on orchards and on

grounds in which fruit trees are planted, is

stated to be very beneficial ; it impioves their

liealth and promotes their (,'rowth, and it i.«

said to improve the quality of the fruit. Tiic

food or pasture of the trees is increased in

quantity, and improved in quality by the ap-

plication, and it is doubtless an nnportant

agent in destroying the grubs and v/orms

which are fo destructive to fruit trees by the

wounds which they inflict, as well on the

tender, absorbent fibres of the roots, as on the

branches and trunk.

The good effects of lime on appic and

peach trees is perceptible in a short time, and

it is believed equal benefit will be derived

from its application, by all other kinds of fruit

trees.

Let us try it without delay, for it is uni-

versally known that good fruit is never pro-

duced by an unhealthy tree.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Noxious Weeds.

Friend Libby,—Agreeably to the sug-

gestions of Farmer, Vol. II. page 328 of the

Cabinet, I send you a few dried specimens of

weeds found on the border of our city, hoping

my example may be followed by others, and

a collection thus made for the inspection of

our country friends. Among them you will

find the Canada thistle, and the three spired

clot burr, (xanthhun spinosuni,) two formi-

dable weeds that should not be suffered to

intrude themselves upon any respectable

neighborhood. The first having perennial,

creeping, as well as deeply descending roots,

very tenacious oflife, and I believe can only be

destroyed by a large portion of salt, or caustic

lime. The latter is an annual ; when young
and the spires are sofl, it may be pulled up

by hand, if armed with a buckskin glove

;

when old you will require a pick, or a pair of

blacksmith's tongs to effect the same object,

or it may be destroyed by cutting when the

seed is nearly ripe.

Yours, truly, Rambler.

The specimens referred to above may be

examined at the office of the Cabinet. Our

correspondent Rambler will please accept

our acknowledgments. lie has set a good

example.

Patience, application, and courage over-

come all difficulties.

Fur the F'ar.-.p-ro' (nbii-.i-;.

Agriculture of C'trulrui !••« itiisylvanla.

As it iiiyy be iiitere.-tjiig to .'orne of your

readers to know hnvv we larin, s-ituated as wo
are in the heart of the state, and we (dirbelves

having a little ambition to Le ktiown abroad

;

we propo-^e giatifyinu it by .'^otting forth some
of (nir views on ufjiicullurai subjicts tor their

perusal. 1'e.n.V.s Vallkv, Irom which we
write, is fiirtlie most part a heavy limestone

.•^oil, and lertile. Our principal crops are

corn, oats, wheat, and rye. We generally

sow clover, or cl<;ver and timothy on the rye,

and then break up for corn; the other crops

follow as they are above .-irraniied. But there

are frequent deviations from this rotation.

—

Rye is nfit vfilued mucii, and i.« not so mucii

cultivated as the other crop.-;. We plant corn

in the end of Apnl, or leginnicg of ^Jay,

preferrino early planting; lor tliehitjumer s-ea-

son is coritrtcted very i>iiicii with us of late

years. Early spring ploughing is universally

preferred to tall ploughing, i()r onr farmers

maintain, that, at le.i.st in tiii.'^f-oii, tiiey obtain

a better tiltii by the ibruier practice, and are

more secure against the cut worm, especially

if there is frost after it is plouohed. It is

plastered as soon as it is up. When a fipw days
old it is harrowed. Eij,'ht or ten d.iys after-

wards the cultivator is used, and in about ten

days more the plough. The average yield

is fifty or sixty bushels per acre. Some ot*

the Duttoncorn was planted here last t-pring,

but as the season has been very unfavorable

to it we have not decided on its merits. Ma-
ny farmers sow clover in the corn, and fallow

for wheat tiie next year. In this way the

best crops of wheat are raised. But, most
generally, oats are sown on the cornstalks.

—

As soon as the oats harvest is ended, all hands
are busy, getting out the manure on the stub-

ble. One good deep ploughing is found to

answer as well as two or three, the labor is

much less, and the husbandry not so foul.

—

Tiie average crop of wheat may be set at

twenty-five bushels per acre. The use of lime
is not fully introduced here yet, though its

value is appreciated,—not properly, perhaps.

In our soil we prel'cr leaving the surface

rough and cloddy, rather than reducing it to

a fine mould, because tiie elods moulder around
the roots of the wheat andafibrd it protection

through the winter. We have fruit of vari-

ous kin<ls in abundance, excepting peaches,

which do not flourish here. Our orchards are

principally of natural fruit, thouch many im-
proved fruits have bren lately introduced. It

would be very gratifying to some of us Avho

wish to plant next season, to find in your use-

ful paper before long„a list of a choice collec-

tion of fruits, suited to farmers in general,

with tlie necessary descriptions, &c.
This is a rude sketch of our rude eystein
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of firmin<r, and though our success i.s in gen-

eral satisfactory
;
yet ail are bent on improve-

ment, whicii is evident by the interest t:tken

in your valuable paper. But alter all we ac-

knowledge our chicfdepetulence on abenijrn

Providence, <:ivinij us " the early and the lat-

ter rain," and conducting the mysterious pro-

cess of ve^'-etation throufjfh all its various

etaffes to the " full corn in the ear." And
we dread the base ineratitude of rendering

tliat rich supply, which he has made for our

daily bread, subservient to the destruction of

our racp. We dread tiie poison as we dread

the arch fiend whose purposes it serves.

But enotigli fur once -perhaps too much

Aratores.
Cenlte co , Ta., Si?prr. 24th, lri:?8.

CC/'The request of Aratores shall be at-

tended to—probably in our next We hope

to hear from him aijain.

Apple Butter.

Bein? at the house of a g-ood old German
friend in Pennsylvania, in September last, we
noticed upon the table what was called apple

butter; and finding it an agreeable article, we
inquired into the modus operandi in making it.

To make this article according to German
law, the host should in the autunm invite his

neighbors, particularly the young men and
maidens, to make up an apple butter party.

Being assembled, let three bushels of tliir

sweet apples be pared, (]uariered, and the

cores removed. Meatiwhile let two barrels

of new cider br- boiled down to one-half.

When this is d^)ne, commit the prepared ap-

ples to the cider, and henceforth let the boil-

ing go on briskly and systematically. But to

accomplish the main design, the party mustj
take turns at stirring the contents without

i

cessation, that they do not become attached

ti the side of the kettle and be burned. Let
this stirring go on till the liquid becomes
concrete—in other words, till the amalga-
mated cider and apples become as thick as

hasty pudding—then throw in seasoning of

pulverized alspice, when it may be considered

as finished, and committed to pots for future

U£0. This is apple butter—and it will keep
sweet for very many years. And depend
upon it, it is a capital article for the table

—

very much superior to any thing that comes
under the name of apple sauce.

—

Gospel
Banner.

Ottiaiitity of rain which has fallen in cnch month
since Jujiiiary I, 18:18. Inches.

1st Mioiuh 2.20
'Jil inoiil I -J. 19
."I'l nion h 3.17
4th III iith SS'i
itii iiioiiHi, :t.57

(>th iii'inth am
7Ui iimn-l 2.37
i-tli month -^.78

".ithintinth 9.51

I'hiladtilphia. Oct. 1, 18:J8.

A niMnber of communications have been necessarily
(l.'t'i rrcd until our next.

trT? Thp rfenlar nionililv mei-tine of liii- llnrticultii-

ral Sorif'l'., u ill Ix' lirM lit Uie usual place, on '^up^'llay

I'VcMiiijf. t(i" Kills in-iaut.

The ni"('tinp of tlie AericuItMral Siicisty will be held
ill the Philosophical Mall, in Fifth Sitreet, below Chi-s-

nut, oil Weiliie.'iilay iiioriiine, -Tlh inst., at 11 o'clock.

MMllSjea'ry Trees.
We ait> r;-(iii(;;trd to sf;it • that 7.Tr. J. I?. Spencer

CcnilMViile, Q,:i<:<:ii .Anns county, Kastern Shore of
Marylaiul. has several thousand prime MUi.BERRY
Tr{i;i',S for sail?, warranted ?''iiuiiie, and of good
.'r'wtli : « ill h-' sold by the foot or single tree, to bo
rjelivcrel tliis fall. Letters of inquiry, post paid, will
1)0 ilulv atieiid.!(l to.

A small but ^ond FMrm for sale.

Cliristian Tabl^r, of Jet^rson. Maryland, has sent us
an advrrtispiiirMit in which he offers his farm at privatb
sale. We are iinilT till" necessity of derlinins the pub-
lica;ioii of advnisemenls of this character, or out
slic; would h" almost entirelv tilliTJ \\ ith them. The
farm off-red for sale bv VTr. Tahler, i^ situated in Mid
dl.'iown V'allev, Froilcrick Cfiunty, Maryland, near the
village of Jetf-rson, and within 91 miles of Frederick.
It possesses all the advantages of good neighborhood.
The farm contains Jl acres. The improvements are
n stone dwellin!'. wiih all necessary outbuildings,
saw iiiill.&r. Tli >re is also a good assortment of trees,
b-aring excrll'iit fri:it. There are now about two
tlinii--arKl iniillr-rrv trees growing on the premises.
I'or fiirthfr information, application must be made (if
by Iftier post pal. I, lo the owner as above.

rrf"The report of the Agricultural Society of this city,

did not reach us in season for our present number.
The annual agricultural exhibition and sale will be
held at Elliott's tavern, on the Lancaster road, about
a mile and a half from the Permanent Bridge, on the

day of October iust.

Cjiiaie Show.
A meeting of tlie (^HE«TrR and Druwa^e ConNTT

AoRirLr.Tt'mt PorivTY will be held at the house of
Mr. ,Ios.'ph P MrCInllan, in the borough of West-
ch-.-ler, on Wedtiesday, !7th of October next, for the
purpose ot EviiiBtTioN and (^attie Show.
Farmers and others interested in or connected with

agripiiltiiral affairs, are respectfullv invited to forward
to tlie I'xliihition a;iv iniproved stfick of a superior
quality in their possfssioii : farmini.' utensils, articles
of dom.-stic manufacture, or any thing else embraced
within tlie usual objects of an agricultural society.

13y order of th- Society
JOHN T. HUDDLESON.

Sec. pro tern.

Cattle §how.
.^t ameeting of Directors of the .Agricultural Society

of New Castle County, Del, on the 34th Sept., it was,
on motion,

Rpfnlrrd. That a Cattle Show be held on fourth day,
(Wednesday,) the 2itM of I th month, 'Ontober,! and
that Dr. Thomson, S, Wollaston and William Chandler
be a committee to nominate Judges at an adjourned
meeting.

R'sn/rd, That in ronsequcnce of the injurious effects
of the recent drought, no Horticultural Exhibition will
be held this fall.

licsolred. That nil persons having animals to exhibit,
bn reiiuested to inform some one or more of the follow-
ing committee of arrangement at least a week before-
hand, how many and what kind of stock they intend
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r.xliihiiinp, so that pt-ns may be prepari'il to accuiiiiKi-

cint- thetn, viz: S. Wollasto'n, W. Cliaiidltr, B. Webh,
Edward Tatnall, and Dr. Thomson.

H. GIBBONS, See.

9th mo. 24th, 1838.

A number of distinguished agriculturists from the

surrounding states have been invited lobe present at

the Wilmington Cattle Show, on the •24th inst., and to

dine with the company. We expect, therefore, an in-

teresting day for our Delaware farmers.

State of the markets.
Philadelphia, October 6, 1^3^.

Grain.—Supplies of Wheat have been limited, and
no sales of any extent have been effected. Owing to

the decline in the price of flour, buyers hold off for later

advices from Europe. Small sales ofgood Delaware in

store at $1 78 a 1 80. Our quotations are nominal in

the present state of the market. Rye—No sales of
magnitude. A cargo of 1.5,000 bushels from Odessa has
arrived, imported for distillation. Com—Demand mo.
derate with limited supplies Sales of 2,"0i husliils

Pennsylvania round yellow at 9-'i delivered on board,

to 9.1 cents afloat; 200ii do. Southern flat yellow, by

captains at 90 cents ; 3000 do. do. by dealers, at iKt for

inferior to 95 for good quality ; a cargo of l.tiOii buRlii-ls

at 95 cents. Barley—A cargo of l,IOii bushels good
new crop North River sold at $1 16 per bushel. Malt-
A lot of 51J(I bushels North River sold at .$1 37|. Vat.-'

are plenty, and prices have declined Sales of U a

12,0l«> bushels Southern afloat at 42 a 43 cents early in

the week ; later at 40 cents per bushel.

Flour and Meal.—There has been a material decline

ir the price of Flour; the nominal price of fair to good
brands is k^ 50 per bbl. but the sales are only in small
lots for city use. Old stock, $8 2.5. Rye Flour is dull,

a small sale at $5 .50 per bbl. Corn Meal—Small sales

for shipment at $4 00 per bbl. Puncheons are held at

fviO, and Brandywine$2l each.

Provisions—In Beef and Pork the sales continue
limited and for want of stocks. The same may be said

with regard to Bacon, of which the market is very

poorly supplied, and prices remain stationary. Butter

is arriving more freely, and good quality in kegs is

offered at 20 cents with but few buyers. We quote 18

to 20 cents to-day. /.arrf—Sales of several hundred
kegs Western from second hands, at I4i cents per lb.

on time ; small sales of Jersey at 14^ a 15 cents, cash.

Potatoes—A cargo of Northern mercer are selling

m lots of 20 to 200 bushels from vessel, at 70 cents. A
lot of 100 bbls. sold at $1 50 each. 1,000 bushels from
Troy sold at 75 cents.

Plaster—Cargo sales on both fronts of the city, at

%A per ton.

Flax—A sale of 5,000 lbs. swingled, at 7 cents per

lb., cash.
Wool—The market has been exceedingly animated,

and the operations in Domestic Wool within the last

ten days, have been larger than they have ever been

before, during any similar period of time in this city.

I'liilaililplii.i haviiiji hriNiniu Iln- It-aiiiiiL' ni.irk, t iir thi.*

country lor tli« ^^alcof thi!" irnat ami impi riant .iiaple,

by means of our »taie iinprovrnieiiti^ with livt west,
we shall drvotc unu.«iial altrntion in our report.' to
furnish i-nrly and correct inforniatioii ri'specting the
/tnlertfthe market. Our Ftate is peculiarly adapted
for raising sheep, and in many dislricts their increase
has been very rapiil;al the : ame time •.reat attention
has been paid to improve the breed. In Washineton
county alone, in lf;ili. there were :t9J,"(>0 sheep, many
oflhem of the be.it breed, the aggretate amount of
whose wool exceeded one million of pounds. Manu-
facturers being now well supplied with water by the
recent rains, and their slocks of old wool being genc^
rally very li-iht, have come freely into the market.

—

The ageregate saFes within fen days, amount to
i;iu,(iO() lbs. Prices generally hare not advanced since
our last, but sales can be more readily eflected at these
rates, and in some cases an improvement of 1 to 2J
cents per lb. ha.s been obtained, .Amo»g the sales we
note al>out Hi,i 00 rhs. prime fleeces at .Ml centi. li mog.
delivered in another market ;

2">, on lbs. embracing
prime fleeces at .50 a .5-,4 ; other grades in proportion,
(i inos. ; 27,1111(1 lbs. embracing Wi bafes of extra fine,

prime Saxony, from Washington county, at 6u; very
prime fleeces .")4

; } blood 4.^^. and i lo ido 4:t tents, on
time; 50 hales good prime fleeces .5.

; J Idood 41 cents,
<i mop. The otJjer sales were at nearly the s.iine rates-,

and the op.'rations have materially reduced ih<- stocks.

.\ lot of -JS bales liueiios Ayrcs wool s<dd at Kl cents
per lb.

Cattlr Market—There were offered fast week at
the different ("attle Markets. ' o Reeves : ly Cows and
Calves ;

.5"0 Hogs, and I. 'i li Sherp.

Deef Caltli'— Prices have advanced t'rom .50 to 7.5 cents
per loolbs. Sales of very fair to prime qiiafiry at S8 25
to 2.5 per cwt. aver: ging over .f- '.:t\ about 2.5 hearl
unsold. Cows and Calves— All the off-ring sold at

from iSn to 24 for Dry Cows, and ^-iS to H7 for Milch
Cows and Cows with Calves. A few extra at $40,
Calves at $5 2-5 to 5 75 per cwt. Hogs—Part of the
supply was from the west ; 52.5 head sold at §0 7.5 to

7 25. averaging near $7 00. Sheep-- Suppiv nearly all

taken at $1 23 to 2 87| for Sheep, and si liO to 2 UU
for Lambs.

Flour ANn Grain.—Prices of Flour and Wheat »t
the latest dates were as follows :

—

Boston, Oct. 6.— Flour, Genesee, ^S 75 a !) 00. Cora,
$1 02 for white, and %\ 00 for yellow, per bushel.
New York, Oct. 6.—Flour, good Ohio, 88 25 a 8 62;

common brands. Canal, $8 (*7i a 9 oo.

Baltimore, Oct. 6.— Flour, City Mills, 800 bbls. soW
full last week's prices : Howard street, from store,
87 87i; wagon price. $7 50 ; Wheat, white, $1 70 a 1 75;
Red, ^1 60 a 1 63 ; Yellow Corn, 95 a 96 cents ; White,
90 a 93 cents
Richmond, Oct. 2.—Wheat, Red, $1 50 a 1 55.

Petersburg, Oct. 2.—Flour, $9 liO a 10 00 per barrel
Wheat, «l 60 a 1 70.

Fredericksburg, Oct. 2.—Flour, 87 50. Wheat, «1 50
a.91 60.

Cincinnati, Sept. 29.—Flour, $5 62 a 6 00. Wheat,
8106. Corn, 62. Oats, 43. Potatoes. 81 25.
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For the Farmers' Cabinet.

The following letter was addressed liy Joseph Paxton,

Esq., an honorary niemlKjr of lli<> Pliila. Agricultural

Society, to a member of .said Society, residing in

Ulis city.

Catawifsa, Columbia Co. Fa., Octr. 11, 1833.

Dear Sir,—Knowing the deep interest

that you have taken in the promotion of agri-

culture, and possessing something of tlie same

spirit, induces me to communicate to you the

manner that 1 have pursued in farming a lot,

containing three acres and three quarters, ad-

joining our town. I have also farmed 130 or

40 acres to very good effect, a part of which

has produced quite equal to the lot ahove men-

tioned. This lot is on the second rise from the

river Susquehanna, and was formerly cov-

ered with yellow pine saplings—the soil is

rather light—I purchased it 14 or 15 years

since. I farmed it for seven or eight years

with wheat and clover alternately, mowing

the first crop of clover and ploughing down

the second, and sowing wheat after one

ploughing, and harrowing it in. I have had

40 bushels of clean wheat to the acre in this

way of farming, and found my land to improve.

In the autumn of 18:^3, I sowed timothy

seed shortly after my wheat, and in the spring

fbllowmg clover seed also, and had a good

crop of wheat in 1634.

In July 1335 I cut 16Uons of excellent tim-

othy and clover hay from this piece of land,

say worth $12 per ton, amt'g to $198 00

July ia36 cut 14i tons of hay at .1f!l2 174 00

July 1837 cut 15^ tons of hay at .$12

Oct. 18S6 had 636 bushels of corn

in the ear from 3^ acres of it, say

318 bushels of corn at 75c. per b.

Oct. 1838 had from i of an acre of

headlands of lot, 30 bu?hels of po-

tatoes at 75 cts. per bushel

Oct. 1638 had 200 pumpkins grown

among corn at 1 ct. each

Prod, of3| acre.' tor 4 successive yrs. $S2i 00

Cab.—Vol. III.—No. 5. i05

In the statement of the corn I have not

included 10 or 12 bushels of ear?, sold or taken

from the lot for boiling. The crop is rather

extraordinary for the season. Last fall I

ploughed down the sod that had been mowed

for liie three previous years, which sod had

been well manured the spring before—early

this spring it was well harrowed, and at

planting time it was furrowed out three feet

apart each way, and four grains put in each

hill, and two rows of p^^tatoes planned around

the lot The Cultivator was principally used

in dressing the corn, and at the last dressing,

one half the lot was reduced to two stalks to

the hill, leaving three stalks in the other half,

and taking care to let the thriftiest plants re-

main. In furrowing out, care was taken not

to turn up the sod.

On examination of the ear.'?, it was found

that where tliere were three plants to a hill

they were more numerous, but where there

were two only, the ears appeared to be larger,

ft was the large yellow corn that was grown,

and some of the ears were eight inches in

circumference, and many of them from 13 to

14-^ inches in length. The seed was taken

from stalks that had two or tliree ears on each,

taking the upper and the best one. The lot

has been sown with wheat since the com was

taken off; it bad been topped, and as the plough-

ing progressed, a man and boy pulled Cip the

sUlks and placed them in the furrows, with

the butt or root end towards the plough, and

in this way the whole of them are completely

buried, and if I mistake not, will decompose

and make a good i^ftanure. The ploughing

turned up the old sod which had not been ais-

turbed during the season, and it presents at

this time on the surface the appearance of a

rich coat of manure, and I v.-onld not exchange

the chance for wheat from this piece for that

186 00

238 50

22 .50

2 00
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of any other of the same size—if I live till

next harvest I will let you know the result.

I tliink there is an average crop of corn in

the valley of the Susquehanna, from this to

Wilksbarre, say 45 miles. The crop of hay
never was exceeded; wheat excellent; rye

and oats rather light, buckwheat very light,

having been destroyed in most instances by
the frost in the early part of September.

Respectfully, your friend,

Joseph Paxton.

On the Varieties, Properties, and Classifl"
cation of Wheat.

[Continued.]

ON THE NECESSITY OF PRESERVING CROPS
PURE.

Some corn factors have declared that it will

be impossible to grow wheat in this country,

of such fineness, whiteness, and beauty, as is

raised in the Polish Provinces ofVolhynia, and
Sandomir; unquestionably, ifsuccess should at-

tend the hufcbandmen in di.-^covering a variety,

as plump, white and thin skinned, as the cel-

ebrated white sort, a small portion of which
forms the precious part of that which is im-

ported under the name of " high mixed," it

might prove an interference with their line

of business; as the English baker would then

look to the English farmer, for the most val-

uable meal he requires.

In almost every branch of Horticulture, or

Floriculture, science, to meet the calls of

luxury, has succeeded in triumphing over the

impediments opposed to it by climate and dis-

tance. The pine, the peach, the melon, are

grown in equal, nay, some assert, in greater

perfection in England, than the indigenous

fruit; and the dahlia, geranium, and lily tribes,

are more varied than in their native soils, and

by seedlings are naturalized to ours.

These fruits and flowers are all classed and

named ; so are apples, pears, gooseberries, and

a multitude of other fruits. The " Coccngee,"

or " Siberian bitter sweet," may be recom-

mended as the best for cider, and no good ci-

derist would think of mixing every apple of

every color, ripe and unripe, for his mill, but

makes his selections from pure sorts, whose
properties and qualities are known. Strange

that the sarnc attention to selection and purity,

has been overlooked in that prndnct which is

the chief subtenancc and comfort of the hu-

man race.

It only remains to discover those wheats
which will grow in this climate, without be-

cominir flinty, or thick-skinned, ; and if they

cannot be obtained of varieties frf)m abroad,

tliey may be got from seedlings at home.
The Crncions Author of all things, mny

have bounteously spread and niultiplird this

precious plant, for the very purpose of lead-

ins men to seek out, and discover those eort£,

which are adapted for their respective cli-

mates ; and patient research only, may be re-
quired tf> ensure success May not some in-

telligent husbandman in Volhynia, perhapef

only a shrewd practical farmer, have discov-

ered one sort, which exactly suits its climate,

as also the market it is intended for ; and with-

out havmg written a treatise on the subject,

may he not have distributed it as a precious
boon to his countrymen? Is any corn factor

prepared to say, that all the wheat grown in

Volhynia, and Sandomir, is -plump and per-

fect 1 That no varieties are grown there,

which may appear coarse, lean, or shrivelled ?

Not having been there, I am unable to speak
from personal experience; but evidence, as

far as examination goes, and hearsay, lead one
to believe that there, as well as elsewhere,

seasons affect wheat, and deteriorate it, both

in its appearance and intrinsic value.

Hence, it is confidently assumed, that it only
remains to be ascertained which are the best

British wheats, in order to secure them of

British growth from the climates of England,
Ireland, and Scotland, as pure, plump, and
thin-skinned, as the choicest "high mixed." :

I have shown the great productiveness of
some sorts. I have often found, among some
ofthe Dantzic white wheat, a coarse red thick-

skinned sort, which in the ear was precisely

similar in appearance to the proper one to be
cultivated ; even so similar, as to be undistin-

guishable from it, when viewed by Professor

La Gasca and myself, through a magnifying
glass ; it was only on examining the grain,

that the inferiority of one of the two was
perceivable : therefore, where seed is not ori-

ginally procured pure, it should be selected,

and all the grains of a different shade from
the approved sort, removed ; or the mixture
and deterioration of a crop might be such, as to

lead a farmer to wonder, how it could thus

have degenerated, as it is termed, in the short

space of a season or two, in defiance of the ex-

pense he may have uicurred, or of his care

and diligence.

Two years ago, a farmer requested me to

view a very pure crop ; there was no mixture
in it! In merely walking round the crop,

which, in fact, v.as both pure and fine, in com-
n)on parlance, I selected from it ten varieties

;

had I gone into it, ten more would probably

liave been found. A crop of this variety, the

Duck's Bill, then originally procured from

Kiel, in the Baltic, which I saw this year as

a second year's produce, is so intermixed, as

almost to make it difficult to pronounce what
variety it is intended for,

'I'he Duck's Bill, to which I allude, is very

subject to shake out from the ear, if at all

over ripe ; and has proved to be only fit for

making pastry, as it is too tenacious for tlie

purpose of making household broad : hence
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the necessity of not only havinij wheat crops

pure, but of knowing their particular qualities

and properties.

ON MEAL AND BREAD.

The main object of farmers has been,

merely to grow the largest possible crop of

wheat, whereas the true aim of corn growers

should be, to produce the largest quantity of

meal or flour. It i> to the real nutriment

we should look—to those transparent, thin-

skinned wheats, which are enveloped in so

fine a husk or coat, or in so little bran, and

contain so much meal, that when compared

with the coarse red wheats, one is almost sur-

prised the plants should bear the same name :

some of these last having a large portion of

thick, coarse bran, with dark, coarse-looking

flour, afiording much less bread than the for-

mer varieties, and that of an inferior quality.

'

Some of these coarser descriptions of flour,

!

are prepared for sale by being mi.xod withj

potatoe flour, or other compounds, to make up

that adulterated bread which is oitcm met with

in cities. I have known bread, made from a|

judicious admixture of winter and spring
j

wheats, to preserve a wholesome moisture,!

and to continue of good flavor for eiofht or ten

days, whereas most bread thus kept, would

have become so dry as to be scarcely eatable,

perhaps even mouldy.

The difference of the nature and property

of meal produced from various wheats, is such,

that it should be clearly made known, and es-

tablished, in order to enable millers to name
the portion of dry light flour, or the portion

of flour of a moist nature, required ; or that

the combination of two, or more sorts, would

exactly suit tiieir purpose.

The growers should stipply the millers with

wheat of known qualities, and the millors

form the mixtures as the bakers might de-

sire.

It will be recollected, that in order to as-

certain the relative specific gravity of each

variety of corn, the number of grains were
noted that exactly weighed a scruple ; see

Table A, No. 2, page 47. Such was their

difference, that it only required fourteen

grains of one sort, of my own growth, to

weigh a scruple, whereas it took forty-two of

a sample from the Baltic, which, probably,

must have been kiln-dried, as not one grain

sprouted. It is assumed that this may be a

good mode of ascertaining which contains

most meal, as it appears to be consonant to

rea.son, that the heaviest grains should gen-
erally contain the greatest portion of farina,

though I am yet unprepared to say positively

that the latter must be the finest, or wliitest.

This attempt to ascertain the comparative

weight of tnany varieties, by merely weis-hinir

them, led me to prosecute my researches from

the straw, and grain, on to the meal itself, in

order to be fully satislii^l which of the four-

teen sorts under e.vpcriniont, contained the

greatest portion of meal or flour.

Hence, I hoped to ascertam, if the most

productive .sort in grain, should also prove the

most farinaceous; a great and important de-

sideratum. I ant truly happy to say that such

was nhudst the result. I siiall indicate how
much further it requires to be prosecuted, to

establish it.

The mode I adopted, was to strike a mea-
sure full of each sort of wheat, which was
then ground by myself in a small mill. The
scale of weights used, was sixty-four grains

iipothccaries weight, cqunl to one gross, and

eiglit gross, equal to one ounce, or sixteen to

the pound.

It will bo seen by referring to the table,

[C, page 40] that a measure of No. 1, or Jer-

sey bantzic wheat, weighed one ounce, five

gross, and tv.enty-cight grains; this produced

one ounce and forty-two grains of flour, with

only fourgrossand twenty-four grains of bran :

whereas, the most inferior variety, or that,

which produced most bran and least meal,

from the same measure, prcxluced only six

gross, three grains of flour, and six gross,

thirty-seven grains of bran— in fact, more
bran than flour. Tlsis, however, is not a con-

clusive experiment to determine the growth
of wheat on an extensive scnle, as no one, it

is hoped, Ins yet had the misfortune to grow
1 pure crop of a very bad unproductive sort.

But, if such were the fact, the difl^erence in

the produce of meal, in addition to the excess

in the produce of grain, of the superior over

the inferior variety, would, if carried over the

five millions of acres employed in the cultiva-

tion of corn in the United Kingdom, make
the quantity absolutely enormous.

Any person may, by examininir the tables

.^nd out the difference of produce in any two
of the sorts, or the superiority of any one
o-ood sort, over the other thirteen sorts, which,

together, make up a mixture to he found in

most fields; by which he may satisfy himself

as to the positive advantage of establishing

which is the variety of wheat best suited ta

his own particular locality.

The experiments made as de.scribed above,,

have led to the following results, in the
three following varieties of my own growth.

From a downy or hoary variety, eighteea

}X)unds of flour, with half a pint of yeast, five

quarts and a pint of water, and one ounce of

salt, mnde twenty-six p'mtids of beautiful

liglit, white bread.

From a Dantzic wheat flour, the same
quantity, with the .same proportion of yeast,

>alt, and water, made twenly-f<mr pounds and
a half of i-ery white bread, similar to French^
bread.
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The same weight of spring' wheat flour

made twenty-four pounds of inferior, brown-

ish bread.

The same weight of Rostock and Dantzic

flour, from wheat grown in the Baltic, made
only tioenty-three pounds of bread, very lieht

and good, but not so white by many shades,

or well flavored, as that made from tlie two
first varieties of home growth.

These experiments having been made in

my own presence, may be relied on. The
dough was worked in the French mode, not

pushed down, turned and worked with closed

hands, but drawn up into long Ktrinjjs and re-

peatedly lifted, in order to expose it to the

action of the air as much as possible, which

tends greatly to improve the bread, by ren-

dering ic more light and easy of digestion.

The superiority of the meal of the h.oary

variety of wheat, which furnished three

pounds more bread on a baking of eighteen

pounds of flour, or an increase of one sixth,

over the Dantzic and Rostock, which was also

a very fine sample of flour, is thus clearly

es-tablishod.

It is said in the article "Baking," in the

2nd volume of tiie Encyclopedia Britannica,

"that a sack of flour, weighing 280 lbs., and

containing five bushels, is supposed capable

of being baked into eighty loaves, in tho Act

of Parliament regulating the assize upon

bread. According to tliis estimate,, one fifth

of the loaf consists of water and sak, the

remaining four-fifths of flour. But the fact

is, that the number of quartern loaves that

can be made from a sack of flour, depends

entirely upon the goodness of that article.

—

Good flour requires more water than bad, and

old flour than new. Sometimes, eighty-tv/o,

eighty-three, or even eighty-six loaves, may
be made out of a sack; sometimes, scarcely

eighty."

Now, assuming these data to be correct,

the results I have obtained, p.'-ove that the

hoary wheat, No. 8, will aflbrd flour that vi'ill

make ninety-thi ee quartern loaves from a sack,

being a superiority often loaves on each sack,

taking the medium number eighty-three ; and

this, be it observed, without adulteration, the

pure home-made bread, unmixed with alum

to whiten it, or potatoo meal to moisten it.

This superiority, he it further observed, is

over a good quality of flour, not over that of

some spring wheat, or inferior red wheat, both

of which I shall indicate hereafter.

ON MANURi; FOR WHEAT.

The effect of different manures on wheat,

is very remarkable; it will not bo necessary

to siy much on the subject, as it is almost ex-

hausted, linviu'jf been fiilly treated by ftr more

able pens ; but having made iome experiments

on the subject, I may be excused from pub-

lishmg their results,

I confine my observations to those manures
which are within the reach of most farmers,

with one or two exceptions.

Stable manure will, in ordinary good soils,

have the eflTect of causing the planUs to tiller

much, or to make straw and grass; thereby

diminishing the produce in grain and meal
considerably.

Liquid manure, one third stable drainings,

and two thirds water, which I caused to be

poured once, over wheat that was just tiller-

ing, made the straw grow rank and coarse, the

orain of every variety of wheat was dark an

'

thick-skinned, hence, containing less meal.

The same quantity and mixture of liquid

manure, poured a second time over another

portion of wheat, caused it to grow so rank

and full of leaves, rather than straw, that only

a few of the plants produced ears of wheat,

some having run up into sharp points, with

merely the rudiments of ears indicated. The
few ears that produced grain, displayed it in its

worst form, hardly in the shape of meal, of a

doughy soft texture, evidenily unfit for the

food of man ; besides, some of them were
smutty. Thus, an over application ofmanure,

excellent, when judiciously applied, becomes

a poison, precisely m the same manner, as in

the human constitution, a surfeit is usually

the parent of some disease.

The wneat on either side of these experi-

ments, which had only been manured with

the ashes of kelp, or sea-weed, was iiealthy,

productive, and farinaceous in the highest de-

gree.

My attention was particularly called to the

proper application of manures by an old and
experienced farmer, who considered Kelp or

the ashes of rock sea-weed, that which is

cut, the best of all. I am convinced by sub-

sequent experience, that two or three prounds

worth of it, per acre, spread at the proper pe-

riod, about two months before sowing time,

would always more than repay itself.

It attracts moisture from the atmosphere, it

materially increases the volume of the grain

and fineness of the sample ; but does not add

to the weight of the straw, thougli rendering

it whiter and more nourishing to cattle. It

causes the wheat to assume a rich healthy

appearance, and is an excellent application,

after a crop of potatoes or parsneps, both of

which, require land to be richly dressed with

stable or other strong manures, and has not

the effect of decomposing them, as lime does.

It is also destructive to insects, and to their

eggs, which lie in the soil or turf—it forces

the earth-worms and wire-worms from their

lurking places to come to the surface and die

;

particularly when laid on, in a lartrcr quantity

than 1 have named, some tiirmers beii: s; in the
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habit of putting on double, even treble ttic

quantity above stated—bnt I believe, v/ithout

havinjf produced proportiuiinbly larger crops

from inferior land ; though it has been assert-

ed that its effect is very permanent, being

especially apparent on the succeeding clover

cropp.

I am inclined to believe, that paring and

burning an old ley, will almost produce an

equally good etlect, wliere the land is suited

for it— for, although the ashes may not be of

that sTiperior quality, or possessing all those

virtueji peculiar to kelp ashe? ; still, the much
greater portion of nshes, that can by this

means be spread on the land, may make
amends in quantity, for quality.

An additiojial circumstance in favor of pa-

ring and burning, is, that all the seeds of

weeds, or the eggs of insects which lie con-

cealed in the turf, are thereby destroyed, more
effectually, than by any repeated ploughings.

The careful experience of live years on this

head, has convinced me of the propriety of

this practiceoccasionally; especially on ground

infested with couch, or knot grass. From
three acres of land that had been pared and

burned, which produced five hundred and forty

single horse loads of ashes, I obtained a very

heavy crop of turneps—the following year I

raised ninety-one thousand pounds of potatoes

;

and, by an application of about forty-five bush-

els of lime per acre, I have since reaped fifty-

one imperial bushels of beautiful wheat per

acre ; the straw, also, was of very fine growth,

five feet high, and exceedingly white and
bright.

Kelp ashes should lay on the surfaceof tho

soil a monlii or two previous to Fowing time,

in order to weaken their caustic power, or

they are otherwise apt to burn the young and

tender shoots of the grain as well as the lar-

vtR of insects; but, by laying a certain length

of time on the surface expo-ed to the action

of the atmosphere, or perhaps, what would be

better practice, merely lightly turned mto the

soil, they become eminently beneficial.

T am so partial to the use of ashes, thfit I

should recommend those who have laroe

woods or forests, to employ women and chil-

dren to collect the dry and broken boughs, and

under shrubs, to be burned for the sake of the

ashes; which would be found nearly equal to

those of sea-weed, and cordd thus be pro-

cured at a much cheaper rate ; besides gain-

ing the advantage of converting what is now
wasted, or neglected, into a most valuable

and permanent manure, perfectly free from

weeds, and destructive to insects and worms.

Ashes are further beneficial, iiiasnuich as

tliey attract the moisture from fogs and dews,

and retain it a considerable length of time.

liime is so well understood as a manure tiir

wheat, that it vvonld be a mere waste of time

to say more on the subject, than as fkf as my
own experience goes: it appears to impart
a greater degree of wiiitcness to the straw
than any other manure. Its other excellent
qualities of absorbing moisture from the at-

mosphere in dry weather, on light or gravelly
soils, and increasing the weight of the grain,

are well understood ; it is to be lamented tiiat

some general rule for its application is not
made known, as, in the best books 1 have con-
sulted on the subject, it varies in the extraor-

dinary pro]Kirtion from fifty-six to five hundred
bu.shels per acre, which last appears to me to

be an absurd quiintity.

1 have found it to answer perfectly at the
rate of forty or fifty bushels an acre on a good
loam, and I should apprehend that double that
quantity ought to be sufficient for the poorest
land ; unless it be to destroy moss, when a
sfili larger top dressing is required, which, if

well harrowed in, does it efiectually. This
commixture of turf and lime, if soon after

ploughed in, in turn becomes itself a manure
for the very soil the turf previously rendered
barren.

Soot is said to be an excellent top-dressing,

I have tried it but once, uitiiout having per-

ceived the advantageous results that are said

to be derivable from it; it is only in the envi-

rons of tov. ns, or villages, that it can be ob-

tained in sufficient quanty to be available to

a large farmei'.

[To be continued.]

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Ccoliiiis^ drain for Stock.
In compliance with the suggestions made

in the Cabinet, several farmers have procured

and put up large boilers for the purpose of
cooking corn and other grain for their stock,

and so f;ir as trial has been made, it answers
expectation fully. In one case two bushels

of the h.ard Button corn Mas subjected to the

operation of cookirg for several hours, until

it was fully expanded ; it was then measured
accurately, and it was found to have increased

in bulk to five bushels and half a peck. This
was a greater increase than was anticipated,

and it is thought that the softer, lighter kinds

of corn would not increase so much, perhaps

not more than double, but trial has not yet

been made of it.

A cask perforated with holes in the bottom,

it is found, may Le placed on the top of the

boiler, and filled with pumpkins or potatoes,

and the steaming of them may sn on at

the same time that corn, buckwheat, or

oats is cooking in the boiler below. One
farmer has adopted the plan of breaking the

ears of corn into pieces three or four inches

long, and then boilinji or cooki.ng them with-

out siielling, and in thai v. uy feeding corn and
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cob together : his success so far in feeding

some fettening cattle has been very satisfac-

tory and encouraging.

In order to economize fuel and to procure

the full effect of the heat, it is very important

to have a grate under the fire, with a door to

shut close where the fire is put in, so that

the air to supply the fire may pass in under

the grate only, for where a fire is supplied

with air, which passes between it and the

boiler, it is constantly carrying the heat up

the flue, and tends to keep the boiler cooler

than it ought to be from the quantity of fuel

consumed ; but when the air has to pass

through the fire from below, it is thoroughly

heated before it comes in contact with the

boiler. After the fire has burnt down so as

not to need ventilation for the smoke, the

flue or pipe should be closed above, and the

access of air under the grate prevented by a

suitable stopper or door; this prevents the cir-

culation of cold air from conveying off" the

heat from the brick work and boiler, and the

process of cooking will be carried on for hours

after the fire has burnt down, provided the

access of cold air is prevented. The fire-

place should not be made larger than that of

a small stove, and the brick work should be

brought pretty well up to the boiler, leaving

but a small space around it for the smoke to

pass up. A boiler of the kind referred to, is

of good value to a farmer for other purposes

than cooking grain, and one of them ought to

be put up on every farm in the country, and

to be considered as much a fixture as a corn

crib or pig pen. B.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

On Silk and Morus Multicaulis*

In the last number of the Cabinet at page

80, 1 have been surprised to find a long article

upon the Morus Multicaulis. The right of

free discussion in a free country I will not

controvert, but I do deny the right of any in-

dividual to call me a speculator and gambler,

because I chose to purchase multicaulis trees

and plant and cultivate them upon my own
land, if in my opinion it is more expedient or

profitable to do so than to raise grain, corn,

potatoes, or any other crop.

If the present price of the multicaulis tree

and its value in use is such as to justify me
in expecting that it will handsomely reward

me for my outlay, and the expense of taking

care of and cultivating it, why should I not be

at the liberty to do so as well as to attend to

any other crop.

Your paper is essentially an agricultural

one. It is distributed amongst farmers to com-

municate information to them in reference to

their calling, and your correspondent tells

them' that if they cultivate the multicaulis

tree they are in fact speculators and gamblers.

Do the facts connected with the history of
this tree and the silk culture justify such
wholesale denunciation! The multicaulis

tree has not been cultivated in Europe
more than twenty years, and its value as a
food for silk worms has only been recently

properly estimated there. It is therefore

comparatively a rare tree. It is now ascer-

tained, however, that it is the greatest known
bearer of food for the silk worm—that its

leaves are larger and more readily taken from
the tree than those of any other description

of mulberry—that it is constitutionally har-

dy, indeed more so than most trees known to

us—that it will bear to be buried in the earth

for the six winter months, and in the spring

when dug up be a vigorous and healthy tree

:

that when planted it maybe entirely covered

with earth and will still vegetate, and the

parent stem will become the roots of a large

number of healthy trees—that when grow-
ing it will bear to be handled roughly and
stript of its foliage, and still retain its health

and vigor—that it will grow luxuriantly

upon all soils, whether arid sand or rich and
moist land—that the hottest summers give it

the most vigor, and that it will in the open
air bear the rigors of our winters without in-

jury, when three years old.

There is now a multicaulis tree in the gar-

den of Daniel Maupay, near this city, which
has not been removed from where it now
stands for three years past, and has had no
protection from the inclemencies of the wea-
ther, and yet it has not been in the slightest

degree injured by the severities of the three

last very severe winters. I state this fact as
on offset to the remark of your correspondent,

tiiat " it is well known that the whole of the

tree that is above the ground is frequently if

not generally killed in this latitude by the

frost." The fact is that this tree is recom-
mended in France as well calculated for the

northern regions of that country, the rigors

of the winters of which are at least sufficient

to destroy trees peculiarly tropical. But
enough of the capacity of the tree ; what is its.

value in use ?

1. It can be cultivated without much ex-

pense, to an unlimited extent.

2. It is ascertained that worms when fed

upon its leaves, make the strongest, finest,,

and most lustrous silk.

3. That the cocoons are larger than those

produced from any other description of mul-
berry.

4. That the worms feed freely upon the

leaves, and that when fed upon them they are

not so liable to the diseases to which they are

subject, as when fed upon any other variety.

.5. That they produce a much larger quan-

tity of foliage than any other species of mul-
" berry.
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6. That their leaves are gathered with

much less labor than tliose of any other kind,

and that in feeding them there is much less

waste or litter.

7. That its rapid growth enables the feeder

to use its foliage the same season that it is

emerging into existence as a tree.

k These are some of the reasons of its value

in use. That it will long retain its present

value in exchange I do not feel myself com-

petent to determine. To ascertain that pro-

position accurately would require some " cy-

phering." What is to be done in the biisine.«s

of cultivating silk will very much depend up-

on circumstances. The legislatures of three

states have discovered, through the medium
of borers if you please, that silk is an article

intrinsically of great value— that there is

an immense consumption of it in this country

and in Europe—tliat theie is scarcely an in-

dividual to be met witii whose apparel is not

composed in part of that article—that tiio im-

portations of silk cost this country annually

about $2r),000,000—that there isiiot a coun-

try on earth where the mulberry tree will thrive

better, or the silk worm will feed with more
avidity, and enjoy better general health than

our own, almost from one extremity of it to

the other. That our people are sufficiently

intelligent and enterprising, industrious and

patriotic to supply their country with this pre-

cious article, but that they must at first have

some aid from their government. They must

have time to learn the nature and habits of

the worm. They niust be made acquainted

by actual observation, with the best system

of rearing and feeding. They must have

time to erect their cocooneries, and to be in-

formed of the best fixtures for feeding and

spinning upon. Upon these subjects we are

as yet very much in the dark, and our citizens

should be encouraged, and receive premiums
from the state for concentrating such informa-

tion, and giving the country the benefit of it.

I am persuaded that the same amount could

not be expended to ensure more advantacreous

results to the state and country generally.

—

We have already some little light as regards

the enormous profits realized by the manufac-
turer and merchant of this article, and recent

experiments have proved that American silk

is in no wise inferior to the best silkoifered in

the European market.
The premiums now ofl^ered will give an im-

pulse to the producer, which will, I trust,

firmly establish the silk culture as a perma-
nent branch of agricultural industry. Heavy
duties would be burlhensome to the public,

and of no service to the producer.

We already hear of large orchards to be
planted the ensuintr spring, and of large co-

cooneries being built and to be built for the

purposes of feeding. We learn that the de-

mand for eggs is so great, that they will now
command f()rty to fifty dollars an ounce, which
shows that the tree is to be used for feeding
next year.

If the advice of your correspondent was
followed, and no one was to plant more than
one hundred trees, where would those who
may wish to enter into the business next year
obtain their supplies. Beware of monopolies.
That the legislatures of the different states
will ofier premiums for the production of silk

I do not doubt. That there will be a conse-
quent demand for trees ne.xt year, I confi-

dently expect. If this country is to supply
herself with this valuable and necessary arti-

cle, can any man imagine the immense num-
ber of trees that will be required for feeding,

and if extensive manufactories are established

(for there are some small ones in operation
now) and their fitbrics should be exported, can
any one estimate the number of persons who
will be employed in its production, and the
immense amount of wealth that will be re-
tained and obtained by this country from its

production and fabrication. There must be a
beginning, and I think this business has now
got a fair start, and will "go ahead" in spite
of all the hard names used by your correspon-
dent.

The life of the silk worm is not quite of
six weeks duration, during two or tliree of
which he is so small as to require compara-
tively but a small quantity of food. The la-

bor therefore of attending and feeding silk
worms is only required for three or four weeks.
Mr. Stone tells us (Cabinet, Vol. III. page 98)
that the hands necessary to produce 100 lbs.

of silk, is a man for one week alone, the sec-
ond week a boy or girl will be wanted to pick
leaves, and after that another person equal to
a full hand will be all that will be required to
finish the crop. He also states that at the
rate of fifty pounds of reeled silk to the acre
has been produced from the first year's growth
of trees. He estimates the expense of feed-
ing and reeling the silk at not more than
$2..50 per pound, and states the value to be
from -94.50 to $6 per pound. The average
is )j!.5.2o, and the profit on fifty pounds or the
produce of an acre of trees the first year will
be .^IGi.-'iO. But we are assured that S'SSs
lbs. can be produced from an acre of multi-
caul is trees, and that the profit thereon, all

expenses paid, is $1463.33. (See Cab,, Vol.
II. page 15.5.)

For the reasons above enumerated, Idonot
doubt that your correspondent is in error, and
that the present value of the trees does not
arise so much from a spirit of speculation or
gambling in the purchaser, as from a fair es-
timate of their present intrinsic value. I feel

confident that the legislatures of the other
^states will see the wisdom and will fellow
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the eyample of Pennsylvania, New Jersey,

and Massachusetts in offering premiums for

silk, and that it will be one of the staple pro-

|(Juctions of this region of the United States,

, and be for it what cotton and sugar have been

for the southern agriculturi.-t.

Accordingtomy "cyphering," the multicau-

]is will probably maintain its present, if not a

higher value, until it is generally distributed

throughout the country, a perirxl somewhat
remote as I apprehend, notwithstanding its

immense capacity for increase.

Although an ingenious and disparaging

comparison has been made by your correspon-

dent, between the desire to obtain these trees,

and the ruinous speculations in merino sheep,

in regard to which, however, I can see no

analogy. I still maintain, for the reasons

herein stated, that there will be, for some
years to come at least, no mistake in

MULTICACLIS.

Observer.—Wo. XVIfl.
INSURANCE OF FARM BUILDINGS.

" Nothing extonuate nor augJit set down in malicn.

"

The progressive development of mind, and

the gradual improvement of our moral code,

have condemned many opinions and rejected

many practices which were once considered

lawful and jnsi. Nor can it be presumed that

we have yet arrived at a degree of perfection

where further reformation is unnecessary. It

Avould therefore be impolitic and unwise for

lis to stifle investigation, or attempt to stay

the onward progress of social and moral im-

provement. Let us then examine all things

freely and with candor, and hold fast only

what is found to be good.

I have had too much intercourse with my
fellow-men—I have read too many lessons of

experience to expect that opinions sanctified

by time, however erroneous—or popular and

lucrative institutions, whatever may be their

tendencies—can be attacked with impunity.

There are no doubt many who have given

insurances their tacit support, without ever

considering their nature and tendencies, and
who cannot now readily condemn their past

conduct, or patiently endure others to do so.

Another class, still deeper implicated, con-

ceive that the sanctuary of their private in-

terests is invaded by the remarks of Observer,

in his l.^)th number. I do not wander that

tiiey have caused a good deal of " flattering."

AW this was anticipated, as will appear from

the following paragrapii, which was written

and publicly read in connexion with those re-

marks during the last winter.

" Some v/ill perhaps say that this is a rude
and wanton. attack upon a class of institu-

tions wh.ch liave long been sanctioned by the

wise, and approved by the good.—That it

easts an illiberal imputation on the character

of many, very many, of our best and most
respectable citizens who would deprecate

even the semblance of evil. To do so is no
part of my object. I do not wish to impugn
tlie motives of any, or accuse them of inten-

tional wrong. I have to do with principles,

and not with men. The general sanction

which the practice has received—the approval

of ages and nations has placed it almost be-

yound the reach of suspicion, and will hardly

allow the imputation of a fault. Many of
my most particular friends and acquaint-

ances are among the number of insiiranco

speculators. Men whose integrity of purpose

is unimpeachable, and who would abandon it

at once and forever, if they could view it as

[ do. Entertaining as I do a thorough con-

viction of the correctness of my views—the

extent of the practice, the respectability of its

advocates, and the fortresses behind which it

is entrenched in the confidence of the peo-

ple, may render a higher degree of moral cou-

rage necessary to make the attack ; but they

increase in a corrosponding ratio my obliga-

tion to attempt an exposition of its delusive

and dangerous tendencies."

It will be perceived that my remarks were
addressed to, and apply to the condition of
farmers. In country situations the misfortune

or the negligence of one man does not often

involve the loss of his neighbor's property by
fire. There is less danger from fire, and con-

sequently less security from insurance than in

towns.

I had written thns far in reply to the edito-

rial strictures on my article, (p. 71) when the

last number of the Cabinet was laid on my
table, containing Subscriber in the true
" rough and tumble" attitude, and bringing

the horrifying intelligence that my "facts

upon the main point are all used up." My
pen fell from my fingers, and

"Abash'd and silent I ramain'd

As conscious of iny tongue's offouce ; and aweJ

Before his presence ; though my secret soul

Disdain'd the imputation."

After reading the portentous article, I again

took courage and ventured to proceed. I soon

perceived that only some of my facts had been
" used up," and that even these were only so

"used up" in his own opinion.

Subscriber very properly asks and answers

the question "how are insurance companies
organized ?—by individuals depositing or

pledging (mark this) a large sum of money
in the form of stock to pay losses by fire."

—

Observer knew all this. But the stock of the

company in most instances is only pledged

—

as ho admits it may be—and not paid in—or,

if paid in it is as he says " invested in perma-

nent securities and receives a fiiir interest."

1 must, therefore, demur to the conclusion of

1
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Subscriber, that " all tlic e^penaes and the risk

of the whole capital must be met by the small

premiums," \Vhy should not the interest ac-

cruing on the invested funds go to meet the

risk? Or rather, why should the risk be met 1

Why even call it a risk at all ! I have sliown

from facts which he lias not attempted to " use

up" that the premiums in t!ie case would

amount to more than yrvcn times the actual or-

dinary risk of the insurance. Hence the com-

pany would speedily accumulate sufficient

funds to defray all its expenses, remunerate tlie

losses from fire, and pay large dividends to the

stockholders for capital not paid iv, but wl)ich

was invested and yieldinuf an interest from

anotlicr quarter. But the capital is " pledged,"

and must therefore be secured by a suitable

dividend against extraordinary losses. This

is unreasonable. I know of no other method
to settle a question of risk, than to ascertain

the probable amount fi-om all the data wc have

in our possession, and to take that amount as a

mean—it may be more, or it may be less. The
chances will then be equal. Now according

to my estimate, the mean risk on a barn worth

$10U0 would be 2S^ cente—the premium
claimed is S2 10. Hence " the chance of the

jrame (in each particular case) is always in

favor of the insurer and against the insured,

as more than sixteen to one.^^—(See page 43.)

These data and estimates are a near approxi-

mation to the truth. Besides, when the mean
risk is ascertained, the fear of greater loss is

balanced by the hope of its being less. As I

have said, the chances are equal.

When the company e.\torts such an excess

of premium over the mean risk, they stand

in little need of any other security for stock

which is only pledged. Subscriber might, on
the same principle, and with equal propriety

demand an exorbitant price for the produce of

his " banks of earth and stock of Durham cat-

tle," because they are exposed to the risk of

being sunk into oblivion by an earthquake.

In the hurry of his " rough find tumble,"

Subscriber has disingenuously mutilated my
language and perverted its meaning. Instead

of saying " the chance of the game is always
in favor of the insurer and against the m-
sured" he quotes "a game always in favor of

the insurers and against the insured." In a

lottery the chance is always a?ain.st him and
yet he may draw a, prize. "Comment here
is unnecessary." If he cannot " use up my
facts" by fair argument, he can hardly do so

by perversion.
|

Again, Subscriber says "when money is

paid for insurance, value is received—because i

it is as valuable for a man to diminish his losses I

as to increase his profits.'" This assertion is|

what he terms '-a mere hap hazard kind of I

affair." It may be true or untrue. If there
is no loss sustained, there can be no value re-|

ceived. If a man has lost nothing he cannot
diminish his loss. What value lias lie re-

ceived to remunerate him tor the !j>7*2S paid

to insurance companies ] He has " not been
burned out once,"—how then has he dimin-

ished his losses by fire to s^iTiiS less than no-

thing, so as to balance his .iccounts ! Did the

protecting a^gis of an insurance cmse the de-

vouring element to puss by iiis ])ioperty, and
thus afford him value for the money expended

!

So tar has insurance been from proving to him
" a good bridge over a deep and dangerous
stream." it has led him directly into "a shop"
where he has gambled away $728 and won
nothing. This is " using up" his own facts

with a vengeance.

The objectors say there is a radical differ-

ence between in.surance and lotteries, as much
as between "incendiaries who set fire to

houses, and the generous hearted firemen who
put fires out." la the one they tell us there

are many blanks and few prizes. The chances
arc a hundred to one against the adven-

turer. The other has nobl.uiks—the insured

is certain of a prize, the value of which is

determined by himself. The reverse of this

appears to be- true. An insurance scheme
consists wholly of blanks. There is not one
prize in it till created by casualty. The in-

sured can only obtain value by the destruction

of his property. Until that disastrous event

happens he draws blanks, and only blanks

continually, as Subscriber has done for 26
years past, and probaoly will continue to do,

if he should live, till he has "gambled" away
several times more money than his property

is worth. It is a game in which the only

hope of winning hangs on misfortune. If the

lightning of heaven is stayed; and if no /or-

htnate accident, or kind incendiary shall kin-

dle the fire, the player must do so himself, or

be content to lose tlie gauie.

Subscriber admits that " lotteries arc fonned

and operate just as Observer says,"—and I

have shown that it is also true of insurances.

He acknowledges that "the plan proposed by

Observer is a very good one ; and hopes that

it will grow into general use." I cordially

thank him for this expression of good rrpinion,

and shall expect him to aid in carrying his

own recommendation into efrect. But when
he says " as to principle, Observer's own plan

of insurance is as much a species of sramhling

as the institution he complains of" I must
immediately lo.«e the hand of fellowship.

In tlie proposed plan the members give and

receive similar and equal pledges, and incur

similar and equal responsibilili'^s. The pre-

miums paid amount to no more than the losses

sustained—and the money is confined to their

own body.

In the plan under discu.ssion, the insured

give a certainty for an uncertainty—money
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in hand for a mere promise of remuneration,
conditioned on casualty. Tliey pay many
times more than the doctrine of probable
chances will warrant them to look for in re-

turn—and they pay it to speculators—to the

mere drones of society, who are thus fed with
roast beef and loll on the couch of indolence
and luxury, at the expense of the laboring

class.

Subscriber says " one plan may be more
economical than another" and that "you may
buy insurance too high." These are impor-

tant truths—farmers, look to your best inter-

ests.

P. S. I am much pleased with the com-
munication nf a correspondent on Morus Ma-
nia, page 80 :—and can say amen to his sen-

timent— "there is little difference between a

speculator and the gambler who is led on by

small gains or losses until he becomes so per-

fectly infatuated, that he would venture the

world if he had it, on a single cast of the

die."
JVew Garden, lOtli mo., 25th, 1638.

[Above we give our readers the reply of

" Obseever" to the strictures of " Sle-

SCRiBER," as published in our last. The arti-

cle, in some respects, we think is unnepessa-

rily severe, but we publish it entire as an act

ofjustice to our able and intelligent corres-

dent. The subject under discussion is one of

great moment. Every owner of property,

liable to injury or destruction by fire, is inter-

ested, and we believe it to be the duty of ev-

ery individual owning property of this descrip-

tion, to see that it is insured against loss by

fire, unless he is sufficiently before-hand to

become his own insurer—or in other words,

able to sustain loss without detriment to the

interests of his creditors and his family.

—

There are many such. We wish there were

more. But it is generally the case that in-

dividuals of this class are insured; and there-

fore they contribute their proportion to any loss

that may occur. Insurance is a voluntary act

cm the part of the insured—he agrees with an

individual or a company, that in consideration

of a certain sum of money, by him paid over

at the time of the agreement, the individual

or the company perform certain acts, (indem-

niiication from loss by fire, if you please) in

the event of a certain contingency occurring.

If the contingency does not occur, so much

the better for all the parties concerned— if it

does, the party insured goes to the insurer,

and instead of asking him for a contribution

towards rebuilding his barn, he demands as

a right that it be rebuilt, or that the means of

rebuilding it be furnished him. And is there

any thing wrong in this! We think not

—

We do not so read " Observer." If we un-

derstand him rightly, it is against the abuses

of the system, and not against the system it-

self, that he wars. That abuses have crept

into, and poisoned many insurance instilutions^

we are not prepared to deny—^^and that when-

ever this has been the case, it is chargeable

to a reckless spirit of speculation we admit.

But surely the institutions of our city, and

the mutual insurance companies of the sur-

rounding country are not obnoxious to this

charge, neither do we believe that those to

whose management they are confided are

speculators, "mere drones of society, who are

thus fed with roast beef and loll on the couch

of indolence and luxury, at the expense of

the laboring class." This is severe language,

but not too severe where it will justly applyj

and if we mistn.ke not it will suit more than

one meridian, and will apply equally to all who
are endeavoring to '''get something for noth-

ingr

We have received several communications

on the subject, among them one from a gen-

tleman of high reputation, who felt himself

aggrieved by the remarks of Observer ; but

he had evidently misapprehended the drift of

our correspondent, and on re-perusing the

article he saw at once his error. An es-

teemed friend witing to us on the subject of

the Cabinet, refers to our last number and

pays :—" The second original article on light-

ning rods is well written, and comprizes ex-

actly that species of practical information on

the subject, which every intelligent man

wishes to possess, and which has been much

inquired after since the numerous awful ca-

tastrophies of the past season. "Observer"

writes well, and the present excellent essay

makes some amends for the erroneous views

he promulgated in a previous number on the

subject of insurance against loss by fire." We
cannot take leave of this subject without
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a^ain urging upon every farmer whose build-

ings are not insured, the importance of at-

tending to it without delay.—"Delays are

dangerous." One of our subscribers, Charles

H. Hill, of New Jersey, says, that for many

months he was deliberating upon the matter,

and before all his arrangements were com-

pleted and his mind perfectly satisfied as to

the utility of paying so high a premium, the

casualty occurred, and his barn, with its con-

tents, valued at tliree thousand dollars, was

consumed before his eyes. He could not ask

his neighbors to make good his loss, and hav-

ing no insurance, it was total. He says, " I

hope that my case may be a warning to my
brother farmers. 1 now see wherein I have

erred, and intend for the future to mend my
ways."]

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Qitautity of Nutriment in various Sul}-
stauccsa

As the patrons of the Farmers' Cabinet are

consumers as well as producers of food, it

may not be uninteresting to them to be in-

formed of the result of the examinations of

scientific men in regard to the quantity of

nutriment contained in various substances
which are used for the sustenance of animal
life. Food taken into the stomach is there

digested, and the nutritious portions of it con-

verted into blood, which is conveyed by the

proper vessels to every part of the system for

its nourishment and support. Any portion

of it which from any cau.se escapes the
digestive process, and those parts of it which
are not adapted to nourish the animal body,

are cast off as excrementitious.

Animal food is generally assumed as con-
taining more nutriment than vegetable or

farinaceous, and comparing bulk with bulk it

is no doubt the case, but when weight is

brought into competition with weight, which
seems to be the correct standard of compari-
son, we find it falls far below a number of
vegetable substances in regard ta nutritive

properties. The following table shows what
has been determined by chymical analysis in

regard to this important matter.

JOn lbs. Wheat contain
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For the Farmers' Calnnf.f.

Soaring Grass Seeds.

The importance of sowing j^rass seeds

evenly, and sufficiently thick to occupy every

part of the ground to the exclusion of weeds,

cannoi be pressed on the minds of farmers too

forcibly.

In many cases there are not half the num-
ber of plants of the artificial grasses which

could profitably stand on the alloted space of

ground. The spaces unoccupied by good

grass is wasted, and it would be equally rea-

so.nable for a farmer to let his cows remain

with half the milk in their udders, as to per-

mit his fields, that have been duly and properly

prepared for the reception of grass seed to

remain half covered witli plants; and yet this

is a spectacle which we annually see exhih

ited in tlie fields of many who are styled

pretty good farmers. Nature never works

this way; give her time and don't counteract

her efforts, and she fills every space with some

-vegetable production. An intelligent farmer

v?ho is fully aware of the importance of hav-

ing his fields evenly set witli grass roots, states

that in sowing grass seeds, he first passes over

the ground, strewing about half the quantity

proper to put on, and then he crosses the field

sowing the other half, and in this way he dis-

perses the seed more evenly, and he is less

likely to leave vacant spaces for the occupa-

tion of weeds. This plan of sowing takes

double the time to perform the work, but it is

done much better, and amply compensates for

the extra labor bestowed

Every farmer should make strenuous efforts

to cause two blades of grass to grow where

but one grew before, and then his animals

will not be likely to cry out with the empty

belly-ache. H

stint, and sold some. Perhaps I should liavc

stated iu my former communication, that tbe

pitch of my roof is north and south, the door

therefore beinir in the gable, faces the east,

and there is on the v.'est a small window with

Venitian blinds. The house is also well

shaded with large trees.

The secret of preserving ice consists, lam
persuaded, in having it kept dry and well pro-

tected from the rays of the sun and the influ-

ence of a heated atmosphere, which can be

done by having it kept in such a house as I

before described, and well enveloped in straw

or any other non-conductor ofcaloric. I assure

Public Good, that I have never iiad any diffi-

culty in preserving ice from one winter to the

ne.Kt, and in cleaning out the straw we always

find ice at the bottom.

A Phila. Co. Farmer.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Industry^ Promptncvs and Puuctnalltyf
crowned witli siiccess.

Stephen Girard, the great merchant and
banker, was also a great and successful farmer.

He owned a farm of several hundred acres of

land within a few miles of Philadelphia, the

cultivation of which he superintended with
his usual industry and acuteness. This farm
was his principal hobby; for every day, at one
o'clock precisely, his gig was in waiting for

him at his counting-house door, and as soon

as the clock struck one he started for his farm
in the Neck, not suffering any matter what-
ever to interfere with his daily visit Du-
ring the aflernoon he gave his personal atten-

tion to the various agricultural affairs requir-

ing it, plying his own hands to any and every

kind of business that was in season. In the

evening he returned to the city to lodge, and
thereturn ofdaylight, the next morning, would
find him again eng.aged in the labors of his

farm, which he would intermit so as to be in

the city by nine o'clock to attend to his ex-

tensive and well managed commercial and
banking concerns, and at one o'clock he was
asrain on his way to his farm. He followed

out this routine for twenty or thirty years,

permitting no part of his business to suffer

from neglect or want of attention. His farm

presented a perfect model for imitation. His

irrain fields, grass grounds, orchard, and gar-

For '.lie Farmors' Cabinet.

Ice Slonses.

In your last number I am requested by

"Public Good" to state the number of cart

loads it requires to fill my Ice House. I would

with pleasure do so if I could, but have never

kept an account of the loads. That he may,

however, form some idea of the labor, I will

state that I think it requires four men, the|

carter iticiuded, three or four days to fill it. „

The pond where the ice is cut is about a quar-ljdcn exhibited the most luxuriant and perfect

ter of a mile from the house. The time re- appearance, while his stock of every kind,

quired f()r cutting depends on the weather, and poultry in all their varieties, were the

the thickness of "the ice, &c. The labor has Hfines^t and most perfect that were to be found

always been pertbrmcd by the farm hands, Lin the country.

and I have never kept an account of the time
|

A distinguished foreigner, then resident in

they were thus employed. I^st winter the thiscountry, on a particular occasion, had some

cellar was filled to within about four feet of the I specinl financial business to transact with

square.atlood iiavingsoilodtheice in the pond, lithe great banker, and V2 o'clock was fixed

and yet I have now ("ilst Oct.) about four teet of jUipon t!ir making his visit for that purpose, but

ic-eremuining, althuughl have used it witho'jt''he did not arrive till the clock had struck one,
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he wae too late, the great banker was gone
to his farm, and he followed afler; on his ar-

rival he was kindly and ccuirteously receive'*!

;

he was waited on over tlie farm and llirouf,f|i

the barn-yard, but not a word could be ex-

tracted from Mr. Girard on the subject of iiis

mission. He could now think or talk of no-

thing but agriculture and rural afiairs. and
his triend had to return to the city and loarn

to be more punctuaJ to his engagements in

future.

On an occasion, many years since, the city

authorities were making an improvement at

Market street wliarf, and there was a large

quantity of rich earth that had been accumu-
lating there for a long series of years, to be

removed, and any person was permitted to

haul away as much of it as he cha^^e without;

charge. It was deemed a good compost or

manure, and no person knew better the value

of manure than the rich merchant: he soon

had his team at work removing it to his farm
;

an acqnaintance of his wlio saw him superin-

tending his work, remonstrated with him on

account ofthe avidity and indut-try with which
he engaged in what his friend thought so

small a concern ;—Oh, says he, " Mr. , I

work to-day, if I die to-morrow." S.

For the Fanners' Cabinet.

I>ou't forget to Ijinic'

A short time since a farmer was inquired

of why he did'nl use lime as a manure ? His
reply was, " I can't afford it."

VVhat, can't afford to make your fields

produce twice as much grain and grass as

they have heretofore furnished ; I don't un-

derstand that kind of lofjic.

Well, I don't sec how I could well afford

to buy lime ; it costs money, you know.
Yes, it costs monej', that is true; <nnd what

is the use of money but to lay it out in such
way as to make it produce more, in the same
way that we sow wheat and plant corn, in

order that we may get more wheat and corn
in return.

The true plan of using money is to vest it

so as to make it as productive as possible;

and there is no way that I know of by which
a farmer can make his funds increase fister,

than by so applying them as to increase the
fertility of his farm.

That wise old farmer, William West, ad-
monished his friends and neighbors "tobel
kind to the soil ;" well knowing from his own
experience tliat tiie result would be pros-i

perity; but those w-ho go on skinning andi
impoverishing it. are acting the part of the'

old woman who killed the goose that laid the I

golden egs: ; they soon arrive at that state

when they think

—

" They can't afford to lime." '

There is a class of people in the world, and

I

some of them are called farmers, who despise
j small things, and therefore thev can never
'achieve great ones; they are too proud to

! thrive, and too lazy to grow rich; and be-
[ cause they can't do things on a large scale,

omit to do them altogether, and these are tlie

people

—

Who can't afford to lime.

George Ksher, the worthy and successful
farmer and horticulturist, who is referred to
under the heading of " More fruits of industry
and intelligence," in vol. ii. p. .%fj of the
Cabinet; humble as was the commencement
of his career in life, could always afford to

buy manure, because he knew that if he en-
riched his soil, it would in turn enrich him,
and in this way they have been going on for

half a century, conferring reciprocal benefits
on each other, and it is now a question not
easy to determine which is the richer, George,
or his farm, for

—

He never said he conld'nt afford to lime.

Those who think they can't afford to lime
much, should lime a little; make a beginning,
tor there is nothing like commercing to do
right. A farmer some years since was pre-
vailed upon to buy lime enough to dress about
ten acres of his ground ; this gave him a start,

and the increased produce gained by thi«

trial, has induced him to continue it since,

and from that time he began to thrive, and
now he thinks

—

He can afford to lime.

X.

For the Faniirrs' Cabinet.

Cnrry your Coivs.

!
The price of butter is such as to offer en-

' couragement to farmers to try the effect of
extra keep on their milch cows the coming

1
winter ; and in addition to keeping them warm,
clean and comfortable, it would be well to try

the effect of currying them. Horses and fat-

ting cattle are well known to thrive much
better where this operation is thoroughly and

;
regularly performed, and the celebrated Dr.
B. Rush, in a lecture delivered in 1607, upon
the duty and advantages of studying tJie dis-

eases of domestic animals, and the remedies
proper to remove them, states that there is an
improvement in the quality of the milk, and
an increase of iLs quantity, which are obtained

by currying tlio cow.

I

If some of our farmers would make trial of

lit as soon as they commence stabling their

jCows, find carefully note the result, and make
ja communication of it to the editor of the Cab-
inet, it would much oblige an

Old Subscriber,

No seed will vegetate without the access

of air.
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For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Queries respecting Liime.

I am pleased to find in the pat^es of the]

Cabinet, many sound and practical remarks

relative to the judicious application of lime to

agricultural purposes. But notwithstanding

much has already been said, when we con-

sider the vast importance of this yei mysteri-

ous agent, the growing interest attached to

it, and the great agricultural revolution and

reform which it is yet destined to effect, it is

evident that much remains to be said.

While the march of improvement is thus

onward, and \\q\v lights of wisdom and expe-

rience daily continue to break upon us—one

subject important to many and perhaps inter-

esting to all, seems to be partially overlooked,

and to this subject I would respectfully call

tlie attention of some of your experienced

correspondents. It is a question nearly con-

nected with the Oj9;)/ic«//o?iof lime, and one

equally worthy of consideration. This plain

question is simply how to get it ?

Inexhaustible quantities oflimestone abound

in this vicinity, yet so supine have the farmers

in this region hitherto been, tliat this invalu-

able mine of agricultural wealth, has as yet

lain comparatively dormant. But now the

spirit of improvementisabroad, and the ques-

tion so lately under discussion, whether a

given quantity of lime was or was not more
valuable to the farmer than the same bulk of

sand, has been dropped, with other absurdities,

and is now dead and buried.* The farmers

have at last awakened from their long sleep,

and wonder at their recent delusion. A spirit
j

of rivalry is excited, and a just sense of thei

importance of the subject awakened, which

henceforth shall sleep no more.
|

Many enterprising farmers have purchased
|

lots of limestone land, and erected limekilns
j

on their premises. Others contemplate fol-i

lowing the worthy example, but are deterred

from want of experience in constructing kilns,

burning limestone, &c.
This being the case, I would institute,

through the columns ofthe Cabinet, the tollow?

ing inquiries:

—

1. Is it cheaper for the farmer to quarry

limestone and burn it on his premises, or to

purchase lime at 16 cts. per bushel, taking

the difference of expense in hauling stone and

lime into consideration 1

2d. Which is considered the best species of

limestone for land—the white coarse grained

or alum, tlie dark blue, or dark grey 1

3d. What is the best method of construct-

ing a kiln 1 The proper height ? respective

diameter of the bottom, bulge, and topi

—

height of the benches 1 form of the eye, wing,
walls, &c ?

4th. What is the most approved manner of
turning the arch and filling the kiln 1

.5th. What is the quantity of fuel necessary

to be consumed in burning 100 bushels of lime,

and the most economical mode of using wood
and coaH

If the above queries elicit a reply from
some of your able correspondents versed in

the subject, I shall deem myself richly re-

paid for my labor. E. P.

Triadeliihia, Moiitg'y co. Md., Oct. 8, 1833.

* Incrodible as it may appear to .somo of the roadors

of the Cabinet, this absurd idea has lieen but recently

^eradicated from the creed of some of the old school in

tluB neighborhood.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Casli Book.
A little care prevents much cost and trouble.

It is a very easy and simple affair to keep
a cash book, and yet how very few farmers

do it. Any person who can write can keep a

book of this description, and many advantages

accrue from it. On one page of your cash

book set down every thing sold, and the sura

received for it. On the other side put down
all your outgoings or expenditures ; and when
it is begun, if the amount of cash on hand is

put at the top of the column of receipts, at any
time by adding up the two pages, and taking

the difference of them, will show the balance

of cash you should have in hand; and if there

is any disagreement, there must be some er-

ror of entry, or there must be " a hole in the

purse." A book of this kind accurately kept,

would show at the end of the year, or at any
other time, the amount of wheat, corn, pota-

toes, butter, poultry, eggs, or any other arti-

cles sold, and the sum received for them. It

would do more, it would show all your out-

layings for stock, seeds, implements of hus-

bandry, repairs, clothing, tea, coffee, sugar,

salt, &c. &c. and also for wages, and would pre-

sent a very curious and interesting document
for family examination at the end of a twelve-

month ; and if there should be found to be "a
hole in the purse," it would indicate the spot

where repairs were most necessary.

A farmer keeping a book of entries of this

description, would always know his latitude

and longitude, as a captain of a ship does

when on the ocean, and he would be less

likely to run on to shoals, or get among the

breakers. As it is not very usual among far-

mers to take receipts when money is paid on
ordinary occasions, and not in very large sums,

and a.s tlie memories of many people are very

frail, such a book of entries as has been re-

ferred to, would be of essential service as a
record of payment when no other evidence of

it existed, and might prevent litigation and
trouble in case of the decease of one or both

of the parties. On the death of the head of
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a family who has kept no regular records of

his receipts and payments, much difficulty and

sometimes heavy losses have occurred, besides

a great deal of trouble and anxiety to those

who were obliged to grope in the dark in set-

tling his estate.

It is well known that very many worthy

intelligent farmers are careful to preserve an

accurate statement of all their worldly con-

cerns, duly arranged in proper form, and such

rarely find " a hole in the purse."

But tiicrc are many others who would at

once plead guilty, or, if they did not, could

readily be convicted on responsible testimony,

of totally neglecting to keep any intelligible

series of entries in a book, of their ingoings

and outgoings, and these are the persons who
often complain of " a iiole in the purse," and

yet they are not careful to have it repaired

in due season. Abraham.

scarcaly be an egg laid for a week. Those
who desire to have plenty of eggs for domes-
tic use, or for the market during the ap-

proaciiing season, should attend to having
clean, warm, dry and comfortable quarters

prepared for their fowls during the inclement

weather of winter, and try to have them ac-

commodated with some dry earth, sand, ashe8

or spent lime for them to dust themselves in,

in order that they may be kept free from ver-

min. All unkind or cruel treatment to do-

met-tic animals should be discountenanced and
prohibited, for it fosters the worst of passions,

and is always productive of loss to the owner.

Whiteinarst., Nov. 1, 1836.

For tho r'annors' Cnliiiiet.

Treat Domestic Animals kindly and teu»
derly.

Domestic animals of all kinds, from ahorse

down to a chicken, should be treated with

gentleness and mildness; men or boys wlio

are rash and bad tempered ought not to be

permitted to have charge of them or to inter-

fere with their management. Animals that

are kept in constant fear of suffering nev-

er thrive well, and they often become vi-

cious and intractable by unkind and cruel

treatment. Horses are often rendered in a

great measure useless by bad management

;

and cows in consequence of violence and
blows, suffer from disease, and are often found

to fail in their milk. Hard driving is well

known to give cows much suffering, and to

produce a falling off in the expected profit

from them. Sheep suffer much injury from
the same cause ; and hogs are often so hurt by

rashness that they are rendered of less value.

Poultry suffer much also from wanton vio-

lence, though it is well known that they do best

when they are kept quiet and secluded ; this

is particularly the case with laying hens, yet

how often do we see children and even men
and women raise the war whoop among them,
when they want to catch one or more for

slaughter; sticks, stones, and all kinds of mis-
siles are hurled among them ; dogs are had in

requisition, and all kinds of warfare are
deemed allowable on such occasions, and the

noise and turmoil are often raised to such a

pitch that the whole neighborhood is dis-

turbed, and all this to capture a few chickens,
which might be accomplished in a much
shorter time and with much less physical

force by a little judicious contrivance, that

could be brought into requisition by a child

of a dozen years oM. After such an alarm
and disturbance among the poultry, there will

For the Farintrs' Cabinet.

Ice Houses.
In my communication upon ice houses in

the September number of the Cabinet, I

thought it unnecessary to describe what I con-

ceive the best method of building them above

ground, because the expense is considerable,

and not so gopd when made, as deep cellars.

Bat as it may be desirable sometim.es to erect

ice houses in situations where cellars cannot

be made to drain the water, I will describe

the plan I pursued in building one; which an-

swered the purpose of keeping ice as well,

perhaps, as is usual for houses of the kind,

I erected it below a large mill race, floated

the ice down and filled it without any expense
of carting, and very little labor in any way,
I varied from the usual plan of building, in

the following manner. In.-tead of a double
frame, I made it single, but had the timber
for the sides sawed 12 inches wide and two
inches thick, resembling long joice; these

weretcnented into the sills and plates, which
were of ordinary size; and then the building

was boarded inside and out, and the middle

filled in with tan well pounded down ; no
braces were put in the house, as they prevent

the tan from .settling evenly as it decom.-

poses, and leave vacancies for the air. The
house was put upon a wall about 12 or 1.5

inches from the ground, upon which rested

very strong joice that supported a rough floor

laid' with two inch plank, which was covered

over about one foot deep with tan well tram-

pled and made smooth, upon which the ice

rested.

The house was roofed in the usual way,
and strong joice put upon the plates. When
the house was filled with ice, a loose floor was
laid upon those joice, and a good covering of
tan over the floor, which completed the work.

Subscriber,

Agriculture is the most ennobling of all pur-

suits. The lord of the soil is a freeman in

truth.
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AN IMPROTED BRirL,

In very general use in the sugar districts of France, by which is sown seeds of every
size, from the poppy to the horse bean. It is of simple construction, not easily put out of.

order, and performs to admiration. It drills two, three, or five rows, as might Jae desired.

The rolling by means of wheels is to me a novel invention, and most effective; the pressure
can be increased or diminished at will, by a weight laid across the frame above the wheels.

Fig. 24.

When two or three rows only are sown, two or three of the wheels are removed, and no
more used than there are rows to be rolled. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, are the seed boxes, made gene-
rally of stout tin, w itli oblong or oval lioles on their edge, tliese are partially closed by tin

slides, so as to suit the seed which is to be sown or drilled ; and if the seed is to be dropped
at larger distances, every alternate liole is totally closed. This drill works eoually well
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on the ascent, or descent, or sidcland, as upon!

the level. The iron tine?, or teeth vvitii duck I

feet, are hollow, and the tin cups placed above;

them deliver the seeds into them, and they!

are thus conducted exactly into the drills or'

channels made by the tines, si as not to be;

affected by the winds or otlier accidents. I

These tines are raised or lowered so as to g'o

deeper or shallower, by means of small screwj

bolts, and are set and regulated with the

greatest ease. The harrow also works well

;

eo that in this small space is contained a drill,,

a seed dropper, a harrow and a roller, united.
I

Bv this drill, with two horses and two men

To thtt Editor of llie Farm^.Ti' Calnuot.

L.ive F^iiccK, &c.

Sir,—Althou^rh our cultivated lands gene-
rally present to the traveler a high dej^ree of
fertility, and most luxuriant crops, yet the
appearance of our farms is rendered uncouth
and rude by the unsiffhtly fences which are
in common use, and which are at the best but

a very imperfect barrier to the incursions of
trespassers, while they arc a source of con-
stant trouble and expense to the farmer.

The cfsneral introduction of live fences would
certainly be a most desirable improvement,

nineteen acres a day are sown, harrowed, and (aiving- as they do a beauty and refinement to

rolled I One man and horse commence work
|
the landsc-ape, and at the same time forming

at fliur o'clock in the mornine, and continue
j
a fence impenetrable to man or beast. Com-

nntil eig-ht; a second mnn and liorse then; paratively few American farmers have seen

come on and work until twelve: when the i|
any specimens of this mode of enclosure, and

first man and horse return and work until

four, and then the second man and horse

come on and work until eig-ht. This order

is always observed during- the seed season.

The work for the horse is not laborious, but

the strongest and most active horses on tlie

farm are chosen for this purpose, for if the

horse be weak and slov,', the drilling will not

be straight.

J. P.
Philad. Oct. 25, 1833.

For the rarmers' Cabinet.

Potatoes.

but 'iew have any idea of the maimer of form-

ing a hedge. An extended dissemination of
the necessary information on this important

branch of asfricultural economy amongst the

farmers of the older settlements would, doubt-

less, soon have a practical effect, A small

corner of the land reserved for rail timber,

would suffice to raise enough of quick to

plant the hedges. And the additional extent

of tillable land, the neat and beautiful appear-

ance of the lields, deliverance from the oner-

ous expense and labor of patching and renew-
ing dilapidated fences, and enjoyment of .the

comfort and ease which cannot be felt by
those who have insecure fences, will be a

satisfactory reward for the little extra trouble

which attends the cultivation of the hedge.

The most suitable plant for hedges is that

which is of dense growth, well armed with

thorns, tenacious of life, adapted toa diver.sity

of soils, and of as rapid growth as is consistent

with its other qualifications. The ground
for the fence should be well cultivated and
somewhat raised. The young sets are planted

It has been remarked this season by some
farmers that potatoes on a northern exposure

have done much better than those exposed to

the south. It has been a very hot and dry

summer, at least the latter part of it, and this

circumstance may have had an influence to

produce such a result; but some are of the

opinion that they always do better on a

northern aspect. It would be well to have
more observations made on this subject, and 'j in a double row. about a foot apart in each
if the remark is verified, advantage mi^ht be jrow. so as to form a zig--zag. When they
taken of it, perhaps tosome profit. It is welTjare about half an inch in diameter, they are

known that pot.itoes do much better and are J sometimes cut off near the ground, and the

more productive in the northern than in theJpproijts left to grow up; this makes a thicker

middle states, and that in the south they don't'! hedg-e, with fewer plants. But a more expe-
answer to cultivate to any extent. Thisllditious mode is to allow the plants to attain

shows that climate has much to do with their ithe hei'jht of eight or ten feet, being about

productiveness and value. In Ireland, alto, i one inch thick, and then to plajsh them ; an
where the summers are much cooler than in^joper.ition which is performed in the winter
this country; thev are reoreseuted as pro- '| by cutting off some of the stock at the height

ducing very abundantly. It is also said that,

in the mountainous districts of our country,

'

where the atmosphere is always cooler than'

of five or six feet, so as to have a row of

stakes on each side two or three fijet apart;

or sharpened stakes may be substituted for

in the more level districts, thi-'V are produced ilthe living ones, but they are not so good
in great perfection. These hints are thrown

j

The remainincr branches are then thinned

out to call attention to the subject, that we, out and cut half off by a sloping cut at the

may accumulate facts for future use on this i^-round, .';o that thev will incline to an angle

point. jlof 4.^j°. They must not be laid too closely so

Agrtcola. as to choke their growth, and yet especial
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care must be had not to leave holes, particu-

larly near the bottom. There is no farther

trouble except an occasional trimming.

The white thorn is in general use for

hedges in England, but it is certainly not so

well suited to this climate. The Osage
Orange is said by those acquainted with it to

be in every respect well adapted ; but its pro-

pagation is said to be attended with difficulty.

It* some person acquainted with this plant,

would contribute to your interesting sheet

directions for propagating it, and cultivating

it in fences, (if different from the mode prac-

tised with the wliite thorn,) it would be of

great value and interest to the agricultural

community, and an especial obligation to those

of your subscribers^ who make the request.

Respectfully, yours,

MUNITOR,
Centre county, Sept'r. 22, 1838.

To the Editor of tlic Farmers' Cabinet:

Sowing Parsnepsj BeetS) &c«

The circumstance of having sown parsnep

seed on Christmas day, and this sowing hav-

ing produced an excellent crop, both in re-

spect to quality and quantity, and a friend in-

forming me that in the past summer (1638)

he had excellent sugar beets from seed that

had been shaken from some seed stems in

1837, consequently seed had been in the earth

through the winter of 1837-8, have given

rise to a train of speculation, that led to the

following conclusions, that I request you will

lay before the readers of the Cabinet for their

consideration, and most earnestly are they re-

quested to submit the theory to the ordeal of

experiment. That parsnep seed will remain

in the earth all winter uninjured, and vegetate

freely in the spring is matter of fact, and v, hat

has been told of the beets, goes to show they

possess the same property. Onion seed be-

longs to a hardy family, carrots, parsley and

some other seeds we have reason to believe

possess these properties, and are very tena-

cious of life.

Taking these circumstances into considera-

tion, it brings us to the conclusion, that sowing

of parsneps, beets, onions, and some other

kinds of garden and field seeds in the fall,

and so near to the freezing sea.son, that there

is no probability of their vegetating, so as to

expose their tender plants to injury by frost;

on the contrary, that the seeds will remain in

the gromid ready to shoot out with the earliest

influence of spring, which will insure to them
the beneficial effects of that season, whereby

they will have established strong roots, be-

fore ib.G intense heat, and the drought of sum-

mer has arrived, to stunt their growth. There-

fore it is reasonable to presume, tiiat tiiese

plants will progress to great perfection ; but

should this in some cases not be the result,

the practice will secure an early crop.

But there is another important consideration

that recommends the practice, where it shall

be found to answer ;—October, November, and
December are periods in which the farmer,

gardener, and his laborers, are not very much
pressed with business, and in as much as they
can plant and sow their crops during these

months, they will lessen the press of business

that has to be performed in spring; they will

have more leisure to do the spring seeding,

and also to do more of it.

Taking all things into consideration, the

experiment is worthy of trial, from ]\Iaine to

Florida; it may not in full suit every where,
and yet, in part, ansvver in all places.

As yet, we have very limited specific facts

as to the acclimating of plants. In the north,

the onion is a biennial plant ; it is ready for

market one season, and matures its seed the

second—whereas, at Philadelphia, the bulbs

are not ready for market until the second

year, and produce seed the third. These ha-

bits of the onion merit attention, and when
carefully considered and compared with the

characters of other plants, may lead to new
and happy discoveries. I. R.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

A Barro^v Hoe,

T\". 25.

For cleaning between the rows of drilled

crops, used tor this purpose in the sugar dis-

tricts in France. The knife or cutting part

is thin, and made of well tempered steel, and

when it is much worn, it is unscrewed and

turned sur'itcc downward, and is thus made
to sharpen itself. It is a very effective in-

strument, as the pressure on the handles

gives the power to cut nearly as deep as a

skim plough. It is used for cleaning gravel

walks also, or hoeing surfoces that are too

hard to be operated upon by the hand hoe.

J. P.

A charitable man censureth not his neigh-

bor ; he believeth not the tales of envy and

malevolence, neither repeateth he their slan-

ders. He assisteth the poor in their trouble ;

he rejniceth in furtheritig the prosperity of

all men.
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For the Faruiera' Cabinet.

liiinc—Jts Application, ^c.

On looking over the 43d No. of the Farm-

era' Cabinet, I find some information is elicit-

ed from me relative to the application of lime

and manure, 6lc. " How the lime is ap-

plied? the quantity per acre? the quality ofthe

lime? and the nature and constitution of the

soil to which it was applied."

In reply to the above queries, I may state

that (with one exception) for the purpose of

improving poor land so as to produce f^ood

crops, with as little delay as possible, I have

thought it best to combine the lime and ma-
nure, by applying both for the same crop ; that

is, in preparing for a crop of corn I should

put on about 25 ox cart loads of barn yard

manure to the acre, spread it evenly and
plough late in the fall, harrowing it well be-

fore winter sets in. In the spring I spread on

sixty bushels of lime to the acre, again har-

rowing until the ground is in good order for

planting, it is then struck out lightly for plant-

ing, so as not to turn up the sward, nor is it

my wish in the cultivation of the corn crop

through the summer to plough so deep as to

disturb the manure, preferring that it should

decompose without exposure to the sun and
rain. By this means it is (i believe) in a

better prepared stale for the wheat crop that

follows. After the corn crop is taken off, I have
the ground ploughed deep so as to mix the

manure well with the earth, sow- broadcast

and harrow in. By this course I have raised

from sixty to seventy bushels of cornier acre

the first year, and from twenty-five to thirty

bushels of wheat, following the corn crop, and
from land that would not previously produce

oats worth cutting. I prefer ploughing in the

fall as above stated, under the impression that

the eggs of insects previously deposited are

in a measure destroyed by being exposed to

wet and frosts of winter. By adopting this

course I have never had my corn injured with
the cut worm—some farmers are opposed to

ploughing in the fall, because (as they say)

the ground becomes grassy and difficult after-

wards to keep under—this I know by experi

ence is the fact, and the reason is a want of

proper attention on the part of the farmer-

if he will harrow his ground well directly

after it is ploughed, and again in the spring,

he will not be troubled with grass—at least I

find it so. In harrowing in the spring, I

place a weight on so as to loosen the ground to

the sward, or as deep as can conveniently be
done; the ground by this means is placed in good
order not only for covering the corn, but gives

room for the easy spreading of its fibrous roots

while young and tender, and of course comes
up better and stronger than when the ground
is not well pulverized.

In the exception alluded to above, the lime
was applied by itself, not having any manure
to spare at that time. It was a lot of eleven
acres of poor worn out land, and not wishing
that it should lie useless, I concluded to try

the effects of lime by itself— lor this purpose I

had tlie ground prepared and ploughed in the
spring, and understanding that poor land would
not bear much lime, I determined to ascertaia

that fact for my own satisfaction. I com-
menced putting on at the rate of one hundred
bushels offresh valley lime per acre, gradually

reducing; finished at sixty bushels— the lime
was slacked, and spread immediately and sown
with oats, harrowing it in. The crop was
unusually large, and had to be cut with the

naked scythe, being all laid, (or lodged.)

—

Where the most lime was put the crop was
best, and so continued to produce in succeed-

ing crops for many years afterwards.

The lime used in the improvement of my
farm was fi-om the Great Valley (in Pennsyl-

vania) near Downingtown, which is consid-

ered of good quality for land Of late years I

have used oyster shell and Schuylkill lime

—

the former I have had burnt on the farm, hav-

ing a kiln for that purpose. The refuse wood
only is used, say at the rate of li cords for

600 bushels of lime—the cost when burned
does not exceed eight cents per bushel—the

quantity per acre, from 150 to 200 bushels,

the latter quantity I consider fully equal to

100 bushels of stone lime, and the cost less,

having to give with us 25 cts. for the Valley
lime. Schuylkill can be had for 17 cts. burnt

with coal, or 20 cts. burnt with wood, but it

is generally too much slacked by the time it

reaches us, and in some instances (on being
analyzed) is found to contain too great a pro-

portion of magnesia. It would be well for

our agricultural societies to turn their atten-

tion to this subject, and publish the result of
their labors.

The farm on which I reside is of primitive

formation—situation high—the soil naturally

poor, composed of clay, sand and gravel, va-

rying as to mixture more or less in the differ-

ent fields. Edward Tatnall.
Braiuiywine, lOtlimo., 9th, 1830.

I believe one reason why such numerous
instances of erudition occur among the lower
ranks is, that with the same powers of mind,
the poor student is limited to a narrow circle

for indulging his passion for books, and must
necessarily make himself master of the few
he possesses ere he can acquire more.

Accurate knowledge is the best, and indeed
the only true foundation of true eloquence.

Lord Chesterfield seems to think otherwise

;

but the eloquence he recommends is like hie

favorite system of mannera, not.solid, but

showy and superficial.
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The IWarl Indicator.

From the Virginia Farmei-s' Register, edited by Edmund Suffin, Esq.

It has been long and generally believed among the marling farmers of King William

county, and the adjoining country, that tlie growth of a certain plant, in running water, in-

dicates, with absolute certainty, the presence of marl, or beds of fossil shells, some where

higher up the stream. The great value of any each indication, to those who are searching

Fig. 26.

for marl is obvious. We were informed of the peculiar rule of location of this plant sev-

eral years ago, by our friend and correspondent, Dr. William B. Wcstmore, then a resident

of Kinf William, and, at that lime, re([ue&ted yuch particular information as would enatle
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«B to identify the plant, and, by publishing the

description, to furnish all the readers of tlie

Farmers' Register, the means to avail of its

use, in showing the before hidden presence

of xaax\ on their lands, or in their neighbor-

hood. Dr. Westmore caused a correct colored

drawing to be made of the plant, hy a good

artist who happened to be at his house; and

from the drawing we have had engraved the

representation which accompanies this arti-

cle; and which, with our own description may
enable persons witliout botanical knowledge,

to identify the plant But to those who pos-

sess any thing of that knowledge, (to which
WG have no pretension.) a much surer means
of identification is offered in the following

report of the botanical character of the plant,

which was furnished at our request by a cor-

respondent, who is much better informed on

the subject, and to whom the growing plant

was exhibited. His report was as follows

:

" I carefully examined the plant you point-

ed out to me, when here, as indicating the

presence of rnarl in the earth, or as growing
only in streams supplied with calcareous mat-

ter. Though the flowers are very small, the

botanical character is obvious, and easily de-

termined. The plant belongs to the second

clas.s and first order of the artificial system,

(diandria monogynia,^ and to the genus Ve.-

roni^^a of that order. Loudon describes 84
species of this genus, only one of which
{Veronica Virgirtica, with a variety. Incur-

nata^) is American. This plant does not

agree with any of the numerous species de-

scribed by Loudon, and I very much doubt

whether it is described by any botanist. I

would, therefore, be inclined to consider it a

new and important species. Its botanical de-

scription is—root fibrous, stem smooth, leaves

opposite, a mplexicaul, lanceolate, slightlj' ser-

rate, flowers racemose, axillary, calix four-

tojjthed, corolla light blue, entire base; lip

four parted, capsule two celled. Should this

be (as I think there is every probability) an
entire new species of Vcrnnica, would you
permit me the liberty of suggesting a speci-

fic name

—

Veronica Rvffmial If its pres-

ence is a sure indication of marl, it is a highly
impoTtant plant, and your name is almost
identified with marl."

We beg leave to decline the unmerited
honor above projjosed, as we have no claim to

the discovery—and but only that of having
appreciated the facts, as i-f.on as they were
heard of, and nov/ of making tliem pub-
lic. We should think the name of West-
morea more appropriate : but our friend West-
more also waives all claim to the discov-

ery, and says, that he does not know who
tiret noticed the connexion of the plant with
marl. And if, contrary to the present suppo-
sition, the plant should in feet have been long

on the catalogues of botaniKt>;, it will not the

less deserve to be considered, for its peculiar

quality now just brought to light, as a new
and important agricultural diifcovery. We
prefer for is name the descriptive one of the

"Maj-1 Indicator."

But we have further evidence of this being

in truth a new species, in the opinion of our
friend and correspondent, Gideon B. Smith, of

Baltimore, to whom we sent the drawing to

have it engraved, accompanied by a t^tatement

of the peculiar value of tjie ])lant, and a copy

of the foregoing botiinical description. Ills

answer says

—

" I cannot determine the botanical charac-

ter of the plynt from the drawing, but it cer-

tainly appears to be a Veronica. The de-

scription of the plant and the drawing agree
perfectly, so far as I can follow the latter

—

the characters of the corolla, calyx and cap-

sule not being distinct in the drawing. [Ow-
ing to their small size.] The plant is new
to me ; it is not described by I-oiidon, nor, eo

far as I can find, by Elliott, nor any other bot-

anist to whose works I have access.

"It will be a curious and vahiable discovery

for the agricultural interest, should it prove

to be in tact an indication of the presence of

calcareous matter, and I shall certainly beavT

it in mind in all my botanical rambles."

W^e readily found this plant growing in

several of the rivulets flowing through differ-

ent beds of fossil shell?, or marl, on our farm.

For the fact th;)t it is yet to be found in none
other than such str me, we have as yet to

rely on the inforrno. ui of others; and on the

certainty of its absence as well as its presence

agreeing with the absence and presence of

marl, obviously depends the value of the "in-
dicator."

The plant is an evergreen; it grows only

in shallow water. The stalk is seldom more
than a foot high; though we found some 2-^

feet. It is so succulent and tender, that it

droops and withers very quickly after being

pulled up, and left dry ; but when immediately

placed with the roots in a bottle of water, it;

continued to live, and to throw out successive

flowers for several weeks. It was in flower

in May, and had not ceased to flower in the

beginning of Septersber. The flowers are

very small, of a pale blue, or nearly of a lilac

color, and appear in small clusters, or string.s.

We have taken much trouble and incurred

some expense, to enable our readers to iden-

tify this plant. It is hoped that many will

search for it, and test its alleged peculiarity

of location ; and if observation should serve

to disprove that peculiar character, it is fur-

ther hoped that such observation and facts will

he communicated for publication. To correct

erroneous opinions, and mistaken facts, is as

useful and as neceseary to agricultural know-
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ledge and improvement, aa to announce new
and undoubtedly true opinions and facts.

As no calcareous earth exists in the tide-

water region of the southern states, except
the fossil shell deposite, or marl, as commonly
termed, of course the growth of this plant,

when found any where in that region, will

always indicate that form of calcareous earth

only. But if it grows among the mountains,
and in more northern as well as more elevated

lands, it will probably be found in all lime-

stone streams.

We give the above article as a matter of

interest to our readers. The plant may or

may not indicate the presence of marl. We
handed the engraving to one of the best bot-

anists in the country—a gentleman who has

made the science his particular study for a

number of years—and he stated without hesi-

tation that the plant was not new, that it was

to be found in both Europe and America, and

that by reference to Dr. Darlington's Flora

Cestrica, we would find the following descrip-

tion of the " Veronica Anagallis."

" Stem erect ; leaves amplexicaul, lanceolate, acute,
denticulate ; racemes opposite- Beck, hot. p. 261.

yulgo—Water Speedwell. Long-leaved Brooklime.

iJoot perennial; with verticils of numerous long ca-
pillary radicles at tlie lower nodes of the stem. Ster?!

12 to 18 inches high, rather coarse and fleshy, some-
times with a roughish pubescence. Leaves smootli,
closely sessile and embracing the stem, narrow-lance-
olate, 2 to 3 inches long, and tapering gradually to a
point, sparingly denticulate, often nearly entire. Ra-
cemes mostly opposite, on stout succulent peduncles

;

bracts linear-lanceolate, as long as the pedicels. Co-
rolla pale blue, with purple stripes. Capsule tumid.

Hab. Muddy margins of rivulets: Great Valley,
[Chester CO. Pa., limestone region;] rare. Fl. June. Fr.
August.

Obs. This is undoubtedly the true V. Anagallis ; as
1 have verified it by comparison with authentic Euro-
?ean specimens. Wlien my catalogue was published,
had never seen the plant; and mistook for it, a vari-

ety of V. Beccabunga,—which, however is quite dis-
tinct. This species occurs at Downingtown, and
Brooke's Mill ; where it was detected, in 18:i:!, by my
indefatigable friend, Mr. Joshua Hoopes. I have also
received Kentucky specimens from Professor Short."

We are informed that the same plant is not

uncommon in the granite regions of New-

Hampshire, and we are assured by a friend on

whom we rely, that it has been found on the

Rocky Mountains. These are mere opinions

formed from an examination of the engraving,

and as it is extremely difficult, if not impossi-

ble to determine the true botanical character

of a plant from an engraving, these opinions

may be changed on an examination of the

plant itself. If the Editor of the Register

will favor us with a specimen of the plant.

{Marl Indicator) we will preserve it for the

inspection of our friends generally, who doubt-

less feel an interest in the matter, and by a

comparison of the plants, we shall be enabled

to test the correctness of the opinions given

above. Botanists also are anxious to see a

specimen.

Potatoe CEiltiire.

At the request of several of our subscribers,

we republish the following communication
from the American Farmer. Mr. Massey
assures us that his experience of more than

twenty years confirms the opinions he ad-

vanced in the tbllowing article. The letter

was addressed to that sterling friend of agri-

culture, J. S. Skinner, Esq. of Baltimore.

—

Mr. Massev says, " having read in the Amer-
ican Farmer several communications on rais-

ing potatoe.?, and none of them corresponding

with my method, and convinced from seven

years experience of the superior crops I

have uniformly raised, has induced me to

give j'ou my mode of managing the crop.

I always plough my stalk ground as deep
as possible in February for my potatoe

patch ; in May I harrow the patch and roll

it until it is quite smooth ; it is then ready for

planting (which I do immediately after plant-

ing the corn.) I make drills by a bout with
a large plough, three at a time only, then drag
a log four feet long and 13 inches in diameter
with a large chain twisted in a spiral form
round the log up and down each drill, the

log is square at the end, which throws
the mould on each side of the drill, the

chain rubbing the mould as fine as the

covering of a hot bed ; by the time these

three drills are ready the cart arrives with the

dung, whicli is thrown in the drills and broke
and spread evenly in the drills, ' the seed
(which has been cut two or three weeks and
plaster sprinkled on them when cut,') is

dropped nine inches apart, and trod by the boy

who drops them into the dung ; as soon as the

three rows are ready, the plough covers the

seed and dung with the fine mould thelog threw
on each side of the drill ; the whole patch is

thus planted : I have put in an acre in a day
witli two carts, a loader, one plough, three

men and a boy to drop: I pick the best shaped
and largest potatoes tor seed, and cut them in

three or four pieces. I have tried whole po-

tatoes, and found no advantage in any respect.

I have never measured my whole crop, but

from the cart loads, I estimate my average
crops 4rH) bushels per acre; 1 once planted

five bushels of the Nova Scotia blue nose (the

first I ever tried of that kind) and had 260
bushels of picked potatoes, and about five
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bushels of small, since I have planted no other

kind for my late crop, being convinced they

are the most prolific of eight varieties I tried

for three years; the after culture is very

similar to earthing and blanching celery, and

on this depends the crop, as much as a corn

crop would in a dry hot summer. I cannot

give you a clear idea without the annexed

sketch.

"V

—

\/~'

^-^f^^—

the potatoes bursting the ground at the sur-

face when the lowest was 11 inches under-

neath ; after the first frost, I mow the vinos

and haul them off" to my compost heap; and
when the ground is dry take up the crop, by

ploughing a fiirrow from each side of the row,

and turning the middle over; my expense of

tlie whole crop, from hauling the manure, till

the potatoes are in the cellar, is 1.^ dollars pet

acre, and have had 2G5 bushels on 5 of an

acre—to illustrate the advantage of often stir

ring the ground during the growth of escu

lents in a dry season, 1 planted in 1816 two

cabbage beside each other, they were from

the same seed bed, and each manured with an

equal weight of old hot bed dung—one plant

I hood every evening, the other when the

principal crop was hoed ; in November they

were weighed, one 24 lbs. the other 43 lbs.,

of the fiat Dutch kinds : other experiments

prove that often working or stirring the

ground, will double any crop in a dry season.

Thomas Massey.
Roseville, Delaware.

Fig. 27.

1. Drills made with the plough.

2. Log and chain, dung and seed.

3. Covered.

4. Harrowed level, after the first rain and

before the plants are up.

5. First ploughing.

6. Second ploughing.

7. Third ploughing.

A is the surface of the field before making
the drills.

The drills are four feet from centre to cen-

tre ; after the seed are up, as fig. 5, I run a

triangle harrow between each drill and throw

a very liglit furrow to the plant with a small

plough. Two weeks after harrow again and

throw a heavier furrow to the plant as fig. 6,

and before the tops get too large harrow

again ; with a large plough with a thin piece

of board fixed to the extremity of the mould

board finish the work as fig. 7. Fifteen large

ox cart loads of manure is all I use for one

acre, and fifteen bushels of seed cut in three

or four pieces. I have observed the growth,

and find the potatoes arranged as fig. 7. Hav-

ing dug several hills with my fingers, begin-

ning at the side, and in two seasons have had

For th.o Farmers' Cabinet.

Plongliing.
I see in the second number of Vol. III. of

the Farmers' Cabinet, psge 69, under the head
" Farmers' work for October," some observa-

tions on ploughing. Now I think they must
have been made by one who is entirely igno-

rant of the practical part of ploughing. In

the first place I would ask " Fanner and Gar-

dener" what force he applies to his plough to

turn a furrow of 7 inches by 9 inches, and
also, what kind of plough he uses ; for I cannot

conceive by our ordinary means that we would

be able to perform it more than 7 inches wide
by 5 inches in depth ; and a more usual depth

is about 4 inches, and that generally turns up
the clay, on poor ground, to receive the seed,

and I am inclined to think that one reason

why we raise such light crops. I will grant

that a deep soil is better than a shallow one,

but unless we are able to make a seven inch

soil good, we had better be content with three

inches. Experience proves to my mind, that

there is something more required than deep-

ploughing to make it so. Neither is it a diffi-

cult matter to make the soil good, provided

you have the means beforehand.

Farming upon paper is readily done—so

easy that many persons suppose it as practi-

cable on land. I can toll how ground ought
to be prepared for a crop of corn, supposing

the ploughing recommended was preparatory

tt) corn, (if any one can tell how the next

spring is to open, I will say whether to plough

in the fail or not) if an open and dry spring,

the fall previous manure on sod, sayseven good
four horse loads of stable manure to the acre.

Many persons may think this a light coat, but
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I can tell them it will be heavy enough when
they count cost. When I speak of loads,

I do not mean such as farmers haul from

their yards, but such as are generally

brought from the city, one foot or more above

the side rails, well trodden, and then the

acre of ground will be well manured, and
exclusive of the labor, will cost $28. Then
atl,er this much plough your ground well four

inches deep, leave it in this state exposed to

the winter—and in the spring, as soon as the

ground is dry (not before) plough again shal-

low, then put 50 bushels of lime to the acre

as hot as you can. Harrow well, and plough

your corn at the proper season, and not ne-

glect it after—and if you do not have a crop

it will not be your fault. But, if the spring

is to open very wet, I would all this work be

done then, and not in the fall.

AH I have said is very soon done on paper,

and without much cost. But practically, it

takes much hard work, and can not or will

not be done, for the very reason that we, as

fanners in general cannot afford it.(')

Penn. Farmer,
Phila. Co., Soptr. 27, 1838.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

A Hint to our New Jersey Friends*

The necessity of keeping the different va-

rieties of the same species, widely separated,

is clearly manifested by the mixed stale in

which the melons are brought to the Phila-

delphia market ; for, with the exception of the

last variety of watermelons introduced, (the

Spanish, aiid these only with two or three in-

dividuals, who have kept them true and in-

creased their size,) I know of none which have

not very much degenerated. Of the canta-

loupe I cannot recollect much, but have heard

them spoken of in high terms of praise ; it can-

not now be recognized, having probably lost

its distinctive characteristic, partly by admix-

ture with some varieties then cultivated, and

since by blending with the nutmeg melon.

—

The citron variety is of later date. It was,

when first introduced, about the size of a fully

grown Holland pippin, deeply lobed, aromatic

green, fresh, very small cavity, a smooth skin,

and decidedly the very best variety of them
all ; this was soon blended with the larger

kinds, by some, through carelessness, and by

others, to increase the size ; so that it is diffi-

cult now to find one, that approaches to the

original, either in size or qimlity.

The long striped watermelon has already

suffered much, and unless our truckmen are

more careful to keep a new variety called the

citron (not the citron nutmeg, but a spherical,

hard, striped, good-for-nothing tiling, used for

prescrvmg) from the neighborhood of their

patches, in a very short time, both this, and the

Spanidii sort will be of little value. The past

season,'' watenmelons might be seen in the
market, mixed in various degrees; indeed, I

was present at the opening of one, so much
impregnated with this vile thing, as to require
a considerable effort with a sliarp knife to di-

vide it. I would advise that it be kept at a
full gun shot distance, or discarded altogether.

And as there has been lately introduced a
very fine variety of Pumpkin (the citron, or
Valparaiso squash) I hope the above hint re-

specting melons, may be a sufficient protec-

tion to this, from all interlopers. H .

Premium Butter—Bread from Spring
^Vheat.

Mr. Libby—Dear Sir,—^Atthe Agricultu-

ral dinner of the New Castle county Agricul-

tural Society, given yesterday at the City

Hall, Wilmington, you, among some other

of the members of the Philadelphia Agricul-

tural Society, were present, and appeared to

enjoy the premium butter, made by Thon>as
Massey, Jr., and the spring wheat bread ; 1

have taken the liberty to send you a small

parcel of each for the inspection of such of
your agricultural friends as may be calling at

the office of the Farmers' Cabinet, in the next
day or two. The bread is made of the two
samples of wheat, which accompanies it—the

one raised by Benjamin Webb, near Wilming-
ton, the other by myself, and each yielding

in the neighborhood of seventeen bushels per

acre, for one bushel sown. The fiour makes,
(as far as my experience of two years goes)

brown bread—of its sweetness and other quali-

ties, let your farmers judge. The great heat

and drought ofthe past season, caused much in-

jury to our winter and spring wheat, whilst in

the milch—the average weight of the latter

(from 56 to 57 lbs. per bushel) will compare
without disparagement with the winter grain,

much of that on our best lands not yielding be-

yond 54 to 56 lbs. Although I should never re-

commend a farmer giving up his winter wheat
for this spring variety, altogether, as some
have done

;
yet, as a stranger among \is, under

many unfavorable circumstances, it deserves

kind treatment—acclimation—to be tried in

small quantities—and the seed to be genuine,
before it is condemned and pushed aside, with

the many hrinibiigs of the day.

Yours, truly,

James W. Thomson.
Wilmington, Del., Oct. 25, 1833.

With the above note from our worthy cor-

respondent. Dr. Thomson, we received the

bread and butter. The butter was very su-

perior, and merited, we think, the premium

awarded it. The spring wheat bread, also

was excellent, but rather dark. The grain

from which it was made, evidently of a
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good variety. A number of our most intelli-

orent farmers were well pleased with it; and

agreed with the Doctor, that it shall not be

condemned, as far as they arc concerned,

without a fair trial. We feel ourselves under

great obligations to our correspondent for hie

attention.

THE FARMERS' CABINET.
NOVEMBER 15, 183S.

Agricultural Exliibitious.

PHILADELPHIA SOCIETY.

The PhiVidelphia Society for Promoting

Agriculture, had a Show and Sale on the 5th

and 6th inst. The numbers oflivestock exhib-

ited was greater than our liveliest hopes antici-

pated, and the appearance of the animals such

as conduced greatly to the credit ofour farmers

and graziers.*

The display of fine horses and colts, de-

monstrates that this noble and useful animal

is receiving proper attention in our neighbor-

hood. Of sheep, the nuniber was also large,

consisting of Leicesters, Southdowns, and

crosses of these favorite breeds, besides other

kinds that looked well. But the greatest and

most attractive display was afforded by the

numerous bulls, cows, calves, and heifers, in

variety, and of^ quality, that excited our sur-

prise. There were the high bred and beau-

tiful Durhams, the pride of stock farmers, with

crosses of Devon, Holstein, and native breeds,

that must have given the judges a difficult

task to decide on tlieir various merits.

We shall not attempt to particularize, as

our next number will, we hope, contain the

Society's account of the exhibition, with the

reports of the judges.

There was but a small collection of Agri-

cultural Implements, and very few produc-

tions of the farm other than live stock, and

we think the Society would do well to grace

their exhibitions by many articles which on

this occasion were overlooked. This first

effort having passed off remarkably well, will,

we trust, iead to regular annual exhibitions

and fairs.

* See Report of Sales in a subsequent column.

We copy the following from tho Delaware Gaactte. It

nhows that the farmers of New Castle county are

awake: the best results may be anticipated, from

tho lihi'ial maiiiitT in which the iuslilutiou is sus-

taini;d. The right spirit is abroad.

PROCEEDINGS of the CATTLE SHO"W,
Held at VViliiiiugton, October •24th.;

The annual Cattle Show of the New Cas-

tle County Agricultural Society was held at

Wilmington, on Wednesday, 24th ult., and
notwithstanding the rain, which fell through-

out the day, there was a good dii--play of im-

ported, as well as domestic animals; as also

horses, swine, and sheep; and had the day

been at all favorable, it is understood that there

would have been at least two-thirds more
.stock and farmers in attendance, so as to have

rendered this exhibition by far the largest and

most interesting of any ever held in the State.

The decided interest manifested in behalf of

this Society, its increasing numbers, and its

acknowledged u.sefulness, speak well for its

past exertions, and augur the best results for

the future. After the exhibition of the day
closed, the judges met and awarded the fol-

lowing premiums

:

^ , '

To John Baynes, for the best Bull from

three to five years old, $15 00
" Philip Reybold, for Cow 'Betts,' 10 00

do. Ilcifer • Fanny,' 8 00
" Samuel Canby, for best Heifer

Calf, 5 00
" do. forbest bull calf, 8 00
" Dr. J. W. Thomson, for " Ca-

milla," the best Brood Mare,
bred by Col. Vanmeter, Va. 5 00

" MicajahCliurchman, for the best

Yearling Colt, got by Ncy, 5 00
" Philip Reybold, for the best Ram,

of the Lincolnshire breed, 8 00
" do. for the best pen of

Ewes, of tfie same breed, 8 00
" Thomas Massey, Jr., for the best

Sow and Pigs, 5 00
" Ditto for the best Fresh Butter, 4 00

The importing Company's Bull, Maxwell,
bred by Mr. Whitaker, England, was the ad-

miration of all present—and though decidedly

the finest animal on the ground—yet, by tho

prepf'nt rules of the Society, premiums are

confined to domestic stock:—(The fine im-

ported Durham cows of Samuel Canby, Esq.

came under the exception.)—The conunittee

on horses speak in high terms of Thomas
Massey, Jr.'s two fine stallions, viz.: Billy

Bell, by Bell, by Bellfounder, (who took the

premium last year) and John Randolph, by
Rmaldo—the latter a superior horse for car-

riage and farming purposes. The stud horse,

Wm. Penn, owned by James Pyle, they con-

sidered as leaving good proportions aiid well
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adapted to road and farming uses. The pen 'interests and the consuming classes of the
of yearling Ewes, offered by John Baynes, of ! U. States'! And would not such a conven-
the Bakewoll breed, the committoe on sheep Ition bring about in all probability permanent
deemed most excellent of the kind

The several committees also noticed with

gratification, a number of other fine animals

which were presented, though not coming up
to all the requirements of the Society for tak-

ing premiums—observe, tiiat there was man-
ifest improvement in all, and that much praisp

is due to their owners, who are still improving
their stock—many of those exhibited by Sam-
uel Canby, Philip Reybold, Eyre and Tliom-
son, Alexander S. Read, John B. B;iynes,

Thomas Massey, jr., and others, were of this

description, and will stand a comparison with

the best stock of the countiy.

At 2 o'clock the Society dined at the City

Hall, with a number of citizens and invited

guests—among the latter we noticed with

much pleasure John S. Skinner, Esq. of Bal-

timore, late editor of the American Farmer,
John Libby, of Philadelphia, proprietor of the

Farmers' Cabinet, and Messrs. Thornton, Rob-
erts, Comfort, and others of the Pliiladelpliia

Agricultural Society.

Philip Reybold, Esq., President of the So-

ciety presided at the dinner, assisted by Mes-
sieurs Naudain and Thomson. Letters of re-

gret were read by the Corresponding Secre-

tary from Governor Comegys of Kent, Wm.
D. Waples, Esq. of Sussex, Ed. P. Roberts,

Esq. editor of the Farmer and Gardener, and
others who were unable to attend. The din-

ner was bountiful in the extreme, and some
good speeches were delivered by several of

the gentlemen present, on the advantages of

Agriculture and Agricultural Societies—the

uses of manure—the importance and neces-

sity of education to farmers—the honor of the

calling and the profitableness of husbandry,

&c. &c.
At 5 o'clock the company adjourned, having

first passed a vote of thanks to Brooke T
Turner, of the Bayard Hotel, for the ample
and excellent dinner he had provided for the

occasion.

We predict the happiest results to our coun-

ty and state from these annual gatherings of

intelligent farmers—their honorable compe-
tition to excel each other in the finest breeds

of stock and in the best productions of the

earth—whether of grain, fruits, vegetables or

flowers. The cause of agriculture in our

country is evidently o?n/)arJ, and the spirit of

improvement in the education and require-

ments of the young farmer are assuredly

heightened every year. Would not a nalinnal

convention then of the first agriculturists

of every state and county society in the Union,

now organized, (to meet in Philadclphin, say

the last Wednesday in September, 1839,) be

productive of lasting benefit to the farming

boards ofagriculture in all the states—Schools
for Agricultural acquirements, depositories for

the best seeds and implements of husbandry,

and what is quite as important, a personal

knowledge to each other of all the distin-

guished writers and friends of agriculture

throughout our land ? We throw out the hint

and hope to see it acted upon.

C1NCINATU8.

The suggestion of a national convention

of farmers is certainly a good one. Vv'e most

cordially second the motion.

Chester and Delav^-are Connty Agricultn*
ral Society*

The first exhiliition of the Chester and
Delaware Agricultural Society, held on Wed-
nesday last, was every thing that had been

I

expected by the society. From the very un-

j

usual drought of the past summer, the exhi-

jbition was held under great disadvantages;
I but tlie experiment has established the prac-

jticahility and utility of the society beyond a
doubt. The collection of cattle, horse-s, oxen,

bulls, cows, Sic. was highly respectable, and
(remarkable for their size, form, and keep:

I

many of them were beautiful animals. The
\
Devonshire bull of Mr. Travilla, particu-

larly, attracted great admiration ; and also the

giant oxen of herculian strength, belonging
to Mr. WnoD'«VARD, as well as the handsome

I

cow recently imported by Mr. Morris. Four
i hogs, 14 months old, weighing collectively

j2200 lbs., attracted great attention as well

;
for their size, as their excellent symmetry and

I

proportions. They were owned by Mr. Robb.
[The collection of sheep, was also worthy of,

jand received great attention. Several pens
i displayed theskillofour best feeders,—Green,

j

Bradly, Cope, Hoopes, and others, both in the

I

size, quality, and beauty ofthe animals. The
[exhibition was attended by some of the best

horses in the country ; noted for their blood

and performances. Besides the stock, we
observed at the show a number of agricultu-

ral implements, ploughs, &c.
The exhibition drew together a great num-

ber of farmers from all parts of the counties

of Chester and Delaware, who appeared to be
universally pleased with the result of the day.

They certainly feasted their eyes upon as fine

a collection of cattle, sheep and swine as

Chester and Delaware ever exhibited— and
we hope they may long live to witness the

future exhibitions of their most worthy soci-

ety.

In this hasty notice we have not touched

many objects deserving of honorable mention.

We have just glanced at the exhibition, and
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shall await the official report of the proceed-

infe, which will make their appearance in

about three weeks; and the premiums will

also be announced.— W. Chester {Pa.) Vil.

Record.

Eggs and Poultry.

Amonpr all nation?, and throughout all

fjrades of society, ec^gs have been a favorite

food. But in all our cities and particularly in

•winter, they are held at such prices that few I

families can afl'ord to use them at all ; and even
|

those who are in easy circumstances, consider
j

them too expensive tor common food.

There is no need of this. Every family or

'

nearly every family, can, with very little!

trouble, have eggs in plenty during the whole

year; and of all the animals domesticated for'

the use of man, the common dunghill fowl isj

capable of yielding the greatest possible pro-,

fit to the owner. !

In the month of November, I put apart}

eleven hens and cock, gave them a small'

chamber in a wood house, defended from
j

storms, and with an opening to the south.

—

Their food, water, and lime, were placed on

shelves convenient for them, with warm nests

and chalk nest-eggs in plenty. These hens

continued to lay eggs through the winter.

—

From these eleven hens I received an average

ofsix eggs daily during the winter ; and when-
ever any of them was disposed to set, viz. as|

soon as she began to cluck, she was separated

from the others by a grated partition, and her

apartment darkened ; these cluckers were
j

well attended and well fed ; they could see

and partially associate through their grates

with the other fowls, and as soon as any of

these prisoners began to sing, she was liber-

ated, and would very soon lay egge. It is a

pleasant recreation to feed and tend a bevy of

laying hens ; they may be tamed so as to fol-

low the children, and will lay in any box.

Egg shells contain lime, and in winter,

when the earth is bound with frost or covered

with snow, if lime is not provided for them,

they will not lay, or, if they do, the eggs
must of necessity be without shells. Old
rubbish lime, from old chimneys and old build-

ings, is proper, and only needs to be broken
for them. They will often attempt to swallow
pieces of lime piaster as large as walnuts.

I have often heard it said that wheat is the

beet grain for them, but I doubt it; they will

sing over Indian corn with more animation
than over any other grain. The singing hen
will certainly lay eggs, if she finds all things

agreeable to her; but the hen is much ofa prude,

as watchful as a weasel, and as fastidious as

a hypocrite ; she must, she will have secrecy

and mystery about her nest; all eyes but

her own must be averted; follow her or

watch her, and she will forsake her nest,

and stop laying; she is best pleased with a

box covered at top with a backside aperture

for light, and a side door by which she can

escape unseen.

A farmer may keep an hundred fowls in

his barn, may suffer them to trample upon and

destroy his mows of wheat and other grain,

and still have fewer eggs than the cottager

who keeps a single dozen, who provides se-

cret nests, chalk eggs, pounded brick, plenty

of Indian corn, lime, water and gravel, for

them ; and who takes care that his hens are

not disturbed about their nests. Three chalk

eggs in a nest is better than a single nest egg,

and large eggs please them ; I have often

smiled to see them fondle round and lay into

a nest of geese eggs. Pullets will commence
laying earlier in life where nests and eggs

are plenty, and where other hens arc cackling

around them.

A dozen dunghill fowls, shut up from any

other means of obtaining food, will require

something more than a quart of Indian corn

a day ; I think fifteen bushels a year a fair pro-

vision for them. But more or less, let them
always have enough by them, and after they

have become habituated to find enough, at all

limes a plenty in their little manger, they

take but a few kernels at a time, except just

before retiring to roost, when they will take

nearly a spoonfuU into their crops ; but just

so sure as their provision comes to them
scanted or irregularly, so surely they will ra-

ven up a whole crop full at a time, and will

stop laying.

A single dozen fowls, properly attended,

will furnish a family with more than 2,(X)0

eggs in a year, and 100 full grown chickens

for fall and winter stores. The expense of

feeding the dozen fowls will not amount to 18

bushels of Indian corn. They may be kept

in cities as well as in the country, and will

do as well shut up the year round as to run

at largo ; and a grated room, well lighted,

ten feet by five, partitioned from any stable

or other out-house, is sufficient for the dozen

fowls, with their roosting place, nests and
feeding troughs.

At the proper season, viz. in the spring of

the year, five or six hens will hatch at the

same time, and the fifty or sixty chickens

given to one hen. Two hens will take care

of 100 chickens well enough, until they be-

gin to climb their little stick roosts; they

should then be separated from the hens en-

tirely; they will wander less, and do better

away from the fowls. I have often kept the

chickens in my garden ; they keep the May
bugs and other insects away from the vines,

&c.
In cases of confining fowls in summer, it

should be remembered that a ground room
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should be chosen : or it will do just as well to

set into their pen boxes of dried sand, or kiln-

dried, well pulverized earth, for them to wal-

low in, in warm weather.

—

Con. Courant.

Method of Ascertaiuins^ the IVeU^ht of
Cattle while Li-ring.

This is of the utmost utility for all those

who are not experienced judges by the eye,

and by the following directions, the weight

can be ascertained within a mere trifle. Take
a string, put it round the beast, standing

square, just behind theshoulderblade; measure
on a foot rule the feet and inches the animal

is in circumference : this is called the girth

;

then with the string measure from the bone

of the tail which plumbs the line with the

hinder part of the buttock ; direct the line

along tlie back to the forepart of the shoulder

blade ; take the dimensions on the foot rule as

before, which is the length, and work the fig-

ures in the following manner ;
girth of the

bullock, 6 feet 4 inches ; length .5 feet 3 inch-

es ; which multiplied together, make 34 square

superficial feet; that again multiplied by 23
(the number of pounds allowed to each super-

ficial foot of all cattle measuring less than

seven and more than five feet in girth) makes
713 lbs.; and allowing 14 lbs. to the stone, is

50 stone 13 lbs. Where the animal measures
less than nine and more than seven feet in

girth, 31 is the number of pounds to each su-

perficial foot

Again, suppose a pig or any small beast

should measure two feet in girth and two feet

along the back, which multiplied together,

makes four square feet; that multiplied by

eleven, the number ofpounds allowed for each

square foot of cattle measuring less than three

feet in girth, makes 44 lbs., which, divided by

14, bring it to stones, is three stone two
pounds. Again, suppose a calf, sheep, &c.,

should measure four feet six inches in girth,

and three feet nine inches in length, wliich

multiplied together makes sixteen and a half

stjuare feet ; that multiplied b}' sixteen, the

number of pounds allowed to all cattle mea-
suring less than five feet, and more than three

in girth, make 264 pounds; which divided by

14, to bring it into stones, is 18 stone 12 lbs.

Tlie dimensions of the girth and lengtli of

black cattle, sheep, calves, or hogs, may be

as exactly taken in this way, as is at all ne-

cessary for any computation or valuation of

stock, and will answer exactly to ttie four

quarters, sinking the offal, and which every

man who can get even a bit of chalk may
easily perform. A deduction must be made
for a half-fatted beast, of one stone in twenty,

from that of a fat one; and for a cow that had
calves, one stone must be allowed, and a»o-

ther for not being properly Pit.

—

Cattle iCe*'p-

cr's Guide.

Great value of Apples.—In the fall of

1835, (says Mr. Eleazer Cady, of Canaan,)
1 gathered about 1.50 bushels of good sound
apples of di lierent kinds, and put them into

my cellar, for the purpose of feeding them
out to my stock of cattle and pigs, to .see

what eflfect they would have. When hard

weather commenced, I had two cows that

gave milk ; I put them into a stable, and
commenced feeding the two cows with half

a bushel of apples to each cow per day. I

charged the boy that milked them, to see if

the cows increased their milk; and the third

day the boy says that the cows gave almost

double the quantity that they did before 1 fed

them with apples ; and the young woman
that had the charge of the milk, says the but-

ter that was made from the milk, at the time

of feeding them on apples, was of a fine

flavor, and a fine yellow color.

I likewise commenced feeding them to my
pigs; I fed about one bushel a day to thirteen

pigs, with a small portion of corn ; and I now
defy the state to bring thirteen pigs as good

as mine, that have iiad no better keeping.

I had gatliered about 550 bushels of good

apples, and put them into a good bin in my
carriage house, with the intent of making
them into cider; but before I got ready to

make them into cider, the cold weather came
on, and all my apples froze. I immediately

covered them with blanket?, and they re-

mained in that situation till a thaw in the

latter part of December ; I then commenced
feeding them to my stock of cattle, which
consisted of twenty-two head and two colts

;

I fed them about ten bushels per day ; I soon,

found that my cattle would not eat half the

quantity of hay that they did before I com-
menced feeding them on apples; and when
the apples were gone I could see that ray

cattle had gained in flesh and looked better.

Communicated for the Farmers' Cabinet.

" Gather up the Frasiinents that nothing be lost."

No. II.

IMPORTANCE OF AGRICUI.TIRE.

To prove the importance of agriculture to

a community, seems very like demonstrating

the advantages of having food to eat and
clothes to wear. That it is indeed, the first

and greatest concern of every nation, and the

founriation of its prosperity in every oUier

matter, is a truth so universally acknow-
ledired, that it has obtained almost the cur-

rency of a proverb.

DISCOVERY OR INVENTION:

It docs so happ^^n, that many of our useful

discoveries have been owing to men not con-

nected in practice with the art to which their

discoveries were applicable. ArUwriglit was
a baiber, Dolland was a silk'-veavor. The

[icompasd, tlse chronoiuet'jr, aitd ti'.c weither-
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glass, three of the greatest, helps to naviga'

tion, weie all discovered by landsmen. Gun-
powder is supposed to have been discovered

by a monk.*
THEORY.

IgTiorant men are the most irreclaimable

theorists. They attribute disorders to the

most fanciful cause, and then from their a.s-

sumed and absurd premises, they argue away
to a conclusion as hardily as a geometrician.
They will never be satistied without assi<rn-

ing some cause for Uie phenomena wliich

they see, and that assigned cause is otlen nut
only false, but absurd; and, as the remedies
resorted to are naturally correspondent with
the supposed cause of a disease, the latter is

likely to remain undisturbed, and a new dis-

ease to be introduced by the operation of the
intended remedy. Apple trees have been
cut down, from its haviiig been unjustly sup-
posed that they bred certain insects which
did mischief to the corn.

Kirby and Spence give an instance of a
meadow in which the grass was eaten up by
grubs ; the rooks were busy in digging for

the.se grubs, of which they happened to be
fond, but the owner thought it was the rooks
that eat the grass, and helheretbre shot them.

CHEMISTRY
The efforts of the farmer are chiefly di-

rected towards making land more fertile; andj
the first step in this process is to inquire in

what particulars less fertile land may differ

from that w^hich is more so ; to compaie the
two together ; to find out the ingredients of
each, and the proportions in which they are
mixed. The knowledge how to do this, is

Chemistry.

WASTE NOT—WANT NOT.
xf you wish to promote your children's

prosperity, inculcate upon tiiem the neces-
sity and importance of keeping clean hearts
and hands, and also of making clean plates at
meal times. An observing man said, that ha
never knew a family to thrive in the world,
who never ate a moal without wasting a part
of what was set before them, for the sake of
what foolish, inconsiderate people call man-
ners; but which he considered had manners.

,

and a wanton waste of the good things which
j

Providence had furnished the.Ti
°

Ij

INFLUENCE OF EARLY INSTRUCTION. I

Those who are not taught to be industri-j'

ous, frugal and careful in early life, willj
rarely assume those great qualities, when
they are of riper years.

COMMON SRNSE.
Common sense is a gem of the first water;

* " How fame prifsts and bisliops. aii' pifiase voiir
honor, to trouble rlinir lio.-jris sn ruucli about ir!in.
po\v;I,<r?" "Oo-I knows." -sniij rnv unrio Toby, "lii.il
Provi Jencc bri;igs roDj out of evj.'y lliics." I

it enables us to perform the duties of life with
propriety and efficiency; it always beara a
higli price with judicious, sensible people, for

the market is never overstocked with it.

Uncommon sense often has more of show
than utility about it, and frequently at a great
discotmt, in consequence of its incontroverti-
bility to the useful, practical purposes of life.

THE MIND.

All our actions have their origin in the
mind ; it first conceives and resolves, and
then directs the members to execute its de-
terminations, be they rigiit or wrong : how
important tlien is it to keep the source of all

our actions well regulated and guarded
against injurious and pernicious impulses,
lest they betray us into acts, that may strew
our path with briars and thorns.

INDOLENCE
Is a disease of the mind, that acts on the

body; in its incipient stages, by the applica-
tion of proper remedies, it is curable ; but if

suffered to assume the chronic form, it gene-
rally pursues its victim through tlie whole
course of his life, embittering his own condi-
tion and drying up the consolations of others.

A REASON FOR EVERY THING.
Young people should be strongly impressed

with the truth, that nothing happens without

I

a cause, and tliat there is a reason for every

I

thing that does happen.

PROVIDENCE
flas furnished us with the good things of

this life for use, and not for abuse.

INFLUENCE OF EXAMPLE.
It i.=! well known to the students in orni-

thology, that the younglings of singino- birds
listen to the old ones, and carefully learn
their notes. And this propensity to imitation
is no le.ss obvious in children. Like those
little birds, or rather like little ape.=, they arc
prone to mimic v.hatever is done or said in
their pre.sence, nnd especially the Vv-ays and
manners of their parents and instructors.

So that the example set before them by those
who have the care of their education, to-

gether V. ith that of their young companions,
has, of all human means, perhaps, the great-
est influence in forming and fixing their cha-
racters for life.

CREDIT.
Credit, so valuable to all who are in any

reputable kind of business, and especially to

those who have little else to depend upon, is

of a dclic-xte and frail nature : it must be used
vvith moderation, or it languiehes and dies.

I

A GOOD HIT.
' Sir Walter Raleigh, lodging at the house
of a noble Duke, early in the morning over-
heard the Dutchess inquiring of her servants
\\f Lhe pig.« had be^'n fed; and, with a sigaifi-
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cant smile, asking her, as he was going tol

the table, if her pigs had had their breakfast ;|

she arehly replied, "They have all been fed

except the strange pig that I am now about to

feed."

SUCCESS IN AGRICULTt'RK

And horticulture, depends not alone on

doing things well, but in doing them at the

right time. Some people are generally a

week or two too late with their work, and

this is, six times out ofseven, to want success

:

for it is said,

That the lazy man has but one year out of seven.

A well fed cow, kept clean, is like a well

manured garden free from weeds ; she is a

credit to her owner and produces abundant

returns.

Children may be governed too little or too

much, but never too well.

There is no worse sign in children, nor any

thing more necessary to be nipt in the bud.

than a strong propensity to exercise cruelty

upon the brute creatures within their power.

The fruit of age is generally correspond-

ing to the education of childhood.

Education goes far, very far, in determin-

ing and fixing characters.

'I>oi]'t kill your ISccs.

The bee and the silk worm are almost the

only insects permanently useful to man, and

it has always been a source of regret that

the rich stores of the first could not, in ordi-

nary cases, be obtained without the destruc-

tion of the owner. This difficulty can now
be obviated in an easy manner.

Mr. Cotton lately read before the Ashmo-
lean Society at Oxford, some notices on bees,

and his first position was—" never kill a bee."

The bee owner has in Xhe fungus waxivins,

or common puff ball, a powerful instrument

ready to his hands, by which he is able to

adopt a more humane and profitable mode of

treatment. The smoke of this fungus, when
oriedso as to hold fire, has a stupifying efiect

on the bees, and renders them as harmless as

iJrimstone does, without any of its deadly ef-

fects. By means of thi.«, weak swarms, which
would not live through the winter, may be

united to strong stocks. Mr. Cotton stated

it as a fact, borne out by experiment, that a

hive thus doubled will not consume more ho

ney in the winter than a stock in its natural

state. This was discovered by a Swiss pas-

tor, De Gelior. The ndditional heat seems
to serve instead of additional food, to keep up
the vitality of the half-torpid bees. He re-

commends a cold, dry, dark room, the colder

the bettf>r, as the best winter quarters for

bees. They will consume less honey than if

lelt on their sunuiier stands, and will not be

weakened by the loss of thousands, which
tempted out by the premature warmth of
some early spring day, are caught by the cold

winds, fall to the ground and never rise again.

Dryness, however, is essential ; and he de-

scribed the principle of ventilation, or proper
airing of the hives in summer, as the most
valuable improvement in bee keeping.

Every farmer should keep bees; a few
swarms to furnish honey for his own use, if

no more. They cost little, forage wherever
the wild flower grows, have no ideas of land-

ed property, and furnish the individual who
has a taste for studying the habits of insects,

or observing the wonders of that power we
call instinct, an ample field of surprise and
gratification.— Gen. Farmer.

Bees are among the most profitable append-
ages to a farm house or any other sort ofa house.

They toil with unremitting industry, asking

but a full sweep of the wing, and no monop-
oly. Every man, in either town or country,

can keep "bees to decided advantage. Dr.

Smith of Boston has an apiary on his house
top, from whence his little winged laborers

traverse the air eight or ten miles in search

of food. What a delicious banquet they af-

ford, from the rich nectar gathered. Nothing
like pure honey in the comb, except, as the

ancients used to say, the " dew distilled from
maiden lips." Its golden hue, unctuous con-

sistency, and the way in which it elaborates

itself over a fastidious palate, how delicious !

Strange it is, that any man possessing a home-
stead, can forego the pleasures of a bee hive.

Not merely the sweets it affords to sour dis-

positions and acrid tempers, but the patterns to

diligence they exhibit, is worth not a little as

a stimulus to all to be frugal and industrious.

Let every one keep a bee hive.

—

Northamp-
ton Courier.

Iniproveinciit.

Farmers should aim at constantly improving

the soil of their farms—they vshould study the

existing defects, and endeavor as fast as cir-

cumstances will permit to remedy them ; if

their land istoowet, they should drain it— iftoo

stiff and clayey they should apply looeening

manures; if light and sterile, they should make
use of green crops of clover as manure, with

plaster and lime—if sour (generally indicated

by the growth of sorrel, broom grass or scrub

pines,) they should apply all the enriching

manure they can possibly obtain ; for good

farming, and the application of manure, are

inseparable. They will thus not only increase

their capital by the increased products of their

farms every year, but they will do it by the

constantly augmenting value of their land

;

their profits will be two-fold, and in their in-

crease mutually accelerate each other.
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Rice.
This is an excellent grain, forming a pala-

table and nutritious diet, and is now a staple

article of export from the youtliern States.

—

It was introduced into the southern parts of

Europe from India. The time in which it

reached Italy is uncertain, but it has for atres

been produced in the nei^jliborhood of Verona.
It began to be imported from thence, and from
Egypt into England, during the latter part of

the seventeenth century, about which time
it was introduced into the Southern Pro-
vinces of America,— and in the year 1008, it

was first planted in Carolina by Sir Nathaniel
John.son, Governor of that Province ; but the
seed being indifferent, the culture of it was
for a time unsuccessful.

In the year 1095, a vei^sel from Madagas-
car, arrived at Charlc.-^ton ; the master of
which, furnished a Mr. Woodward with about
half a bushel of rice, of superior quality.

—

The climaie and soil proving fiivorabie to its

cultivation, from this small beginninfrsprunff
an immense source of wealth to the Southern
States. Within the last one hundred years,

120,000 tierces of rice have been annual ly ex-

E|orted from South Carolina, and at least 20,000
rom Georgia, besides furnishing an iniport-

int, indeed, a principal article of food for a
arge portion of the inhabitants of the South,
[t is exported in immense quantities to various
larts of Europe and the West Indies, and
las more than once afforded relief from want,
ind perhaps saved the lives of thousands in

;imes of dearth.

So much for the remnant of a sea stock,
eft in the bottom of a baff.

DURIIAilI CATTLE.
Puhlic and Private Sales of Durham Short
Horns, at Philadelphia, hlh and 6th No-
vrmber, IS:^, Reported by C. J. WoL-
BERT, Auctioneer.

' -, ^

^J^^o^c^ti^^t:
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We are under the necessity of ofier-

ing our subscribers an apology for the

late appearance of our present number.

The delay originated in the stereotype

department, and was entirely beyond

our control.

Prices Carrent—Bfoveniber 13.

auantity rf rain which has fallen in each month

since January 1, 1838. In-^hes-

iPt month 2.i0

''''y^'.'^'.'.'.'......^l^

^...3.58',
! 3.57

2<1 month,
3cl month,
4tb month, -

5th month, „.

6th month, ^^
""" ^

"..V.V!!i""".-2"7a
9.51

4.89

FLOUP, PERB.XRREL.
ppnnBylvauia and Brandywine $8

J^ ^ | SO

Western.,
.'craped. .

.

Middling.
Rye Flour
Corn Meal

7 88 a 8 12
7 50 a 00
4 75 a no
5 00 a eo
4 no a Ott

Buckwheat Meal, percwt 2 25 a 2 75

GRAIN, PER BUSHEL.
Wheat, Pennsylvania S} 63 a 1 70

-— «-^''-" 'ZXV^
98
67

7th month,
8th month,
JHh month,
10th month,....

Philadelphia, Nov. 1, 1838,

jrf' Several communications are unavoidably de-

fenrd until our December number, among them a papor

en " Hoof-Ail," and a communication on the Burning

of clay. ^
r!=- The regular monthly meeting of the Horticultu-

ral Society, will be held at the usual place, on Tuesday

evening, the 20th instant.

Rye, Penna =°

Southern ™
Corn, Penna. round yellow,

.Southern, yellow
White

Oats, Penna..
Southern »•-

Barley, Eastern
Penna

Peas
Beans, white

PROVISIONS.
Beef me<=s S'6 <10 a 17 OO

^^rimP 10 00a 11 00

^Z; ^"."«;.V.V -25fl0a26 00

19 00a20 00

... 86 a
. . . . 84 a 86
... 83 a 84
... 4ea 50

. . . . 40 a 42
...1 15al -25

...1 05 a 1 10
. . . . 88 a 1 12
,...1 50al 7S

Pork, mess.

The meeting of the Agricultural Society will be held

in the Philosophical Hall, in Fifth street, below Clies-

nut, on Wednesday morning, 21st inst., at llo ciocK.

Pronty and Mears's celebrated Plough,

Exhibited at the Fair of the Franklin Institute, will

bp left, after the exhibition shall close, at the office of

the Farmers' Cabinet, for the examination of farmers.

It has acquired a high reputation among the farmers

of New England. A description of this plough, with

a correct engraving, may be expected in our next.

prune—
Bacon, western, per lb

Hams, Jersey
Westerii.

Butter, extra keg. No. 1... .
—

Cheese, country

Lard, westerii

Philadelphia

Jersey

WOOL, PER POUND.
Prime Saxony
American full blood ' • •

•

._ J Wood
i blood 39a

|_ i blood and common 35 a

'Lamb's sup' pull. .. .•• ^5 a

Nos. ],2,and3. •" ^

J2Aa
13 a
12 a
18 a
eia
12 a
12 a
13 a

50 a
45 a
42 a

A Fine Animal For Sale.

We are requested to state that the thoroughbred

Short Horn Durham Bull, BRUCE, two years old the

Uth of September last, raised in England by Mr.

Whitaker, (see the Herd Book for his pedigree,) was

not sold at the Agricultural Fair, as mentioned in a

morning paper. At the Show he had the second pre-

mium awarded to him. He is gentle and quitt, and is

only oifered for sale because the owner ha.^ another to

cross with his stock. Application may be made to the

owner, Thomas Rotch, Claremont, Pliilad. county.

Do.
T-

Hay, Timolhy, per lOOlbs

Clover • • • •
•

Hemp, American de\y rot, per ton.

15
14
30
10
131
IS
14

3i\
521
451
41*
37

50

43

.... 85 a 1

.... 75 a

.$145 00 a ISO i
Hops, per lb. 1838, prime • '

, J'^

*
.

Jg
Plaster of Pans, per ton

*,o 00 a 14 W
Clover Seed, per bushel

^J eS a 1 6s'
Fla.x Seed, rough

l^ua im
Timothy Seed. ..••

*o fi2 a 73
Herd Grass, or Red ToP;^;;-;; -;;- :;;:,^,fa"^ I
Sumac, American, per

Tallow, American, per lb. 11 a UJ

NEW YORK—November 12.

Flonr. per barrel 'f'^ a 1 »
Wheat, per bushel * %'\^ *
Corn, per bushel ••••••

p„
j^ j J^

Rye, per bushel- ^
Oats, per bushel -
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\
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JOHN LIBBY, No. 45 NORTH SIXTH ST., PHILADELPHIA. ABOVE ARCH ST.

PETER a PORTER. No. 97 MARKET STREET, WILMINGTON, DEL.

The Cabinet is published on or about the fifteenth

©f every month. Each number will contain thirty-two

octavo pages on good paper and fair type. The sub-

jects will be illustrated l>y engravings on wood wlien-
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Proceedings of the Philadelphia Society

for Promoting Agriculture.

In our last publication we referred briefly

to the Cattle Show and Sale held by the

Society, on the 5th and 6th Nov. We give

below the reports of the vjurious Committees.

Report of the Committee of Arrangement to

the Agricultural Society.

The Exhibition and Fair by the Philadel-

phia Society for promoting Agriculture, held

on the 5th and iJth of November, 1838, is

the first attempt of the kind made by the

friends of agriculture near Philadelphia for

many years, and with pride and pleasure

the committee of arrangement report on the

result of tliis effort, to revive a spirit of ener-

gy and activity amongst the farmers ofeast-

ern Pennsylvania. Tlie late period at which

the exhibition was held, and the short notice

given to farmers, occasioned apprehensions

that a meagre display would be made, not-

withstanding the Society was aware that an

abundance of fine stock of various kinds

existed within our district.

The weather was unfavorable on the first

day, and previous to the show, which doubt-

less deterred many who had intended contri-

buting, yet we are happy to report that the

quantity of live stock on the ground was
very large, particularly of neat cattle, horses

and sheep.

That the quality was such as to establish

3 high character for the raisers of stock

around Philadelphia, is, your committee

think, fully evinced by the reports of the

judges herewith submitted. The commit-

tee of arrangement would gladly have

enumerated the owners of stock sent to the

exhibition, and contemplated doing so, but

nearly all the animals coming in on the

morning of the first day were entered so

rapidly that they found it impracticable to
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make a correct list. There were about

eighty head of cattle, one hundred and forty

sheep, and twenty horses, besides a number

of hogs, jacks, &c. on tlie ground.

The sale was conducted with considerablo

spirit, although much inconvenience was

experienced on account of animals not hav-

ing been regularly entered previous to the

day of sale. Most of the stock that was

sold brought very fair prices, and some of

fine breed and good pedigree commanded

rates that encourage liberality in improving

the quality of live stock.

It may be well to remark that the number

of bulls crossed by Durhams was beyond

the demand, and we think that the attention

of farmers should be directed more to tho-

rough-bred males, which may answer well

for crossing with half-blooded cows, but a

part-blooded bull derives very little advan-

tage from his imperfect origin.

For steers a cross of the Durham is be-

lieved to be highly beneficial, and the speci-

mens exhibited go far to confirm this

opinion.

The success which has attended this exhi-

bition will doubtless encourage a continuance

of them, and in future many arrange-

ments and regulations can be adopted,

the necessity of which was not foreseen,

and would have added greatly to the

satisfaction of contributors. One of the

principal diiriculties was the short space of

time afforded to the judges, and the amount

of duty some of them had to perform. It

was impossible for three committees of

judges in a short afternoon, to examine witli

sufficient accuracy so many animals, and

where decisions may not accord with the

opinions of competitors, we trust they are

too generous to attribute the results to any

improper motives, but will rest their hopes

for better fortune on a future and similar

occasion, when the Society hopes to be
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enabled to offer larger and more numerous
premiums.

Assuredly, annual exhibitions and sales

•will be held so long as the farmers of Penn-
sylvania and the adjoining states, with their

present liberal spirit, furnish the means and
motives.

In conclusion, the committee recommend
the obtaining of a permanent location, where
suitable stabling, sheds, pens, &c. can be

had or provided, and such arrangements

made as will exhibit animals to advantage.

Preparations should at the same time be

made and inducements offered to bring for-

ward implements of agriculture and produc-

tions of the soil, which on the present occa-

sion have not received an attention corres-

ponding with their importance to the farm-

ers.

The committee of arrangement have to

regret that the premiums were so small, and

would earnestly recommend the early adop-

tion of measures for obtaining from the legis-

lature of Pennsylvania the re-enactment of

the law of 30th March 1821, when the en-

largement of their funds would enable the

Society to be much more useful to the agri-

cultural community.
Thomas Rotch, Chairman.

K. Smith,
N. BiDDLE,
James Thornton,
Geo. W. Roberts,
James Gowen,
John Fox,
RoBT. A. Parrish,

Algn. S. Roberts, Secretary.

Report of the Comniiitee on Neat Cattle.

The Committee on Neat Cattle, in making

up their report, could not but regret that the

limited number of premiums offered pre-

vented them from giving to many more of

the owners of the superior animals on the

ground some substantial token of their ap-

probation, as in many instances it was diffi-

cult to decide on the claims of the different

competitors. Of the many Avho were neces-

sarily excluded from premiums, the follow-

ing deserve particular notice.

1. Mr. Canby's 2 year old imported Dur-

ham bull. Maxwell, and cow Dulcebella,

both beautiful, but excluded from a premium
by reason of their not belonging to the

state.

2. Mr. John Barney's red bull Defiance,

sent with several other cattle besides those

which obtained premiums, were deserving

of much praise for their fine forms and
sizes.

3. Mr. Penn Gaskill's bull Llewellyn,

(W'hitaker's stock) was worthy of high
praise and greatly admired.

4. Mr. Wolbert's stock excited general

admiration for their fine forms, size, and ex-

cellent order, the cows exhibited every mark
of deep milkers, a quality which they are

known to possess.

5. Mr. Joshua Longstreth also exhibited

a beautiful imported Durham cow, possess-

ing many fine points, and attracted great

and deserved notice.

C. Mr. James Gowen exhibited a beauti-

ful heifer calf from thorough bred Durham
stock.

7. Mr. Thomas Rotch exhibited several

specimens of excellent stock, besides those

which obtained premiums.
8. The committee have great pleasure in

expressing their high sense of the skill and
judgment shown by Mr. I. W. Roberts in

the selection of his stock, and the excellent

condition in which they appeared.

9. Mr. Frederick Haines, of Marietta,

Lancaster county, is entitled to great praise

for his fine stock, besides the young animal

which was rewarded, and the thanks of the

Society for his zeal in promoting its object

by bringing his stock so great a distance.

10. In addition to the foregoing, the fol-

lowing gentlemen exhibited some fine ani-

mals which added greatly to the interest of

the fair.

Mr. Wm. Warner Roberts brought a fine

bull of mixed blood ; Mr. S. Ott a half-

blood Durham bull calf of great beauty;

Mr. S. Jones a halt'-blood of much promise ;

Mr. John Supplee, a bull of the Alderney

and Holstein breeds of great size.

11. Mr. Kenderton Smith, Mr. Oven-
shien, Mr. Sharp, Mr. Morris, Mr. P. H.
Coulter, Mr. Purcel, Mr. Hclmbold, and

Mr. Comfort, broui^ht specimens oi well

kept farm stock of different degrees of

mixed blood.

The committee on cattle award the fol-

lowing premiums :

For the best imported bull above 1 year

old, the premium of $10 is awarded to C.

J. Wolbert, for his white bull Colostra, of

2 years old, of the improved Durham blood.

For the second best imported bull, the

premium of $5 is awarded to Thomas
Rotch, for his bull Bruce, of 2 years old.

For the best native bull above 1 year old,

the premium of SIO is awarded to John
Barney, for his bull Defiance 2d.

For the second best native bull abave 1
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year old, the prpinium of $5 is awarded to

John Andrews, for his bull Aiisterlitz.

For the best native bull calf from 4 to 12

months old, a premium of $5 to C. J. VVol-|

bert, for his calf Roderic, from his imported

cow, Isabella.

For the second best native bull calf, from

4 to 12 months old, a premium to Thomas
Jlotch of $3 for his bull calf Cecil, from

his imported cow, Ruby.
For the best imported cow, the premium

of $10 is awarded to Dr. Geo. Uhler, for

his cow Cato, of G years old.

For the second best imported cow, the

premium of ^5 was awarded to C. J. Wol-
bert, for his cow Isabella.

For the best native cow, the premium of

$10 is awarded to A. S. Roberts, for his

cow. Queen of Chester.

For the second best native cow, the pre-

mium of $5 to C. J. Wolbert, for his cow
Glenfield Lass.

For the best imported heifer, the premium
of $5 to .losepli Sharp, for his while heifer

Primrose.

For the best native heifer above 4 months
old, a premium of $5 to Dr. Uhler, for his

heifer, Miss Merion.

For the second best native heifer above 4

months old, the premium of %2 to C. J.

Wolbert, for his heifer Cinderella.

The committee award also an honorary

premium of 93 to Mr. J. Barney, for his

heifer Biiirht Eyes, although not authorized

by the conditions of the prize list.

For the best calf under 4 months old, the

premium of $5 to Joshua Longstreth for his

bull cdAf John Bull.

For the second best calf under 4 months
old, the premium of $3 to Frederick Haine
of INIarietta, Penn.

For the best steer fitted for slaughter, the

premium to Isaac W. Roberts, (of Montgo
;nery county,) for his fine half-blood steer of 3

yea.rs old, $10.
For the second best steer fitted forslaugh

ter, the premium of $5 to Isaac W. Roberts,

for his dun steer of 2 years and 8 months
old.

James Thornton, "^

Geo. W. Robekts,
|

Philip Reybald, )>Committee
Aaron Clements, I

James Mease. J

Report of Committee on Horses and Jacks.

The Committee on Horses and Jacks of the
Philadelphia Agricultural Society, respect-

fully present the following report

:

By the terms of the Society's advertise-

ment, the committee found themselves un-

directed as to the character of the animals
which they should recommend for ))remiums,

except that they should be the best if their

kind. Thus unrestricted, it became neces-

sary for the committee to prescribe princi-

ples for themselves, by which they should

be guided in their decisions, more; especially

as regarded the horses. 'J'he most useful

beast tliey .believe to be the bc.sl, or in other

words, that the kind of horses that are capa-

ble of doing the greatest amount of service

with the least cost to ihe owners, and
which are most generally adapted to agri-

cultural purposes, are those whose propaga-
tion it is the wish of the society 1o pro-

mote.

The extensive introduction of canals and
railroads into our country, has nearly super-

seded teams in the transportation of pro-

duce and merchandise between distant

points, and have, in great measure, rendered

unnecessary the kind of horsf^ employed in

that service. And while the heavy team
horse is thus banished from the road, the ox.

has taken his place on the farm. The kind
of horse therefore which seems now to be
preferred, is the moderate sized, compact,
spirited and agile beast, such as we find in

the English race horses, originally of Ara-
bian blood. The larger sized horses of that

character, at least in the present state of our

country, undoubtedly are more generally

useful than any other. The high prices

which they command well establishes this

fact.

In naming the animals, which in the

opinion of the committee merit premiums,
they wish not to disparage others less fortu-

nate in competiiion, some of whom, espe-

cially among the horses and colts, do great

credit to their owners.

The premium for the best stallion, the

committee tliink is due to (Calendar Irvine,

for his stud horse Busirus. This horso

has been so long and so generally known in

this neighborhood as to need no description.

The fact that all the colls offered for pre-

miums are his, is abimdant proof that he is

a good foal getter.

The premium for the second best stallion,

the committee adjudge to T. B. Jacobs, for

his imported Arabian horse Ibrahim Pacha.
Ibrahim was imported by (]om. Elliott,

and although rather under size, and of a

light grey color, which are objectionable, he
is so perfect in almost every point as to

entitle him to rank among the first of his

species.

The committee consider Robert C. Hemp-
hill's grey mare Cicerone to be "/A? best

brood, mare.'''' She is strongly made, of

good blood, and is thp mother of some of

our fleetest horses. They think Geo. W
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Koherts' bay mare Doll is the ''second best

brood mare^''

John Cochran's 2 year old sorrel horse

colt, by Busirus, the committee think is en-

titled to the first colt's premium, and Geo.
W. Roberts' 1 year old sorrel colt, also by
I'lisiriis, entitled to the second premium.
To Andrew Young, for his large 5 year

old Spanish jack, the committee recommend
that the premium for the best jack be award-
ed. Of jennets, the committee regret that

none were exhibited.

Amongst the horses presented, were John
Randolph, by K. Chew, Esq. He is an ani-

mal of known celebrity and of high blood,

and had many admirers. There was also a

beautiful young stud from Judge Jones—not

entered for competition.

Mr. G, W. Roberts had two excellent

colts, full brothers of the one to which a pre-

mium was awarded, and evincing the fine

quality of the stock from which they are de-

rived.

R. M. Huston, ~\

John L. Vansant, C Committee.
Robert T. Potts, j

Nov. 6, 1S38.

Report (if the Committee on Sheep and Hogs.

The Committee appointed to judge of the

Hogs and Sheep, at the agricultural exhibi-

tion, held at Elliot's Hotel, on the 5th of

November, 1838—report, that

There was no competition in hogs, but

they award to Mr. Bennett a premium
of $5 for his Boar, and to Algn. S. Roberta,

a premium of $3, for an imported Sou:, as

stock they think worthy of propagating.

Mr. Thomas Rotch also presented two
handsome pigs of the Chinese breed, which
if crossed by the Berkshire, might make an

excellent stock.

The Committee award

For the best imported ram, (Bakewell,) to

Mr. John Barney, of Philadelphia

county $5 00
For the second best ram, to Isaac W.

Roberts, Montgomery county, 3 00
For the four best etues, (Bakewell,) to

Mr. John Barney, 8 00
For the four second best ewes, (South-

down,) to I. W. Roberts, 4 00
For the four best lambs, to Isaac W.

Roberts, 5 00
For {hefour second best lambs, to Wm.

Barber, of Delaware county, 3 00

The committee also report, that

Major Philip Raybold, from the State of

Delaware, exhibited three eiues and one ram,
which they pronounce very fine, and entitled

to the Society's certificate pf distinction.

They also observed a lot of very fine

sheep, belonging to R. A. Parrish, among
which were some excellent Southdown and
crosses of Southdown and Merino.

The sheep exhibited by Wm. Barber, thir-

teen in number, were a very handsome col-

lection, and showed fine breeding.

The committee recommend a compliment-
ary premium to Mr. Barber of $3, for his

Southdown ram, an excellent animal, and in

the estimation of some equal to those enu-

merated above.

On the second day, four remarkably large

and fat barrows were exhibited by Mr. Robb
of Chester county.

Thos. Walmsley,
Ralph Eddows.

Report of the Committee on AgricuUural
Implements.

The Committee on Implements of Hus-
bandry, report.

That the following comprises the whole
of the implements exhibited for inspection,

viz :

Sowing machine, offered by Thos. Rotch,

Esq. of Philadelphia,

Green's patent straw cutter, J. I. Hitch-
cock, Philadelphia.

Corn Plough, John Hernly, East Hemp-
field, Lancaster county.

Sausage cutter, George Hydrick, Spring-

field, Montgomery county.

7Vie sowing machirie is not of late inven-

tion, its being so seldom used in the field,

presupposes that something more is yet to

be done than is attained by the implement in

question, before hand sowing in field culture

will yield to niacliinery. The committee be-

lieving that the object of their appointment
was to award, to new and unqiiestirnable

improvements tending to facilitate the opera-

tions of agriculture, could but return thanks

to Mr. Rotch for his zeal in promoting the

interests of the society, and his kindness in

exhibiting the sowing machine.

Green's patent straw-cutter received the

particular attention of the committee. They
agree that it is a clever machine, but until

further improvements be made on it, which
they think it is susceptible of, they could

not award to it a more fovorable notice—al-

though it had no competitor.

7Vie corn plough is a new invention, com-
bining the properties of a plough and hoe: it

is double shared. Its operations are confin-

ed to a period in the growth of corn when
the cultivator is generally used. A share

being on either side the plant, in separate

furrows, when it works, it consequently

straddles the hills, or rows of corn, and can

be of no service in ploughing when the corn

has attained a considerable height.
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The committee had no opportunity to trst

the merits of this plough, and therefore ah

stiiined from fjivinqf to it any special sane

tion—they would however submit, whether

it would not he advisable for the society to

hold it in view till the springs season, when
its utility can fairly be put to trial.

The sausai^c ctdttr is a neat and useful

invention, seemingly so appropriate and

unique, that tlie committee awarded to its

inventor, George Hydrick, the sum of five

dollars.

The committee beg leave to offer the fol-

lowing resolutions :
—

Ihsd/ved—'I'hat the committee on imple-

ments of husbandry be continued, until the

stated meeting in July next, for the purpose

offurther inspecfiti:^ of Hernly's double share

corn plough, with powers similar to those en-

trusted to them at the late exhibition.

Resolved—That the sum of five dollars be

appropriated as a premium to George Hyd-
rick, for his useful invention in sausage cut-

ting. Ml which is respectfully submitted.

James Gowen,
Daniel Comfort,
Isaac W. Roberts.

November 6, 1S3S.

For ihe Farmers' Cabinet.

I/ime aud Marl.

Providence has fiirnisiied means, let man make tho
application of them.

Lime and marl appear to be designed as

the great regenerators of the soil of this

country, and the canals and rail roads made
and making will facilitate the dispersion of

these most important agents of agricultural

improvement to every part of the United

States. The use of these fertilizing ma-
nures has increased within the last ten years,

at least one hundred fold in the old settle-

ments, where the soil had very generally

been under the process of an exhausting

system of cropping, without making adequate

returns of nutriment for plants, from a very

early period in the history of our countrj'.

Much land naturally of a good quality,

and more that had been less favored by
natural causes, had either failed to yield an
adequate return for the annual labor be-

stowed upon it, or had ceased to be cultiva-

ted at all, until attention was turned to the

regenerating effects of lime and marl.

—

Since which, as their application has pro-

gressed, the surface of whole districts of

partially worn-out lands, have suddenly
changed from a melancholy sterility to the

most pleasing and animating fertility and
productiveness.

New Jersey has derived vast advantages
from the copious application of both of these

mineral manures ; and the industrious and

enterprising farmers of that thriving state

are annually reapimjr rich returns from their

early, and still increasing efforts, to apply

more and more of these precious ingredients

to their kind and easily cultivated soil. In

numerous instances land that had long been
considered too sterile to be worthy of tillage,

has been brought into a state of fertility by
the application of lime and marl, so as to

rival iu point of productiveness the most
favored soil in the slate.

It is believed that the cultivated and im-

proved parts of New Jersey, at this period,

are worth three times what they would have
commanded, previous to the general intro-

duction of lime and marl as resuscitating

agents in agricultural processes. The use

of them, in every known instance, has so far

exceeded previous expectation, as to stimu-

late even the indolent and careless to re-

gard their use with the most pleasing antici-

pations.

The traveler in passing through the san-

dy and formerly sterile plains of this state,

is astonished to see large herds of fine cattle

feeding in luxuriant pastures, where twenty

years airo there was not grass enough grown
to justify the expense of an inclosure.

The districts where marl abounds, and

lime is easily and cheaply procured, by
means of the tide waters that pass far into

the interior, are so rapidly advancing in pro-

ductiveness, that they will soon take rank

with the most fertile lands in the eastern

part of the United States.

The state of Delaware and the eastern

shore of Maryland have begun the work of

resuscitation, with the same agents, and so

far as it has progressed, with like success.

They possess abundant supplies of the green

sand marl and marine shells, and are well

situated for procuring stone lime, on terms

that will insure its profitable application to

a most generous soil, that has heretofore

been most unkindly treated, in the attempt

at perpetual cropping without making any
adequate returns.

The example has now been set, and the

experiment fairly made, clearly demonstrat-

ing the greatly increased profits and advan-

tages arising from the copious application

of the great regenerating agents lime and
marl to the worn out soil ; and the farmers

on the peninsula who study their true inter-

ests, are determined to move forward boldly

and firmly, to regain the ground they had
lost, by neglecting so long to use the means
within their power of renovating their once
fertile, but now worn-out farms.

Pennsylvania is destitute of the green

sand or marl, but she possesses within her

borders inexhaustible beds of the best lime-

stone, and these are so dispersed through
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the rarious districts of the State, as to make
jt of easy access to most of its inliabilatits.

A knowledge of the advantages derived

from the application of lime has lonsf been

linou'ij to many who have availed them-
selves of its use ; but during the last ten or

lifleen years, the consumjjtion of it, for agri-

cultural purposes, has been prodigiously ex-

tPiuied, and at the present time very few
intelligent farmers omit a regular applica-

tion of it in the rotation of their crops; and
it appears probable I'rom the energy and spi-

rit displayed by very many in the improve-
ment of the soil, that a gradual renovation

of it will take place, and that in a few years.

we shall see our farms brought up to their

original state of fertility.

Those who have cajefully observed the

effects of the application of lime to the soil,

concur in the opinion, that it renders a clay

soil more open and porous, and that when it

is ploughed, it is more friable, or falls to

pieces more readily—that it compacts a loose

sandy soil, rendering it more firm and reten-

tive of moisture.

That where lime has been applied, vege-

table manure or dung is more durable, pro-

ducing its beneficial eflTects for a longer

period of time; and it has been noticed, that

crops sustain less injury from drought where
the soil has been dressed with lime.

Grass and grain grow with more luxuri-

ance, are of a deeper hue, continue longer

green, and are' more tardy in ripening, where
there lias been an application of lime ; this

is very conspicuously the case with wheat
and oats ; they are ofien a week or ten days
longer in filling and perfecting the grain,

than when no lime had been applied; but

this procrastination in ripening adds mate-

rially to the weight and value of the crop.

The effects of marl in promoting vegeta-

tion and in increasing the productions of the

soil are unexampled, but it is believed by

many that it exerts no beneficial agency in

]/rotecting vegetation from the blighting in-

lluonce of gi-eat drought ; for duriiig the past

severe season some of those who had used"

it most copiously suffered most from want
of moisture.

It would be both interesting and useful, if.

some intelligent and observing farmers, who
p.pply this valuable mineral extensively,

would furnish the result of their observa-

tions on its use for publication in the Farm-
ers' Cabinet.

How to save time.

Have a place for every thing, and when
you have done using it, return it to its place.

This will save much time in hunting after

articles which are thrown carelessly aside,

and lie you know not where.

Forlhe Farmers' Cabinpt.

Peach Trees,—"No. I.

Advice cnunilmis is nauirlit,

If merely riinl, 'lis dearly lioughl

!

Fix \i\\\. llic jirioc, al cpih fier cent

;

'Tis wisdujn's voice, and kittdly meant.
Anunymoua.

The subscriber has lived many years,

has published something like the present

before, and as such advice costs nothing, he
knows but few who have profited by it;

though long experience has convinced him
that it is infallible in preserving the peach-

tree from injury by the worm tliat destroys

the tree by eating the bark olT near the

root.

I have paid much attention to the natural

history of the insect that is so fatal to the

peach-tree, and have become familiar with

some of its habits : and seeing in the
" Farmers' Cabinet" suggestions to guard

against its destructive influence, 1 am will-

ing to give, through the columns of your

useful paper, my experience and success in

preserving that valuable tree from its ene-

mies, or at least from une, the worm at the

root.

My first effort was directed to find the

habits of the insect, the better to guard

against its depredations ; and 1 shall relate

the process which I took to discover whence
it came, and if you should not think it

tedious, I shall be sufficiently minute in my
relation.

I procured in the spring of the year, say

1800, one hundred and fifty trees about one

foot high. 1 set them out singly in a rich

'soil in my garden, and in two years I

removed them to the situations where they

were to stand. I trimmed the superfluous

limbs off before 1 dug them up, and dis-

covered the under side of the tender branches

jhad been stung by some insect the season

before, and in the after-growth and run of

jlhe sap in August the wound had grown
over, leaving a small seam in the bark, and

[in digging up the trees, found in the mellow
I ground numerous small white worms, one-

third of an inch in length, over the whole
nursery, and in paring the bark away in

the wounded part of the limb, it apj.eared

clear that they must have dropped hke our

17 ye-.ir locusts, i'rom the wounded limbs.

vSlill [ursuing my inquiries, and digging up
more trees, I found at the roots of many of

theii', those little worms fretting the bark

which puts out the gum, and formed a more

couLenial home, without as yet making
much wound at the root of the tree; thence

I c; me to the conclusion that some unknown
inject, and, as I supposed, some winged

insect, was the parent, which, like the locust,

by opening the tender bark, had there depo-
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sited its eog to hatch and drop to the frround,

and instinct directed it to find its way
throiio-h tlie surface of the ground to the

root of tiie tree ; and that those little worms
are the proonny of that winged insect what-

ever it inifrht be. W isiiing furtht>r discove-

ries, I sought a ])cach-tree which was on
the declinp, iiaving several worms in it, saw-
ed otTthat part of the root containing them,
placed the root in a pot with moist earth,

covered with paper, having pin holes made
in it for air. This was done in the spring.

J^ometime in Jnne following my hired man,
who had been privy to all my inquiries,

hailed me with assurances that he had taken

the peach fly, with his probe so fast in the

limb of a peach-tree that he caught him be

fore he could extricate himself. I immedi-
ately examined my pot, where the root had
been deposited, found two flies had come
out of the root but both had died, the eu
velope of the chrysalis lying by tliem; yet

in size, form, and color, they exactly resem-
bled the one brought by my tenant. There
could be no mistake about it, they were
identified as part of the same family ; the

color v.as similar to the common house-ily,

the part behind the wings more than twice
the length of the said fly. I then w-ent to

rny row of peacii-trees round my orchard,
and elsewhere, found them numerous, say
hundreds lighting on the small limbs, and
anon flying off again in constant motion,
evidently the same kind of insect ; but I

was surprised to find them in such numbers.
I then went to a variety of young trees, as

pear, apple, plumb, cherry, &c., but though
they abounded among the peach, not one
could be found on any of them ; this was
additional confirmation that my inquiries

had issued correctly. I therefore drew this

conclusion, that the egg is laid in the tender
bark and wood of the young peach-tree by
thoseflies—that it falls to the ground like the

egg or larvae of the locust, it found the root

of the tree through the surface of the ground
and soon made a lodgment in the bark and
gum near the ground, though with feeble

flowers; it soon becomes of larger size and
ives on the bark and sap of the tree.

Sam. Johnson.
Buckingham, 15ih, llihmo. 1838.

The Farmer's Creed.

Let this be held the farmer's creed

—

For stock, seek out the ohoicest breed
;

In peace and plenty let them feed :

Your land sow with the best of seed
;

Let it not dung nor dressing need
;

Inclose, plough, reap, with care and speed,
And you will soon be rich indeed.

Morus Multicaulis.

Translated from M. Henry Bourdon's
Notes upon the cultivation of the Mulberry
in the southern department of France, by
Kkndkrton >Smit», Esq.

Read before the Philadelphia Society for

Promoting Agriculture, November 1838,
and published in the Farmers' Cabinet by
request of the Society.

It is only a few years since they have
commenced the cultivation of the Philip-

pian called the Multicaulis in the south of
France.

The propagation of this tree, which has
large and fine leaves, has met with great

opposition in the south, although they ac-

knowledge the immense advantages which
it presents by reason of the facility of pro-

ducing it from cuttings, the rapidity of its

development, and the beauty and excellence
of its foliage ; yet they have objected that its

leaves are very susceptible of being rent by
winds and of being struck by rust from fogs

or mists, that this tree is extremely sen-

sible to white frosts, and that its too forward
vegetation exposes it very much to injury

from late frosts. I have however seen in

the environs of Lyons, in Vivarais, and in

Provence, some very remarkable |)lanl;itiofis,

some of them new, and others already from
five to eight years old, and as a proof of its

facility of propagation I will site the cut-

tings made by M. Audibert, of Tarascon, in

the month of June, after the leaves were
gathered ; these cuttings, which generally
succeeded, were at the commencement of

October from two to three feet high. I have
seen in many localities beautiful standard
multicaulis trees giving fifteen to twenty
asid thirty kilograms* of leaves. At Viller-

angue there is one, planted fifteen years ago,
wliich ] was told produced this year forty

kilograms. This method of cultivating the

multicaulis by standards, always appeared
to me to be essentially contrary to the nature
of this tree, v.'hich seems to unite in the high-
est degree all the qualities necessary for its

cultivation from stumps in hedge rows or

copse, and perhaps the indifference of the
south in relation to the mulberry of the
Philippians, arises from the mistaken views
they entertain as regards its culture.

May we not be permitted to attribute the
contradictory opinions which have been cir-

culated in regard to the capacities of the
tree, to the introduction of some of those
mulberries which M. Henon, director of
the departmental nursery of Lyons, distin-

guished in 1835, as false multicaulis mul-
berries, and which he says were more liable

A Kil. is about 2 1-6 lb*. English avoirdupois.
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to be injured by frosts than the true multi-

caulis mulberry, the character and org-aniza-

vion of which he describes ns did M. Pe-
roltet,

"fhese very numerous and different vari-

eties for the most part approach more or

less to fne white mulberry, and result from
their being propajrated from seed. This
iTieans of reproduction is in fact especially
the cause of the diversity of its produce ; as
to its tendency to reproduce the white mul-
5)eTry they have sought to explain it by say-
ing that tiie multicaulis should not be re-

sjarded as a new species, but as a variety

essen'tially renriarlcable amongst the thou-

sand varieties furnished by the seed of the

white mulberry. It is without doubt easy
to justify such an assertion, founded upon
analogies and established facts. I do not
say, however, that we are not tempted to

reject this explanation, but at least to add a

second, when we see united in the same
seed the white and the multicaulis mulberry
Does not the idea of crosses naturally present
itself to the mind? In the departmental nurse
ry of Lyons, and afterwards at Manosque,
(Basse Alps), I was shown very handsome
plants, the produce of seeds sown that

year, and of cuttings planted seven months
previous which were five feet high and
were taken from plants produced from seed
the previous year. The wood very nearly

resembling that of the multicaulis, appeared
to have more consistence, and the leaves

lesembled those of the white grafted

raiilberry. MM. Andibert, of Tarascon,
showed me more than two hundred varieties

of the multicaulis trees collected in their

nursery, where there were from forty to

fifty varieties of the white mulberry. This
multiplicity of products, which, if tihe forma-
tion of crosses is admitted, can only be
attributed to complex fecundation, produced
by the vicinity of fifty varieties of Avhite

mulberries, has prevented a general classifi

cation ; all these varieties possess, but in a

different degree, the faculty of reproduction
from cutting. It is where the black mul-
berry prevails that this mode of multiplica-

tion is the least successful. We may easily

imagine the interest that will be attached to

the researches and accurate experiments
made upon these numerous varieties to dis

tinguish those which really unite the quali-

ties of the white mulberry with the faculty

of reproduction and the rapid vegetation of
the multicaulis.

Nevertheless M. Bonafons, in endeavor-
ing to reconcile the detractors of the multi-

caulis mulberry, the propagation of which
lie iias always advocated, informs us that a

graft of the white mulberry being set in a

cutting of multicaulis rooted the same year,

or even upon a piece of wood seven^or eight
inches long, cut from the stem of a rooted tree,

has communicated to the white nnulberry the

force and vigor of vegetation of the multi-

caulis. I have not had an opportunity of

seeing the application of this method, but it

is within the reach of cultivators, and the ad-
vantages which under certain circumstances
may be derived from it, are sufiicient to in-

duce them to make the trial.

However, as the multicaulis mulberry has
not yet been subjected to a regular treatment,

and as the south has not yet results well
established from experience to offer in re-

gard to its cultivation, it having been more
especially propagated at the north, I will not

occupy myself longer with it, contenting

myself with advising agriculturists properly

to appreciate its advantages and disadvanta-

ges, taking care however, until better inform-

ed, to have exclusive plantations.

For the Farmers' Caljinet.

J. LiBBY—Agreeably to a suggestion of

one of your correspondents, that every farmer

should forward his cogitations for the benefit

of the readers of the Cabinet, I have thrown

together the following desultory sketches

from observations made by myself during

the past season, if thee should find aught in

them w^orthy of insertion in thy valuable pa-

per, they are at thy disposal.

Stir tlie &'oil—Sngar Beef—Grapes,

Fird — The advantage of frequent and
thorough pulverizadon of iJie soil (hy means
of the cultivator or other implements) among
fallow crops, as a mean of partially avert-

ing the evil consequences of a long continu-

ed drought, such as the meagre corn, and
other after-summer crops of nvany of our
farmers bore evidence to the present year.

I know it to be a fact that many persons will

not expose the soil in this way during the

continuation of dry weather, alleging as a
reason that it affords to the heat of the sun
greater facilities for absorbing the moisture

from the earth, and more quickly o])eratino-

defrimenlally upon the roots contained there-

in. That this notion is Imsed upon Avrong

premises I have had abundance of evidence

to fully satisfy me. I will merely mention
two instances in confirmation which came
directly under my own eye. The one was
in a field of corn, part of which having ne-

glected to dress at the commencement of the

drought, we deferred working, in hopes of

previously receiving a rain upon it, until the

ground became so compact that it was im-

possible to introduce a plough or cultivator
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in it. It had been equally well tended with

the remainder of the field previously, and

was clean and clear of weeds ;—the ditler-

ence consisted in one exposing a loose, li^ht

and open surface, and the other beiu<r slight-

ly encrusted on top by a rain : throughout the

dry weatiier while this presented to the view
stinted, earless stocks and curled blades, the

other looked and grew finely. The same ef-

fect was remarkably manifest in two strips

of potatoes ; the soil in one was kept con-

tinually exposed to the vivifying intUience

of the atmosphere; the other after receiving

a complete cleaning was left alone; the

vines on this soon withered, were dried up
and killed. We dug the ])otatoes, and they

were not much larger than hulled walnuts
;

the others retained a lively appearance much
longer, and when dug turned oul fine large

potatoes, although not an average crop.

—

Now I draw the conclusion, that it is much
better during the prevalence of dry weather

to keep the ground about tillable crops vitU

stirred, I believe the benefit experienced by
it, arises from its better adaptation in that

etate, to attract the moisture, dews, and other

depositions from the air, which will tend

greatly to supply the deficiency.

Secondly— I would enquire of those who
are in the practice of raising the sugar bed
for stock, whether they are aware that a

large quantity of nutriment may be procur-

ed from them during their growth, without

injury to the root, by stripping off a portion

of the under leaves, (which are very succu-

lent and eagerly eaten by cattle or hogs,)

many of which would otherwise decay upon
the plants.

Thirdly—Are our farmers generally aware
liow easily and at what a small expense they

may obtain a plenty of delicious eating

grapes for their own use. I have heard, that

several attempts have been made to intro-

duce vineyards in this district, but they have
mostly failed, as they require too much at-

tention and care in this climate to make
them profitable. But this need not deter our
agriculturists from having an ample supply
for private enjoyment, by availing them-
selves of some slightly sheltered situation

for their culture, the southern side of a house
for instance. I have in mind one vine which
in one or two years has produced its posses-
sor several bushels of as fine grapes as I

would desire to eat ; it occupies but little

space which would otherwise be turned to no
account, requires no care, but trimming the

superabundant wood in the spring, (the

work of a few minutes,) is of the Catawba
species, and is very easily propagated from
slips, these should be about six or eight inch-

es long, and about the thickness of a man's
Utile finger. When the vines are trimmed

slips may be saved and depositet? in a cellar

mlil lhi> approach of warm we;tthe? ; they

should then be set upright wi»h btft otig bucJ

above the surface of the ground, whieli

should be kept moist; the young vines had
better bo trained to a stick or pole. If the

foregoing remarks are acceptable perhaps I

may again contribute to thy eolu^nns.

1 should be pleased to see in the Crd/inet,

a list of perrr-trecs adapted to our soil and
climate, which would form a succession of
this agreeable fruit, and some account of
their managrement and culture.

C.B.
PliiUidelphia County, 11th mo. 13ih.

On the V^arieties, Properties, and Classi-

fication of Wheat.
[Conliniifd from page lOi'.]

ON A CHANGK AND CHOICE OF SEED.

It is generally believed that an occasional,

some say a frequent, change of seed is in-

dispensable; otherwise, the plant soon be-

coming familiarized to the soil, loathes it,

as it were, and consequently diminishes in

produce. I am strongly inclined to believe

that this is an erroneous idea ;
partly owing,

not only to negligence in the selection of

seed, from the finest of a crop, but also to a

want of attention in the arrangement of suc-

cession, which I have before s])oken of.

It is perfectly true that all plants become
tired of one soil, and one manure; they, like

the human race, have their appetites and
loathings, and a person that would be forced

constantly to eat the same sort of food,

would not only infallibly sicken of it, but

most likely suffer in his health. So it is

with the cultivation of wheat, or anj' other

plant. The best cultivator of Lucerne I

have ever known, whose practice extended

over forty years experience, assured me,
that until he adopted the method of giving

it fresh food yearly, he never made it pro-

duce as he has since done. One year it

was dressed with decomposed manure; the

next with ashes ; the third with salt, and
the fourth with lime.

I have applied this principle to wheat

—

that which is grown on land, manured from
the mixnn, one year ; becomes seed for land

prepared with lime, that again becomes seed

for land dressed with ashes, then for land

dressed with mixed manures, and so on,

varying the food as much as possible, henco
giving a good variety every chance of find-

ing a new soil on each occasion. It may be
objected that such a system could not be
continued on a larger farm, where five or

six hundred acres of wheat come into rota-

tion : that may be true, to a certain extent;

but a little address and judgment, even on
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such a scale, by judicious subordination,

would enable a farmer to surmount the diffi-

culty, as fifty acres kept in rotation on such
a farm, solely for seed corn, even at thirty

bushels the acre, would be the required
quantity. So on a small farm, where only
fifty acres of wheat would be cultivated,

five acres skilfully manaoed in the same
way, might prevent the deterioration or de-

generating of a variety suited to the soil and
climate. It is sometimes difficult to replace

a good and suitable variety, though it may
have degenerated, as it is called.

Columella was so aware of the impor-
tance of procuring the choicest seed, that he
observes, "I have this further direction to

give, that when the corns are cut down, and
brought into the threshing floor, we should
even then think of making provision of seed,

for the future seed time ; for this is what
Cclsus says, where the corn and crop is but

small, we must pick out all the best ears of
corn, and of them, lay up our seed separately

by itself. On the other hand, when we
shall have a more plentiful harvest than
ordinary, and a larger grain, whatever part

of it is thrashed out must be cleansed with
the sieve; and that part of it which, because
of its weight and bulk, subsides, and falls

to the bottom of the sieve, must always be

reserved for seed; for this is of very great

advantage, because, unless such care be
taken, corns degenerate, though more quick-

ly indeed in moist places, yet they do so

also in such as are dry."
This ancient, but most intelligent and ac-

complished farmer and writer, was thus fully

aware of the importance of selecting the finest

and choicest wheat for seed, evidently aware
also, from the circumstance of his alluding

to the heaviest wheat sinking to the bottom
of the sieve, that the most farinaceous

wheat was the most nutritious, and best

fitted for the purpose of nourishing the

young plant in its embryo state. Nor can

there be a doubt, bvit that the most plump,
well-grown, and perfectly ripe wheat, is the

fittest for seed.

It has frequently puzzled me much to

imagine, upon what principle some have
rex^ommended for seed, a sort of inferior

grain, the refuse of a crop, after all the best

had been sent to the market. How a prin-

ciple so entirely contrary to the whole
economy of nature,—which usually produces
the finest progeny, from the healthiest and
most robust ])arents, the same being im-
proved, or weakened, in proportion to pro-

per or improper nurture and culture,—could

for a moment obtain, it is difficult to con-

ceive ; but it was merely argued, that be-

cause a large quantity of sickly seed was
sown, and that a portion of it grew and pro-

1

duced a fair crop, it might be considered
safe practice. Even from the finest seed,

after five years of experiments, I am per-

suaded that for a crop, one-tenth of the best

grain perishes, or is destroyed by birds,

mice, or insects; but from some sorts which
look sickly, and were purposely tritd, sown
singly, grain by grain in 1833, I found that

a liver colored variety, which from the ap-

pearance of the ear, promised to be highly
productive, though the grains were ili-

grown, thirty-three grains out of seventy-
two died—wiiich induced me to discard it

as being too delicate, its grains being poor
and lean, though grown on a rich and well-

prepared soil. Another variety, also, from
poor, ill-fed wheat, lost forty-nine grains out

of sixty-two. A sample of golden drop,

tolerably well grown, had seven vaiieties in

a handful, and thirty-four of these died, out

of seventy-two grains. Whereas from other

healthy plump grains of several varieties,

only nine, ten, and twelve died, cut of

seventy-two grains of each variety.

Columella, also, entertained an idea, re-

garding the degenerating of wheat, which is

still entertained by modern farmers, quite

erroneously in my opinion ; the causes of
which, according to my view of the ques-

tion, will be explained in the succeeding
chapter.

In 1834 the " Belle Vue Talavera." was
so well grown and plump, that of three

rows of seventy-two grains each, not one
died : of No. 1 Dantzic, only three to four,

in three rows of the same number; and of

No. 2, "Album Densum" only eight, from
the same number died.

From one hundred and forty-four grains,

of a new white spring wheat, a very rare,

hardy, and promising variety, only ten died.

Hence with both farinaceous and productive

habits, I think I am also coinbir.ing hardy
qualities, selected from among forty or fifty

sorts, which habits and qualities 1 ain more
or less acquainted with, as far as regards

this climate.

My general observations lead me to be-

lieve, that where wheat appears to grow
lean and poor looking, it should be discarded

from the locality after a fair trial, say after

the third year, as tiie second, only, might be

the result of climate, or the want of being

naturalized to the soil.

The first trial should be made from seed

of the best quality, if this fails after the

third year, it evidently is unsuited to the

soil and climate, and a new sort should be
introduced.

It must be obvious, that lean and shriveled

wheat, is not so likely to nourish the young
plant just starting frcim its embryo siate into

life, with a mere miserable skin of a pareiit
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to live upon, as the fine rich nutriment to

bo met with in a plump, round, fiirinitceous

grain, full of meal. As well miijlit a

fiirnier expect to have a fine fat skippinor

calf from a poor lean cow, fed, or rather

starved, on Dartmoor Heath.

ON THi; TENDENCY OF WHEAT TO DEGENE-
RATE.

This term "degenerate," is in common
use amon<T farmers, from a want of having

duly reflected on the subject, and acceptin<r

for truth the traditions or sayinirs which
become proverbial from father to son.

If I rightly understand the siornification

of the term, it should mean that the wheat
has chanrred its nature, it has become of an

inferior quality, less productive, and less

suited to the soil than when oriirinally sewn.
Now, havintr sliown the very considerable

difference of produce in various varieties,

some producinfT nearly double what others

do ; it stands to reason that if a farmer pro-

cured what he used to consider a fine sam-
ple, apparently tolerably pure—and that a
few (/rains, of a productive but coarse sort,

were intermixed with it, say, for the sake of

argument, fifty grains in a bushel, on the

average, that this variety produced sixty

grains to the ear, with an average of eight

tillers to each grain; here would be four

hundred and eighty grains, the produce of

one single ear, multiplied by ihe fifty grains

in the bushel, or twenty-four thousand
grains in the produce of each bushel, of an
inferior sort, in the crop, the following year
The second or third year, if careful atten-

tion were omitted in the selection of the

seed, from the original sort meant to be

produced, the crop would be thus almost
changed, not degenerated .- it would be no
fault of the superior sort first imported, but

wholly the consequence of neglect in not

having preserved it pure; for the original

sort would remain the same as regards
quality, but diminished in quantity. So it

will be in a greater or less proportion, with
each of these varieties, that lurk in a good
crop, which they deteriorate in proportion to

their inferiority, either in point of produce
of meal or straw. This is the case even
among the careful selections which I have
made, for in the operations of thrashinfr,

winnowing, or preparing it, by washing, or

pickling ; with all the care imaginable, it is

of so small bulk, that some stray grains, if

several sorts are grown on a farm, will inva-

riably lurk, and get into the most pure crop—Uiis I hold under such circumstances to

be almost inevitable, but where only one or

two good and suitable sorts are cultivated

on a farm, mixtures ought to disappear al-

together; and the stock continue pure as

long as proper attention is paid. This
should be done by metiiodical arrang.-^ment

;

first, by seeing the seed intended to sow
down an acre or two, as future stock for a

larg» farm, carefully selected by hand if

necessary. That sown by a drill machine,

with a double distance between each sowing
of the drill, to enable a careful person to

reach from each side to the middle of the

drill, when the wheat is ripening, to cut off

any ears foreign to the crop. A guinea ex-

pended in extra labor in this manner, would
amply repay the farmer, in the future beauty

and produce of his cro|i.

W hen the sheaves are tied, I further send

a person round them, to see if all strangers

to the crop are excluded from it.

All this may appear discouraging, but

what success is to be obtained in this, or

any other profession, (for I do not hesitate to

call farming both a science and a profes-

sion,) without mental application, added to

the ^^ sweat of the trou'," in order to learn

how to cultivate the soil with proper skill.

A very good farmer in the Lotiiians sent

me a sample of wheat of his own growth

—

it had been intended for a white wheat, and
was called so, but most of the white grains

were ill-grown and poor, whereas, a few
grains of a red variety, mixed in the sample,
were very plump and farinaceous, evidently

marking that the degenerated or red sort, as

it probably was considered, was that which
would have ensured a heavy, well-ripened,

and remunerating crop.

I trust that the growing of seed, for particu-

lar localities, may become a distinct branch
of the agricultural profession. I do not feel

envious of those admirable establishments

the nursery gardens of the kingdom, which
hourly clothe the face of the country with
new beauties, and refresh it with delicacies

—the result of close, and scientific investi-

gation, extracting, like bees, sweets from
every climate under the sun, and naturalizing

them to a soil so foreign to many of their

habits—yet I do hope to see a species of
nurseries for wheat, established in all parts

of the empire, where it will be known what
sorts of wheat are best suited for its diflfer-

ent soils, whether of clay, lime, sand,

granite, or other bases.

It must inevitably stand to reason, that the

fine white wheat which is grown on a rich

.fertile loam, suitably retentive of moisture,

'cannot be the proper sort to be sown on a
poor black soil, which of itself is incapable

of retaining or attracting- moisture.

But it will not be denied, that if a red, or

coarse variety, equally productive as to

i

quantity, though perhaps less farinaceous,
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could l)e orown on such a soil, it would be
an end greatly to be desired, and of much
national importance.

An observation which I made, leads me
to believe that such will be the result. In

a piece of land which had been ill-prepared,

and was poor and out of condition, a crop
of white wheat had been sown; it scarcely
grew three feet in height—but among it was
a plant of fine, tall, rich brown wheat, with
a large, round, but rather coarse grain. It

proved a highly productive variety. Had I

happened to have sown the field with all

such, instead of having only had twenty
bushels per acre, I should probably have
leaped forty.

Surely the attainment of such results

ought to be a matter of grave inquiry, as a

means of increasing the national wealth.
It is not my object, however, to write a trea-

tise on political economy, but I shall not

hesitate to point out, what appears to me to

be a legitimate and certain mode of augment-
ing the capital of the kingdom, by the

means of husbandry, now in so depreciated

a state.

The importance of the exact adaptation

of plants or their varieties to particular soils,

has lately been hinted at, in other terms it is

true, by a medical professor of great tiilent and
research ; who has traced the origin of the

cholera in India, to improper food, or to the

use of ill-grown and vitiated rice. There
can be no doubt, that if wheat, iinsuited to

a particular soil be sown, the chances are

that it will not be properly ripened, espe-

cially if in a moist or northern climate,

where September or October weather may
catch it ; under such circumstances, the

crop must be reaped, thrashed out, and per-

haps sold at a low rate, at all events some-
body must eat it, so that an unripe, impure,
deteriorated aliment is circulated, to the

injury of some portion of society; had the

seed been such as suited the soil, the con-

trary might be expected : a well-ripened

crop, enaMing the farmer to pay his rent;

and a wholesome nutriment being brought
into the market. Ten or twelve years ago,

a beautiful crop was sacrificed in the follow-

ing manner. It was about the period that a

good deal was written and circulated respect-

ing the great advantages to be derived from
cutting wheat while the grain was not fully

ripened, as a means of considerably increas-

ing the quantity of meal.

It was therefore reaped in an almost green

state, while the thumb nail could be pressed

through the grain, the consequence was,
that it shriveled, and I imagine never dried,

for when it was ground into meal, and pre-

])ared for baking, the dough would not rise,

and the bread it produced was so heavy

(absolutely lead-like and indigestible,) that

it was unfit for ordinary human stomachs,
and nearly the whole crop was given to the

pigs.

It will not answer to run into extremes in

farming, all beginners should deviate from
the usual practice with caution, and com-
mence with small experiments, which when
established to be on correct principles, can
be extended with safety,

[To be cunlinued.]

To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet.

Burnt Clay as a Manure.

Sir,—Much has been said of late in refer-

ence to the burning of clay for manure, and
in some sections of our county it is practised,

I learn, with success. That it may be ren-

dered valuable, and highly so, in certain lo-

calities, I firmly believe ; but that it would
be advisable for our farmers, in regions where
calcareous and mineral manures either abound,
or are easily and cheaply obtained, I have
serious doubts. Yet, inasmuch as it has
excited some interest, and as it is advisable
for information on all subjects connected
with agriculture to be widely disseminated,

I take \l\e liberty to present to the readers of

the Farmers' Cabinet, in a brief form, the

experience of some intelligent men who have
attended to the subject. And here I cannot but
express my regret that the plan of burning
and applying clay as a manure has not been
thoroughly carried out in this country. Too
many enter upon new experiments with ap-

parently exhaustless zeal, but it all evapor-

ates with the first discouraging circumstance

they encounter. They stop short, and the

enterprise is generally abandoned in disgust

and forever. And not only so, hut the per-

sons thus failing in their untimely or ill-di-

rocted experiments throw the whole weight
of their conversational influence against the

thing itself. Now, one great reason to my
mind, why so many of our agricultur;{l

friends fail in their experiments is, not that

they expect too threat, but too iminiediate

results, from their eflbrts. Dit^appointment

fallows, and abandonminit of the jiroject in

which they are engaged ensues of course.

Now no one is better calculated to make ex-

]ieriments than the farmer. He can do it on
a small scale, and increase in proportion as

the results may justify him in doing so>.

These are advantages that no farmer should

forego—^lie should test every tiling for him-
self, and hold fast unto that wiiich is best.

The operation of drying and burning clay

for numure has been practised in Kurape for

many years, and more or less in this country

for sixty years past; but wherever tried

with us it has been abandoned, or fallen into
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disuse. CoBBETT, whose erratic course is so

strongly and universally condemiied, tried it

^vith no Utile success durinij his sojourn in

this country. His [irincipal experiments

were made, I think, on Long Island, and are

detailed helow. Loudon says that the oldest

bock in u'hich it is mentioned was published

more tlian a century since. lie states that

the benefits have been irreatly exaj^tjerated

—

thouj^h on clayey soils it is ot" considerable

advantage. The mania for burning clay at-

tained its height in England in 1815; and in

a itiw years thereafter its most strenuous ad-

vocates were indisposed to say much on the

subject. AiTON, in his Farmers' INIagazine

says ; " I regret that the discoverers of

florin grass and of the effects of burnt clay,

have so far overrated their value. Both are

useful and proper to be attended to—the grass

to be raised on patches of marshy ground,

and used as green food to cattle, and the

burnt earth as a corrector of the mechanical
arrangement of a stubborn clay soil ; and I

have no doubt that if they had been only re-

commended for those valuable purposes, they

would have been brought into more general

use than they yet are, or will be, till the pre-

judices against them arising from the disap-

pointment of expectations raised high by too

flattering descriptions, are removed." The
advantages of burnt clay are briefly set forth

in the following synopsis, and which embo-
dies the " practical experience" of intelli-

gent men on both sides of the Atlantic.

1. When clay is burnt to a state of ashes
(like brick dust) it will so remain, and can-

jiot return to its original state of clay unless

by the application of acids. Consequently,
says Alton, an admixture of that with a

strong adhesive clay must evidently operate
as a powerful manure, by changing the me-
chanical arrangements of the latter. By
this means it is rendered more friable, af-

fording a greater facility to the percolation

of redundant moisture, and to the spreading
of the roots of vegetables in quest of food.

If the clay or earth thus burnt abounds with
vegetable fibre, the soot or carbonic matter
acquired by the operation, would probably,
for one season at least, operate as a stimulus
to the growth of plants. Alton, however,
expresses the opinion that as the subsoil is

frenerally used for burning, it is impossible
that any considerable quantity of vegetable
matter can be found in it.

n. " The calcareous matter in the soil is

said to be calcined and formed into lime by
this process." This argument by many
writers is considered more plausible than
solid. But while the opponents of this sys-

tem contend that little or no perceptible

effect can be produced when the matter burnt

«r torrefied is applied as a manure to other

soils, they admit one princij)al point, wliich

is, '• that some (lualitii^s in particular soils,

unfavorable to vegelalioii, may be corrected

by burning; and that in some other instances

the fire may render the clay more nutritive to

plants." VVhatever effect may be producedi,

except that of rendering the soil more friable,

must be temporary, and therefore soon run

out.

in. A writer in the Farmers' .lournal,

1819, says that the action of bur7U clai/ is

threefold, and may be manifold. '' It opens

the texture of stubborn clays, gives a drain

to the water, spiracles to the air, and affords

t^ the roots facility of penetrating. Clay
ashes burnt from turves containing an ad-

mixture of vegetable matter, consist in some
small proportion of vegetable alkali or pot-

ash, a salt which is known to be a good

manure. It frequently happens that a stiff

cold clay is impregnated with pyrites, a

compound of sulphuric acid and iron. Al-

though the chemical attraction between these

two bodies is so strong that it is one of the

most difficult operations in the arts totally to

free iron from sulphur, yet a very moderate

heat sublimes a large portion of the sulphur.

The iron is then left at liberty to re-absorb a

portion of the redundant acid, which is too

generally found in these soils, and thereby

sweetens the land; and it is probable that

the bright red or crimson calx of iron which
gives coloring to the ashes when over-burnt

is beneficial to vegetation, in the present

case, inasmuch, as it is, of itself, one of the

happiest aids to fertility. Curwen notices

that clay ashes do not benefit as a top dressing

on grass, which is in part to be explained by
reason that the ashes, when spread on the

surface of the grass, cannot exert mechanical
action on the soil in the ways enumerated.

Neither can the calx of iron come so imme-
diately in contact with the particles of the

soil, for the production of any chemical ef-

fect, as it would do if the ashes were plough-

ed in. In short, like many other manures
which are laid on the surface, unless it con-

tain something soluble, which may be wash-
ed into the ground by rains, it does very
little good ; and the feeble proportion of

vegetable alkali is probably the only soluble

matter the ashes contain."

IV. The salutari/ effects of fire on soils is

thus described by the late Richard Peters,

Esq. " I could give many instances of the

great utility of fire in fertilizing land which
have passed under my own observation, both
recent, and of very old date. I can show
numerous spots in fields on which large col-

lections of weeds were burnt twenty years
ago, which now exhibit, and have so done
ever since the operation, a most extraordinary

comparative fertility, in ground, the whole
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whereof has been well limed and otherwise!
manured. Burning heaps of straw 1 have;
found efficient. Leaves and other trash from|
liedoe rows, chips and brush, have given

|

fertility to barren spots—most evidently and
j

durably. . . . Having frequently turned thei

subject in my mind, 1 have not been able toj

account for it in a manner satisfactory to my-:
self. Tlie ashes of such light substances
soon spend their force. No ashes will soi

durably evidence fertilizing effects—be they
even of wood, coal, or other solid material.
It must, therefore, be some unaccountable
result, produced on the soil, by the agency of,

FIrC."—Memoirs Phila. Jigrkuliural Socielv,
\

Vol. III. page 214.
'

i

A late work, the Practical Farmer and I

Gardener, in an interesting article on j11u-\

ruinous Earths, states that some trials havej
been made in this country of using burnt!
clay as a manure, and recommends its use

j

for all dry arable lands not inclining to clay.

The first step in preparation for burning
clay, is to have a large quantity of this clay
dug up in spits, and laid to dry in the sun

;

when pretty well dried you prepare for burn-
ing by raising a little pile of dry wood in the
shape of a pyramid, say 4 or 5 feet high

—

round this you build up the dry spits of clay,
leaving a hole at the bottom for the entrance
of the air, and another at the top for it to

pass oft'. Such, at least, was the method
formerly practised, but the modern improve-
ment of retaining the smoke within the

mass, as directed by Cobbett, for burning
earth, ought to be pursued in the burning of
clay. After tlie fire has been set to the

wood you continue digging up fresh clay
and piling it around and over the heap, as
fast as the fire penetrates the mass, taking
care, however, not to pile on so much at

once as to extinguish the fire. If there be
danger of its becoming extinguished, it may
be advisable to make one or more holes in'

the sides of the heap by running a pole into

it. The fresh earth is to be added during
pleasure, or until a sufficient quantity is

burned. After the heap has cooled it is fit

for use, either by mixing with the soil as

directed by Mr. Cobbett, for applying burnt
earth, of which we will next speak.

" By a late improvement, earths, other than

those of clay are successfully converted into

good manure by the process of burning. It

is effected by retaining the smoke within the

mass of earth while in a state of ignition.

Mr. Cobbett says he has tried this manure
for the Ruta Baga crop, and found it as effi-

cacious as barn dting. His manner of pre-

paring It, and which we believe would also

be the best method of preparing burnt clay,

is as follows :

—

*' I make a circle or oblong square. I cut

sods and build a wall all round three feet

thick and four feet higl.. I then light a fire

in the middle with straw, dry sticks, boughs,

and such like matter. I go on making this

fire larger and larger, until it extends over

the whole bottom of the pit or kiln. I put
on roots of trees or any rubbish wood, till

there be a good thicki:ess of strong coals, I

then put on the rfr/'e.'!/ of the clods that 1 have
ploughed up round about, so as to cover all

the tire over. The earth thus put in will

burn. You will see the smoke coming out

of little places here and there. Put more
clods wherever the smoke appears. Keep
on thus for a day or two. By this time a
great mass of fire will be in the inside. And
now you may dig out the clay or earth any
where round the kiln, and fling it on without

ceremony, always taking care to ktep in the.

smoke, for if you suffer that to continue

coming out at any one place, a hole will

soon be made; the main force of the fire

will draw to that hole, a blaze, like that of a

volcano will rush out, and the fire will be
extinguished.

" A very good way is to put your finger

into the top of the heap here and there, and
if you find the fire very near, throw on more
earth. Not too tnnch at a time, for that

weighs too heavily on the fire, and keeps it

back; and at first will put it partially out.

You keep on thus augmenting the kiln, till

you gel to the top of the walls, and then you
may, if you please, raise the walls, and still

go on. No rain will aflfect the fire, when
once it has become strong.

" The principle is to keep out air, whether
at the top or the sides, and this you are sure

to do if you keep in the smoke. 1 burnt, this

summer, about thirty wagon loads in one
round kiln, and never saw the smokt? at all

after the first four da5^s. I put in my finger

to try whether the fire was near the top, and
when I found it approaching 1 put on more
earth. Never was a kiln more completely

burnt.
" Now this may be done on the skirt of

any wood where the matters are at hand.

This method is far pi-eferable to the above

i!;ronnd burning in heaps, because in the

tiext place, the smoke escapes there, which 13

the finest or best part of the burnt matter.

Soot, we know well, is more powerful than

ashes ; and soot is composed of the t^ossest

parts of the smoke. That which flies oat of

the chimney is the best part of all.

In case of a want of wood wherewith to

begin the fire, the fire may be lighted pre-

cisely as in the case of paring and htirnin<r.

If the kiln be large, the oblong square is the

best figure ; about ten feet wide, because

then a man can fling the earth easily over

every part. The mode they pursue in Eu-
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rope, when there is no irood at hand, is to

make a sort of buildin<r jti the kiln with tnrt's,

and leave air holes at liie corners of the walls

till the fire be well benrun. But this is te-

dious work—and is in this country wholly
unnecessary. Care must, however, be taken

that the fire be well lightpd. The matter

put in at first should be such as is of the

lightest description ; so that a body of earth

on fire may be obtained before it be too

heavily loaded. The burninor being com-
pleted, having got the quantity you want,
let the kiln remain. The fire will continue

to work until all is ashes. If you want to

use the ashes sooner, open the kiln. They
will be cold enough to remove in a week."
So says Cobbett.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

^Vliat is the expense of keeping a Horse 1

An idle man and a useless liorse are a heavy charge
on a farm.

What is the annual expense necessarily

incurred in keeping a farm-horse] This is a

question which it would be interesting and
perhaps profitable to have correctly and ac-

curately answered. It is supposed the cost

of supporting a horse in decent condition, to

fit him for useful labor during the year, is

much more than is generally supposed. It

is a common opinion that two cows can be
kept at the expense of one horse. Is this a

fact 1 Horses are not only useful but abso-
lutely necessary on a fann, yet it is suppos-
ed that many more of them are kept than

are absolutely necessary for the convenience
or profit of many farmers.

Some may suppose that if they pay no
money for food for a horse that he don't cost

much; but this may be a great mistake, for

hay and grass and corn and oats are as valu-
able as money to a farmer.

Fancy horses may be compared to dandies
among the human species, they perform less

useful labour, and consume more provender,
and require more attention at the toilette

than the real working classes ; if so, they
outiht to be reduced to the smallest possible
number that will answer for the fancy work
of a farm. There is much economy in keep-
ing such only as are well adapted to the la-

bor which is required by their owner, and
no more even of them than will accomplish
the work of the farm in the best manner
possible.

If some of your intelliorent patrons would
take the trouble of anwering the query at

the head of this article for the next number
ot the Cabinet, it would oblige an

Ex-fa R.MER.

F.r ihp Farmers' Cabinet.

Fattciiiiie; IIo^s.

A hog is a selfish animal, and wherever
selfishness constitutes the predominant part

of character, thtre is little regard paid to the

rights, interests, or feelings of others. This is

remarkably the case amongst the s\\ inish

multitude, each one of whom seeks his own
gratification, regardless of the welfare of his

fellows. In a community of hogs we often

see this disposition carried out so far as to

be hiohly prejudicial to those who possess

less physical strength, and where numbers
are ft^d at a common trough the jealousy

which is felt by them, induces them to holt

their food without chewing, like the passen-

gers on board a steamboat or the boarders

of a public hotel. This being the case, un-

less their food is well prepared by cooking
previously to its being presented to them,

dyspepsia or indigestion will be likely to

result, and much of the food will be passed
off without adding any thing to the fatness

or weight of the carcase. A friend of mine
in order to obviate this difficulty, and to re-

move the jealousy from the minds of his

hogs during meal-times, has tried the experi-

ment of phicing some of them in separate

apartments, which are so narrow as not to

admit of their turning round ; they can move
freely forward to the trough where each has
his meal separate, or they can recede back
from it, and lie down and sleep in comfort

in their narrow abode, but further than this

they are restricted in their movements.

—

Their food is all boiled or steamed, and serv-

ed to thena separately, and it is surprising

to see with what quietness and composure
they eat; there is no hurry or bustle, no
squeeling or biting or pushing, no spilling,

no wasting or dirtying the food, but each
one goes to his meal quietly, without haste;

they chew their food thoroughly, seeming
to be careful not to swallow it without due
mastication, and when done eating, they step

back a short distance, lie down and go to

sleep. The success attendant on this mode
of feeding has been such as to justify recom-
mending it to the attention of farmers gene-

rally, believing it to be the most economical
mode of feeding hogs which has yet been
adopted.

I forward this for the Cabinet, not wish-
ing it to occupy the place of more important

matter. I am aware the same plan has been
tried before; but the above represents a case
now in progress with an intelligent farmer,

who is a constant reader of your valuable
Journal. A. B.

Those who praise or condemn by whole-
sale often commit great acts of injustice
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For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Operations of Einie.

Vegetable and animal substances before

they can become food for, and enter into the

composition of plants, must underoro decom-
position and become dissolved in water.

Heat and moisture are tlie great agents of

decomposition, and in order to etTect it, they

must be applied in a medium degree, for too

high or too low a temperature, too much or

too little moisture, are alike inimical to the

progress of fermentation and decomposition.

The climate of this country is such during
the warm season, as to carry it on with
great rapidity ; and in the southern states

the almost tola! absence of frost enables it

to progress during tlte whole year, while in

the more northern parts of the country de-

composition is checked or suspended, at

least six months out of twelve. It has been
observed, that timber exposed to the ele-

ments in the south, will decay two years

earlier than the same kind of timber equally

exposed in the middle or northern states
;

and the same causes constantly operating,

must destroy the efficacy of manure in much
less time in southern than in more northern

latitudes, for the solution being produced
with more rapidity, must be carried away
by the frequent showers before it can be
taken up by the roots of plants. Hence it

is supposed that lime, which is a powerful

antiseptic, tending to impede or check de-

composition, would be found even more
beneficial to the south than it is to the north.

The dry, warm, sandy lands of New Jersey,

where vegetable manure is thoroughly de-

composed and carried away in a single sum-
mer, have derived the greatest advantage
from the application of lime, in consequence
of its preserving the manure from so rapid

a dissolution, and thereby extending the

fertilizing influence of it for a longer time.

A cold wet soil, although it may contain a

superabundance of vegetable matter, is

never found to be benefited by the applica-

tion of lime, and the reason of it no doubt
is, that it is too wet and cold to favor a suf-

ficient degree of decomposition to furnish the

requisite food for plants without it, and under
such circumstances to apply such a power
fu! antiseptic to it as lime, tends still fur

ther to prevent the necessary decay of the

vegetable materials contained in the soil, to

furnish the proper nutriment for the crop.

Lime, it is believed, always produces the

greatest effect on dry and warm land, by
checking the tendency to too rapid decom-
position, and not by a tendency to promote
fermentation as some have sujiposed.

In a recent edition of Sir Humphrey
Davy's Elements of Agricultural Chemis-

try, with notes by his brother, John Davy,
which he slates relate chiefly to facts ascer-

tained since 1826, ho says,
" The manner in which lime acts in agri-

culture, requires further and minute investi-

gation, and is a most important subject for

inquiry. From the experiments I havs
made, I have satisfied myself that it ar-

rests equally vinous and putrid fermenta-

tion, and that in close vessels it may be
used for preserving both animal and vegeta-
ble substances."

These thoughts are presented through the
medium of the Cabinet, in order that those

who are annually engaged in applying lime
to their farms, may note their opinions on
the subject, and furnish tiiem for publication^

so that a consistent, intelligible theory of the

operations of lime may be arrived at. X.

For llie Farmers' Cabinet

Importaut to Farmers.

The drought of last season having de-

stroyed or greatly injured the second crop of
hay, many farmers have but a short supply
for their stock the coming winter. Every
means, therefore, of using this with the

greatest economy should be resorted to. It

has been abundantly proved, both in Europe
and this country, that cutting all long feed'

for stock, is a gain of from one-third to one-

half of the cost of keeping on long or uncut

food. The great objection to this nnxfe of
economizing, has heretofore been the severe

or expensive labor attending it; and it is to

remove this impression that I trouble j'our

readers with these remarks. This difliculty

no longer exists, since the introduction of

that ne phis ulfra of agricultural machines'.

Green's Straw-cutter, which may almost

be said to be self-apting, so small is the

force required to work it. On this point I

may mention that the committee on machine-

ry of the Highland Agricultural Society of
Scotland, having carefully tried the "Yan-
kee notion," say in their Keport, that " it

will cut ihree limes more than the iies-t ma-
chines of the common sorts, zim\ 'X/^ with
lessforce ! that one person driving the ma-
chine, will cut with ease five hundredweight
of hay or straw per hour." To the truth of

this averment I am ready to bear full testi-

mony from my own experience. Now, with

the ascertained power' to convert three, tons

of liaij into four, by the investment of only

thirty or forty dollars, it is to bo Itopf^! that

no farmer will allow himself to be cornered

for want of sustenance for his kine. If the

hav, after being cut up, be sprinkled with

brine, it will be the more valuable, and bo
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eaten up the cleaner from the trouprh. Try
it. Utilitv.

We perceive the machine is still adver-

tised for sale by Mr. I. I. Hitchcoc-k, at

Landreth's, G3 Chestnut-street, and at Hirst

& Drear's new and eleirant eslablisiiment,

No. 97, same street. We are " true believ-

ers" in the economy of cutting all long

feed for stock, and we constantly hear

Green's instrument spoken of in the highest

terms of praise by those who have used it.

Ed. Far. Cab.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Sowing Grass Seeds.

It is a bad system to mix seeds of differ-

ent plants before sowing them, in order to

have fewer casts. It is better to sow each

sort separately, as the trouble of going seve-

ral times over the ground is nothing com-
pared to the benefit of having each sort

equally distributed.

Grass seeds cannot well be sown too plen-

tifully, and no economy less deserving the

name can possibly exist, than the being

sparing of grass seeds. The seeds of grain

may easily be sown too thickly, but with

respect to those of grass, it is scarcely capa-

ble of occurring. Thesmaller the stem, the

more acceptable it is to cattle; and when
the seeds of some grasses are thinly scat-

tered, their stems tend, as it is called, to

wood, and the crop is liable to be infested

with weeds. Some think that if ground is

well manured, good grasses will come in of

themselves. Perhaps so; but how long
will it be before that happens ] Clean seed,

and tliat which is known to be suitable to

the soil, should always he sown. For
though grasses will gradually come in, no
great crop is Lo be expected the first year,

unless it be a crop of rank and useless

weeds. And he that misses the first year's

crop, loses much, as the longer the land lies,

the more compact or bound it will become,
and produce the smaller crops.

Every farmer should carefully examine
his fields that are coming into grass for next

summer's mowing, and carefully note all

the bald spots, where, by the lodging of

grain or from any other cause, the grass

roots have either not taken or been destroy-

ed. On all such spots grass seeds should

be applied at as early a period in the spring

as possible. Failures of this sort generally

are found where the soil is strongest, and if

grass seed is not resown. there will be an

abundant supply of weeds to annoy the

careless farmer.

For Ihfi Farmers' Cabinet

Orchard Grass.

This grass is worthy of being cultivated

on account of its uncommon luxuriance.

Horses, cows, and sheep, eat it readily, and
it is valuable on account of its excellent

after-feed. It affords an abundant crop,

springs early, and grows fast, makes excel-

lent hay, and yields abundance of seed,

which is not easily shaken out. It is a

hardy grass, found highly useful in moist

loamy soils, and thriving under the shade ot

trees. It comes early, is soon mature, and
continues green until late in the season, as

clover does. If intended for fodder, it should

be cut while young and tender.

Read before the Philadelphia Agricultural

Society, Nov. 21, 1838, and ordered to be

published in the Farmers' Cabinet.

George Henry Walker.
The name of this gentleman, by whose

sudden death (which took place at his resi-

dence, Longford, in Philadelphia Co., on the

7th of Sept. last, in the 50th year of his age)

the cause of agricultural improvement has

lost a valuable and etficient friend, deserves

honorable mention ; and the following brief

notice has been suggested as a slight tribute

to the memory of an enlightened farmer and
most worthy man.
The pupil of some of the most celebrated

agriculturists of the old country, Mr.
Walker came hither and settled amongst us
about twenty years ago, bringing with him
no ordinary degree of intelligence and in-

formation concerning his favorite profession.

He purchased a farm of about a hundred acres

in Philadelphia County, where, notwith-

standing the discouragements which always
obstruct the progress of agricultural reform,

he illustrated the value of those improve-

ments which his extensive knowledge and

excellent judgment showed him to be de-

sirable and necessary. He was the first to

call attention to the relations existing be-

tween the laws of subsistence, occupation,

and production, and to apply them as a prin-

ciple, to the improvement of agriculture.

He was mainly instrumental in introducing

a judicious system of root culture. He de-

monstrated the importance of the green-crop

system, of a better method of preparing and
applying manures, and of an alteration in

the rotation of crops. The utility of his

improvements was shown by their results,

and it may truly be said of him, that

he made more than two ears of corn grow
where only one grew before. He occasion-

ally had under his charge j'oung men of in-

telligence and character, who enjoyed the
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advantages of his rich agricultural wisdom
and experience, imbibed his ardor, and who,
upon farms of their own, are now carryiii<r

out his excellent principles of culture, and
promisinor fair to perpetuate and extend the

influence of his system.
Strictly upright in his dealings, Mr.

Walker was especially noted for the great

reserve of his manners. He was not quick
to seek the friendship of others ; to give or

demand confidence. But this peculiarity

was owing to no native moroseness of tem-
per. It had unfortunately been his lot to

have his confidence in men severely tried,

at that period of life when the heart is open
to the strongest impressions. At the time
when all England was agitated by the revo-

lutionary proceedings of France, the father

of Mr. Walker, a highly respectable mer-
chant and very distinguished man, in Man-
chester, was put on trial for his life, charged
with seditious and treasonable practices,

upon the testimony of a miserable creature,

the probable tool of others, whose falsehood

was made so glaringly manifest in open
court, that coincidently with the honorable

acquittal of the accused, the judge commit-
ted the solitary witness against him for per-

jury. This treatment of a beloved parent,

made an ineffaceable impression upon the

mind of the son, and alienated his affections,

if not altogether from his native country, at

least from the government, which could

permit such gross practices against the

peace and honor of an upright and honora-

ble citizen. It brought him to this country ;

it chilled his confidence in his fellow-men ;

but the kind affections, which refused to

diffuse themselves widely, were not dried

up, nor did they fail to flow out in acts of

kindness towards those whose worth he had
the opportunity of learning. At his own
fireside, in the domestic circle, in the com-
pany of good books, which he loved to share

with his family by reading aloud, he found
not only relaxation, but his greatest earthly

happiness. There the loss of an affection-

ate and devoted friend will long be severely

felt.

To Preserve Eggs.

Eggs have often been preserved sound
a,nd good for months by putting them up with
common wood ashes, in a box or cask, so as

to exclude the air. It is said they do best

when placed on end.

The hasty divulgers of news generally
bring on themselves the trouble of contra-

dicting it.

Fur the Farmers' Cabinet.

Speculation in Morus Multicaulis.

I should be sorry to occupy, unprofitably
to its readers, a single page of the Farmers'
Cabinet—a work which increases in interest

monthly—but as the subject is one really

important and interesting to the community
at large, and to the agriculturist particu-

larly, and as some parts of the reply of

"Multicaulis" to my former communication
seem to require further notice, I will offer

a few observations as briefly as possible.

He must have read my remarks through
(Ustortin^ spectacles, or he would not have
supposed that they were directed aa:aiiist ike

ciiliure and mnnufaclure of silk in this couU'

try. They were intended to check, if pos-

sible, that wild speculation which the writer

believes may eventually injure seriously the

progress and establishment of the silk busi-

ness, as well as many of those who engage
in the speculation. In respect then to the

importance of " silk culture," your corres-

pondents do not materially differ in opinion;

but on some other points we are far from
agreeing.

In regard to what properly constitutes

speculation, what its tendency is, the na-

ture of its eflfects on individuals and the

public interest, and the consequences which
result from it to any particular branch of

industry in which it may have prevailed, I

will not, at present, make any further re-

marks. But as " Multicaulis" asserts that

I am in error, and that "the present value
of the trees does not arise so much from a
spirit of speculation or gambling in the pur-

chaser, as from a fair estimate of their pre-

sent intrinsic value ;" and that according to

his " cyphering" " the multicaulis will pro-

bably maintain its present, if not a higher

value, until it is generally distributed

throughout the country ;" a period in his

apprehension, somewhat remote, I wish to

state a few facts, and to " cypher" a little

more, that our readers may be the better

qualified to decide who is in error.

I have been informed by a gentleman in

this city, who has disposed ofmany thousands
of the morns multicaulis, that the present

price is twenty-five cents per foot, and that

they generally sell from iPl.OO togil.aOeach,

although some have been sold for more than
$2.00. Taking five feet as the average
height to which the tree will grow in one
summer, in a good soil, say wheat land, the

average price is $1.25 per tree. On an acre

of such land about ;^0,000 trees may be
raised in a season, having the rows four feet

apart, and the trees four inches apart in the

rows. I have been told by an experienced

cultivator, that from one tree he can raise
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twenty in a sintjle summer: from 1500

trees, then, 30,000 may Ije raised. Willi an

outlay, ihcret'ore, of $IH75, and the very

triliinir expense of cultivating an acre of

ground, $35,000 may he realized in six

months!! O, ye farmers who have been

toilinjr and toiling all your lives long, in

raising ^^•heat, corn, and potatoes, and clear-

ing your $10, $20, or $30 per acre aimually !

O, ye nursery-men, who plant an ap])]e-seed,

and patiently and carefully cultivate the seed-

ling for three years, then ingraft it, and
prune and trim it for three or four years

more, and at the end of your seven years'

labor and care, sell it for ten cents; can you
believe that the " present price" of the mul-
ticanlis arises from a " fair estimate of their

present intrinsic value 1" Will any gentle-

man of this city who has a farm cultivated
;

can any farmer believe that this " present

intrinsic value" will be maintained to a

"period somewhat remote," or "for some
years to come at least?" Why, at such a

price, mulberry trees would soon cover the

•whole length and breadth of the land, and
instead of bread and potatoes, we should

have only the " delicious cream" to subsist

on, which the newspapers tell us is prepared

in France from the silkworm, after it has
ceased spinning.

I can state from undoubted authority, that

in silk-growing France, the multicaulis

could be purchased last August—only four

months ago—at five cents per tree; how is

it that their "intrinsic value" in a country
where they are actually used, is so very

smain
"Multicaulis" does not deny that some

speculation has been carried on in mulberry
trees, and it may be possible, notwithstand-

ing he does not think so, that this has raised

the price a little. I could cite many in

stances in which something very like specu
lation or gambling has almost doubled the

price in a short time ; one may suffice. A
friend of mine purchased a lot of multicau-

lis last summer, authorized an agent to sell

them, and was absent a few days from
home. On his return he found his trees

had been sold at an advance of one thou-

sand dollars, and I understand the same lot

of trees has changed hands four times since,

rapidly increasing in " intrinsic value" each
time ; the trees remaining, of course, in the

ground wmsed.
(.Jan " Multicaulis" show by his " cypher-

ing" that the actual use of the morus mul-
ticaulis in feeding silkworms, and the real-

ized profits from the culture of silk during
the past season, have raised the price of the

trees from twenty-five cents each—at which
price they were oflered last spring—or 12A

cents which was the price a year before, to

$l.'2r>]

But it is so notoricnis that a wild and
wonderful speculation has been carried on in

this city, during which the price of these

trees lias been more than quadrupled, that

here no proof of it is needed. A few facts,

however, connected with it may be riew to

distant readers of the Cabinet, and perhaps

l)revent some of them from being dt reived.

They may be assured that Philadelphia is

the great focus of the orand speculation ;

the market to which the nnilticaulis are

brought from every quarter. Our newspa-
pers have contained advertisements from
the north, south, east and west, offerintr to

send trees here. Paragraphs may be found

in distant newspapers from all directions,

stating the high prices at which the multi-

caulis arc sold here, and recommending the

cultivation of them in their respective neigh-

jborlioods for this market. Even last spring

[large quantities of them were brought here

jfrom Florida, as the sale advertisements

'stated. Notwithstanding all this, we are

here told by the mulberry speculators, both

in advertisements and in conversation, that a
vast market is opening in the south ami
west, and that incalculaljle numbers will be
sent there, and this is hfeld out as a strong

inducement to purchase and cultivate them
here. Speculators from Philadelphia and
neighboring places, have scoured the coun-

try as rapidly as steam could carry therr.,

from lake Ontario to the far south, (and I

understand some have even gone to France,

and others sent orders there,) to purchase

morus multicaulis for this market. How
preposterous is it to represent that vast mar-
kets are opening in the very places from
whence we obtain our supply.

In the next place let us have facts in re-

lation to the hardy character of the multi-

caulis. Its namesake tells us " it is consti-

tutionally hardy, indeed more so than most
trees known to us—that it will bear to he
buried in the earth for the six winter months,
and in the spring when dug up, be a vigor-

ous and healthy tree." Now, I believe that
" most trees known to us" may be buried and
dug up in like manner and condition. Euthow
was it discovered that the multicaulis is thus

remarkably hardy 1 simply by finding it

necessary to bury it during the " six win-
ter months" to preserve its life !

" Multi-

caulis" states that " it will bear the rigors

of our winters without injury, when three

years old." Suppose then—fori like exam-
ple belter than precept, and "cyphering"
better than assertion—that a farmer has one
of his fields, say ten acres, filled with mul-
berry trees, comprising probably two hundred
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thousand ; he must dig these up and bury

them for three successive autumns, and re-

plant iheni for three successive springs, be-

fore they will bear the rigor of our winter.

This operation would be, I imagine, a large

item in the list of expenses. But we are

told that a tree, yes, one multicaulis tree, in

the garden of D. Maupay has not been in-

jured by the severities of the three last very
severe winters, although unprotected. The
principal part of that garden has, I believe,

a remarkably warm southern exposure ; and
if the tree stands in that part, I am not sur-

prised to hear it has survived. Even if it

does not stand in a favorable situation, the

circumstance of " Multicaulis" adducing the

instance of a single tree to prove the hardy
character of the variety, when, if it had

really been proved hardy, he might have
mentioned millions, conveys to my mind
the idea that the millions are not hardy, and
the one is a remarkable exception.

Notwithstanding the "offset" then, I still

assert that " it is well known that the whole
of the tree that is above the ground is fre-

quently if not generally killed in this lati'

tude by the frost," and that " it is a uni

versal practice amongst those who cultivate

the multicaulis for sale, to dig them up in

the autumn, and secure them snug and warm
in cellars or other places."

Although 1 consider the culture of silk as

a desirable and important object, I am not so

mulberry mad as to think that it will be so

vastly lucrative as to bestow great riches on
all who engage in it. I believe that as far

as it may be engaged in, or if it should be
come extensively and firmly established, the

profits, as in every other branch of industry,

will be only a fair remuneration for time,

labor, and attention. As to the business

being sustained by premiums very long,

that is out of the question. " Multicaulis"

says "heavy duties would be burdensome
to the public," and I ask him from whence
is the money derived that is paid in premi-
ums, if not from the pockets of the public 1

He tells us that our people "must have
time to learn the nature and habits of the

worm ; must be made acquainted, by actual

observation, with the best system of rearing

and feeding; must have time to erect their

cocooneries, and to be informed of the best fix-

tures for feedingand spinning upon," and then
states that " upon these subjects we are yet

very much in the dark." Is it not very
strange, and may we not be " surprised" that

an " intelligent people should, under these

disadvantages, and in the dark too, with a

capital necessarily twenty-five or thirty

times greater than is required to conduct tlic

business in other countries, presume to enter

Into competition with them 1 I say a capitvil

so much greater would be required in this

country, if the plan which "Multicaulis,"

as I understand him, recommends, were
adopted ; that is, that every silk-grower

should buy all the trees he wants to use, for

he evidently repudiates the plan I recom-
mended, of every one raising his own trees

from a small number. As long, however,
as the raising of mulberry trees is incom-
parably more profitable than raising the silk-

worm, "Multicaulis'" plan will not be
adopted, and the latter employment will

continue to be used merely as an adjunct to

the grand speculation.

7Yme will determine the question whether
the present price of the multicaulis is or is

not owing to a spirit of speculation and
gambling, and I shall await its decision in

full confidence that it will confirm my senti-

ments. Already I perceive indications of

a rapid fall in their " intrinsic value," or as

I would call it, their gambling price. I

have heard a person offer to enter into con-

tracts to furnish the multicaulis trees next au-

tumn for ten cents each ; and it is said a
southern cultivator ofi'ers to furnish' them
at that time for five cents each. There are

advertisements in our city newspapers, one
headed, " a rare chance for Speculators"—
oflTering to cultivate them next season for

two cents each. Now if a farmer can raise

these trees for two cents each and be well

paid for his land and labor, of which there

cannot be a doubt, how in the name of com-
mon sense, can their "present intrinsic

value" be one dollar and twenty -five cents,

or even one dollar 1

I hope our farmers will coolly and pa-
tiently examine the subject before they ven-

ture their honestly-earned money in this

wild and hazardous speculation, a specula-

tion which "seduces industry tVom its regu-

lar and salutary occupations, by tiie hope of

abundance without labor." I predict that

within two years they will find what I said

in my former communication, viz : " that

the niorus multicaulis are so easily and
rapidly propagated, that if no speculation

existed, and the demand was confined, as it

ought to be, to the silk-grower, they could

be purchased at one-fifiieth of their present

prices " to be the

Truth.

Diet.

Premature debility and old age speedily

overtake all who indulge in the luxuries of
the table. Water is the beverage which na-

ture intended for our use, or in other words
which it is most healthful to use, for every
unnecessary stimulus abridges life.
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To the Kdilor of the Farmers' Cabinol.

Enquiries relative to the Mulberry.

Sir—Can any of your subscribers or cor-

respondents inform nie how innny mulberry

trees it takes to supply a million of silk-

worms; how old the trees should be before

they are fit to feed from, and how many
such trees will grow on an acre of rrronnd ?

[ am one amon<rst the many who wish to

smbark in the silk business, judtrinij from

present appearances that it will be, in the

jourse of a very iew years, as much of a

staple business as the cotton fjrowin<j is at

;he present time, but a much more profitable

jne. 1 have had the views of several on the

subject, but wishini^ to s^o into it lar<rely, am
lesirous of getting- the best information on

;he subject. I have been informed that to

'eed a million of worms I must have at least

;en thousand trees, which will require about

Dne acre of ground ; but, if a person wishes
enter the silk business, it would be hardly

.vorth his while to turn his whole attention

a million of worms, for the trouble, would
)e almost the same as ten times the number.
Vow I should suppose that those who enter

.he business would at least like to raise from

wenty to fifty million; therefore, if I wish
o raise twenty million, I must first raise

,wo liundred thousand trees, which would
)ccupy twenty acres of ground. This ap-

jears at first to be, to one who has never

aised worms, a wild calculation ; but, wild

IS it is, I believe it is nevertheless true
;

)ut, how does it pay 1 why it pays better

han any crop that can be raised on a farm.

Twenty millions of worms will make at least

iix thousand pounds of raw silk when
wound, which is worth four dollars per

jound, which would be 821,000 ; the cost

"or raising would be about $2.50 per pound,
A'hich would be $15,000, leaving a balance

t)f
$'J,000 clear profit, which is much more

han I could ever realize on a farm of two
lundred acres. This calculation, 1 admit, is

several years in advance of the times, owing
o the scarcity of trees, for suppose, for in-

itance, that in each of our twenty-six states

here should be but twenty companies or in-

lividuals that should enter into the business,

and this I think but a very reasonable siippo-

iition) how many trees would they require to

eed but 20,000,000 each, of worms ? At 10,

)00 each it would recjuire for each state four

nillion, and for the twenty-six states one
mndred and four million. Again, how
nany trees have been raised in the United
iJtates the present year ? From the inquiries

[ have made I have as yet been unable to

ind more than two million ; not snfficient to

mpply a single state. Again, from mis-
nanagement, how many will be lost during
;he present winter ] Should none be lost,

(which would be wondrous strange,) how
many would the whole two million raise 1

If they average ten each, (which they will

not) they would amount to twenty million;

a small supply for one-fiflh of the states. 1

give you my ideas, based upon the inquiries

that 1 have made, and hope that some of your
readers may enlighten me more upon the

subject, and convince some of your corres-

pondents that, although I wish to enter into

the silk business and raise mull)erry trees, I

am no gambler. A Subscribku.
Bucks, Dec. 4ih, 1833

Things to be Remembered,

Winter is coming ;—the long files of wild

geese on their way to the " sunny south,"

long since foretold its approach ; and the

fleecy flakes have already heralded its ad-

vent. Ready, or unready, it will soon be

upon us; and much of our prosperity as

farmers, and our comfort as individuals, is

depending on the preparation we are making,

or have made, to meet it. The man has lit-

tle pretension to the character of a good

farmer, who has not already made anipla

provision for his flocks and his herds; and
prepared in-door and out, for the wants and

comforts of his family ; such will not be of-

fended if reminded of things by them already

anticipated, while the heedless and the

negligent need continual prompting to keep
up with the months.

It should be remembered that an animal

in high order the first of December is al-

ready half wintered. The quantity of food re-

quired to keep such an animal in good heart

through the winter, and bring him outsmart
and active in the spring, is much less than

when he is poor in the fall, and the danger
of loss is reduced to the lowest possible rate.

See then that your stock is in good condi-

tion.

It should be remembered that an animal

provided with a good warm stable or bed,

will, to winter equally well, require only
three-fourths of the food necessary for one
that runs at large and is exposed to the se-

verity of the weather. Never undertake to

tat an animal, without first making it com-
fortable. Much is annually lost by neglect-

ing this precaution.

It should be remembered that where grain

is fed to stock, cooking it will cause it to

afford at least one-fourth more nourishment
than if given raw. Grinding aids its nutri-

tive effect materially ; but cooking, as by
steaming, still more. Thus it has been found

by actual experiment, that half a bushel of

corn, ground into meal and made into pud-
ding, is equal in effect to three pecks, fed

to swine in the usual way, a saving of no
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small moment where numbers of hogs are

led. In feeding potatoes, tlie saving by
steaming or boiling is equal to one-half.

—

Cobs and corn-stalks, made fine and steamed,
will keep a horse or cow in Ijetler condition
than the best iiay ; and these things are

usually wasted.

It Siiould be remembered that it is misera-
ble policy to burn green wood

; yet how
many there are w^ho rarely use any other.

Did you ever calculate the quantity of dry
wood it takes to drive off in steam the water
from a green oak or beech stick"?—if you
have, you can estimate the direct loss there

is in the use of unseasoned wood. Add
to this the vexations consequent on loss of

lime, temper, and comfort, and you will

hesitate before you conclude to pass the win-
ter by drawing and burning one green stick

at a time. Wood cut in October will not

season as well as if cut in the early part of

the year; but the winds will carry off some
of the moisture, and the wood will be much
belter than if direct from the forest or stump.
No wood, hovv'ever, should lie long after be-

ing cut into lire wood, without being placed
under cover.

It should be remembered that the winter
is the farmer's time to store his mind with
useful knowledge; and his books and papers

should be provided accordingly. In the win-
ter, if he has calculated his affairs aright,

the farmer is prepared to enjoy himself, and
the society of his friends ; to study books
relating to his business, or those on subjects

of general interest; and to attend to the edu-

cation and welfare of his children. No far-

mer should be without a shelf of well select-

ed books, among which should be found

some of the best works on agriculture, such
as the manuals of Chaptal or Davy ; and no

farmer who values his profession, or wishes
to conduct his operations understandingly

and profitably, will fail of having at com-
mand one or more of the agricultural period-

icals of the country.

It should be remembered that ergot will

produce disease in animals, and he who,
knowinsx this fact, undertakes to winter his

cattle on this substance, or on hay that con-

tains it in large quantities, must expect little

sympathy, if he finds his stock of cattle

sadly decreased in the spring by the hoof-ail.

It should be remembered that all animals

require slu^lter, and none perhaps more so

than sheep ;
yet the barbarous and irrational

custom prevails of giving them the "cold
side of the barn," and allowing them to en-

dure the severest storms without protection

of any kind. Is it wonderful then that mul-

titudes of these valuable animals perish

yearly ; or that farmers pay dearly for their

inattention in this respect ?

It should be remembered, that care, pru-
dence, and economy, are necessary tosuccessi
in this life in any department, and in none
more so than in that of the t";irmer. Riches
are of no value, any farther tlian they fur-'

nish the means of benefiting ourselves and
others. The greater part of the men whoi
have attained competence and wealth in thiai

country have done it by their own unaidedl

exertions; and the men who have madei
themselves the most distinguished in thfli

annals of our country, have come up front»i

the ranks of the people, supported only by
their industry, integrity and talents. A far-

mer has no right to be ignorant, he has no
right to be idle ;—industry and intelliffence'

take a bond of fate, and insure success.-

The favors of fortune are open to all; buti

no matter of what nature they may be, they
can only be won by intelligent and well-di-

rected toil.

—

Genesee Farmer.

For ihe Farmers' Cabinet.

Insects vs. Birds.

Mr. Cai5Inet,—I am a regular reader of I

your journal, and while I am a constant

operator with my hands, permit me sorne--

what of a similar privilege with the head.

From several articles which have appeared
in your paper—articles, the composition and
style of which reflect credit on their authors,

I have been almost led to inquire, " Fori

what were all things made V Were they
all created for some useful purpose in the

great economy of nature—or, while one part

was destined for a wise and benevolent pur-

pose, was another formed for ravage and
destruction only, without rendering a corres-

ponding compensation in the great operations*

of nature 1 True, we are so much the crea-

tures of self, that whatever appears to mili-

tate against our interest, we are ever willing'

to decry at first view, as being not only use-

less, but to set it down as destructive in its

consequences, without stopping to inquire

for a m-oment—was it formed for any useful!

purpose ] Though I am an advocate tliati

man, who is endowed with intellectual pow-
ers while the inferior orders of animated na-

ture are guided by instinct alone ;—man, to

whom is given dominion over the " beasts

of the field, and the birds of the air," should

use every honest and honorable means for

the nirlioration of his condition, and the pro-

motion of his interests, yet I have no doubt

but that interest is sometimes retarded by the

means employed for its advancement. Are^

the birds of the air, whether graniverous ot|

insectiverous, the untutored friends of manj
while the tiny insect that sports in the sum
imer's sun, and which nature has taught th
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\\ iiiderful instinct to burrow in the earth for

its jiit'servatioii durinw, and protection from,

1 Ih riirors of winter, is nought but a depreda-
iiT and destructor, meriting the acquaint-

;ni( » and friendship of man no further than
'nr him to seek its utter annihilation 1 To
Iiroaeh the secret, while I was this day,
< 'iiicinnatus like, following- the plough, these

r> llrctions forced themselves upon my mind.
J nliserved, as any person may do, (particu-

larly in the spring of the year,) tiie ground
al'n^r the furrows were turned over, to be
|iii reed with almost innumerable perfora
liMiis. Now as every elTect must have a
raiise, the first inquiry was, from what
si [irce proceeded these perforations. Since
il IS a well known fact that the different spe-
I'lrs of beetles, with numerous other species
I'l insects, burrow in the earth to deposit
thrir eggs, or hybernate themselves, to a

<li pih to be beyond the effects of the frost

—

\\
1 !c not these the passages wrought by

ih.ise workmen of nature in their egress
frdiii their winter abode ] Most assuredly
tiny were. Might not these perforations
Ilml materially to the fertilization of the soil

1>\ the more readily admitting the air and
!ieat of the sun, and absorbing the rain

. freely,which carries with it the decaying
Liiul putrefying matter from the surface to the
absorbent fibres of the roots of plants 1 Such
at least were my reflections. Now, while
we desire to exercise a fostering care towards
( :- portion of created beings, as the friends

' : man, might we not, with much propriety,

ai least stop to inquire, before we declare a

war of extermination upon another part of
tliein, were they formed for any useful pur-
pi s' ? or rather, do not all created beings,
tuiding to promote the interest of man, re-

quire some compensation at his hand for

their services rendered ? Yea,
The birds of tieaven shall vindicate their grain.

Will some of your scientific observing cor-

respondents favor us with their views upon
the subject ? Ento.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

On Feeding Stock.

Little and often, says experience. In
feeding all kinds of domestic animals par-
ticular care should be taken to avoid placing
too much food before them at a time, for it

is observed that food which has been long
hlnwcd upon, is never relished afterwards,
and will only be eaten from the most pressing
necessity

It is well known that the exhalations from
the lungs of all animals contain great impu

" rities, which have been thrown otf from the
blood, and these coming in contact with the

food renders it unpleasant if not injurious,

and the instinct of animals prompt them to

reject all poisonous substances offered them
as food. The true maxim is,

MTTI.I! AND OFTEN.
Never crowd the trough with food, or the

rack with hay, to avoid the trouble of soon
replenishing them again, if you wish your
stock to thrive and do well ; and i)articuJarly

if you desire to economize your winter store

of provender. Lazy boys always All the

trough and rack the fullest, in order to save
the trouble of doing it soon again. R.

Fragments.—No. III.

" Gather up tlic fragments, that notliing be lost.*'

thf: close of the year.

The approach of the close of the year
should remind iis of the close of our lives

;

and as no person dies the sooner for being
prepared, it would be well for us all, at least

once a year, to review the past and make
preparation for the future. Examine your
debits and credits, liquidate your bills and
accounts that have been running on with
mechanics and others ; make crooked things
straight, and those that are obscure, clear
and plain ; ascertain how you stand with the
world, and every body in it; and then seri

ously consider whether it might not be best
under all circumstances, to make your will
whilst in health, and not postpone so im
portant and serious a business till you are
prostrated on a bed of sickness.

TIME.

Economize time, it is the stuff life is made
of, therefore suffer no portion of it to be
wasted in vain and frivolous pursuits, which
neither promote our own true interest or
happiness, nor the sum of human enjoyment.

HABIT.

If you desire the success of your children
in life, take great care of the habits they ac-
quire during their minority. Many can
trace their prosperity or adversity to the ha-
bits and impressions engrafted upon them at
an early period of their lives.

KINDNESS.

Kindness, and a true regard for the feel-

ings and interest of those who are under our
control in the capacity of hirelings and do-
mestics, is generally reciprocated by faith-

fulness and devotion to our interests, and is

the best safeguard to fidelity.

REFORM.

If you wish to reform the world, begin by-

reforming yourself, and then devote your at-

tention to forming and improving the habits.
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manners, and principles of the children and l

youth who are next to come on to the stage

of" action.

MONEV,

^)ome have money and have trouble about it;

Some have none and are troubled without it. J

IMPORTANCE OF WILLS.

Those who are so lhoui.{litful and consi-

derate as to make their wills and to settle

their afiairs wiiilst in health, save them-
selves much anxious solicitude when afflict-

ed with disease ; for a bed of sickness is

not well adapted for such a purpose. No
person's life is shortened by being prepared

for death; but many have had their strength

exhausted, and their minds drawn from more
solenm engagemeiits, when prostrated by
disease, by efforts to make a final settlement

of their worldly concerns ; and it has often

under such circumstances been effected in a

very imperfect and unsatisfactory manner,
giving rise to dissension and litigation.

Every person should endeavor so to manage
his business concerns as to be prepared to

live in comfort, and then to live so as always
to be prepared to die ; for there is nothing

more uncertain than the continuance of the

life of any individual ; and of any large

number of persons born about the same time

it is found by careful observation for long
periods, that they fall off by death with sur-

prising regularity, a small per centage of

them dropping annually into the silent grave
till they are all gone.

The paroxysms of laziness are always in-

creased in frequency and force by full feed-

ing. The most appropriate and effectual

remedy for it is a low diet. Providence has
decreed that poverty and want shall always
be within call of the indolent and lazy.

PRINCIPLES.

There is no such thing as a new princi-

ple ; all principles were impressed by the

hand of Omnipotence in the beginning of

time. A person may discover or invent a

new application of a principle, but the prin-

ciple itself must be as old as the creation of

matter.

UNFINISHED WORK.

Children or young people should not be

permitted to acquire a habit of beginning
things, and then leave them in an unfinished

state. Man}' have found great difficulty in

overcoming this pernicious habit in after

life.

CONVENIENCE AND ECONOMY.

It should not be forgotten that convenience

and the economy of time are often the result

of attention to the arrangement of things ap-

parently of little importance.

EARLY INSTRUCTION.

To instil into children a love of finery, and
to pamper their appetites in early life, and
when they have grown up to complain of

their being fops and gluttons, savors much
of inconsistency. Solomon said, " Traia
up a child in the way he should go."

ORDER.

Let every thing be done in order and in

the right season, and you will never be in-

clined to deny the truth that " There is a
time for all things."

It is a vain thing to help those who won't
help themselves.

Those who suffer their grounds to be
seeded with weeds permit thieves to be par-

takers of their substance.

Useful knowledge can have no enemies
except the ignorant ; it cherishes youth, de-

lights the aged, is an ornament in prosperity,

and yields comlbrt in adversity.

He that would make a real progress in

knowledge, must dedicate his age, as well

as his youth, at the altar of truth.

It is a common fault to be never satisfied

with our fortune, nor dissatisfied with our
understanding.

Hope is a flatterer, but the most upright of

all parasites, for she frequents the poor man's
hut, as well as the mansions of the rich.

For tlie Farmers' Cabinet.

Origin of eatiug Goose ou ]>licliaelmas

Being the feast of St. Michael tiie archangel, held on the
29lh of September.

Queen Elizabeth, on her way to Tilbury
fort, on the 29th of September, 1589, dined

at the ancient seat of Sir N. Umfreville,

near that place ; and as British Eess had
much rather dine on a high seasoned and
substantial dish than on a simple fricassee

or ragout, the knight thought proper to pro-

vide a brace of fine geese, to suit the palate

of his royal guest. After the queen had
dined heartily, she asked for a half-pint

bumper of burgundy, and drank " Destruc-

tion to the Spanish Armada." She had hut

that moment returned th(> glass to the knight,

who had done the honors of the table,

when the news came (as if the queen had
been possessed of the spirit of prophecy)

that tlie Spanish fleet had been destroyed by
a storm. She immediately took another

bumper, in order to digest the goose and

good news ; and was so much pleased with,

tlie event, that every year after, on that day,i

she had the above excellent dish served up.
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The court made it a custom, and the people

the fashion ever since.

The above is furnished for the Farmers'

Cal)inet, in consetiiience of an encjuirj' being

made of the writer durintr the past aulunin,

by a fanner, for a reason of the (jreat desire

of a number of (dd fashioned people who had

emigrated from Knghind to procure geese

against the 2'.Hh of (September. Tiie above

is the true solution of the question ; and

hereafter those who have good geese to

sell, will always be likely to obtain a fair

price for them, by sending them to market a

lew days before this anniversary. O.

Wear of Carriage Wheels.

It has been calculated by an engineer of

eminence, that every four-horse coach de-

posits 12 lbs. of iron in every 100 miles of

its journey, and that consequently, assum-

ing the number of such coaches passing dai-

ly between London and Birmingham alone

to be 20, the weight of iron deposited during

every transit exceeds 240 lbs. These results,

it is stated, are not conjectural, but derived

from investigations applied to the horse-shoe

and the lire of the wheel—in the first in-

stance, previously to use ; and in the second,

after the wear and tear of the road had ren-

dered them useless ; and they have been
found, it is added, as to every ton weight of

iron so tried, nearly uniform.

Hoof-ail.

To ihe Editor of ihc Farmers' Cabinet.

Sir,—I have just seen a number of the
" Farmer and Gardener" of Baltimore,

dated 19th June last, which contains an arti-

cle on the " Hoof-ail" of cattle, and copied

from the Genesee Farmer, upon widch I

will make a few remarks.

The writer of the article, John B. Bow-
ers, dates from Ledyard, and ascribes the

loss of the hoofs in three cows, to their

having been fed for eight or nine days on

spear grass, (I suppose our green grass,

foaviridis,")* affected with ergot. The con-

jecture is well founded, as you may be
tissured by referring to the 5th vol. of the

Memoirs of the " Philadelphia Society for
Froinoti7iLr Jl^ricullure,''^ p. 11)6, where you
Avill see a paper of mine on the subject,

Avhich I think will leave no room to doubt
as to the cause of the disease. It is a cu-

rious fact that the ergot of rye, if groimd
into meal with sound rye, when made into

bread and eaten, produces mortification in

* Sei) Doinestic EncycIopoeJia, article, Grass.

the lower extremities in France. See Me-
moirs of the same Society, vol. 3d, Appendix,

p. 5. .Tamks Mkase.
Clicstiuil-slrppt,

OctolTT G, 18^.

On the Hoof Disease, from eatim; hay afj'ccted with
Ergot. By James AIea.se, M. D.

In the year 1803, the late Joseph Cooper, of New
Jersey, inlorinctl me, tlml he ha<l oljserved the hay made
of ihf natural grP(>i\ grass, or epear-grasa, {poa viridis)

growing on his fine ineaiiows, on Potty's Island, made
liy bankini: out llie Delaware, to be occasionally alfected
with a bl.iclk spear, alwul one-fourth or lialf an inch in
leni^th, somewhat resembling the ergot in rye, and that
i::uile e ilini such hay became affected wilh a disease ia

their hoofs, causinf; them sometimes to drop otT. Ha
asiribed llie morhi<l production in the firass, to neglect
in supplying it with water from the river, by means ol

sluices, duriiii; a dry season. U|>on my meiiiioning the
facts siion after, to the late William Rush of Philadel-
phia, an extensive grazier, he confirmed them from his

own observations at Blooming Grove, near Gray's Court,

in the state of New York, inthe winter succeeding the
very dry summer of the year 17'd'i- The hay was the
proiluce of a bog meadow, it is presumed, therefore, that
It was made from the same natural grass thai grew in

the meadows of Joseph Cooper.

Some years after, Mr. W. T. Woodman, of Tre-
dyflfrin township, Chester county, Pennsylvania, com-
municated to me an account, in liie following letter, of a
similar disease, and from alike cause, among his father's

cattle.

Sir,—Having observed the remark in the Port Folio
for May, 1815, in the review of the third volume of the
INIemoirs of the Philadelphia Agricultural .Society, that
•'as yet, in America, we have never heard of any hu-
man person falling a victim to the ergot, nor indeed is it

satisfactorily ascertained that it has ever been injurious

to our animals," I think proper to communicate to you
an account nf a ilisrase, which, in 1S02 or lB)'i, prevailed
in this nei^'liliorhood, amongst milk cows jiarlicularly

;

but which also atlVcted other cattle and horses. You
will perceive that it was analagous to the one supposed
to be occasioned by ergot.

For my part I am entirely ignorant of the cause, but
still I am unwilling to ascribe it to ergot, (with which
rye in this neighborhood is more or less affected every
year,) for this reason, that milk-cows, which are never
fed with rye by our farmers or butter-makers, exhibited
more violent symptoms than oxen or horses.

The farmers attributed the disease to a peculiar mil-
dew, which sometimes affects the grass on the bottom
meadows of a small struam, the basin of which is very
extensive, and very luxuriant, and entirely appropriated
to meadow land and suffered to lie under natural grass.

No timothy or oiher grass seeds have ever been sown on
it, to my knowledge.
The cattle alTecled did not appear to lose their appe-

tite, and while they ate heartily of hay or other food,

became daily more and more lean, manifesting great un-
easine.'S, occasioned most probably by violent itching.

Their hair in many places fell off, or was rubbed off by
the animal, in strivinz to scratch itself. After these
symptoms had continued for some time, one or both hind
ft'et I'Pcaine sore, and the hoofs loose, at which period
snme of the animals be?an to grow better. Others lost

their hoofs and iiart of their leg^. Three of my father's

cows lost both of their hind feet, and some others in the
neighborhood were equally as bad. The less began by
Iryinc and crowing much smaller from the hoof to half-
way between the fetlock and hock ; at which point it

appeared as if a string of twine were tied very tight
round the leg. Above this part the flesh was to all ap-
pearance in perfect health; the lower part was hard,
black, and offensive. When the lower part became
quite dry, and little else than bone, it separated and fell

off, after which the animals lived and ate heartily, hob-
bling along on the remaining slumps. They even be-
gan to grow fat. Their health seemeii perfect. They
would no doubt have lived long in this slate, and were
killed only from motives of coinpas.sion.

One cow belonging to my father, which had lost only
one of her hind fe-t, and that at the first joint above tho
foot, bore a very strong vigorous calf, which lived and
did well. The cow also artorded as much milk after, as
before her misfortune, and was pastured on the samo
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prasa to which her disease was allributed when in a
slate of hay.

I think iho iliaecise was never known but one spason.
The first symptom of it was oljservalile in Foljiiiary, and
it reached iis crisis about the middle of May. tjliould

.his commuuication lead loany furiher ol«ervalion.s on
the nature and cause of the disease, I shall be much
pleased, and they may be of great service to the aericul-
lurist. .Shoiil<l the disease ever again make its ap-
pearance, I shall be more particular in my observations.

1 remain, very re.spectfnily,

Wm. T. Woodman.
P. S. It should be observed, that though we have

every year more or less of the erjot, the quantity of it

is never considerable. I think there is seldom more
than one pint to a hundred bushels of rye.

Dilferen', remedies were tried, but none of them
afforded any relief

Beinc desirous to ascertain whether the disease of the
prass to which Mr. W. referred, had grown in meadows
uiat had been deprived of llieir usual supply of water, I

addressed a letter to him in reference to this point, and
received the fallowing answer.

Tredyffrin, June Wth, 1815.

Sir,—Your favor of the 30th ult. came to hand the 4lh

Snst. Since the receipt of it, I have made numerous in-

quiries, for the purpose of obtaining additional infonna-

tion respectin<: the disease, (of which I communicated
an account,) and on the season preceding its prevalence
&c.; but I regret to inform you, that farmers in general
are so deficient in observation, and so entirely out of the

practice of recording facts, that I have not been able
satisfactorily to ascertain, whether llie season, in which
the " injurious hay was made," was a dry one or not.

However, my father informs me, that .as nearly as he
can recollect, about that period, the ditch which con-

veyed water tn his meadow, became so filled with accu-
Diul-itions of mud and other matter, as to render the sup-

ply very imperfect. As a deficiency of watering appears
to be the cause of the unwholesome qualitiesof the hay,

it is highly pruliable the injurious hay was made during
the season that water was wanting. But shortly afier

this time, the death of my grandfather in a great mea-
sure e.xcluded my father from the benefit of the water.

The original pdantation being divided into isvo farms,

and that of my father lying farther down the stream, the
water of the artificial course is exhausted before it

reaches his land. It should however be remarked, that

since that period he mows his grass while it is very
young, and befire the seeds are touched by the " smutty
affection." Indeed, the farmers generally, in this neigh-

borhood, since their cattle were affected with the

disease, are careful to mow much earlier than they did

formerly.
I am strongly induced to believe that Mr. Cooper as-

cribes the disease to the proper cause ; for I have been
correctly informed, that a load ofthe injurious hay was sold

to Rogers, who at that tinie kept the Buck
Tavern, in Second-street, whose cow, in consequence of

feeding on it, was affected with a disease of a similar

nature. Your friend, &c.
W. T. Woodman. .

The disease prevailed to a great extent in Orange
county. New York, in the year ISiO, and is very well

and minutely descrilied by Dr. Arnell, corresponding

secretary of the Agricultural Society of that county.*

The fads delailedliy him leave no doubt of the deaths

of numerous cattle in his vicinity being caused by their

eating hay made from some grass that was affected with

the species of ergot, observed in the produce of the mea-
dows before mentioned, fir he expressly mentions that

the spear-crass erew in the meadows, in the towns of

Wallkill and Blooming Grove, where the disease pre-

vailed, anil in a bog-meadow snil. Dr. A. remarks, that,
" the hay was cut in June, or beginning of July, imme-
diately before harvest: that only cattle in good condition

suffered from eating the diseased hay, the poor and mea-

fre escaping." The means of prevention, pointed out

y Dr. Arnell, are similar to that jmliciously recom-

mended by Mr. Woodman, viz. to cut the grass early, be-

fore the ergot forms; or, if it bo found in the grass, to

defer cutting it until late, when experience proves that

it may bo safely used; fir Dr. A. remarks, that "the
ergot then becomes dry, and shriveled, without any of

the flour, or vegelo-animal matter, which it usually con-

Albany Plough Boy, vol. 3, p. 44.

tains." But the hay made from such late made gras

j

must be of little value, because Dr. A. says truly, that
"this spear-grass is so early, that if left to stand until
the usual time of mowing meadows, it loses all its succu-
lent and nutritious [.roperties." This agrees with our
experience, with respect to the spear-grass of Pennsyl-
vania, where it ripens next in order to the ea.T\y anthoX'
unlhujn (xloraluiii, or sweet-scented meadow-grass.
.Still, however, it may be useful, by answerine one pur-
jHiseof food in all anin)als; to stimulate by distention,
and to add to the stock of barnyard manure. The
various remedies tried to cure the disease in New York;
are enumerated by Dr. Arnell. Those that succeeded
were

:

1. Poidtices of soap, rye-meal, and salt, to the legs
and feet.

2. A wash cf beefbrine, composed of saltpetre, and
common .salt, applied several times a day, and after
washing and rubbing the feet with the bitter-sjceet
ointment.* Ofthe animals thus treated, one only lost
its lioofs.

In the treatment of the disease, the first, object to be
attended to, is to remove the cause producing it. This
is to be effected by drenches of castor-oil, or sweet-oil
and molasses and water warmed, to which may be
addetl, if fuund necessary, after the failure to operate of
the first dose, half a pound of glauber salts, dissolved in
warm water. During the operation of the drench, corn-
meal, rye, or oatmeal, mixed with a large proportion of
warm water, ami a handful of common salt to every
bucket of it, should be freely given. The use of hay
free from ergot is as obviously indispensable. A handful
of salt should be given every day to promote digestion,

and give tone to the system. The local applications
must be of a stimulating nature, to rouse the activity of
the circulation and of the absorbents, and to enable the
part laboring under a deficiency of vital energy, to

resume its healthy functions, or to throw olT the disease.

Fish or beefbrine will answer as well as any, but they
should be well rubbed on the feet and legs, for friction

greatly tends lo assist in restoring the health of the
parts. To prevent the appearance of the ergot in the
izrass, care should be taken, when practicable, to supfily
the meadows with water in dry seasons.

Ijime as a Manure for Potatoes.

Some things have already been said and
done on the subject of lime in raising pota-

toes. The experience of the friend whose
name is attached to the statement below,

Efoes to recommend at least an experiment.

Will not the quality of potatoes be improved
by the use of lime, as well as the quantity

increased 1

Waterford, January 1. 1&38.

"Respecting the use of lime in raising

potatoes, I can make no accurate statement

—

as I was not at home when my workmen
commenced digging those that were limed ;

but as near as I can calculate, I obtained

something like 100 bushels more for making
use of about six bushels of shocked lime, in

the following manner: I had about a half

pint of lime placed in the hill, and had the

potatoes dropped on it, and pressed down
gently with the feet, before covering. I was
led to try the experiment by seeing the effect

produced by some lime that had been used

in a tannery, being put into the hills of some
potatoes.

—

J^er. Tel. John Ide.

Bitter-sweet, or woody night shade, (solanum dulca-

mara,) a. vn!\\-\i.nown medical plant; long used in Eu-
rope. It is iinestionable whether from this external re-

medy any benefit w.-\s derived in the case of the cattle,

except from tho effects of the friction used in its applica-

tion.
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Fig. 27.

Prouty and Ifffears's Cast Iron Plong^h.
Improvement in the Plough is a subject of more importance to the agricultural com-

munity, perhaps, than any other. The objects desirable to be obtained are superiority of

work', saving to the farmers in time, in repairs, in power of draught, and in the rapidity

of performing work. A plough should be strong, durable, cheap, and work easy. We
have heard with great pleasure a suggestion that it is the intention of the Massachusetts
Agricultural Society to appoint a committee, who shall institute enquiries as to the value

of the various ploughs now in use, and to suggest improvements which in their opinion will

be valuable. Such an enquiry will be of invaluable advantage not only to the farmers of

Massachusetts, but throughoui the United States. There are men connected with that

Societ}^ who are weli qualified for the task, and will perform it faithfully and thoroughly.

Through all the various improvements and alterations which have been made in the

construction of the plough, the uniform practice has been to raise or set the landside on a

right angle to, or perpendicular with, the plane of the base, over which the beam has been
placed on an acute angle with the line of the landside, carrying the forward end towards

the furrow about three inches from a continued line of the landside, to incline the plough
to land, or retain its proper width of furrow. The effect has been an irregular, unsteady,

struggling motion, which effect is increased as the plough is shortened, and the furrow-

slice, being cut and raised with a square edge, is very liable, as it falls over, to rest upon
the furrow last turned and not shut in level. Ploughs made of cast iron are necessarily

shorter than when made of wood or sheet iron, to prevent their being too heavy and cum-
bersome, and late improvements in agriculture and the practical use and good effects of

tilling the ground with short cast iron ploughs, having brought them into general use, the

necessity of adopting some principle, if possible, to the plough to run more uniformly

level and steady, and at the same time to form the furrow-slice into such shape as to en-

sure its closing and shutting in level, has been seriously felt.

The principle adopted by Prouty and Mears in the construction of their plough, is to set

the landside on an acute angle with the plane of the base, so that the beam is laid on a

line parallel to, and continuous with, the line of the landside, and so far over the furrow
as to give the plough q sufficient inclination to land, thus causing a straight forward and
uniform motion, and the furrow-slice being cut in the form of an oblique-angled parallelo-

gram

—

nr a hoard tcith feather edi^es— falls in and shuts more readily and uniformly with
the furrow last turned, leaving the land when ploughed in the best form for the after till-

age, and by covering all stubble and green crop completely under, and leaving the surface

level, light and friable, fits it for the production of good crops, requiring less strength of

team to draw tlie ploucrh, and less efTort of the ploughman to govern it.

The head or top of the landside being broad, and transversely parallel with the head
of 'the base and extended back from the bolt which fastens the beam, so as to make a
jbearing for the beam to rest upon, serves as a guide for the workmen to lay the beam by,
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and as a brace to prevent the downward
pressure of the after end of the beam upon
the landside of the plough. The point being
under a rock or stump, and being notched

into the beam, protects the standard bolt

which fastens the beam to the plough. The
mould-board and share is formed in that

gradually winding shape which is found by
experience to be best adapted to the purpose,

turning and laying the furrow in the best

possible form for the after tillage, the pro-

duction of good crops, and with the least pos-

sible resistance.

The judges on Agricultural Implements at

the Mechanics' Fair held in Boston last

September, say of this plough : " One of the

Committee who is extensively engaged in

farming, has made some experiments with
this plough, and is satisfied that it combines
important improvements which render it

more perfect than any other plough that has

come under his observation, and that it will

be found on trial to realize all the recom-

mendations of its proprietor.

—

Yankee Far-

mer.

Specimens of the plough may be seen at

the office of the Farmers' Cabinet, where we
will take pleasure in giving any explanation

desired by those who do not fully understand

the above description.

[Prouty anrt Mears's patent centre draught cast iron
plough, ten different sizes, suited to all the different
purposes of farming on all kinds of land. About two
thousand of these ploughs have been taken into use since
AlJril, 183(5, and are highly recommended for the perfec-
tion of their work—their steady, even, straight-forward
movement, ease of draught and guidance, and their
sirengtli and durability.—Also, various other ploughs, of
the most approved patterns, wholesale and retail, by
David Prouty & Co., No. Ill and 20 North Market Street,
Boston.—All orders promptly attended to.]

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Nest-Eggs of Chalk.

If you can't save much, save a little.

Those to whom the charge is committed
of collecting the eggs from the hens' nests,

are always instructed to let a nest-egg re-

main, so that the nest may not be deserted.

This is very proper, as otherwise the hen
would incline to make a new nest at each
period of laying ; but sometimes an egg
that has long performed that office, is taken

in mistake, and a fresh one left in its place;

no great harm may arise from this, unless it

should have become rotten, and in that case,

when the cook gets hold of it, to say the

least of it, it gives rise to unpleasant feel-

ings, and sometimes charges of fraud. The
nest-egg is always lost, either by being spoil-

ed, or frozen in winter; and when eggs sell for

three cents each, which has been the price

for some weeks past, it is not worth while
to throw away even a small sum, when by a
very simple process it can easily be saved,

by cutting pieces of chalk, or any other

white substance, into a tolerable resemblance
of an egg, and putting it into the nest, where
it will answer all the purposes of a nest-egg,j

full as well as a real egg ; the hen not beingl

found to scrutinize sufficiently to detect the<

false token. A number of these should be
procured, sufficient to supply one to each
nest, where they may remain for years, with-

out danger of being sucked by dogs or rats,

and the hardest frosts will never injure

them ; and there will be no danger of selling

them in the market for good fresh eggs laid

last week. Ota.

Enquiries.

What is the best cement, plastering, oi

coloring that can be given to external brick

walls for city or country houses? If a ce-

ment more durable than mortar or plasterino

is known, does it admit of receiving different

fancy colors ? and what will be the cost pei

square yard ; and where does the person re-

side who will contract to put such cemen
on ? What is the best method knowi
among our builders and mechanics of pro

tecting north-east walls or exposures, am
generally of keeping stone and brick house
dry ] Nothing can be more important, par

ticularly in the country, where so man;
houses are exposed, than to ascertain th

best means of keeping them secured froii

damp, and of making the mortar or cemen
adhere against all the changes of our varia

ble climate. If any of your subscribers ca'

give us the valuable results of their experi

ence, they would be conferring a favor on

number of your readers, improve the cheei

ful aspect of our farm houses, and rende

essential service to the health and comfort c

many farmers.

National Silk CouTeution,

Held at Baltimore, Dec. Uth, 18.38.

Among the important matters of interes

acted upon in this first convention of Sil

Growers in the U. S. are the following—

the establishment of a National Silk Sc

ciety ; a monthly National Silk .Tournal, t

be conducted by the society, and edited, fo

the present, by .Tno. S. Skinner, Esq.

The convention unamimously resolved

from the facts presented to it, that siu k
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could be raised to profit and advantage in this

country, for all domestic purposes, and as a

valuable article of commercial export.

A resolution also passed tiiat body unani-

mously according thanks to all the pioneers

in the silk business in the U. S., and parti-

cularly to Gideon IJ. Smith, of Baltimore,

for his untiring zeal and long efforts in this

cause. The passage of this resolution fixed

at once the complimentary proposition of

Mr. Ed. KulTm, of the Farmers' Register,

that the silk growers of the country should

irivi- a certain per centage of their profits,

;;;i I present Mr. Smith with a farm. In the

evening after the passage of the above reso-

lution, two thousand dollars were at once

subscribed towards this purpose—alike ho-

norable to the mover, to Mr. Smith, to the

members of the convention, and to Mr.

Ruffin, who first suggested it.

We learn that the first No. of the Silk Jour-

nal will be out some time in .January, and that

itwill contain the journal and proceedings of

this interesting convention. More than 200
delegates were present ; among them were

judges, lawyers, physicians, divines, and

many of the most intelligent and able men of

our country. Judge Comstock of Connecticut

was President of the Convention, and Dr.

Arnold Naudain of Delaware has been elect-

eo President of the National Society, the

next convention of which will be held in

Washington, December, 1839.

From the New England Farmer.

Rohan Potato.

Mr. Joseph Brkck,—
Dear Sir,—Agreeably to your request, I

ai ^ive you the result of my observation and
xperience in regard to tlie Rohan potato,

which I have grown for three years. For
;he ta'ile I consider it only second rate, com-
pared with the Chenango ; in all other re-

rtc spects I think that it is destined to hold a
^ery conspicuous rank, and consequently to

)e extensively cultivated.

I am not aware that for productiveness it

las any competitor. In the year 1836 I had
bur potatoes sent me from France. The
)roduct from these the present year was
lineteen bushels, the largest weighed a

pip5)ound and a half; they were grown in a
ield with other varieties, and no extraordi-

jj, lary pains bestowed upon them, either in re-

Sf
ation to the culture or the quantity or quali-

jl,t y of the manure. Coarse stable manure
f(
vas used, a forkful to each hill. The land
vas of middling good quality, a part of it

lv((i|uite dry, and the crops suffered severely

ill
rom the long drought. They should be

planted early, by the 1st of May. If not con-

venient to plant by that time, I should recom-

mend burying them in a warm place to ac-

celerate their sjirouliiig, whicli was tho

course I pursued tiie present year ; or if they

could be put into a hot-bed and sprouted, it

would probably be a better way ; they

sliould, however, be planted out before the

sprouts become so long as to be in danger of

breaking off in removing them. I have not

cut them for planting excepting the first year.

In 1837, in consequence of illness, I did not

have an opportunity of giving them a fair

trial, not being able to give my personal at-

tention to them. They were planted in

rows, and dropped three or four inches apart

in the row on the north side of a high fence,

without any manure excepting some ditch,

mud. The product was only a bushel and

a half, and none of them grew very large. I

think it would be better to cut tiie largo ones,

especially till they become more plenty. I

have no doubt I should have raised a num-
ber of bushels more had I adopted that me-
thod, notwithstanding, from the causes above

mentioned, the last year's produce was
small.

It is said, and I believe with truth, that

the large ones are never hollow, whereas the

large ones of other varieties are.

They are harvested with great facility,

one man dug 12 bushels in 4^ hours; the

proportion of small ones was less than one

bushel in nine, and they would hardly have
been considered small the present year for

any other variety.

I will mention only one more good quality

which entitles it to consideration, viz., its

being very solid, more so, I think, than any-

other variety which attains so large size that

I am acquainted with.

Respectfully yours,

E. M. Richards.
Dedham, Nov. 8th, 1838.

Remarks.—In addition to what Mr.
Richards has stated respecting the Rohan
potato, we would state our experience, and lay

before our readers the result of our own ex-

periment this year. From the statements

made by a number of individuals, who had a
few pounds of us in the spring, we were in

hopes to have given a more flattering account

of this potato than we are enabled to do.

The produce has not been so great as we ex-

pected ; but in comparison with other vari-

eties it has done well. The St. Helena and

other varieties planted, have not paid the ex-

pense of digging, and with the same cultiva-

tion which was bestowed upon the Rohan.
We are of the opinion that we did not get

two bushels for one planted. We planted

591bs. of Rohan potatoes in hills, four feet by
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three apart, and manured with good coarse

manure. The potatoes were cut in small

pieces of two or three eyes each, and three

pieces planted in a hill. No extra pains

were taken with them. The produce was
790lbs. Considering- the complete failure

of every other variety of potato on the place,

we think the result, upon the whole, a good
one, although we fondly anticipated a crop

of 40 or 50 bushels. We have had them
cooked in a variety of ways ; we cannot say

they were very fine; as good, perhaps, as

any other sort of our own raising this year;

but then it should be known that we have
not had even a St. Helena or any other pota-

to that was fit for the table, the produce of

our farm, the present season. We believe it

•will prove a valuable potato for stock, but

not for the table.

A small lot of the Rohan potatoes have

been left on sale at the office of the Farmers'

Cabinet.

Columbian Horticultural Society.

The meeting of Saturday last was one of

peculiar interest. A letter was received

through Messrs. Gales and Seaton, from
John Hornlitz, Esq. Swedish Consul at

St. Ubes, who, at the request of Mr. .1. F.

ToRLADE d'Azambuga, iu Lisbou, transmit-

ted to the Society a sealed box containing a

parcel of onion seed, which was received

and distributed for cultivation. The Society

is proud to perceive that its usefulness is

known and appreciated at so great a distance

from us.

Joshua Peirce presented "two heads of

grain resembling barley," the accidental

growth in his garden, which, he says, is not

cultivated in this part of the country, and
may be speltz.

A communication was received from "Mar-
quis CosiMo RiDoLFi," of Mile.to, in Tusca-
ny, under cover of a very polite letter from
Richard Henry Wilde, Esq. desiring to

open a correspondence with the Society, and
an interchange of such seeds, &c. as might
be mutually advantageous. The Corres-
ponding Secretary was instructed to open
such correpondence, and a package of seeds
was ordered to be put up and transmitted by
the first opportunity. The Marquis was
unanimously elected a corresponding mem-
ber of this Society, as was also Mr. John
HouLiTZ, of St. Ubes.
The Secretary of Stale presented a large

and valuable collection of seeds, received by
him from the hands of a messenger of the

state department, who has just returned

from Guatimala. Tho thanks of the Society

were voted to the Secretary for his extensive
presents, and the seeds will be distributed at

the iH'xt meeting, the 8lh inst.

J. F. Callan exhibited an enormous Rohan
Potato, and an ear of Thorburn's China or

Tree Corn.

Pigs and Piggeries.

The improvements which are annually
taking place in agriculture, are seen and
felt as much in the attention that is now paid

to the rearing and fattening of good farm
stock, as in any thing.

We are pleased to see that the hog comes
in for a share of this attention, and there

seems to be at this moment a particular en-

quiry throughout the whole Union, what
breed is the best, and how can they be best

and most profitably managed ]

The increased culture of roots, enables

those who raise large quantities of them to

multiply the tenants of the stye, inasmuch as

they are enabled to feed them and keep them
in a healthy growing state at a cheaper rale

in many regions, by feeding them with these,

than they can by grain. The hog seems to

be a sort of omnivorous animal, that is like

his friend, protector, murderer and devourer,

man, he can eat almost any thing; but the

food which appears to be most congenial to

him, is roots, nuts, and seeds, or grains.

That roots were designed to enter largely

into his diet, is plainly indicated by the

formation of his snout and his habits of using

it. Give him a chance and he will soon de-

monstrate to you that he not only knows
where to find them, but how to dispose of

them.

They are not so well calculated to fatten

him as they are to give him health and

strength—to keep him alive and active; but

they are a very useful ingredient in the fat-

tening process, and when combined with

grain, may enter largely into his diet while

preparing him for slaughter.

Fruits also, are very grateful to his palate,

and apples are now coming very generally

into use, as an article of food for the swine

of the farm. Cooking his food, whatever it

may be. has been found by experience to be

a great improvement. Hence any one who
may be desirous of rearing and fattening

pork to the best advantage, should prepare a

piggery or building, devoted exclusively for

this business. The style and fashion of this

)uilding need not be very splendid, though

every one may consult his own taste and

means, in regard to it. Three requisites,

however, should be attended to, viz :—It

should bo convenient— it should be warm-
it should be tight and dry. The size should
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be according to the number that you wish to

keep. As a general rule in building or en-

closing, acirde will take the least slulT, and

a S(|uare the next less quantity, and a paral-

leloirrani more than eillier. For instance, a

circle twenty feet in diameter, will require

nearly sixty-three feet of fence or boards to

enclose it. A square twenty feet each way,
will require eighty feet; this will contain a

little more area than tlie circle; but a paral-

lelogram which shall contain as much area

as the S(]uare, (400 feet,) say forty feet long

and ten feet wide, will require one hundred
feet to enclose it.

A circle is somewhat difficult to construct,

but a square is very easy. Suppose you
erect a building twenty feet square, and have
your pens on the outside—three of the sides

will give you space enough to accommodate
and feed thirty swine. You can have your
wood, steamers, boilers, and vats, in the

twenty feet room, and feed them all without

going out of the room, by having a lid or

trap door to lift up and give you a chance to

the troughs. If you can have it placed on

the side of a hill where water can be obtain-

ed easily, and have a cellar dug into the hill,

the lloor of which shall be on a level with
the floor of your boiling room, it will be very

convenient, but if not, a cellar below may be

made in the usual manner, and a granary in

the chamber above.
Some years ago there was a communica-

tion published in the American Farmer, from
Mr. Ingersol, of Roxbury, and subsequently
in the Farmer and Gardener, respecting the

management of a piggery, which gives the

most systematic and methodical manner of

managing swine that we have any where
seen, and we shall publish it soon for the

benefit of some of our readers, who we know
are seeking information on this subject.

—

Maine Farmer.

liCached Ashes for Manure.

In passing through many towns in the

eastern section of this state, we recollect

having repeatedly seen potash manufactories

placed immediately over streams ; and on

inquiring the reason for there being thus

situated, were told that it was for the con-

venience of getting rid of the leached ashes

by throwing them into the stream and let

ting them float away. In the immediate
vicinity of these establishments, you will

frequently find that kind of soil which would
be most essentially benefited by an applica-

tion of leached ashes, and if farmers would
haul them on to their land they might in-

crease their crops fifty per cent. In some
instances we have known farmers who did

not live two miles from an establishment,

where thousands ofbushels of leached ashes

were float'^d"dov\n stream" every spring,

to buy plaster for manure, and pay six dol-

lars per ton for it, and haul it nearly forty

miles, when they might had the ashes for

hauling.

It is said that ashes lose but a small por-

tion of that property vviiich aflTords nourish-

ment to plants, by leaching; hence they are

nearly as good for farmers after their alkali

has been extracted as before, and for some
kinds of soils they are as good, ton for ton,

as plaster.

We do hope that farmers in the vicinity

of these establishments, will wake up to a
sense of their interest, and not sufller this

wasteful, slovenly practice any longer to go
on. It is no wonder that times are hard and
that provisions are scarce, so long as a
course of economy of this kind is pursued.

It is directly calculated to produce scarcity

and hard times. Three-fourths, if not seven-

eighths, of the farmers in our state, might
raise double the amount of crops they do,

upon the same ground they cultivate, by col-

lecting every thing within their reach that

will make manure, and applying it to their

land. The only way that times can be made
easy, is by producing more and consuming
less, and these may he done by one-half, if

farmers will only come to the work with
spirit and energy. If there is a muck-hole
on your premises, take its contents to your
compost heap—if there is a tanner in your
vicinity, collect all the scrapings of hides

and every thing he makes that will increase

your compost heap ; if a shoemaker, collect

all the scrids of leather that he sweeps out

at his door—and see that not a gill of liquid

or an ounce of any substance is thrown from

your house, that will enrich your compost
heap, that does not go to it. In short, a

farmer should guard his manure heap with
as much care and solicitude as he does his

flour or meat barrel, for on this his success

mainly depends.

—

lb.

Hints to Farmers.

Never feed potatoes to stock without boil-

ing or steaming them, as this increases their

nutritive qualities.

Never burn all dry wood in your fire-

places, nor even use a fire-place when you
can get a stove.

Cat your trees for rails in February, as

they are most durable.

Never dew-rot your flax, unless you wish
to render it worthless.

Never select your seed from the crib, but

from the stalk.
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To Subscribers—Cause of the Delay
In our lasl- we briefly referred to a ieini»orary delay in

isauina ihat number of the Cabinet. The delaj^ was con-

siderably extended by an occurrence over winch we had
110 comrol. The work was stereolypi'd, but wlien ready

for the press a lire occurred in the prinliiii,' oflice, wliicli

was nearly destroyed ; and in conseciuence, that number
was considerably delayed. Thi.s unavoidable circum-
stance has also prevented the appearance of the present

nimiber on the day of publication. The Cabinet may
hereafter be expccied with its usual punctuality.

The report of the Chester and Delaware County Agri-

cultural Society in our next. The Corresponding Secre-

tary is requested to furnish us with a list of the premiums
awarded at the meeting.

Quantity of rain which has fallen in each month since
January 1, 18.38. Inches.

Isl month, 2.20

2d month, 2.19

3d month, 317
4th month, 3.58

5th month, 3.57

6th month, 6.60

7th month, 2..37

8th month, 2.78

9th month, 9.51

10th month. 4.89

1 1th month, 3.35

Philadelphia, Dec. 1, 1838.

The Washingion City Silk Company is said to be in

a flourishing condition. The right spirit is abroad. The
officers elected for the ensuing year are of the risht

stamp. Dr. Thomas P. Jones, President , David Saun-
ders, Vice-president: Michael Nour.se, Treasurer;
John F. Callan, Secretary. J. \V. Hand, Henry Stone,
F. Howard, Joshua Peirce, D. A. Hall, Jonathan Guest,
Andrew Rothwell, Managers.

A Farmer.
Wanted—An industriims, capable farmer—one who

understands the duties of ihe. farm-yard, as well as the
labors of Ihe^^eW. To a pains-taking, competent per-

son, a res|ieclable salary will be given, or a shstfe in

the proceeds, as an equivalent.
The farmer required by the advertiser is not merely a

laborer who can plough, sow, &c., Jcc, but one who can
do all these trcU, and is also qualified to direct others in

their work, and to carry out all of the operations required
on a respectable farming establishment.
The applicant may be either with or without a family

—the only requisites required are rnpability and charac-
ter, hut these must be unquestionable.
Applications, with references and recommendations,

will be received at this office until the 1st of April next.
Philadelphia, Dec. 4th, 1838.

Chinese Corn, Rohan Potatoes.
We^ are requested to say that the above celebrated

articles may be obtained, genuine, at Hirst Hi. Dreer"s,

No. 97 Chesliiut street; also the Dullon, Early Canada,
and Baden Corns.

The Philadelphia Society for Promoting Agriculture,
at their ineeiinii in November, awarded (o James Govven,
Ksq a premium for the best field of Indian corn viewed
by the premium committee.

Prices Current—December IT.

FLOUR, PER BARREL.

€8 00 a 8 50
8 37 a 00

•7 511 a 7 75
•5 UOaO 00
•5 OOaO 00

Pennsylvania and Brandywine- •
•

Western
Si- raped
Middling
Kye Flour
(;orn Meal 3 75 a 00
Buckwheat Meal, per cwt -2 25 a 2 75

GRAIN, PER BUSHEL,
Wheat, Pennsylvania 81 70 a 1 78

—Southern 1 70 a 1 T7
Rye, Penn'a 1 00 a 1 12

Southern 96 a 98
Corn, Penn'a, round yellow boa 86

Southern, yellow 84a 86
White 83a 81

Oats, Penn'a 41 a 44
Southern 42 a 43

Barley, Eastern 1 15 a 1 25
Penn'a 1 05 a 1 10

Peas S^al 12

Beans, white 1 50 a 1 75

PROVISIONS.
Beef, mess gl5 00 a

prime 10 OO a
Pork, mess 25 00 a

prime 19 00 a
Bacon, western, per lb 12} a
Hams, Jersey, It a

Western 12 a
Butter, extra keg, No. I •

Cheese, country
Lard, western
Philadelphia
Jersey

WOOL, PER POUND.
Prime Saxony
American full blood

J blood
i blood

blood and common

18 a
Si a
12 a
12 a
13 a

ir. 00
II 00
26 00
20 00

13.L

15
II

21
10
13
13
11

Lamb's sup. pull

Do. Nos. 1,2, andS 33 a

55 a
50 a
45 a
40 a
35 a
45 a

60
55
49
43
37
50
45

Hay, Timothy, per 100 lbs.

Clover
Hemp, American dew rot, per ton-

Hops, per lb. 1838, prime
Plaster of Paris, per ton
Clover Seed

,
per bushel

Flax Seed, rough
Timothy Seed-

• • •
. W a 1 00

• • • • 75 a 90
•8145 00 a 150 00
•••• 12 a 18
..-84 00a 4 12
.•13 00a 14 00

1 75 a I 80
2 75 a 3 50

Herd Grass, or Red Top 62 a 75
Sumac, American, per ton 35 00 a 37 50
Tallow, American, per lb. II a llj

Flour, per barrel- •

Wlieat, per bushel.
Corn, per bushed
Rye, per bushel •
Oats, per bushel •

NEW YORK, December 15.

38 50 a 9 00
1 80 a I a-)

92 a 95
1 12 a 1 15

50 a 58

THE FARMERS' C -V B I N E T ,

A monthly newsjiaper, is published by

JOHN LIBBY, No, 45 NORTH SIXTH ST., PPHLADELPHIA, ABOVE ARCH ST.,

PETER B. PORTER, No. 97 MARKET STREET, WILMINGTON, DEL.

The Cabinet is published on or about the fifteenth| ito nftr.ifia/jfr pns/n^f; that is, one cent on each numbei
pf every nmnth. Lacli number will contain thirty-twoMwilhin the stale, and within one hundred mile.s of the
octavo pases on good pa|ier and fair type. The subjects place of publication, out of the state,—one cent and a
will be illLislrated by engravinirs on wood whenever half on each number to any other part of the United
they can be appropriately introduced. Terms.— One l*.:'-'°- it ;> »;.>..o„ ..„.,;„. c:, r...„ .i.,ii„« iii„.,i,„,.:

dollar per year payable in advance. The Cabinet, by
the decision of the Postmaster-General, is subject only

- , -ited

Slates. (Jj* .Seven copies for five dollars. All subscri-
bers must commence with the volume. No. 1, or with the
half volume. No. 7.

From the Steam Press of J. Van Court, Printer, corner of Bread and Quarry si--!., rear of 96 North Second su



THE FARMERS' CABINET
DEVOTED TO AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, AND RURAL ECONOMY.

Vol. UI.-No. O.
I

Jftnunry 15, 1839. IWhole No. 48.

Communicated for the Fanner's Cabinet.

General RcmarUs—Vei;ctal>les—Foot! of

Plants.

KO. I.

Eelicvingr, ns I do, that it is the duty of

every member of society to contrihute as

much as iie can towards the promotion of the

comfort and prosperity of the community, T

have taken the liberty of submittinof a few

desultory remarks on the subject of agricul-

ture, chiefly fiom a hope that it may elicit

from others better qualified to contribute to

the common fimd of useful information.

When we contemplate the period of the

tran.^g^ression of man, that Adam was driven

from the Garden of Eden, to till the ground

from which he was taken, and that Cain, the

first born of man, was a tiller of the ground.

we are struck with astonishment to find that

so little has been done in the cultivation of

correct knowledge in Agriculture, that it can

scarcely be considered as a science. The

most that we can boast of, is a few insulated

facts, many of them contradictory and en-

tirely destitute of rational grounds from which

to draw satisfactory conclusions. And when

we consider that so much of the comfort of

the human family, depends on its improve-

ment, we are led to regret that science has

not been more devoted to this subject. Much

advantage would result to the agriculturist,

from a knowledge of the nature of the soils

best calculated to produce vegetation in the

higliost state of perfection. The substances

of which vegetables are composed is al.-o an

importp.nt consideration, naturally lending to

the knowledge of the proper constituents of

manures, best calculated to furnish the food

of plants. Many substances are used as

manures which do not enter into the com-

position of vecetablos. rnnscqucntly cannot
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operate advantageou.sly in the production of

vegetation.

Vegetables are organized bodies, composed

of a few similar simple substances, only dif-

fering in their proportions, consequently their

'difference in ornranization, which constitutes

their difference in form and properties. The

'cabbage and the deadly night-shade are com-

!
posed of the same substances, only differing

I

in their proportions. Vegetables receive their

I

nourishment through the medium of absorb-

ents, and thrown into the general circulation,

'there to be subjected to the various changes

!
necessarily resulting from the operation of

the laws that govern the germ of organiza-

tion, existing in the seed from which they

grew, and continues to govern all accession

to the plant up to a stateof maturity and per-

fection. Vegetables perform the various

functions of respiration, perspiration, the

discharge of excrementitinus matter, &.c.

They are also subject to disease and death,

consequently proper objects for the curative

operation; hence the physiology, pathology,

and therapeutics of plants, are subjects that

merit much of the consideration of the philo-

sopher. If they were better understood, it

would vastly promote the success of agricul*

ture. But very few, even amongst the besfe

practical farmer.", are acquainted with the-

constituents of vegetables; under such circum-*

stances, how can they judiciously judge of

the substances be.st calculated to promote the

growth and perfection of plants? Vegeta-

bles bein<j immovably fixed in the earth, they

are unable to change their position in quest

of proper stistenanco, hence it becomoi* ne-

cessary that the substances required for their

nourishment should be kept within contact

of their absorbing roots. In order to accf.m-

plish that object, a proper mixture of the
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earth is best calculated to produce the effect,

by formin;^ a compound sufficiently retentive

of moisture, to promote the decomposition of

the vet^etable and animal matter that may be

in their vicinity, and lo serve as a solvent to

prepare tiie food to be taken up, be they ab-

sorbents. It will be readily understood that

soils which are too retentive of moisture,

will prevent the necessary decomposition,

and will present to the plants more water

than is required to preserve them in a

healthy state. On the other extreme, soils

that are not sufficiently retentive of mois-

ture, in dry seasons, the decomposition will

be prevented, nor is there water sufficient to

serve as a solvent, to prepare the food for

the plants. From what has been said, it ap-

pears that soils which are too close, or too

loose, are not the best calculated to promote

general vegetation. As none of the earths,

except lime, can with propriety be considered

as one of the constituents of the food of plants,

a proper mixture however of some of the

other earths is necessary to form a matrix,

in which the vegetables are most advantage-

ously sustained.

Joseph Cloud.

For the Farmors' Cabinet.

Tbe Peacli Tree.—]¥o. II.

The luscious peach, with blushing cheek,

Graceful, autumnal fruits among ;

And healthful, does Experience speak.

Salubrious food, will life prolong.

—

Anon.

I think I have satisfied the readers of the

preceding article, that I have traced the habits

of the peach fly successfully ; I shall now
proceed to sliow how I have managed to pro-

tect my peach trees frotin so formidable an
enemy.

I planted in protected situations near one

hundred of the trees alluded to in my first

number; having examined and well washed

the roots, for if the young worm is now left

in the root, or bark near the ground, further

care will be thrown away, and generally

those which have been standing without care

for two years, are ni\worthy of further atten-

tion ; and as this tree soon comes to bearing,

after planting, it is better to begin by plant-

ing the stone, or with trees under, or about

two years old—and dig tiiem up to prevent

being deceived; plant the young trees with

care, leaving the hole in the ground not

quite filled up.— then take as much rye straw

as may be readily grasped with both hands,

for a young tree—ctit it carefully, place it

evenly roimd the tree, and bind it well, with

three bands of the same; settle the straw

well down in the hollow round the tree, fill

up the earth rotmd the hiittsof the straw, and

repeat the process annually, and it is safe.

The peach tree thrives best in a new soil

;

but if the land is grassy where they are

planted, put yearly four shovels full of sour

tan, from the tan yard, round them ; if it is

quite acid, it is the better, as it destroys the

grass about them and invigorates the tree

surprisingly, and is the best article that can
be had for that purpose. A handy boy will

dress with straw twenty trees, (if they are

small,) in one hour. Those trees of mine so

dressed annually, continued to flourish four-

teen years, with less loss than occured in the

apple orchard around which they are plant-

ed ; of those thus cared for, not more than

four per cent, died in ten years, and only one,

a neglected tree, was destroyed by the worm.
When the bark of those trees by age had
become hard, or rigid, say on the ninth year,

[ ceased to put straw around them, and only

put tan around the roots every spring.

They were an inferior lot of trees as to

fruit, and were not innoculated, and all of

one kind; they blo.ssomed early, and frosts

in our limestone land often killed the blossom;

the rose bugs were numerou.*!, and some sea-

sons destroyed most of the fruit ; and in the

dry summer of, perhaps, 1818, they bore re-

markably full, there was not moisture enough
to support the tree, and mature the fruit

—

and they declined from that cause all in the

next year.

I have about thirty trees of three years stand-

ing now ; they all appear thrifly and likely

to succeed well, confirming all my former

experience in the plan I have described.

Note.—A corroborating circumstance, go-

ing to prove that the egis, which produces

[the worm, is laid in the limbs of the tree, I

add—A peach tree sprung up on the margin
of a mill race, belonging to a friend of mine,

and as it grew, took an oblique ditection over

the water in the race, so that the young
worms as they dropjied oft' the tree, fell in

the stream, and passed away ; and it remained

uninjured at the root, although all other trees

of the kind on the farm, were destroyed by
the corrimon enemy. The disease called the

yellows, never appeared among my trees.

S.\MUEL Johnson.
Buckingham, 11 mo. Id, 1833.

P. S. So confident am I of tiie succe.ss of

this plan, (though I have not the merit of in-

venting it,) of the culture of the peach, that

had I personal ability, I would und<^rtake to

furnish plants, and assure to Crtrr/l^Z people,

the longevity of the trees for less than the

present price of the Morus Multicauli.*. I

iiave related facts as they were presented to

my view, and should be pleased if others profit

by them.

The injuries we do, and those we suffer,

are seldom weighed in the same balance.
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To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet.

The following valuable cs.oay I have had copied from

the Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, Vol. VII.; I

tlrink the experiments therein detailed may su;;(,'est

some ideas that will be useful to lariners in tlit: appli-

cation and economy of manure.

On a Partlculnr nioclr of npiilying Farm"
Viirtl I>Iaii(ti'e«

BY MR. JOIl.N BAKKR, N.\.SS,\U COTTAGE, LKEDS.

The prosent (Irpressed state of apfricultiire

throtiofli the kingfdom invites the eerioiis at-

tention of all connected with that important

branch of indnstry ; it heino-a lamentable fact

that, whil.^t the most splendid di.«covcries in

science are daily applied to the improvement
of our trade and commerce, airriciiltiire as a

science, remains almost stationary, notwilli-

Btandino- individiinl and national prosperity

are so deeply interested in promotiii<r its wel-

fare. For more than 2o years f farmed from

500 to 1000 acres in the connty of Norfolk,

dnrinfj which time my attention was carefully

directed to the consideration of every method
or system of farmino" which was calculated to

increase the productions of the soil, and to

improve the condition of that numerous and
industrious class of persons who are depend-
ent upon it. The proper use of manure is

amonijst the most material improvements
which I have discovered. By the common.
I may say irenernl, modeof manao-ing^ it, onlv
half the'bcnclit which ouo-ht to be coiiii?rred

on the crops is p-iven, whilst the S3'stem which
I have adopted douhles the value of all the

manure made, and at the same time it reallv

le.ssens the e.vpense ; and it is to this point

that 1 will confine myself in this paper. That
" the muck cart is the best farmer," is a ma.x-

im as fully acknowledjjed as it is oft repeated,

and believino- that upon the proper use and
application of it the success oi^ the farmer
mainly depends; I have never failed to at-

tend to this important branch of hu.sbandry.

Having experienced the practical advantages
of my system, as well upon land under mv
own cultivation at Norfolk, as upon farms be-

]oni,nng to my relations and friends in. that

county, where it had been introduced at my
suo-oestion ; I am induced, at the earnest re-

commendation of many gentlemen who have
also witnessed its beneficial eifects in York-
shire, to invite the attention of agriculturists

generally to the subject. Manure of almost
every description is carried from the place

where it is inado, and deposited on a heap for

four, six, or eight months, where it ferments
and becomes a .«oft, blade, cohesive mass; it

is then put on the land and ploughed down,
atler wliich the crop is sown : this may not

always be done, but sometbinrr resembling it

is the prevailing and general practice in ev-

ery part of the country. My method, tlie

[success of which has been proved by nurner-

|ous experiments, is to spread the manure on

j

the land as soon as convenient after it is made,
.except in winter; the maimre made at that

'period of the year remains in tlie fold-yard till

spring, where it does not ferment. Th" whole
\.: taken in the spring, summer, and autumn,
fresh to the land ; it' in fiillow it is ploughed
in with a thin furrow ; the land is harrowed
and ploughed again in a fortniglit, and in a
fortnight atler harrowed and ploughed a third

lime; after which the muck, however long
it may have been, is ded\iced, and the soil

will be in as fine and friable a state as the

land is capable of From the time the dung
is j)ut on to the last mentioned ploughitig,

nothing can be more unsightly than its ap-

pearance. If it is to be applied to pasture, I

spread it ov(;rthe surface of the ground from

the beginning of spring to the end of autumn.
Three essential points are to be observed :

—

First, to apply the manure to the soil ns soon

as convenient after it is made (except in the

depth of winter); Secondly, to keep it as near

the surface as possible: and thirdly, to mix it

well with the soil. These being observed, I

confidently assert, that advantages, equal to

double those now derived from manure are

conmiunicated to the land by an increase in

the fertility of the soil, exhibited in healthier

and more abundant crops; so that a farm of

200 acresofarable land ofmedium quality, pro-

ducing 400 loads ofdung, or two loads for ev-

ery acre, worth five shillings per load, will be
benefitted to the extent of ten shillings per

acr(; annually, and where more manure is

made, which on every well managed farm is

done, the advantages will be greater. This

result has been produced upon the farm now
in my occupation, beldnging to Lord (."'ooper,

in the neighborhood of Leeds, to vvhich I en-

tered at Candlemas, ISIU ; it was then in a

most deplorable condition ; so deplorable was
it, indeed, as to lead many of my friends and
neighbors to predict the impossibility of my
procuring a tolerable crop upon one of the

fields for seven years to come ; but this field,

from the application of manure according to

my method, has become exceedingly produc-

tive. I fallowed it for turneps, and in May,

(1831) I put on about twelve and a half tons

of good fresh made stable dung per acre ; as

much as possible was taken from the stables

and carried to the land the day it was made.

I\Iy proceedings greatly amused my agricul-

tural neiohbors. The preceding tenant oIk

served, that however such a system might
have answered in other parts of the countrv",

here it would be a useless expenditure both

I

of time and money, and a jireat wast** of ma-
nure. To convince him of the benefit to be
derived from such manuring, I directed one
piece in tlie middle of the field lobe left with-
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out covering. With the exception of the land

upon which no manure had been laid, the

field produced a very fine crop of tumeps,

worth at least six pounds to the acre, whilst

the crop raised upon the land not manured

was not worth six sliillinofs per acre. After

the turneps, the field produced a very heavy

crop of barley, averaijini^ notlesa than seven

quarters per acre, and in 18:33 I obtained a

rno.-t abundant crop of clover without any

manure, except on the land omitted in the first

year. 1 also covered a field of pasture the

same summer with the same kind of manure,

half of it in June and the rest in August.

—

Six weeks after the first part was done, I

showed it to a very shrewd and scientific jren-

tleman, well acquainted with country affairs,

who expressed his astonishment at the im-

provement. In October, the farmer whose

land adjoins my own, said he had never before

seen such extraordinary improvement in any

ground. Knowintr that he was one of those

who had ridiculed my system, I hinted to him

that the propriety of it had been much doubted.

He acknowledged he had condemned it, and

said he now saw that which he would not

have believed had he not witnessed it, and

that he thought the manure must have con-

tained a large portion of white clover and

other grass seeds, otherwise, in his opinion,

such an effect could not have been produced.

In the liottest part of last summer, I covered,

in the same manner, the only field on my
farm which had not been previously dressed

in a similar way, leaving two ridges in the

middle unmanured. I removed all the cattle

from this field for six weeks, at the end of

which, the two ridges had scarcely grass to sus-

tain agoose, while the rest of the field looked

like a field of fag or aftermath. Many gen-

tlemen examined it. Some seemed satisfied

that much benefit was derived at very little cost;

>thers expressed their conviction that it was

the greatest improvement they had ever seen,

and it is my firm belief that, from the time the

dung was put on to the end of summer, 1 had

at least three times as much grass from the land

manured as from tiic other. I must mention

another fiict. The man who spread the dung
had farmed many years tor hinjself, and might

be considered a clever man ; he said to me,

you would not thus waste manure if you had

not the means of getting plenty more. I

asked him to wait a month before he decided;

he then declared that he had never been so

much mistaken. I mention these things,

knowing that my plan has much to contend

ugainst, and hoping tiiat noblemen and gen-

tlemen, who try my method, may not be

laughed out of it before they have applied to

it the test of due experience. It may be said

that, in these experiments, I did not compare

ditferent sorts of manure. I iiave done so re-

peatedly, but, in truth, I had then no rotten dung
by me. I would propose to any one who doubts

the propriety ofmy plan, to put a given weight
of fresh dung on a heap to remain (turning it

over or not) for twelve months, at which time

spread it over the land, and at the same time

take a similar weight of fresh dung of the same
kind, and spread it over double the space, and I

doubt not the result. H itherto I have con fi ried

the recommendation of my plan to practical

experience alone, but I am not without scien-

tific and chemical authorities to support me.

Mr. Joseph Hayward's Treatise on the Sci-

ence of Agriculture is worth reading by the

agriculturist who searches after truth. Being
aware of the great difficulties with which the

farmer has to contend, I should recommend
any new system with diffidence, if attended

with additional expense; but as the plan I am
desirous to introduce, is alike recommended
by its simplicity and economy, and also emi-

nently calculated to promote the fertility of

the soil, and to secure, by that means, a more
adequate remuneration to the farmer, I can-

not doubt of its being generally adopted,

whenever its practical advantages are more
generally known and appreciated. With a

view to facilitate its introduction, it will give

me great pleasure to correspond with, or to

wait upon any nobleman or gentleman, and

to explain more fully the details of my method

of applying manures, or to assist in introduc-

ing the practice upon any farm in hand, either

under my own superintendence, or that of my
son, who is at this time disengaged, and who
is abundantly qualified for such purpose, he

j
having for several years had almost the en-

tire management of a farm of 600 acres in

the county of Norfolk, belonging to myselti

upon whici), as I have before observed, the

system was proved to be highly beneficial.

—

.My subject has drawn me on to greater length

than I expected ; I cannot, however, conclude

without saying, thit it", by the system I re-

commend, 10s.. or l.js. worth of manure can

be added ainnially to every acre of lantl of

moderate quality, at no greater expense than

by the old method, I think the landlord, the

tenant, and the public will be great gainers.

REMARKS ON THE ABOVE.
BY JOHN PEARSON.

On readinir IMr. Baker's mode of applying

manure to agricultural purposes, it struck

me that he gave no reason why the manure
should have the beneficial effect described.

The reason appears to me at least to be this,

that the manure contained all the essential

properties it ever possessed ; and though I

liave no doubt but the mode in question will

answer very well where it can be conve-

niently applied, yet I am disposed to think
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that the essential properties of farm-yard

manure iniy be retained and applied to a^ri-

cnltnral purposes, niidiT a cleaner innde of

application, and with e(pially J^ood otlbct to

the crop, and very probably more likely to

meet the approbation of the farmer. As it

is the fashion of the times to decry lonir es-

tablished rules and customs before new sys-

tems are perfectly modelled, I may safely de-

clare, that it is almost impossible to conceive

a more improper receptacle for manure to re-

tain its essential properties, than the o-ene-

rality of farmyards, l.et any rellectinpfman

look into one of these foldinjr yards durinj^ a

heavy rain in winter, and he will soon ob-

serve the drip from all the roofs of the houses

collected in a deep pool amon^: tiie manure.

The manure thus lies macerating' for several

months—but the farmers say that the manure
water runs on to the meadoio—yet I can as-

sure them that grass-roots take up liquid ma-
nure but slowly, and the quick succession of

heavy rain ut that season of the year, does

not permit the retention of one-fittieth part

of what the dung has been deprived of. But
the ne.xt deprivation of essential matter that

manure generally undergoes is worse than

this, which is, by throwing it up into high
heaps to rot ; but to burn would be a more
proper expression. Manure getting both

washed and burned, it is not surprising that

it is deprived of three-fifths of its original

properties. I well recollect, when a lad, of

being employed to drag down one of those

rotting heaps at the risk of burning my feet,

as well as receiving a lasting injury to my
lumber vertebra.

Several years ago I was finding fault with

an e.xperienced agriculturist for throwing his

manure too thick together, when his answer
was, that he always gave his men an extra

jug of cider to get them to throw it as high
as the barn if they could. I asked. Don't you
find the middle of tlie heap as white as your
shirt ? Yes, said he, but I never could tell

how it was; and added, that it was so dry
sometimes that the wind blew it out of the

carts. I advised him to save his extra jug
of cider, and lay up his manure only from two
to three feet in thickness, and not allow a

foot to be set on it; but 1 must not anticipate

my remarks.

I think I have made out a sufficient case

of condemnation asjainst the present system
of management of fixrm-yard manure; and
any farmer that will condescend to try the

following plan but once, will assuredly aban-

don his old practice. The plan is simply

this: Let all super-abundant water be kept

from the manure during the time it lies in

the fold-yard. This is easily accomplished,

by having the barns, sheds, &c. provided

with spouts to convey the water into drains

or into tanks for use. The fold-yards thus

rendered comparatively dry, the small (juan-

tity of manure water that would drain from

the dung would easily be contained in pore-

less tanks, and applied to the iiuailow at a

I time when the grasses were growing and the

ground dry, both of which would take up the

manure before the rains came to wash it into

the brooks.

t

When the manure is put into rotting

heaps, never allow them to be more than
from two to three feet in thickness, accord-

ing to the goodness. What is safe guide in

this process is, to have a few sticks stuck in-

to the heaps, and as soon as they feel warm
to the hand, let the manure be turned and
laid a little ihiimer; and should they get hot

a second time turn the manure again. This,

in most cases, will be found sufficient, pro-

vided the dung and straw have been well

mi.xed during the process of turning; and, in

the course of a month or five weeks, the ma-
nure will be sufficiently rotten for every agri-

cultural purpose, and retain nearly,if not all,

its original properties ; and, what is also of

consequence to the farmer, it does not take

quite so much labor as the old plan of throw-

insr it as high as the barn.

On the Varieties, Properties, and Classic

flcation of Wlicat.

[Continued.]

ON THE DISPOSITIOiV OF WIIE.^T, TO SPORT.

Having doubted the general tendency of

wheat to degenerate, I will now endeavor to

show how such an accident may occur. From
careful observation, it appears that some va-

rieties if sown the same day, dift'er in their

period of flowering many days ; even ten or

twelve intervening. Hence a farmer who
might be desirous of cultivating two or three

sorts on his firm, by attending to this circum-

stance, would scarcely stand a chance of in-

termixing his crop : as fecundation could only

take place at the time that each variety

blooms.

He miijht further increase the difference of

the period, by sowing the earliest kind on the

warmest exposition. Where the varieties

flowered at the same period, there would cer-

tainly be dangerof alteration in a future crop.

The knowledge of the period of blooming of

every variety should therefore become a sci-

ence.

It is very extraordinary that some sub-va-

rieties, (they should be called,) have a predis-

position to sport, or to alter their appearance.

A fine red sort, No. 7, (see the first table,

Cab. page 47,) was sown with the others, pure

apparently, but to my great surprise, even to

that of Professor La Gasca, who witnessed

the whole arrangement of it, and classed the
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snb-varietips himself, out of three htinflred

and fitly ears, tlie produce of forty-six grains,

there vv>>re two hundred of the origin;ii sort,

which were a rod compact hoary or velvetry

kind, twenty-one cars of a smooth red, eiphty-

six of a whitish downy appearance, and forty-

three smooth chaffed white ears, [t mi^rlit

be conjectured that the original or parent ear,

having- been discovered in a field of mixed
white, had been impregnated by the pollen of
four different sorts of wheat, which the pe-

culiar conformation of an ear of wheat might
admit. Professor La Gasca classed the orig-

inal sort as a seedling.

Another instance of this propensity to sport,

I found in a Kentish downy seedling of an
unusually square compact form, bearinu' a fine

white plump round grain. I was anxious to

propagate this, as it appeared so close and com-
pact in its form, that the wind was not likely

to have much power on it ; it was accordingly
sown in 1S33, but I had the mortification to

find, tliat it produced a great number of smooth
ears ; though there was little difference in the

appearance of the grain ; I therefore set that

produce aside and tried to raise it from a sin-

gle ear again in 1834, but from 72 grains,

whereof 13 died—eight ears were of a smooth
port, so that I considered it incorrigible, and
have withdrawn it as a sub-variety, constantly

liable to change.

The Talavera, flowering much earlier than

any other, is sure to continue pure, unle.ss stray

grains happen to be accidentally mixed with it.

No. 1, which I call Jersey Dantzic, flowers

ten days later, and is very little disposed to

change; I suspect, the taller wheats are not

liable to be impregnated by the shorter sorts,

but the contrary to be the case. It is of con-

sequence therefore to endeavor to keep all

those varieties, which are found to answer the

purpose required, as far apart from each other

as possible.

One sort that I grew close to some others,

in the course of experiments, so far from hav-

ing any affinity for them, actually exhibited

a sort of dislike or shrinking, from some of

its neighbors ; it occurred in a very rare sort,

of spring wheat, bearing white grains (most
spring wheats bearing liver colored dark
grains) this absolutely took a curve, even con-

trary to the prevailing winds, from a winter
wheat planted fourteen inches to its lefl, and
bent towards some rows of spring wheat which
were on its right, tliis last, another variety,

showing no predilection or dislike towards

either of its neighbors. Hence I am led to

imagine, that from some unknown delicacy of

habit, it loathed as it were the neighborhood

of the winter wheat, and leaned towards its

summer neighbor. This was the more re-

markable as the periods of flowering of the

Bumnier and winter wheats were not the same.

I therefore conclude, spring wheal may be
sown with ferftcl safclij by the side of v:in-

ter wheat, withovt any fear of intermixture.
I hold it to be of paramount importance, to

ascertain, and keep a note of the period of
flowering of each variety to be cultivated, on
extensive fiirms, which will tend more to the

keeping up a pure sort tlian any other method,
care being taken also to cause the barn to be
weil swept, as each sort is finally disposed of.

It may be of no small importance to be
able to sow spring and winter wheats at the
same time, for it must be clearly understood
that many spring wheats will stand the winter,

as well as winter wheats, and as they would
then invariably flower at differcni; periods, it

would be a certain mode of ensuring pure
crops; besides attaining another essential ob-

ject, that of having flour of a moist nature,

from the spring wheat, to mix with the dryer
flour of the winter variety.

ON THE EARLY IlAniTS OF SOME VARIETIES.

It has long been the practice with intelli-

gent farmers, to procure seed wheats from
warmer climates, especially those in the

north, to whom it is important to obtain seed

that may ripen a fortnight earlier than that

of home growth.

The chances are, that such wheat having
the best and warmest weather to ripen in, will

have attained its full state of maturity, hence
not only be the most productive in farina, but

also the fittest for seed.

I have had occasion, this season, to satisfy

myself by observation of the excellence of

such practice—through the kindness of the

late Secretary to the Devon and Cornwall
Horticultural Society, Mr. Hamilton, I was
enabled to sow seven grains of the Victoria

wheat grown on Dartmoor Jieath—they were
very poor and lean; however five ofthem grew,
throve and ripened among my select varietie.-^.

They were sown on the 10th of November,
in order to compare the produce and volume
of their grain, with some of the same sort,

which were to be sown on tlie29lh of March
following—they rose on the seventeenth day,

were in ear on the first of June, were in

flower on the tenth, and were ripe on the 23d
of July.

Those sown on the 29th of March were on
a light .soil in a warm exposition, they came
into ear on the 19tb of Jiuih, flowered on

the first of July and ripened on the 20th

of August. Tiie first of these two exper-

iments establishes tiiat it is a hardy vari-

riety, as it stood the winter perfectly ; the ear

and grain is also liner and plumper than that

sown in the spring. The term " Tremois"
wheat, however, d(,)es not apply to tiiose cli-

mates wiiich are not sufficiently warm to fiirce

the growth so as to ripen it in ninety days;
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this having taken one hundred and forty-four

to ripen. Two sainj)les of seed wlicat from

ttic Cape of Good Hope, one of whicli I ob-

tained throujrh tlie attention of Mr. Collier, a

Member of Parliament, and the other from a

friend to whom it had been sent as a particu-

larly fine sample, for seed, which it really

was, led to some interet-ting observations. 1

was an.xious to succeed in raising wheat from
the Cape, as it had been questioned whether
wheat which had crossed the line would ve-

gfetatc—this being- stated in "Tiie Farmers'
Series, No. 74," of the Library of Useful
Knowledge, Article, British Husbandry, chap.

X, page 15G. " Some fine species have lately

been imported from the Cape of Good Hope,
and from Van Dieman's Land ; but it was
found, when sown on one of the finest farms
in Bedfordshire, that it would not grow; and
it is said, though we know not with what truth,

that ' scarcely any wheat is ever knovm to

vegetate in this country that had crossed

the Line, unless particular care be taken to

preserve it from the effects of the atmos-
phere.'

"

Hence it became an object of no small in-

terest to succeed in raising it— it was with
great satisfaction, therefore, that I perceived
both samples growing freely in November
last.

In the Spring, their growth was quite differ-

ent from that of any other wheat near them,
whether from Dantzic, Poland, Carraccas, Es-
sex, or this Island. It was much more up-
right, bushy, and of a lighter green, and
trailed and tillered less. It put on also, a
rather .';ickly appearance as if suffering from
the cold. It came into ear on the 2fith of
May, SIX days earlier than the Carraccas wheat,
hut came into flower two days later, on the

r2th of June, and only ripened on the 28th
of July, five days later than the Victoria

wheat, which had been sown the same day.

It is to be observed that, there was much
bearded or spring wheat among it, which ap-
pears, on first acquaintance, to have nearly
similar habits, as the winter wheats it came
among, but seems to be very fine. Its real

value will be ascertained by comparison
with other spring wheats next year.

The sickly appearance alluded to above,
in the Cape wheat, was indicative doubtless
of a yellow description of smut, that ap-
peared in it in June, which I had never ob-

served previou~ly to infest my wheat ; it de-
stroyed many of the grains, some of them be-

ing reduced to a mere shell, or skin, con-
taining a small worm.
A most singular circumstance, may be no-

ticed here; I had sown sixty-three drills of
this same seed from the Cape, on the 29th of
March, in a field having a considerable recli-

situation. A great quantity of the seed per-

ished, but all that rose, had a healthy appear-

ance, of a dark green color, quite different

from that sown in the garden ; it came into

ear on the nineteenth of June, flowered on
the first of July, and ripened on the tenth of

August, not a single car was infected with
the yellovv smut I complained of in the ex-

periment made in the garden among my se-

lect varieties. Hence it is clear that, this

wheat from a hot climate, when sown in No-
vember on flat land suffered much from the cold

and wet, where the very same sample of seed
sown so late as the 29th of February, on a

warm slope exposed to the rays of the sun,

found agtmialand somewhatsimilar climate to

its own, and succeeded perfectly. It is not un-

likely, that the produce of this last, sown with
judgment, a little earlier, and in a warm expo-

sition may become a valuable importation, and
preserve early habits for more northern cli-

mates. Some which was given to nie as
" Kubanka," a thin liver colored wheat which
was exhibited before the Channel Islands Com-
mittee in 183.5, turned out to be a Spring or

bearded variety; it came into ear on the 1st

of Juno, flowered on the 18th, and ripened on
the 10th of August. It does not tiller much,
and appeared so like barley that I was doubt-

ful what it should be ; it was a perfectly pure
sample, though much of itdied. The Ducks-
bill, a very productive sort from Kiel, in the

Baltic, is said to produce meal fit only for pas-

try ; it is the finest ear that I have seen ; a
cross with a variety producing a light dry
meal would be highly advantageous—its ha-

bits are late, as it came into ear on the 12th
of June, and flowered as late as the 29th ; it,

however, ripened on the 6th of August. The
Golden Drop, a fine brown eared variety is

equally late. This is a very farinaceous sort,

probably one of the best of the red wheats, on
which as well as on sprirrg wheats I shall

treat apart,—my present- observations being
chiefly confined to white wheats, which are
tlie first in order as to vaTae.

[To be continued.]

We are never out of the view of a super-

intending Providence, by whom all our actions

are scanned. Keep this eternal truth always
in mind. Do right, and you cannot fail to be
as happy as our defective nature will permft
the sons of men to be.

Mere freedom from defect does not consti-

tute excell°nce, which is in itself a positive

quality, yet great defects deform the greatest

excellence.

Remember that labor is necessary to ex-
cellence. This is an eternal truth, although
vanity cannot be brought to believe, or indo-

nation to the southward—a warm yet exposed Jence to heed it.
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To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet :

Thorai F«Mce.

Tn the last number of the Cabinet there is

a cominunical-jn from a Corrospnadent from

Mercer comity, setting forth the importance

of Thorn Fences. I fully agree with him

that fences have become a subject of great

interest with farmers, and will contniue to

he increasin^rly so, as timber suitable therefor

is continuaUy diminishing; how far the

Thorn may succeed in aiercer county I am

unable to say ; but on my own farm, where

it ha^ been pretty extensively tried, as well

as on mmy others in the neighborhood, itha^

proved an entire failure, which I attribute

principally to an insect which deposits its

po-crs in the branches, producing knots similar

to those which have destroyed the morella

cherry trees, only not so large, occasioning

the death of the branch so affected, which

renders it in my opinion useless further to

try the Thorn. Where stone of a suitable

quality can be easily procured, it appears

likely to answer the best purpose; but unless

in favorable situations, it is found to be too

expensive for general use; we are therefore

generally in the practice of using chesnut or

white oak posts, with cedar or chesnut rails.

Practical farmers differ very much as to

which of them is the best—also whether it

is be^t to plant them green, or to have them

seasoned before using. So far as an expe-

Tience of more than twenty years will enable

me to judfre, I am of opinion that chesnut

po4s, planted as we say top down, are pre-

ferable to oak, I am cxperimentmg on a few

of each, both green and dry ; but as they

have not been planted quite thirteen years I

am unable to give the result as to which wi,

prove the most durable. At present T should

o-ivea (iecidel preference to chesnut it any

means could be devised effectu illy to prevent

the worms o-etting into them, which they are

verv apt to do, near the surface of the gmund,

especially in the heart of the wood ;
with me

they do not much injure the sap; on that ac-

count [ prefer the round to the split post. It

anv of the correspondents of the Cabinet could

point out some clienp. yet effectual mode ot

destroviu'r that prouertv in the wood or sap

which makes it pdatable to the worm, they

would couf.T a verv sireatbenptiton farmers;

foi I am of opinion that the posts would gene

rally last near twice as long if the worm

couid be kept out of them, tt occurred to

mP some ten or twelve years past, to try

wltat effect the soaking of them in water a

conmderable time would have; with the

view of trvino-it I had a holoducr in wet clay

jrrouna sufficiently large to contain near one

hundred, an<l fdled it with trreen chesnut

py^s which I suffered to be there perhaps a

year, when they were taken out and planted ;

they appear as yet to be of a firmer texture

and heavier than others; but what success

will attend it, there has not been time to de-

termine, yet from their appearance, I have

continued the practice.

My object in this communication is not so

much to say what 1 have done, or to pnblisij

my opinions, as to draw forth the experience

and better judgment of others, many of wliom

must undoubtedly have devoted a portion of

consideration to this interesting subject ; any

information through the medium of the Cabi-

net, which would enable the farmer to make

a gofjd, yet economical fence, would he ot

vast benefit, and would enable them to do

what no good farmer is satisfied to omit, that

is, having his farm well fenced.

A Montgomery Couxty Farmer.

We thank our correspondent for the hint

contained in his private note—his sugges-

tions are good, and we shall endeavor to pro-

fit by them.

SpontaaieoHS Combustion.

[The object of the Cabinet is to promote

not only the cause of agriculture, but the

welfare and comfort of the farmer, to en-

ighten him on subjects to which he may not

have turned his attention, and to guard him

against the evils and accidents affecting life

and property. In reference to this last point,

the following article has been selected from

a late vol. of Professor Silliman's Journal of

Science and the Arts, by Dr. Mease,Vice Presi-

dent of "the Philadelphia Society for Pr.>

moting Agriculture ;"* and it would bo well

for our readers to attend to and guard against

the various causes enumerated therein which

have led to the production of combustion.

Many cotton and woollen fiictories, and

doubtless dwellings and barns have been con-

sumed without the agency of actual fire,

which were ascribed to incendiaries.]

In my " Archives of Useful Knowledge."

vol iii p. 167, 1 recorded three cases of the

spontaneous combustion of lirge masses ot

bituminous coal from Virginia, two in eel ars,

and a third under a close arch, all ot which

occurred in Philadelphia.f A fourth caso

* Thi'5 ii thf> pnrporati- nam'- ortl)'- S.vnty.

;::;;:;;:^i:S^;:v:;::. Two.^i.n.|.rra..»re
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was stated of one thousand two hundred chal-

drons of co;il " in a close compact nKi^i-azine"

in Riris, and a fifth of one thousand six hun-

dred tt/ns of tlie same article in the royal

ship-yard in ('openhaii-en, and all consumed,

together with one thousand tour hundred

houses. This happened in the year 1794.*

Bituminous coal has on other occasions

tiken tire. In the year 1622, October and

November, three cases occurred of this in the

navy yards of Brooklyn, New Yorlc, Ports-

mouth, New Hampshire, and VVashin<)ton

city. The coal was from Virginia, and lay

exposed to the air and rain.

In the year l'S2>*, one hundred chaldrons

of coal which had been placet! several weeks
before on wet ijround in Boston, took tire,

with a volume of sulphurous matter risinir in a

state of ebullition. It wa^ remarked that this

was the third instance of the kind within the

past year in that city.

Another case was mentioned in the news-
papers as having taken place in Ridgley's

coal yard, Baltimore, some years since, in the

month of August. This coal also was doubtless

from Virginia. A similar accident has re-

cently occurred in the coal yard of Nutter &
Co., New York, to sixty tons of Virginia coal.

(July, 18:37.)

In the month of October, 1837, two thou-

sand bushtds of Richmond Coal whicli had

been deposited for some time under a shed

on Mr. Lawrence's wharf, in New London,

Conn., became ignited. The coal surrounded

i

a post which supprjrted the front part of an,

open shed. Smoke was discovered issuing!

from the mass, and on the removal of the;

coal, the post was found charred. The time-;

ly discovery of the fire prevented the exten-'

sive conflagration of contiguous wooden;
buildings.

j

Mr. Dupf)nt, the late extensive manufac-;

turer of gunpowder, informed Dr. Seybert,

that charcoal was also liable to spontaneous,

combustion when in powder and piled in a

heap. He had suffered loss from this cause,

and a similar accident had occurred near!

Paris.
I

The commissioners charged by the French!
government to examine into the causes of

|

the explosions of powder factories, ascer-
i

tained that charcoal in the lump, by attrition

took fire. Charcoal inflames according to

JM. Cauesisrni, by the pressure of millstones,

and has taken fire in the box of the bolter, in-;

to which it had been sifted; the coarse pow-;

der experiencfd no alteration.

—

Annales de

Ckimic, No. 35.

Mr. Sage saw the roof of one of the low

wings of the mint at Paris set on fire by the

spontjincous combustion of a large quantity

of charcoal that had lain in the ijarrets.

'i'wo instances of spontaneous coinbastion

t(K)k place in the powdur manufactory of Es-
sone, in the year eight and ten of ilu! French
republic; the first in the box for siftiivg the
charcoal, and the second in the clmrcotd re-

pository. Burtholdi attribute.: tlieni to phos-
phorus in the charcoal.

May not one or mxjre of the conflagrations

of powder mills, which have taken place iii

the United States during the two pa.st years,

have been caused in tiiis way?
Linen, cotton, and woollen cloth, or the raw

materials of these tiibrics impregnated with
tlax-seed oil, or paint, or varnish, have fre-

quently proved the causes of spontaneous
inflammation.

Several years since a piece of canvass,

forty yards in length, painted with white lead

and oil, and exposed to the sun tor some
hours, was rolled up and put under cover.

The next morning it was found smoking, and
the whole except a yard, burnt to cinder,

with a hole through the bottmn of a watron.

This happened at Mount Pleasant, Virginia.

A large piece of coarse muslin, thoroughly
oiled fur the purpose of making covers tor

boxes, was left over night, llilded loosely in

a shed in a yard in Market street, Boston ; in

the morning, it was found burnt entirely

through, and about to blaze. (1831.)
A quantity of wool prepared with the

usual proportion of oil for carding, and thrown
into a heap in the evening, was found the
next morning ignited, and the floor to a con-
siderable extent on fire. This happened at

Hamlin & Bates' factory; and anotiier in-

stance occurred at the establishment of War-
ner & W'hetton.'*- Lamp oil was used. (lN'31.)

A quantity of cotton clothing for seamen's
suits, had been oiled and hung up at Dux-
bury, Massachusetts, tor a fortnight to dry,

and were then taken down, rolled together,

and placed in a shed ; the next day they
were found on fire. (1831.)
The Sclir. Hiram, laden with wool, when on

a voyage from Bilboa to New York, in March,
1825, was set on fire, in consequence of some
linseed oil having been spilt on the cabir

floor.

Two pounds of wool orreased with flax-seed

oil, near Germantown, Pennsylvania, set fire

to the building next morninw. (1318 ) The
closet in which the paint and oil were kept at

Boshor's carriage factory, Kichmoml, Vir-

ginia, having been smeared with linseed oil,

burst out in a flame. (1832.)

Roth at Plainfielil, Mapsacliiisett?. .\nipli^ oxppri-

In my ailditions to the article " Inflammation." in
I
ence has tauyht lUiropuan iiianufarturers that tio oil

Wilich's DoniL'slic Encyc, I have given nine casei of 11 should be used for greasing wool, but that of rape
eponianeous combustion from various causes. seed.
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Some cotton used in cleaning the cabin of

the ship Birminofham, became partially filled

with fiax-seed oil, and after some time it ig-

nited. An express experiment proved that

cotton thus impregnated would inflame in two
hours. (New York, 1831.)

Cotton rags, while delivering from the

cellar of a store, 24 Broad street, New York,

were found oi; fire. Oil had been spilt on
them. (.Tune, 1834.)

Mr. Durant's large balloon, varnished for

the finst time, exposed to the sun through the

day, and rolled up in the evening, and de-

posited upon chairs in a house in Jersey city,

was found the next morning entirely con-

sumed. The varnish was composed of oil,

turpentine and caoutchouc. (June, 1832.)

Mr. Atkinson of Ellicott's mills near Bal-

timore, stated that flax-seed oil spilt on
[wood] ashes in an iron kettle, caused the

ashes to inflame in twenty-four hours. He
made an experiment to te.st the fact, with

success. Mr. Patterson, President of the

United State.s' Mint, repeated the experiment
with cold hickory ashes, and one pint of flax-

seed oil; in forty-six hours after, the mixture
was fairly ignited, and in a short time emit-

ted flame, which continued upwards of an
hour. After the flame had ceased, the igni-

tion continued for eighteen hours, and the

ashes were then poured out of the vessel.

(1820.)
* A canvass recently painted with flax-seed

oil, and then dried and rolled close, took fire

after being three hours exposed to the sun on
the deck of the Schr. Olive, at Troy, New
York. (August, 182.0.)

A piece of old packing-sheet, which had
lain long about an oil and color warehouse,

and was besmeared with difteront kinds of

vegetable oils, on being thrown behind .some

casks pretty much confined from the air, in-

flamed.

—

Edinburgh Phil, Jovr. vol. vii. p.

219.

A cask of oat meal left from May to Au-
gust in a kitchen in Glasgow, caught fire and
was totally consumed together witii the bar-

rel.— Thomson.''s Annals, vol. xvi. p. 390.

A parcel of hops well dried, were put into

a home-spun cotton gown and placed on a

heap of cotton seed ; after three months they

inflamed. Cotton it was remarked has fre-

quently been known to take fire spontaneous-

ly in a moist ;ind h'-atcd atmosphere.

—

Mil-
t07i, N. Carol 1 710. paper. (1824.)

Certain ochres ground in flax-seed oil, in-

flamed during the act of trituration.

Alder charcoal has taktm fire in the ware-
houses in which it was stored.* One of

sixty-three c:tsks of lampblack on Ixiard the

ship Catherine, bound to India from England,

* B. G. Sage. Walker's Archives, vol. iii., p. 80.

ignited, but was discovered by the fiimes be-

fore it had burst into a flame.— Old Monthly
Mag. Lon., 1827, p. 91.

iVet Cotton.—The ship Earl of Eldon, in

August, 1834, was set on fire, by reason of
having shipped cotton in the ram at Bombay.
A similar occurrence took place in 1836,

on board a vessel which had taken in cotton

at Apalachicola, Florida, during rain.

A piece of red cedar about two ounces in

weight, broken in two, and laid upon the
shelf of the store of Mr. Adam Reigart in

Lancaster, Penn. inflamed after two years
had elapsed, in June, 1834. It was part of a
tree found in excavating the deep cut of the

rail road, at the '-Gap in the Mine Ridge,"
Lancaster County, thirty feet below the sur-

face. The combustion was proceeding so

rapidly, that the shelf would have been in a

few minutes on fire, and it evidently com-
menced in the interior of the wood, as some
of the outer fibres were sound.

—

JlazarfVs

Register of Pennsylvania, vol. xiii, p. 399.

Ilaussman relates that several dozens of

skeins of cotton, dyed red, and impregnated
with an alkaline solution of alumina, with
excess of boiled linseed oil, were placed on a

straw-bottomed chair, under a window, and
at midnight they inflamed.*

A heap of horse manure inflamed in the

month of May, 1822, at Sharon, in Connecti-

cut. The fire was two feet in circumference.

American Journal of Science, vol. v. p. 201.f
That manure will take fire spontaneously

is rendered probable by a recent occurrence
in Baltimore. In the " Patriot" newspaper
of that city, of September 26, it is stated that
" the alarm of fire on Sunday, was occasioned

by spontaneous combustion in a deposite of

manure from the stable on the rear of the

premises of Edward Patter.'^on, Esq., in South
Gay street, near Market street. The situa-

tion of the place forbids the idea of any other

origin; and it was generally believed by

those who saw it to be a case of spontaneous

combustion." Who that rt^fiects upon the

chemical contents of stable manure can
doubt that it contains the principles of com-
bustion!

It is a miserable thing to be injured by one
of whom we dare not complain.

* !Iis tlieory of thi.s is as follows :
" In al) cases

wlioro the oxygen of the atinosphirf; is rapidly at-

ir.icted and al>sor'bed. the caloric, which simvcs as a
base to the ixygen, giving it the qunlilios of gas, or
ehistin properties, is disengaged in snch abundance,
that if the absorbing bodies ore siiscrptibU- of taking
fire, or if roinhusiible bodiesare in the nciuhbonrliood,
a spoiitaneons intlanintation will take place."

—

.dn-

nalct ilr CI: mic. M\>. I II. T:lioc/i, Vol. X-'.

t It afip'iir.'d suhsi'qiiently. that this rase of siip-

])osi'(l spontaneous cuMibiiftion was the work of an iit-

c(Uidiary ; the couiininiicaiinn of both facts was fruoi

the same person, a respectable physician.— JB<i(7or.
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For the Farmers' Caliiiift.

Weig^lils aiKl ITIeasiircs,

" Divers weights and measures lire an aboiiiiiiatinn."

The subject of eptablishinir by the Cnnnfress

of the United Suites an uniform standard of

weiglits and measures for the whole confed-

eracy, is a matter of irreat importance to

the ajxriciiltural and commercial interests.

—

Most of the States, perhaps all, have legis-

lated on this very interesting, important and

difficult subject, and it is obvious from the

results of their disjointed labors, that there is

still r(K)m for the exorcise of the skill, judg-

ment and science of the most learned men in

the nation, to reduce the chaos to order, and to

prepare a uniform system, founded on scientific

principles, for the use of the whole nation.

—

Much confusion and loss must be sustained

by the great discrepancies which exist in the

weights and measures in use in the different

states, which are in habits of constant com-
mercial intercourse.

On an examination of the learned and able

report made by .John Quincy Adams, to the

Senate of the United States in 1*^21, and
that made by F. R. Hassler to the same body

in 18iW, on tiiis subject, it does not appear that

the bushel in any two states contains the same
number of cubic inches, and some of them
differ materially from each other ; the weights
also are variant, and the measures do not al-

ways correspond with each other. In Penn-
sylvania the Winchester bushel, 18.5 inches

in diameter and 8 inches deep, and containing

2150.42 cubic inches is understood to be the

standard dry measure; one eighth of this or

268.8 inches is a gallon, and 67.2 cubic inches

the quart, dry measure. The ale gallon is

282 cubic inches, and the quart 70.5 inches;

and this is understood to be the quart by which
dry articles are measured. The wine gallon,

which is also the measure of all spirituous

liquors, contains 231 cubic inches, and the

quart 57.75 inches. The reason for these

differences is not sufficiently apparent to be

recognized by any person of ordinary under-

standing, but they are calculated to produce
much embarrassment, and not a little fraud,

for there are always persons who are dis-

posed to sell by the smaller rather than the

larger measure. In England, whence we ob-

tained all our standards of weights and mea-
sures, a better system has of late years been
adopted, by which the pint, quart and gallon,

for wine, ale, beer and grain or corn, measure
the same with regard to magnitude ; eight of

these gallons make one btishel ; and one gal-

lon contains 277.274 cubical inches, or ten

pounds of distilled water at a temperature of

62 degrees ; and the imperial bushel 2218.192
cubic inches or 80 pounds of water at 62 de-

grees.

From the above it appears that the English

bushel at present in use contains 67.772 cu-

bic inches more than the i^txindard bu.«hel of

Pennsylvania; and if it would be of any ser-

vice and would not intrude on the other mat-

ter intended for your valuablo journal, I would
furnish the dimensions of the bushels used at

the different custom houses in the United
State-s and display thea.slounding fact of their

total want of uniibrmity ; but perhaps enough
has been furnished to induce your intelligent

readers to reflect on this very important sub--

ject, and if it should induce them to make an
effort, to have returned as members of (,"on-

gress, the' wisest and the best men in the

nation, we may thus rea.sonably hope for some
rational and scientific legislation on this sub-

ject, that will benefit all classes of the com-
munity, and particularly the farmers, wIkjso

interesting business it is to feed and clothe

the whole people. C.

Please furnish us with the statement; it

will doubtless be satisfactory to many of our

readers.

Visit to the Farm of B. V. Freiiclij Esq.

MOUNT MO.NATIQl'OT, BRAIMREE.

We have had the plca.'sure of a call at the

farm of B. V. French, Esq. of Brainlree, who
is well known to the Horticultural community
as a gentleman who has devoted much time
to the cultivation of fine fruits, especially the

pear and apple. His farm contains about 160
acres, naturally a cold unpromising soil, but

by good management has been brought into

a highly productive state. The improvements
made upon it since it came into his possession,

about 14 years, have been very great, and
consist of clearing the ground of stones, drain-

ing, walls, gates, barns and other out buildings,

and cellars for fruit, vegetables, manure, &,c.,

and above all in the extensive collection of

choice fruits. These improvements have
been accomplished by a steady system of op-

erations, giving evidence of the perseverance

and skill of the operator. His orchards cover

an extent of 23 acres; most of the trees have
been planted by his own hand. Not only have
the principal nurserips of the United States,

been laid under contribution for their choicest

varieties, but those of France, Germany, and
England have also contributed to make his

assortment complete. In one field we wore
shown 140 standard pear trees of various sorts,

many of them in a bearing state. Some of
the apple trees we should judge, would pro-

duce the present year four or five barrels

each. Some of the Baldwins presented as

beautiful a sight as any thing of^ the sort we
have ever seen, loaded with their showy fruit

60 heavily, Uiat it had been necessary to prop
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them up, to prevent the destruction of the

trees; even the sight itself, riciily repays all

the pains tiiat have been taken to rear the

trees. In loolving over his orcliard, and cal-

CLilatinjT the probable increasing annual pro-

fits, which may reasonably be expected for

an age to come, we could not help wondering
at the indolence and want of foresight in ma-
ny of our farmers, in suffering fruit of a worth-

less character to remain to encumber the

ground, when every healthy tree, however
unpalatable its fruit, may be transformed by
engrafting, ia three years time, into any de-

sirable variety; or if necessary to set out young
trees they may lay the foundation for a hand-

some income in their old age, or at least to

do much to benefit those who succeed them.

Although pears and apples have received the

principal attention, his place is well stocked

with cherrie.5, peaches, plumbs, quinces, &c.
We were pleased also to observe, that while

he has bestowed much attention upon fruit,

the kitchen garden has not been neglected
;

but every vegetable desirable for the table had

its appropriate place.

Mr. French does not pretend to have much
taste for flowers, yet he has setofl:"a generous

portion of ground which is devoted to their

culture, well laid out, and well stocked with

plants ; but over this he holds no dominion;

this he leaves to the management of the ladies.

This is all right, every intelligent farmer will

encourage floriculture, and esteem it a pleas-

ure to gratify and encourage a taste so pure

and pleasing as the culture of flowers; and

if he takes no delight himself in ornamenting

his grounds, he will not prevent his wife and

daughters from performing the pleasant task,

by withliolding the necessary funds and labor.

In the garden we noticed a neat apiary, but

were sorry to learn that the bee moth had

been very destructive to his bees. We
were shown a board, the top of a hive, or some
part of it, which had been pierced like a rid-

dle by these voracious vermin.

Tiie poultry are well accommodated with

a capacious yard, which appears to us much
more economical than to let them run at

large, destroying twice their value in the

garden, besides the vexation it occasions a

man to see them scratching up his plants.

His whole farm is enclosed with a substan-

tial stone wall, and some portions upon the

road are handsome faced. All his mowing
lands and orchards are accommodated with

gates, hinig upon stone posts, and built in tii''

nice-t manner and so fixed tiiat there is no dan-

ger of havinij' any trouble from theirswagging.

VVith Mr. French's permission we design to

give a more particular description of his gates

illustrat d by plates in some future number,

aa we do not ollca see them that open and

shut, so easy, and secure after they are shut as
his.

The main pasture is divided in the centre
by a stone wall, and each of the divisions is

subdivided into three equal portions. The
cattle are turned into each in succession,

thereby making the most of the pasturing.

—

In every department we witnessed the great

advantage of system. A small river runs
through this farm, known by the name of Mon-
atiquot river—affording him a good mill pri-

vilege, plenty of water for cattle, accommo-
dations tor ducks, gee.se, &c. and adding much
to the interest of liis place.

In his cfil)rts to raise wheat the present

season he has had a complete failure, although

a liberal application of lime and other manure
was made, and the best variety of seed pro-

cured, yet he has had the mortification, after

his field has exhibited the most flattering ap-

pearance, to see the whole of it blight, and
totally fail ; but having sowed a liberal allow-

ance of clover seed, (at the rate of 22 lbs. to

the acre,) he will not have occasion to say

that his labor has been wholly in vain.

Our farmers do not generally allow suffi-

cient clover seed to the acre, and are thereby

great losers. The English sow from 20 to

28 lbs, where clover alone is sowed. In

this case no other seed was sown. We have
never seen a more promising field of clover.

The unfavorable season for the last two
years, and the failure of the corn crop in con-

sequence, has led the agriculturists to seek for

an earlier variety. There was a geat enquiry

in a particular manner the last spring for seed

corn. Mr. French among others turned his

attention to the subject, and fancied if he
could procure the genuine golden Sioux from

the north it would prove the variety wanted;

this he procured with .some dilficulty; but not

fancying it, he rejected it, with the exception

of enougli to plant one row. It is probably

the same as the Dutton, but the specimen ho
obtained was much inferior to what is grown
among us. lie procured al.so some of the

Parker corn, so called, a beautiful variety to

look at, with long ears, eight rows, and very

largo kernel. He planted about one half

ills field with the Parker corn, and one

half with the Dutton, with the exception of

the one row of Siou.x. Part of the Duttorj

corn was soaked in saltpetre water, the other

was not; there was a striking difference in

favor of that which had not been soaked.

—

Alter examining critically the Sioux and Dut-

ton, we do not hesitate to pronounce them to

bo the same originally; our Dutton is an im-

provement upon the Sioux, and we l)olicve

that after all that lias been said, the Dutton is

the most desirable variety, and shall recom-

mend it iiefon? the Parker, or any other sort

we arc aciiuaintcd with, for our country.
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We noticed an abundant supply of aoriciil-

tural implcinentrf and tools of every descrip-

tion. The order in wliicli tliey are kept is

worthy of imitation. Even when there is a

house fiir tools, as there is, or should be on

every farm, we often see the implements and
tools thrown in promiscuously, without ordor,

and to gel at some particular tool, the whole
must be overhauled ; but here, we saw a room
of ample dimensions, with a place for every
tiling—all amnsfed iu order; the shovels,

hoes, forks, rakes, &c. in separate racks; the

ploughs, well cleaned, by tliemselves, and
every article ready for service; a person ac-

quainted witii the room mijfht place his hand
upon any thinsr that was needed in the dark-

est night, if desirable.

As we were about to leave, Mr. French in-

troduced us into his library, and here we saw
the secret spring which moved the operations

without. We liad the evidence before us that

he is guilty of book-farming. We saw the

place where his long winter evenings are

passed, and now we were almost moved to

envy. We noticed upon his table all the

proniinent agricultural periodicals of the day,

and on his shelves were displayed a rare col-

lection of agricultural hooks; the most con-

spicuous was the N. E. Farmer, in 16 volumes.

After giving the library a hasty glance we
were compelled to leave, regretting that we
had no more time, as we might have spent

lialf a day with much pleasure in looking

over his books, and various curiosities with

which his room is enriched.

As we returned home, we could not but re-

flect upon the impitrtance of a steady, well

directed system of efforts on the part of the

husbandman, and how much may be accom-
plished by patience and perseverance guided
by knowledge, in the course of a few years.—New Eascland Farmer. J. B.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

The following communication " on the

culture of potatoes," was presented some
years since to the Agricultural Society, and
it is thought the publication of it in the Cabi-

net, so as to give it an extensive circulation,

would be u.^efol to tho--e uho may be desirous

of raising a good crop of potatoes at a small

expense of manure.

Rocldand Place, G mo
, (June,) 10, 1S00.

Gentl.r.mpn,—Any discovery made, substi-

tuting asubstance in the p'aceof barn yard or

fitablemanure, that will operate equallv well in

promoting the growth of a valuable esculent

for the table, at a much cheaper rate than

said manure, [ am of the opinion ought to be

generally known, and, therefore I have been
induced to state the result of an experiment

r made last year in the culture of potatoes;
substituting rye straw, in the diy state, on a
part of them in the place of stable manure.
The seed potatoes were first dropped or

placed in the furrov.-s, the usual distance
apart, sny ten or eleven inches; a moderate
quantity of straw was then spread irniTie-

diately on them; after which, the potatoes
and straw were covered with the soil, by
means of the plough, in a similar manner to

those planted wil^h the stable manure, and
their treatment the same during the sea.son.

The strawed and manured potatoes were
both planted on the 19th of the 5th month,
(May,) and on the 2lst of the 10th month,
(October) following, [ had the produce taken
from the ground ; and as the season through-
out had been remarkably dry, as is well
known, I was surprised to find (presuming
that a wet season would have best suited the
dry straw) that my straw potatoes were quite

equal in quantity, quality and size, to those

in which I had been liberal in the applica-

tion of stable manure. The nature of the

soil on which the potatoes grew, is about the

medium between a light and heavy loam.
Encouraged by my success last year, I am
again trying the straw on a more extended
scale this season. [ should like others to try

it, and on different descriptions of soil.

I am with sincere respect,

Isaac C. Joxes.

Straw being a bad conductor of heat, and
it being pretty well ascertained that potatoes

do best when on a noithern exposure, or

when they are protected from excessive iieat,

this may in part explain the reason of the
benefit derived from covering with straw. A
farmer in Montgomery county, some years
since, put U;ne pretty copiously in the fur-

I'owsofpart of his potatoe ground, dropped
the seed upon it, and covered in the usual

way ; the other part of the lot was planted in

the common manner without lime: when
tiiey were dufr, the rows that were limed
were unexpectedly fimnd to yield more than
twice the quantity of the other rows where
no lime was used.

I am induced to state this fact from seeing

in the last number of the Cabinet, page 162,

a similar one stated, taken from a nortiiern

paper. It' is hoped some of our agriculturists

the coming season will make trial of liming
in the rows, and lot us know the result of

the experiment of covering with stra'v.

Some think it-best to put the manure on the

top of the sets, and not under them; this is

easily tried. The application of marl to po-

tatoes has long been known to produce as-

tonishing results, and it is confidently affirmed

that the quality, as well as quantit}', of them
is much improved by it. O.
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For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Dialogue Ijetwcen a Fatlicr and Soii«

AGRICULTURE AND HUSBANDRY.

Frank. I have been readinsj tlie history

of the Island of Jersey. That must be a

beautiful spot, and if the observation be cor-

rect, that high rents make g-ood farmers, they

must be first Tate, that's certain : $ 2.") an

acre rent, must make pood mannorers too

—

their Husbandry must be equal to their

Agriculture.

Father. I am plnd to find that you have

not forjrotten the definition of the terms, Ajjri-

culture and Husbandry.

Frank. I should be sorry if I did not re-

member, that Aixriculture istheart of raisinfr

crops; Husbandry, the art of preserving and

expending them.

Father. Very well : and now for some
account of both, as they are practised in that

School 0^ Industry, as it might very proper-

ly be termed. My observations are the re-

sult of five years residence, during- which I

had the happiness of enjoying friendly com-

munication with many of the first agricultur-

ists in the island.

Frank. T have heard that many of their

farms are not more than a few acres, and

sometimes consist of one field only : how do

they contrive to obtain the means of exist-

ence from so small a quantity of land?

Father. Generally speaking, by selling

their produce and living upon the refuse.

They eat very little animal food, a standing

dish with the poorer sort, being cabbage

leaves cut small, and boiled in water; and

when done enough, hog's lard is added, and it

is then eaten with bread made of barley and

wheat flour. All their farms are small ; my
first introduction was to the largest farmer

in a whole parish, who occupied thirtj'-six

acres only ; he did not conceive that any man
could possibly mannge more ; and when mv
friend told him I had known farms of 1000
acres, he replied, "Oh, he mistakes, he

means 100 !" As you say, many of their

farms consist of one field only, yet upon this,

they contrive to raise almost all the different

crops; first a strip of wheat, another of bar-

ley, and another of oats; always one of pars-

neps and the English bran, mixed : then

their indispensable potaloe crop, with beans

planted at wide intervals; a strip of clover,

or hay for their next years wheat tilth, and

present keep of the cow, and sometimes a

small patch of Lucerne. Their gardens yield

them vegetables, amongst which is the .Jer-

sey kail, which grows to the height of eight

or ten feet, throwing out broad leaves, which

they strip during the whole summer, and

these are fed to the cow, to the pigs, to the

weaning calf, and to themselves, indiscrimi-

nately ; the quantity of food which they

yield is truly astonishing, and it is peculiar

to them to flourish about as well under the

shade of trees as in the open ground—a for-

tunate circumstance, as the whole island

might ahnost be considered one vast apple

orchard, from which an incredible quantity

of cider is made for exportation.

A great part of their wheat is sold at the

market, in measures called cabots, contain-

ing about half a bushel each; and they have
a very simple way of separating tlie finest

portion of the crop for this purpose, which is,

by taking every little sheaf, and giving it a
few strokes on a barrel lying on its side;

these sheaves are then laid by, to be clean

threshed by the flail at some future time, and
this is alwaj's done by lamp light, during the

winter evenings! This inferior wheat, mixed
with barley, furnishes their own bread. The
beans and oats are ground together, and fed

to their fatting hogs ; they are at first fed

with parsneps in their raw state, afterwards

these are boiled and mixed with bran, and
then comes the finish of oats and beans.

Their pork is generally sold at the market,

the head, feet, entrails and lard, being kept

for home consumption. Their potatoes sup-

ply them with a great portion of their food,

as also the cow, pigs and poultry ; but the

chief part of these are sold for exportation, to

the Erazils, as well as to England, as they

are noted for their excellence.

But what they most value themselves

upon is, the management of the milch cow ;

she is the darling of the fumily, and no won-
der, for upon her they seem to depend for

life and breath and all things, and if ever the

Jerseymen become idolaters, they will as-

suredly worship the milch cow.

Frank. I have heard tiiat those little

cows which are called Alderneys, are brought

from the island of Jersry, and that none are

allowed to be exported without a printed cer-

tificate, describing age and color, by whom
bred, and to whom sold, and that all this is

attested before a magistrate, who signs the

document.
Father. All this is true ; and by these

means they have preserved the breed pure

and immixed, a matter of great consequence

to thcni : it is hardly credible what a great

number of these cows are exported to Eng-
land every year, where, if they are very

handsome, they bring great prices. They are

a most valuable breed for the dairy, and as-

tonishing accounts of their produce of butter

is well atiested—two, on high keep, in the

neighborhood of London, gave nineteen

pounds of butter each per week ! Every
tiirmer therefore, rears a heifer every year

for the Englis!) market, and liiis system

alone, has been the means of raising a fortune

to many a poor man in that place where, if a
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man has more than he expends he is account-

ed rich; and this is the proper acceptiition

of the term, riches—not what a man upends,

but what he saves.

Their (li^ricullure too is excellent : they

never tallow, nor do tlioy ever sow wheat
but in the sprinir, and yet, while the avcrajro

of this crop for Devonshire is sixteen bushols

per acre only, and for the Isle of Wioht
twenty-one bushels, tlie average for Jersey is

thirty-seven ! Their average crop of pota-

toes is 29,077 lbs. per acre, and of a quality

superior to all others: but this superiority in

quantity and quality is ovvins^, tirst, to their

excellent soil, and then to their system of

spade labor, and after that to the culture be-

stowed by their plough, which, although

he.ivy and awkward in apprarance, is re-

markahly well adapted to their fine deep
soils.

Their chief wheat tilth, is hay land or

clover stubhle ; this is skim ploughed late m
tlie autunni, or during the winter; early in

the spring it is well harrowed, and upon this

is spread duny or compost, or the aslies of

sea weed, and it is then turned down by a

very shallow furrow, the plough, on repass-

inir, taking a deeper furrow from the bottom
of the tiench, and turning it u|)on it ; thus

the land is, properly speakinir, irf'/u7irf/; and
upon this is sown wheat, three and a half

bushels per acre, a very large quantity of

seed, but as there is not time for it to tiller

or spread, as winter sown wheat is expected

to do, it is necessary to sow very thickl}'. I

have no where seen crops of wheat so thick

and free from blieht, which I attribute to

sowing on a highly manured se«(l bed, the

crop coming up and growing away so rapidly

as to defy the ordinary cold blasts of spring.

I have known the crop ripe in little more
than three months from the time of sowing,
even with wheat of the common red and
white species; while the kind known as the

French tres mais, (three months,) the real

iriticum cestivum, is often cut in that time.

I should say, in Jersey they never turndown
wholesurfaces, but skiin plough them, let them
lie for a time, well harrow the sod. and turn

it down, either by a shallow or a thicker fur-

row: but this mode would be impract'cnhle

by any but such a plough as the one Ihcy
use, the fen or wing of which is attached to

the mould plate, and cuts to the width of

fourteen inches; the whole instrument being
very heavy.

As they keep a large stock of cows and
calves durinijf the wmter, it is necessary that

they should be provided with food for thrm

:

and their manan-ement for a full crop of tur-

neps is excellent: immediately on carrying
their first crop of clover hay, thoy skim plough
the land, harrow the sod, dress it with com-

post, and turn it in as above described, and
sow turnep seed broadcast; and I have never
witnessed finer crops: they are partial to

the tanhard species, which come to an amaz-
ing size. Thus, in exchange (i)r a |)recari-

ous second crop of clovtr, thry secure a

mountain of roots, for the s.]p[)ort of their

stock during the whole of winter, and tiie land

is in the finest order fcr a spring crop, always
wheat, often seeded with clover.

Frank. The large quantities of sea weed,

or braik, as it is called in the history, must
add amazingly totheir stock of manure, with-

out adding at all to the growth of weeds, a
lamentable evil, where much clable and barn

yard manure is used ; I should suppose tliey

would also be lasting in their effects.

Father. The sea braik, as well as the

ashes trom it, are in universal request, but

their elfects are exhausted the first year;

there are, however inexhaustible supplies;

not a storm arises, but the shores are covered

with them, rolled into heaps, in some places

as large as their carts. A great many fami-

lies residing on the sea shores, obtain a living

merely by drying and burning them for tlicir

ashes, whi.ch they exchange with the farmers

for wheat and barley. But the chief supply

is obtained from the rocks, with which tiie

island is entirely surrounded : these are not

permitted to be cutoftener than twice a year,

in the spring and autumn ; the precise time

being declared publicly in open court, and
then the period is limited to l. few days only,

during which time, however, all is hurry and

bustle ; every horse and cait is put into re-

quisition, and thousands of persons, of all

ages and both sexes, rush towards the sea

;

and in a very short time in the spring cutting,

every meadow is covered with the black

weeds, as well as a gre;tt portion of the ara-

ble land; and if rain falls immediately, they

dissolve into a jelly-like substance, and wash
away; if no rain falls, however, they dry up,

and are then raked off, to be burnt for tlieir

ashes; in either case the effect is instanta-

neous, the grass grows remarkably quick, nor

is it so liable to be affected by a season of

drought; its quality too, partakes of the nature

of that from salt marshes. On their arable

land, these weedsare immediately ploughed in,

by means of their fine plough, which turns the

land topsy turvey, and oats and barley, and

otiier crops, are sown on a soil which, every

morning, for a long time after, is found reek-

ing like a hot bed, occasioned by the fermen-

tation of the sea weed.
The autumn cutting is used chiefly as

fuel for the winter, being dried and stacked

near the house for that purpose ; the ashes

being carefully preserved in some dry place,

for the wheat crop in the spring.

Frank. I have heard that meat, smoked
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with sea weed, acquires a very peculiar

flavor, very unlike that cured by the smoke
of wood, and that it is much sooner cured, a
few days beintr sufficient for the purpose.

Father. It is true, and this difference

might, in a measure, arise from the circum-
stance, that the alkali from sea weed and all

other marine plants, is soda, while that from
wood, and all land vegfetables, is pot ash;
they also contain much animal matter, as
well as marine salt; certain it is, the smoke
which arises during tlieir combustion, is much
more pungent than that arising from the
burning of wood.

Perhaps the Island of Jersey is one of the

most fertile spots in Europe; its climate too

is proverbially healthy, although it has the

character of being very moist, many persons
declaring that it rains there 300 days in the

year ; these rains are, however, chiefly con-

fined to the nights, the succeeding days being
bright and sunny. This circumstance has,

however, compelled them to adopt a peculiar

mode of management in the saving of their

crops, which it would be well to adopt in

many other places: none of their grain is

permitted to lie abroad after it is cut, even
for a single night ; it is carefully tied in

sheaves, and is built up into small stacks in

the field, every evening, so much as has been
cut during the day; and here it is permitted

to remain until it is perfectly dry, when it is

removed to the barn; they, however, adopt!

the same mode with their hay, which is im-
proper, for the removal of these stacks, puts a
stop to the fermentation of the hay, and is

higlily detrimental to its quality.
|

Frank. I have heard that in Jersey there

are no taxes; that their own magistrates

frame the laws, and that the government is

independent of England—that it is, in fact, al

little republic

!

Father. In some respects it is—much
that relates to it is peculiar and extremely

|

interesting, and I shall feel pleasure in

renewing the conversation at some future,

opportunity. In the mean time we must!

practice what we preach; we must make,
hay while the sun shines. J. P.

fSi!G pags 2Q of the present volume of the Parmer's
Cabinet.]

The working classes are the pillars of the

Constitution. When those pillars become
incapable of sustaining the superstructure,

it must fall, and great will be the fall thereof.

]jet the working classes lay tills to heart.

L"t tiicm remember that on them devolves

the responsibility of sustaining this grand and

beautiful fabric. Let them remember that

when that fabric falLs, they too mu-t fall with

it, "and be trodd;^n under the foot of men."

het them remember th it from tl'.is fall tlierc

can be no resurrection.

For tho Farmers' Cabinet.

Some Account of the J>Iocie of Fattening
Calves in llie Nei^Iiborltood of Londoii.*

BY MR. MAIN, CHELSEA.

Supposing that the following account of the mode of

fattening calves near London, might interest and

perhaps instruct some of the readers of the Cabinet,

I forward it for insertion. C.

Local circumstances must determine the

grazier or farmer whether \ie shall turn the

milk of his cows into butter or cheese, or into

pork, bacon or veal. For the last mentioned
purpose he must be near a good market,

where there is a constant demand for butch-

ers' meat of this description. If at too great

a distance, the expense of carriage (because

fat calves cannot, at least should not, be driv-

en) deducts too much from the profit, and is

often otherwise inconvenient. So much does

the circumstance of distance from market
govern the trade, that the whole country round

London is divided into zo??es, in each of which
the different busines;? of milking, calf and
house-lamb fattening, butter making, cheese
and pork fattening, are carried on. Milking,

for the supply of the metropolis, is carried on
within a circuit of six or eight miles from the

city, either by cow-keepers in the vicinity,

who have establishments for that purpose, or

by farmers, v;ho send the milk in large up-

right tin cans, by spring-vans, to the retailers

in town. Beyond, and- surrounding this cir-

cle, lies the veal and lamb suckling country,

extending from ten to thirty miles. Still far-

ther ofl'is the fresh butter district, extending

to the distance of seventy or fourscore miles

from London, numerous heavy broad wheeled
wagons being employed to bring up the but-

ter and other provisions vve."kly, and load back

with goods of all descriptions. Every farmer

in the suckling district, keeping from six to a
dozen cows, or more, makes veal of all his

milk. By proper management of his cows,

and by selling off barreners, and buying in

calves, he always contrives to have a flow of

milk, to the quantity of which, the number of

calves arc apportioned. The byers or cow-
houses are single or doable; if the former, the

building is wide enough to admit a rank of

calt-pens being fitted up behind the cows. If

it be a double cow-house, the pens occupy the

centre from end to end, between the stalls or

standings for the cows.

The calf-pons are boarded inclosures, but

no larger than will just allow the calf to turn

within ; the sides and partitions are seven feet

high, the fioor boarded and pierced with holes,

and raised at least one foot above the earthen

fioor of the inclosure, for the purpose of keep-

ing the pen dry and clean, as much depends

on cleanliness, nnd frequent clean wheat straw

i;]r the calf to lie on. There is a little bo.x

or mangor in every pen, in which is kept a
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lump, or some pounded chalk, for the calf to

lick. This is supposed to counternct the ten-

dency to inward fever, which suckled calves

are otlen subject to.

Every cow is made to suckle her own calf

three times a day, for the first three or four days

afier calvintr, and afterwards constantly twice

a day. If she has a very full stock of milk,

another calf about the same age is also put

to iier, in order that her udder may be per-

fectly emptied at tacii milkini^. Her own
calf must, however, always have its full, and

not be robbed by the other. If a calf goes

on thrivinsrand well, it will be what is es-

teemed in England prime vcul in about ten

weeks, and will, at the end of ti)at time,

weigh from seventeen to twenty .stones of 8

lbs. each, and will fetch in Smithfield market

from 4s. 6d. to 5s. (id. per stone, accordmg as

veal is more or less plentiful.

It is not the largest or heaviest calves that

fetch the most money ; one of fourteen or fif-

teen stones, if of the proper age, and as com-

plete as to fatness as possible, will sell for a

shilling or two per stone more than a calf

weighing between twenty and thirty stones.

Notwithstanding this well known fact, some
farmers are of opinion, that as a calf grows

and fattens faster after it is ten weeks old than

before, and also requires less milk to keep it

improving, there is really more clear profit

made from a calf of twenty-five stones, than

from two of fifteen stones each. There is only

the prime cost of one, say they, and one com-

mission for selling; whereas there is in the

other case two first costs and two commissions

to be deducted from the first amount.

Farmers living at the distance of from fif-

teen to thirty miles from London send their

fatted calves to market by a salesman, who
keeps horses and covered spring-vans for the

purpose. Each salesman has a tract of coun-

try which he frequents, and wheie he is well

known. His van calls twice a week at the

farm houses on his route to market, to take

up the fatted stock. This is sold in I/ondon

early on the morning of the next day. In

the evening he repasses homeward, leaving

the amountof sales at each of his employers,

enclosed in a printed market-bill, with the

name of the jiu re baser, and the amount as

stated by the clerk of the market, to whom
the money is in the first place paid. The
salesman's commission for carrying and sell-

ing a calf from a distance of twenty miles is

fis. and one shilling additional for every pound
sterling above £5 the calf may fetch.

The veal sucklers are supplied with calves

by another class of men called calf dealers,

who travel in carts built for the purpose into

the dairying countries, and they buy up all

the young calves to be disposed of. These
are "brought up by hundreds every week into

'the suckling districts, and sell at prices vary-

ing from 20s. to ;i'')s. per head, according to

their age, size, or breed. The London cow-

keepers also sell all their calves as soon

as dropped; these are carried to Smith-

field, and bought by another classof calf deal-

er.*, who carry and dispose of them in the

country. The whiteness as well as the firm-

ness of the veal constitute its principal value

when dressed. Some breeds have whiter

fleshed calves than others, and they are most

valued by butchers, who judge of the color

of the l1e^h by looking at tlie inside of the

mouth and white of the eyes. Tin' butchers

also bleed the calves repeatedly before they

are slaughtered.

! The prospect of fattening calves may be

judged even by an example in figures, which

i'l have often experienced. A calf is suckled

'for ten weeks, and weighs from eighteen to

twenty .stones, sinking the offal, as it is called

about London. The calf fetches £5 at mar-

ket, from which, deduciing liOs. which it

inioht have been sold for a week old, and .5s.

salesman's commission, leaves a profit of £3
5s., or .5s. (Ul. per week for the cow's milk.

Now, deducting 2s. 6d. per week for the keep

iof the cow, the bare profit left is only 3s. per

jweek. But it must be remembered that a

good cow will latten off two calves, while

she is in milk; some I have had, two and a

half, but this is rarely accounted on. Still,

taking one cow with another kept for the pur-

pose of suckling, her annual returns will be

nearly what it is commonly estimated at,

namely, £12. To ensure this or any other

sum as clear profit, depends entirely on the

attention bestowed on the cows and calves.

—

Some cows are odd-tempered, letting down
their milk only to their own calves, and with-

holding it from those they are made to foster.

This, if not corrected, will injure both cow
and calf; the one will be starved, and the

other will soon become dry. One of the

greatc5:t rarities about a calf-tatteningfarmer's

house is a drop of cream, or even milk for the

owner's tea ! The cowman is constantly

enjoined to forward the calves as fast as pos-

sible ; and though it be his duty to strip ev-

ery teat after the calves are satisfied, still but

very little comes to the tea-table, if the num-
ber of calves are duly proportioned to the

stock of milk.— Quarterly Journal of Agri-

culture.

It is not often that insects have been

weighed ; but Reaumur's curiosity was ex-

cited to know the weight of bees, and he
found that 336 weighed an ounce, and 5,376 a

pound. According to John Hunter, an ale-

house pint contains 2,100 woikers.

—

KirOy
and Spence,
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CiUtivatiou and Profits of Cucum'berst

BY TUNIS O. BERGEN.

Agreeable to promise, I will now endeavor

to describe the manner in whicli cucumbers
are cultivated on Lonir Island, tor the supply

of the New York markets, and will also give

the produce and amount of sales from my
crop of the preceding four years. Before pro-

ceeding with the matter, I would state, that

the descriptioa is intended for lield culture,

and tiiat our great object is, to have good

fruit, and as early as it is possible to produce

it, f()r two or three days makes agreatditier-

ence in its value in the markets.

Cucumbers will grow on any good soil, but

to have them early, we require a rich sandy

one, of a dark color; yellow and light colored

ones being later. The field, if possible, re-

quires to be protected from the south and

north-west winds, and be situated near the

bay or river, where there is always less dan-

ger from late frosts. The south winds with

us, in May and June, retard vegetation more
than any other, in consequence of their being

chilly and cool, which qualities they receive

from the ocean.

Ground intended for cucumbers, we prefer

ploughing in August or the beginning of

September of the preceding year, and sow-

ing with rye; the pasture which this pro-

duces pays for the labor, and among its ad-

vantages are, the prevention of weeds going

to seed and troubling us in the spring; the

soil not blowing about in winter, especially

on the knolls; neither is it so liable to blow

when ploughed in the spring, in consequence

of the roots of the plants, and the sustenance

afforded to the crop by the decay of the rye.

Previous to ploughing for the crop, there

should be spread about seven two-horse loads

of street or horse manure to the acre; but if

the soil is poor, more will be necessary, and

the ploughing .should take place immediately

after the spreading. The ground is then

harrowed over two or three times, until it is

mellow, furrowed shallow, with a plough, into

hills four and a half feet asunder, manured

with half a shovel full in a hill, which is flat-

tened down with a hoe, and covered about an

inch thick with fine soil. Short hog manure,

carted out of the pen the preceding fall, and

cut over early in the spring once or twice,

and made fine, is preferred for the hills; but

this not being generally sufficiently abund-

ant, wo procure the inanure of cows which

have been fed on distillers' slops, mi.xed with

that of horses, so as to make it sufficiently

firm to handle with a fork, from New York

in the fall, which we mix with the hog ma-

nure. The manure should be cool, for fer-

mentation in the hills is injurious to the

plants.

The sooner the seed is planted^fter plough-

ing, the better: the time of planting depends
upon the forwardness of the season, and it is

generally commenced when single apricot

blossoms are open, but some sea.sons earlier.

About a week is occupied in putting in the

first seed, and nearly the same period in

planting over the first and second times.

The casualties to which the seed and plants

are subject, induces us to continue putting in

seed almost every day for this space of time,

so as to make certain work. It sometimes
happen.s, when the weather has been unfa-

vorable, that every hill in some fields is plant-

ed over the third, and even single hills the

fourth time. I prefer spreading the first seed

in the south half of the hills, the first plant-

ing over in the north-west, and the second in

the north-east quarters: if it becomes neces-

sary to phmt over the third time, I put the

seed in the south half, where the first seed

by that time is rotten. If this plan is proper-

ly followed, the different plantings will not

interfere with each other. We generally

put in from thirty to forty seeds each lime,

and cover them with fine soil from three-

quarters to an inch deep. Sprouting the seed

previous to planting docs not succeed well

early in the season, but does .sometimes when
the weather is favorable in the latter part.

Cucumber seed is the tenderest of the vine

kind, fi)r if, after planting at the usual depth,

wet weather should follow, it is almost cer-

tain to rot; if dry, it dries out; if, when fa-

vorable to their vegetating, and the plants

have advanced so as to be breaking ground,

a storm should occur, they generally perish
;

a north-easter of three or four days' continu-

ance destroys the plants when young, and in

some instances when more than a week old
;

if up too early, a late frost is apt to sweep
them clean. Seed to vegetate requires to be

near the surface of the wet soil, not buried

deep into it; our ignorance of the weather

which will follow after planting, causes most

of our errors; when planted in a heavy soil,

it is less liable to rot and dry out than in a

sandy one, but the fruit is later. If it hap-

pens that there are more plants in a hill than

we require, we find it an easy matter to era-

dicate them with the hoe and fingers, but it

is not so easy to place them in the hills when
deficient.

When the first rough leaves of the plants

are about the size of a twenty-five cent piece,

a cultivator isrun through the rows both way.s,

and tliey receive the fir.-it hoeing; the plants

are also thinned out, so as not to crowd each

other. In liOiMUg, the soil bi>tween the plants

should not be disturbed ; large weeii.s. (if

any,) be pulled out; fine soil drawn around

the plants up to the seed leaves, so as to co-

ver small weeds, and the hill made flat and
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not concave. We are careful not to hoe
while the plants are very younn^, (or if a

storm should occur shortly after the operation

has been performed, the hills soak in ton

much water, which is injurious. Ten or

twelve days after the first hoeing, the plants

(if pood,) are thimied to si.\ or eijjht in a hill,

leaving: the lar<rest ones, and if po.ssi hie three

or four inches apart. About eighteen days

after the first hoeinn", or about the time

when simple blossoms open, we run a one-

liorsc plough twice through a row each way,
(if the ground is hard, three times,) throwing
the furrow from the hills, and then commence
the second hoeing, which is performed in the

same manner as the first, care being taken

not to earth up higher than the seed leaves,

and to scrape out the crust between the

plants, if the ground is hard or covered with

weeds: they are, also, if the plants are fair,

thinned down to five in a hill.

When the vines e.\tend so that single ones
meet each other between the hills, to prevent

injury, they are carefully laid aside by hand,

or with a short stick, and the cultivator for

the last time is run once through a row each
way. They then receive the third and last

hoeing, the ground being loosened and drawn
up around the hills with the hoe, and broken
between the plants with the fingers. It is

customary to leave five plants in a hill,

standing from four to five inches apart, but

some reduce them to four: have tried no ex-

periment to test wiiich is the best.

Cucumber vines will yield fruit about eight

weeks, and the fields are picked over at least

every second and sometimes every day. In

picking, a light stick with a cross-piece

framed to it so as to resemble the letter T, is

made use of to push the leaves aside and more
readily discover the fruit.

The insects which trouble and destroy the

plants, are the black worm and striped bugs :

the first is apt to be numerous in ground
which was occupied the preceding year with
red clover ; they cut off the plants at or

above the surface in the night, and are gene-
rally hunted out early in the morning, when
their burrowing is fresh, and they lay near

the surface, until the ground is cleared of

them : the striped hug or yellow fly cats the

plants in the day time, and is sometimes very
destructive on land where a crust is formed
on the surface, which being raised up by the

young plants, affl)rds them a harbor. The
best remedy is, with the fingers to catch and
destroy them in the niornin<_r, when the dew
is on thorn and they are chilled, which pre-

vents their flying and escaping as freely as

when the sun has warmed them. Sandy
land, having no crust to shelter these pests,

is generally exempt from their depredations.

We are acquainted with the system of ro-

tation of crops, and it has been practised

among our iiirmers fi)r years, hut cucumbers
as well as some other vegetables, do not seem
to require it. I have a piece of about half an
acre, on which I have cultivated them for the

last ten successive years, ploughing in thw

usual quantity of street manure every second
year, and they have flourished as well as on
the adjoining groimd, which has been simi-

larly manured, and on which the crops have
been changed.

The following is the quantity planted, pro-

duce, and amount of sales, for the last four

years, viz

:

Year.
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may be daily seen busily en2:aged in hunting

for them, and, as well as ducks, will greedily

devour the larg^cst insects.

Mr. Sheppard was much amused one day

in July last year, with observing a cow which

had taken refuge in a pond, probably from

the gad-fly, and was standing nearly up to its

belly in water. A fleet of ducks surrounded

it, which kept continually jumping at the

flies that alighted upon her. The cow, as if

sensible of the service they were rendering

her, stood perfectly still, though assailed^and

pecked on all sides by them.

The partridge takes her young brood to an

ant-hill, where they feast. The common
sparrow, though proscribed as a most mis-

chievous bird, destroys a vast number of in-

sects. Bradley has calculated that a single

pair, having young to maintain, will destroy

3360 caterpillars in a week. They also prey

upon butterflies and other winged insects.

The fly catchers and the warblers, which in-

clude our sweetest songsters, are almost en-

tirely supported by insects; so that were it

not for these despised creatures we should be

deprived of some of our greatest pleasures,

and half the interest and delight of our vernal

walks would be done away.

Insects are the sole food of swallows, which

are always on the wing hawking for them,

and their flight is regulated by that of their

prey. When the atmosphere is dry and

clear, and their small game flies high, they

seek the skies; when moist, and the insects

are low or upon the ground, they descend

and just skim the surface of the earth and

waters ; and thus by their flights are regard-

ed as prognosticating fair or wet weather.

I was last summer much interested and

amused by observing the tender care and as-

siduity with which an old swallow supplied

her young with this kind of food. My atten-

tion was called to a young brood, that having

left their nest before they were strong enough

to take wing, were stationed on the lead

which covers a bow window of my house.

The mother was perpetually going and re-

turning, putting an insect into the mouth
first of one and then of the others in succes-

sion, all fluttering and opening their mouths

to receive her gift. She was scarcely ever

more than a minute away, and continued her

excursions as long as we had time to observe

her. When the little ones were .satisfied,

they put their head under their wing and

went to sleep. The number of insects caught

by this tribe is inconceivable."

The swallow pays a rent for the shelter

furnished by the barn.

B.

The value of a man consists in what he

does well.

From the Practical Farmer.

Cleaning 1%'cat Cuttle.

The following we translated, and we would

invite the attention of farmers to the subject.

Our German correspondent is the right kind

of a man. He gives his notions well con-

firmed by experience.

—

£d.

Xenia, Ohio, June 14/A, 1838.

Mr. Editor,—Allow me, through the
" Farmer," to say a word to my fellow farm-

ers on, what seems to me, an important sub-

ject. In this country, you will seldom find a

curry-comb and hand brush in the cow-stable
;

but I consider them indispensable in the cow-

stable, as in the horse-stable. Why farmers

do not curry and brush their cows, I know
not, unless it be that they think cleanliness

is not so necessary to the cow as to the horse.

But if we will, for a moment, consider the

evils arising from this neglect, the importance

of keeping cows clean, must strike every re-

flecting mind. It is well known that no ani-

mal, neither horse nor cow, can be healthy,

unless the insensihle perspiration ^oes on
regularly, and this can never be going on if

cows are kept in a dirty stable, and no pains

taken to rub oft' carefully the dirt or matter

which obstructs the vessels or pores of the

skin.

Wherever cows are regularly curried and

rubbed they are invariably stronger and in a

healthier condition ; not liable to cutaneovs

and other diseases; and fi-om experience I

know they yield more milk, and that too of a

better quality—a cleaner milk, richer cream,

and sweeter butter, necessarily follow.

I make it a practice to curry my cows once

a day very carefully— I never suffer any dung
to stick to their coats— it looks bad, and in-

jures the cows. This useful animal does not

deserve such dirii/ treatment. Give them
litter sufficient, and remove the dung regu-

larly, and this part is accomplished.

Many of our farmers seem to think that in

order to have healthy and good cows, you need

only feed them wi'Ji a sufliciency of food ;

however, I am fully convinced from experi-

ence, that cows may be w-ell supplied with

food, still they will not be as profitable as

they would bo, if kept perfectly clean, and

free from all kind of dirt and matter ob.-~truct-

ing perspiration, as above stated; besides tliis,

if cows are kojit perfectly clean, they will

thrive upon a less quantity of food.

Cows are often subject to have swollen teats

and udders, as well us other excrescences.

—

These may be prevented if the parts be occa-

sionally washed with warm water. The ud-

der and teats should be carefully washed im-

mediately before the cow is milked. It has

been well said by Loudon: "Go to the cow
1 stall—take with you cold water and a sponge,
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and wash each cow's udder clean before inilk-

in2:; dovv.se the udder with cold water, winter

and summer, as it braces, and rei)els heat.",

David IIkymacker.

Ontliebcst nicaiiAofpcrinai>cntly Iniprov*

iiij5 tUc class of Clay Soils.

Clay soils are distiiifrnished by tiieir adhe-

siveness. Tlicy stick to the feet when damp,

they imbibe moisture slowly, but do not trans-

mit it freely for tlie use of phmts, and when
strong clay .soils arc bronfjlit ([uickly from a

wet to a dry state, they approacli to the state

of bricks previous to their beinix burned. Clay

soils are tilled with difficulty wiien too dry,

and when too wet this operation has the same
effect as the tempering of clay has, in the

art of brick making.
The tillage of such land in a proper state

is therefore of the greatest importance, and
this is best performed when it is neither too

wet nor too dry.

Poor thin clays upon a retentive subsoil are

the most unprofitable ; the expense of their cul-

tivation, under the present system is great,

being frequently equal to the value of the

produce, and sometimes far above it. Their
natural produce is coansc grass of very light

value, tu oidy f^)r young beasts.

Clay soils are best calculated for the pro-

duction of plants that have fibrous roots, par-

ticularly wheat, beans, oats, vetches, clover,

cabbage, grass, &,c.
|

While the light sandy soils have been
greatly improved by the adoption of a new
system of culture, the poor clays remain in

the same state they were in a century ago,

without any increase to their productiveness;

indeed they are rather in a worse state than

formerly. It is therefore supposed by some
agriculturists, that as there have been no
improvements in the clay soils, while there

has been so great an incrca.se in the produc-

tiveness of sandy soils that the clays are not

susceptible of improvement with the least

chance of a proper return.

There is no doubt but a better system could

be adopted for the cultivation of such strong

clay soils than that which is pursued in the

common fields, and on the clays of Bedford,

Huntington, Cambridge, and other counties

on the malm, gault, oak-tree, clunch, Oxfijrd

and blue lias clays.

The course of cropping adopted in the com-
mon fields and on thin clay, is summer tiillow,

if dunged, wheat, and then beans; or without

dung, barley, then oats, then fillow again,

and this is the same as it was 100 years ago.

The chief cause of thus neglecting the

clay soils is the difficulty and expense of cul-

tivating them and of converting them into

pasture, after having been long kept under]

this system of arable cultivation. It is diffi-

cult to convert such land into good pa.sture,

but it has been overcome and the best and
most profitable results have followed.'

There is a much greater difficulty in get-

ting a poor, cold, clay tarm lot, than one con-

sisting of a poor sandy soil. The capital and
ability rc{]uired for the former being not only

much greater, and of a higher ordt^r, but the

risk is also much more in cultivating the clay,

than the sand, as the mode of improving the

land and securing good crops on sandy soils

by clay in'; is easy and certain, and the turnep

and sheep husbandry cannot be adopted on
clay.s.

Besides, the system of cultivating light

.sand or loamy soils has been so long established,

and the Norfolk or f )ur-Rcld system has now
become so much the beaten track, that it

would be difficult for the farmers who have
been brought up to it, to leave off, although

a better one were shown them.

The turnep, and sheep system, however,

cannot be adopted on clay soils, till they are

completely drained and subsoil ploughed, and
till .sand or light and porous matter bo added
to alter their texture.

Some new impulse must be given to agri-

cultural speculations before the cold wet clay

soil will ever attain that degree of improve-

ment which they are capable of, and which
has been effiscted in the sandy and peaty

soils.

There is no doubt, however, but thin clay

soils could be easily improved, and, perhaps,

in a much greater degree than the sandy soils

have been during the last forty years; and
the surface may yet be seen clothed with a

rich herbage which shall vie with that of other

soils in producing the best cheese, beef, and
mutton.

Clay soils will produce pasture just in pro-

portion to the quantity of decaying active ve-

getable matter in their composition. If this

be abundant, the crop will be rich and luxuri-

ant ; and the decaying fibrous roots will form a

dry, porous soil, giving a sutBcient depth for

the rain to sink through the subsoil, where it

will run off by the furrow drains. If there

be little voo-etable matter in the soil, the

moisture will make the earthy matter in it

collapse and adhere together; and it will form

a cold, wet, sterile clay, producing little else

but carnation grass of little value.

Pasture on clay soils should never be con-

verted into arable culture, unless the applica-

tion of skill and capital, will not only repay

the additional expense of the culture, but al-:o

tend to increase the permanent prfxluctivenej^s

of the soil. Without a proper application of

skill, capital, and industry on such land, the

converting it into arable culture will only tend

to diminish the produce, if the free produce
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iiiKJer the artificial culture falls short of that

which'nature itself aflbrded.

Much may be learned from the practice of

market gardeners, in tlif neighborhood of Lon-

don and elsewhere. They have two methods

of trenching their land. When the soil and

subsoil are good to a great depth, they turn

the surface under and fetch up a fre^Ii spit

from below to constitute the surftco for so

many. years; hut when the subsoil is poor, or

strong clay, they bastard trench it, as they

call if; that is, they tlirow the surface spit for-

ward, always keeping it uppermost, and dig

the subsoil by turnmg it over in the trench

without moving it from its place.

Their object in thus trenching their clay

soils is to get depth for the rain-water to de-

scend, and to give a greater depth of moisture

to the roots of plants in dry weather, and for

the superabundant moisture in wet weather

to descend below the roots of plants, and run

off to the drain.

If we perfectly drain thin clay soil by fur-

row draining, and deepen the subsoil by trench-

ing with the spade or the subsoil plough,

making it pervious to the moisture wUiich falls

on it, that it may immediately sink to a depth

below the roots of the plants, the cultivated

surface will be dry; and if we reduce the

tenacity of the soil by applying to it those

light or sandy substances, which, v\ hen well

incorporated with it, will make and keep the

soil permanently porous and friable, then the

land which befiire produced only a poor crop

of carnation grass, or if arable, of oats, will

now produce an abundantcropofwheat, beans,

oats, clover, and even turneps; and if prop-

erly laid down, and full of manure, will tbrm

a rich pasturage for any kind of stock.

When clay soils have dry pervious subsoils,

they become darker in color from the repeated

application of manures, and under a proper

system of cultivation they loose their adhe-

siveness, and become a loamy soil, producing

the most fruitful crops of wheat, beans, clo-

ver, vetches, cabbage, and naturally produce

the best and richest herbage for dairy cows.

The milk from cows fed on such pasture pro-

duces more cheese and butter than the milk

from cows fed on a sandy soil, and of a better

quality.

Anything which will produce permanent

friability in clay soils, such as sand, lime, burnt

clay, loose light vegetable matter, or long

unfermented manure, will alter its texture

and improve its quality.

When tenacious soils arc completely sub-

soil drained, and a system of deep or sub-

soil ploutrhing is adopted, every time when

the land is in summer fallow, if the soil b(>

deepened and the subsoil made more porous;

and if never ploughed when too wet, and a

full portion of vegetable manure be given to

the soil, and well mixed with it, a mechanical

effect will be produced, which will change

the nature and texture of the soils, and give

to it that friability which is so essential in all

productive soils. The rain tliat falls on it will

now percolate through it to the depth of the

new Ibrmed subsoil, and thence to the furrow

drains.

The soil now receives the circulation of the

air, which is carried on by the rains filling up

the interstices which the air prcviou.-ly occu-

pied, and the complete drainage draws off all

the superabundant water as it falls. By this

operation the earth again receives a fresh

supply of air from the atmosphere, which pro-

motes a chemical as well as mechanical action

in the .soil, and hastens the decomposition of

the air and water, as well as the vegetable

and animal manure it contains, and thus a

liberal supply of the nourishment necessary

for the growth of plants is obtained.

Soil that is principally composed of calca-

reous matter, in minute divisions, becomes a

most tenacious stubborn soil; and, under cer-

tain circumstances, as sterile as the most

worthless clay. Calcareous matter, therefore,

althouirh reckoned a valuable constituent in a

soil, becomes an evil when it composes tht

greater part of it.

I Calcareous clay, when thoroughly dried

falls to pieces like" burnt lime, whenever it is

again wetted. Every poor clay soil may b(

much improved by paring and burning the

surface, after it has been completely drained

This is the first step that ought to be taker

towards meliorating such a .soil, and the mon
clayey the soil is, the deeper ought the soiltc

be burnt. When the burnt surface is mixet-

with the soil to the depth of the furrow, ii

acts as a coarse sand, and makes it more fri-

able and porous, by converting the matter

which was before damp and adhesive, into a

dry, friable, warm soil, permanently improvec

and capable of producing luxuriant crops of

every kind.

If we can get depth and friability to the

subsoil of strong adhesive clay, we thereby

prevent stagnant water from injuring the

roots, and give to the plants the liberty of

sending their roots to a greater depth in search

of nourishment.

In all rich soils there is veo-etable matter

in every state of decay, and the greater this

portion of decaying vegetable matter is in

strong clay soils, the greater is its productive

powers. Besides this, decomposing vegetable

matter will tend to keep strong clay land loose,

friable, and porous.

—

London Farmers' Mag-
(izincfor October.

fnfrratitude isof all ciimes what in our-

selves we account the most venal—in others,

the most unpardonable.
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For the Farmers' Cabinet,

The BaiiU of Eartli ts< Bank Stock.

Friend Libby,—I liavo seen from timo to

time, it) your paper, as well as oilier aijricul-

tural publications of the country, many asser-

tions that, fariiiinof was ]irotitahle, more so

than investing- money in (rood, steady G per

cent, stocks. This is doubted by many, and

by myself amonrr the rest, and the only mode
I know of to arrive at the truth of the mat-

ter, is by solicitinsj facts. Anxious for lisxht

on this matter, I take the liberty of askinjj

of .some of your subscribers, practical and in-

teliisrcnt farmers, their experience on the

subject, and beg of them to give it in detail

sometliinsj after the tbllowing manner.

1st, Tlie number of acres in each, meadow
land, grain land, and wood land, and the value

per acre.

2nd, The value of their house.

Jkd, Of their barn.

4th, Of out buildings.

r)th. Of their stock ; and
nth, Of their farming utensils, each sepa-

rate; and then, on the other hand, a detailed

estimate of their products and value, for an

average of say five years. The question

then, could be fairly settled, and would, I am
sure, not only satisfy many of your sub-

scribers, but lead to the cultivation of more
of our state, if the inducements proved suffi-

cient.

An Old Scbscribek.
Philada. ]2th mo. Kth, 1S:!P.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Itaiia M^aler Cisterns.

The importance of having a supply of wa-
ter in the barnyard for cattle has already

bc^n adverted to in the Cabinet, and it is ai

subject which can't be too strongly impre.ssed

on the minds of farmers. The quantity of

manure lost by driving stock twice a day to

water, is much greater than is generally

puppo-ed, for the droppings are most copious-

ly deposited immediately after drinking. In

many situations water is easily procured from
wells of moderate depth and at little cost,

compared with the benefit derived ; and in

all situations cisterns may be built, and the

water t'rom roofs conveyed into them, at a

very small e.vpense, when contrasted with
the advantage resulting from them. In this

climate, the average fill of rain nimually is

about three feet, which furnishes about

twenty gallons of water for eacli square foot

of surface during the year, and from these

data it is easy to estimate the quantity which
may be collected from a buildinirof any given
dimensions. A cistern will cost from twenty-
five to fifty dollars, built after the best man-
ner, and the best is always the cheapest in

the end ; the intere.st on this is from 1..50 to

3 dollars a year, being a simi far below the

expense and trouble of taking the cattle to

water, without reference to the great loss of

manure.
The following table shows about the num-

ber of gallons of water contained in cistern.s

of the following diameters in the clear for

each foot of their depth, viz

:

Diameter.
."ilect

(1 feet....

TO^et....

Gallons.
IJi)

170

230
Sli'ct SI'S

:ifiMt :!0o

10 feet 4^0

By multiplying the number of gallons here
stated by the depth of the cistern in feet, the

product will be the number of gallons it will

contain sufficiently near for any practical

purpose.

The circular form is preferable to any
other for a cistern, as it po.ssesses greater

strength with less materials; the principle

of the arch keeping the parts combined toge-

tner. Where they are constructed with

brick, the width of a brick is sufficient for

the tiiickness of the wall ; where stone is

used, the wall must necessarily be thicker,

but the main matter is to have the mortar

well made of the best clean sand, and not too

much lime, and great care must be taken

that all the interstices are well filled in, so

as not to admit the water to escape. A coat

of plastering well put on, of common mortar
made in the best manner, with no more lime
than is absolutely necessary to coat the sand
and cause it to work evenly, has been found

to be a complete protection against leakage,

but the whole should be executed in a mas-
terly manner by a careful, conscientious work-
man; otherwise, you will have a broken cis-

tern, holding no water. Those who are dis-

po.-ed to incur a little more expen.se, may
procure Roman cement, or water lime, such
as is much used in the construction of locks

for artificial naviiratiou for plastering, and
when used, it should not be put on thick, but
as evenly as possible; and in the use of this

article a second coat should never be applied

over the first ; all that is done i-hould be done
at once ; it will not adhere well, and would
soon peel ofl^, and endanger the stability of
the coat over which it is applied.

Cisterns have been in use from the earliest

periods of which we have any historical ac-

count, and in modern times many have been
constructed, which have been long in use,

and which their owners would not dispense
with for ten times their original cost; there-

fore let those who are destitute of other
means of furnishing water to their stock in

their barn yards, proceed at as early a pe-
riod of time as practicable, to construct a cis-
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tern in the best manner, and in two years

the savin^r of time, trouble and manure, will

repay the cost with interest. Therefore

" Build for yourselves cisterns holding water."

On Weeding: liiieid.

The subject of weeding' or cleaninsr land

is of much greater extent and importance

than is commonly ima<jfined ; for it is not only

necessary to clear jrrain fields from weeds,

but grass lands demand an almost equal at-

tention. Nay, those enemies to useful pro-

duce, should be destroyed wherever they are

to be met with ; for if left unmolested, they

will spread their seeds over fields, with a

greater rapidity than can well be imagined.

It is the more necessary to attend to this

subject, as Nature seems to have made un-

common efforts to preserve these species of

plants. Many of them propagate both by

their seeds and their roots;—in some cases,

the roots are so deep in the ground, that it

is hardly possible to reach them; while in

others, every joint in the root forms a new
plant. The extirpation of weeds, under

these circumstances, must be attended with

difficulty, and it is evident, that the measures

to be used for that purpose, must be of a

general, and not of a partial nature.

Weeds are commonly divided into three

classes

—

Annuah, which continue only one

year, the plan'^ lying after its seeds are per-

fected ; Biennials, which continue two years,

and die after maturing their seeds the se-

cond year; and Perennials, which continue

in existence several years. Many of tiiese

are propagated both from the root and the

seed.

These different sorts of weeds are found

in corn fields;—in grass lands;—in hedges;

—in waste and uncultivated lands;—and in

woods and plantations : nor are gardens, not-

withstanding the care bestowed on their cul-

ture, exempted from them.

ARABLE LANDS.

The clearing of arable lands from weeds,

may in general be accomplished by, 1. Com-
plete and well managed fallows, whenever

that operation is required. 2. By taking care

that the manure used is free from the seeds

of weeds, or any roots tiiat can vegetate; for

which purpose, ferinentiiifr dunghills is ad-

visable. 3. By a careful choice of clean seed

corn. 4. By short tillages, or not taking too

many crops in rotation, previous to the land

being laid down to grass. 5. By attentive

hand weeding, and a spirited use of the hoe.

6. By drilling crops, in soils applic:ible to

that" culture. ^7. By the strictest attention to

the choice of grass seeds, that no sceJs of

weeds be intermingled with them. 8. By
weeding the land while in grass, so as not to

suf!'er the seeds of any injurious plants to

spread themselves ; and, 9. Upon breaking

up the land, by pursuing such a system of^

cropping, as will not increase or encourage
weeds, in particular by adopting rotations

in which green crops shall predominate. On
the subject of weeds in arable land, it is

iiighly material to observe, that their seeds

are often mixed with the grain, and when
ground with it, render the bread unwhole-

some. Such weeds are universal enemies,

from whose mischievous attacks no individual

is exempted, and whose destruction, it is

every one's interest, as well as duty, to pro-

mote.

GRASS LANDS.

It is difficult, in some cases, to discrimi-

nate, in meadows and pastures, the useful

plants, from those that are injurious ; but

amidst the great variety which nature pro-

duces in such lands, there are several, which
are not calculated to feed domesticated ani-

mals, and ought therefore to be removed, lor

the introduction of others better adapted for

that purpose. No person of common under-

standing, would ever think of allowing the

live stock of his neighbors to feed upon his

pastures, as the diminution of food to his own
stock, by that circumstance, would be suffi-

ciently obvious. A little consideration, how-
ever, rnay convince every individual, that a

multitude of weeds interspersed among his

grasses, produce effects not less mischievous,

than those that would ensue from such de-

predations of live stock. Yet we are in-

formed on respectable authority, that in some
of the best conditioned pastures, thistles and

other weeds occupy at least half the land, to

the exclusion of an equal number of useful

plants.

Above twenty different kinds of weeds in-

fest grass lands, besides about thirty more,

of less importance, whose charactprs are

doubtful, or whose uses are not ascertained.

Some of the most worthless, as the rush,

(jnnrns,) and the sedije tribe, (^rarexes,)

nny he got the belter of by draining; others,

like the mosses, [musci,) by cultivation and

manure; but tiiere are a few which require

individual attention, before they can be era-

dicatpd; in particular the dock, the thistle,

and the rag-weed.

MEAN.S OF PUEVENTINtt THE INCREASE OF
WEEDS.

This is a point which requires a number of

precautions on the part of the farmer. 1.

There is a great risk of carryin? a nuisance

to his fields, if he use unfermented dnnr|', and

where that system is adopted, drilling and

careful hoeing arc necessary. 2. Great care
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should be taken, when corn is dressed, that|

none of the offal, which contains the^ccdsj

of weeds, should be thrown upon the dun^-l

liill ; and if any weeds prow upon the dmiir-j

hill, or compost heap, they should be cut be-

fore seed ini^. ''\. Seed should be thoroufjhly

cleaned of all other nubstances, before it is

deposited in the jfround ; and, 4. Great care

should be taken, to purchase the best seeds

of artificial grasses, particularly when rye

grass is used. Many fields, atler being com-

pletely fallowed, and sown with grass seeds

with the fallow crop, have been found, when
re-ploufrhed, to be stored with weeds of various]

sorts, most probably from some unfortunate

mixture in tlic grass saeds. The seeds of

docks are often sown with clover, and those

of other pernicious plants with other grasses.

The seeds of weeds are sometimes brought

from the uplands in floods, floating on the

water, and are left in multitudes by the ed-

dies in particular places.

ADVANT.^OES TO DE DERIVED FROM THE DE-

STRUCTION OF WEI.nS.

Plants that grow naturally, among a crop

that has been sown, may be regarded as

weeds, or, in other words, as enemies to the

crop that is cultivated. The destruction of

weeds, therefore, must be considered as one

of the most important branches of the agri-

cultural art; tor if it be neglected, or even

but slovenly performed, one third, or one-

half of a fair crop, may only be obtained,

even from the very best soils. Besides, it

merits consideration, that if weeds are suf-

fered to exist, the full advantages of manur-

ing land, and many other improvements, can

only be but partially reaped. Nor is this all

;

the mixture of weeds in the soil, prevents

the crop from receiving the beneficial influ-

ence of the air;—augments the risks at har-

vest, (for a crop that is clean, may be ready

fiir the stack yard in much less time than is

required to harvest it, when encumbered

with weeds;)—and the seeds of these intru-

ders, deteriorate the quality of the grain.

Notwithstanding all the injuries thence sus-

tained, how many are there, who hardly ever

attempt to remove weeds in an efftjctual

manner! This negligence is the more to be

blamed, because, were farmers at the trouble

of collecting all sorts of weeds, before they

have formed their seeds, and of mixing theai

with rich earth, they would soon be reduced

into a soft pulpy mass, and in this way a per-

nicious nuisance might be converted into a

valuable manure.

Health is the poor man's wealth, and the

rich man's bli.ss.

Follow your business closely, and it will i

lead you to honor and wealth. '

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Forecast.
" CoPiider llio end."

There is no profession or calling wherein
not only the energies of the body, but those

of the mind are brought into more profitable

requisition than that of agriculture. Those
who entertain the f>pinion that tiirming can
be carried on with reputation and profit, with-

out a good deal of sound refltjction and
tliouijht, appear to labor under a grand error

of judgment in the matter, for of all kinds of

business in which man is engaged, none re-

quires more sound discretion and forecast.

During the winter, in addition to the cur-

rent duties of the season, of threshing out,

and preparing his grain for a market, and
taking a fatherly care of the domestic ani-

mals constituting his stock, he must lay hia

plans, and carefully and wisely dige.st them,

so as to enable him to commence and carry on

his spring and summer operations effectively

;

and all this requires a good deal of sound

discretion nnAfurccast.

On the opening of spring, nature never

waits to accommodate an idle, careless farmer;

he must therefore be up and doing, for there

are scores of matters to do, and no such thing

as stretching out the time for accomplishing

them. There is the oats that can't be too

soon in the (around ; the Indian corn (the most

important and valuable crop which we pro-

duce) won't permit any delay or neglect in

the preparation of the ground, or of its subse-

quent treatment, without affecting his inter-

ests very seriously; the garden can't be stai-ted

too early; and the grass fields and fences must

be looked atler and attended to, at as early a

period as practicable; all these with a host of

other minor duties of the season, keep the mind

and body in perpetual motion, and show the

importance of sound discretion and forecast.

Summer, with its numerous heavy cares

and duties, is down upon us almost before we
are aware of it, and generally before most

farmers are ready for it. Here is hay making,

corn dressing, and harvesting with numerous

other important matters, all requiring prompt

and vigilant attention, and all impatient of

delay. These are heavy duties, and the pen-

alty for their neglect is so .serious as to call

forth all our energies, and to brinij into re-

quisition a double share of sound discretion

and forecast.

Now comes the autumn, when there is ev-

ery thing to do, and you don't know how sh rt

the time may be you will have to do it in.

—

The winter grain must be put in nicely and

completely, or there is a heavy penalty in store

for tiie delinquent : the potatoes and other root

crops, the buckwheat and the Indian corn

must all be "fathered in and housed and taken
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proper care of. In fact, the labors of llie fall

montlis resemble the preparations for a seipc;

they have to be extended not only to the win-
ter, but much has to be done in anticipation

of the succeeding spring-; the oats and corn
grounds should be ploughed, so as to give them
the benefits of the meliorating influence of
the winter frosts, and the garden grounds
should be tiirovvn up and trenched for the same
reason. Now where is the person who will

venture to say that the man who conducts all

these various processes effectively, has not a
necessity for a double dose of sound discretion

axiA forecast. Agricola.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Fcediiij; Stock.
"A hungry belly and a filthy hide profit not."

A farmer's interest is greatly promoted by
carrying his stock through the winter and
spring months in a good and thriving condi-

tion. Those that are pinched for want of

proper sustenance during the feeding season

seldom fully recover from it during the sum-
mer; and the profit from milch cows is much
les.sened by it. On the 1st of February a

good farmer should always have at least one
half of his winter stock of provender on hand.
February and March, are the months when
stock requires the most care and attention

;

animals appear to suffer more from wet and
the frequent transitions of weather at this

season of tlie year than at any other ; and
consequently should be well protected and
supplied liberally with plenty of nutritions

and wholesome food ; a portion of which
should, if possible, be of a succulent charac-

ter, as sugar beet, steamed or boiled potatoes,

or a small quantity of Indian corn which has
been reduced to a jelly by boiling; a portion

of salt should also be given to each animal at

least twice a week.
Cut hay put into hogsheads or troughs, and

a couple of buckets of boiling water poured
upon it, immediately covering it up close, and
permitting it to remain for six or eight hours
before feeding, will be found to be a very
grateful and nutritious food for milch cows,
who will amply repay their owner, principal

and interest, for his additional labor and care
in furnishing them with such a delicious re-

past two or three times a week. It is taken
for granted that those who take due care to

see that their cattle are duly and properly

sheltered and fed, also extend the necessary

care to keep them clean, for without this, the

work is only half done, as neither man or

beast can thrive when covered with filth.

O.

Gladness of heart, is the life of a man; but

envy, wrath and sorrow, shorten his days.

Analogy l>et\vc«'ii Medical iiiitl Agricultu-
ral Kducation.

The physician and surgeon, to qualify them
for their profession of preserving life, are re-

quired to study the anatomy of the human
frame, the functions of every part of the sys-

tem, and the nature and quality of whatever
is requisite to adminij-ter to its wants, or to

remove the ills which flesh is heir to. With-
out this knowledge he can but guess at the
cause or seat of disease, and of course hia

prescriptions must be questionable, and often

a knowledge of these matters cannot be ac-

quired by bare practice. It must be obtained

from the teaching of ages—in schools of med-
ical science—in the dissecting room. Hence
the laws of every civilized people require in

the pupil this preliminary study before he is

permitted to practice the art professionally.

And no intelligent man, who justly appreciates

the necessity of the science to perfect the

art, likes to trust his health and his life in

the hands of a pretender, who knows nothing

of the great principles of the business which
he professes to practice.

So with husbandry. It embraces principles

of science, upon which good modes of prac-

tice must necessarily be based ; and without
a knowledge of these principles, the labors of

the farmer, like the prescriptions of the quack,
must be either guess work or confined to the

routine in which he has been instructed. His
soil and his animals are liable to sterility

which he is ill qualified to cure. Unless he
knows something of the compositions of the

one, the anatomy of the other, as branches of

natural science, he is not likely to discover

the true cause of an evil, nor to apply to it

the right remedy. We will give a single

illustration of farm crops. It is now univer-

sally admitted, that the alternation of crops

is highly conducive to good husbandry. But
why is it so] Science, which expounds the

laws of the Creator, in regard to inanimate

matter, not only furnishes a satisfactory an-

swer to the question, but suggest the classes

of farm crops, and the order of succession,

that ought to alternate and follow each other.

Again,—gypsum, lime, marl and ashes, are

beneficially applied to some soils, to some
crops, and in some seasons, while they are not

beneficial upon other soils, to other crops,

and in other seasons. Science can only
explain these seeming contradictions. Jn

schools of scientific and practical agriculture,

in which a series of experiments should bo

continually going on, these problems would
ere long be solved ; rules of practice would
be laid down; the results, and the natural

causes of these results, would be explained,

and the community, and every member there-

of, who had a latoiit spark of improvement,

or the ambition to improve his condition, would
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I
seek for practice, and profit, from the discov-

i ery. In llii-s aifriciiltiire diliers Ironi most

other protbstiions, ttie benotits of improvu-

ini'iits tnny be monopolized by an individual,

or a small niimbor; improvements in iiiis-

buulry arc accessible to all, who are not too

iMiiceited to learn, or too indolent to practice,

liDii) the examples of improvement which are

rvery day makinjr around them.

'L'iie results of the analog-y sviiich we have

drawn, between medical and agricultural

knowledf^e is this,—that science is equally

beneficial to both; that while the one is des-

tined to preserve ami prolonjjf life, the other is

rtiirifod with nonrishinj:^ it, and of multiplying

its comforts and enjoyments; and that both are

I consequently, entitled to the protectinof care of

an enlightened community.

—

Cullivator.

Salt,—Flax, &c.
IHshlands, SantcR, Au?. 17, 1838.

Mr. Editor,— I am one of those who are

never better pleased than when they see the

resources of a country developed, and employ-

ment provided for all who are able to work.

Every one is a public benefactor who in-

troduces a valuable plant, or improves the

value of those already under cultivation.

—

Too much attention cannot be paid to manures,

either in obtaining new ones, or the applica-

tion of those well known. With your per-

mission I propose to compile some facts by
which your readers may profit if they choose,

while doing so will afford me occupation for

an hour or so. It seems to me too little pains

are taken to ascertain the properties and value

of salt as a manure. That it is of great value

to man, we may rationally infer from the

great use the Creator of all has rnad« of it,

and the facility with which the greatest abun-

dance can be obtained. Whatever is most
valuable to man, and the animal creation, ex-

ists in the greatest abundance. There can

be no doubt the article of flax can be added

to the productions of the higher portions of

the Southern States, and pay the producers a

fair profit. Under this impression I will show
how flix fields have been treated, and with

salt as manure. It has been found advan-

tage to salt the hay intended for the stock as

it was put up, both to the cattle, and their

dung as manure t<)r any purpose. Flax seed

sowed with salt, bushel for bushel, will yield

a valuable return of seed and flax, both as

regards quantity and quality; a greater quan-

tity of seed and a longer flax. Some have
sowed as much as five bushels to the acre,

but others have thought so great a quantity

injurious to the land. Be that as it may, it

has been proved by actual experiment, that

salt is friendly to flax. Fields of the same
quantity of soil, sidu by side, have been sowed,

one with flax seed and s.ilt, and the other with

llax .seed alone. The |)roductof thetirst was
excellent, while that of the last was scarcely

worth gathering. It has been found best in

wet land, to delay salting till the flax attains

a height of about four incluvs, and tlieu with

a bushel to the acre. It is laid down with
great confid(;nce, that two bushels or" salt to

one of flax seed, will ne%er fail to produce a
iroud crop of seed and flax, if the seasons do
not prevent, and it is aifirmed the seed will

pay nearly or quite all of the expense of

cleansing and dressing the flax. The appli-

cation of salt at the rate of two bushels per

acre, is most earnestly advised for oats, rye, and
in facttiir all sorts of grain, even Indian corn,

and the increased yield of the fields so treated,

are warranted to pay at least 500 per cent.

and probably a thousand, upon the cost of the

salt. I am pleased to learn that salt as ma-
nure is e.xciting attention among our low
country farmers, and I do not doubt fair and
persevering experiments, will a,scertain its

value, and bring it into general and constant

use, where it can be had on favorable terms.

The Agriciiltgirist's l^ote Book.
No. I.

Oiiifinal and Sr;lected.

GREASE FOR WHEELS .\ND MACHINERY.
M. D'Arcot, the celebrated French chemist,

and master ot the mint in France, recommends
the following composition as the best grease

for wheels and machinery, viz.: Eighty parts

ofgrease and twenty parts of plumbago (black

lead,) reduced to very fine powder, and most
intimntely and completely mixed together.—
M. D'Arcct employs this composition with the

greatest advantage at the mint, for locks, for

his fowling piece, &c. In a journey from
Paris to Marseilles, he greased with the above
the wheels of his carriage, and again at Mar-
seilles before his return, and the wheels, which
appeared heavy and clumsy, rolled with the

greatest ease, to the astonishment of the

drivers. A very small quantity suffices. He
gave some of it to a person going from Paris

to Rome, who, on his return gave him back
the most of it, so little was required.

THE DAIRY CHEESE.
Mr. Pkteii IIauvie, who obtained a pre-

mium from the Highland Agricultural Soci-

ety, at the competition tor cheese, speaking

of his general dairy management, say.s, "our
dairy consistsof twenty-four cows, the milk of
which is partly converted into rich and plain

cheese, and partly into butter, as the state of
the market lor either commodity requires.

—

We have in some seasons sold 3500 lbs. of
rich cheese, in which case less butter was
made. With regard to dairy management,
cleanliness is the great requisite. The milk-
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house should be always clean, free of ptnell,

and so constructed as to admit a cuircnt of air

to circulate tiioroufrhly through it, and at tlie

same time to be regulated at pleasure. The
utensils employed should always be kept clean

and free from acidity. The cheese- house

should be kept at the regular temperature of

70° Fahrenheit throughout the whole season of

cheese-making, and the different processes of

this manufacture should be attended to without

delay. I conceive it quite impossible to pro-

duce cheese of fine quality and taste without

the use of the thermometer.

TIME FOR CUTTING TIMBER.

The highly respectable Mr. Cooper, late of

New Jersey, is said to have pronounced with

great confidence that oak and hickory felled

when their sap is vigorously flowing would

not be attacked by worms, producing what is

called powder post. The cause of this ex-

emption from the depredation from worms, is

probably the same as that of its extra-dura-

bility.

Sir Humphrey Davy tells us in his Elements
of Agricultural Chemistry, that Mr. Knight
examined the alburnum of difi^erent poles of

oak in the same forest; of which some had

been felled in winter, and others in sum-
mer ; and he always found most soluble mat-

ter in the wood felled in the winter, and its

specific gravity is likewise greater.

This being the case with the alburnum or

sappy part of the wood, there can be no doubt

of a somewhat similar difference in the heart

part of wood.

The foregoing premises being admitted,

we may conclude that timber felled in winter

while replete with inspissated sap, after being

thoroughly seasoned, will, of consequence be

found easier to work, because more porous,

or spongy, than that felled in summer, while

the sap is more scanty and limpid, but the

wood of the latter soon becomes more hard,

strong and compact, and consequently more
durable; and will never be bored by worms
because it contains no nourishment for them.

In timber felled in winter afler being tho-

roughly .seasoned, the essence or saccharine

matter of the sap, still remains a nutritious

and palatable food for various kinds of worms,
both on land and under water; and these

worms gain their living as they progress,

from the wood they reduce to powder.

The vessels of the winter-felled timber, re-

plete with sap when felled, are believed to

continue open, and like a sponge remains sus-

ceptible of imbibing water when exposed,

which inevitably produce fermentation and
gradual decay.

On stripping timber of its bark in June,

Sir II. Davy says : "the reason of the supe-

riority of this timber is, that the concrete sap

i
is expended in the spring in the sprouting of

I the leaf; and the circulation being destroyed,

it is not formed anew ; and the wood having
its pores free from saccharine matter, is less

liable to undergo fermentation from the ac-

tion of the moisture and air." From a view
of the testimony and argument adduced in

connexion with the mass of te.stimony now
before the public, we may safely conclude that

the true cause of the extraordinary durability

of timber felled in barking time is this, that

when seasoned it becomes so compact as to

become impervious to wet : and also, that it

remains secure from the depredation of

worms, because it contains no saccharine mat-
ter for them to subsist upon.

[The reader is referred to a very interesting

and conclusive paper on this subject, to be

found in the first number of the present vol-

ume of the Farmers' Cabinet, page 29.]

LINIMENT FOR THE GALLED BACKS OF HORSES.

Keating, in his expedition to the source of

St. Peter's River, says—For the information

of other travelers, we may mention, that, after

having tried many applications to the backs

of horses, when galled, we have found

none that succeeded so well as white lead

moistened with milk. When milk was not

to be procured, oil was substituted. When-
ever the application was made in the early

stage of the wound, we have found it to be

very effectual, and it is likewise a convenient

one, as two ounces of white-lead sufficed for

the whole of our party for more than a month.

YOUNG CATTLE.

Young's Farmers' Calendar under January
contains the following observations. "Last
year's calves should now be fed with hay and
roots, either turneps, carrots or potatoes; and
they should be thoroughly well fed, and kept

perfectly clean by means of litter; at this age

it is a matter of great consequence to keep
such young cattle as well as possible, for the

contrary practice will inevitably stop their

growth, which cannot be recovered by the

best summer food. If hay is not to be had,

'good straw must be substituted ; but then the

roots should be given in greater plenty and
with more attention. To steers and heifers

two years old, the proper food is hay, if cheap,

or straw, with baits of turneps, cabbages, &ic.

It is not right to keep yearling calves, and two
year old together, becnusc in general the

younger cattle are, the better they should be

fed.— Yankee Farmer.

HORSE FOOD AND DRINK.

Some of the innkeepers on the western

roads have lately begun to follow the prac
tice recommended by the Eath Agricultural

Society, of boiling the corn given to horses,
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and givinj^ them the water to drink. It is

iiio>t satisfuctorily ascertained, that thnje

hii-^hels of oats or barley fo prepared, will

ki'cp a horse in better condition than double

llie quantity in a crude state.

RlUCiC TRENCni.NG.

(larden grounds lyino- unemployed durinof

the winter, may be jjreatly benefitted liy

rido'o trenching. In this state the winter

tVost will meliorate and improve the soil

;

and, in the hurry of business in the garden

in the spring, the ridges can be most expe-

ditiously levelled tor spring crops,

SLUGS—MME.

In old garden grounds, infested with

slugs, the application of lime is found by ex-

perience, the best expedient for their de-

struction.

BEANS

Can be transplanted with as much safety

and success as the cabbage, or any other

vegetable.

RHUBARB.
This is one of the many plants which a

farmer may have in his garden, and which
may be made to contribute to the delicacies

of his table, and to the health and comfort

of his family, with very little expense or la-

bor. The plant is perennial and much re-

sembles in its habits, the burdoc, though the

leaves and stalks may be somewhat larger in

a good soil. A dozen good plants will sup-

ply a family. The leaf stalks are the parts

used. The skin or cuticle is pealed ofT

—

they are then cut into quarter or half inch

pieces, and used without further preparation,

with sugar and spices, like unripe gooseber-

ries, for pies and tarts, which fruit it very

much resembles in flavor. It may be used

in spring, and until mid-summer. Medical
men ascribe to it a salutary influence on
health, particularly to children, when used in

this way. Tiie seed ripens about mid-summer,
at which time it may be sown.— Yankee
Farmer.

TO SALT BUTTER.

Beat very well up together in a marble

mortar, halt a pound of common salt, four

ounces of powdered loaf sugar. To every

pound of newly made butter (the milk being

well drawed off by beating) put an ounce of

the mixed powder; incorporate it well, and

put the butter in pots for keeping. In about

a month—not before— it will be fit for use
;

and it will continue for ten years as good as

butter newly salted.

THE HESSIAN FLY.

A respected friend, an intelligent and prac-

tical farmer residing in Lancaster county,

Bays ; " ThinUino^ tl^at you would like to hear

of something new, I requested the youn<^

man who farms for me to reduce to writing

what he knew concerning tiie Hessian Fly.

His reply is enclosed.* In my future efforts

or attempts to destroy this pernicious insect,

I design to pursue the following course ; to

have a roller made with six scpiare sides.

When drawn over my grain field in the

spring, when the ground is moist and in a
sofl state, this roller must come down with

the force of a pounder, and will most proba-

bly destroy the egg of the fly, which is very

tender. I hope some of our intelligent and
investigating farmers may improve upon this

idea, and give us the results in the Farmers'

Cabinet.

BRAND.

Every farmer or gardener should procure

a brand, containing the letters of his name,
with which to mark all his implements or

tools ; it will cost from a dollar and a half to

two dollars, according to the number of let-

ters on it. Those who are in the habit of

loaning tools will soon find that a brand will

save its cost in a short time.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Mode of refiuing^ Wine and Cidera

The secret revealed at last.

To refine wine or cider, take new, sweet,

skim milk, that drawn at night and skimmed
the following morning, or morning's milk

skimmed at night ; one pint to a quarter

cask; pour it into the liquor to be refined,

the coldest weather of winter, and stir it up
thoroughly to incorporate it completely ; let

it settle and your work is done. The liquor

will be pure and fine, and will have a pecu-

liar rifhness imparted to it by the process.

This mode of refining cider and wine has

been long in use amongst extensive dealers

in these liquors, and was obtained from a

gentleman who had long practised it with

great success and profit.

R.

The value offfreen vegetables as manure
was strikingly proved by me in the spring of

183;}. I had a trench opened of sufficient

length to receive six sets of potatoes; under

three of these sets I placed green cabbage
leaves ; but the other three had nothing but

the soil. When the crop was dug up, the

plants over the cabbajre leaves yielded about

double the produce of the others.

J. D. Parkes.
Dartfort Nursery, January, 1834.

Use well the moments which decide your
fate.

* The enclosure received and will be attended to.
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For the Fanners' Cabinet

Ancient Agricultural §ocieties

After the Britons reiired into Wales, it

was enacted that no man should guide a
plough who could not make one; and that

the driver should make the ropes of twisted
willows, with which it was drawn. It was
usual for six or eight persons to form them-
selves into a society for fitting out one of
these ploughs, providing it with oxen and
every thing necessary for ploughing; and
many curious laws were made for the regu-
lation of such societies.

If any person laid dung on a field, with
the consent of the proprietor, he was by law
allowed the use of that land for one year. If

the dung was carried out in a cart in great
abundance, he was to have the use oi' the
land for three years. Whoever cut down a
wood, and converted it into arable, with the

consent of the owner, he was to have the
use of it for five years. If any one folded his

cattle, for one year, upon a piece of ground
belonging to another, with the owner's con-
sent, he was allowed the use of the ground
for four years. Thus, though the Britons
had. in a great measure, lost the knowledge
of agriculture, they appear to have been very
assiduous in giving encouragement to such
as would attempt its revival.

The above is furnished for the Cabinet as

matter of curiosity, and to show the improve-
ments made since these times of barbarism.

If some of your numerous patrons or corres-

pondents would take a little pains to collect

and arrange the history of the early .state of
agriculture in this country, as practised by
our ancestors, and which has no doubt been
handed down by tradition in .some of tlie old

settlements, it would be botii amusing and
interesting to our young folks, and would fill

a f&v^ pages of your instructive journal occa-
sionally with great propriety.

S.

For the Fanners' (7abinet.

I>istiIlation ojf <jfra.in.

" AH must be -vronf; that thwarts the one great end,

And all of God that bless mankind or mend."

There are many no doubt who directly or

indirectly bless and mend mankind,—but
there are many who for the sake of " filthy

lucre" are constantly occupied in avocations

wliich instead of yielding any benefit to their

fellow lurn, are employed in that which tends
to injure and to destroy them. Of tliis latter

description I class tliose who are engaged in

the business of munufiicturing ardent spirits

from grain, (" the staf^'of lile,") and vending
it for a common drink. I am credibly in-

formed, and I believe it to be a fact, that

there are three certain distillery establish-

ments in and near this city in which not less

than 1600 bushels of grain are daily con-

verted into Whisky ! 1600 bushels of grain

would make 3-'i3 barrels of meal, and 3:33 bar-

rels of meal would make 8.3,916 loaves of

bread of one pound weight each loaf—a loaf

of this weight is the whole allowance of

bread to a man per day in the Mnyamensing
Prison, and none complain of it as being in-

sufficient. It would therefore appear that

the destruction of bread stuff each day by
making it into whisky, would, if made into

Bread, (a necessary article of food,) be suf-

ficient to sati-sfy with Bread, 83,916 persons

for one day ! more than enough to supply all

the poor and needy in this city and districts!

But in.stead of being made into bread it is

made into Whisky

!

—and what then ? Why
this whisky is to be disposed of, and for this

purpose there are houses licensed and unli-

censed, according to the estimate made by the

Union Benevolent Society in 1836, about

2000 in the city and districts—and if so, there

are 2000 persons making it a business to hand
out this destructive article—a business which
I think they cannot very easily persuade

themselves is calculated to " bless or mend
mankind !" It has been remarked that these

are generally worthless idle persons; and I

believe this to be true ; but the fruits of their

(Ioi7)gs are very obvious in our streets, alms

house, &c. I have thought that If the signs

over their doors were changed from " Tavern"
to " Paupers and Beggars made here," they

would give a more definite and striking idea

of their utility ! Suppose this vast quantity

of grain were converted into bread instead of

lohisky, would not the price of flour be les-

sened, and would not this needfiil article of

food come cheaper to the poor! And who
would be the losers by this change? The
very persons wlio are now making such un-

righteous gain out of the poor and laboring

classes of the community. But would the

commtmity suffer by this change? T trust no

observing, reflictinr, sober rnan, will answer
in the affirmative. What would be tiie pro-

bable effect of a total ab-tinence from the use

of this destructive article? would not men
become more sober, rational, and industrious?

—would not thousands be rescued from in-

temperance, pauperism, and untimely death?
— would not quarrels, assault oiul batteries,

and murders be fewer?—would not tiie busi-

ness of constables, w.itchnien. mnoistrates,

grand juries and courts be lessened !—would
not our prisons and alms house be greatly re-

lieved ot' their inl)abitant«, and the public of

an enormous poor tax, amounting this year

to between 2 and 300,000 dollars?—would

not the manners, habits, and education of the

rising generation be improved by the change,
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and would not thousands of abused and sufTiT-

ing wives have cause to rejoice inthi; refoniKi-

tion of intemperate husbands, and the laliiers

of npfrlected children 1 It appears by the re-

port of the Benevolent Society above men-

tioned, there were in the city proper twelve

distilleries—out of these twelve, it will be

remembered, I g'we an account of the doinps

of bill three; so that 400 barrels of whisky,

the quantity these three mnke, is by no means

all the liquor made daily in the city and dis-

tricts.

KnowinjT these facts, can we, ought we to re-

main idle spectators of this work of devasta-

tion, and of ruin to our fellow creatures'!

Oug-ht not efforts to be made to prevent the

distillation of grain into whisky, and the li-

censinir of taverns, and dram-shops, and oys-

ter cellars where liquors are soldi

Inquirer.
Philada., 12th mo. 28, 1838.

Remedy for Burns.
To the Editor of tho United State Gazette.

Dear Sir,— I have so often seen remedies

for human ills given in Ihe newspapers, and

then at once consigned to oblivion, that [ have

for a great while hesitated to present this re-

medy to the public. For fourteen years I

have prescribed it, and witnessed its healing

effects. I deliberately .say, from fourteen

years experience, that no disease or injury to

the human system has a more certain reme-

dy than this for the most distressing of all

injuries, that of scalds and burns. The re-

lief is almost instantaneous; from a minute

or two to a half an liour, will usually find a

full relief from pain. No matter the e.xtent

of the burn, even if all the skin is removed
from the body. The first knowledge I had

of it was the almost miraculous cure of a lit-

tle boy, who fell into a half hogshead of boil-

ing water, prepared for scalding the bristles

from swine. The entire person and limbs

of the boy passed under the scalding water

up to the chin, so as to scald his whole neck.

On removing his clothes, nearly all his skin

followed from his neck, hand.*, arms, chest,

back, abdomen, and almost every bit of skin

from his extremities. In this deplorable con-

dition, literally filayed alive with scalding

water, tlie remedy was promptly applied as a

momentary application until the physicians

should arrive. Two eminent physicians

soon came, and on learning the extent of the

scald, pronoimced it a certainly fatal case, and

directed the boy to remain with the remedy
over him until he should die. In six weeks
he was restored quite well, with scarcely a

scar on any part of his person or limbs. The
remedy increases in value from the fact, that

under almost all circumstances ij. may be ob-

tained. It is as follows:—Take soot from a

cliimney where wood is burned, rub it fine,

and mix one part soot to three parts or nearly

so of hog's lard, fresh butter, or any kind of

fresh grease, that is not sailed; spread this

on linen or muslin, or any cotton cloth for

easier and more perfect adaptation. If in very

extensive burns or scalds, the clotli should

be torn into strips before putting over the

scald. Let the remedy be freely and fully

applied, so as to perfectly coverall tlie burned
parts. No other application is required until

the patient is well, except to apply fresh ap-

plications of the soot and lard, &.c.

in steamboat explosions, this remedy can
in nearly all cases be at once applied, and if

done many valuable lives will be saved, and
a vast amount of suffering alleviated.

If you and the corps editorial, will hand
the remedy around our country, and invite

attention to it, and that also those who use it

may give their testimony for or against, I

feel assured that in a few months, this most
efficacious and almost unfailing remedy will

be every where known and used in the United
States.

A Physician of Philadelphia.

The IVork goes on.

We learn with plea.sure that a meeting
was held on the third December, in the town
of Enfield, Conn., at which Ar.PHEis Bil-

lings, Esq., presided, and Geo. Teurv, E~q.

officiated as Secretary. The object of the

meeting being stated in a pertinent address

by Jabez CoTjLIN.*:, Esq., the following reso-

lution was offered nnd unanimously adopted :

Resolved, That this Society shall be known
as the Agricultural, Horticultural and Manu-
facturing Society of the towns of Enfield,

Summers and Ellington.

Setgar Beets.

.loHN Palmer, of Lower Makefield town-
ship, Bucks county, Pa., notwithstanding the

uncommon drought of the last season, raised

a fine crop of Sugar Beets, one of which
weighed nineteen pounds and three quarters.

A similar crop of Beets was also raised in

the neighborhood of Fallsington, in the same
county, by Jonatha.n Palmer, one of which
weighed eighteen pounds and three quarters.

Well done old Bucks !

A stalk of the Chinese Corn, grown by
Grant Thorburn, Esq., may be seen at the
Horticultural establishment of Messrs. Hirst

and Dreer, No. 97 Chesnnt street, where we
are requested to say the seed may be obtained.
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(liiantity of rain which has fallen in each month
since January I, ISIS. Inches.

1st moil th 2.211

2il moiiili, y.lO

3d iMonih 3.17

4fh rtinnth ...35S
5th month, X57
6th nv.nth t)-60

7th month, 2.37

i^th month 2.73

{Ith month, 9.51

Kith month, 4.89

I Ith month 3.35

1 2th month, 1-04

45.25

Philarlelphia, Jan. 1, WS.
By rpfprence to page 18ti, vol. ii. of Farmers' Cabi-

net, it will he seen that the average qtiantity which
fell annually for twenty-eight years, was :(6.!I9 inches

—consequently the rain fallen this year, (1838,) was
8.2G inches above the annual average.

Wo have not received the proceedings of tlie Chester

and Delaware county Cattle Show as promised.

Errata. T-nst number, page 144, article Morus Mnl-
ticattli.a, last line, for "to have exclusive planta-

tions," read " not to have exclusive platitations.

A Farmer.
Wanted.—An indiistrinns, capable farmer—one who

understands the duties of the/(/CHj?/ard, as well as the

labors of the fie/d. To a pains taking, competent per-

son, a re.spectable salary will be given, or a share in

the proceeds, as an equivalent.
The farmer requind by the advertiser is not merely

a laborer who can plough,sow, &c.&;c., but one who can
do all these well, and is also qualified to direct others

in their work, and to carry out all of the operations re-

quired on a respectable farming establishment.
The app'iiant may be either with or without a fa-

mih— the only requisites required are capihtlity and
character, but thesr' must be nnquestionable.

Applications, with references and recommendations,
will be received at this office until the 1st of April next

Philadelphia, Dec. 4th, 1838.

Miiltoerry Trees.
Wivr. PRINCE AND SONS will make sales nf

TREES and CUTTINGS of the "eiiM'ne CItinese Morns Mill-

ticaiilin. Mortis Ei /'"""O, Jllpinr, Broiisi^n, Canton, and
other varieties, deliverable to the purcha.scrs at such
period in the spring as is convenient to tlip.m. and will

enter into contracts accordingly. Prices and terms for

the Trees and Cuttings will be forwarded to all «ho
may apply for them by mail, as well as prices of Silk

Worm's. Eggs, Mulberry Seeds, &c. The Mtiltiiaulis

Trees tire remarkably vigorous, and as we first im-
ported the genuine tree, purchasers are sure of obtain
ing the true kinil. It is from this cause, and from the
great attention paid by them, that the trees they have
gold have given universal satisfaction.

Flushing, near New Vork, Jan. 1, 1339.

Prices Current—January 7.

FLOUR, PER BARREL.
Pennsylvania aad lirandywine .$8 00 a 8 5ft

Western 7 75 a h OL*

Prraped 7 75 a 8 00
Middling - . 1 lOa n 00
Rye Flour 5 Oil a 00
Corn Meal 3 fi2 a 00
Buckwheat Men! percwt 2 25 a 2 75

GRAIN, PER BUSHEL.
Wheat, Pennsylvania SI 70 a I 75

Southern I 7ii a 1 75
Rye, Penna 1 00 a 1 10

Southern 1 (Ml a 1 10
Corn, Penna. round yellow,. 85 a 86

Southern, yellow 84 a 86
— White 82a 64

Oats. Penna...., 46 a 50
Southern 40 a 42

Barley, Eastern 1 19 a 1 25
Penna Oil a 00

Peas 88al 12
eans, white 1 50 a I 73

PROVISIONS.
Beef, mess 815 00 a 16 00

prime 10 00 a 10 00
Pork, mess .22 00 a 25 00

prime 19 00 a 20 OK

Bacon, western, per lb 12i a 13i

Hams, Jersey 14 a 15

Western 12 a 14

Butter, extra keg, No. 1 17 a 20
Cheese, country f^i a ^\
Lard, western 12 a 1:1

Philadelphia ]2i a 13

Jersey -13 a 14

WOOL, PER POUND.
Prime Saxonv 50 a
American full blood.

— J blood
— i blood
— i blood and common.

Lamb's sup. pull.

45 a
42 a
39a
35 a
45 a

Do. Nos. i,2,and3 33a

Hav. Timothy, per ino lbs 85 a 1 00
Clover 75a 90
Hemp, American dew rot, per ton $145 00 a 150 00

Hops, per lb. 18 i.«, prime I>i a 20
Plaster of Paris, per ton .$ 3 50 a 4 00
Clover Seed, per bushel 12 oO a 13 00

Flax Seed, rough 175 a 181
Timothy Seed 2 75 a 3 25
Herd Grass, or Red Top 62 a 75
Orchtrd Grass 2 (HI a 2 .=^0

Sumac, American, per ton 35 00 a 37 50.
Tallow, American, per lb 11a llj

NEW YORK—January 5.

Flour, per barrel »> .50 a OO

Wheat, per bushel 1 8ia
1 -'i

Corn, per bushel 90 a W>

Rve, per bush,'! 1 00 a 1 10

Oats, per bushel 50 a 5S

THE FAltMEKS' CAISI.^ET,
A monthly newspaper, is publislii'd by

JOHN LIRBY, No. 45 NORTH SIXTH ST., PHIL.\DELPHIA, ABOVE ARCH ST.,

PETER B. PORTER No. 97 MARKET STREET, WILMINGTON, DEL.

The Cabinet is published on or about the fifteenth

of every month. Each iiumli'r will contain thirty-two
octavo pages on gooil pajwr and fair type. The sub-

jects will be illustrated by eiigriivings on wood when-
ever tlify can be appropriately introduced Tkums.—
(tiiK ditltiir i)i:r ijcrr jiayalttr in n.'tvnnce. The Cabinet,
by the dieision of tlie Post Master General, is subject

only to nem.tpnprr po'tnire: that is, one cent on each
iiumhiT witliiu thi- state, and within oin' hundred miles
of the place of publication, out of the state, —one cent
and a half on each i.umber to any other part of the

United States. iC>-Seveii copies for five dollars AH
siib.scribers must commence with the volume. No. I,

or with the half voliiiiu!. No. 'i.

From the Steain Press of J. Van Court Printer, corner of Bread and Quarry sts., rear of 90 North tSecond.
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For tho Farmers' Cabinet.

LillBC.

]\Ir. Editor,—Your Cabinet, wliich is even

now I believe the best publication on farming

in this country, might be rendered more gene-

rally useful, I am sure, if your correspondents

(who are numerous and able) would always

state the grounds on which they form their

opinions. Advice, unsupported by example, is

seldom followed ; nor is the fact that the per-

sons who give it most frequently use fictitious

names, any incentive to its adoption, especially

as tiie statements and conclusions made by

them, however true, often appear ridiculous

and absurd. If your contributors would all

substantiate their statements (by a relation)

as I have intimated before, of the facts and

experiments on which they are founded, and

give too their names and residences, so that

people may know on whom they depend, a very

great stumbling block to tlie usefulness of

your paper would be removed.

These reflections were produced by the sin-

gular circumstance, that although the Farm-

ers' Cabinet abounds with testimony in favor

of using lime, yet in this vicinity there are

very few indeed who have been prevailed upon

by it to give this invaluable manure a trial.

Now, Mr. Editor, if you think the following

extract from my Journal (free at least from

the above objection) will have any tendency

to arouse the people of this section of coun-

try to their own interest, you are requested to

give it a place in your periodical.

In the spring of 1835, I planted afield con-

taining twenty-five acres of land in corn; this

field was a light and sandy soil, and had been

in corn, oats, and pasture, without any ad-

mixture of clover, or manure, successively

for a number of years; four hundred and sev-

enty-five bushels ofcorn was received fi-om this

Cab.—Vol. III.—No 7. 201

field this season, which was considered an un-

common large crop; the following spring this

field was sown in oats, which at harvest was in

.-omo places .scarcely worth cutting; the Ibllow-

ing fall it was sown in wheat, and in the spring

following I sowed it in clover; the result of the

wlieat crop was, that I did not receive a? much

as was sown, and thinking the clover not

worth keeping for the scythe, it was pastured

until fiill.

Profiting by former experience, T now de-

termined to apply lime to this field ; accord-

ingly in the spring (1838) I had it well

ploughed, and 800 bushels of stone lime care-

fully spread upon twenty acres of the same.

It was then harrowed well until in good order,

after which it was struck out lightly four feet

square for planting com, which was done from

the first to the fifth of May, (My reasons

,

for adopting the above method was that the

land being poor, and having, the fall pre-

vious to liming, been manured, I thought, by

flushing it in the spring, and spreading the

lime on top and harrowing well would be the

best plan to produce a good crop of corn, na

well as to improve the land speedily; and I

would observe that the corn was not cultivated

so much as I wishied, owing to a storm which

knocked it about so as to render it impossible to

continue cultivating it.) I was careful in leav-

ing but two stalks in each hill. Tlie corn on

the twenty acres wliich had been limed suffered

but little if any, from the severe drought which

took place this season, but the corn on tha

five acres having no lime on suffered very

much. The corn was cut up and shocked in

the month of September, and husked out and

measured in November. The corn was very

dry and good. The result of this crop was

743 bushels from the twenty acres which were

limed, manured, &c. and 80 bushels from the
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five acres havincr no lime on, making in the

wliole 828 bushels of corn. It is the conviction

of many farmers, that the corn crops this sea-

Fon would iiave been much larger, had not the

droufjht taken place.

Let us now contrast this last crop of corn

with the former one, and show the difference

as to the land which was limed, manured, &c.,

and the land which was not, as the soil of this

field was alike in quality previous to the above
improvement.

bus.
1835. Produce of 20 acres, 19 buBliels per acre,. . . .^80
133.''. Do. of 20 do. 37 do. do 743

Or, produce of the whole 2.5 acres in IPS,") 475
ii'Jtf. Do. of 20 acres, and Iti bushels per acre on 5

acres not limed, 80 bushels, 8^3

Siiowincr a difference between the former and

the last crop, from 20 acres, of three hundred
and forty- three bushels ; and a difference be-

tween the former crop from the whole field,

and the last crop, of three hundred and twenty-
eight bu.sliels.

It will appear then, Mr. Editor, that I have
received this season 3(W bushels of corn more
from twenty acres of this field than the former
crop, which w'as received from the same
twenty acres. Or, taking in the five acres

which had no lime on, I received an overplus

this season of 328 bushels, there being that

number of bushels of corn from the field, more
than at the former crop.

We will now make some estimate as to the

cost of the lime, and I think it costs nothing
to those who use it judiciously upon their land.

We will take into this estimate the overplus

corn from tlie twenty acres of land which was
limed, the overplus of which is 363 bushels.

Dr. Land (twenty acres)
183)?. May I. To ani't paid for 800 bushels of

lime, delivered $200 fO
To spreading lime, &c 8 oo
Interest on the money, 7 mo.. .7 (HI

5213 00

8272 2.5

Nov.

Supra, Cr.
By 363 bushels of corn at75ctg.. ..

By balance remaining on overplus corn, $i57 25

Thus it will appear, that after paying for

the lime and for carting and spreading it, and
allowing the interest on the money paid, there

Ftill remains a balance from the overplus corn
the sum of ^7 2.'), which will amply pay
for all extra labor and expense that tlie raising

of this overplus of corn may be charged with
Ifsuch then is the case, which is to me as clear

as two and two make four, how is it that lime
*^ costs too much," which appears to be the

hobby horse upon which too many land hold-

ers in our neighborhood ride upon ; and for

which reason it is not used upon their lands.

There are a few individuals here who have

lately given it a trial, and they have been fully

satisfied as to the powerful effects of this inval-

uable mineral upon their land ; and I hope that

the time is not far distant when many of our

landholders in this neighborhood will give it

a trial. We shall not then fear but what our
section of country will advance too in the

march of improvement. R. M. Black.

Pencader Hun., N. Castle Co., Del., Dec. 25, 18:;8.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Earths and Soils.

No. IL

In the investigation of agricultural subjects,

it is neces.sary that we should as correctly as

possible, distinguish earths and soils, and their

varieties. The earths important to agricul-

ture, and which form nearly the whole sur-

face of the globe, capable of producing vege-
tation, are only four, viz.: filicious, aluminous,

calcareous, and magnesian.

As a full description of all the distinctive

characters of these earths could not be em-
braced within the compass of my contem-
plated communication, I shall merely mention
a few, by which may be understood the efl^ects

they necessarily produce in forming a com-
pound best calculated to promote vegetation.

Silicious earth exists in the state of sand.

It is composed of very hard particles, which
cannot be made coherent by mixing with wa-
ter. The solidity of the particles of sand

renders them impenetrable to water, and
their loose arrangement make sand incapable

of retaining water. It is also quickly heated

by the sun, which adds to the rapidity with

which it looses moisture.

Aluminous earth, when dry, adheres to the

tongue, absorbs water rapidly and abundantly,

and when wet, forms a tough paste smooth
and soapy to the touch. By burning, it be-

comes very hard; when drying, aluminous
earth shrinks greatly, it becomes a mass of
hard lumps, separated by cracks and fissure.",

which become so many little reservoirs of

stai.ding water when filled by rains, and re-

main so when the lumps, by slowly imbibing

the water, arc distended enough to fill tHb

space occupied before.

Calcareous earth, or carbonate of lime, is

calcarious earth combined with carlxinic acid,

and may be converted into quick lime by heat.

Lime is soluble in acids; during the solution

the carbonic acid escapes with cfTervoscence.

In this manner the carbonate of lime, or cal-

carious earth, may not bo easily distinguished

from silicious and aluminous earths, but from
all other combinations of lime. Magnesia
earth, like lime, is usually found in combina-
tion with carbonic acid : but even in this, ita

natural state, it exists in such very small

quantities in soils, and is found so rarely,
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that its name is a useless addition to tl»e lists

of the earths of agricuUiire.

All the earths individually, when as pure
as thoy are ever furni.siied by nature, are en-
tirely barren, nor would any addition of

putr scent manures, enable either of the
earths to support healthy vegetable life.

—

The mixture of tl>e three earths, in due pro-

portion, will correct the defects of all, and
with a sutFicienicy of animal or vegetable
mitter a soil is formed. Such is the natural

.surface of almost all the habitable world, and
though the qualities and value of soils, are as

various as the proportions of their infrredients,

yet they are mostly so constituted, that no one
earthy in!jredient is so abundant but that the

texture of the soil is mechanically suited to

the production of some valuable crop. Some
plants require a degree of closeness, and
others of openness in the soil, which would
cause other plants to decline or perish.

—

As the qualities and value of soils d.-pend

on the proportions of their ingredients, and
the grand desideratum in agriculture, is to

obtain a mixture of the earths, bes-t calcu-

lated to produce the greatest variety of the

most valuable crops, we can satisfactorily

comprehend in what manner that object may
be obtained. Silicious and aluminous earths,

by their mixture, serve to cure the defects of

each other. The open, loose, thirsty and hot

nature of sand, being corrected by and cor-

recting in turn the close adhesive and wet
qualities of aluminous earth. This curative

operation, however, is merely mechanical, and
itseems probable thatcalcareous earth, when in

large proportion, also aids the corrective power
of the other earths. In addition also to the

mechanical effects of calcareous earth, it pos-

sesses chymical powers more effectual in alter-

ing the texture of soils, and for which a com-
paratively small quantity is sufficient. The
chemical action of calcareous earth, as an in-

gredient of soils, will be particularly noticed

hereafter, when we come to the consideration

of the food of plants. From what has been

said, it would appear reasonable to class and

name soils according to their predominant

earthy ingredients, which exert the greatest

power, and most strongly mark the character

of the soil. The predominant ingredient is

not always the most abundant. If the most

abunrlant was considered the predominant in-

gredient, and gave its name to the soil, then

almost every one should be called silicious, as

that earth is seldom equalled in quantity, by

all the others united. If the earthy parts of a

Boil were two-thirds silicious, and one-third

aluminous earth, the peculiar qualities of the

smaller ingredient would predominate over

the opposing qualities of the sand, and

the mixture would be a tenacious clay.

—

If the same soil had contained only one

twentieth part of calcareous earth, that in-

gredient would have had more marked ef-

fects on the soil, than could have been pro-

duced by either doubling or diminishing to

half their quantity, tl^e silicious and alumi-
nous earths which formed the great bulk of
tlie soil. But every farmer can readily dis-

cover what are the mn.st marked gofxl or bad
qualities of his soi', as evinced imder tillage,

and ilioso (lualities can be easily traced to

their predominant ingredients. A silici-

ous, or sandy soil, has such a pro[)ortion

of silicious earth as to show more of its pecu-
liar propi:rtiea than of any other ingredient.

It woulil be, more or Ics?:, objectionable for

its loo.'^eness, heat or want of power to retain

moisture and not for toughn ^ss, liability to be-

come hard after wet ploughing, or any other
quality of aluminous earth. In like maimer
an aluminous, or clayey soil, would show
strongly the faults of aluminous earth, though
more than half its bulk might be of silicious

earth. Hence every tarrner can readily judge
of the perfection and of the defects of his soil,

which, from a knowledge of the distinctive

properties of the earths, he will be enabled to

correct by the addition and mechanical mix-
t\ire of such earth as may appear to be defi-

cient, thereby produce a soil, the best calcu-

lated to promote the growth and perfection of
vegetation.

Joseph Clovd.

Food for Sheep—Caution.
To tlie Edrtor of tlie Panner&' Cabinet :

Dear Sir,— I have sometimes observed

potatoes recommended as food for sheep du-

ring winter. I have no doubt they are

highly nutricious, but they should be used

with caution, as I have found that they are

injurious to ewes before they have dropped

their lambs, as they cause such a flow of

milk, that the udder becomes so hard and the

milk caked or thick, that the young lambs

are unable to draw it out, and witliout the

precaution of milking it out, the lambs must

perish. After the lambs have come, potatoes

may be fed to the ewes without danger, and

will cause the lambs to grow rapidly. Tur-

nepa may be fed to sheep at any time without

injury to the lambs. Yours. &c.
S.

Chesterfield, N. J. Jan. 8tti, 1839.

Sir Humphrey Davy says,—There are no

accidents in nature; what we fancy so, is the

offspring: of ignorance, and because we can-

not comparatively embrace her laws, we con-

sequently apply general rules to every pur-

po.se, and do not perceive her minute devia-

tions.
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For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Ice Mouses.

In your July number, tlie question is asked,

"who will answer to the reqtiet^t of a £ub-

Fcriber to be infoi'med of the bf^st plan of build-

ing ice-houses, the most suitable situation,

&LC. (Sic"!" As n)y experience upon this sub-

ject has been considerable, and differs, in some
respects, from that communicated for the Cabi-

net in some of the succeeding numbers, I beo-

Jeave to trouble you with it, thouo-h at tliis

late day; and ask the favor of a publication,

if you shall believe there is in the premises

any infoinialion conveyed worth the expense
of printing-.

The first great secret in constructing an ice-

Iiousp, wiiich w-ill preserve the ice until the

succeeding winter, consists in making it of

considerable capacity—to contain from fiO to

1(10 full ox cart loads. The next is, tJiat it

phould be under ground, and in a porous soil.

If this last cannot be obtained, the inconveni-

ence may be obviated, where the location will

admit of it, by a tortuous drain from the bot-

tom, so constructed as to permit the passage
of the water from the dissolving ice without
admitting the introduction of the warm ex-

ternal air; or in a comparatively level situa-

tion, by sinking a well in tfce centre deep

enough to reach a porous soil:; or, if this can-

not be reached easily, of capacity sufficient to

contain eight or ten hogsheads of water, and

in both cases walled and not Jillcd uy with

stone. The bottom of the pit may be so con-

structed as to have a fall froin the whole cir-

cumference to this centre.

]\Iy ice-house is a pit eighteen feet square,

and, twelve feet deep, walled up with stone as

an ordinary cellar—the w'all eighteen inches

thick, and continued one foot above the ground
—the roof of shingles, and the ends boarded

up with the space of an inch between each
board, to admit a free ventilation. I f 11 it in

the following manner. When there comes a

good snovvf which drifts a good deal, I collect

three or four ox carts and half a dozen hands,

and chosing a drift wiiich lias blown from a

grass field, the snow is cut with a shovel or

spade into blocks of a size to be handled with

facility, loaded into the carts, which are backed
up to the door of the ice-house and tilted in.

The business of one hand is to remain in the

ice-house and tramp the snow uv// and cvenhj

down. When the snow is in good condition,

that is, when it is drilled into high banks, and
thereby rendered solid, the filling is executed
witii great facility, economy and celerity. In

the winter of 1837 my ice-hoiisc was filled to

the comb (if the roof in one day and a quar-

ter, by Kcvfn hands and two ox-carta. The
drift was within 1.^)0 yards of the icn-ho<ise.

In the winter oflS^S I filled the same house

in one day and a half by five hands and three

oxcarts. This .snow was not drifted. It was
tlie last of March, and the prospect of getting

drifted snow had failed. It was a wet snow.

I had it rolled into large balls on one day, and
on the next, when the water had pretty well

drained out of it, it was put into carts and
emptied into the ice-house. In the latter

mode when the snow is wet enougli to be

rolled into balls with facility, the filling is ex-

ecuted with more expedition, and packing

very close in the house, it does not dissolve so

much as the driven snow. I have filled my
ice-house with driven snow so white aad clean

as to be uscti with equal gust in all modes
in which ice is used ; but when rolled into

balls, even on grass lands it contracts impuri-

ties from the surface, from which it cannot be

freed, which render it unfit for some few of

the purposes for which ice is used. For the

preservation of fresh meat &c., and for the

making of ice creams, snow is preferable to

ice for an obvious reason ; while, for almost all

other purposes it may be used with almost

equal ccinfort, and advantage. Snov.' is wa-
ter converted into vapor, exhaled, free from

all impurities; and frozen in the clouds, de-

scends to us, and is an appropriate and beau-

tiful, as just emblem of the highest moral pu-

ril}'. Ice is water congealed with all its im-

purities, and these are not a kw, and what ia

of more consequence the most nauseous of

them are invisible, at least this is the charac-

ter of the water from which the ice is obtained,

from which most ice-houses are filled. The
filling an ice house with ice is, to most per-

sons in the country, even when there is a

stream convenient, and a pond even witiiout

the expense of constructing one, a job .'^o la-

borious, expensive, disagreeable and un-

healthy to those actively engaged in its ope-

rations, that I have no doubt many are kept

from the enjoyment of this wholesome (when
pure) and grateful luxury by these considera-

tions alone. And why should this be so, since

an ice house filled with drifted snow, orsnow
wet enough to be rolled into large hnlls, and
left for twelve hovrs to drain before being

put into the ice-honsc, aftords all the couiforts,

advantages and luxuries which can be derived

from one filled with ice. Add to this, the cost

of tlie former, it does not exceed .'r-lO, and

may be executed in dry and mild weather,

and exposes to no disease—whereas if filled

with ice the work must be done while the

weather is very cold, or if the ice bo dissolv-

ing, it is not so good, and greatly exposes to

disease those who are employed in the opera-

tion, and costs four times as much.
My ice-house is walled with stone, I fill

it without placing any material between the

walls and the snow. As soon as it is filled

and the ice sunken sufficiently for that pur-
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po;e, which ;vill be tlie fir?t fow days of tliaw-

ing weather, I cover it well with wheat straw,

pay two or three feet tliick, and as it bej^ins

to separate from tlie wall I push the straw

down as far as it can be got, and occasionally

do this during- the summer. My ice-house

frequently has snow in it when the season

comes round for filling it.

Robert H. Archer.
Churchville, Hartford co., IMarylaml.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Concrete for Cisterns.

If you do it, let it lie done iccll, and not " uell enough."

Concrete is a compound of lime, clean sand

and pebbles, or coarse gravel, or stone broken

small; these materials in proper proportions

well mixed, it is ascertained when they be

come dry form a wall, or foundation of great

strength and stability, which is impervious to

water. In England a sea wall of a thousand

feet in length, and of great height, has been

constructed of these materials; it has also

been used both there and in Franco for vari-

ous purposes connected with civil engineer-

ing with great effect.

An cnirineer of eminence in his profession,

has just furnished me with the proportions of

the ingredients, and stated the manner in

which the concrete is used, viz:

One bushel of pulverized stone lime, not

slaked.

Two bushels of rZeorr sand.

Four bushels of small stones, to be clean,

and none larger than a hen's egsr.

All must be we/l mixed together dry, then

wetted a little .so as to be like mortar, turned

over a few times with a shovel, and immediate-
ly thrown from a height of eight or ten feet in-

to the place where wanted, and not disturbed

afterwards. It sets very quickly, and water
must be kept from it until it has set.

No more of this mixture should be wetted
at a time than is intended for immediate use,

otherwise it will wholly or partially set be-

fore it is deposited in its place of destination,

and will be rendered comparatively of little

value.

These ingredients when mixed for use, lose

near one-fifth of their previous bulk or mea-
E'jre ; it is therefore important to ascertain

the capacity of the space intended to be
filled by the concrete, and in procuring the

materials of which it is composed, to ob-

tain ofle-fi.lh more of the lime, sand and stone,

or pebbles, than that capacity, otherwise the

work will have to be suspended till more ma-
terials are obtained to finish it.

The ingredients entering into such a per-

fectly close union as to fill all the interstices,

is the cause of the diminished bulk of the

combined materials.

It is believed that concrete of the composi-

tion stated, would be the best adapted of any
other material for the piirpose of constructing

rain water cisterns, furnishing a permanent
security against leakage at a very reasonable

expense.

To make a cistern of ten feet in diameter,

and twelve feet deep in the clear, which
would hold between five and six thousand
gallons ; dig out twelve feet in diameter and
thirteen feet deep; have prepared a circular

case of rough boards properly braced, ten feet

in diameter and twelve feet high, which place

in the excavation, so as to leave r;n equal

space all round it, and support it one foot

Irom the bottom. First throw in the concrete

to fill the bottom evenly one foot in depth

;

then commence throwing in round the out-

side of the ca^e till the space is completely
filled up solid to the top. It should be per-

mitted to remain in this slate for two or three

weeks to dry and liarden, when the case

should be taken to pieces, and removed.
Tiiere will remain a beautiful cistern more
completely compact and free from cracks or

flaws than can be made by walling with
bricks or stone. It will not Le necessary to

plaster it; but if plastering should be applied

it ought to be put on thin and even ; no gocd
ever comes of putting a thick coat on a cis-

tern, the great object being to make a coat

free from cracks, which is most effectually

accomplished by having it made thin, light,

and even on the surface. A thick coat con-

tracting more than a thin one in drying and
leaving cracks.

To make a cistern of the size above stated

with concrete, it is believed, from calculations

carefully made and allowing for shrinkage

by combining the ingredients, that it would

require 72 bushels of good stone lime, 144

bushels of clean sand, and 288 busheLs of

very coarse clean gravel, pebbles, or brokp^i

stone. These when combined and used as
indicated, will make a solid rock cistern that

will hold v.-ater as long as rocks liet.

Lapis. '

Sweet Potutoe.

The sweet potatoe is somewhat dilTicult to

preserve for seed. In several attempts to

keep them through the winter we almost
totally failed. Recollecting to have some-
where read ths.t smoke was a great preserva-

tive of the sweet potatoe, we last fall pncked
in very dry earth a box of them, and placed
it in a position free from frost, and exposed to

the influence of smoke. The result was en-
tire success. A few large ones, whicii we
intended to have used, were laid on top, and
covered with a mat: they were forgotten, and
remained there till May, perfectly sound.
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Choice Frnit and other Trees.

Several of our correspondents having re-

quested us to publish a list of Fruit Trees,

that could be recommended for orchards and

fruit gardens, we have been furnished with

the following selection by S. Rhoads, jr., of

Haddington, near this city, who can supply

those in want with all the kinds enumerated,

and many others; also with apricot, quince,

and other fruit trees, together with the most

approved shade trees, evergreens, &,c., and

will pack them securely for sending to distant

places. He receives orders at No. 258 High

Ktreet, Philadelphia.

SUMMER PEARS.
Catherine, regular bell shape, green, red,

flesh melting, spicy, great bearer.

Citron des Carmes, ^ pale yellow, with
Maddeline, or C blush, second size.

Green Chisel, j flesh white, melting.

Summer Rose, russet, red, handsome, first

size, juicy.

Hessel, brown, second size, juicy, great
bearer.

Belle de Brussells, yellow, red, largest and
most beautiful of the season.

Early Bergamot, round, second size, green,
melting, highly flavored.

Dauphine, small, yellow, juicy and good.

AUTUMN PEARS.
Moorfowl Egg, second size, orange, russet,

round, hardy, saccharine, tender, a little

gritty.

Swan's Egg, small, green, brown, tender,
melting, rich, great bearer.

York, Autumn or English Bergamot, green,
brown, red, third size, round, excellent

Brown Beurre, Buerre de Roi, orlsambert,

large, buttery, rich, varies with soil.

Aston Town, small, green, russet, highly

flavored, perfumed, sugary, sometimes a little

gritty.

White Doyenne, St. Michael, ") known in

or White Beurre, 3 Philadel-

phia as the Butter Pear, and considered equal

to any pear, when it is in perfection—but is

liable to blight on the tree.

Callabasse, or Beurre de Payence, yellow,

russet, gecond size, sugary, juicy, great bearer.

Marie Louise, (new) yellow, russet, but-

tery, rich, very superior.

Napoleon, (new) large, green, very melt-

ing, juicy and rich, great bearer.

Secket, (native) middling size, brown, red,

remarkably rich and delicious.

Beurre Diel, (new) very large, orange, rus-

•et, roeltingi juicy, delicious.

Duchess D'Angouleme, (new) brown, irre-

gular, very large, rich, melting, first rate.

Crassanii, green, yellow, russet, tender,

melting, rich.

Bartlett, or William's Bon Chretein, large,

oblong, yellow, red, very melting, delicate

and juicy—productive.

Wormsly Grange, (new) of first rate ex-

cellence.

Wilkinson, (native and new) yellow,

brown, melting, flavor peculiar, highly re-

commended.
Beurre de Capiaumout, (new) large, yel-

low, red, melting, rich, highly flavored, deli-

cious and beautiful.

Washington, (native and new) yellow,

very melting and delicious, middling size.

Holland Green, green, large, irregular,

juicy, middling quality—good bearer.

Harrison, large, yellow, red, juicy, break-

ing.

Tyson or Johnson, large, green, yellow,

red, rich, juicy, sweet—excellent.

Edmund, small, red, great bearer, second

quality.

WINTER PEARS.

St. Germaine, large, green, very melting,

juicy, delicious—often called Green.

Prince's St Germaine Chisel, resembling

St. Germaine—not so good but hardier.

Winter Beurre or Chaumontel, large, yel-

low, red, juicy, melting, excellent

Easter Beurre, (new) large, green, yellow,

first rate, and great bearer.

Beurre D'Aremberg, (new) large, perfect-

ly melting, very rich, one of the very best

D'Auch or Colmar, large, green, yellow,

melting, excellent flavor.

Passe Colmar, (new) second size, yellow,

red, very melting, rich and excellent.

Echaperie Walnut, or Tilton, small, rough,

green, melting, sweet, rich, one of the best

Easter Bergamot, or ") large, short, round,

Bergamottc de Paques, 3 yellow, swet't, good,

—keeps till May.

APPLES.

Ripe in 1th and 8th mo.—{July and Aug.)
Knowles.
Early White, Mordecai, Princess Harvest,

or Birmingham.
Early Redstreak.

Yellow Bough, or Harvest.

Ripein 8th anddth mo.—{Augustand Sept.)

Caleb Sweet.
Bnnsarees.

Summer Queen.
White .Tu netting, Lancaster, Spice, or

Long Ste7n.

Ripe in 9lh and lOth mo.—(^Sept. and Oct.)

English Codlin.
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Summer Pearmain.

Maiden's Blush.

Siberian Crab, (for preserving.)

Ripefrom \Olh to \i>l mo.— {Oct. to Jan.)

Rambo, or Seck-no-ftirlher.

Blockley Pippin.

Fall, or Holland Pippin.

Cathead.

White Doctor.

Yellow Belltlower.

Red Doctor, or Dewitt.

Ilays, English Redstreak,or Wine Apple.

Morgan.
Roman Stem.

Ripe from 1st to 5th mo.—{Jan. to Mav)
Newtown Pippin.

lATge 6weet Pippin.

Michael Henry Pippin.

VVinesap.

Solebury Cider.

Carthonso, or Gilpin.

Spitzemberg, or Jiiglcij.

Pen nock.

Lady, or Pomme D^Apis.

Golden Russett, Bullock's Pippin or Ycl-

loio Sheepnose,

Winter Pearmain.

Long Island Russett.

Smokehouse, or Gihbon''s Vandevere.

Crockson, or Red Sheepnose.

Tookesbury Winter Blush.

Republican Pippin.

PM'MS.

Apricot Plntn, large, yellow, with red

side—August.
BinL'ham, large, long, yellow—September.
Coe's Golden Drop, very large, yellow,

-^-September.

LaDeliceu.e, or Cooper's, very large, dark
purple.

Goliath, or Wilmol's late Orleans, ripe

September, very large, red and purple.

Huling's superb, remarkably large, green.

Huling's Green Gage, best of green gages.

Imperial Diadem, large, pale red,—Septem-
ber.

Red Magorum Bonum, large,—September.
White do. do. or Egg Plum, large,

—September.

Red Perdrigon, middle size, excellent.

Smith's Orleans, large, purple, good.

Bol mar's Washington, very large, green
and yellow,—September.

Misa, fine red.

Prune, German Prune, or Quetsche, pur-

ple,—September.

Early Blue Imperial.

Red Gage.

CHRRRIE8.

Mayduke, led, earliest.

Bleeding Heart, or Gascoigne's, deep red,

excellent.

Carnation, pale red.

Ox Heart, led and white, large.

Black Eagle, goo<i bearer, hardy.

Black Tartarean, or Ronald's Black Heart,

larjre and fine.

Early York. Morris' Red.

Morris' W^hite. Freestone Heath.

Malacotan.

Old Mixon—clingstone.

Late Heath— do.

Cowperthwaite's late yellow preserving.

Communicated for the Farmers' Cabinet by the Pliila-

(lelphia Agricultural Society.

Canada Tliii^tle.

The Committee in the ca.=:e of Canada

Thistle, have not been unmindful of their ap-

pointment, ailliougli ihey have been thus

tardy in making their report. They are now
gratified in being able to say that in their

opinion it is entirely within the control of

the farmer to eradicate and prevent this per-

nicious pest from spreading. In the first

place we shall recommend good cultivation ;

and secondly, the application of salt, which

we think entirely sufficient to banish this per-

nicious plant from our borders—bat it will

require the very particular attention of fiirm-

ers generall}', as it not only is propagated

by the root, but the seed is wafted to distant

parts by the wind.
" Dr. Silaa Holbrook, of New York, de-

stroyed a quarter of an acre of these pests,,

tlirashing and burning them to the ground
when in blossonv and sprinkling^ salt on
them.

—

New Jingiand Farmer, vol. 6, p. 2L
All remedies failed until salt was tried.

—

Vol. 4, p. 4.3.

Cut oflTeach thistle half an inch below the

surface of the ground, and put on each, one
gill of salt—brine may be used.—Vol. 4, p. 43.

John Wilkins, jr. farmer, adjoining the

Gloucester county poor house farm, stated to

Doctor Stokes, of Aloorestown, that he had
sown salt on Canada Thistle, supposed about

five bushels to the acre, which entirely de-

stroyed it.

David Comfort says he destroyed a quarter

of an acre of Canada Thistle, that stood very

thick on the ground, by ploughing deep ia

the spring, and sowing with oats; after the

oats came off", limed and sowed wheat and
clover seed thick, and mowed three years,

which so entirely killed the thistle, that thero

is not one stilk to be found on the spot.

John Vansant the last season has entirely

killed the Canada Thistle by the application

of salt—perhaps about a gill to a plant.
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We have various testimony from the

north that cuttintr it in the rainy season will

have a tendency to decrease it, as the pelth

will continue open till it is filled, which will

have a tendency to rot and destroy the plant.

We, however, give it as our decided opinion,

that good cultivation, and a free application

of salt, are the only means of eradicating this

noxious weed.
David Comfort,
Jamks Thornton.

For tlie FarniPrs" Cabini t.

••Gap" i« Ceiickens.

The Farmers' Cahinet heinij a medium
through vvhicli mu:;h useful information has

been disseminated, T am induced to send the

following- remedy for the "gap" in chickens.

My little son last spring undertook the man-

agement of the poultry, and was much trou-

bled by his young chickens dyinsr off with

the above mentioned disease. lie finally

discovered the cause by dissecting one, and

numerous long worms, about the thickness

of a common pin, were found in its wind-pipe.

He then took a feather, and stripped it ex-

cept a small tuft on the end, dipped it in

spirits of turpentine, and inserted it into the

wind-pipe of the affected chickens, turning it

around two or three times before withdraw-

ing it. It was attended with the most com-

plete success, and appeared to give almost

immediate relief In a few cases it required

a repetition. The disease was very soon

eradicated from his flock, and he afterwards

raised more than one hundred and forty

chickens. The entrance to the wind-pipe is

on the top of the tongue, and near its root,

and may easily be discovered by holding the

cliickcn's bill open a short time.

M.
Delaware co., 1st mo. 1, 1839.

On tlic Varieties, Properties, and Classi-

fication of "IVlieat.

[Cominuinl.]

ON THE PROPERTIES OF SOME VARIETfES.

I have stated the relative weight, and fine-

ness of quality, of the varieties delineated. It

may be well to say a few words in respect to

their relative value as to produce of f-traw.

It is stated in the excellent work I have al-

ready quoted, at the article " P.riiish Hus-

bandry." " The straw is generally reckoned

to be about double the weight of the grain;

an acre producing three quarters of wheat

of the ordinary quality, may tliercforo be

presumed to yield about Ivventy-six hundred

weight."
f If the results obtained by my experiments

ere of any value, the quantity of straw pro-

duced from a single ear of the best varieties,

namely. No. 1, .Tersey Dantzic,* one of the

best varieties produced three pounds three

ounces of wheat in round numbers, dropping

the fractional parts, and three pounds nine

ounces of straw, only six ounces more straw

than wheat. No. 2, " Album Devsuw," pro-

duced two pounds twelve ounces of wheat
and eight oimccs more straw than wheat.

No. 5, " CotiirJaniim" six more straw, than

grain, and No. 8, " Koeleri" four pounds four

ounces of grain, and only three pounds thir-

teen ounces of straw. 'J'he next, No. 9, the

red compact, produced only two pound.", nine

ounces of wheat from three pounds fifteen

ounces of straw, an excess of one pound six

ounces of straw over the grain in the last

sort, whereas in the former. No. 8, a most ex-

cellent and superior variety, there was an
excess in grain, of seven ounces over the

straw. It must be obvious from these facts

that by a proper system of culture, Viheat

should be brought to such perfection, as to

produce more grain than straw, Nos. 8, 10,

and 13, having done so—but 1 particularly

allude to No. 8, from its being an exceeding-

ly valuable variety in every respect, with the

exception of retaining moisture in the ear a

considerable length of time after rain, from

its being velvet husked, or downy.

The observation from the " Library of Use-

ful Knowledge" may be perfectly correct, as

far as it regards ordinary husbandry, but it

leads me to believe what I have already

hazarded to state, that the proper culture of

wheat is unpractised.

It is a curious fact, that the fifth of a pint

of seed of the Dantzic variety similar to No.

1, sown in drills, about as thick as a drill

machine would have sown it, No.-^. 10, 10, 17,

18, and 19, should have nearly accorded with

the statement, 'or with the exception of No.

15, which produced only three pounds six

ounces of corn, from about " /?f;o thousand''^

grains, tliey produced .six 2-oiinifs ten ounces,

or very nearly ilnuhle the weiglit of straw
;

correoponding witii theextnict above alluded

to—whereas row No. 1 of tiie very same
sort, from only sixhj-one grains, produced

within three ounces as much grain, but little

more than half less straw. These surely are

startling facts, worthy the consideration of

more able farmers than the writer.

The straw of No. 1, is of a beautifully

while color, very fine, but rather apt to lay

in rich soils; the grain is tohrally tennc'oua

to the husk, not much liable to i-hcd. That
of No. 2, is rather coarser and stouter; tho

grain is very tenacious in the ear. No. 5,

• Tlio reader is referred to the various inblea in llie

seroiiil niiiiibcr of the present volume of the Farmers'
Cabinet.
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has a short straw, white and slight, it is also

little liable to shed tlie grain. Tiiat of No.

8, is still shorter, but fine, and excellent tor

fodder, indeed tliey appear to be amon<T the

very best, as cattle eat tiiem all greedily ; as

I have before observed, this last being a hoary,

or velvet eared variety, may not be suited for

a damp climate, as it retains moisture for a

considerably longer period than either of the

former .«orts—but on dry uplands it is highly

productive, and valuable in every respect. In

damp situations, the smootli eared sorts, both

white and red, I apprehend to be the best.

The Talavera I have raised from a single

grain, has a slight white straw; it is rather

apt to lay in rich soils, the ear being appar-

ently too heavy for the stem ; but a variety

very similar to it which was given me by

Professor La Gasca, that was sown on a poor

soil this spring, came very fine in the ear,

though it not being above three feet high in

the sWavv, enabled it to carry its head up-

right. Should it continue to possess this

quality in richer land it will be a great im-

provement in the variety ; this I shall be en-

abled to ascertain next season.

Air. Knight, the President of the Horticul-

tural Society ofLondon, has given some valua-

ble hints with respect to raising new varie-

ties from seed ; and has described the mode
of intercrossing them, by impregnating the

female blo.ssoms of one variety witli the pol-

len or fecundating matter, of the male organs

of the other, whi<;h if not done with some de-

gree of care and attention, being a nice and
difficult operation, may produce many varie-

ties of habits peculiarly liable to sport. I

imagine that the only sure mode of prevent-

ing such an intermixture would be to leave

only one female blossom on the plant to be

impregnated, thus insuring a single variety

of the precise quality required.

There can be no doubt that with due at-

tention, the practice can be established as

satisfactorily as the success that has been met
with by those who have attended to the in-

tercrossing of Geraniums, now grown of all

shades and colors almost at will.

CLASSIFICATTOV.

The attempt to class the varieties of wheat

is necessary; it is a laborious and difficult

undertaking, which should be performed by a

more scientific person than the writer. But

as no one bas yet done .so, as a branch of

agriculture, in those plain terms which may
be intelligible, not to the botanist, or scien-

tific reader only, but to the great mass of

farmers, I shall risk the trial for those sorts

that are in usual cultivation.

I leave to botanists the seven species of

Triticum, named in that very useful work,

Loudon's Encyclopedia of Agriculture, also

the attempt at classification that is made in
Sinclair's very excellent book on Grasses,
neither of these works explaining what I

should consider to be the principal object in

view, the nature and real qiuilities of each
variety, as to their properties for making
bread.

A gentleman who may be planting a gar-
den, is desifous of having peaches, figs, pears,
grapes, apples, even gooseberries, of particu-
lar seasons, flavors, qualities and colors;
these are all named, and so intelligibly

classed, that if the nurseryman deceives iiim

in one or two of them, he is set down as a
person who is not to be depended upon; yet
these luxuries which do not directly affect

the real prosperity of the country, are per-
fectly well understood ; but the nature of the
most precious of all those plants, which one
of the most profound writers Jias called "the
only produce of land which always, and ne-
cessarily, aff^)rds some rent to the landlord,"
appears to have been overlooked—perhaps
because it was so plentiful and so diminu-
tive. If Doctor Franklin's adage, "take care
of the pence, and the pounds will take care

; of themselves, is true," it is not less correct
to say to a husbandman, in the selection of
his seed wheat, " take care of the pecks, and
the quarters will take care of themselves." -

To render the classification of wheat fvell

understood, it should he so clear and simple,
that any farmer should be enabled to state the
precise variety he wishes to raise, by apply-
ing to the seed merchant, a branch of busi-

ness which should belong to the corn trade.

I should propose a classification as follows

:

BEARDLESS OR WINTER WHEATS.

Class L White Wheats, Smooth Chaffed.

2. do. do., Velvet Hu.sked.

3. Red do., Smooth Chafied.

4. do. do., Velvet Ilnsked.

5. Yellow do., Smooth Chaflfed.

6. do. do.. Velvet Husked.
7. Liver do., Smooth Chaffed.

8. do; do., Velvet Chaffed.

BEARDED OR SPRING WHEATS,

1. White Spring Wheat,
2. Red Spring Wheat,
3. Yellow do. do.

4. Hoary do. do.

The subvaricties should be given a number
and name, which number should be first add-
ed to the local names given to each, for

which one common name should be substi-

tuted.

ARRANGEMENT.
1st. The name of the wheat, and the par-

ticular soil and climate it may be suited for,

the proper period for sowing it, whether it

be liable to injury from drought, moisture, or
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frost, in its earlier or later growth, and its lia-

bility to disease.

2nd. The period of flowering or blooming,

and ripening.

3rd. The height and nature of the straw,

whether it be white or dark colored, brittle

or tenacious, if liable to lay in wet seasons,

or otherwise. If fit for fodder, thatching,

bonnet making, or other purposes.

4th. Nature of the ear, whether compact,

or widely spread, its length in inches. This
would of course vary in some soils, but it

would be interesting to know such variations,

the produce per acre.

5th. The color of the grain, (this will also

vary with a change of soil,) whether coarse

or thin skinned, whether round or oval, large

or small, whether liable to shake out or not.

6th. Nature of the flour and bran, with

their relative quantity.

7th. Whether the dough rises well or not.

' 8th. Quantity of bread made from a given

quantity of flour, its color, if of a dry or moist

nature, and the length of time it will keep.

SMOOTH CHAFFED.

In Class 1.

—

Nature and Habits.

No. 1, A.—Triticum Hybridum, Candidum
Epulonum Leucospermum " La Gasca"—No.
1 in the table. A variety from Dantzic—ear

full and large, ranging from three and a half

inches, to four and a half, in length. Grain
ratlier thin skinned, large, roundish, hardy.

Tillers well, blooms rather early, tall, 4 feet

8 inches, tenacious white straw. Rather lia-

ble to lay in rich land, sheds if over ripe,

produces excellent white bread of a rather

dry nature. Eighteen pounds of flour have
made twenty-four pounds of bread,—has pro-

duced fifty-two imperial bushels of 6.3 lbs. to

the acre.

No. 2, B.—Triticum Alburn Densum—" La
Gasca," No. 2 in the table. I suspect it to be
the " Froment Blanc de Hongrie" of the

French, ear compact, square, from two and a

half, to three and a half inches long. Grain
i-mall, white, round and thin skinned ; hardy
tillers well, blooms a day or two later than
No. 1, tall, 4 feet 8 inches, stout white straw,

sheds little.

No. 3, C.—Triticum Hybridum, Coturianum
a Compactum La Gasca, M. S. S., a seedling

of 1832. No. 7 in the table. Ear short and
compact, not quite so square as No. 2, which
it otherwise resembles externally, from two
and a half to three inches long, grain plump
and oblong, rather coarser skinned than No.
I, hardy, tillers remarkably. Blooms rather
earlier than No. 2. Straw short and slight,

four feet high, not at all liable to be laid.

Sheds little, highly productive, having afford-

ed fifty-eight imperial bushels to the acre
this season.

No. 4, D.—Triticum Hybridum, Talavera

Belvuensis. Ear Long, Straggling, and Pyra-

midal, from four to six inches long. Grain

large, oblong, and thin skinned. Tillers

No. 1, A.

nl

'^\

^.

Class II. Velvet Husked
White Grain. 1. Hoary.

No. 1, E.

t^'

[Fiff. 29.]

Jersey Dantzic. Triti- [Fig. 29.]

rum Hyhriduni.Candi- Triticum Koelen of La
dum Epulonum of La Gasca.
Gasca.

moderately. Earliest to bloom, eight or ten

days sooner than the three preceding sort^.

Straw tall, slight and bending, and brittle if

over ripe, liable to lay in rich land, hijjlily

farinaceous.
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In Class 2— Velvet Husked. White Wheat.
No. 1, E.—Triticiini Koeleri.—L« Gasca,

1832, Ear largo, rather close. Downy or
velvetty. White, very plump, roundish, oval,
thin skinned grain. Tillers remarkably.
Blooms rather early. Straw four feet four
inches to four feet seven inches, very white
and firm, not liable to shed, retains moisture
from its huskiness, therefore should be har-
vested when dry, has produced twenty-six
pounds of superior white bread from eighteen
pounds of flour, and has produced fifly-five
impeiiul bushels of 64 lbs. the acre.

No. 2, B. No. 3, C.

!^

u
[Fig. 30.1 [Fig- 31.j

Small round. Triti- Triticuni Hybridiim, Co-
r.iim Hybridum, Al- turiaiiuin a Coiiipac-

bum DcDSum of I^a turn of La Gasca.
Gasca.

Such is the sort of classification I should

wish to introduce, not one in a dead or bo-

tanical language, intelligible only to men of

science, but one in the mother tongue which
every farmer may comprehend, and by com-
paring his class book with the crop.', or varie-

ties that are lurking in them, may ascertain

wliich tliey are.

This is merely a first suggestion, time and

No. 4, D.

I
//

[Fig. 32.]

T.Tlavera Belviien.sis.

further experience, guided by the experiments
this little book may lead to, may prove the
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means of distinctly ascertaining and making
known the habits and properties oi' all sorts

of grain.

[To be continued.]

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Obsei'vation§ on Cirass Seeds-

" All flesh is grass."

A very knowing man gave it as his opinion,

" that whoever could make two cars of corn,

or two blades of grass, to grow upon a spot

of ground where only one grew before, would

deserve better of mankind, and do more es-

sential service to his country, than the whole

race of politicians put together." Now al-

though the mass of noisy politicians, who wish

to fatten, not by making grass or corn grow,

but by lugging fiercely at the public teat, may
incline to controvert this opinion, yet it is pre-

sumed that the plain, honest, industrious

farmers of our country, who gain a livelihood

by close attention to agricultural pursuits

will incline to think favorably of it. Being
myself a believer in the opinion, has induced

me to take up my pen, with a view of point-

ing out to my friends and neighbors, what
may be done this spring towards accomplish-

ing so desirable an object.

:^^ It is now universally admitted that neither

grass nor grain or indeed any plant whatever
can be produced without seed; and that

whenever we wish to produce any particular

plant we must sow or plant the proper seed

to produce it. In sowing the seeds of the

artificial grasses, it should be borne in mind,

that you will not have more spears or grass

plants than the number of seeds sown, and
not even that number, for more or ]e.«s of

thcin, from various causes will fail to vege-

tate or be destroyed. If it is desired to have
the plants numerous the seeds must be thick-

ly dispersed ; it is true many seed co.«t more
than a few, but then the object being to obtain

a full crop of grass, this can only be obtained

by being liberal in the application of seed; lot

those w!io wish only a very moderate return of

grass, sow the seed thin, very thin, and they

will accomplish the object; tiiey may have
the plants six inches or a foot distant from
each other if they are careful to put the seeds

far enougli apart.

Being desirous of ascertaining the number
of seeds of the kinds usuiJly sown vvliich

would fill a bushel measure, I recently

caused to be accurately weighed the one
sixteenth part of an ounce avoirdupois of the

kinds designated below ; the seeds in each
parcel were then carefully counted, from

which it was ascertained the number of them
contained in a pound, and also tlie number
contained in a bushel, the weight of which
was known. The seeds were all perfectly

clean, and the best of their kind, being pro-

cured of George M. Coates, in Market .street,

Philadelphia.

Timothy seed rated at 40 lbs. per bushel,

the number of seeds contained in a
bushel is 60,000,320

Red clover seed, ^American) 60 lbs. per
bushel 24,084,480

Dutch red clover seed, imported, 60 lbs.

per bushel 16,819,200

Dutrli white cluver seed, imported, 60 lbs.

pir pushel, 43,929,600

Orchard grass seed, 12 lbs. per bushel, 5,818,368

The imported red Dutch clover seed was
considerably larger than tlie American, and

it will be perceived that the latter contains

about fifty per cent, more seeds to the bushel

than the former, and consequently it would
take a bushel and an half of the Dutch seed

to furnish as many plants as one bushel of the

American.
It" has been a very general error amongst

our farmers to sow grass seeds too sparingly,

thereby leaving much of the ground unoccu-

pied, or filled with weeds, which v;ill inevi-

tably be the case where the soil is fertile, and

grass seed has been applied with a parsimo-

nious hand. A very small share of common
sen.se observation, and a little arithmetical

calculation will correct this pernicious and

impoverishing error. An acre of land con-

tains 4b?40 square yards, or 43,560 square

feet, or if brought to square inches, 6,272,040

spaces, each of one inch square, is equal to

one acre. If clover seed is sown evenly at

the rate of 7-^ lbs. or the eighth of a bushel

per acre, it would produce about three mil-

lion of plants, provided tiiey generally vege-

tated, which would allow each plant about

two square inches of space ibr its accommo-
dation. But it must be recollected that there

is always a considerable loss of seed occa-

sioned by its being imperfectly ripened, from

its having been heated, or by its being buried

in situations unfavorable to its growth, or

other causes, so that ample allowance shcnld

always be made to guard again.^t contin-

gencies of every kind. From the data'fur-

nislied above it will be easy to make a calcu-

lation in regard to any of the seeds enume-
rated, so as to operate as a guide to those who
don't desire to give their grass plants more
elbow room than may be necessary to promote
their proper growth and expansion and the

farmers true and most permanent intero.-?!.

Agkicola.

The man who thinks himself so rich that

he can afford to neglect his aflliirs and throw

away his money, is not fir from want, how-
ever great his c.-^t;itc may be. But time is, at

onci^ the most valuable and most peridiable

of all our po.<5.=e.-sioti? ; when lost it can never
be retrieved.

—

Randolph,
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For tlie Farmers' Cabinet.

Fi*ug[niciils.—I\o. IV.

"Gather up the Fragments that nothing be lost."

AORICl'LTl'RE

Is the most ancient, the most honorable, and

the most useful of arts; by it the whole hu-

man race are fed and clothed ; and it is sup-

po.sod that at least three fourths of the inliab-

itants of the earth are directly or indirectly

engaged in it.

CLOGS TO AGRICUI.TUaE.

The greatest clogs to improvements in ag-

riculture arc indolence, ignorance, and self

conceit; wherever their influence e.xlond,

they paralyze the very earth, and produce

sterility.

THE HELPED ARE HELPLESS.

There are many people in the world, whom
it would be in vain to assist; for the more aid

they receive from others, the less they exert

themselves : verifying the saying, that those

who are helped much, are generally most
hel2iless.

THE DIFFERENCE.

The children of the rich are much helped,

wliilst those of the poor have to help them-
selves; this weakens the energies of the for-

mer, and strengthens those of the latter ; de-

pressing one, and elevating the other ; and
this keeps the wheel of fortune always re-

volving.

PROCRASTINATION.

" Unhappy he who does his work adjourn,

And till the morrow will his task delay,

Tiiat lazy morrow will be like to-day.

But is one day of ease too much to borrow ]

Yes, sure ; for yesterday w'asonce to-morrow.
That yesterday is gone and nothing gaiii'd

;

And all thy fruitle.ssdays will thus be drained :

For thou hast more to-morrows yet to ask,

And wilt be ever to begin thy task;

Who like the hindmost chariot-wheels art curst

Still to be near, but ne'er lo reach the firbt."

FACTS
Are unchangeable in their nature, and when
once recorded are never lost.

WORDS AND ACTION!?.

We should be as careful of our words as

our actions ; and as far from speaking, as from
doing, ill.

JUSTICE
Consists in doing no injury to men : decency,
in giving them no offence.

Any man may err, but a fool only will per-

severe in error.

A wise man oflen changes his mind, a fool

never.

Transplaiitin;; Trees.

Success in transplanting trees depends
much on the treatment tiity receive in that

operation. On removing the trees from the

nursery, care should be taken to prevent tlie

roots from drying previously to phi tiling them,
otherwise thoy may receive considerable in-

jury; and when they are to be transported to

a distance, particular care should bo taken to

preserve tlit-m from drying winds before pack-

ing. Inmiediatcly on tlieir receipt the bun-

dles should be unpacked, the roots well wa-
tered and •' laid in" until the ground in which
they are to bu planted be ready to receive

them. By laying in, is to be understood the

making of a trench sulhciently large to ad-

mit the roots, into which llioy are placed ; tiie

earth having been previously made line is tiien

filled in around Ihem, and a gentle watenng
given, in which situation they may remain
with salety, until planted.

The holes in which it is intended to plant

them, should, for an ordinary sized nursery

tree, be from 2^ to 3 feet in diameter, and

about the same depth ; the earth from the bot-

tom should be thrown aside, and the place

filled up with good compost or black mould
(no fresh stable manure should be used in the

compost.) The tree should be planted one or

two inches deeper than it stood in the nurse-

ry, the roots and fibres being spread out hor-

izontally, and during the process of filling in

the eartl), the tree should be shaken several

times to admit the soil between the roots, and

also to fill up any cavities that might other-

wise remain. The earth should then be trod-

den down and gently watered ; in a short time

it will have settled, and any hollows that

may have formed, should be filled up— finish-

ing by forming a basin around the trench to

receive the rain or watering which it may be

necessary to give it, if the ensuing season

should prove dry; to prevent the winds from

loosening the earth round the roots, the tree

should be secured to a stake by bands of

straw.

The proper season fia* transplanting trees

in this latitude, is from the middle of October

to the first or middle of May. Trees trans-

planted in autumn should have the roots a lit-

tle i)rotected during the first and mo.'-t trying

winter. This protection may consist of a few
inches of litter frotn the stable, placed among
their trunks and over their roots. Moss from

the meadows or evergreen boughs are, how-
ever, preferable fi)r delicate plant,'', as these

substances, being almost incorruptible, never

injure what they were designed to protect.

"We have observed," says the Genesee
Farmer, " in regard to transplanting fruit

trees, that we have rarrly lost one tiiat stood

in cultivated ground, uhere the hoe was intro-
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duced several times in the course of the sum-
mer; but on the contrary, where the trees

were set in grassy land, or where the culti-

vation was nej^lected, our losses have been

considerable. We therefore advise, in order

to secure the safety of such as have been

planted out, either in the last autumn or this

spring, to have the ground well hoed round

them once a month ; and if it be done every

fortnight, it will be still better. The labor

will not differ very materially from hoeing a

hill of corn. It is worthy of notice, however,

that the oftener it is done the easier it is to

do—because the soil will be kept loose and

mellow.
" To water trees in that condition may some-

times be useful ; but we are not free to recom-

mend it very highly. A loamy soil that is

much watered soon becomes hard ; the surface

is glazed, rendered in a great measure im-

permeable to the air, and consequently is no

longer capable of affording in dry weather

the necessary nourishment to the plant. The
sources of its fertility are obstructed. This

may be better understood by some of our read-

ers, when we state on the authority of Sir

Humphrey Davy, that a soil in the greatest

degree absorbent, exposed to the atmosphere

till it becomes dry to the touch, still contains

moisture equal to one-eighth part of its whole

weight. This is discoverable by subjecting

it to a heat indicated by 300 degrees of Fah-

renheit's thermometer. Now all water not

chemically combined, but only adhering to

parts of the soil, is in constant use in vegeta-

tion : and the one eighth part referred to is of

this kind. If we estimate common fertile

soils however, as containing only one-twelfth

part, then in 400 pounds of soil, even when
it is dry to the touch, we shall have 33 pounds

of water in store for the use of vegetation

;

and it is particularly worthy of notice, that

such soils wlien deprived of a portion of this

by plants, procure a fresh supply by constantly

absorbing waterfrom the atmosphere, where
it exists in the state of vapor. In effect, a

good soil is a perpetual fountain, even in dry

weather.
" From these statements it must be evident,

that unless the ground is frequently cultivated

and kept mellow, so that bctweeu its particles

the air can pass in, the latter cannot impart

the moisture which it holds in solution ; but

when the soil is freshly broken, minutely di

vided, and prevented from conglomerating,

these invisible springs are preserved in order,

and plants that drink from tliem vvill long re-

sist the drought. Let the hoe, then, be freely

and frequently used.

Temperance, open air, easy labor, simple

diet, and pure water, are good for a man all

the days of his life.

Grafting and Inoculating.

Grafting is a mode of propagating varieties

of fruit of esteemed quality. Grafts may be
cut at any time after the fall of the leaf in

autumn, and before the buds begin to swell
in the spring. They should be of the pre-
ceding year's growth, and are best from bear-

ing trees and exterior limbs. They may be
preserved by imbedding their larger ends in

clay, a potatoe, or in moist earth, in a cellar

in winter, or in the open ground, partially or
wholly covered, in the spring. Grafts are fre-

quently sent across the Atlantic. The great
care should be, that they are not kept loo

warm or too moist, so that the buds swell be-

fore they are wanted for use. The rationale

of grafting will suggest the time and the
manner in which it should be done. The
scion and graft are to be so adjusted that the

sap wood of the stock, by which the sap as-

cends from the roots, comes in contact with
the sap wood of the scion ; and a like adjust-

ment must be observed between the inner
bark of both, through which the sap descends
from the graft to the stock, after it has been
elaborated in the leaves. Without the first

precaution, the sap will not reach the graft,

which will consequently shrivel and die-
Without the last, the graft cannot knit or

unite to the stock ; for it is the descending
sap which forms the new wood, and which in-

deed causes the graft to send its roots down
into the earth, upon the outside of the wood,
but under the bark of the stock. The union
can only take place after the sap has begun
to circulate in the stock, which is when the

buds are bursting. The clay or composition
is applied to exclude the drying influence of

the air and sun, and also rain, from the wound,
until a complete union has taken place. The
graft does not become injured by being some-
what shrivelled before it is inserted ; but

if it appears too much so, it may be bu-

ried a few hours in moist earth before

used. The compositions used as substitutes

for clay are many. A g(K)d one is one part

tallow, two parts beeswax, and four parts ro-

sin, melted and incorprated like shoemaker's
wax. If the weather is cold this will require

to be softened by immersing it a time in warm
water. A thin layer of this covering the end
of the stock and the slit, will suffice. With
the addition of a little more tallow, the com-
position may be spread upon linen or cotton

cloth, when waim, and the cloth cut to the
required size for a graft, and applied with less

trouble in the form of a prepared plaster.

—

The different processes of grafting are so

generally known that we need not detail them;
our object being only to tiirow out such sug-

oestion^ as may tend to render the success of

the operation more certain.
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The following is the account of Mr. Rob-
inson, of Portsmouth, (N. H.) of his method
of performing the operation.

•' Persons intending to graft or inoculate to

good advantage, should in August procure

their scions containing their buds and gratis.

It is well to have for their better preservation,

a portion of the larger limbs connected witli

them. If taken ofT immediately, they must
be thrown, when bundled up and labelled,

under the north side of your thick yard or

garden fence, where they will be secure, if

exposed to the influence of the atmosphere;

having an eye in case of too warm and dry

weather, they are not too much e.vposed. If

80, just enter their but ends under the surface

of the earth. This method is better than

covering them up bodily, or keeping them in

a cellar.

" Experience has taught me that there is a

great advantage in procuring cuttings in this

way, over the practice of neglecting till too

late. I shall now attempt to show the best

method to manage a nursery, as to securing

good fruit in the most economical and speedy

manner. To do this, grafting and inoculating

is my text. The nursery is supposed to have
been judiciously managed, and of one year's

growth from the seed. Of course the plants

are from one to two feet high, and as large as

a Dutch quill ; some much larger. All of this

size never will be more fit to bud. There
should be no delay. These little young trees

have their peculiarly smooth and pliable bark

;

they are very thrifty, and consequently, may
be budded somewhat later than others of a

different character. A nursery in this stage

may be most advantageously budded. If the

operation be skilful, they will take ; and ifoth-

erwise, they receive no perceptible injury.

The advantages of early budding are numer-
ous and great. First, the job contemplated is

over: you cannot have any uneasiness about

it, from any delays. Your trees are in a much
better state for coming to perfection ; they

will thrive much better notwithstandinsr they

are cut off from two to four inches from the

ground during the season ; they will far out-

grow the others in size and height, they also

grow more erect and free from craggy twigs,

a great saving in pruning. The improvement
in their appearance is admirable. Picture to

yourself trees from the nurseries such ns I

have received, and at full prices, with old

stocks, half closed over, and budded two to

three feet from the ground. The contrast is

great,
" The disadvantage from suffering nurseries

to remain till a number of years old, before

burlJed, is obvious. The wound necessary

for the bud, in thick and old birk, and espe-

cially if the bud d)fs take, is of some injury.

The cutting off" the large old stock, leaving

the bud alone while the stock is closed over

—

meantime the quantity of roots without a top

in proportion—are great checks, and of much
injury to the growth of tiie plant ; and most
ultimately affect the growtli and health of tlie

tree.

" I make these remarks from the authority
of my own experience in inoculating a nur-
sery in iis different stages as above described.

"I shall now attempt to describe my process
in budding. I was instructed to strike a hor-

izontal cut through the bark, with a sharp
knife, at a suitable place, on the north side

of the stock ; striking from this a perpendic-
ular cut about an inch long, opening the bark
with a knife or some instrument for the pur-

pose ; then taking a bud from the scion, having
a care to takeoff"a small portion of wood willi

the bud—then carefully taking away the

wood, leaving the stem or eye of tlie bud
whole and smooth—then thrusting in the bud
with a due proportion of bark, three-fourths

of an inch long, and half as wide. The bark
of the but to be thrust in free from the hark
of the stock above—then closing over the bark
of the bud with that of the stock, binding it

carefully, with elm or bass rind or with coarse

woollen yarn. This process has not yet
proved perfect; it has with me often failed.

I have sought for a more perfect and sure pro-

cess. Accordingly I have varied, as my judg-

ment has led me, for a better method. I have
found that instead of striking a horizontal, it

is best to cut quite a sloping stroke, splitting

down from this slope perpendicularly so low
as to admit the bud, taking off" in an oval

shape, in the same careful manner as above
described ; having a care to preserve a little

wood at the eye of the bud as I had in taking

it away in the former process. The bud then

is to be thrust under the raised bark, down so

low as to admit the bark of the stock to come
in its former place, above the bud, fir iialf an
inch, where it immeii lately receives its usual

nourishment; being bound up with coarse

woollen yarn, which I prefer to anything else.

In winding on the yarn, I am careful to draw
it gently over the wound, omitting to cover

the bud till the last, over which I then

draw the yarn very softly. In this process,

every part works so natural, and so smooth,

that if unbound the next day it would be dif-

ficult to distinguish the bud from a natural

one ; and indeed, the bud as well as the bark

of the stock seems not in the least affected.

In this mode of inoculating, there is no such
thing as not taking. On the other hand, the

bark being cut square across, and the bud not

being sufficiently thrust down, the bark ot' the

stock coming to bear on the outer bark of the

bud, at the top of the slit, there is nothing to

support it; but it dries und shrinks from its

primitive place, admits air, and if tho woodia
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taken out of the bud, it all fails together, espe-

cially if the eye of the bud is a little rubbed :

at any rate, live or die, a dangerous wound is

inflicted.

" The mode that [ would recommend, is a
safe and fast way of budding ; it all works
natural; a lad having his hand in, will put
in from two to four hundred per day. I

now proceed to give an account of inocu-
lating in the spring of the year. This was an
experiment, with me, altogether. In the sea-

son of grafting, I chose a few trees that

were of common size for grafting; some had
two good equal branches, one of which I graft-

ed, the other I inoculated at the same time.

I carefully cut out the bark of the branch
where I chose to place a bud, cutting down-
ward, turning my knife in and out in such a

manner as to take off the bark in the form
usually given in taking off the bud ; taking at

the same time so much of the wood, as to

compare with the bud from the scion ; and, if

the first cut failed, I carefully mended my
hand, until it well suited. Thus the bark be-

ing all well done, the bud was laid in, inside

comparing with inside; of course a space was
left on the edge of the bark of the stock not
covered from its extra thickness on the old

stock. The buds thus being left somewhat
sunk in the stock, were then secured in the
usual way of budding."

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Planting Trees.
Those who won't dig must beg, and those

who won't plant should not be permitted to

partake of the fruits of other men's planting.

All of us have partaken of the fruits of the

labors of those who have preceded us, and we
are all under obligations to render some ser-

vice to those who may succeed us.

The labor and expense of planting and
rearing a few fruit and ornamental trees, and
shrubs, is so trifling, that no one would sup-

pose that the most indolent and penurious per-

son in the community could be deterred by it

from procuring and setting out a dozen or

more the ensuing spring.

There is a pleasure and satisfaction con-

nected with the performance of such a duty
as this, which furnishes an ample compensa-
tion for the expenditure of muscle and money,
independent of any benefit to be hereafter

derived from it.

No person, it is believed, ever planted a

fruit tree, or grape-vine, without feeling a

eecret consciousness that he had rendered a

service of an important character cither to

his own family, or toothers tiiat might come
after him.

It is the peculiar characteristic of the truly

pious and good, to take pleasure in promoting

and increasing the comfort, the happiness
and the interests of their fellow men.
"There is no part of husbandry which is

more commonly neglected than that of plant-
ing trees, without which they can neither
expect fruit, ornament or delight from their
labors. But they seldom do this till they
begin to be wise, that is, till they begin to

grow old, and find by experience the prudence
and necessity of it. When Ulysses, after a
ten years absence, was returned from Troy,
and found his aged father in the field plant-
ing trees, he asked him, ' Why, being now
so far advanced in years, he would put liim-

self to the fatigue and labor of planting that,

of which he was never likely to enjoy the
fruit.' The good old man, taking him for a
strancer, gently replied, 'I plant against my
son Ulysses comes home.' The application
is obvious, and instructive both to yountr and
old."

Determine now without delay the trees and
shrubs you will set out in the s pring, ascer-

tain w'here the best and handsomest can be
obtained, and suffer no ordinary circumstances
to prevent you from executing so important a
determination, as that of doing some good in

the world before you are called upon to give
up your stewardship, which may possibly be
before another annual period of planting trees

comes round.

Let parents encourage their children, and
children plead with their parents, to progress
with the good work of planting fruit and
ornamental trees, shrubs and vines, as soon as
the spring opens ; and then our farms and farm
houses will soon exchange that dull, com-
fortless aspect, which is so obvious in many
places, for a more cheering and exhilirating

exhibition of the fruits of industry, care and
good taste, and travelers as they pass by will

enquire.

Who dwells in this dtlightful place

Distinguished for its perfect grace ?

R.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

The Sugar Beet and t!ic Ruta Bnga*

Although the gentlemen who formed the

"Sugar Beet Society," and introduced the

seed among us have not as yet seen their

hopes realized by the establishment of sugar

manufactories in Pennsylvania, yet they are

entitled to the gratitude of our farmers for

introducing to their notice an article which
must I think ere long be placed at the head of

our list ofroot crops, as cultivated expressly for

the winter food of our stock. I nm aware of

the preference given by different root grow-

ers to the carrot, the ruta baga, andtlie beet,

and that prc-concoivcd opinion often prevents
.

a fair trial of the merits of other roots.

I have the past season cultivated the beet
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and ruta bag-a, and were either one out of
rciclil should rest satisfied witii the other as
one of the jrreatcst hixurios for our cattle
during the winter, and a rich mine from which
to increase the quantity oi'uKuuire, and con-
pequontly tlie crops to wiiich manure is ap-
plied; I cultivated both, in order to arrive by
experiment at some conclusion as to their
relative value; the season has been unpro-
pitious for all root crops, it is said ; as for mo I

cannot complain ; one sixteenth of an acre
planted with beets without manure (but in a
deep rich soil) twice ploughed, and four limes
harrowed, gave GJ bushels; at tlie rate of
10 K) busiiels per aero. One fourtli of an
acre of rutabaga on an inferior piece ofground
on which was jnit three two horse loads of
manure, twice plougiied and tiireo limes har-
rowed, gave 12U bushels ; equal to 480 bushels
per acre.

P. S. I have never seen the carrot grow-
ing; butan intelligcntgcntlemanonce advised
me to let them alone; "they are," said he,
"difficult ofcultivation while young, requirinf
three tin)es the labor that beets do; are
c(iually valuable, bushel for bushel, when
grown, but would never give me more than
half as many bushels per acre, and then you
are almost tempted to wish for a steam engine
to help you pull tl^em out of the ground."

M. S. K.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Poultry.
The rearing of poultry prnduces luucli profit on a small

inveslinont.

Those who increased their stock of poultry
during the last year, have been reaping a rich
reward in return (or their increased attention

The beets Iiad a fair chance; it was nothing 11
^'^ this interesting branch of domestic econo-

but straight forward work witli them from
planting until gathering time ; but the pooi
ruta bagas had up hill work for six weeks at

the beginning; the drought, the grass-hop-
per and the turnep fiea did their work soeftec-
tually that I abandoned the crop in despair;
however when the rains came on many seeds
which had lain in the earth vegetated and
grew so luxuriantly as to give the above
result, where every one who saw the ground
predicted there would not be five bushels;
with a fair chance, I firmly believe my quar-
ter acre would have yielded 250 bushels.

As to the relative value of the rival crops,

I cannot say any thing with accuracy farther

than that when our stock of beets was ex-
hausted, and we commenced feeding the ruta
bagas, although I have not been able to detect
any difference in the qmuitily of milk in tiie

pails, the quantity of butter on the second
week of turnep feed was reduced one third,

at which point it still continues; the quality
is about the same.

I have no otiicr facts in possession which
will warrant me in giving the beet the pre-

ference. The cattle eat the turneps with the
same eagerness as the beets, and present
the same healthy appearance. The horses
and store hogs 1 find give preference to the
beet, the sheep to the turnep, and all the
fault I have to find is with my.sclf tor not

raising enough to let the above mentioned
worthies come in with the cattle for their

daily rations of roots. Others have no doubt
dipt into this subject more deeply tiian I have,

and are conseipiontly tnuch better qualified

from experience and longer observation to

arrive at more positive conclusions ; will they
let us hear from them .'

Mahlon S. Ki!iKn:;iDf;.

Morrjsvilla, 1st mo., Ijtii, 1S3'J.

It has brought a very generous price,
and eggs have been not less liberally paid for.

Many chubby boys and rosy cheeked girls
have oflen had their hearts made glad, when
" father" has returned from market, and an-
nounced the grand price for which he sold
the turkeys, the ducks, the chickens and the
eggs ; hx there is in many farmer's families a
perquisite arising from sales of this descrip-
tion of stock, which inures to the younger
branches of the family as a reward for their

ingenuity, care and industry, in attending to

the rearing and protecting the poultry, and an
encouragement to future good conduct and
obedience.

The multitude of grass-hoppers which inun-
dated the country last pummer, with myriads
of other insects, furnished an abundant sup-
ply of meat for the fowls without apparently
reducing the supply of it, and there was but
little necessity for giving them other descrip-

tions of food during the season. A farmer
who regularly attends market, sold during
the last year poultry and erra^ to the amount
of about one hundred and fitly dollars, and the

expense incurred in their production was so

small as scarcely to be appreciable; this

should encourage others to do likewise, and
they will have their reward proportioned to

their works.

Guinea fowls make an agreeable variety in

a poultry yard, and they furnish more eggs
than common hens; they sell well in market
without being picked, and their vigilance in

guarding against danger, and the great alarm
they sound when it approaches, so terrifies

the hawk, that he rarely ventures to pounce
on a chicken when guinea fowls are in the

vicinity. Some people rear and keep them
on purpose to guard the poultry from the
depredations of their enemies, and it is thought

they find their interest promoted by it. Rome
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was once preserved, it is said, by the noise

made by geese producing an alarm amongst

the inhabitants in time to preserve them from

their enemies, who were approaching. The
writer of this recollects a case that occurred

many years since of a barn being preserved

from being fired by an incendiary, by a flock

of geese, which were aroused from tlieir

slumbers by him as he was about to execute

his vile purpose ; this was afterv.ards testified

to by an accomplice in the intended mischief.

I state these fact.-; in order to let young peo-

ple know that geese have been of some use

in the world be.'^ides furnishing us with good

feather-beds, and quills to make pens.

Those who design to profit by rearing poul-

try the approaching season, should give atten-

tion to it early in the spring and follow it up

with vigilance and care until the young ones

are well feathered, when they will require

but little attention. There should be always

a shelter provided for fowls whether they be

old or young, and those farmers who are

destitute of proper winter quarters for their

poultry should not let another season pass by

without making suitable provision to protect

them from the inclemency of the weather;

for with proper winter protection eggs would

be abundant all the year, and what pays a

better profit than eggs ] Ova..

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Value ofbone manure in comparisonwitU
ordiuary barn yard J>Iauurc«

The value of bone manure is becoming
every year more appreciated, as it is better

understood. The accounts, from that furnish-

ed by " A Subscriber," who I take to be an
old friend of mine, residing on the Brandy-
wine, to the last contained in the Cabinet,

must be conclusive. It appears 50 to me. It

is true that immense quantities of this most
excellent article cannot be obtained, even
though the facilities for crushing bones were
greatly increased ; but it should be borne in

mind that it is powerful in its operations, and
that a little, judiciously applied, will go a

great way. If any one doubts, let him make
the experiment. The collection of bones in

our cities and large towns, if properly ar-

ranged, would afford employment to some of

the most dependent of the poor—they may
be readily crushed ; and a good market and

fair prices always obtained for all that can be

produced. So it appears to me that the

introduction of bone dust benefits directly

several classes, and indirectly promotes the

interest of the public by increasing the pro-

ductions of the soil. It is soniiht for with

great avidity, I underr.land, by the farmers

in the neighborhood of the cities of New York
and Baltimore, and I learn that Mr. Ellis,

of Kensington, could not supply the demand
made on him last season.

I was much gratified with the experiment

of IMr. Smith, published in the first number
of the present volume of the Farmers' Cabi-

net. It satisfied my mind. Since then I

have seen accounts of several experiments,

one of which pleased me much, and I beg
leave to give the substance of it as briefly as

possible. It embraces five years practical

e.\perience, and may be fully depended upon.

Capt. OoiLVY, in consequence of the great

deficiency of farm yard dung in 1827, was
induced to try four acres of tumeps without

other manure, sown with fifteen bushelsofbone

dust per acre; cost seventy-five cents per

bushel or $11,25 per acre. Crop equal to

the rest raised with farm yard manure; but

as the whole of the tumeps were pulled, and
the land received some dung before the suc-

ceeding crop, much stress cannot be laid on

the circumstance of the following white crop

and grass being good.
" Next year, 1828, encouraged by the

former successful experiment, eighi acres

were sown with tumeps, solely with bone

dust. The soil a light sandy loam ; the sub-

soil gravel and sand ; coming in some places

nearly to the surface, which is very irregular,

but in general has a south exposure. This

field had been broken up with a crop of oats

in 1827, after having been depastured for six

years, principally by sheep. The quantity of

bone dust given was twenty bushels per acre

;

cost sixty cents per bushel, or $12,00 per acre.

The turnep crop was so heavy, that nothwith-

standing the very light nature of the soil,

it was judged advisable to pull one third for

the feeding cattle ; two drills pulled, and four

left to be eaten on the ground by sheep. The
following year, 1829, these eight acres were
sown witii barley and grass seeds, and the

produce was fifty-seven bolls* one bushel;

or seven bolls one bushel nearly per acre,

of grain, equal in quality to the best in the

Dundee market, both in weight and color.

—

Next year a fair crop of hay for that descrip-

tion of land was cut, about 150 stones an

acre ; and though I am now convinced that

the field should rather have been depas-

tured the first year, yet the pasture was
better than it had ever been known before,

for the two following seasons, 1831 and 1832.

It is worthy of remark, as a proof of the effica-

cy of the bone manure, that in a small angle

of this field, in which I hnd permitted a

cottager to plant pofntoes, well dunged, and

which, after their removal, was included in

one of the fla kings of sheep, and had (one

• n<ill, !i nifasiiri- tor corn in Scotland; (where thin

iiiliicjiling experinu'iit appears to have hcen made) in

w hiMt anil lieiins, C(Hiivuloiit to four Wiiichej-t.^r Imsh-

els— in oats, barlev and potatoep, to si.\ buihels.— e<i.
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miglit have supposed) lliorcby had at least

equal advantag^e with the juljacent bone dust
larnep land, both the barley and prass crops
were evidently inferior, and this continued to

be observable until the ticld was apain piouirh-

ed up. A very bulky crop of oats has hecii

reaped this season, probably upwards of eijjht

bolls per acre, but no part of it is yot threshed.
Turneps raised with bone manure and fed

off with sheep, Capt. Osrilvy states, has now
become a regular part of the system on his

ftrni. F^very person the least acquainted with
the management of a farm, of which a con-
siderable proportion consists of lij^ht, dry,

sandy loam, at a distance from town manure,
must be aware of the importance of this, fron)

knowing the expense at which such land
was formerly kept in a fair state of cultiva-

tion." J, L. J.

Newcastle Co. Del., Jan. 1, 1839.

For llic Farmers" Cabinet.

SKETCHES FROM THE BUDGET OF AN EX-FARMER.

NO. II.

EXPERIMENTS.

E.xperiments, when conducted on a moder-
ate scale, and with an eye to what the farmer
can aflbrd to loose, ought to be encou ragged.

It is throunjh them that much that is truly val-

uable to society has been discovered, and it is

from the spread in^^ of the disposition which
prompts practical men to undertake them,
that we may reasonably hope for further im-
provements in agriculture. But experiments
should be directed to some valuable end, and
judg-ment should never be lost sight of, either

in the projecting or carrying them into exe-
cution. In elucidation of what I mean, I will

relate two occurrences which took place in

' our neighborhood" when I was a tiller of the

6oil. The first was

AN EXPERIMENT ON ORCHARD GRA.S.S.

One of our neighbors, an aged relative of

mine, was a man of a sound head, pleasant

tnanners, and a kindly heart. He had a ftm-
ilyof more intelligence and literary taste than
was to be f5i\md elsewhere in the neighborhood;

whilst I write, the remembrance of the many
pleasant evenings I have enjoyed with them
when the family circle was unbroken, rises up
and demands this tribute ofaffection. Knowl-
edge and intelligence never hurt a farmer, or

a farmer's wife, and where these are found

united in each of them, there is as much of

the aorreeable in their ingatherinirs round the

social fire as is to be found in th^ more dis-

turbed domestic groups which collect in the

city. This worthy friend once informed me
that he had been conducting an experiment
touching the relative value of the natural

grasses, and orchard grass to his dairy. He

had kept all his milch cows for one week in a
fine piece of meadow-land, abounding in a va-

j

ricty of the good natural gra.sses, and had
had the milk obtained from thom set by itself.

The cream from this ho had reynlarly collect-
ed, and at the clo.se of the week, churned, and
the butter carefully weighed. The next week
he pastured the same cattle entirely on his
orchard grass. He proceeded in the collec-

tion of the cream and the churning to follow
the plan he had adopted the previous week.
When the weight of the butter came to be
compared, a very perceptible difference was
found in favor of the orchard grass. When I

contemplated relating the result of this experi-
ment, I endeavored to obtain frotn the family the
exactdifl'erencein the weightofthe butter, but
they had not reduced it to writing at the time,
and could not undertake to remember with suffi-

cient accuracy to warrant an insertion. The
difl^eronce was however plainly marked.

—

This circumstance, together with observations
made nearer home, gave to my mind an im-
pression in favor of orchard grass, which no-
thing but the irregularity of its appearance
on most of the farms I have visited, ever
tempted me to relinquish.

This is a specimen of a simple experiment
directed to useful end.s, and is such an one as
most farmers can imitate. But we had ano-
ther class of cxperimentors, the result of
wliose iavestigations were neither very pro-
fitable to themselves or their neighbors. We
had one bitten with the old mania of perpetual
motion ; another showed his intention of grow-
ing rich by buying many things at vendues
which he did not need, because they were
cheap. Some were experimenting on the possi-
bil ityofimproving poor soils by putting on them
expensive houses, and stately barns instead of
manure. These did not succeed much better

I

than two brothers of my acquaintance, who
I
purchased a blood horse for |;250, and who
experimented the sight from his eyes, and the

I

flesh from his ribs, by trying the effect oi over
driving, and under feeding. The most ex-
traordinary occurrence, however, which took
place in our vicinity, I shall designate

AN ORIGINAL EXPERIMENT FOR RAISING ONE-
SELF IN THE WORLD.

had a strong propensity for
unusual experiment", but I have not heard
that any of them ever .succeeded, excepting
the one whose history I am now about to re-
late. He had contrived to make himself mas-
ter of some half a dozen live turkey buzzards,
and the idea of making them lend their aid
in elevating his own person dawned upon his
mind. After properly securing them he had
them conveyed to the spot from which he had
concluded to lake his flight. Having fastened
a rope around each so as not to impede the
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action of the wings, lie secured the other end

to liis own body, lie had taken his son Jon-

athan with him toas.-:ist in tiie operation, and

to witness his triumphant ascension. Tlie

cords wliich confined the wings of the birds

being cut consecutively, lliey rose, and asthi'y

one by one stretched tiie ropes tight whicli

bound them to the curious anchor below, the

anchor was at last fairly weighed, and began

to move upward. Then it all at once flashed

upon the old gentleman's mind, that al-

though they might combine to take him up,

they miglit not to let him down. Instantly

in a voice of terror he shouted to his son,

—

"^Jonathan ! my son Jonathan ! exert thyself,

or thy father is lost !" The dutiful son laid

hold of him, and with the addition of his

weight brought him back to the earth. The
birds on being liberated were seen making off i

from the place, apparently as much frightened I

at the philosophical experiment as the exper-j

imentor himself The pathetic exclamation

of the old man was long repeated as a by- word

amongst his neighbors, and I have occasion
\

to make use of it at times to the present day. I

When I see young men with good farms, leav-
j

ing the honest and honorable avocations of

their fathers to take an experimental flight

under the wings of trade and commerce in

the city; I cannot help thinking that their

friends may hear before long the piteous lan-

guage, "Exert yourselves my dear friends to

raise me a little money, or I am lost !" Wiien
I see any one tie himself with ropes to the

turkey buzzards of politics, in hopes of a flight

into a good fat olBce,—I am tempted to cry

to every one interested in his welfare, "Jon-

athan! Jonathan! exert thyself, or thy friend

is lost, now and forever !" Should I follow my
reflections as they have arisen respecting the

various manias of the day, I might perhaps

touch someofmy friends in a very sore place.

So I shall conclude, just advising' them to stick

to reasonable rural experiments, to avoid all

ppeculation and every variety of turhey buz-

zard flights. N. E.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Cultivation of Rape.
In a note appended to an interesting and

valuable article on spontaneous combustion,

furnished for your last number by Dr. James
Mease, I found the following remark : "Am-
ple experience has taught European manufic
turers that no oil should be used for greasing

wool but that of rape seed." See Cab. p. 177.

My attention was arrested, and particularly

as I had previously understood that the oil

extracted from rape seed was used in the arts

in this country and was in demand. It oc-

curred to me that it might answer well in this

country, and that some of our fanners by de

voting a little time and attention to its culti-

vation, would not only benc.fil themselves, but

render an essential service toothers—that if

the oil was used in the arts, and merited the

higii commendation given it in the above ex-

tract—someof our ingenious and persevering'

countrymen, would soon produce the oil, pro-

vided our farmers would furnish the seed.

Respecting the cultivation of many plants

I can speak from experience—of oil plants

my experience is limited ; of this one in par-

ticular I know nothing, except by inquiry

and reference to English works; and I must
confess that on examining the subject, I waa
surprised that its cultivation had not been ex-

tensively introduced, and that years since, in

this country.*

By reference to Loudon's Encyclopedia, I

find that for its leaves as food for sheep,

and its seed for the oil-manufacture, rape,

or coleseed, as it is now sometimes called, has

been cultivatedfrom time immemorial. It is

a biennial plant of the turnep kind, but with a
caulescentf or woody fusiform root,J scarcely

fit to be eaten,—flowers in May, and ripens

its seeds in July. It may be sown broad-cast

or in rows, like the common turnep, and may
be transplanted to advantage. An idea has
very extensively prevailed that the cultivation

of rape impoverishes the soil. This opinion

has proved to be erroneous. According to

Arthur Young, it thrives greatly on fen and
peat soils and bogs, and black peaty low
grounds, and especially on pared and burnt

land, which is best suited to it. Lovdon says

that where the soil and preparation are suit-

able, tiie afler culture properly attended lo,

and the straw and ofFal, instead of being burnt,

as is the common practice, converted to the

* The cultivation of rape occupier! the attention of
farmers in I'rnnsylvania and New Jersey a few years
since. VVi' K.'arn from tlie Farmers' Magaziae, that it

yielileil a gallon of oil to a bushel of the soe;l, which
oil sold for one dollar per gallon; and fiirihcr. that llu
cake after expressing the oil, is rich food for cattle, in
addition to its quality as a manure, when powdore<l.
From the oil and potash, the savon rert, or green soap,
IS made, which, for scouring wool, is preferred in llu
manufactories of France to all other soaps.
John Hare Powell, Esq., in a communication to

the Pennsylvania .\gricultural Society in lP-i7, speak-
ing of its introduction in this county in 1824 by .Mr.

Miller and Mr. Phillips, says—the usual and nmst
successful mode, is to sow ftom two to three quarts of
seed broadcast, in June or July, [he does not state tlie

quantity of ground] when intended for green food, but
in August or September, when destined to prod-aco
seeds in (he next year. Sheep and neat cattle are <-.v-

travagantly fond of it— birt of ad plants pL>rhaps it is

the most llkuly to cause them to beW<i;rn. lathe value
of the oil for various maniiflicluring purposes, and the
excellence of the cake, after it has been expressed, for

,

cattle food niul th-? manure of drill crops, no question
'

can be entirlaiiifd. Ft a ppearstlutt this excellent plant
and mniiL'le wiiit/.d, were as early as tlie ytar I',--. ,

liioughf into tlii^ view of our farmers by the old .\;;i i-

oullnral Hociety."— I'p.

t!laviii;;a stem different from that which produces
1 lie flower.

1 f-h pjd like a spindle.
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purposes of feeding and littering; it may in

uv.iny instances, be the most proper and ad-

vantageous crop tliatcan be employed by the

farmer. In England, in a rotation of crops,

the place which rape occupies, is commonly
between two of the culmiferous kind.* On
rich soils it may be succeeded to the greatest

advantage by wheat, as it is found to be an ex-

cellent preparation for that sort of grain—and

by its being taken off early, there is sufficient

time allowed for preparing the land for wheat.

The sowing, after culture, &,c., is the same as

the turncp. Tlie produce is from forty to sev-

enty bushels per acre, where the plant suc-

ceeds well; and .Mr. Marshall, considers it

on the whole as one of the most profitaljle

crops in husbandry. There have been, says

he, instances, on cold, unproductive old pasture

lands in which the produce of the rape crop

has been equal to the purchase price of the

land. The leaves as green food for sheep arc

not surpassed by any other vegetable in nu-

tritious qualities. In addition to the use of

seed for crushing for oil, it is employed as food

for tame birds, and is sometimes sown by gar-

di^ners, in the same way as must-.rd and cress,

i'ov early sallading. The rape-cake and rape-

dnst, the former, adhering masses of seed

husks after the oil has been expressed; and

the latter, loose dry husks, are used as a top-

diessing for crops of different kinds. They
are reduced to powder by a malt mill or other

grinding machine, and sometimes sown broad-

cast over young clovers, wheats, &c. I doubt

not that the cultivation of iherape or cole-seed

may be introduced with great advantage ; and

I have therefore to request that your able and

intelligent correspondent Dr. Mease, or some
ntlii-^r gentleman competent to the task, u-ill,

t I rough the columns of the Farmers' Cabinet,

jiiiiiish us with information on apointof some
i nportance, if not to the community gene-

rally, at least to your friend and subscriber,

Samuel W. Saiitu.

Dichess, N. Y., Jan. 26, 1333.

I'or tlif Farmers' Cabinet.

KitcSicu Oa.i'dcn.

A will cultivated gar.len indicates care, industry, anJ
thrift.

A good garden furnishes a large amount of

fiiisLenanco to a t'lmily; and although its pro-

diiciions may not assume a money value by

being converted into cash, yet they are not

the less valuable on that account, as every

good housewife knows, who resorts to it daily,

in order to procure a supply of wholesome and

nutritious esculents for the table. Many far-

mers do not duly appreciate, but disregard and

* Culmiferous plants have a smooth jointed stalk,

an;\ tlieir seeds rontaiufd in cliaffey husks, as wheat,
rye, oats and barK*y,

neglect the garden, and throw the burden of
its care and cultivation too much on the female
branches of the family, who arc otlentimcs
sufficiently burdened with other cares and du-
ties of an imperious character. All good hus-

bands, or young men who are susceptible of
being converted into that article, are careful

in looking after, and attending to the cultiva-

tion of the garden. As soon as spring opens
and the ground is in a fit state to be stirred,

they are np and doing, being fully aware of
the vast importance to the comfort and inter-

ests of a family, of having an early and good
garden, furnishing a copious supply of vege-
tables, the best of their kind in due succes-

sion.

It would be unnecessary to inform any per-

son of common sense, that the soil of a gar-

den should be rich, and that it should be dug
deep, and be thoroughly pulverized, in order
that the fibres of the roots of the plants might
easily penetrate it in all directions in search
of their appropriate food ; for without an abun-
dance of nutriment, vegetables can no more
grow and thrive than animals. Be careful

to procure the purest and best seed ; for there

is no more labor or care required to cultivate

plants of the best varieties than to produce
those possessing inferior qualities for human
subsistence. Let them be committed to the

ground under circumstances the most favora-

ble to their growth, and then with a little

careful attention from time to time, which
may rather be termed pleasure and recreation

than labor, with the blessing of Providence on
your labors, you may reasonably hope to reap

a rich reward for your careful attention to this

interesting and useful branch of domestic

economy.
Peas, beans, and all other seeds that are

planted in drills or hills at an early period in

the seiison, should have the earth v/ell raised

on the north side of them for protection ; and
the reflection of the rays of the sun from the

raised earth, warms the soil where they are

planted, and causes them to vegetate sooner,

and the increased heat afforded by this simple

means accelerates their growth. Cucumbers,
cabbage, and various other plants which it is

desirable to forward early, will come up much
sooner by the adoption of this plan, than if

they be planted on a flat surface without the

earth being drawn up on the north side of

them. Some place an upright board on the

north side of, and near to, those plants which
they wish to bring forward at an early period,

to gain the reflected heat, and to protect them
from tlie north winds.

If some one of the young people of a fam-

ily were to register in a book to be kppt for

that purpose, all the doings in the garden, a
great benefit might arise from it. Set dowrt

the time of planting or sowing each kiad of
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seed and the time of its coming up, and note

all the particular circumstances relative to

the cultivation of the different plants, and the

results, together with notices of the state of

the weather, and every other matter that

might be supposed to influence the state or

productiveness of the crop. Such a record if

correctly and properly kspt, would in a few
years furnish a large collection of important

and interesting facts, which might confer great

benefit, and it would always be a never failing

source of amusement and instruction to the

person who made it, by promoting habits of

reflection and correct observation.

Abraham.

*^A Deed ivithout a Name."
Ilavingderived much useful information from

your valuable periodical, the Farmers' Regis-

ter, I have thought it the duty of the whole fra-

ternity of agriculturists to contribute each his

portion of information for the benefit of the

rest. Indeed, my mite would have been

thrown into the general coffer before this, but

for my thorough aversion to placing my proper

name to any paper which possibly might get

me into difficulty, or which might involve any
sort of responsibility. Shall I tell you the

rreason 1 A friend of mine gave me a mortal

aversion to its vain glorious use. Some sixteen

years ago I visited Richmond, and was invited

by a gentleman of that city to partake of his

good cheer, and being somewhat fond of the

good things of this life, I indulged as far as a

reasonable man may be supposed to have done.

At the winding up of the feast, my friend in-

vited me to unite with him in a note for

$10,000 at one of the banks, which he would
at a proper time redeem. The request was rea-

sonable enough—the name a mere matter of

form. Besides, it was quite a creditable thing

to be the endorser—aye, theendorser of such

a good fellow, and one who spoke of thousands

as I now do of dollars. Well! sixteen years

have passed away—my friend is a bankrupt

—

his property made over to a favored few : and

if you have any curiosity to know who the

author of this paper is, on the first discount

day in August, a small man, of a sorrowful

countenance, wearing a broad brimmed straw

Jiat, and riding a gray mare, may be seen on

the turnpike, vending his solitary way to Rich-

mond to renew this very note. True, it has

been clipped a little, but the sum of $;0450

still remains due. Can mortal man wonder
at my aversion, therefore, to write my name
in full on any paper 1 Such is my abhorrence,

Mr. Editor, to any unnecessary display of the

sort, that in addressing my own dear children,

I subscribe myself generally, simply "your
father." I know them to be wise, and rely

on their knowledge of the old man.

With these preliminary remarks, I shall

proceed to give in my experience as a tiller

of the earth. / have marled, Mr. Editor, God
be praised, I have marled. Not to the extent
of thousands, but a cool hundred or two. Now
mark me. In one of my best fields f had a
gall, a washed knoll, precisely such a spot as
every judicious farmer most sedulously avoids

when showing his crop to his neighbors.

—

Now, sir, one of my first operations with the

precious mineral, was to apply it to this knoil

or gall. And what suppose you is the conse-

quence ? Why, sir, when a neighbor comes
to see me, and a walk is proposed, I generally
manage to take him by a sort of circumben-
dibus, around to this poor despised gall, where,
on this 13th of July, the corn is actually tas-

seling, and probably will produce six or eight

barrels per acre. I could not have believed

it on the testimony of others. Mortal man
would scarcely believe it. And now, my good
sir, when my spirits are depressed, I gene-
rally take a walk to look at the corn on the

marled land. When the cashier informs me
that on such a day my note falls due, I walk
to the marled land. If any thing crosses me,
there I go, morning, noon, or night. Upon
my word, I begin to think marl will cure half

the ills of life. My wife says it has prevented
the chickens having the gapes. She declares

that never had she so little trouble with the

young turkeys : and in fact she verily believes

the health of the children is greatly improved.

All this, my dear sir, she attributes to the

marl. And now, sir, I am straining every

nerve to fertilize every arable acre ofmy farm,

by its immediate application. An ox cart is

generally devoted to this business: and I re-

gret that my means will not enable me to

apply double the force to this beneficial pur-

pose.

I entreat you not to regard this as an exag-

gerated statement. I am incapable of an un-

I ruth, or any manner of deception.

—

Fann-
ers^ Register.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

On the Preparation of Orchard Grass Seed
for Sowing.

Orchard grass seed is always in the hull or

chaff", and is very light, not weighing more
than 12 or 14 lbs. per bushel, and if sown
without being first wetted, it is very liable to

fail though the seed be ever fo good. It is re-

commended to spread it out on a floor, and with

a watering pot to sprinkle it, and then mix it

well with a rake, and then let it lay till the next

day, when if necessary it may be ngnin sprin-

kled with wiiter, and mixed up well; and before

sowing it, mix plaster of Paris with it to bring

it to a proper state for sowing. The water

and plaster will increase the weight, and
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cause it to settle close to the ground and en-

able it to take root. This is one of our most
valuable and profitable grasse?, and every

care oujjht to be taken in sowing it properly,

for on this depends the success of the crop.

—

It is generally sown much too thin, two bush-

els to the acre is prefi)rab]e to one by just one
half Remember that whatever is worth do-

ing at all is worth doing well. R.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Manure and its profitable Application*

Every farmer should study how to apply his manure

most profitably.

It is a well known fact that when the vital

principle ceases to exist in organized bodies,

that decomposition soon commences, and they

return again to those elements of which they

were originally composed. This is the case

with .all animal and vegetable substances, and
the materials into which they are re.'olved by
decomposition is manure, or the food which
is applied to a new generation of plants, in

order to promote their growth and expansion :

and without this de.scription of food they would
perish and die ; and in proportion to the quan-
tity of it placed within their reach, adapted
to their powers of consumption according to

their nature and organization will be their

healthy and perfect developement.

It has long been the practice ofmany to feed

plants as some feed animals, with about half as

much as is necessary and proper to keep them
in a full and thriving condition ; and the same
result is observable in both cases ; there is much
trouble and no profit; the end is disappoint-

ment and loss, both of time and money. The
observingand intelligenthavelong known this,

and have adopted the proper remedy of full

ftodingof both plants and animals, as the only

course which ends in a remunerating profit.

It has long bnen a question with many
whether it was best to apply the food to plants

in a decomposed state, or to apply it before

decomposition !iad far advanced, and permit

it to proceed on the spot where it was wanted,

and to tru.st to the fallingr rain to dilute it

near, or on the surface of the ground, and
convey it to the hungry organs which are

waiting to receive it.

Manure which remains in bulk in barn

yards during the summer months, becomes
rotten and loses much of its nutricious prop-

erties by being frequently washed with

drenching rains, and when it is spread on the

soil and ploughed in deeply in the autumn,

the falling rains carry much of the soluble

parts to a much greater depth and place it

beyond the reach of the ab.sorbing fibres of the

plants, so that some estimate, from this course

of procedure, a loss of one-half, and others

suppose that it exceeds this estimate.'

Now if such a rotation of crops can be sug-
gested as will admit of the manure in its par-

tially decomposed state in the spring, being
spread on the soil before it has lost its nutri-

cious qualities, and then be kept on or near
the surface of the ground, so that the decom-
posed portions as they are successively pro-

duced, can be dissolved and carried to the ro(Jls

of the plants, where it is needed gradually du-
ring the season, and not all at once ; it is sup-
posed a great advantage would result from the
adoption of such a course. It is believed that

this mode of application being made to tho
Indian corn crop would generally double its

produce, but .some difficulty may arise in

adapting a suitable rotation, so as on the whole
to increase the aggregate result of the series

of crops that follow in succession. Should
any of the readers of the Farmers' Cabinet
be enabled to suggest a routine of crops com-
patible with the plan of putting the manure
on the Indian corn ground in the spring, so as

to make a consistent profitable rotation in the
whole, he would much oblige one, who has
long regreted the great loss of manure du-

ring its summer decomposition in the barn
yard. Aoricola.

Composition for Walls, &c.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet

:

Sir—In reply to some of the enquiries in

the December number of your publication, I

would say that I have applied a certain com-
position to damp walls which is perfectly im-
pervious to water in any shape : That it can
be colored to suit any " fancy:" That it can
be applied with equal success to stone, brick,

plastered walls, or wooden buildings; the

smoother these are the better, and the cheaper
would be the application : That the cost would
be about 25 cents the square yard, and for that

I will contract to put it on and warrant its effi-

cacy and durability. I have not made any
use of this knowledge in this country, but

have used it in England on a damp wall where
nothing could be applied with eflTect before,

and where it wascoi.ipletely effective; it hav-

ing been on six years before 1 left England,
and was as good as ever when I left. I have
also applied it to a damp brick wall with the
same success, it having stood well for ten

years, and was good when I last saw it ; and
1 have no doubt of its being equally servicea-

ble here.

Should your correspondent be disposed to

give it a trial, and will address me pnst paid at

the post office, Philadelphia, I will attend to his

communication with as little delay as possible.

lam Sir,

Yours, &c.,

John Lavrib.
Near Philadelphia, Jan. 23, 1S3&.
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For the Farmors' Cabinet.

Farm IS2aildiiig§—^Manures, &c.

Mr. Editor,—People generally are fond of

their own performances, and arc mostly sat-

isfied with their limited knowledirn. Im-

provement is now tlie order of the day ; and I

am happy to perceive that the cultivation of

the earth, and the conveniences of buildin^y

necessary to econoinize in labor, and afford

greater comfort and security in the returns of

industry, are beginning to receive more atten-

tion, than in years past. The second number

of the third volume of the Farmers' Cabinet,

contains a description, with several illustra-

tions, of a Philadelphia county barn—large

and convenient in an eminent degree—and as

it has not been followed by a description of

any other, I have tiiought proper (to please

myself) to give you an account of a tarn I

built in the year 1823.

My brotlier, residing in New Garden town-

ship, had erected a barn commonly called a

"double decker." I asked him how he liked

it. He replied, that if he had occasion to

build again he would draw m^ his. produce

rather than pilch it. Improving on this hint,

my course was taken. I had a good barn fif-

ty-five feet long, and twenty-five wide, with

a hay house and stable for six oxen adjoining

the east end. The stabling with an overshot

of seven feet, held, by tying up, nineteen head

of cattle and horses; sufficiently large for the

farm when I went to reside on it, thirty years

ago. I purchased a limestone quarry, dis-

tant about two miles, and the expense of
liming my land, put me to the additional

expense of enlarging my barn, f sunk then

in front of my barn as it stood, fit\een feet, it

being a rise of ground, and a swamp meadow
below ; the sand that I dug out I put on the

meadow below, after under draining it, and

filling the ditches with stone. I took the roof

off the old barn and built an addition of stone

work so as to measure (the old and new) one

hundred feet. I put no stabling under the

new building, but left it sixty by fifty-five feet

as a dung house and barn yard, with two large

gateways; it being sufficient to hold thirty

head of cattle ; and twenty-five head of cattle

and horses above in the old barn, and the new
part is a dung house for the cattle above, so

that no dung is exposed outside of a roof.

—

As the dung is taken out of the stables it is

carefully spread under the cattle, or it would

immediately heat, and the effluvia become

very offensive. By its being carefully mixed

with the litter and trampled hard, it undergoes

a chemical change, that preserves its prop-

erties and qualities as a manure, differing as

much as a cheese does by tlie process of ri-

pening. It has a powerful effect on the

eenses. It is taken out in the fall after

being secured under a roof, with large open-

ings of gateways ten feet wide, where carta

may be loaded and drawn away without its

becoming wet. One pair of oxen will take

a greater bulk than two in the common way.

I now proceed to give a description of draw-

in? up. We go in at the gable end of the build-

ing above the square ; the floor in the middle 16
feet wide through the old barn; then spreads or

squares out 28 feet, as the barn is long ; and a

floor going across would require great labor to

pass the hay or grain to the ends of the barn

this way, the hay isdelivered in the middle of

the movv' all round by drawing in carts ; and by

turning the tail to the mow you tilt the hay

in the middle of it. The posts that sup-

port the upper floor are 16 feet apart, and

the upper floor being 28 feet wide, the hay is

delivered in the middle of the mow ; and as

that floor is 2-5 feet above the joist, 200 loads

of hay might be tilted in by a boy well skilled

in driving the cart ; the part under the wide

floor and between the posts that support the

ffoor is the straw house.

My mode of making hay is to cut it when
it has arrived at full growth, taking care the

rnower don't turn up the buts, but let it lay

as though it was cradled, which is the only

way to let grass lay till it is cured ; laying in

that way it takes no wet, and retains its juices,

and is rich and sweet. When your hay is

dry on the top, and the ground dry between the

swaths, go out about ten o'clock and turn ; by

twelve begin to haul where you turned first

with a horse rake ; and with five hands and

two or three carts you can put in your barn in

this way fifteen or twenty tons of hay ; none
of the hands being required at the barn but the

boy that drives. Several can drive in, one

after another, if there is appearance of rain.

In the common way your hands lose time in

going and coming with the carts, and the

length of time in pitchingoff makes your tak-

ing your hay in, tedious and uncertain; as in

harvest every thing requires despatch, to save

what the earth in its liberality be.«tows. I am
afraid you will think me too proli.x, but all

the advantages ought to be put in a fiiir way,

to carry out the principle and economy, as

great advantage results in the improvement
of the soil, the properties of the manure, the

preservation of those salts, be tliey what
they may, that operate to double or I

think treble its value. I am only speaking

from facts from the prmhictof the soil ; it is

known that land of a common good quality

will not bring a good crop of wheat without

manure, therefore manure in this country is

bonum mas;num of all our exertions. One
thing, of great importance, is the change it

undergoes during the heat of summer, in the

process of its chemical change. I likewise can

say that I have missed no wheat crop ever since
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1 l)uilt my l)arn, tlioug^li the failures liavc been
j:^onf>r;il \\\ the noi^^fhborhoDil. [ cniiltl rmnure
twt'iity ficre.--, drawiniriiml -i)ro;Klinfr my (hinsi

just bnflire ttie ploii;jh, and sproadintj fifty

hiisliols of lime, and liarmwinnf it in witti

wheat, the best nietliod in sowinor wheat is

plini^rhinjr tlie ijrassswaril. Where I put the

liiiio the slieaf was heaviest.

One of the advantages of this barn is, to

in ike hay in. If tlie weather bein"^ uncer-

tain, half dry and likely for rain, draw what
li 1y yon have in tliat state and shorit loads

so as to leave a space between, and when it

he:its to move it to another, is n)aking hay in

the barn, where the sun don't shine— in the

1 morninjj before the dew is off. flay remain-

l injj f )r 12 or 18 hours in a bulk and heating.
' not being quite dry—spread it in the mow— it

, never heats again, as it is completely cured

—

I retains all its juices, so as to be kept in a per-

k feet state for food.

I heg you excuse my manner, as I am
rusted and out of practice, being three score

and fifteen. Evans Jones.

London Britain, Pa., Jan. 10th, 1839.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Ilorticultural Schools.
'• The hope of reward sweetens labor."

The following Interesting account of an
agricultural, or rather horticultural boys'

BChool, established by a worthy and benevolent
gentleman in England, was extracted from a
British publication of recent date, for the ben-
efit of the numerous readers of the Farmers'
Cabinet. If similar .schools were established

in, or near all our laro-e cities or towns, incal-

culable benefits would be derived from them
;

not only to the morals and habits of the boys,

but the community would derive a jreat ad-
vantage from the increased production of ve-

getables, and the owners of vacant and use-

less lots, would be in the receipt of large sums
which would accrue in rents from their nu-
merous tenantry. The knowledgs the boys
would acquire of horticulture, and the pow-
rful stimulus to industry which would be in-

fused, would be as enduring as life itself—
fi. most worthy, intelligent and successful hor-

.iculturist, in the neighborhood of Philadel-

jbia, who has been mentioned in some of the

brmer numbers of the Cabinet, and who has
ongbeen in the practice oftaking boys a ppren-
ices, pursues the plan of allotting to each a

small piece of ground to be cultivated in his

)\vn way, and for his own benefit, the produce
)f sales being his own propertj'. In this man-
ler considerable accumulations take placp,

ind the business of their master and friend so

ar from suffering neglect by the adoption of
his system, is esentially promoted by it, in

[the increased energy and vigilance with

I

which their respective duties arc performed.

I

If those who cultivate the soil, would cul-

itivate their minds a litile more thnn many at
{present do, a better and mure enicient plan
!
would be discovered of extracting labor and
[service from boys tlian is gener.illy pursued.
IJoys are men in miniature, and should be
[treated rationally, and their enorifies drawn
forth by proper incentives to action as their

;

physical powers develope themselves; and
jespecial care should be taken to furnish tliera

with tfX)ls or implements duly graduated to

]

their age and strength, and never permit them
to labor with such as are only adapted to the

I

use of full grown men, or they will soon be-

come discouraged and broken down in spirit,

and fall into habits of indolence and athorough
di.sgust of labor.

AGRICULTURAL HOYS' SCHOOL.

The following is Mr. Smith's account of
his plan for the education of boys in acrricul-

ture, at Southam, Warwickshire, Ens^land :

—

" It is not a school ; it is simply three roods
and ten poles of land, dividiid into twelve gar-
den.s, occupied by boys, from twelve to eigh-
teen years of age, in the cultivation of gar-
den vegetables, peas, carrots, cabbages, kid-

ney bean.s, celery, parsnips, &c. I allow only
one fourth to be cultivated for potatoes, and
wheat not at all. They pay all prices, from
six pence to one shilling per month, accord-
ing to the size. The rent for the whole
amounts to £4 17s. per annum, (.»)f;21.56, or
JS^fJ.o^ per acre.) The I7s. I expend in

one rent dinner, and a cup of ale monthly,
when they bring their rent, which I am clad
to tell you my little tenants have hitherto done
to an hour. If I were rich enough, I should
be happier in having 500 such tenants, than
as many renting 200 acres each. It is

a glorious sight, (or rather was a glorious

sight,) in the summer, to see all the gardens
so clean and full of stuff. I could have chal-

lenged it, for produce and cleanliness, against

any acre of ground in the country. The
moral advantages, too, have been very great.

If it could be copied and extended, in a
small deirree, all tendencies to sedition and
nnarchy might be neutralized and suspended.
For instance, in this town we have 1200 in-

habitints, the greater part of whom beinijag-

ricultur:il laborers, have been fiilly and fiirly

employed the whole summer. There are

ibout forty boys or young men who have been
at tlie nitional school, but who are not 3'et

old enough to go out into .s<^rvii'e. In the

summer evenings, if unemployed, they are

very apt to be in mischief; but my boy.«, since

they hive had a garden to resort to, have for-

saken the streets, and are acquiring that sort
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of knowled^'e which is likely to be servicea-

ble to them when they come to be men.

—

Their fathers and mothers, especially the lat-

ter, are made very happy ; their cottages have
been filled with g^ood vegetables all the sum-
mer, at no expense to the father's strength or

mother's care; for the boys, whilst they will

work hard to procure the rent, are very willing

to let their parents have the produce. This
they sometimes pay the poor boys for, and
sometimes not : whichever they do amounts to

the same thing. If the boys sell their vege-

tables to their mother, the money is laid out

in clothing, so that saves the father's purse.

If four acres of land could be procured for

every forty boys, (which is about the number
for 1200 inhabitants,) we should have the

whole country smiling with health, activity,

and content." C.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Cost ofkeeping an Idle Horse*

In the December number of the Cabinet
an inquiry is made in regard to the expense
of keeping a horse, which has not been an-
swered in your last number; I therefore take
the liberty of informing your correspondent
that sixty dollars is about the cost of keep-
ing a horse in a very common way for

one year. Every person, therefore, who
keeps a useless horse one year loses the
interest of one thousand dollars for that time.

As regards an idle man, which is noticed at

the heading of the inquiry, I should rate him
at about one hundred dollars more, say one
hundred and sixty; and the influence of his

bad example might be put down safely at

$140, which would make $300 per annum,
or the interest of $.5,000, a sum that would
purchase a pretty decent little farm, that
would confer comfort and independence on a
whole family of industrious persons. H.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Horse Hay Rake.
"Can any good come out of Nazaretli ?"

It is well to preserve the history of im-

provements and inventions which are impor-
tant to agriculturists, and as the horse hay
rake is one of the most valuable implements
introduced among farmers in modern times, it

may be well to pre.^erve the history of its in-

vention, and introduction into Pennsylvania.
It is said, it was invented by a black man,
who lived on Hempstead Plain, Long Island.

He died about the year 1821. Ii was fir.et in-

troduced into Pennsylvania by Michael New-
bold, of Philadelphia county about the year
18r2. His first rake was destroyed by a ma-
licious person, who feared its innovating ef-

fects on the price of labor. The horse rake

is now becoming universal, and has found its

way into Scotland, where it is spoken of in

the h 'ghost terms of approbation. It saves

full one half the expense incident to hay
making.

It is not a little remarkable that one of the

descendants of Africa, should have invented

a machine that saves the United States of
America one half the expense of making hay.

Tilling the Earth.

In tilling the earth, some people go upon
the same principle that regulates their busi-

ness intercourse with men. They mu.st be

sure to get the advantage of the trade ; and
if this cannot be secured without, they must
cheat and deceive the person with whom they

deal. And they think to practice the same
artifice upon old mother Earth. You will see

them on their grounds in (he spring as sly as

dogs, apparently calculating that Earth has

forgotten tiie exhausting crops that were
taken from her the last year—perhaps they

will give a sprinkling of manure, and throw
it on so as to make the Earth think there is

a noble lot of it. Well, they go to work.

—

But the Earth won't be cheated. She will

reward every man according to his works, and
tell the truth in the autumn. You cannot

get the advantage of her, as you can with hu-

man customers. Treat her w ell, and she will

reward your expenditures and toil ; but at-

tempt to cheat her, and she will make you
sorry for it when harvest comes.

Swamp L.ands.

As a general rule we may safely assume
that our low lands are our best lands. Not
the best for corn, or potatoes, or rye, or oat.o,

barley. We have high and dry lands

enough for all these ; but there is still another

harvest more valuable than either of ihrm.

—

For grass, these low lands arc preferable to

any other, and grass is our most profitable

crop. We are not telling what should be most
profitable,but what is. We would not dis-

pense with the raising of grain, but if New
England must buy, why buy grain in prefer-

ence to hay, or any production of grass.—
;

Grass and hay have long been—they now are-j

—and they long must be the most profitable-! ti

harvests. And our low lands are our bei?t lands

for grass ; yet wc suffer more of tlipse to lie

wholly unimproved than any other species?

Why is this 1 We fear to meddle with them.
They are miry; the plough cannot be used^

for the ox is not able here to assist us. Hand-
iioeing is tedious—paring and burning the

surface is attended with difficulty. Draining

must be attended to and a host of troubles
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these meadows give birtii to as toon as we at-

tempt to reclaim tliein. Hence we look on

from year to year, and see our richest prairies

the home of the mud-tortoise,— the burrow

of the musk-rut and the mink—the haunt of

the mui-quitoe, and the terror of the iiiffhtly

wanderer, who starts at the gruni salutation
' of the bull-froj^.

These swamps arc tlie natural receptacle

of all the rich particles of earth that are

washed down from the surroundinjr highlands.

They also, in many cases, are made up of a

vegetable growth which forms a rich manure,

when properly decomposed, to be applied to

highlands. This vegetable growth in some
cases advances rapidly ; and ponds are now
becoming visibly less, in consequence of the

encroaching grass and weeds and bushes on

their margins. These vegetables grow up as

high as the surface of the water and then re-

I main stationary for ages, till by their multi-

1

plication and their spreading they fill the

chasm, once a pond of water. This accounts

for the perfect levelness of surface of very

extensive meadows. That these are made
lands—or recently made compared with other

portions of the creation, we have further evi-

dence from the logs and leaves that are very

frequently found buried many feet below the

surface.

There are various modes of bringing these

lands under cultivation, and these will be

stated, together with the expense attending

them, with much accuracy in some of our

future numbers. We mean to be very par-

:icular in these statements, for we have made
ictual trial of the various modes and are still

pursuing the work of bringing such lands into

English grass. At present we will only say

,:;
generally that we have never attempted to sub-

luG any such lands without complete success,

ind a very profitable harvest, and that to de-

ermine which of several modes we should

idopt to subdue them we should examine into

- he texture of the meadow and the facilities

or bringing on materials to help form the

oil. When we can pare and burn, we want
10 soil nor manure to be carried on.

—

Boston
. '^vltivator.

L fact ofsome Importance to Silk Growers*

In the year 1835 or 6, f purchased a small

arcel of cocoons, which were kept throucfh

le summer and winter followinir, to the next

eason, about a year; T supposed the chrysalis

f each had been stifled, but to my astonish-

lent, from that very parcel, a miller came out

om one of the cocoons the next year. And
ow, the present year, 1H38, afler the fir-t

rop of worms in succession had spun their

Tcoons, a small number of eggs had been

ept in a tin pail, suspended in a well, so as

to rest upon the water, at the side of the pump,
the top of the pail secured by a tin covi r and
a cloth saturated with bees-wax and tallow,

and thus kept, ao as to bring f )rward the worms
in parcels, as the foliage should increase, and
the shelves or hurdles he emptied to bring out
another parcel for hatching. Some of these
eggs were hatched and spun their cocoons in
September, bo few in number, however, that

they were left in the cocoonery until within
a few days, when it was discovered that the
millers were coming out even as late as the
10th of November, 1838, having remained in

the cocoonery about eight weeks before any
symptoms of the appearance of a miller, and
the cocoons having been removed to a place
where a fire is kept, have now a fresh cropof
fine looking a^g?. Some few days past the
weather has been severely cold. The above
method of keeping eggs has succeeded better,

even than when on cakes of ice, the latter

having failed to hatch late in the season.

Further experiments are worth the trial,

not only to keep back the hatching of eggs,

but also the late production of the millers.

—

If these two conditions can be effected, why
may not worms be fed even to the coming of
frost? In my next I may tell you how leaves

have been preserved to feed worms before the

frost has destroyed the foliage in the field.

—

Yankee Farmer.

For the Farmers' Cal)inet.

]>rainin$f.

Mr. Editor:—The subject of draining

lands partially overflown with water, particu-

larly when the .soil is rich in vegetable mould,
and not distant from good marktts, begins to

claim attention in this country.

I have no doubt there are many districts

now lying waste, that by a proper system of
draining might be converted into luxuriant

meadows ; and I know of extensive swamps
that only want the opening of good water
courses, followed by the ordinary mode of cul-

tivation to reclaim them.

I was particularly struck with the impor-
tance of this subject, by reading a treatise on
" Draining Ijand hy f^team Pnwfr,^^ in the

Transactions of the Society instituted nt Lon-
don for the encouragement of Arts, Manufac-
tures and Commerce.
The Gold Isis Medal was vot»"d to Joseph

Glynn, Civil En^'ineer, for an essny on his

application of Steam Power to Drainin? Fens.
From this essay I have extrnet"d the fol-

lowing items, as worthy the attention of the
American reader:

—

"The fen districts in the Bed''ord level

alone amount to nearly 300,000 acres, and
the whole of the fen and marsh lands in Eng-
land is perhaps not less than 800,000 acres.
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«' Few per.'ons are aware liow small a quan-

tity of mechanical power is sufficient to dram

a larp-e tract of fen land. Generally ppeak-

ing there are no natural springs; and when

tlie upland waters are banked out and carried

into the rivers by catch-water drains, we have

to lifl that water alone which falls from the

clouds."

He gives a decided preference to hteam

Engines over Wind Mills; there being a .sav-

ing^in first cost of the number required for a

o-iven effect, and the engine can be used at

all times, while the wind-mills are frequently

useless when most wanted. To continue

quoting from this interesting essay, he says,

" I have not only caused ' two blades of

grass to grow where but one grew before,'

but I have had the pleasure to see abundant

crops of wheat take the place of the sedge and

the bulrush.

"In most cases it is not necessary to raise

the water more than three or four feet higher

than the surface of the land intended to be

drained.
"

I have found it expedient in practice to

keep the water in the drains within the dis-

trict about eighteen inches below the surface

of the cultivated land ; and if we must raise it

three and a half feet higher than the surface,

our lift will be five feet. I have generally

caused the principal or main drains to be cut

seven and a half feet deep and of width

sufficient to contain the rain water as it falls,

and bring it down to the engine, which re-

quires a descent of one and a half to three

inches in a mile. I have always used scoop

wheels, the float-boards of which dip five feet

below the waters' surface, where powerful

engines are used.

"These scoop-wheels are made of cast

iron, with wooden float-boards, like the under-

shot' wheel of a water mill, but, instead of

being turned by the impulse of water, they

are used to lifl it, and are kept in motion by

steam power."

He estimates that on an average a ten horse

pow(;r engine is sufficient for draining 1000

acres of land ; the engines work about four

months out of the twelve,—and estimates the

annual expense at 2s. Qd. or fifty-six cents per

acre. The first cost of machinery and build-

ings for an engine of forty horse power which

should drain 40110 acres of land, is about

£4000, or about four and a half dollars per

acre. "The districts wherein I have been

employed," says Mr. Glynn, "are eleven in

number: thecjuantitv of land drained or im-

proved is about yO,000 acres, and the steam

power used is equal to C20 horses." He

represents the lands thus drained to have risen

throe to four fold.

Fie gives the performance of an eighty and

a sixty horse power engine, at Deeping Fen,

a district of 25,000 acres, for six years. In

the year 1835, as an instance, each engine

worked about ninety days of twelve hours

and raised 14,157,975 tons of water about

six feet high.

He estimates "that a good steam engine,

will consume about ten pounds of coal in

the hour for each horse's power, and in that

lime lilts and discharges :3168 cubic feet, or

19,800 gallons of water (at a height of ten

feet) per horse's power per hour."

Now I fully believe there are many extensive

tracts of land in New Jersey, Delaware, Ma-

ryland and Virginia, and probably some in

our own State, that wouhl well compensate

the owners by draining and cultivating them.

And even steam, it is more than possible,

might be advantageously used where fuel is

cheap compared with the price of productm

land. A steam engine used for draining

might at the same time be adapted to othei

purposes on an extensive farm, or severa

farms combined. Such, for instance, as thresh

ing, grinding, &c. Trusting that these ex

tracts from the actual experience of a Britisl

engineer, and the few hints I have given oi

their application here, may lead those inter

ested to reflection, i commit them to you

Mr. Editor, for a place in the Cabinet, or un

der the table, as you may deem best.

Yours, &c.

A Penn Township Farmer.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

I..iine.

The history of this fossil manure, the un

certainty respecting its properties, and mode

ofaction, the great diversity in its applicalicr

the variety of its efl^ects, adds one more t

the many instances before us, of the grea

want of practical knowledge among farmerf

combined with and founded uycn scientific

principles. It demonstrates also the neces

sity, in order that Agriculture may attaii

that high eminence it deserves, of seme ox

•ranised plan for collecting and conccntralin|

The expenVrjcp of practical farmers, in thei

various methods of cultivation. It may b«'

safely affirmed, how-ever difierent may be thi

practices of those residing even on adjoinin|

places, that one just theory founded on immu

table laws, applies to, and should regulate al

their operations. It would he far better ant

less expensive that a sound theory or rule foi

these operations, should be well known, am
nnder.'itood before the practice, than that, ai

is now too much the case, practice precedei

the knowledge of the theory, and years d

repeated effiut and perhaps los,-^, only brings

us back to the st-irting point, and convince!

us at last of the value of a few leading Fcien-

tific principles. On no subject are rules mow
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vvimtiiig-, thr'.n in the application of lime, a^^

thnr.; i.s notliinif wliicli (or the last twenty
years lias liatl so powerful an eirect to enricji

our farms, and increase tlioir produce. It

has in tact established a new era in Acfri-

ciilture, renovated worn-nut lands, prolont^ed

the fertility of others, meliorated aro-illaccous

soils, before comparatively worthless, im-

proved the texture of those too sandy or gra-

velly by increasing the absorhinir power,

neutralised acidity, and on all kinds of soil, at,

some time or other has had a fcrtilisinir effect ;

'

uid notwithstandinn^, nofiirmor who has tried

t Aciuld willingly do without it, yet not muchi
norc is now known, than when it was first

ntroduced, respectintr its most beneficial ac-

ion, the certain quantity that ought to be

ipplied to each acre, the state in which it

;hould be applied, the season of the year, and

ts reference to particular crops. All that is

;nown about it seems to bo, what has been
tated in the Cabinet, "that the main thing

i to get it on." This may .satisfy some wJio

a\ e been using it to advantage, but they or

.e do not know, that all the good it is capa-

le of doing, has been received. The most
ornmon quantity in this part of Chester coun-

,', which in fertility is inferior to none in tiie

tatc, is about fitly bushels per acre, applied

ice in the course of five to ten years. In

le great limestone valley (o the north, one
undred bushels to the acre has been applied

; shorter intervals with advantage, and in

iiirland as much as five hundred bushels has

3eu applied to the acre. The rule would
!eni to be, at least on primitive formations,

le richer .soil, the more lime. It is said by

mie experienced fiirmer.s, they have found

le bushel of quick lime, act more efficiently

an two applied in the state of a carbonate,
j

hich is the usual method, and it has been

ouirht by others that if the latter, in its natu-

1

1 Htate, without burning, could be pulverised
j

[ilaster, it would be preferable to either.—
|

iMi; limestones contain more sand thani

i^rs, and some, though more rarely, magrie-!

I, 'vhich isconsidered injurious; a knowledge
tlio constituents of the soil, alone, can deter-

1

me the comparative value of the limestone,
j

great diversity of opinion also e.xists as to!

2 duration of its action. liord Kames men-
•ns the fact of the continued benefit of an ap-l

cation ofcalcareous earth,which was known
be one hundred and twenty years old,—the

'antity is not stated. We do not know, firstly, I

w much lime or how little ou^fht to be ap-'

f^d to a particular soil, to produce the quickest

id greatest effect, and secondly, how long this

'

lect will last before another application is

icessary. To put more lime on a given
j

«antity of land than is necessary, is waste,'

iJ perhaps injury. To put on le.-s may de-j

1' its actioa or render it inerL I have been

'

1
induced to make a few observation.'^ on this

sul)jcct from observing a communication in

I

the present volume of the Cabinet, signed X,
where n new theory of the action oflime is

started which cannot be sustained. X says?,

jOur lands are suffering from an overplus of
;
vegetable f^)od, more than from too little. In

I

his view the insoluble vegetable matter in

the soil, is being constantly converted into

j

food for plants, by the heat of the soil and

I

atmosphere, more rapidly than they can take
it up; that in fact our crops are gorged to

I death, and that lime is useful in diminishing
this too rapid decomposition. If this is a fact

it is a lamentable one. Arc we in such a
dilem;n:i that our best soils are constantly
throwing off their substance and virtue into

the atmosphere, without any use. If so, in

course of time, if left idle, without cropping,
they must e.\haust themselves and become
sterile, and if cropped, .so nnich the .sooner.

—

The reverse of this is the fact. Land left

idle, even if stirred up frequently, it is be-
lieved, will imbibe nutriment and moisture
from the atmosphere, and become better.

—

This may be observed in the cultivation of
our corn fields. The oftener the ground is

stirred up between the rows, the better will

be the crop. Besides, what encouiagement
has a farmer to haul out manure on his

fields, when so much of its virtue is thrown
uselessly away by evaporation.

X's theory is at variance with what .science

has hitherto taught us of the nature of lime,

and its operation in the soil. Its great dis-

tinguishing characteristic is to pnjmote de-
composition. Experience and observation
establish the fact that all good soils contain a
large portion of mert insoluble vegetable mat-
ter, inaccessible to the roots of plants. This
is particularly the case in new or lately

cleared lands, where there has been an annual
deposit of leaves, and other substances; and
accordingly we find lime acting on such soils

with the greate.st efl'ect. In its caustic state

combined with water, it does what the latter

cannot do alone,—dissolves the ligneous and
fibrous matter in the .soil, converts it into suit-

able nourishment for plants, to be taken up
by them in the state of solution. It makes
.soluble nut of insoluble compound.s, and so far

from resisting putrefaction, in its usual appli-

cation, if X will combine it in certain quan-
tities with vegetable matter, dry or succulent,

and subject it to the action of air and water,

he will find the product manure suitable for

all the purposes of vegetation. B ^cause limo

applied with (he white-wash bru~h to our
fences or roofs, has a preservative antiseptic

tendency, it does not follow, that its exhibi-

tion in the soil, in different quantities, and
wiierc various chemical agents are at work,
modifying its action, should be attended with
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the -^a^ni^^lts. Il'X's views are correct that
]
ral cannot afford the expense onimin?, m»

the nutriment in the soil is decomposed loo ra- i nuring, &c. and of doin^ all tneir work weli,
*

' .. ... , 1- • -J. ,1 :. r.ii„,. -o ] .w.t rs„i.r ^r, Kilt nUn in season, nt the

(

pidly to he taken up, and is dissipated, it fijllows

that unless a soil is entirely without vegeta-

ble matter, it would be belter to apply our

manures in the fall, when tl.oioughly rotten,

than in the spring, when fermentation has

only partially progressed. This is opposed to

the common opinion, that it is best for manure

to finish its fermentation in the soil, thereby

throwing out its gases for the benefit of vege-

tation.

Lime, I think, acts chiefly in two ways, and

I would agree with X, tiiat it ought to be ap-

plied before it becomes a carbonate, to ensure

its greatest vigor, but for different reasons.—

He, because it would impede decomposition,

and I, because it would accelerate it. By

applying it thus you derive all the benefit

which can possibly accrue. Its first effect is

as has been stated of a decomposing agent,

and in some cases neutralising acids. In its

after state I do not see how it can do much

good to a soil, except by a mechanical division

of its parts, and increasing its absorbing pow-

cr. Great benefits have followed from its

use, but an admixture of siliceous earth might

have done the same. M.
East Bradford, Chester Co. Pa.

{

February 1st, 1839. S

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Deep Ploughing.

It may be said in reply to the remarks of

»• Penn. Farmer," (vol. iii. " Farmers' Cabi-

net," page 127,) that he who decries till-

ing the soil seven inches deep is not only

" entirely ignorant of the practical part of

good ploughing," but is most deplorably igno-

rant of one of the fundamental principles of

good farming. We are so fully satisfied that

good crops are not to be expected unless the

soil is deeply and effectually ploughed and

turned up to the action of the atmosphere,

at least twice during the progress of each rota-

tion of crops, that we make it an essential point

to have the soil turned up to the average depth

of at least seven inches, and sometimes more.

We find no difficulty in accomplishing it with

one of Miles' bar-share ploughs, drawn by a

team of three good horses, harnessed abreast.

We are satisfied from numerous examples

that this is a necessary preparatory step to-

wards improving worn-out land.-, although we

in common with every good farmer fully admit

that something more \n requisite to make the

land rich and the crops good, than simply

ploughing deep without the other necessary

adjuncts.

We are fully aware that " farming on paper

is readily done," also that practically, it takes

much hard work to improve the soil ;
but we

do not admit or believe that farmers in gene-

and not only so, but also in season, nt the

oddilional cost ofexira hands. We will cite

an e.vample in proof of this position, by say-

ing that having tried farming with the least

possible expense of labor, and finding it un- >

profitable, we wheeled about and pursued the

opposite course by doing every thing in the

best manner and in proper season. We now

have the pleasure and satisfaction of being

fully rewarded fur our extra toil and expense.

In conclusion, we fearlessly say that no farm-

er, within reach of a good market, and

having the use of his hands, and tlie blessings

of health, ought hereafter to think that he i

cannot afford the expense of enriching his;

soil, for rest -issured that mother earth is no<

niggard, but makes a rich return to all thosei

who deserve her bounties. D. L.

Bucks CO. Pa. 1st mo. 19th, 1839.

The following communications were read before the

Philadelphia Agricultural Society at its late meeting

and ordered for publication in the Farmers' Cabinet

On tine use of Snlphate of Zilme in Agrl"<
I cnltnre.

Some queries and suggestions submitted b
|

the consideration of the Agricultural Society'

I
from a hope that they may serve to elici'

useful information on that important subjects

1st. Does sulphuric acid in its free and xnn

combined state attract moisture from tb<

atmosphere ]

2d. Does sulphate of lime, w-hich is a coni

pound of lime, sulphuric acid and water, i

its unchanged or undecomposed state, h>

tract moisture from the atmosphere 1

3d. Doessulphateoflime promote the growl'

and perfection of vegetation ?

4th. Are its effects perceptible in seasons (

moisture sufficient to promote the decor
I

position of putrescent manures, and

serve as a solvent to prepare the vegetab

foodi

5lh. Are grasses on which sulphate of lin

has been recently used, commonly wi

with rfcw of mornings, when grasses in i\

neighborhood on which it has not be><

used are found to be destitute of moistur

6th. Are not the beneficial effects produC'

by sulphate of lime, in agriculture, prol

bly that of furnishing moisture 1

The preceding queries naturally lead to 1

following suggestions, which are probal

connected with the operations of sulphate

I

lime in agriculture, and mny serve to refl(

1
a ray of light on that subject.

; 1st. The constituents of the atmosphe

I

when chemically united in certain prop

tions, form nitric acid.

, 2d. The formation of nitric acid from

II atmosphere by the influence of decomj
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sing putrescent matter is full}' established

by the fnct that it lias been extensively

. formed for practical purposes by ihrowiny;

together in masses vegetable and animal
matter, subject to the influence of the at-

mosphere.

3d. Nitric acid acting on vegetable matter
converts it into oxalic acid, possessing such
a powerful affinity for lime that it readily

decomposes, the snlphateof lime forming a

new compound oxalate of lime, thereby
setting the sulphuric acid free to attract

moisture from the atmosphere.

Joseph Cloud.

Cultivation of Potatoes.

Facts, however they may occur, and in

whatever branch of science they may appear,

although the operation of the causes producing
the effect may not be understood at the time
of their occurrence, it is proper to commu-
nicate to the public, that they may not be

lost, and that further experiments may be
made, so that correct opinions may be formed
jf their usefulness. In the science of Agri-
:ulture, no doubt much important information

•emains to be developed by the talents and
i-ntorprisc of the ingenious Agriculturist.

—

(tVithin the last two or three summers several

)f my friends have experimented on the cul-

ivation of Potatoes by substituting sulphate
Sf lime in the place of putrescent manures
vith satisfactory success, particularly so last

*ason
;
probably arising from a defect of

iioisture, to promote the decomposition of
'egetable matter. The cause, whatever it

niy have been, remains to be developed.

—

The effects, however, are of vast importance
n the science of Agriculture, and will doubt-

essly attract the attention of practical farm-
Ts, and more light will be elicited on the
ubjoct. Their mode of management was to

irepare ground as usual for potatoe crops,

Iropping the seed-potatoes in the furrows and
trcwing the sulphate of lime liberally along
he furrows directly on the potatoes, and then
uniing the earth on them by means of a
ilough. The after treatment as usual in the

ulvation of that crop.

Joseph Cloud.

AVliat a STOod Farmer Iiates*

le hates long stories and short ears of corn,

L costly farm-house and a shabby barn
;

lore curs than pigs, no books, but many guns,

lore toes, tight boots, and paper duns.

[e hates tiglit lacing, and loose conversation,

abundant gab, and little information,

"he man who sings in bed& snores in meet ing,

yholaughs while talking and who talks while

eating.

At a miotinjt of tlio " Philadelphia Society for Pro-
molinp A(;riculliir<'," held at their II.ill, Jan. 10, 1839,
ihe fdlldwiiig named fji^iitlfinoii were elected oiricera

for tlie ciifuiiigycar.

President,
NICHOLAS BIUDLE.
Vice Presidetits,

Dr. JAME.S MF.ASE—JOSEPH CLOUD.
Treasurer,

ALGERNON SIDNEY ROBERTS.
Secretary,

KENDERTON SMITFL
Assistant Secretary and Librarian.

SYDNEV GEORGE FISHER.
Curators,

ROBERT A. PAKRISII—JAMES GOWEN.
Corresponding Committee,

JOHN C. MONTGOMERY-Dr. G. EMERSON.
Publishing Committee,

Dr. JAMES MEASE-CHARLES ROBERTS-
ALGERNON S. ROBERTS.

Attest, Kenderton Smith, Sec'y.

Af^ricultiire.
BY C. W. EVEREST.

How blest the Farmer's simple life

—

How pure the joy it yields !

Far from the world's tempestuous strife,

Free, 'mid the scented fields !

When morning woos with roseate hue,
O'er the far hills away.

His footsteps brush the silvery dew,
To greet the welcome day.

When Sol's first beam in glory glows,

And blithe the sky-lark's song.

Pleased to his toil the Farmer goes,

With cheerful steps along.

While Noon broods o'er the sultry sky.

And sunbeams fierce are cast,

Where the cool streamlet wanders by.

He shares his sweet repast.

When Twilight's gentlest shadows fall

Along the dark'ning plain.

He lists his faithful watch-dog's call,

To wirn the list'ning train.

Down the green lane young hurrying feet

Their eager pathway press;

His loved ones come in joy to greet.

And claim their sire's caress.

Then, when the evening prayer is said.

And Heaven with praise is blest.

How sweet reclines his weary head,

On slumbers couch of rest!

Nor deem that fears his dreams alarm.

Or cares with carking din ;

Without, his dogs will guard from harm,
And all is peace within.

Oh ye who run in folly's race.

To win a worthless prize!

Learn from the simple tale we trace.

Where true contentment lies!

Ho ! monarch ! flushed with Glory's pride \

Thou painted, guilded thing!

Hie to the free born Farmer's side,

i And learn to be a king

!
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Quantity of rain wlncli lias fallua in e»c\\ month
Bince January I, !«:!!). IncliRs.

1st mtinth, 5-''3

riiilade!p!iia llO'pita!, 2! mo., 1st. 1839.

TO CORRESPOXDKNTS.
We have sovcra! valuable cointiiuiiications on fil<^.—

Our friemls will please remember thai it is very desira-

ble that their contributions bo forwarded as early as

possilile in the month, as we find it necessary fret)uent-

ly to put the Cabinet to press several days previous to

the day of publication.

A notice rospeclinc; Mr. Kenwortliy's eel >hrated Cow
is received, but unavoidably omitted until our next.

Bonud "Volumes of Panners' Cabinet.

TAc third rdU'on of the firi^t volume of t'li: Farm-rs'

Cabinet is nnip inprss. Gentlemen who wi.sh the first

or second volumes, or both, can be accommodated. The
volumes may be sent in flexilile covers to any part of

the United States, by mail. They may also be obtained

at the office, or of our agent j, neatly bound, at one dol-

lar and a quarter per volume.

Dr. J. F. C.*^L[.*.N, Washington City, is agent for the

Cabinet. Post Masters, and gentlemen friendly to th;?

work are respectfully requested to use their influence

in extending its circulation.

A Fanner.
Wanted.—An jn(/«s«r«''«s, capable farmer—one who

understands the duties of the farmyard, as well as the

labors of the.^flW. To a pains taking, competent per-

son, a respectable salary will be given, or a share in

the proceeds, as an equivalent.

The farnier required by the advertiser is not merely
a laborer who can plough,sow, &c.&,c., but one who can
do all these well, and is also qualified to direct others

in their work, and to carry out all of the operations re-

quired on a respectable farming establishment.

The applicant may be either with or without a fa-

mily—the only requisites required are capibility and
character, but these must be unquestionable.

Applications, with references and recommendations,
will be received at this oflftce until the 1st of April ne.xt.

Philadelphia, Dec. 4th, 1838.

Mulberry Trees.
WM. PRINCE AND SONS will make sales of

TREES and CUTTINGS of the trenuine Chines:; Mortis Mtil-

ticaiilis. Moms Ei.pansa, Alpine, Broussn, Canton, and
other varieties, deliverable to the purchasers at such
period in the spring as is convenient to them, and will

enter into contracts accordingly. Prices and terms for

tiie Trees and Cuttings will be forwarded to all who
may apply for them by mail, as well as prices of Silk

Worm's Egg.^, Mulberry Seeds, &c. The Multiiaulis
Trees :ire remarkably vigorous, and as we first im-
ported the genuine tree, purchasers are sure of obtain-
ing the true kind. It is from this cause, and from the
great attention paid by them, that the trees they have
Bold have given universal satisfaction.

Flushing, near New Vork, Jan. 1, 1839.

Prices Cjirreiit—ff*el)ri<atfy 15l«

PLOUll, PER nAUIlEL.
Pennsvlvania and Itrandywine 8^ .50 a R 63
Wisleru 7 S-la H 63

Scrap.'il 7 7.i aB (lO

Middling .'i'OailiO

Rye Flour 5 25 a n »>

Corn Meal 3 Ma 3 75

Ruckwhcat Meal percwt 2 J5 a 2 75

GRAIN, PER BUSHEL.
Wheat, Pennsylvania ?1 73 a 1 80

Southern I 7n a I 78
Rye, Penna 1 12 a 1 15

• Southern 1 HI a 1 19

Corn, Penna. round yellow, 8(i a 91
Southern, yellow HO a 90
White 80a 90

Oats, Penna 4.5 a 46
Southern 13 a 45

Barley, Eastern 1 12 a 1 15

Penna l«i a 00

Peas 1 75 a 2 00

Beans, white 1 75 a I 88

PROVISIONS.
Beef, mess SI5 PC a 16 no

prime m "O a 10 50

Pork, mess 21 50 a 28 50

prime 18 00 a H 50

Bacon, western, per lb 1-2| a

Hams, Jersey.
— Western.

14 a
12 a

Butter, e.xtra keg. No. 1 15 a

Cheese, country fi a
Lard, western 12a
Philadelphia 12i a
Jersey 13a

WOOL, PER POUND.
Prime Saxony 55 a
American full blood 50 a

J blood 45 a
1 blood 411 a

~- i blood and common :i5 a

13*
IS

14

IS

?1
13

\^

60
55
49
43
37
SO
45

Lamb's sup. pull 47 a
Do. Nos. 1,2, and3 33 a

Hay. Timothy, per 1110 lbs P5 a I OO
Clover 75a 90'
Hops, per lb. 18 1«, prime 18 a 30'
Clover Seed, per bushel (br^st Penna.^ 13 nn a 14 00'

Foreign 12 (0 a 13 (lOi

Flax S.^ed, rough . . . .don't know, suppose 1 85 a I 90)'

Timothy Seed (b'st) 3 (9 a 4 OO'i

New York or western Penna. 2 25 a 3 110'

Herd Grass, or Red Top •:o a 80
Orchird Grass 2 00 a 2 iSO

Sumac, American, pi^r ton -5 I'll a 37 50
Tallow, American, per lb 11a 11*

NEW YORK—Fibruarv 11.

Flour, per barrel S") im a 9 25
Wheat, per bishel 1 8'a I 9&
Corn, per bushel 90 a 99
Rye, p'r bushel 1 00 a 1 9*
Oats per bushel 30 a 00*

THE FARITIERS' CABI^^ET,
A monthly nowspai)er, is published by

JOHN LIBBY, No.45 NORTH SIXTH ST., PHILADELPHIA, ABOVE ARCH ST.,

PETER B. PORTER, No. 97 MARKET STREET, WILMINGTON, DEL.

The Cabinet is published on or about the fifteenth
of every month. Each numbi^r will contain thirty-two
octavo pages on good paper and fair type. The sub-
jects will be illustrated by engravings on wood when-
ever they can be appropriately introduced Terms.—
One dollar per ycir paiia'iln in nUvance. The Cabinet,
by the decision of the Post Master General, is subject

only to nrrnapnp'r poHtffe; that is, one cent on each'
iiumb'rwithin th',> state, and within one hundred mile*
of tlio placi> of publication, out of the state, —one cent
and a half on each number to any other part of the'

United States. O'Sevcn copies for five dollars AM'
subscribers must commence with the volume. No. 1,

or with the half volume. No. 7.

From the Stoam Press of J. Van Court, Printer, corner of Bread and Quarry sts., rear of 90 North Second.
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For the Farmers' Cabinet.

I.IITIE—No.HI.
In a former communication on the subject

of the ajrency and importance of the different

earths in the formation of soils, best calcu-

lated to produce vegetation in the highest

state of perfection, I took occasion to remark

that lime (calcareous earth) merited a more
particular notice. Its important uses in agri-

culture and the arts, cerUinly entitle it to

more consideration than any other substance

belonging to the mineral kingdom. With a

desire, therefore, to invite the philosophic and

inquisitive mind into further investigations,

it may be proper on this occasion to notice a

brief outline of its natural history, and the

effects of the various processes necessary pre-

paratory to its usefulness and application in

agriculture and the arts.

Lime, in the mineralized state, is usually

found in the earth eitiier in the form of car-

bonate or sulphate. The former consisting

of lime and carbonic acid, commonly called

limestone or carbonate of lime. The latter

of lime, sulphuric acid, and water, called plas-

ter of paris, gypsum or sulphate of lime.—
Limestone frequently contains a portion of si-

licious, aluminous, and magnesian earths,

with metallic oxides. In the purest state that

it has probably ever been found, it contains

about 57 per cent, of lime ; the other 43 parts

consists principally of carbonic acid.* Lime,
in the most refined state that it has ever been

obtained by art, appears to possess all the dis-

tinct characters of metals; consequently, it

is considered a simple metallic substance,

which has been distinguished by the term

*A*thi8 suhstance i« of vast importance in agricul-
ture, partirular attention will be derotert to it"* con.
tituents and properties in the cousideration of the food
•f plants.
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calcium, which name will be hereafter used

j

in the further consideration of the subject.

Calcium unites with oxygen gas with avid-

ity, forming an oxide of calcium (quicklime)

similar in every respect to fresh burnt lime.

In the process of burning, the carbonic acid

is expelled, and although about 43 per cent,

of the original weight may be lost by the ope-

ration, the masses retain their form before

burning ; the particles being firmly united by
their attraction of aggregation. The oxide of

calcium possesses a strong affinity for water;

their union is formed with such avidity, that

by the rapid condensation of the water in its

passage from the fluid to the solid state, much
heat is evolved, and a new compound, the hy-
drate of calcium is the result. The attrac-

tion existing between the particles of the ox-
ide of calcium i? destroyed by the change.

A complete disintegeration takes place, and
the whole falls into a state of impalpable

powder (slacked lime.) We have now a
hydrate of calcium possessing a strong affin-

ity for carbonic acid, with which a new com-
pound is formed, the water of the hydrate is

set at liberty, and a carbonate of calcium, such
as existed before the calcination, is the result.

Hence it appears that nothing has been ob-

tained other than that of reducing the carbo-

nate of calcium to a complete disintegeration,

which could not have been accomplished by
grinding. This state of pulverization is, how-
ever, of much importance : each particle be-

ing rendered distinct and separate, the in-

creasing union with carbonic acid will con-
tinue until it arrives at the state of super-car-

bonate, thereby very much increasing its ao-

lubility in water, which seems to be necessary
to prepare it to produce its most important
effects in agriculture. Having attempted a
brief outline of some of the characters of such
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earths as are considered essential in tlie forma-

tion of a ?oil capable of producing vegetation,

namely, silicious, aluminous and calcareous,

whiciC properly combined with vegretable

mould or putrescent matter, becomes highly

productive. Joseph Cloud.

A Wcw Corn Drill.

We take great pleasure in laying the fol-

lowing letter from our old and valued friend,

Dr. MiCHENER, before the readers of the Far-

mers' Cabinet. It vi'as addressed to the Phil-

adelphia Society for Promoting Agriculture,

and is published at the request of the Com-

mittee of Publication, of said Society. The

model of the drill referred to may be exam-

ined at the office of the Cabinet.

To the Phila. Society for Promoting Agriculture:

Through the kindness of friends who are

entirely unknown to me, you have elected me

an Honorary Member, if my capacity was

in any degree equal to my inclination to pro-

mote the objects of your association, I should

not be unworthy of the honorable testitnony

which you have borne to it Although in a

measure estranged from agricultural ptirSuits

by professional duty, they are my delight, and

—if I were permitted fairly to engage in them

would afford me more satisfaction than any

other employment. It is with considerable

hesitation that I submit to your consideration

the following remarks, with an accompanying

model of a corn drill.

About fifteen years ago, I made a temporary

drill for the purpose of a small experiment,

but did not pursue the subject further until

the last winter. At the time last mentioned

I constructed a more permanent instrument,

with which we have planted about twelve

acres of corn to good satisfaction.

The model embraces such improvements

as the trial suggested.

I have reduced it to one-fourth of the di-

mensions—the proportions being pretty accu-

rately observed.

When the ground has been properly pre-

pared, and is in good working condition, the

requisite indications for a good corn drill are

supposed to be the following :

1. It should be cheap and of simple con-

struction.

2. It shouM be adapted to the draught ^of

one horse, and of easy management by the

man who drives.

3. It should make a straight, uniform fur-

row of any required depth.

4. It should drop the grains singly at any

rpq.uirpd distance, and in a straight line.

5. It should cover the corn smoothly at

any required depth, and press the earth down

upon it.

All this should be performed at one opera-

tion. The drill which I have the pleasure of

exhibiting is the result of an attempt to meet

these indications. How far I have succeeded

can only be determined by further trial. Ex-

perience can best discover its imperfections,

and suggest the proper means of removing

them.
The drill is worked by a man and horse,

with the same facility as a plough or cultiva-

tor. The depth of the furrow is regulated

by the rollers, and can be varied at pleasure

by raising and depressing the fore one.—The
depth of the covering is governed by that of

the furrow, and must be uniformly the sarne.

The intervening distance between the grains

will be determined by the size of the hind

roller—the number of notches in the cylinder

and the proportionate size of the whorls on

which the band plays. The tooth being nar-

row, and the grain falling between its wings

before the displaced earth can fill up the fur-

row, it falls in a direct line and is certainly

covered—the covering being completed by

the spike tooth which follows. If it should

be found necessary, the latter tooth can have

a wing attached, so as to throw more earth on

the corn. The hind wheel rolls the earth

sufficiently on the grain. But the great ob-

stacle to the proper construction and working

of the corn drill arises from the various size

and irregular shape of the grains. They oc-

cupy very different spaces in the notch when

placed on the side—the edge—or the end.

—

This circumstance must always render the

delivery of the corn more or less irregular

and uncertain. When the notch is ma.de so

as to admit a grain in its broadest dimen-

sions, it will unavoidably allow two or three

to enter edge-wise. It is believed that the

present plan of a drill-box, with two apart-

ments communicating through a sliding door,

will greatly assist the process. By this ar-

rangement the cylinder is relieved from the

incumbent weight of the corn in the box, and

as only a few loose grains are at any time al-

lowed to float upon its surface, they can the

more readily arrange themselves in the

notche.=. In turning'at the ends of the field,

the handles may be so elevated as to raise the

hind roller off the ground, and thus stop the

drill, and prevent the grain from being scat-

tered where it is not required. A particular

description is unnecessary.

Drill husbandry is by no means adapted to

every situation ; and always requires a due

preparation of the soil before it can be prac-

tised with advantage. Land which abounds

with stumps or large stones, or is broken into

steep declivities, is by no means suitable for

the drill. The judicious farmer will only era-
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ploy it when the g^round is properly prepared
for lis use. When this is done, it is believed
that the foilowinfi; advantages v. ill be derived
from its application to the corn crop.

1. Considerable economy in the lahor of
planting. The whole process will be per-
formed with the same team and labor, and in
the same time as would be required to furrow
outthegroundinonedirectionintheusualway.
The dropping and hoeing would be saved. On
large estates, and where despatch is required,
this would be an important item. On the
contrary, it is objected that as much additional
labor would be required in preparing the
ground for the drill as would be saved in plant-
ing with it But ground properly prepared for
ordinaryplanting will answer for thedrill with-
out additional labor. Besides, if the ground is

not prepared before planting, it must be done
after, and with greater labor and expense.—
The farmer should always look to the increase
of his crop to compensate him for good hus-
bandry.

2. Greater certainty that the corn will ve-
getate. In the ordinary method, the furrow
sometimes becomes quite dry before it can be
planted by the tardy process of hand labor,
and if rain does not speedily follow, the seed
will suffer from want of moisture. Either it

will not vegetate—or merely sprout and then
perish. In 1836, many fields of corn were
greatly injured in this way. The drill always
plants the corn in fresh earth, when it is im-
inimediately covered in a way to receive mois-
ture.

3. An increase of the crop.—This is the
great object which every farmer should seek
to attain, and is the primary advantage af-
forded by the corn drill. There can "be no
doubt of the greater vigor and productiveness
of corn when the stalks stand separate, than
when growing in hills of three or four to-
gether. Common sense, apart from al! obser-
vation, must teach us that several plants can-
not grow together without sustaining a mu-
tual injury. And so does experience. Place
a dozen grains together, and they will produce
weak and slender stalks with little or no grain.
Diminish the number, and the growth and pro-
duce will increase in the same or a greater
ratio till you arrive at the maximum of both
from a single grain. I am aware that some
intelligent and observing farmers deny this,
and say that two stalks together grow better,'

and produce more than whea separate. It
appears to me that they have made their ob-
servations in the wrong field. When corn is

planted in hills an insect may destroy a whole
hill except one stalk, and it is easy to perceive
how the destroying cause may seriously in-
jure *.he survivor. Because this injured stalk
ooes not thrive and produce well, it is unfair
to infer that plants grow and produce better

m hills than when single. But let the obser-
vation be made in a field where the stalks
grow single in drills, and the result will pro-
bably be very different. I have no doubt that
if the same, number of stalks were planted in
a similar soil—one parcel in drills, and the
other in hills of three or four together, the
former would produce ten per cent", more'than
the latter.

Many persons object to drilling com be-
cause they cannot work it cross-wise with the
cultivator, and must make use of hand-hoeing
to keep it clear of weeds. When dropped
drill fashion by hand afler the plouo-h, the
gram will scatter the width of the furrow,
and a considerable strip will remain untouched
by the cultivator. But when the drill is used,
the stalks stand in a direct line; so that no
appreciable space need be left uncultivated
not even so much as in the usual croes cul-
ture.

Several drills have lately been constructed
for pla/iting corn, which I have not particu-
larly examined—some of which have been
thought deserving of a patent. Without in-
tending any invidious remarks, I maybe per-
mitted to say that some of their defects are
thought to be remedied in the one which I
have constructed. Ezra Micheneh.
New Garden, llth mo. 10th, 1838.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Indian Corn.
"There ig nothing like Indian Corn."

The raising of 10, 15, or 20, or even 25
bushels of Indian corn to the acre, is a poor,
mean business, and he who does no better
than this is not worthy to be called a farmer

;

you should never go under forty, and this is
no great scratch in these limes of agricultural
improvement. Fifty to sixty bushels to the
acre is a good honest crop, and any thing
above it may be called extra in our part of
the world, and when it descends much below
this quantity in a favorable season, there must
be something the matter either with the
farmer or his land ; and an efficient remedy
should at once be sought for, and applied to
one, or the other, or both, as the exigencies
of the case may require.

There is no crop cultivated that pay? better
for doing it right than corn ; neglect it in any
one particular, and you are sure to suffer a
severe penalty for your neglicrence; this can
be testified to by hundreds' if you require
proof of it.

There is not a farmer in the country but
what will insist on his possessing the know-
ledge requisite to produce a first' rate crop of
corn

; and yet how small is the proportion of
those who accomplish it, even when the sea-

' son is the most favorable for that purpose.
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I shall not undertake to diptate to those

who already know all about it, but simply

inform those who intend to enter the lists for

a c;ood orop the cominfr season, that they had

better begin to think about it soon, so as not

to be under the necessity of making up their

minds on too short notice ; for tliis, like all

other important matters, requires some think-

injr before you will be properly prepared for

action. There is always some theory to arrange

and adjust previous to the action or practice,

and the sooner this is accomplished the belter.

Well, every body knows that corn thrives

and produces best when it is well fed, and

there is nothing pays better for full feeding

than this gormandizer. Have you any dung

to spare ? if you have, don't omit to apply it

;

you can't put it to a better purpose. But per-

h?ips it is intended to let the dung remain in

the barn-yard, during the summer, to rot, and

bleach, and wash away, and then haul the re-

mains of it out on the oats stubble, which is to

be sown with wheat; perhaps this may be

right, but I confess I begin to have some seri-

ous doubts about it. But if it must be so,

procure lime, say forty or fifty bushels to the

acre, and spread it on your corn ground after

it has been ploughed and harrowed, and see

what that will do for you.

It will certainly pay a profit, and it is

strongly suspected, (for what has been, may
be again,) it will repay the whole outlay and

leave a balance in your favor in the corn

alone, independent of the benefits to be de

rived from the subsequent cropping in after

years.

The time for planting and the manner of

doing it, each one will determine for himself,

for there is not a man in the country but

thinks he knows at least as much, if not a little

more about it, than any body else ; so in re-

gard to these matters, they must be left to

their own sound discretion and superior judg

ment; but one thing, and one only, will I in-

eisf upon ; and that is, raise a large crop of
corn, not less than fifty bushels to the acre,

and as much more as suits your convenience

and circumstances; and, if you are not very

well to do in the world, aim at sixty bushels

by all means : rich men can afford to raise

small crops without much injury, but poor

men who wish to raise themselves in the

world, should begin by raising large ones,

and this course persevered in will be sure to

bring them into the ascendant node. O.

P. S. I was well-nigh forgetting to re

quest you, Mr. Cabinet, to tell our brother

farmers not to forget to prepare a nice patch,

not less than an acre, in the highest and dry^

est corner of the corn-field, for sugar beets

Plough it deep, pulverize it thoroughly, and

manure it well ; keep it clear of weeds, and

6tir the soil frequently during the season;

and your cows, if they could express them-

selves vocally next winter, would pay you
a handsome compliment; but as that is not

likely to be the ca.se, you will have to be

satisfied with taking your pay in a greatly

increased quantity of improved milk and

butter. O.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

IVliitewagli your L.aiid.

The que.stion respecting the utility of ap-

plying lime to the soil with a view of increas-

ing iis products, has so often been answered
in the affirmative, that it is scarcely necessa-

ry to produce more testimony in corrobora-

tion of it. But a case so striking in its cir-

cumstances, which occurred of recent date

with a highly respectable farmer in New
Jersey, appears to justify giving a short nar-

rative of it. He had a field of twelve acres

of light sandy land, which he prepared and
treated in the usual way, and sowed it with

rye; when harvest time arrived the whole
produce was one load, which was not an
adequate remuneration for ploughing the

ground. He now thought he musi try to do
better, and worse he could not do. He ac-

cordingly determined to whitewash this field

and again sow it with rye. It was ploughed,

and twenty-five bushels of lime to the acre was
spread upon it, and rye sown ; which pro-

dticed an elegant crop, equal to any in the

neighborhood, and far surpassing his most
sanguine expectations ; fully demonstrating

the benefits to be derived from white-wash-

ing poor, light, sandy land. In ihis case

the dressing was only about half [what it

should have been, but he was a prudent
man, and no doubt thought that if he lost

all, he would only lose half what he other-

wise might, by making his whitewash a little

stiffer.

I would be glad to furnish the name of the

farmer above alluded to, but our farmers

generally have a great objection to seeing

their names in print; and many of them are

very cautious about writing them oftener

than is absolutely necessary. For this they
no doubt think they have their reasons.—
Some think that appearing in print savors

somewhat of vanity, and should therefore be
avoided, and that writing one's name has

often led very honest, v.orthy people into

great difficulty.

Depend upon it, there is nothing like lime
for sandy land. A. B.

No map's spirits were ever hurt by doing
his duty. On the contrary, one good action,

one sacrifice of desire or interest, purely for

conscience' sake, will prove a cordial for w eak
or low spirits, beyond what either indulgence,

or diversion, or company can do for them.
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milk.
Milk is a fluid secreted by the female of

all those animals denominated Mammalia—
and intended evidently for the nourishment
of their offsprinef. The milk of every ani-
mal has certain peculiarities which distin-
guishes it from every other milk. The milk
of the cow is most used hy man as an article
of food, and consequently more particularly
claiming their attention. Chymists, there-
fore, have made choiceof it for their- experi-
ments.

Milk is an opaque fluid, of a whitish color,
a slight peculiar smell, and a pleasant, sweet-
ish taste. When newly drawn from the cow.
It has a taste very difl'erent from that which
It acquires after it has been kept for some
hours,

CREAM.

When milk is allowed to remain for some
time at rest, there collects on its surface a
thick unctuous, yellowish colored substance,
known by the name of cream. After the
cream is separated the remaining milk is of
a bluish white color and is much thinner
than it was before. If it be heated to the
temperature of 100°, and a little rennet,
which IS water digested with the inner coat
ofa calf's stomach, preserved with salt, be add-
ed to It, coagulation ensues; and if thecoagu-
lum be broken, the milk very soon separates
into two substances ; a solid white part known
by the name of curd, and a fluid part called
whey. Thus we see that milk may be easily
separated into three parts, namely,—Cream,
Curd, and Whey.

CREAM CHEE8E.
Cream gradually increases in consistence

by exposure to the atmosphere. In three or
four days it becomes so thick that the vessel
which contains it may be inverted w thon 'li, a^ ^^T^

quantity of milk if it be
risking any loss. In eVht or IIS. J'l^'l'

,churned as drawn from the cow, than whenrisking any loss. In eight or ten days more
Its surface is covered over with mucous and
byssi, and it has no longer the flavor of cream,
but of very fat cheese. This is the process
for making what in this country is called
cream cheese.

Cream possesses many of the properties
otanoil. It IS specifically lighter than wa-
ter; it has an unctuous feel, staining cloths
precisely m the manner of oil ; and if it be
kept fluid It contracU! a taste very analoo-ous
to the rancidity of oils.

°

'I'hese properties are sufficient to show
us that It contains a quantity of oil ; but this
oil is combined with a part of the curd, and
mixed with some cerum. Cream, then, is
composed of a peculiar oil, curd, and cerum.
The oil may be easily obtained separate by
^itating the cream for a considerable time

[The continuance of this operation for a sufli-
cient time causes the cream to separate into
two portions: one fluid and resembling
creamed milk called butter-milk,—the otiier
solid and called butter.

BUTTER.
Butter is of a yellow color, posscssino- the

properties of an oil, and mixes rcadily'^with
j other oily bodies. When heated to the tern-
jperature of 9f)° it melts and becomes trans-
parent: if It be kept for some time melted,
some curd and whey separates from it, and it
lassumes exactly the appearance of oil

—

I

When butter is kept for a certain time, it be-
comes rancid, owing in a good measure to
'the presence of these foreign ingredient?, for
{if butter be well washed, and a great portion
of these matters separated, it does not become
rancid near so soon. Butter may be obtained
by agitating cream newly taken from milk-
er even by agitating milk newly drawn from
the cow. But It is usual to allow cream to
remain for some time before it is churned.—
Now, cream, by standing, acquires an acid
|taste; butter, therefore, is commonly made
from sour cream. Fresh cream requires
longer churning before it yields its butter

I

than sour cream does; consequently cream
acquires, by being kept for some time, new
properties, in consequence of which, it is
more easily converted into butter which in all
cases is perfectly sweet.
The affinity of the oil of cream for the other

ingredients is such, that it never separates
completely from them. Not only is curd and
whey always found in the cream, but some
ot this oil IS constantly found in creamed
milk, and even in whey it has been ascer-
tained by experiments that butter may be ob-
tained by churning whey. This accounts for
the fact that more butter may be obtained
from the same quantity of milk if it be

Th» p.^., . .„a„y c;,ied =„,:-l'rrLrhr£,,(SS

the cream alone is collected and chNirned.

I

CURD.

I
,^"':?,' ^'h'ch maybe separated fromcream-

led milk by rennets, has many of the proper-

I

ties of coagulated albumen. It is white and
solid

;
and when all the moisture is squeezed

out, It has a good deal of brittleness. Curd
IS used in making cheese, and the cheese

j

IS the better the more it con tains of cream, or
j

of that oily matter which constitutes cream
jit IS known to cheese-makers, that the good^
jness of It depends in a great measure on the
j

manner of separating the whey from the
[curd. If the milk be much heated—the
[Coagulum broken in pieces, and the whev
forcibly separated, the cheese is .'carcely
good for any thing; but the whey is delicious
and butter may be obtained from it in con-
siderable quantity. Wherea.«, if the milk be

is sufficient,)
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if the coafTulum be allowed to remain unbro-

ken and the whey be separated by very slow

and gentle pressure, the cheese is good.

On the Varietiegf Properties, and Classl-

flcatton of Wheat.
[Concluded.]

ON THE RELATIVE ADVANTAGES OF TFIE
DRILL OR BROADCAST SYSTEMS.

Much has been written on this subject which
still appears debateable. My own observation

leads me to believe, that it rests mainly on

the knowledge, skill, and long practise of the

farmer. If a skilful and intelligent farmer,

has for a long series of years, hoed, manured,
and treated his land, so as to have eradicated

all the seed weeds from it, and it remains in

so clean a state that nothing but the intended

crop will germinate ; then indeed I should say

the broadcast system would afford the greatest

produce. But if the case be with most farm-

ers, as my own, that the land to be cultivated,

is loaded with the seeds of many descriptions

of noxious weeds, then I contend the drill, or

partly fallowing process, is that, which is alone

likely to enable the farmer to obtain a com-
pensating return from his crops. I have ob-

served a field of wheat sown broadcast in

very good rich soil, so completely over-rnn

with weeds, that at the veiy lowest computa-

tion, two-thirds of it was lost. In every

case where the ordinary means are adopted,

whether the expensive process of hand weed-
ing, or the much less costly mode of hoeing

broadcast, it is attended with manifest risk if

not most carefully and attentively performed,

as any of the young tillers that may be drawn
or cut, will reproduce fresh ones, the ears

from which will ripen a fortnight or more,

later than those which were uninjured; and the

crop from such a mode of culture can never

be, in the most fit state of ripeness for har-

vesting.

By the drill process, just before, or about the

period that the wheat is forming its coronal

roots, which, from wheat sown on the 18th

January, I found, as may be seen by the plate,

to be on the 17th of April, there is ample time

to have it lightly but carefully hoed, so that

the weeds may be completely destroyed, and
the coronal roots find a well stirred soil to

work in ; moreover the plants, being in a free

atmosphere between the dri-lJs so cleaned,

which the weeds, previously to their destruc-

tion, breathed in common with them, have
the whole benefit of the soil.

Those who desire to sow clover and rye
grass, in the spring, will find it to be good

practise t6 sow them a day or two before

the first hoeing is given, as the same stroke

which destroys the weeds, mixes the grass

seeds with the soil, which then take posses-

sion of it sooner than a second crop of weeds

;

but this mode which 1 have found successfiil,

in regard to the future hay crop, is, I consid-

er, at the cost of several bushels per acre on
the wheat crop.

My own practice is to put my seed wheat
into fresh water, two or three bushels at a
time, then stir it, till all the light, injured, or

sickly grains are floated, or skimmed oflT; the

grain thus cleaned is put to soak twelve hours

in brine, made strong enough to float a pota-

to; it is then put to drain, and is well dried

with air slacked lime— no smutty ears appear
after such treatment The land is prepared

by two or three ploughings, and a dressing of

lime, ashes, or some suitable manure, accord-

ing to the change required in the food of the

seed. The wheat is then sown with a five

row drill machine, in drills seven inches apart,

at the rate of two, to two and a half bushels

the acre, after potatoes, or parsneps.

One careful hoeing in April or May, is then
sufficient to enable the wheat to get the up-

per hand of its enemies the weeds, for which
purpose I use a hoe of my own invention,

with a very narrow steel blade, not wider than
a table knife, with a stout blunt back, and
a very sharp edge, the sides being rounded
off like some cavalry stirrups I have seen.

—

The workman is thus enabled to place the

back of the hoe against the very roots or til-

lers of the wheat, and thus scoop out any
weed from them. In hoeing straight along

the drills, the work is performed very speed-

ily, as the round projecting sides of the hoe
guide the laborer, and prevent his cutting the

plants ; the blade being so narrow prevents any
accumulation ofearth on the hoe, which glides

or cuts through the dry surface with great

ease, and scarcely any resistance to the per-

son using it Women or even children can
handle it with facility. My gardener has
adopted it for all his drilled crops, finding it

a safe, commodious, and very powerful instru-

ment The clover and grasses are sown im-

mediately afler the crop has been harvested,

which has been found to answer remarkably
well, though at the expense of one additional

ploughing, a practice I have adopted, having
observed it to be corroborative of Mr. Sin-

clair's experiments, who states in the "Hortua
Gramineus VVoburnen.'^is," page 248, "I have
sown the seeds of the same grasses in every
month of the year, January excepted ; and
though much depends on the vvenlher and
state of the ground, the results were always
in favor of the month of September, and the

beginning of August ; and next to that, tho

middle or latter end of May, according as the

weather was dry."

Tiiis principle is obviously in accordance
with coumion .sense, for in the first place

—

the wheat crop receives the whojf* btsnofit of
the manure which was intended for it» with«
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out beip.GT deprived of any part of it by tlip I before the Thri^fhn or„ . r .

grasses, the land is a Iso as il were, partially tkl dudnVu o or h Jo T '

T^l^^l'
'''"''^' P""""

F.ll„wm/,br a wir„le season is .llo.,ether Se te hllTw h' "Z'f ""","? ""
too expensive . mode t„ be adopted by%hoi S pToSucS •

""^'" '° "''"'' '^S'f
who pay a Injh rent for tlieir land, as paring

'

and bur-ningr, and the drill system, or a sort of
half fallow will answer the purpose equally
well. From land in a very bad state infested
with couch grass in 1832, by means of paring
and burning, previous to taking a crop of po*^
tatoes, which produced thirty-four thousand
eight hundred pounds of saleable potatoes the
acre, and with an after dressing of forty bush-
els to the acre, of kelp or sea weed ashes, I
raised forty bushels of fine wheat to the acre.
One season I raised fifty-five, and last season
fifty-one bushels to the acre ; this year I hope
to have reaped as much with drill husbandry,
though on land in a very bad state, which had
been much neglected.

j

These are not mere assertions without proof, •'

as a reference to my corn and millers book,
would furnish all the details. I

It may be seen what a perch of ground i

might be made to produce, by multiplying the

'

nineteen rows exhibited in the tables, by the
produce of tVo. 8, Koeleri; which would give
eighty pounds weight to the perch, or ninety
bushels to the acre. Now, extraordinary as
this may appear, I have no doubt that land,m a perfect state of tilth, and with seed suited
to the soil and climate, may hereafter be made
to bear that quantity.

|

Herodotus mentions an encouratrino- fact,
which should lead farmers to hope, not Indeed'
to rival the produce of wheat in Egypt, but
greatly to increase their own. In "his Clio
it is stated "of all countries which have come
within my observation, this is far the most
fruitful in corn. Fruit trees, such as the vine,
the olive, and the fig, they do not even at-
tempt to cultivate; but the soil is so particularly
well adapted for corn, that it never produces
Jess than two hundi^dfold; in seasons which
are remarkably favorable, it will sometimes
rise to three hundred : the ear of their wheat;
as well as barley is fitir dibits in size. The
itimense height to which MiUetand Sesamum

'

*ill grow, although I have witnessed it my-'
self, I know not how to mention. I am we'll
aware that they who have not visited this
country will deem whatever I may say on the
subject, a violation of probability."

|

This elegant and authentic historian, who!
flourished about four hundred and fifty years'

RESULT.

By the evidence of Mr. Jacob, before the
select committee on Agriculture, in 1833,
whose authority is unquestionable, the aver-
age consumption of wheat, in the United
Kingdom, may be about thirteen millions of
quarters,* and the average produce per acre,
ot England and Wales, is about twenty-one
bushels

; this for the sake of argument [ as-
sume to be that of the whole Kingdom, though
It will somewhat overrate it for Ireland and
Scotland

; then, deducting the average im-
portation of wheat since the year 1828, or a
million and a half of quarters, we have about
four millions, four hundred thousand acres in
wheat annually.

I

From the circumstance of some portion of
the country producing less than that average,
I will suppose the land under cultivation for
wheat to be five millions of acres.
Now assuming the average price of wheat

for the last five years, to have been fifty shil-
lings the quarter, it will readily be conceded
that any means that could enable the farmer
to raise onequarter of wheat, nay half aquar-
ter more per acre, would not only be a great
individual advantage, but a very large increase
of the national wealth

; a nation is a great
family, and whether it be merely a portion
of the great family, a family of Rothschilds
for instance, who are enriched by the intelli-
gence, activity, and perseverance of one in-
dividual, or every individual who by the ap-
plication of the same energies is enabled to
mcrease his own income, it is still so much
mcrease of the national wealth, augmented
in the ratio of the number so actively era-
ployed.

It follows, if the mode I suggest, of raisiag
wheat suited to each soil und climate, be
adopted

;
it may reasonably be expected, in

the course of a few years, such is the amazing
productiveness of wheat, that the country will
be supplied with suitable seed; and it is a
consideration to which I earnestly call the at-
tention of the Chancellor of the Exchequer

;an increase of one quarter per acre, may be
made to take place ; even more than this in-

*A quarter is eight busheU.
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crease has occurred on my own farm, where

three quarters per acre, was formerly the

average, but has now gradually increased, in

three years out of four, (one year's crop hav-

ing been sacrificed lo an experiment) from

three or four, to six quarters per acre. Hence,

assuming the increase to be only one quarter

per acre, instead of the two, or three, which

have taken place on my farm ; that increase

on five millions of acres, at fifty shillings per

quarter, would present an annual augmenta-

tion to the national wealth of twelve millions

five hundred thousand pounds.

But this would not be the whole advantage

gained. It is further stated by the same re-

spectable authority, that one million and a

half of quarters have been imported from

abroad since 1828, which may have been pur-

chased for about two millions sterhng; or m
other words, the English farmer lost that sum

ofmoney yearly which he might have received

for his wheat ; but which was sent out of the

country, and paid to foreigners. Again, these

differences are merely calculated on the

wheat ; it is necessary to take into calcula-

tion the increase also, in the quantity of meal,

that will accrue, when the system of classi-

fication, and the knowledge of the properties

of each variety of wheat is attained.

I have shown that eighteen pounds of good

Dantzic and Rostock flour, only made twenty-

three pounds of bread, also that eighteen

pounds of a farinaceous variety of my own

growth, have made twenty-six pounds of

bread. Here we have an excess of three

pounds of bread on eighteen pounds of flour,

or of one-sixth, from two superior sorts of

meal, and I shall rest satisfied to make my
statements from these—though I am con-

Tinced, were I to make them from flour taken

from the average mixtures which furnish the

flour that is eaten all over the Kingdom, the

increase would be greater.

In the farmers' series. No. 74, at the article

" on wheat" we find, that a bushel of wheat

averatres forty-eight pounds of both kinds of

flour, "of that sort called "seconds;" hence if

a superior sort of wheat be made to produce

an increase of eight pounds of bread on eve-

ry bushel ; there would also be an increa.=!e of i

one shilling per bushel on ninety-two millions

of bushels, or of four millions six hundred I

thousand pounds a year, being a general in-

crease of value in the produce of wheat and

flour, to the amount of sixteen millions, nine

hundred thousand pounds sterling; to which

may be further added, the sum that is annually

paid by Engli.shmen to foreigners tor corn, or

two million's more, being a total increase of

eighleen millions, nine hundred thousand a

ye'ar. I shall expect to be told that these are

mere idle and vain speculations, quite theoreti-

cal and visionary, but I claim for consideration

the experiments of five years, and the facts that

I have been enabled to deduce from them. I

readily admit that to obtain the vast result I

appear to jump at, a large and apparently un-

manageable machinery would have to be put

into motion, as well as the consentaneous ac-

tion of, as it were, a whole people. But if only

half, nay a quarter of the result is attainable,

it is surely worth the attention of the Gov-

ernment, as well as of the whole body of agri-

culturists. It is not a system of harassing

and vexatious taxation that I am advocating,

to endeavor to relieve the country from a por-

tion of the burthens which overcharge it ; but

a course of regular, slow improvement, sure

and infallible in its result, acting steadily upon

the best feelings, and individual interests, re-

quiring only a regular system guided by one

firm and powerful mind, to put the machinery

regularly into play.

It is not surely, because the suggestion ia

simple, though new, perhaps I might add com-

prehensive ; that it may not educe eminent

and lasting benefits to the entire family of

man. I am satisfied with pointing out this,

as one of the means to relieve the agricul-

tural interest, without going into further de-

tails; feeling per.suaded that when the appli-

cation of my principle shall have extended to

red and yellow wheats, and spring wheats

also, on neither of which I have yet treated,

but have made many experiments, to be pub-

lished hereafter ; it will be seen that I have

much underrated the mark. This proper

adaptation of seed to particular soils, will have

the effect of diminishing the risk of the farm-

er, will therefore increase the demand for

labor, and lead to an augmentation of the rate

of wages.
The application of the principle is univer-

sal. I have therefore already sent some select

1 samples to Persia, to North America, and

to the West Indies ; I only wish it to be

given a fair and patient trial; it is in the pro-

per and general application of it, that the

adage, " Union is Power," will be found ;

—

had I the means to set the machinery in mo-

tion, the result would be infallible, after the

third or fourth seasons. It must also be

kept in mind, that these results are calculated

upon fair average crops, not on the differences

which may exist between some of the best,

and some of the worst varieties, that I have

set fi)rth in the tables, nor on the extremes

between crops in general cultivation.

If such were the case, the results would be

far more considerable, as the difference be-

tween the best red wheat and the moat infe-

rior sort, is greater than the difference in the

white varieties. I shall fiirther show, that

the produce and value of spring wheats is va-

rious, should the hints I have thrown out, have

been deemed worthy of attention.
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A Good Cow—Good Butter^ and a good
deal of it.

Mr. Editor—As a n^ood deal has been said

relative to the quantity of butler, exhibited

eotne short lime since, by Mr. Kenworthy,
made from one week's milking of a single

cow, I was curious to ascertain the facts, as

well with regard to her keep avS the produce.

I accordingly inquired in the proper quarter,

and was informed that the cow Filton now
about seven years old—was purchased ofJohn
Zane, of this county, witii her dam, both for

thirty-eigiit dollars. Filton at the time of her

purchase was four months old. This is all

the information I have been able to obtain.

—

Mr. Kenworthy informed me that her keep
was as follows : a small quantity of hay in the

morning, then a mess of bran, while eating

which she wasniilked, then about half a peck
of grains, well mixed with a suitable portion

of cut stuff, with the addition of a little salt.

She was then well curried, then watered, and
especial care taken that she did not drink too

much. If the weather was favorable she was
permitted to run in the barn-yard, if not she
was stabled again, and fed with hay only.

—

At rHX)n and night she was treated in the same
way as cbove described in every particular,

except that the grains were omitted at noon.

Milked, morning and evening, the quantity

of milk varying from twenty-two to twenty-
eight quarts per day. The following is the

produce of butter from the two weeks' milk-
ing:

First week's butter 18 pounds.

Second week's 16i

Three pans of milk, belonging to the

second week's milking were frozen, and
thereby lost. The butler was very beau-
tiful in appearance, and of a very superior

quality, and we hope that many of our fair

countrywomen will follow the example of
Mrs. Kenworthy, who deserves no little credit

for her care and attention to the duties of her
dairy. J. M e.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Agricultural IViii§ances.

Every good man slioiiU) Innd a hand to remove a com-
mon nuisance.

The Cabinet, by its extensive circulation,

having become the organ of communication
among farmers, and the seeds of useful infor-

mation having been sown broadcast by it

throughout the country, I ask the privilege of

occupying a few inches of one of its pages to

represent a grievance, and to inquire for a
remedy. In most neighborhoods there are

respectable, careful, conscientious farmers,

who not only look to, and regard their own
interests, but are considerate and watchful in

respect to those circumstances which may in

any way interfere with, or prejudice the in-

terests of their neighbors. Besides these, and
often beside or contiguous to them, tliere are
a kind of farmers, of a very different descrip-
tion and character, who not only neglect to

promote their own best interests, but are to-

tally reckless in respect to the performance
of neighborhood duties. One of the most
common defalcations of this sort is that of
permitting weeds of all the usual pernicious
varieties to grow up to maturity, and to dis-

perse their seeds throughout their neighbor-
hood to the great annoyance and injury of
others as well as themselves. The St. John's
wort, mullen, wild carrot, thistle and numer-
ous others, which it may not be necessary to
enumerate, are sown through whole districts

of country, by the unpardonable neglect of
duty of comparatively a few individuals.

—

Where the seed is light the wind conveys it

for miles, and where it is heavier and is not
supplied with wings, as is the thistle, in tho
winter when snow covers the ground and its

surface is encrusted, the seeds of the mullen,
wild carrot and St. John's wort are blown to

incredible distances, and it often happens that
he who raises the seed has least of it depos-
ited on his own premises : while his careful,

painstaking, industrious neighbor suffers a
grievous infliction, in the shape of myriads of
vile pests growing among his grain and grass,
partaking of the precious nutriment which
had been carefully provided forthe sustenance
and growth of his own crops. The winter of
1837—38, when the snow furnished the most
complete means of conveyance for this de-
scription of seeds, the mullen and many other
seeds were scattered broadcast through the
land, to the dismay of many a worthy farmer;
and as many of these plants are either bien-
nial or perennial, if very vigilant means are
not resorted to the approaching spring, heavy
loss and damage will result from the presence
of these unwelcome intruders on our premises.
A universal declaration of war should be de-
clared against them at an early period, and no
quarter given ; nothing but extermination will
do the business.

But the main question is, what are we to
do with those farmers who constantly pre-
serve, and are the means of perpetuating the
stock of these intruders and robbers? ^Thm
is the disease for which we want a remedy.
Would it be too much for these republican
people to ask their legislature to pass for
them an act. si.[nilar to that which is in force
.in France? Where, if a farmer neglects to ex-
tirpate the weeds growing on his grounds, any
person aggrieved may employ hands at the
expense of the delinquent, and cause them to
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be taken up root and branch and cast into the

fire.

How would it do for the constables or su-

pervisors of the roads to be authorized by law,

at the expense of the respective townships, to

remove such nuisances from our borders? I

merely make these suggestions, hoping some
of your ingenious correspondents will turn

their thoughts to a subject of so much inter-

est to the agricultural community, and let us

hear from them. Agricola.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Chickens.
An observing boy will make an intelligent mat?.

I was pleased with the communication of
" M," on the "

' Gap' in Chickens," and not the

less so on the account of his " little son" hav-

ing made the investigation alluded to. If boys
keep their attention alive to making such dis-

coveries, and their parents are careful to for-

ward them to the Cabinet, we shall soon have
recorded numerous very important facts ; for

I have long observed that intelligent, observ-

ing children are more likely to make original

discoveries and remarks than those who are

farther advanced in life. But there is one
word, or term, used in the communication,
which I suspect is not the right one, and I

therefore take the liberty of directing the at-

tention of the youth to it, that he may exam-
ine again and see which of us is correct. He
states " that numerous long worms, about the
thickness of a common pin, were found in the
wind-pipe." Now the wind-pipe is the pas-

sage to the lungs, through which only air or

wind passes when the animal breathes ; it is

called by doctors the trachea; the upper end
of it is covered by a little trap-door or flap

that rises and lets the air in when breathing,

but whenever food or drink is passing into the

stomach or crop of the fowl, this trap-door is

closed, and it passes over it like a bridge, and
goes down the gullet, throat, or esophagus, (as

the meat-pipe is called by men of science) into

the crop, whence it passes on to the gizzard,

which I suspect is the proper stomach, where
it is thoroughly ground, as between " the up-
per and the nether mill stone," till the nutri-

cious portions of it are in a fit state to be ta-

ken up and converted into blood, to repair any
casual damage, and to nourish the system;
and the parts which are not suitable tor nu-
trition are cast off into the draught. Now it

is probable the worms, or the eggs out of
which they were hatched, were swallowed
by the chickens without being sufficiently

crushed or chewed, as is too common with
young people as well as young chickens with
thei.' food, and vitality not being destroyed,

tliey grew, and were nourished by the heat

and contents of the crop, till they began to

be uneasy in their confined situation, and
were seeking a way out, when they produced
pain and suffering, by passing or attempting
to pass over the little bridge before mentioned,
which impeded the respiration of the chick,

and by this means would have suffocated it,

had not a remedy been applied in due season.

The feather with the turpentine, I think must
have passed into the gullet, and not into the

icind-pipe, otherwise it would have been more
certainly and speedily fatal than the worms.
It is said that the common red pepper broken
up and mixed occasionally with the food of

chickens is beneficial to them, furnishing a
stimulus to the organs of digestion, and ena-

bling them the better to perform their func-

tions. A Father.
2d mo. 18, 1839.

TIIE DAIRY.
Wo. I.

On the Itlnnagement of tlie Dairy, partlctia
larly ^vitli respect to the making and
curing of Batter.

BY DR. JAMES ANDERSON.

When a dairy is established, the underta-

ker may sometimes think it his interest to

obtain the greatest possible quantity of pro-

duce, sometimes it may be more beneficial

for him to have it o^ X\\q finest quality, and at

other times it may be necessary to have both

these objects in view, the one or the other in

a greater or less proportion ; it is therefore

of importance he should know how he may
accomplish the one or the other of these pur-

poses, in the easiest and most direct manner.
To be able to convert his milk lo the high-

est possible profit in every case, he ought to

be fully acquainted with every circumstance
respecting the manufacture both of butter and
of cheese; as it may in some cases happen
that a certain portion of that milk may be
more advantageously converted into butter

than into cheese, while another portion of it

would return more profit if made into cheese.

It is not, however, intended in the present

essay to enter into this wide di.=cussion. Here,
it is only proposed to treat of the manufac-
ture of butter, leaving the subject of cheese-

making to some other person to treat of, who
is more conversant in that department than the
author of this essay.

The first thing to be adverted to in an un-
dertaking of this nature is, to choose cows of
a proper sort. Among this class of animals,

it is found by experience, that some kinds
give milk of a much thicker consistence, and
richer quality than others ; nor is this richness

of quality necessarily connected with the
smallness of the quantity yielded by cows of
nearly an equal size; it therefore behoves the
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ownerof adairy to be particularly attentive to

this circumstance. In judging of the value

of a cow, it ought rather to be the quantity

and the quality of the cream produced from the

milk of a cow in a given time, than the quan-

tity of the milk itself This is a circumstance

that will be shown in the future to be of

more importance than is generally imagined.

The small cows of the Alderney breed afford

the richest milk hitherto known ; but indivi-

dual cows in every country may be fi^und, by 1

a careful selection, that afford much thicker,

milk than others; these- therefore ought to!

be searched for with care, and their breed
|

reared with attention, as being peculiarly!

valuable.

Few persons who have had any e.xperience

at all in the dairy way can be ignorant, liow-|

ever, that in comparing the milk of two cows,
j

to judge of their respective qualities, par-

ticular attention must be paid to the time

that has elapsed since their calving; for the

milk of the same cow is always thinner soon

after calving, than it is afterwards; as it

gradually becomes thicker, though generally

less in quantity, in proportion to ihe time the

cow has calved. The color of the milk, how-

ever, soon after calving is richer than it after-

wards becomes ; but this, especially for the

first two weeks, is a faulty color that ought

not to be coveted.

To make the cows give abundance of milk,

and of a good quality, they must at all times

have plenty of food. Grass is the best food

yet known for this purpose, and that kind of

grass which springs up spontaneously on rich}

dry soils is the best of all.* If the tempera-

1

lure of the climate be such as to permit the '

cows to graze at ease throughout the day,

they should be suffered to range on such pas-

!

tures at freedom ; but if the cows are so much
incommaled by the heat as to be prevented

\

*So little attention has hitherto been bestowed on
this subject, th.it I An not know of any regular sei of

experiments that have ever yet been made with a view
to ascertHin the effects of any of the natural grasses

that spontaneously spring up in abundance on our

fielils, either on the quantity or the qiinlitij of the milk

of cows, and few that have been attempted even with
regard to those plants that have been cultivated by art

as green forage for them; though it be well known
that some particular kinds of plants strongly affect the

taste, and alter the quality ;>f particular products of

milk. It is indeed, in all cases, confidently asserted,

that old pastures alone can ever be made to afford rich

butter or cheese. This, however, I know from my own
repeated experience to be a popular error, as I have
frequently seen much riclier butter made by one person

from cows that were fed in the house chiefly with rw\

clover and ryegrass, than that which was made by

others, where the cows were fed on very rich old pas-

tures. Mankind are in general disposed to throw the

blame of every failure upon some circumstance that

does not reflect on themselves as bad managers.—
Hence it is that the grass of a farm is often blamed for

the want of richness of the butter produced upon it

;

when, if the circumstances were fully investigated, it

would lie found to be occasioned by the unskilfulnpss of

t)ie dairy-maid, or the waul of attention iu the choice

of proper cows.

from eating through the day, they ought in

that case to be taken into the cool shades for

protection, where, after allowing them a pro-

per time to ruminate, they should be supplied

with abundance of green food fresh cut for

the purpose, and given to them by hand fre-

quently in small quantities fresh and clean

so as to induce them to eat it with pleasure.*

When the heat of the day is over, and they

can remain abroad with ease, they may be
again turned into the pasture, wliere they
.-should be allowed to range with freedom all

night during the ntild weather of summer.
Cows, if abundantly fed, should be milked

three times a day during the whole of the sum-
mer season

; \ in the morning early, at noon,

and in the evening, just before night-fall. In

the choice of persons for milking the cows,

great caution should be employed ; for if that

operation be not carefully and properly per-

formed, not only the quantity of the produce

of the dairy will be greatly diminished, but it^

quality al.>^o will be very much debased ; for if

all the milk be not thoroughly drawn from a

cow when she is milked, that portion of milk

which is left in the udder seeiis to be gradu-

ally absorbed into the system, and nature

generates no more than to supply the waste of

what has been taken away. If this les.sened

quantity be not again thoroughly drawn off,

it occasions a yet farther diminution of

the quantity of milk generated; and so on
it may be made to proceed in perpetual

progression from little to less, till none at

all is produced. In short, this is the prac-

tice in all cases followed, when it is meant to

allow a cow's milk to dry up entirely without

doing her hurt. In this manner, therefore,

the profits of a dairy might be woriderfuUy

diminished ; so that it much behoves the own-
er of it to be e.xtremely attentive to this cir-

cumstance, if he wishes to avoid ruin. It

ought to be a rule without an e.xception,

never to allow this important department to

bo entrusted, without control, to the manage-

* [n very warm climates, where the heat is extreme-
ly oppressive to cows, and the flies are exceedingly
troublesome, sheds open on one side, the roof being
only supported there liy pillars, would not afford them
such effectual shelter as they would require. In these
cases, the sheds should be walled up on both sides, and
he left open only at the two ends, which, if properly
placed,would produce a continued stream ofair through-
out the whole building, that would provj highly salu-

tary to the cattle.

t If cows be milked only twice in the day [04 hours]
while they have abundance of surxili^nt food, they will

yield a much smaller quantity of milk in »he same
time than if they be milked three times. Some atten-

tive observers I have met with think a cow in these

circumstances will give nearly as much at fzrh time,

if milked three times, as if she were milked only twice.

This fact, however, has not. that I know of. been as-

certained by experiment There can he n.i doubt hut
they give more, how mtich. is not ascertained; nor
whether it wntild h" ailvantagcous in any case to milk
them four times, or oflener ; or what effitcl frequent
milking produces on the quality of tUc milk.
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ment of hired servants.* Its importance will

be still more manifest from what follows:

In the management of a dairy, the follow

ing peculiarities respecting milk ought to be

very particularly adverted to ; some of them
are, no doubt, known in part to attentive

housewives, but they never yet, I have reason

to believe, have been adverted to as their im
portance deserves; and by many have never
been thought of at all. I put them down in

the form of aphorisms, that they may be the

more adverted to, and the easier retained.

APHORISM I.

Of the Milk that is drawn from any cow at one time,
that which comes oflTat the first is always thinner
and of a much worse quality, than that which comes
afterwards, and the richness goes on continually in-

creasing to the very last drop that can be drawn from
the udder at that time.

Few persons are ignorant, that milk which
is taken from the cow last of all at milking,

which in this country is called stroakings, is

richer than the rest of the milk—but fewer
still are aware of the greatness of the dispro-

portion between the quality of the fiist and
the last drawn milk from the same cow at

one milking. *The following facts respecting

this circumstance were ascertained by me
many years ago, and have been confirmed by
many subsequent experiments and observa-

tions.

Having taken several large tea-cups exact-

ly of the same size and shape, one of these

tea-cups was filled at the beginning of the

cow milking, and the others at regular inter-

vals till the last, which was filled with the

dregs of the stroakings. These were each
weighed, the weight ofeach cup being settled

so as to ascertain that the quantity of milk in

each was precisely the same; and from a great

number of experiments, frequently repeated,

with many different cows, the result was in

all cases thus

:

1. The quantity of cream obtained from

the first drawn cup wa.s, in every case, much
smaller than from that which was last drawn ;

and those between afforded less or more, as

thpy were nearer the beginning or the end.

It is unnecessary here to specify these inter-

mediate proportions; but it is proper that the

reader should be informed, that the quantity

of cream obtained from the last-drawn cup,

from some cows, exceeded that from the first,

*Cows should always be treated with great gentle
neas, and soothed by niilJ usage, especially when
young and ticklish, or when the paps are tender; in
which last case, the udder ought to Ue fomented with
warm water before milking, and touched with the
gieatest gentleness, otherwise the cow will be in dan-
ger of contracting Imd habits, becoming stubborn and
unruly, and retaining hermilk ever after. A cow never
lets down her milk pleasantly to the person she dreads
or dislikes. 'I'he udder and paps should always he
washed with clean water before milking; but care
should be taken that none of that water be admitted
into the milking pail.

in the proportion of sixteen to one. In other
cows, however, and in particular circum-
stances, the disproportion was not quite so
great; but in no case did I find it fall short

of the rate of eight to one. Probably, upon
an average of a great many cows, it might be
found to run at ten or twelve to one.

2. The difference in the quality of the
cream, however, obtained from these two
cups, was much greater than the difference

in the quantity. In the first cup the cream
was a thin tough film, thinner and perhaps
whiter than the paper on which I write; in

the last, the cream was of a thick butyrous
consistence, and of a glowing richness of
color, that no other kind of cream is ever
found to possess.

.S. The difference in the quality of the

milk that remained after the cream was sepa-

rated, was perhaps still greater than either in

respect to the quantity or the quality of the

cream. The milk in the first cup was a thin

bluish liquid, like as if a very large propor-

tion of water had been mixed with ordi-

nary milk ; that in the last cup was of a thick

consistence and yellow color, more resem-
bling cream than milk, both in taste and ap-

pearance.

From this important experiment it appears,

that the person who, by bad milking of his

cows, loses but half a pint of his milk, loses in

fact about as much cream as would be afford-

ed by six or eight pints at the beginning, and
loses besides that part of the cream which
alone can give richness and high flavor to his

butter. Many other useful corollaries may
be drawn from it, which I do not at present

stop to enumerate. Some of them will occur
in the sequel.

APHORISM 11.

If niilX be put up in a dish and allowed to stand till it

throws up cream, that portion of cream which rises
first to the surface is richer in quality, and greater
in quantity, than what rises in a second equal por-

tion of time; and the cream that rises in the second
interval of time is greater in quantity and richer in
quality than that which rises in a third equal space
of time; and that of the thiid than the fourth, and
so on, the cream that rises decreases in quantity,
and declines in quality continually as long as any
rises to the surface.

My experiments not having been in this

case made with so much accuracy as in the

former, I have not been enabled to ascertain

the difference in the proportion tliat takes

place in equal portions of time ; but they have
been so often repeated as not to leave any
room to doubt the fact ; and it will be allow-

ed to be a fact of no small importance in the

management of the dairy. It is not certain,

however, but that a greater quantity of
cveam may upon the whole be obtained from

the milk by taking it away at different times,

but the process is so troublesome as not to be

counter-balanced by the increased quantity
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obtained, if indeed an additional quantity be

thus obtained, which is not as yet fully cer-

tain.

APHORISM iir.

Thick milk always throws up a smaller proportion of

the cream it ac'liially contains to the siirlace, than

milk that is thinner, but that cream is of a richer

quality ; and if water he adileil to that thick milk it

willalforil a considerably greater quantity of cream
than it would have done if allowed to remain pure

;

but its quality is at the same time greatly debased.

This is a fact that every person attentive

to a dairy must have remarked ; but I have

never heard of any experiment that could

ascertain either tlie precise amount of the in-

creased quantity of cream that might thus be

obtained, or of the ratio in the decrease of

its quality; but it ascertains the effects at

least of mixing water with the milk in a

dairy; and the knowledge of this fact will

enable attentive persons to follow that prac-

tice which they think will best promote their

own interest.

APHORISM IV.

Milk which is put into ahucket or other proper vessel

and carried in it to any considerable distance, so as to

be much agitated and in part cooled before it he put

into the milk-pans to settle for cream, never throws
up so much nor so rich cream, as if the same milk had
been put into the milk-pans directly after it was
milked.

In this case it is believed the loss of cream
will be nearly in proportion to the time that

has elapsed, and the agitation it has sustained

after being drawn from the cow. But I am
not as yet in possession of any experiments

that sufficiently ascertain how much is to be

ascribed to the time, and the agitation, taken

separately. On every branch of agriculture

we find experiments wanting at each step we
advance in our enquiries. The labors of no

one man can complete the whole; but it is

the duty of every enquirer to point out as he

goes along where they are wanted.

Short Directions for Planting Garden Ve-
getables*

The first thing to be done in gardening is

to prepare the ground. It is necessary that a

garden soil be deep and loose, that the roots

of vegetables may penetrate it, spread and

imbit^ nourishment Depth of soil also pre-

vents drouth by its capability of containing

and consequently retaining a greater quantity

of moisture than a shallow soil, and it pre-

vents drowning by being capable of holding

more water without being flooded.

Where not already done, manure should be

now drawn upon the ground intended for gar-

dening, to be intermixed with the soil by deep
and thorough ploughing. Where manure
fresh from the stable is brought, and cannot be

spread and ploughed under immediately, it

should be piled in a heap, and then covered

with soil three or four inches thick, and this

with a coating of lime, in order to retain the

exhalations during fermenting, which other-

wise would pass into the air, and carry off a

large portion of the best quality of the ma-
nure. If earth cannot be had at this season,

in consequence of the ground being frozen, a

greater quantity of lime must be applied ; or

ashes may be first spread over, as a substitute

for earth. In addition to the lime thus pre-

venting the waste of manure, its usefulness

to the soil after it is spread upon it, will far

overbalance its cost.

As a deep soil cannot always be had at once,

the defeci may be partially remedied by throw-

ing the soil into ridges upon which the crop

is to be planted. Of course in those ridges

there will be an accumulation of loose and

rich earth. But it is much better to have a

soil so deep and well manured as not to need

this expedient.

Most garden crops are sown in drills or

small furrows drawn with a hoe or stick; and

where it is stated in directions that seeds arc

to be planted in drills of any described depth,

it is to be understood that they are actually

buried only about one half that depth, as the

earth is taken from the sides of !he drill for

covering. A convenient way of sowing some
garden crops in drills, is to lay a board across

the prepared bed, draw a stick to form the

drill along the edge of this board, drop the

seed and cover it, and then move the board

forward, placing it upon the planted drill, and

proceed with another as before. This forms

them straight, and by standing during the op-

eration upon the board, it presses the soil

firmly about the new planted seeds, and con-

sequently assists their vegetation. Another

and more rapid mode of forming drills is to

make a tool like a rake head, but much larger,

so that each tooth, when it is drawn through

the soil, may form a drill, at the required dis-

tance from the others.

Rolling is advantageous wherever the

ground is not so wet or adhesive as to be

injured by the operation. It presses the fresh

earth about the seeds, and keeps them moist

until they germinate. When a roller is not

at hand a substitute may be obtained by laying

a plank or board upon the newly sown bed,

and then walking upon it lengthwise. No-
thing, perhaps, protects turneps, and other

plants which are injured by the turnep fly,

from its depredations, so much as rolling.

—

By pressing down the soil and rendering the

surface smooth, it destroys their hiding places.

Such seeds sprout soon, and they are some-
times destroyed by insects even before they

reach the surface, in which case the seeds-

man is sometimes unjustly blamed. Seeds
sown in ground inclining to be dry, need
watering, especially if they are enveloped

in a dry shell. Among those which most
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require a moist sril or watering, are let-

tuce, onions, parsnep, parsley, asparajrus, cap-

sicums, celery, rhubarb, salsify and epinage.

With these preliminary remarks we now
proceed to give particular directions for plant-

ing each vegetable of the most common
kinds.

Cabbage. The early kinds may be sown
in hot beds, in the latter part of March, and
in a few weeks they will be fit to transplant

in the open ground. Or, they may be sown
a little later in a warm border, under the

south side of a board fence. Red cabbage
may be sown early in May, and Savoys and
the large winter drumhead, almost any time
during the month. Cabbages should be trans-

planted into very rich ground, for this gen-

eral rule applies particularly to them, that all

vegetables where thegrowthof leaf and stalk

is the chief object, are greatly benefitted by
copious manuring. When transplanted, the

small early cabbage, as the early sugarloaf

and the early York, should stand about two
feet apart, and those larger a greater distance

according to their size, the large winter drum-
head, for instance, should be at least three feet.

Broccoli. The Purple Cape is the only va-

riety we would recommend for common cul-

ture ; those who wish to raise the other kinds

must consult books on gardening, as they re-

quire care and minute directions. The Pur-
ple Cape should be sown about the middle of

May, and when of suitable size should be
transplanted in uncommonly rich ground, and
they v/ill produce fine heads early in autumn.

Cauliflower. This requires more care than
the last; it commonly succeeds best when
sown early in fall and transplanted into beds
which are protected from the winter by frames,

and sash, and mats. It succeeds well, how-
ever, if sown very early in a hot bed, and af-

terwards transplanted, as the plants become
larger, into a later hot bed, and finally into

open ground in the latter part of April.

—

These if well managed will produce heads in

June. If sown early in May, cauliflowers

may be treated the same way as Purple Cape
Broccoli, and with nearly the same success.

Kale and Brussels Sprouts may be sown
about the middle of May and transplanted

early in July in rich ground. They are used

as greens, and are best after having been
touched with sharp autumnal frosts.

Asparagus. The seeds should be sown
early in spring in the best ground in the gar-

den, in drills about one foot apart. They
may be transplanted into beds when a year
old. They will not, however, produce good
shoots for use in less than three years. An
asparagus bed properly prepared, will con-

tinue to afford crops for twenty years or more.
New beds are made by transplanting, thus

:

dig the ground eigfhtcen inches or two feet

deep in the form of a broad trench, fill this

trench with alternate layers of soil and ma-
nure, until near the top, when the whole
should be covered with a few inches of rich

mould, in which the roots should be planted,

with the crowns about three inches below the

surface, and about one foot apart. Or, the

bed may be sown with seed at once, and the

plants afterwards thinned. Old beds should

be cleaned off early in spring before the plants

start, and then covered two or three inches

with rotted manure, which should be dug in

with a fork, taking care not to injure the

plants.

Globe Artichoke may be raised from seed or

from young suckers taken off in spring. The
seed should be planted in drillsabout one inch

deep and about one foot apart. When the

plants are a foot high, they are to be transplant-

ed into ground trenched eighteen inches deep
and mixed with manure, the plants standing

about three feet apart, or three by five feet

according to Bridgman.
Peas. The early varieties should be sown

as early as possible in the spring. Double
rows are the most convenient, and these dou-

ble rows should be about a foot apart, and a
space of from four to six feet, according to

the height of the peas, between these double

rows. Peas should be sown about two inches

deep, and two or three inches asunder in the

rows.

Beans. Engl ish beans should be planted

so early that they may produce their crop be-

fore the heat of summer ; the seed should

therefore be put in the ground on the earliest

opening of spring. A clayey loam is best,

but a lighter soil is good if they are well

rolled. The drills should be about two inches

deep and two or three feet apart, and the seed

two or three inches in the drill. The Maza-
gan and Lisbon are the earliest, and the Ge-
noa best for late crops. The Windsor, the

Sandwich, and the broad Spanish are excel-

lent.

The kidney or common bush and pole beans,

require a light rich soil, and may be planted

in hills, three or four seeds to a hill, or in

drills two or three feet apart, and two or three

inches in the drill. As kidney beans are ten-

der and easily injured by frost, the plant-

ing should be delayed until settled warm wea-
ther, which brings them forward rapidly.

—

Pole beans require the same treatment as bush
beans, except the addition of poles.

Cucumbers, melons, and squashes, should

be planted about the first of May, in highly

manured ground, or in copiously manured
hills, alwut four feet apart. In clayey ground
it is indispensable to success to plant them on
ridges of manure, cfivcred several inches with

earth ; these ridgos should he at lenst a foot

high, ".nd they will produce twenty tinirs the
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amount of crop that is obtained the common
way. As soon as they are up a person should
go over them three times a day, and pinch to
death with hia thumb and fore-finger allj

striped bugs which can be f()und upon them,

I

and continue this operation until tlie plants'
arc beyond their reach. 'J'he best cucumbers

'

are the Early Green Cluster, and the Long
Green Prickley. The green fleshed Nutmeg
melon is most excellent for eating.

Carrots require a deep rich, sandy loam.

—

They may be sown in drills a foot or eighteen
inches apart, and six or eight inches distant
in the drills. The Early Horn is the.earlie.st,

and the Long Orange is the best for main
crops.

Beets, Those intended for early crops
should be sown as soon as the ground is open,
and main crops deferred till warm weather in

May. They need a deep soil and plenty of
manure, and may be sown in drills one 'foot

apart and one or two inches deep, about three
inches apart in the drills, afterwards to be
thinned to about eight inches. Among some
of the best for eating arc the Sugar and Red
Turnep rooted.

Parsneps should be planted as fearly as pos-
sible in drills, like beets, and in common
with all root crops r&quire a well manured
soil.

Parsley should be sown early in drills one
foot apart and one incii deep.

Salsify, or vegetable oyster, requires the
same treatment as carrots and parsneps.

Onions may be sown about the middle of
April, and buried half an inch deep in drills

twelve inches apart. When of suitable size

they are to be thinned to a distance of two or
three inches in the drill. Oneof the best vari-

eties is the Silver-skinned ; the Strasburg is

good for a general crop.

Lettuce may be sown as early as is desired,

either in a hot bed, or in open ground.

JSqg plant ma.y be sown in a hot bed, tho

sash to be closed to keep in the heat until it

is up. In the middle or at the end of May,
the plants are to be set out two feet apart in

good garden soil. If transplanted too early it

will be hurt by frost.

Celery should be sown as soon as spring

opens, in drills half an inch deep, and after-

wards transplanted in open ground in proper
trenches for earthing.

Sea Kale requires a deep rich sandy loam,
as the roots penetrate to a great depth, and
should be sown as early in the spring as the

state of the ground will admit, in drills, an
inch and a half deep, twelve or fifteen inches
apart, and six or eight inches in the drill.

—

When a year^Id they are to be transplanted

more than a foot apart, and blanched by cov-

ering them early with sand, gravel, or what is

much better, inverted pots. Three or four
weeks are required for the blanching.

Tomatoes are best raised by sowing them
in hot beds, and afterwards transplanting them
into open ground. If the soil is rich, they
should stand when transplanted, at a distance
of at least two or three feet from each other.— Gen. Farmer.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

On the Sowinsr of Oraits Seeds.
It must be admitted by every careful obser-

ver, that the art of husbandry in this country,
has much advanced within the last few years,

and the march of improvement in agriculture
is still onward ; while at the same time it is

evident much remains to be accomplished, to

vie with European countries in the productive-
ness of the soil. The introduction of root

crops, (such as sugar beet, mangel wurtzel,
ruta baga, &c.,) by many of our most enter-

prising farmers, has been found of such great
importance for the feedingof stock, that there
is no doubt the cultivation of those roots will

soon become general ; may we not also profit

by the experience of older countries in the
cultivation of the different kinds of grasses.

It is a common practice in England, for farm-
ers to sow many varieties of grass seeds to-

gether, with reference to their time of matu-
rity, so that after mowing a crop of timothy
or other tall kinds, instead of finding the
ground as bare as a stubble field, they have
an undergrowth of later varieties of grass,

already covering the soil, and shooting forth

to maturity; of the latter kinds, white clover
holds a very conspicuous rank, being so thickly
set as to produce in a short time, a quantity
of herbage little inferior to the first mowing;
the quality of which for either hay or pasture
is supposed to be unrivalled.

I have been led to these remarks by meet-
injT with one of our enterprising farmers (Mr.
John Hocker of Whitemarsh, near Flower-
town,) who was then purchasing white clover
seed at a store in Market street. In tho
course of conversation, he informed me that

he had sown one bushel of white clover seed,

in the month of March last, on seven acres
of his wheat ground, which prroluced (after

the grain was harvested) a very large, and
excellent crop, and that he was so much
pleased with the experiment, that he intended
to adopt it for the future. He also spoke of
several neighbors who would follow his ex-
ample the present season. M. C.

Education is a better .safeguard for liberty

than a standing army. If we retrench the
wages of the schoolmaster, we must raise the
wages of tho recruiting sergeant.

—

Ed, Ev-
erett.
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For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Effects of l.ime.

The fertilizing influence of lime seems now
very generally understood and appreciated by

the farmers of our country. Long doubted

and viewed with distrust and incredulity—the

evidence of well attested facts, numerous

and conclusive, has at length forced the con-

viction of its utility upon the most sceptical

and the most ignorant. With its mode of op-

eration we are still unacquainted, and shall

remain so, until scientific analysi-s and exper-

iment shall have discovered its chymical ac-

tion upon the soil, the atmosphere, and upon

plants. The time may come when science

shall regard agriculture as not unworthy her

attention, and farmers be able to pursue their

operations, guided by well established princi-

ples, instead of, as at present, by the uncertain

light of isolated facts. In the meanwhile we
must be content to use to the best advantage

such knowledge as we possess.

We know that lime does increase the pro-

ductiveness of the soil, though how or why it

does so—whether by altering its texture—or

by stimulating to activity the animal and vege-

table matter contained in it—or by attracting

moisture from the atmosphere—or by itselffur-

nishing the food of plants—or by all these, are

matters ofdoubt. Questions, they are, certain-

ly, of great interest and importance, and until

they and others of a similar nature be decided,

there can be no regularity in the processes of

agriculture, or certainty in its results. Leav-

ing them however to the discussions and inves-

tigations of the learned, it is the business of

the practical farmer to inquire into the effects

of lime upon crops—the best mode and time

of applying it—the quantity to be applied

—

and the expense and subsequent profit. His

own experience and that of others are the only

means of acquiring this kind of knowledge,

and every fact, therefore, the truth of which

may be depended on, and which is stated with

a sufficiently minute detail of circumstances,

is of importance.

Agricultural journals—which have in-

creased of late years so greatly in number,

excellence and circulation, are the most con-

venient means for the diffusion of this kind

of information ; their cheapness puts them
within the reach of every one, and their col-

umns are open to all, to record the observations

and results, suggested and produced by prac-

tice and experience. A mass of facts will

thus in time be accumuliited, and the know-
ledge of them circulated through the commu-
nity,—which will inform the ignorant,—guide

the inexperienced,—convince the prejudiced,

—suggest experiments to the curious,—stim-

ulate enterprise to new undertakings,—give

definite objects and increased power to Indus

try,—and by introducing into every portion

of the country the most improved modes of

cultivation,—increase the productiveness of

the soil, and with it, the wealth and import-

ance of its owners.

It is the duty of every one to contribute his

share of exertion to the promotion of these

worthy objects. We should all feel interested

in the advancement and improvement of the

calling to which we belong, and should be

unwilling to receive benefits from others, and

render none in return. I have myself derived

much instruction and advantage from the

pages of the different agricultural journals, ia

this and other states—which have done and

are doing such extensive good to the country,

and feel that I am only discharging an obli-

gation, incumbent on every one, when I offer

to the readers of the Cabinet, a statement of

the results of an experiment of my own in the

use of lime.

I must begin by saying, that in the year

L835, I commenced the improvement of 400
acres of worn out land on the river Sassafras,

Cecil CO., Maryland. The place had been

farmed for many years afler the (happily noiE)

old fashioned Alaryland system of three fields

—two of grain—(wheat and corn) and one of

weeds, without grass, lime, or other manure,

than such as was furnished by a scanty stock

of half-fed cattle. The land, though naturally

of the finest quality, had became so much
exhausted, that five bushels of wheat and

twenty of corn per acre, was considered a fair

average crop. Confident of the superiority

of the soil, and of the eflicacy of those means
which have produced such happy results in

other less favored regions, I commenced by

dividing the farm into a greater number of

fields—by introducing a rotation of crops, and

by the employment of clover, plaster and

lime, according to the mode pursued in Penn-

sylvania. Aided as I have been by the intel-

ligence, energy and zeal of an excellent ten-

ant, my success has greatly exceeded my
expectations, proving beyond question the

fertility of the soil, and the rich resources of

a district hitherto neglected and abused, but

which nature formed for a garden and a gran-

ary. My object now however is to state a

single instance, and not the general result—

for which I shall, perhaps, find time, if the

courteous editor will find space, on some othey

occasion.

The operation to which I allude was per-,

formed upon a field of forty acres lying on

the river. It had been much exhausted, and

eight bushels of wheat per acre would have

been considered a good crop.

In the spring of 1835 it was srtwed with

I oats and clover, and plaster was applied at the

'rate of two bushels per acre. It produced
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about 22 bushels of oats per acre, and tlie

clover was pretty £rood.

In 1836 one bushel of plaster per acre was
applied, and burnt oyster shells at the rate of

eighty bushels per acre. The clovrr was
good ; it was lightly pastured and ploughed

under in August. Wheat was sown on the

first of October.

In 1837 from the forty acres were obtriined

1032 bushels of very fine wheat—weighing

more than 60 lbs. to the bushel. On ratlier le.ss

than 20 acres of the field, 24 bushels of white

bearded wheal were sown, and produced more

than 600 bushels. On the rest, 32 bushels of

yellow bearded wheat produced about 400
bushels.

This field has a south western exposure,

and slopes down to t!ie river shore with a gen-

tle desceut. Tiie land varies in texture, from

a clayey loam to a sandy loam, and is of a

reddish, chocolate color. The stiffest soil is

in the lower part of the field next to the river,

which becomes gradually lighter as you as-

cend to the highest part, where it is quite

Bandy. With the te.xture of the soil varied the

quantity of the wheat, which was heaviest on

the lower side of the field next the shore,

where it must have been in some places about

40 bushels per acre, and grew gradually thin-

ner, until on the most sandy parts the quan-

tity was not more than 10 to 15. Both grain

and straw were of the finest quality. There
was no grass seed sown with the wheat, but

the growth of weeds and white clover after

harvest was very great—showing the strength

and fertility of the soil.

In the spring of 1838 this field was planted

in corn. In the early part of the season it

grew with great luxuriance, attained very

soon a large size, was of a dark rich color,

and gave promise of a crop of at least .50

bushels per acre. The une.xampled drought

of last summer, however, de.stroyed these

hopes. The corn crops throughout the coun-

try was seriously injured—^in many places ut«

terly ruined. This field, notwithstanding the

severity of the season, produced about 20
bushels per acre, which before the lime was

applied would have been considered a fair

crop, and the quantity of fodder was large,

—

This result, I consider, under the circum.

stances, quite as satisfactory as 60 bushels per

acre would have been, in an ordinary season.

The oyster shells were obtained from Wor-
ton Point, at the mouth of the Chester river,

where, and elsewhere on the Che.sapeako wa-

ters, they exist in immense bods; marine de-

posits probably—though some suppose them

to have been collected by the Indians, They
were delivered, burnt, on the fkrm, for 8 cts.

per bashel.

From these data, those interested in the

subject may calculate the profits of lim-

ing, and otherwise improving, exhiusted

land, which is naturally of a c;ood quality.—
It is obvious at once, that in this instance, one
crop of clover plouglied under,—3 bushels

of plaster and 80 bushels of oy.ster shells per

acre, produced a crop, the difference between
which and former crops, more than repaid all

the capital applied, and left the soil with its

productive power more than doubled.

Exhausted land of the finest quality is to

be found in great abundance on the Ea.'^tern

Shore of Maryland, though happily, a newly
awakened spirit of industry and enterprise is

rapidly diminishing its amount. Along with

it exists also abundant stores of marl and oys-

ter shells. The country is penetrated in ev-

ery direction by navigable rivers which

give easy access to the markets of Baltimore

and Philadelphia. The surface of the land is

undulating, it is free from stones, and is easily

worked. The causes of its decay would not

be perhaps difficult to determine ; but how its

numerous and obvious advantages have es-

caped for so many years the hawk-eyed vigi-

lance of capitalists and speculators, and the

prudent enterprise of industrious farmers,

whilst wealth and population have flowed with

so full and steady a stream into the remote

wildernesses of the west, it is not so easy to

discover. Whatever may have been the

cause, it exists no longer. The veil has been
at length withdrawn, and both natives and
i^trangers have become acquainted with the

natural fertility of the soil,—the ease with

which it may be made productive, and the un-

developed resources of the country. A better

system of farming has been very generally in-

troduced—old prejudices have been dissipated

—northern capital is flowing in—the price of

land is rapidly rising—and industry, guided

by superior knowledge, supported by increased

means, and wielding those wonder-working

instruments, clover, lime, and plaster, will

speedily alter the aspect of the country, and

cover its "old fields" once again with luxuris

ant harvests. Evelyn,

To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet.

Ploughs and IMoughing^,

Sir,—On looking back to the past numbers
of the Cabinet, I am struck with the real

practical knowledge which is conveyed in a
remarkably well written paper by Mr. Buck-.

minster, at p. 48, vol. 1, " On Ploughs and
Ploughing," I consider the information

vvhich is there given invaluable ; and to con-

vince any one that the writer is a practical

man, in the best sense of the word, it is only

to observe the advice given, ** to set the coul-

ter anglewise, and leaning to the right, that

the furrow-slice might be cut in a bevel form,

so as to shut in like a trap-door." Now every
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farmer can understand all this, but few others

would be able to make any thing of it.

His remarks on the proper mode of laying

newly ploughed land, and the advice thorough-

ly to roll and harrow after turning in green

sward, by which the whole mass of vegetable

matter tiiat covered the soil will be complete-

ly buried, and set to fermenting, are truly ex-

cellent, as are also his observations on the

kind of plough that ought to be used for this

purpose, namely, "one which is much longer

in the waist than those in common use, that

the furrow might be made to rise less sudden-

ly on the inclined plane of the mould plate,

and fall gently, where it should do, into the

bed of the preceding furrow, so as completely

to fill it." All this shows that the writer is

a ploughman, and his suggestions ought to

be respected accordingly.

Are any of your readers acquainted with a

plough which has been patented in England,

and is known there as " Jefferis's v/et and dry

•weather Plough V I used it for some years in

that country, and I can truly say 1 have never

seen any plough which could at all be com-

pared with it Tor the purpose of turning the

soil. Its length and great weight would be

very serious objections with gentlemen who
are accustomed to plough the study ; but to a

Buckminster, who would not be afraid to look

the thing in the face, it would soon recom-

mend itself for its peculiarly well-adjusted

parts, its simplicity of construction, and above

all, the ease and regularity with which it

performs its work. The share, which is

put off and on by the blow of a hammer, is

of cast iron ; the under side is as hard as cast

steel, while the upper, or surface is as soft as

wrought iron, which surface, wearing away
much more quickly than the under side, leaves

the wing or fen with a sharpened edge, and

the share with a sharpened point, which ne-

ver require to be renewed as long as it lasts.

These shares are sold separately, and cost

but a trifle; they are also cast of difl^ercnt

widths, to suit different kinds of work. In this

plough, the length of the beam and handles are

60 mathematically adju.sted to the length ofthe

mould, plate, and waist, that when used as a

swmg plough, it is as easily poised as a well

regulated scale-beam : a small wheel is some-

times attached to it, to enable the ploughman

to give a greater pressure when skimming
turf land, or in extremely dry and hard soils,

but in all ordinary cases it is preferable as a

swing plough. It has been introduced into

the West India Islands with the most perfect

success. Agra
25th February, 1839.

Men generally put a greater value upon

the favors they bestow, than upon the favors

they receive.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Is Lime a sccpHo or an antisceptic Agent 1

Nature never changes her principles of action.

Your correspondent M. in the last number
of the Cabinet, page 229, states that X. says

various matters and things respecting lime;

now I should like M. again to read the essays

of X. on lime at pages 27, GO, and 152 ofthe
present volume of the Cabinet, and compare
them with his own communication, and per-

haps he may find that he has either misun-
derstood, or not correctly and fully represent-

ed what X. has writen on the subject referred

to. M. says, that, "its (that is lime) great

distinguishing characteristic is to promote de-

composition." X. says, that lime is an anti-

sceptic, and tends to retard decomposition.

On this point we are at issue, and I presume
that all minor differences of opinion between
us will resolve themselves into this one point.

Now, whether lime is, or is not an antiscep-

tic, is a matter of fact, and not a matter of

reasoning; the reasoning will follow the de-

termination of the fact, and this must be as-

certained either by experiments and observa-

tions already made, or to be made hereafter.

M. says, page 229, " Because lime applied

with the whitewash brush to our fences or

roofs, has a preservative antisceptic tenden-

cy, it does not follow, that its exhibition in

the soil, in different quantities, and where va-

rious chemical agents are at work, modifying
its action, should be attended with the same
results." Does not lime either in .=mall or

large quantities preserve timber of every
kind? Has it not been applied to boards,

fences, and roofs for ages with this intention,

and has it ever been unavailing as a preserva-

tive against decomposition 1 It is a common
saying among lime burners, that a superan-

nuated lime wagon (which is always satura-

ted with lime) never rots.

Within the past year a patent has been
taken out for the preservation of rail-road

timber by lime, which it might seem would
be unavailable, if its only tendency was to

render its decomposition more rapid. Hence
we may safely conclude that so far as respects

timber M. is correct, and is fully .supported in

Slating that it " has a preservative antisceptic

tendency."

It is freely conceded that if a large quan-
tity of quick or nnslacked lime be mixed with
vegetable matter, that combustion will take
place, and it will be reduced to a carbonace-
ous mass; and it is presumed that this cir-

cum.stnnce has given, rise to the opinion of

the decomposing agency of lime ; but when
a mfKlerate quantity of lime, or lime that has

been slacked and become cool, is mixed with
vegetable matter, so far as my observation and
inquiries have extended, its tendency is to
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retard the process of dncomposition. It has

often boon spread on heaps of manure, and on

cornstalks, for the purpose of decoi/iposinff

them, but I have yet to learn, that it h:is pro-

duced any other elFect, than to retard lliat

process. Straw and cornstalks arc bleacheii

of a beautiful yellow color by lime; but tlieir

decomposition is not hastened but retarded

by its presence.

I have made numerous inquiries of respect-

able, intelligent farmers who are in the Jn.bit

of using lime, on this subject, and have with-

out an exception so far, found them to concur

in the opinion that lime retards decomposi-

tion. Botli before, and since the appearance

of M.'s essay, the question was propounded

to a number of chemists of the first standing

who, witliout an exception, gave the opinion

that lime was an antisccptic.

The putting of lime into privies is to pre-

vent putrefaction and the consequent disa-

greeable effluvia; and it is often applied to

the carcasses of dead animals for the same
purpose.

Some years since, the writer, then holding

the same views of the decomposing tendency

of lime which M. now espouses—for that was
the orthodox creed when he was young—un-

dertook to have a dead horse converted into a

BoUible manure without any unnecessary de-

lay, and the plan adopted was, to sail him
well inside and out with quicklime and then

to cover him up with earth, like a potato

heap. He was visited often and examined,

but the process was not found to progress

with the expected rapidity, and after the lapse

of about a year it was discovered that the

lime had robbed the carcass of its juices, and

that it was in the state of pretty decent jerk-

ed-beef, and not likely soon to become solu-

ble. Another carcass of a horse, covered

with earth only, decomposed in a much short-

er period of time within a few yards of the

former.

In the present volume of the Cabinet, page

152, is an extract from the last edition of Da-

vy's Agricultural Chemistry, which corrobo-

rates the opinion of the antisceptic tendency

of lirne.

It is the opinion of many farmers who have

had much experience in the use of lime, that

vegetable manure is more enduring where
lime his been applied, and this opinion ac-

cords well with the position that lime retards

decomposition. For the preparation of food

for plants by decomposing vesjetable or ani-

mal matter bears a strong analogy to c:X)king

food for animals; it should be cooked as it is

needed for current consumption, otherwisi

there will be loss; so it is apprehended of

manure as food for phnts, that the nearer an

approach we can make to decomposing it and

rendering it soluble as it is needed for their

sustenance, the more economy and the lesa

waste; and lime it is conceived enables ua

in some measure to accomplish this important

o'.)j'!Ct by retarding decomposition, and keep-

ing the formation of the solution in check, so

as to furnish it only as food for plants as it is

wanted, and not to be washed away to a depth

wiiere it cannot be made available for that

end.

Tiie plan at present generally adopted of
applying manure which is thoroughly decom-
posed, and consequently in a state to be im-

mediately dissolved by rain, is believed to be
Hltended with much waste, as the plants,

when in an infant state, and requiring the

least f(X)d are supplied with it the most boun-

tifully; and when they arrive at a larger

growth and would seem to demand it in

greater abundance, much of it must have
been washed so deep into the earth (particu-

larly in loose soils) as to be beyond the reach
of the fibres of the roots.

M.'s paragraph, at the top of page 230, is

not comprehended, either from its not being
intelligible, or want of ability to understand
it. X. has not expressed any opinion in his

essay about applying lime before it becomes
a carbonate, as is stated by M. in the last par-

agraph. He has some opinions on this sub-

ject which it is not necessary now to state,

as the accumulation of facts in which he has
been for .some length of time engaged may
throw additional light on that subject.

The object X. has principally had in view
in writing the essays on lime, published in

the Cabinet, was, in the first place, to pre-

vent impositions being practised by the deal-

ers in it ; and in the second, to call the atten-

tion of farmers to the facts connected with,

and observed in its application to the soil.

If tliose who apply it to their land, would
make careful observations on its efTects, and
particularly note any observations tending to

show either its sceptic or antisceptic quali-

ties, and forward them for publication in the
Cabinet, much benefit might arise from it in

(Establishing a correct theory, and a sound
and profitable practice in its application to

land. X.

Trifolium Incariiatum.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet :

SiR,^Your correspondent, Mr. Pennock,
p. 135, 2d vol. Cabinet, wishes to obtain fiir-

ther information respecting the Trifolium
Incarnatiim, which is there denominated " a
NEW KIND OF CLOVER." I beg to Say it is by
no means new, for in the Botanical Catalogue,
f find it described as a native of Italy—hardy,
flowering in July, flesh colored blossom, and
having been catalogued as far back as the
year 1640—it is therefore only brought again
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under the eye of the agricultural world, and

the circumstance of its having gone out of

notice for so long a time is, I think, any thing

but in its favor. A friend, having sent me
some of the seed from London, I feel pleasure

in depositing a small quantity with you for

distribution, and if you will place it in the

hands of those who will take the pleasttre of

doing justice in its cultivation, a considerable

quantity of seed may be obtained from the

plants that might be raised from these seeds

the coming season, and during their growth,

a fair opportunity would be afforded for obser-

vations, which may appear, laudatory or con-

demnalory, in the Cabinet, at the end of the

summer. May I be permitted to urge those

who undertake to make the experiment, to

keep the plants clear of weeds while grow-
ing.

May I also, in my turn, ask of your readers

information, as to the cultivation of a plant,

(Lucerne) which, from its first introduction

to notice, has never ceased to call forth the

approbation of all who have been concerned

in its culture. I wish to learn if it has ever

been properly attended to in this country, and
what success has followed its introduction in-

to a climate, peculiarly adapted, one would
suppose, to its growth. Incarnos.

Corn and Seed Planter.

Fig. 33.

This machme, recently invented by W.
BucKMiNSTER, Esq. of Boston, is said to be an

entirely new article in this country; hashcen

fully proved, and found to answer com-
pletely, for the planting of corn and lurneps.

On any land tolerably well prepared, one man
with a horse will furrow out, drop, cover and

press down the corn on an acre of ground in

one hour—or ten acres in a day ; this is the

work of 20 men. A double machine that

plants two rows at one time, can be used in

large fields, where a man and horse are war-

ranted to plant three acres in one hour—rows
four feet apart—30 acres in one day ! The
corn in this machine is covered by the falling

into the fiirrow of the soil that is finely pul-

verized by a row of cultivator teeth—no sods

or weeds therefore can intrude as in case of a
drag that has been used to haul dirt on to the

seed, neither is the seed ever disturbed by
such drag, but remains scattered along about

five inches in the furrow. The machine will*

bury the seed three inches deep if you desire

it—one inch is the rule for corn—one-fourth

of an inch for turneps—by simply turning a

screw you sink the corn deep, by turning it

back you bury more .shallow. Last summer
170 square rods of ground were sown with
ruta baga, in 18,000 hills, in 55 minutes

—

here were 48 hours' work performed in one-r-

li lb. ofseed only was used—the seed came up
very uniformly well, and was covered more
evenly than it could be by hand. Cotton seed

—beans and onions—may be equally well

planted with this machine. The whole ma-
chine is cast iron except the handles.

Q^ Arrangements have been made for a

supply of the Corn Planter, which may be

had in a short time at the new Agricultural

Depository, No. 87 North Second Street,

Philadelphia. The machine is exceedingly

simple, and not likely to get out of repair, and

its performance as above stated will be war-

ranted.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Cows vs. Horses.
An idle horse gives no milk and makes no butter.

Having read a communication in the last

number ofthe Cabinet signed H., on the " cost

of keeping an idle horse," I find the sum of

sixty dollars as there set down, quite within

the mark ; and I should not know how to ac-

complish it for that sum by a long slice; and

if H. was to take shoeing and liability to con-

tingencies into the account, it would consid-

erably swell the aggregate amount. On ex-

amining the subject and looking a little fur-

ther into it, I find that the cost of keeping

"one idle horse," will keep two milch cows
comfortably, and that each cow during the

year will produce, (including the calf) a clear

gain- of thirty dollars without any straining

of the point whatever. This makes sixty dol-

lars per annum proft from the two cows,

which added to the sixty dollars loss sus-

tainod by keeping " an idle hor.*c," in-

stead of the cows, at the same cost, makes
a difference of one hundred and twenty
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dollars a year, or the interest of two thousand

dollars for one year, and so on from year to

year as long as the error is persisted in. I

knew a very worthy, industrious, careful

farmer, about fifty years ago, who had a

snug farm and every thing apparently m good

order about him, but he did'nt seem to thrive

;

when he died, it was found he was not out of

debt; and his estate was altogether much less

than was expected. I tried in vain to account

for it, but was unable to do so, till after this

long lapse of time ; but now I can see through

it, and understand it thoroughly. I remem-

ber, he kept about a dozen horses, on a farm

of about 100 acres, and he kept them well,

too ; sleek, clean, nice and well fed ; for he was

loud of horses, and fine ones too, though he

was no sportsman. His horse stable was

twice as large as his cow stable. The cows

w(?re about si.x in number, if my memory

serves right, at this long distance of time.—

Now four or five horses would have been all-

sufficient for his neces.sary purposes, and all

over this number was surplusage, as the law-

yers say; say seven above the right number,

which would represent, in expense of keep,

fourteen cows. As butter in those days only

sold for about half as much as it does m these

latter times, I put the profit of each cow (m-

cluding the calf) at one half, say fifteen dol-

lars a year, and> fifteen times fourteen is two

hundred and ten dollars a year, loss sustained

by keeping seven extra horses instead of four-

teen cows.

Now, our schoolmaster, who is good at cal-

culation, says, that an annual sum of 210 dol-

lars put to interest at 6 per cent., and a like

sum added to it each year, and the mterest

accruing annually being put out to interest,

that in ten years it will amount to $2,767 98

and that in 20 years it will be 7,724 97

25 years, 12,070 19

30 years, 16,602 21

40 years, 32,500 01

Now this shows very plainly why the old

man died in debt, instead of leaving a good

farm for each of his children. It is just as

plain to me now, as that grass grows; though

for a lono- series of years it was quite inex-

plicable, 'notwithstanding I had often thought

of it, and tried to solve the mystery; but I

now see I always went on the wrong scent,

and when you do that you will never catch

the game. 1 now am confirmed in the conclu-

sion that whatever we understand is easy^and

that whatever we don't understand is difficult

and mysterious. The old gentleman was all

his life traveling on the wrong track, to ar-

rive at independence and wealth, and I now

see many gointr the same road on horseback,

and there can'rbe a doubt but they will come

out at the same place with the old farmer al-

luded to; for like causes always produce the

same effects under similar circumstances.

—

Some of the old folks who are your readers,

will Tcry likely be desirous of knowing who

the old farmer was that kept so many horses

and so few cows. If that question should

be asked, just inform them, that he has been

dead a great many years, but that he was my
father, and a good father he was too, but ho

did'nt seem to think, that idle horses made

no butter. Abrah.\m.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet.

Iiimc—Mr. BlacU»« Experience.

I have just read a paper—the first in your

number of 15th of February, 1839—signed

R. M. Black. The very name is associated

in my mind with agricultural enterprise and

improvement; but the communication loses

all its value with me, because, while it pro-

poses to illustrate the value of lime, the wri-

ter says that the fall before he applied the

lime the field had been manured I! and yet

he does not say what kind of manure—how

much to the acre—nor does he ever after ad-

vert to the manure as one of the means where-

by the crop was increased, but goes on rea-

soning to show the effect of lime. Now I

am aware that to give efficacy to lime, you

must have some vegetable matter for it to

act upon ; but who can tell in this case with-

out knowing the quantity or quality of the

other manure, how much the increase of the

crop, raised the spring after it was applied,

is to be ascribed to the " manure" and how

much to the lime ? Seeing that the lime cost

25 cents a bushel, it must have been stone

lime; it would have been more satisfactory

as a matter of curiosity and comparison with

its cost in^ other places, if Mr. Black had sta-

ted how far it was transported by vrater and

by land, to bring it to that price.

Please inquire of Mr. Black vyhether he

has seen a recent communication in the Far-

mer and Gardener, from the Eastern Shore

of Maryland, going to show that shell lime,

as a manure, is valueless, and what is his ex-

perience, if any, with that sort of lime ; for

I doubt if any of your correspondents is more

capable than he, of benefiting his brother

farmers, by a detail of their experience on

any branch of husbandry with which his po-

sition, resources, and oleervation have made

him familiar. In haste, J. S. S.

Baltimore, 18th February, 1839.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Ijime.

Mr. Libby,—In common with many other

farmers of this neighborhood, I am much in-

terested in the use of lime as a manure, and

hail with a feeling of triumph any well au-

thenticated account of its successful applica-

tion to the soil, not because there are not al-
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ready evidences enough of its utility, but that
so many are yet holding back with a strange
and suicidal incredulity. It was therefore with
pleasure that I read the statement of Mr. R.
M. Black set forth in your last Cabinet, there-
by showing conclusively that lime is the
cheapest, most prompt, and efficient manure
that can be applied to the soil of Delaware,
(unless it should be in her marl regions, which
are now under a fair course of experiment
with this valuable mineral, and 1 hope before
long to be able to give you a very favorable
account of the result.) But to return—it is

creditable to Mr. Black that he has broken
through the old customs of his vicinity, and
that he has furthermore not hid his light un
der a bushel, but has favored the farming
public with an account of his experiments.
But interest makes keen critics of us all, and
in the detail of his operations Mr. Black,
though minute, has not been so circumstan-
tial as many could have wished; for example,
he does not state whether the whole 25 acres
were manured previous to liming, or whether
he manured only the twenty that were limed,
leaving the 5 without any dressing at all,

which I do not suppose was the case, as it

would not have been a fair experiment. But
if the 5 acres were manured, how is it that
the produce in 183.5 was greater without ma-
nure than in 1838, after it had been ma-
nured ? Could the difference be caused by the
season ] Or were the 5 acres originally poor-
er than the rest of the land] In which case
the trial cannot be called a fair one.

I hope, therefore, we shall hear again from
Mr. Black upon these points. I have no
doubt whatever of fairness in the experiment,
yet as these inferences may be drawn from
the statement in question, he will at once
perceive their importance, and that the test

of the whole affair hinges upon the treatment
of the 5 acres, and their previous condition.

Yours, &,c. Calcium.
Middletown, Del., Feb. 26, 1839.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Try Salt.

There are many well attested cases on re-

cord, and I think some of them in the Cabi-
net, of the benefit derived to grain and grass
by the application of small quantities of com-
mon salt, say from two to three bushels to the
acre. Who, now will undertake to try the
experiment this spring, on a small portion of
wheat and also on grass. Procure a bushel,

it won't cost much, and put one half of it on
wheat, and the other on grass, and make re-

port of the result through the Cabinet. The
cost of tfiis experiment would be less than
one dollar; try it, and that soon too, the ear-

lier the better, and let us know whether it is

for good or evil. S. I

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Boiling Oats.
A farmer, who last autumn had a boiler

holding about forty-five gallons, enclo.sed in

brick work, with grate, &:c., and who used it

to good effect in boiling corn, &c. for his fat-

tening hogs; has since applied it for boiling

oats, which is afterwards mixed with cut hay
or straw, and fed to his milch cows. The
result of this mode of feeding them has been
highly satisfactory and encouraging, and. ia

believed to furnish a fair remuneration for

expense and trouble. A few weeks since, be-

mg desirous of salting his cattle, he injudi-

ciously put about two quarts of salt into the

boiler, with the water and oats, and continued

the boiling for the usual length of time, but

with a very different result fiom what he had
before experienced.

In his previous boiling operations without
salt, the oats were much swelled and enlarged,

but when the salt was present, the grains

refused to obey the usual law of absorption

and enlargement, and continued about of their

usual dimensions; the .salt water remaining
mixed with the oats in the boiler, but not ab-

sorbed by the grain. The first thought was
that the oats, being of a superior kind, (the

large potatoe oat) to that previously used,

which was the common oat usually sown, the

effect might be occasioned by the difference

in the grain ; but on trial since without the

presence of salt, with the same kind of grain,

the usual swelling and enlargement took
place. From this it appears evident that salt

or brine in some way produces the effect of
preventing the grain from absorbing the wa-
ter. Can any of the readers of the Cabinet
furnish a satisfactory reason for the production

of such a result?
'

O.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Sand or L.ady Pea.
It appears, by an article signed O., in the

3rd Vol., 4ih No., page 11.5, of the Cabinet,

that (with the exception of Indian not given,)

peas and beans rate highest on the catalogue

of nutritives, containing from 89 to 92 per

cent. Now as the pea or rather bean, at the

head of this article, will grow on the poorest

sandy land, and produce from 15 to 25 bush-

els per acre, I think the article might be cul-

tivated with great advantage in the pine lands

of New Jersey, and other places too remote
from lime, marl or other manures, to bear the

expense of their application, without which,

a good crop of corn cannot be expected : and
as peas and beans are used in England as we
use corn, for the fattening of hogs, would it not

be well for the inhabitants of such districts

to follow their example and eee if they can-

not have their pork-tubs as well filled for
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winter use as those who live where corn

llirives best.

In feeding this article to hogs, it should be

either coarsely ground, steamed, or boiled,

the latter metliod is preferable.

It is also in much demand for soup, and
would no doubt bring at the present time

$2 to $2 50 per bushel : the two past sea-

sons the price was from 1 50 to 2 dollars.

E.

For the Fanners' Cabijict.

ITIiiltttni in Parvo.
COOKING FOOD FOR STOCK.

The practice of cooking the grain fed to

stock, particularly the stock intended for the

ehanibies, promises to be an important acqui-

sition to modern husbandry. It is destined,

at no remote period, to remove materially, if

not effectually, those tributaries of intemper-

ance, those foul manufactories of I'qiiid jire,

or blue ruin, (the bane of agriculture) from

the face of our country. To proscribe and

denounce the distillers (among whom we re-

cognise some of our most sober and enter-

prising citizens) while their business con-

tinues profitable, is wrong ; an unavailing

means only of opposing a powerful human
motive, tliat of self-interest and aggrandize-

ment. But when farmers once know that it

is more profitable in the end to feed all their

grain (excepting wheat—and of that, the stuff

after making flour) after being cooked, to fat-

ten stock for the market,—when they find

they can thus realize a high market price for

their grain, and convert both straw and grain

into an increased quantity and highly im-

proved qpality of manure, they will noc sell

their grain to the distiller, to wrong their

own farms of their most enriching means of

alimentary manure, and suffer the distillers

to monopolize the beef, pork, and mutton

market among themselves. If farmers would

cook and feed all their own grain, in addition

to roots previously steamed, we should soon

see the good eflfect, visible in the abundance
of their crops, as well as a compliance with

the immutable laws of nature, which make
animals and vegetables mutually dependent,

and, like liberty and learning, lean on each

other for support. Independent of pecuniary

considerations, an agreeable, pleasant, and

pure delight always accompanies the "lux-
ury of dainty good."

Actuated by fixed impressions such as these,

I commenced about two years ago, to cook

grain for stock. Having previously pursuaded

myself that stall feeding on raw grain, by un-

dergoing a mere partial digestion, is an " up-

hill business," I found also the idea of steam-

ing grain whole, liable to many objections;

among others, the tiifficulty of steaming it

thoroughly, the inconvenience and additional

expense of fuel, arising from the high tem-
perature necessary, to burst the globules con-

taining the dextrine or nutrient matter of tho

grain, are all worthy of notice. And the plan

of scalding the chopped grain, falls far short

of cooking. The conviction, that very much
of the nourishing property of grain is lost by
the process of fermentation and distillation,

and yet aware of the aptitude of all kinds of

stock to fatten on the swill of distilled grain,

afler the essence or volatile spirit has been
extracted, 1 conceived the plan of boiling

the grain, afler being chopped, to be fed sweet

and fresh ; conjecturing, that a given quan-

jtity of grain thus prepared, would be convert-

ed into tiie greatest possible weight of flesh.

1 named the project to some intelligent per-

sons, who condemned it as fallacious and chi-

merical, allegingthat the chopped grain would
settle to the bottom and burn the still ; the

boiled grain would scour the .stock, &c. ; rea-

son and philosophy however supported a con-

trary opinion. Although the idea originated

in my own mind, having never heard nor

read of grain being boiled in the manner
proposed, yet, 1 had no apprehensions about

the issue. I accordingly procured a large

hogshead still, put it up over a furnace in the

corner of an out-kitchon, on the best plan of
close flues carried around the still, and finally

turned into a chimney. The still was provided

with the usual copper chains and fixtures for

stirring : a moveable cover made of plank was
fitted close over the top o^ the still, perforated

in the centre to admit the perpendicular shaf\

on which a horizontal crank was fixed to turn

the shaft and stir the still. The still is filled,

or nearly so, with water, by a convenient

pump, and after boiling, the corn being pre-

viously wetted in a barrel with cold water,

and mixed, to prevent the grain from forming

lumps, is emptied by buckets into the still;

the cover is immediately put on, and by means
of the crank the still is well stirred and the

fire kept up, while the stirring is occasionally

repeated for a few minutes, until the whole
mass boils, then the fire is put out or cover-

ed, or the damper closed, to stop the draught.

After the grain has boiled about an hour, it

is ready to leave ofl'; if left in the still, ow-
ing to the confined rarified air around the

still, it will continue boiling for many hours,

although the fire be entirely out. The swill

is conducted hot from the cock of the still by
common square spouts, about thirty yards,

into a hng-pcn and cattle-yard ; when cool,

it may be compared to jelly or starch, the

water being apparently commuted into solid

nutriment. 1 usually boil, in the proportion

of one bushel of grain to forty gallons of wa-
ter. For fattening, I have found one third

of corn to two-thirds of bran, sufficient; but

if the fattening process is to be hastened, the
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proportion is reversed—taking two thirds corn

and one third oats or bran. I stable-fatten

steers at night, on hay and fodder in winter,

(as it is only in winter I do cook feed,) and
yard them with plenty of feed through the

day ; by keeping the yard well littered, an
immense quantity of manure can be made.
By this method, cattle and hogs are fattened

in half the time that is required on raw grain,

with an economy of grain infinitely great.

The cattle get a sleek and handsome coat,

they void their manure in a proper healthy

consistence, exhibiting nothing of a diuretic

nature, Tl;e food being thus ready prepared

for the stomach, there is little action required

from the digestive organs. Nor is the appe-

tite liable to be clogged, as on raw grain. Al-

though I commenced feeding in a small way,
with only eight head of steers and twenty
hogs, yet, I soon found 1 could feed more than
double the number : in short, my fondest hopes
-were more than realized, and expect in fu-

ture to profit by the experiment. My cattle

have access to salt at all times. I have found

about four cords of oak wood sufficient, along
with corn cobs, for a whole winter sea-

son. Stone coal may be used with advan-
tage in the absence of other fuel. Hogs are
perhaps our most profitable stock, but we can-

not rvoio^ like the pioneer settlers, let them
Ifeed fat, on mast Stock hogs I can also win-
ter at a mere nominal expense on weak swill.

After feeding my cows with a given quantity

of raw meal, I boiled and fed them precisely

the same quantity— the consequence was, they
gave a surprising increase of milk and cream.
My whole apparatus cost $35.

STEAMING.

This mode of cooking I confine entirely to

every variety of roots. With a vessel bored

full of holes in the bottom, and fitted on the

top ofthe still, I can steam any quantity with

the greatest imaginable ease ; and after re-

moving the roots, the water in the still is rea-

dy to boil the grain. Potatoes, mangel wurt-
zel, and ruta baga have composed our staple

roots ; to these we have recently added the
citron pumpkin, and rohan or Swiss potato.

Their extensive culture is identified with the
farmer's interest, affording through our long
winters a plentiful supply of succulent food,

an important auxiliary to aid the juices of the
animal stomach in the performance of their

functions, when stock is made to subsist, al-

most wholly, on dry fodder.

DEI^USIONS OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE.

Having been egregiously misled in youth,
by endorsing the speculative notions and ul-

traisms of agricultural writers, on many very
Important subjects, I have long since refused

to adopt any radical opiF.ion until I could de-

monstrate it by experience and observation.

Last summer I secured some of the principal

depredating insects, and watched them care-

fully while undergoing their natural trans-

formations. I have traced the cut-worm to

its original perfect state, and found, too, the

practice of preparing seed wheat with a view
to destroy the egg of the Hessian fly in its

nidus on the grain, only equalled by the erro-

neous notions which prevail relative to \in\e,

plaster of paris, stable manure, and other

paralleled ab.surdities. The time must come
when a deluded and slovenly farmer will be re-

garded as one of the greatest enenn'es to the

public. At present, the only known security

against the Hessian fly is, to sow late, after

the fly has been crippled by the autumnal
frosts

; yet, if an ignorant neighbor, by early

sowing, has nourished the fly through the

winter in the chrysalis, our adjoining crop is

sure to be attacked by his progeny in the

spring ;
just so with noxious plants and weeds,

a slovenly neighbor can keep our grounds in-

fested, maugre all our efforte. Some of our

farmers, however, adhere to their delusive

notions with wonderful pertinacity ; like the

devotees of astrology and alchemy in the days
of yore, they are true to their idols.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.

What a reproach to Pennsylvania, that its

numerous agricultural population are without

a State Society ! The fault rests upon the

farmers themselves ; they have not united to

petition the Legislature. The petition from

the farmers of Union county, in 18-37, was
favorably received in the Senate, and brought

forth an able and encouraging report from

Mr. Harper, chairman of the Agricultural

Committee. Here, although our county may
be fairly ranked, with regard to the natural

constituents of soil, the most productive in

the commonwealth, the farmers, as yet, have
exhibited no general disposition to resolve

themselves into a county agricultural .societ)',

for the purpose of making a joint stock of

their knowledge. The advocates, however,

of the new augmenting system, blending the-

ory and practice, science and art, are multi-

plying amongst us. A wonderful and deci-

ded improvement has been effected within a
few years in the economical management of
productive labor, a source itself, of prosperity

to the farmer. Let farmers only be liberal,

let them be kind and charitable to mother
earth, she in turn, will be sure to requite

them with her bounty, and force them to ac-

knowledge her as the fertile parent of their

daily bread and prosperity. I would here
just suggest the idea of holding an Agricul-

tural Slate Convention at Harrisburg—who
will second the motion 1

ICE HOUSES.

With this caption, I communicated an ar^
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tide some months ago, in the September

number of the Cabinet. I omitted an import-

ant item : I should have stated that the whole

frame, including the doors and roof, all about

six inches thick, is weather-boarded, outside

and inside, and the space or vacuum well

filled with tanners' bark, instead of the dou-

ble frame. The roof may be shingled out-

side of the rafters and boarded inside, filling

np the interstice with bark as the roof pro-

gresses. This plan, on top of the ground, has

entirely superseded the old system of digging

a vault or well. By using rye straw plenti-

fully around the sides and on top, it is found

to waste much less than the old system un-

der the earth.

Wm. Penn Kinzer.

Springlawn Farm, Paquea, Lan. co.,
\

Pa., February 2Sth. 1839. S

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Fragments.—rVo. V.

"Gather up the Fragments that nothing be lost."

OIRLS.

Girls, be industrious, and observe economy

in every thing, even in time ; be neat and

tidy, rise early, and keep stirring to some

useful purpose ; dress so as to preserve your

health, leave nothing for others to do, that

you can accomplish yourselves, cultivate your

minds, and eschew the least appearance of

evil in your manners and conduct ; so shall

you enjoy as much comfort, happiness, and

independence as is allotted to mortals in this

uncertain world, and you will stand a very

fair chance of becoming united to some clever,

industrious youth in the bands o? matrimony,

and of becoming a first rate wife and mother,

"ruling your own household well," and dis

pensing blessings all around you.

ENTAILED ESTATE.

Every man who desires to entail a valu-

able and enduring inheritance on his children

which cannot be docked ; of which rogues

cannot defraud them, and on which the she

riff can't levy execution, and which they

can't alienate by a gGnerz\ assignment ; may
accomplish his wishes by bringing them up

in habits o^ persevering industry in any use-

ful calling, by instilling into them habits of

sound economy; and, above all, by imbuing

their minds with correct and practical views

of moral and religious obligations.

BOYS.

Boys, treat the horses mildly, the cows
gently, the sheep kindly, the hogs mercifully,

and the poultry prudently ; so will you be

promoting your own true interests, and be

aiding in carrying out practically a religious

obligation, enjoined on all, to treat dumb
creatures with humanity.

' HARD BED,

Parents, who endeavour to protect their

children from labor, and encourage them to

seek self-indulgence, in.stead of animating

iheni to become as industrious and useful as

possible; are foolishly and certainly preparing

for them a hard and a thorny bed to lay upon
at a subsequent period of their lives.

FATHERS AND MOTHERS,

Fathers and mothers, be kind and affeC'

tionate, but frm and rennlute ; ami, above

all, always reasonable ; so shall you command
the respect and obedience, that your station

at the head ofa family so imperiously requires.

l^NGEVITY.

There are none who enjoy better health of

body, and more vigor of mind, than those

who are daily engaged in bodily labor; and it

is only the industrious or laborious who live

frugally and temperately, who enjoy true

comfort and survive to a great age.

MOTHER.

A mother who works her fingers' ends off;

in order that her daughters may attain and
preserve a delicacy of constitution, is more to

be blamed for her folly than praised for her

diligence, or extolled for her wisdom.

A New England farmer said, that last year

he had made 1500 dollars by minding his

own business, and 500 dollars by letting the

business of others alone, in all 2,000 dollars;

a pretty handsome sum this for doing right

for one year. Query 1 what would this

amount to, reckoning it an annuity of 2,000

dollars at 6 per. cent., compound interest, for

thirty years. Ans. $158,116 37 cents.

The farmer who hires laborers to perform

the work which ought to be executed by his

own sons, may reasonably expect to die in

debt, and leave a thriftless po.sterity to in-

herit a small estate.

The truly wise, who have acquired much
knowledge, doubt often, and are modest in

opinion : whilst the very ignorant, who have

not attained knowledge enough to form a hook

to hang a doubt on, are hasty and presump-
tuous.

Those who say " come boys," effect muck,

and do it well; while those who say "go
boys," accomplish little, and that badly.

The best farmers are those who combine

the most intelligence with the most practical

industry, sound economy, and good taste.

The worst agriculturists are the ignorant

and conceited, who mind every bodies busi-

ness but their own.

A farmer who sells hay, should buy ma-
nure, otherwise, he will soon have his land

poor.
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Pulina Christi Bean.
The Southern Cultivator contains a com-

munication from VV. I. Anderson, of Marshall

county, Tenn., on the culture and manufac-

ture of the Castor Bean, from which we
make the following extract:— It grows best

in gently rolling beach and poplar land, and

there is no crop I have ever noticed, that is

so much improved by manure as the Palma
Christi. It should be planted as early %i

March as the season will admit, as we do
corn, in checks 6 by 8 feet distance in rich soil,

allowing only one stalk at each check to re-

main standing. Three or six beans are plant-

ed in a hill to insure a good stand. In thin

land so great a distance should not be given.

It requires about the same culture as corn,

and produces from 10 to 25 bushels per acre.

I have heard from good authority that 50
bushels have been gathered from one acre.

It begins to ripen the last of July, and con-

tinues to ripen and grow until frost. It is

gathered by cutting the pods as they ripen,

which are thrown on sl'^ds drawn by horses.

A yard is prepared, called a popping yard,

made like one for drying brick. The firmest

ground of course will be chosen ; its size will

be in proportion to the amount of land in cul-

tivation, upon which the pods as they are

taken from the stalk will be laid. A few
days of sun will fr;>e the beans from their

covering; the hulls are cleaned from them
by a fan, such as are used for cleaning wheat.

For pressing the oil, I use wrought iron

screws, stocked in the manner of stocking

screws for pressing cotton.

I concur with you in the opinion that farm-

ers might employ a portion of their grounds

to good advantage in the culture of the bean,

for the following reasons:

1st. It should be planted before it is proper

to plant corn or cotton.

2nd. It could be worked before corn or cot-

ton would need working.

3d. The gathering would be between the

laying-by of corn and the picking-out of cot-

ton ; besides, it greatly improves the produc-

tion of other crops that are planted after it.

Whether it be the shading of the ground dur-

ing the warmest part of summer, or the effect

of a change of crop, I cannot tell, but the in-

crease of the crops planted after the Palma
Christi on my plantation, has been at least

25 per cent.

For the Farmerg' Cabinet.

Decay of Peacii Trees.
I have observed several communications in

the Farmers' Cabinet, respecting the decay of

Peach Trees. Several yars' experience has

satisfied irie that the injury is occasioned by

a fly depositing its eggs in the tree, and the

larvae after being hatched working at the

root of the tree. My remedy is to remove
the earth from about the trunk of the tree so

as to form a basin, then pour a bucket full of

boiling water around the tree—say in the

ninth or tenth month. I have for the last ten

years found this a complete remedy for both

the worm and the yellows. I know an orch-

ard of trees treated in this way each fall, all

of which are thrifty at the present time^

—

another lot, planted at the same period, but

which did not receive the same treatment,

soon perished.

B. H., An Ohio Farmer.

Tbe Agriculturist's Note Book.
No. II.

Original and Selected.

LUCERNE.

The Rev. H. J. Close, in a communication
to the Bath Agricultural Society, gives a very
interesting account of the culture and pro-

duce of a small piece of lucerne, which to use
his own words "shall have at least the merit
of exactness, however unworthy in other re-

spects." He says, April 30, sowed half a
pound of lucerne in a seed-bed, the drills be-

ing drawn with a garden hoe, at six inches

distance, and covered with a rake. Septem-
ber 24 following, took up the plants, cut the
top roots off, leaving each root about three

inches long, and transplanted them into a
piece of good mixed soil land, containing two
roods, sixteen rods, leaving room for plough-

ing the intervals, as it was planted two feet

two inches from row to row, and ten inches

from plant to plant, in the row. The next
season it yielded four crops, wh'ch were cut

and given to the horses in the yard, but as no
account was kept the weight cannot be ascer-

tained ; but the next year it was all weighed,
and a very accurate account kept of the pro-

duce, which was as follows:

—

Crops. Began Cutting.
1st. May 17.

2d. June 28.

3d. Aug. 2.

4th. Sept. 7.

5th. Cut and fed off

Total amount

Finished. Produce lbs.

May 25. 3.442
July 15. 5,0(i4

Aug. 14. 4,831
Sept. 14. 3,698

1,550*

18.585 1 b«.

or eight tons six hundred and twenty-five

pounds of green food from somewhat more
than half an acre. At the time this account
was furnished, May 17 of the following year,

the lucerne, though the spring was backward,
was two feet high.

[liucerne, unless sown in drills and kept

clean from weeds, wiil never answer to the

* The fifth crop was not half of it cut, as the frogt

sol in so early, but the part tliat was cut produced 775
pounds, and the part which was ted is set down at tbe
same, making 1550.
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farmer, but when judiciously managed noth-

ing is more profitable.]

PULVERIZE THE SOIL.

Few farmerfl are probably fully aware of

the vast importance of keeping the earth well

pulverized, and especially in seasons of

drought It has been observed by the cele-

brated Mr. TuLL, and by many others since

his time, that thoroughly pulverizing the

soil, and reducing it to a perfect tilth, in-

creases and extends the pasture of plants.

The soil thus pulverized more readily attracts

the moisture, always floating in the atmos-

phere. Mr. Joseph VViMPEY says, "I made
several observations which clearly explain,

to my own satisfaction, how dividing and pul-

verizing the poil becomes the proper mode of

conveying the aliment prepared by nature for

the sustenance of plants, into the bosom of

the earth. One observation I will mention,

as it is directly to the purpose. One evening,

near the time of the men's leaving work, a

smart shower of rain came on, which drove

them off. They were digging one of the

plots where beans had previously grown. The
shower did not last more than half an hour.

The next morning, as the men were digging,

I observed that the rain had not penetrated

above half an inch into the ground ; I re-

quested one of them to dig two or three spits

of the ground that had been dug the day be-

fore, when it clearly appeared that the rain,

in the new-dug ground, had gone as deep as

the spade, which was full twelve inches."

Here then, the readers of the Cabinet may
see how, and by what means, the principles

of vegetation are acquired, by keeping the

land in thorough cultivation.

CAIXULATIONS OF THE WEIGHT PER BUSHEL,

AND THE NOMBGR OF GRAINS OF SUNDRY
SEEDS, &.C.

One acre of land, drilled at a foot distance

on ridges of 8 feet 3 inches wide, contains in

length 505,880 inches.

A bushel of wheat, weighing 62 pounds,

contains 516,000 grains. Dropping one grain

to an inch requires less than one bu.shel to an

acre.

A bushel of barley, weighing 52 pounds,

contains 515,000 grains.

A bushel of poplar or pig peas, weighing

64 pounds, contains 107,000 peas.

A bushel of horse beans, weighing 64
pounds, contains 35,000 beans.

A bushel of oats, weighing 32 pounds, con-

tains 1,280,000 grains.

As all grains vary in size, the number con-

tained in a bushel will be increased or di-

minished; but the above are the average

numbers.

For t!ie Farmera" rahinet.

Broom Corn.
It is somewhat surprising that broom corn

is not more extensively cultivated in this re-

gion of country. It is carried on on a great

scale along the valley of the Connecticut,

and to some extent in almost every part of
New England. Its culture has been recently

introduceij into the District of Columbia,
where, I learn a large factory for the manu-
facture of brooms is now m successful opera-

tion. The raising of broom corn in New
England has been, and still is, a lucrative

business; and I am apprized of no snflicient

reason why it cannot become such in our own
Pennsylvania. I find in an old numbi r of the

New York Farmer, a communication from
that zealous and enlightened friend of agri-

culture. Rev. H. Coleman, of Mass., on its

cultivation. He says "the seed is considered

of about two-thirds of the value of oats, and
mixed with corn, makes an excellent proven-

der for the fattening of either swine or neat

cattle. The return of seed is very precari-

ous, but often abundant, reaching to 150 bush-

els per acre. The seed is planted in row.?,

wide enough apart for the cultivator to pass

between them, and dropped in hills about

eighteen mches from each other. Four or

five stalks are considered sufficient to remain
in a hill— more are sometimes allowed. The
cultivation and manuring is more than for

Indian corn. The stalks are not eaten by
cattle, or even browsed by them. The culti-

vator considers five cents a pound a good
price for his crop." From 10 to 1500 pounds
of the brush are raised on an acre. P. D.

Buckingham, Feb. 1, 1830.

A'ot*.—We have ordered a quantity of thn seeii of the
broom corn, which may br. obtained at the ottice of the
Farmers' Cahinet.

Remedy for Burns.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Cibinet.

Sir,—The communication of a Philadel-

phia Physician (p. 199) is invaluable. The
remedy can be depended upon, for it is based

on true chemical principles. A'll sores, and
particularly those arising from burns or scalds,

are in a high state of oxydizement and acid-

ity—soot contains abundance of alkali in its

formation, and is strongly antisceptic, its cliief

ingredient being csrbon— the two properties

united, must, therefore, form the neplus ultra

in time of need.

This recipe is far preferable to lime water,

for although that has been found of great ben-

efit, on account of its alkaline property, it is

destitute of the antisceptic quality; and the
same may be said of the saponaceous liniment
made by mixing lime water with oil.

I once knew a child that h,ad been dread-
fully burned by falling into the fire ; after be-
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ing dressed with some kind of liniiaent, it

was covered over with raw cotton ; this form-

ed a very easy bandage around the sores, and
did not prevent the little sufferer from chang-
ing its position and using its limbs, and still

it constituted a perfectly elastic bandage, and
protection against the atmosphere. Would
not raw cotton form an excellent covering,

after the application of the soot and lard, or

butter, as it could so easily be removed in

small parcels, to permit fresh applications,

and be replaced by little at a time, saving the

sufferer much pain at the time of dressing,

and the evil to be apprehended from long ex-

posure to the external air.

The knowledge of so valuable a remedy
for one of the most afflicting accidents to

which we are liable, should be made as pub-

lic as possible. To do my duty in this re-

spect, I have transcribed it and affixed the

paper to the door post of a large manufactory
in which I am engaged, where it was read
in a very short space of time by more than a
hundred persons, and communicated by them
to many more, before the day was over. Let
every one " go and do likewise."

I consider the readers of the Cabinet much
indebted to you, sir, for the insertion of so

valuable a paper into your interesting work.

Philos.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

l¥lio sees I?Ie?

" O wad some pow'r the giftie gie us

To see oursels as others see us '.

It wad frae monie a blunder free us

And foolish notion."—^urnj.

A respectable, worthy farmer lately stated,

that he never went any where but what he
learned something useful.

He said, that if he saw things wrong and
in bad condition, it was an admonition to him
to avoid errors and blunders of a similar de-

scription ; and if he observed any thing that

was an improvement on his own ways and
plans, he adopted it ; so that in either case he
was instructed, and promoted his interests,

either by the evil or the good he noticed in

others. He stated, that on a particular occa-

sion he was at a tavern, where there was an
elderly man who was intoxicated, and a num-
ber of ill-bred, vulgar yo.'ng men were en-

gaged in deriding and scoffing at him; the
inebriate, after some time of silence, turning
round, observed to them

; young men, " what
you find wrong in me, try to mend in your-
selves.''^ This remark, he said, made a last-

ing impression upon his mind, and had been
very serviceable to him in his journey through
life; and he thought, that if farmers gene-
rally would adopt the plan of mending in their

own practice, what they see wrong in the

doings of others, it would very soon effect

a great and wholesome change in the agri-

culture of the country
;
greatly increase the

number of blades of grass, and ears of com,
and make them longer too; and it would
much promote the prosperity and independ-
ence of many families, who now consider all

times as bad times with them. Remember,
The busy bee gathers honey from every flower.

EZERIEI..

Vegetable Cutters.

Friend Libby,—I have lately subscribed
to the "Farmers' Cabinet," and have read
parts of all the numbers from July 1836, to

that of last month, and I now intrude upoa
the columns of this valuable agricultural as-

sistant, to inquire of its readers, whether there
is now in use any apparatus for cutting, with
economy of time and labor, ruta baga, tur-

neps, sugar beets, or other roots which are
with us a common winter food for cattle.

The common practice of throwing them into

a mess box, and chopping them up with a
spade or shovel, is not only laborious, but does
not cut them in that regular manner which
should be observed as a preventive of choking.
The practice of steaming or boiling is becom-
ing more general ; but I am inclined to think
that some machine which could be worked,
by a boy to cut up these valuable roots would
be a great desideratum to the farming inter-

est. I hope if any reader of the " Cabinet"
has such a machine, or knows'of any, he will

give an account of it in the next number. I

write in an uncouth style, but I hope I am
understood. Could not the sugar beet rasp
be in some way modified to answer the pur-
pose ? Inquirer,
Burlington, N. J., 2ndrao., 9th, 1839.

There are a variety of vegetable cutters in

use, particularly in New England, and " In-

quirer," and all other friends, will be able in

a short time, to supply themselves with ve-

getable cutters, and all other improved and

useful implements in agriculture, at the new
Agricultural Depository about being opened

at No. 87 North Second-street

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Sugar Beet and Mangel 'W'urtzel*

If those about to cultivate either of these
roots, would soak the seeds for twenty-four
to forty-eight hours, and then roll them in

plaster or fallen lime, they would become so

completely coated as to resemble peas, and
may be drilled, or planted by hand, with much
less difficulty, and more certainty of success.

Beta.
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The following communication was mislaid, or it

would have appeared in the Cabinet for Ucceniber.

For itie Farmers' Cabinet.

Mr. Libby,—Sir, I observed in the last

number of your highly appreciated produc-

tion, an inquiry by " Public Good," '* what is

the best manner of constructing an ice house

that will preserve ice from January to Janu-

ary." Mine is such an one—the construction

of which is simple. The excavation is lb by

13 feet, and 15 feet deep ; tiie b(.)ttom, ends,

and sides are lined with pine slabs, fiimly

spiked at top to the roof frame at an angle of

about 70° ; the roof inch boards. The em-
bankment around it commences at some 8 or

10 feet distance, gradually raising to near the

eaves, which are about 3 feet above the com-

mon level.

With the best wishes for your success in

your laudable enterprise', I remain, sir, yours

respectfully, I. T. S.

P. S. I would be much obliged by your

very interesting correspondent from "New
Grarden," if he would inform the readers of

the Cabinet, whether more than one conduct-

or to a building is preferable. If the build-

ing is small, whether or not an addition of

one or two points to the main conductor is

desirable; and if so, at what distance should

they be attached to it from the top.

Albern, Nov. 15, 1838.

JVote.— Since writin? the above, one of my men has

just come from preparing my ice house to be retilled,

and says there is a considerable quantity of ice in it

yet. I put 27 wagon loads in last winter; it would
have contained 8 or 10 more. Mr. P. G. will observe

ORe of near tlie dimensions required, will contain

about 35 wagon loads.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Weeds onght never to stand until they
are in Flower. .

" Were farmers at the trouble of collecting

all sorts of weeds before they have formed

their seeds."* To show how early plants per-

fect their seeds, and how much sooner this is

effected than almost any imagine, we are told,

that a person employed by a London florist

to collect seeds on the banks of the White

river, in Russia, sent home to his employer a

beautiful /oicer, carefully packed in paper,

regretting that he had been unable to find a

specimen of the same plant sufficiently ad-

vanced to yield seed; when the flower came

to hand, it still retained its beautiful hues,

and to appearance, about as perfect as when
plucked, but on e.Kamining the paper in which

it had been packed ; a few brown particles

like dust were observed ; these were sown,

and produced perfectly formed plants of the

flower which had been plucked in full bloom !

Weeds ought never to stand until they are

in flower. Er.vdicus.

* Sec Cabinst, p. 193, Vol. III.

For the Fnrnicrii' Cabinet.

Outlets for Ci^itcriis.

Small matters sometimes defeat grnat designs.

There is an essay in each of th-' two last

numbers of the Cabinet on the subject of

building rain water cisterns; either of v.hich

no doubt will answer the purpose well, and it

is hoped that before another year rolls round,

those who are destitute of the means of fur-

nishing water to their stock in their barn

yard.s by other and better means, will re.sort

to building of ci.«terns, either on the plans

proposed or some other ; the circumstance only

ofcollecting the water which falls from theroof

of a barn, instead of sufiering it to deluge the

yard, and carry offthe best parts ofthe manure,

would be productive ofgreat gain. But there is

a matter not noticed in the essays referred to,

which should claim attention in building a cis-

tern ; and that is the constructing of a propev

outlet from it, to discharge the superabundant

water when it is full. Most cisterns have
simply an opening through the wall at or near

the top, for its exit, and the consequence is,

that the water passes round the outside of the

wall, and soaks down to the bottom and de-

stroys the adhesion of the mortar, and finally

makes its way through the wall, causing it to

leak, and rendering it entirely useless. To
remedy this a gutter should be constructed of

such material as to carry the excess of water

to some distance off, and not permit it to soak

in around the wall ; this is easily accomplished,

and if properly done, and aft;erwards kept in

order, it will be found that the cistern will

remain sound for a much longer time. It is

also very important to have a cistern closely

and securely covered in, both with a view of

keeping the water pure, and of preventing

poultry and other small animals, from having

their lives endangered from drowning.

A. B.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Eggs.

During the winter season when fowls can
get no animal food, they lay but few c^gs,

but so soon as the frost comes out of the ground

in the spring, and the worms begin to move from

their winter quarters and show themselves,

the hens find it out, and commence feeding on
them ; later in the season insects of various

kinds are much sought atler by them, and du-

ring the period that they can procure portions

of animal food to mix with their other food,

they continue to produce eggs; but no sooner

are they unable to procure meat of some kind,

than the number of eggs are diminished.

If, when eggs are plenty, proper measures

were adopted for their preservation, they

might be furnished at any season of the year,
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in quantities to supply the demand at a rea

sonable price.

Fill an earthen or stone pot with fresh eggs

;

mix a quantity of fresh lime with water to

the consistence of white-wash, and when cold,

pour it upon them, so as to fill the pot; cover
closely, and the eggs will keep sound and
good for a year or more, without the lime-

water being changed or renewed. Eggs put
up in this way have been taken to Canton and
brought back again in as sound a slate as when
they were first put up.

This is another, among the many instances
of the wonderful preservative tendency oflime
or lime water. C.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Nest Eggs.

Since the suggestion in a former number
of the Cabinet, of the advantages of artificial

nest-eggs, a number of trials of them have
been made, with complete success, the hens
not appearing to regard the difference. Those
that have been used, were turned out of some
white wood, and a turner has succeeded so
well in imitating the real thing out of white
holly, that it would require a very sagacious
hen todetect the diflference. Some who have
i.ispected them, think that R. M. Johnson,
turner. No. 63 Walnut St. Philad., makes as
fine, large, handsome eggs as can be produced
by any biddy in the country. Ova.

Hints for April.

During the present month, farmers should
endeavor as much as possible to get their land
into the best condition for planting, for on this

will depend in a great measure the success
of the crop.

No pains should be spared to apply manure
copiou.sly to corn and potatoe crops—the pro-

duct will abundantly lepay ihe labor. To the
smaller grain crops, as for instance, oats and
barley, manure should not commonly be ap-

plied, as the benefits in such cases may not
overbalance the injury.

Wheat, which has been injured by the

heaving of the frost, has in some cases been
greatly benefitted by passing a roller over it,

thus pressing the roots again into the earth.

New meadows should be rolled in the

spring, to render the surfUce smooth for mow-
ing

Plaster, to be beneficial to the greatest ex-

tent, should be sown on meadows early in

spring.

Green sward, in order to be turned over
neatly, should have the furrow slices one half

wider than thick.

Seed barley, by being limed and rolled in

pla.ster, has produced crops freer from smut

in consequence of this operation, and yielded
larger products.

The planting of locust trees for timber
should be more attended to. The seeds when
sown, should be previously scalded by pouring
hot water on them and suffering it to stana
several hours—the swollen ones should then
be planted, and the others re-scalded.

Stocks of peach and other fruit trees, should
now be cut and trimmed. Every bud should
be removed except the one intended to grow.
The soil round fruit trees which do not stand

in cultivated ground should be spaded for two
or three feet on each side. This is absolutely
necessary for young trees.

The roots of peach trees should be exam-
ined for the purpose of removing all the
worms which may have eaten in the bark,
and all the holes which appear should be
searched to their termination, that the worm
may not escape.

We wish again to urge upon farmers the
great benefit to be derived from the culture
of root crops—the amount of cattle food thus
obtained is too much overlooked. By good
culture, many hundred bushels may be safely

calculated on, exceeding many limes in value
a good crop of hay from the same quantity
of land. Drill ing. instead of sowing the seed,

greatly lessens the labor of hoeing.— Gen. Far.

Planting large and small Potatoes*

Considerable diversity of opinion exists

among farmers in regard to planting potatoes,

whether the seed, which is put into the
ground, should be large or small, cut or un-
cut. Some are of opinion, that, in order to

prevent the seed or variety from " running
out," large potatoes should be used ; others
will contend that small pieces and smail po-

tatoes will afford as good a yield as the large

ones, and that being the case, it is much more
economical to use them. The late Dr. Par-
ker, of Gardiner, once informed us, that he
never had but one variety of potatoes in his

life, and that he invariably planted one large

sized tuber in the hill, and thereby prevented
any deterioration of the crop. It would seem
from theory that this would be the result, be-

cause the potato which is planted must of ne-
cessity afl^rd nutriment to the young plant

until its roots have become sufficiently large

and extended to draw its support from the
earth. The more nourishment there is on
hand the greater the crop.

Accurate and careful experiment, however,
does not establish this as an invariable result.

The following statement from a friend in a
private letter,—Mr. D. who is an excellent

farmer in the captern part of the siMtc, and a
close observer, does not seem to warrant the

plan of using only the larjre potatoes for seed.
•' I have been," says he, " trying for five yeara
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to prove that larg^e potatoes are better tlian

small ones, ami have for that length of tunc
kept two distinct breeds, selecting the largest

of the one, and small ones of the other for

seed each year, thinking that they would de-

generate, but cannot yet perceive any dirter-

ence. The small breed this year yielded as

many and as large ones as the others."
" The potatoe crop with us has been this

year a pretty profitable one, although we had

60 small a one; yet very well, as from an
acre I got 260 bushels; of which I sold the

merchantable, say about 200 bushels, for 70
cents per bushel."

After all, it would seem that much, if not

the whole of the secret of obtaining a good
crop, its the planting on a good soil and hav-

ing a good season. The enormous yields that

have been obtained the last year and the year
before from the Rohan potato, is owing pro-

bably more to the good cultivation which was
bestowed upon it, than to any thing so very

superior in the potato itself. Our correspond-

ent, H. Prince, Esq., of Thomaston, demon-
strated, not long since, by actual experiment,
that the Rohan has not yielded in the hands
of others more than the Quoddy blues did in

his. But what we were going to observe was
this—the Rohans, in every instance that we
have seen, were cut, and each eye planted by
itself.

—

Maine Farmer.

Oil Grafting.
WAX FOR GRAFTING.

Prepare your wax by melting seven parts

of rasin, two of beeswax, and one of tallow

together. Pour this when melted into cold

water, say a pound at a time, and having rub-

bed your hands thoroughly with lard, press

and work the wax in your hands till it is pli-

able, and the water forced out, it is then ready

for use. Wax prepared in the above manner
will remain on the trees three years and pro-

tect the stumps from the weather. If a larger

proportion of beeswax or tallow are used, al-

though the scions will grow, the wax will

Boon wash off and not protect the stump a suf-

ficient length of time. The wax when used

must be sufficiently \\''arm to spread easily.

I always spread it with my fingers, having
first rubbed them with lard to prevent the wax
from adhering to them. I cover the top of the

slump, and the split on both sides as far as it

extends; the wax on the top of the stump
should be the thickness of a cent, it may be

somewhat thinner on the sides. Great care

should be used to make the cleft both air and
water tight, and if once made so with the

wax, it will remain tight through the year.

The time for grafting will depend much on

the forwardness of the season. I think the

best time is when the buds first begin to open.

j

Scions will live set any time afler the sap
[begins freely to circulate, and til! the apples
on the trees are as large as musket balls, yet
those set late, not having the advania;?e of
the whole season, will not grow us mucTi the
first year.

PRUNING THE TRKE.S.

When small trees are grafted the whole
top may safely be removed at once; but I

think it bad policy to remove more than one-
third of the top of a large tree in one year.
There will usually be enough of the top of a
large tree cut away the first year by grafting;
let half the remainder be cut away the fol-

lowing year, and the third year finish the
pruning. The young sprouts should all be
taken off yearly, especially thoSe near the
young scions.

Premiums offered Tiy the Pennsylvania
Horticultural Society.

Mr. Editor— It may bo interesting to the readers of

tlio Fanners' Cabinet, and at the same tinii; promoto

the objects, which the Pennsylvania Horticiiitural So-

ciety have in view by publishint; in your widely circu-

lated journal, the following extracts from the premium
list for this year.

STANDING PREMIUMS
AWARDED AT EACH STATED MEETINO.

For the best bouquet, a premium of two dollars.
For the most interentingcollection of plants, in pots,

a premium of two dollars.

Fortlin most interesting display of vegetables, a pre-
mium of two dollars.

For the best specimen of fruit, a premium of two
dollars.

All articles intended for competition at the monthly
meetings must be deposited an hour bfjfore the usual
time of meeting, and will be returned to the contribu-
tors, unless otherwise ordered.

The committees have discretionary power of with-
holding premiums if the articles exhibited do not merit
them.
The monthly meetings of the Society are held under

the .'\thenjeum, west side of Fifth, south of Cliestnut
St., in the third Saturday of every month.

Description of a Good €o\r.

She's long in her face, she's fine in her horn,

She'll quickly get fat without cake or corn ;

She's clear in her jaws, and full in her chiuo,

She's heavy in flank, and wide in her loin.

She's broad in her rihs. and long in her rump,

A straight and flat back, with never a hump

;

She's wide in her hips, and calm in her eyes,

She's wide in her shoulders, and thin in her thighs.

She's light in her neck, and small in her tail,*

She's wide in the breast, and good in the pail

;

She's fine in her bone, and silky in skin.

She's a grazier's without, and a butcher's within.

* This epithet alludes to the lower part of the tail

only, the higher part ought to be broad, according to
the foroier description.
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The Office of the Farmers' Cabinet is re-

moved froin No. 45 North Sixth street, to the

New AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE,
No. 87 North Second street, above Arch st.

AgTicw\t\\Ya\ De^ositoT^,
NO. 87 NORTH SECOND ST., PHILADKLAHIA.

The subscriber ia now receiving a general

assortment of implements and machinery used

in agriculture, horticulture, and rural econo-

my, choice seeds, &c., to which the attention

of persons engaged in agriculture and horti-

culture is most respectfully solicited.

John Libby.

Elements of Jlgricultural Chemistry, in ^o Course of
Lectures by Sir Humphrey Davy.

This work, so highly important to the intelligent

agriculturist, has been republished by the editor of the

Farmers' Register, Petersburg, Va. Every intelligent

farmer should possess a copy of this work. We know
not where it may be obtained in this city, but we shall

take measures to obtain a supply for those of our
friends who may wish to avail themselves of so valu-

able an assistant.

tEf-A number of the Philadelphia REroiiTBii will

be sent to each of the subscribers to the Farmers' Cabi-

net, without charge, save the postage, on those sent

by mail. The Reporter will contain a catalogue of the

Agricultural Implements, &c. for sale at the new Agri-

cultural Depository, 87 North Second street.

The first and second volumes of the Farmers' Cabi-
net may be obtained at the office.

Dr. J. F. Callam, Washington Ciiy, is agent for the

Cabinet. Post Masters, and gentlemen friendly to the

work are respectfully requested to use their influence

in extending its circulation.

Quantity of rain which has fallen in ench month
since January I, 1839. Inches.

1st month 5.U3

2d month 3.42
Philadelphia Hospital, 3d mo., 1st, 1839.

BouMd Volumes of Farmers' Cabinet*
77je third edition of the first volume nf the Farmers'

Cabinet is note ready. Gentlemen who wii4i thp first or
second volumes, or both, can be accommodated. The
volumes may be sent in flexible covers to any part of
the United States, by mail. They may also be obtained
at the ofiice, or of our agents, neatly bound, at one
dollar and a quarter per volume.

Prices Current—IVIarcta 13.

FLOUR, PER B.\RREL.
Pennsylvania and Brandywine $7 50 a 7 75
Western 7 50 a 7 62
.Scraped OOaO nO
Middling '^^ 5 <Oa(l fiO

Rye Flour 5 25 a 00
Corn Meal 3 02 a 3 87
Buckwheat Meal, percwt 2 25 a 2 75

GRAIN. PER BUSHEL.
Wheat, Pennsylvania fl 70 a I 75

Southern 1 6n a 1 62
Rye, Penna 1 12 a 1 15

Southern 1 10 a 1 13

Corn, Penna. round yellow, 90 a 91
Southern, yellow 80 a 9*
White 84a 84

Oats.Penna 45 a 46
Southern 43 a 44

Barley, Eastern I 13 a I 15
Penna 00 a 00

Peas 1 75a9 00
Beans, white >- 1 75 a ] gS

PROVISIONS.
Beef, mess $14 00 a 00 00

prime 10 00 a 10 50
Pork, mess -21 50 a 22 50

prime 18 00 a 18 50
Bacon, western, per lb * 11a 00
Hams, Jersey 14 a 15

Western 12 a 14
Butter, extra keg, No. !...-»«- 15a 16
Cheese, country 84 a 9|
Lsrd, western 12 a 12}
Philadelphia 12 a 13

Jersey 13a 13i

WOOL, PER POUND.
Prime Saxony 55 a
American full blood • 50 a——^— I blood •.. 45a

i blood 4»a
i blood and common 35 a

Lamb's, sup. pull 47 a
Do. Nos. 1,2, and3. 33a

60
55
49
43
37
50
45

Hay. Timothy, per 100 lbs 85 a 1 OO
Clover 75a fiO

Hops, per lb. 1838, prime 18 a 20
Clover Seed, per bushel (best Penna.) 13 00 a 13 5a

Foreign 12 00 a 13 00
Flax Seed, rough 1 87 a 1 90
Timothy Seed (best) ...3 fiOa 4 OO

New York or western Penna. 2 25 a 3 iiO

Herd Grass, or Red Top lO a 80
Orchard Grass 2 00a 2 .'iO

Sumac, American, per ton 35 IH) a 37 SO
Tallow, American, per lb 11a ll|

NEW YORK—March 12.

Flour, per barrel «7 5« a 8 00
Wheat, per bushel 1 75 a 1 8i»

Corn, per bushel 90 a 94
Rye, per bushel 1 00 a 1 25
Oats per bushel, 45 a 50

THE FARMERS' CARINET,
A monthly newspaper, is published by

JOHN LIBBY. No. 87 NORTH SECOND ST., PHILADELPHIA, ABOVE ARCH ST.,

PETER B. PORTER, No. 97 MARKET STREET, WILMINGTON, DEL.
The Cabinet is published on or about the fifteenth

of every month. Each number will contain thirty-two
octavo pages on good paper and fair type. The sub-
jects will be illustrated by ensravings on wood when
ever they can be appropriately introduced Terms.—
One dolltir per yeir payable in ailvnnec. The Cabinet,
by the decision of the Post Master General, is subject

only to nrinspaper poHnge: that is, one cent on each
ntimhr-r within the state, anil within one hundred miles
i>f the placp of publication, out of the stiite, —one cent
and a half on each number to any other part of the
United States. tl^Seven copies for five dollars All
subscribers must commence with the volume. No. 1,

or with the half volume. No. 7.

From the Steam Press of J. Van Court, Printer, corner of Bread and Quarry sts,, rear of 96 North Second.
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More about Lime-Angwer to Q,uerles.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet.

In your Cabinet, Vol. 3, p. 253, there are

some inquiries put to me by J. S. S., of Bal-

timore,, and Calcium, of Middletown, in re-

gard to my paper on the use of lime, publish-

ed by you in February last, which I feel it

incumbent on me to answer.

J. S. S., like myself, wrote in haste, conse-

quently he overlooked my express statement,

that the lime used was stone lime.

The communication, " going to show that

shell lime, as a manure, is valueless," I have
not seen. My own e.xperience with this kind
of lime is very limited. I put five hundred
bushels, fresh from the kiln, on five acres of
pretty good light land, a few years ago, and
was favorably impressed with its effects. The
stone lime, however, is more easily obtained

here, and this is the only reason wliy I have
ever since used it to the exclusion of the

other.

I erred considerably when I stated that the

field was manured the fall previous to liming;

I should have said that 20 acres of the field

were manured for wheat, in the fall of 1836,
(not 1837, being two falls previous to limino-,)

with compost and barn-yard manure, a con-

siderable proportion of which was very indif-

ferent, and was spread over the 20 acres nei-

ther very heavy nor very light; the whole
25 acres was sown with wheat, and the fol-

lowing spring with clover; the wheat crop
was a failure, and from the appearance of the

clover I thought it not worth keeping for the

scythe.

Let me here observe that there was but a

trifling diflference, either as to the wheat or

clover on the land that had been manured and
that that had not, and, with confidence, must
Cab.—Vol. III.—No. 9. 2G5 '

I have expected that there would have been
about as much corn per acre on the 5 acres,
as per acre on the 20; but, allowing it to be
otherwise—allowing three bushels per acre
more on the manured land than on the other,
(a greater relative difference than could be
justified by the previous wheat crop and the
clover, on the land,) still the calculation be-
fore given will not be overrated ; there will be
363 bushels of corn given whereof to pay me
for the 800 bushels of lime, &c.
To recapitulate, there would have been 16

bushels to the acre on the 20 acres as well
as on the 5, had the manure for the wheat
not been applied

; and had no lime been sub-
sequently used, there would have been (al-
lowing 3 bushels per acre for the improve-
ment before made) 19 bushels per acre on the
20 acres; owing, however, to the lime there
was a fraction over 37 bushels per acre, in-

«l*Wa of 19, making an increase of 363 bush-
els on the 20 acres. I do not say, nor do I
at all believe that, without a considerable
quantity of organic matter, 800 bushels of
lime would, of itself, have procured such a
striking increase of crop; but at the same
time I do say, and I do believe, that had no
'ime been applied, there would not have been
as much corn raised on the 20 acres by 363
bushels, contradictory as it may seem. It is
not expected that I should inquire how much
of this good effect is attributable to the vege-
table, and how much to the mineral manure.
Were a farmer to spread lime on a neglected
field, covered with white grass, &c., and which

:

perhaps had not for a longtime produced over
ten or twelve bu.shels of corn to the acre, and
were to obtain thirty or forty bushels to the
acre, instead of ten or twelve, surely he would
be justified in attributing this increase to the
lime, without ascertaining whether the prin-
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cipal agency had been exerted by the vege-

table matter or the mineral manure, and this

mode of reasoning is, I think, applicable to

the case before iis.

In concluding, I cannot but confess that I

never before obtained such a large amount
of increase in a first crop after applying lime.

This field was a kind soil, admirably adapt-

ed for the powerful action of this fertilizing

substance. A great proportion of the land in

this neighborhood is pretty much of the .same

description, and more or less susceptible,

therefore, of a rapid and decided improve-

ment. R. M. Black.
March, 1?39.

JWe.—The lime used was burnt by Choster county
farmers, and was delivered by them (fresh and unslack)
on my farm for 2.5 cents per bushel, a distance, by
land, of 9 nr 10 miles from the kilns.

grliuylkill lime is bro'.ipht (by water about 40 miles)
ni: i laniled at Christiana villape, where it has been
sold and is still yet, I think, for 17 cents. I have
bought it for that price; the distance to haul it to my
farm being 7 miles.

There are two farmers in this hundred,

Messrs. C. B. and A. E., v.'ho say that they

limed 40 acres land for corn last season ; one
of them used stone lime, the other shell, both

of them say that the overplus of corn fully

paid them for the lime in one crop. No ma-
nure was used by either of them on. the land

limed.

We hope that Mr. Black will continue his

communication.^.

For the I''arm6rs' Cabinet.

Agriculture.
There is a spirit abroad, and one too which

is daily increasing, upon that so long despised
and neglected subject, agriculture. De-
spised by those who are unacquainted with
the advantages arising from it,—neglected
and unimproved by the vast majority of those

already engaged in it, from the want of a

proper appreciation of the benefits which
would result to them from a more thorough
knowledge of their calling. Men are open-
ing their eyes, and are constrained to acknow-
ledge, that agriculture is a science; the ope-
rations of which are not to be entrusted to

manual labor alone ; but the mind is also to

be called into action ; that it is a field, than
which there is none wherein the acquisition

of a practical and scientific knowledge, and
a good judgment, can have wider scope for

their e.xertions. In .,thi.s, as in all other
sciences, there are but few divisions which
may be considered as having reached a de-
gree of perfection. There will continually

be new inventions and discoveries which will

tend to advance it. The agriculturists of
this country are far more favorably situated
than those of any other land. They possess
great advantoge.<!. There is no expensive
clergy to be unwillingly supported—taxes are

light, and ready markets and fair prices are
'always to be found for the surplus produce of

their farms. But let us not be content with
merely receiving the favors which the hand
of an all-bountiful Providence showers upon
us. Let us show by our actions that we
rightly estimate them ; there is much needed
to be done yet; let us not be backward, as a
people, in the improvements of the age. Noth-

i
ing w ill ten(J more towards the ad vancement of
this great community, as a body, than the dif-

fusion of usefiil knowledge to all its classes;

the successful carrying out of those systems
:of education, by which all may have the op-

portunity to drink at the fount of knowledge

;

!but this, although the great hope upon which
we may base our rise in the scale of mankind,
jvvill require time. There are also other

j

means by which the interests of this great

subject may be fostered—by individual exer-

'tion—by soliciting the aid of legislative enact-

ments for their encouragement—by the for-

mation of agricultural societies, for " in union
[there is strength." But perhaps there is

[none more simple, or more efficacious at the

1

present time, than the disseminating the ex-

iperience and views of practical farmers

'through the medium of a well conducted agri-

I cultural paper. There are two kinds of in-

formation to be derived from publications of
i this character, which are equally important. I

mean that regarding successful experiments,

|and that of disappointments in attempting to

I prove theory. There is no way by which a
[farmer may benefit his coadjutors more, than

by experimenting and making known the re-

I suits of his trials. To be serviceable, these

j

should be told in a plain manner, so as to be

easily understood. Now it is discernible,

that while we are oflen favored with accounts

!of successful experiments, large yields of

I

crops, &.C., (and for which the authors are

j

highly commendable,) few are disposed to ex-

jhibit the relations of misapplied labor. This

should not be . There appears to me no good
I reason why they should^ be withiield ; their

'narration niif; lit serve to deter the inexperi-

enced from entering untried fields, v, herein

there is naught to reap. Agricultural papers

jare not established and supported as mere
channels for pointing out the bright points of

a system which would inculcate in the mind
of a superficial reader false ideas of its capa-

bilities, but that the faults of it al.-^o m.'^y be

held up to view, and measures taken to re-

move the stumbling blocks which impede its

progress. Let not selfish motives actuate

our farmor.s, but let each be willing to con-

tribute his portion towards the work for the

benefit of all ; remember, upon the agricul-

tural divi.sion depends, in a great measure,

the prosperity of the whole country.

C. B.
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For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Broom Corn.
P. D. inquires, in the last number, why

"broom coru is not more extensively culti-

vated in this region of country." This arti-

cle is successfully grown to a consiilerahlc

extent by the farmers of the upper part of our

county, and generally manufactured into

brooms by themselves during the winter

months. It has often struck me, however,

that farmers from other neighborhoods did

not take hold of it; and I had intended, pre-

viously to seeing P. D.'s mention of it, to

make it the subject of a communication ; hav-

ing had some experience in raising it, and
the plan generally adopted by those engaged
in it in our latitude, being somewhat differ-

ent from the New England method, it may
be apropos, to give here the modus operandi

;

before detailing it, it may be worth while to

examine one or two points of the extract from

H. Colman.
He says that " the soed is dropped in

hills about 18 inches from each other;" this

practice is pursued in the northern states,

so as to allow as free an admission of heat

and light as possible, the season there being

but barely of sufficient duration for the corn

to arrive at perfection ; this objection not

existing in this latitude, it is customary to

sow the seed in a continuous line. Again,

we have, " the manuring is more than for In-

dian corn;" this I dissent from, and am sup-

ported by the opinion of persons who have
grown it largely for many years, indeed part

of the general corn-field is mostly devote'd to

it, and without any extra preparation. He
also says, "the stalks are not even browsed
by cattle ;" this may be the case in New
England where the early frosts destroy the

juices of the blades; but the remark is not

applicable here, although the stalks are not

considered nearly as valuable as of the Indian

corn, cattle rejecting them for the latter.

But to return, the ground intended, being

put in fine tilth, at early corn planting time,

should be struck out with shallow furrows at

least four feet apart ; the seed is then sown
by drill or sprinkled along the furrow by hand.

It requires great care, in sowing by hand, to

get it distributed evenly and in a direct line;

the drill which I have seen used (and which

did the work much better than can possibly

be done by hand) dropped a grain every two
inches. A practised hand will use but about

four quarts of seed per acre. A light harrow

follows the sower; if the seed fail in coming
up, Indian corn must be used to supply the

deficiencies, as even our season is too short

for a replanting of the broom corn to arrive

at maturity. The culture, during the grow-

ing season, is much the same as for common

corn. Towards the latter part of summer the
heads will "start" and spread out; the tops

of the stalks should then be bent down about
three joints from the end ; this operation

should be performed at intervals ofaftiw days,

until all the stalks are bent; if the corn is of
tail growth it will more easily be performed
on horseback. When tiie seed becomes ripe,

the wisks are in a tit state to cut, which is

done with a sharp knife, above the last joint,

so that the blade which encloses it may easily

be stripped off. Throw four or five rows to-

gether ; cut down some of the butt stalks to

spread them upon, if not completely dry. Be
careful to protect from dnws or rain by co-

vering with the butt.-3. When dry they may
be bound into convenient sized bundles and
housed ; they are very bad tilings in a mow, if

not put in well dried. The seed may be
taken off very expeditiously by most thresh-

ing machines. Ground with oats or corn it

makes pretty good feed, but is of two binding
a nature to be fed much without admixture
with some other grain.

1 was pleased to see the proposition on page
256 to form a State Society ; it is a matter
worthy the attention of farmers. C. B.

Pliilaiia. county, 3rd mo., 22, 1839.

liiinc.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet.

Sir,— I have bean reading Vancouver's
Agricultural Survey of the county of Devon,
(England,) and am struck with astonishment
at the course of bid management which is

there exhibited, and the very small crops
which are obtained, on a limestone district,

whose soil and climate are not inferior to the
best in that country. Permit me to make a
few extracts and observation.s, in the hope
that our friends in this country will derive
instruction from the perusal.

The Surveyor says, "when old lays are
fallowed for wheat or turneps, they are either
ploughed clean, or skirted (pared, for the
purpose of burning,) in the month of Febru-
ary ; the usual dressing lime is applied in

both cases, but the ashes (arising from burn-
ing the turf) being considered a sufficient

stimulus for turneps, the dressing (of dung or
compost) for wheat, remains prepared in the
field until after the turneps are fed off, when
it is spread and ploughed lightly under: the
wheat is sown any lime between November
and the Ist of March, and harrowed in. Upon
land which is ploughed clean in winter, and
receives the thorough summer fallow, the
usual dressing is spread previous to the last

ploughing, the wheat is then sown and har-
rowed in. The stubble of this crop is fre-

quently refreshed with about 80 horse loads

of dung per acre, sown again with wheat
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after once ploughing, and '^'^ hacked hi" (co-

vered with the hoe.) Produce of the first crop

of wlieat 20 bushels; of the second 12 or 14
bushels per acre. The second crop of wheat
is generally taken in place of a crop of bar-

ley; and the second crop of wheat is some-

times succeeded by barley with seeds, to lie

two or three years," and the land is then again

submitted to such another drastic operation!

The expense of paring and burning an acre

is S6; the usual quantity of lime, with car-

riage, $18 per acre ; the price for " hacking

in" an acre of wheat is $4 50; the 80 horse

loads ofdung, at 25 cents, $20—total, $48 50
per acre, besides the expense of mixing,

spreading, ploughing, harrowing, &,c., to pro-

cure two miserrible crops of wheat and a crop

of turneps! The land in Devonshire, al-

though some of the best in the kingdom, is

cnrnpletely ruined by burning, bad cropping,

and over-liming. Lime acts in a great mea-

sure as a stimulant, but even when ashes are

used, the " usual quantity" of lime is still al-

lowed !

One would suppose that rents are low in

Devonshire, else, how do such men contrive

to pay them? for in perusing the whole Sur-

vey there is scarcely found an instance of

beneficial management recorded ! Now, can

any thing be conceived of more injurious than

the following courses of crops, almost every

where to be met with ? 1. Wheat—2. Bar-

ley_3. Oats. 1. Whea^—2. Oats— 3. Oats.

1. Turneps—2. Barley—3. Wheat—4. Oats,

1, Turneps—2. Wheat—3. Wheat—4. Bar-

ley. 1. Wheat—2. Barley—3. Oats—4.

Wheat! Why, this mede of cropping and
burning every three or four years after, would
soon exhaust even a dunghill.

Anti-Devon.
15th March, 1839.

On Tran§plantiiig Trees.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet.

Sir,—Experience has taught me, that at

the time of transplanting fruit or other trees,

that part of the tree should be placed towards

the south, which had experienced that aspect

while in the situation from whence it has

been removed. A very little attention will

show which is the southern side of the tree;

it will be found fuller grown, with wood bet-

ter ripened, and to place this part towards

the north, will be to reverse the order of na-

ture; and it will require Ikn effort, and retard

the growth of the tree, to overcome the re-

vulsion. I have no doubt, that this trifling

circumstance, to appearance, is the cause of

the death of many trees, the disease ()f many
.more. Planter.

2l8t March, 1839.

Sound sleep cometh of moderate eatingr.

From the Farmer and Gardener.

Broom Corn Crop.
The proprietors of the broom factory at

Georgetown, D. C. take pleasure in laying

before their agricultural friends, an accurate

.statement of the product of this new grown
crop. The estimate is made on the measure-
ment of seven acres of land the last year,

although the season was unfavorable for corn.

From the seven acres they secured 24,488 lbs.

of broom brush, cut with six and seven inches

stock, with seed on.

After taking the seed off, the nett brush

weighed .5,549 lb.s.

The seed measured from the same, 473^
bushels, and weighed 40 lbs. per bushel, mak-
ing 18,939 lbs.

KECAPITCLATION.
lbs.

Nett weight of the brush from 7 acre.s .5,549

Nett weight of seed from the 7 acres, 18,939

Making the gross weight grown, 24,488

VALUE OF CROP AS FOLLOWS :

5,.549 lbs. of neat brush at 5 cts.

per lb. or $100 per ton, $277 45
473i bushels clear seed, at 50

cents per bushel, 236 75

$514 20
Amount of crop grown per acra

on seven acres, $73 4.5f

It would be well here to state, in the year

1835, with a more favorable season, the same
seven acres of land was planted in Indian

corn, and produced 57^ hbls. and sold at $4 50
per bbl. $231 75—making the difl^erence in

favor ofbroom corn, on seven acres, $272 45.

The Indian crop per acre, was about

$33 10^. Making the difference in favor of

broom corn $40 35.

For planting, our own experience has taught

us to lay the land off three feet each way, so

as to avoid hoe labor. This distance will give

4800 hills per acre. On the above described

land we would leave from 10 to 1.5 stalks in

the hill. The preference is given to the finest

brush. Half a gallon of seed will plant an
acre carefully dropped.

Any further information can be had, by ap-

plication at the factory. The proprietors of

the Georgetown Broom Factory have, with
great care, selected their earliest and best

seed for planting, and offer it to the farmers

at a moderate price. For securing the har-

vest, will be hereafter noticed.

George T. Mason &. Co.

[Persons disposed to try this crop, may pro-

cure the seed of the broom corn at No. 87

North Second st., Philadelphia.]
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Boring the Earth for 'H'atcr.

Fig. 34.

An economical process has been practised

of late years for obtaining water from great

depths, without the expenseof sinking a well.

This process consists simply in boring the

earth with an aujrer and other proper instru-

ments, to a considerable depth ; and in most

situations water will flow either to the sur-

face, or to within a short distance from it; in

tome places it has been known to spout to a

considerable height above it. It has long

been a question whence these springs derive

their supply, and how they acquire the power
of ascension. The most natural supposition

is, that they are connected by subterraneous

channels with some elevated reservoir; but

this explanation is not altogether free from

difficulty. These "Artesian wells," as they

are termed, are to be met with in the middle

of extensive plains, at a great distance from

any hills, and upon the sides of mountains,
which require to be bored to a great depth
before the water is attained. At Mount
Rouge, at Paris, 80 feet above the level of the

Seine, there is one of these wells 315 feet

deep. If, therefore, these wells be supplied

from an elevated reservoir, it must lie at a
very considerable distance from the wells.

—

The implements made use of in the process

are extremely simple, and are represented
in the engraving ^iven above. A is the
cross handle of the borer, for two men to

work ; B the chisel borer, which is made to

screw into A; C the auger, which also screws
into A; D a lengthening rod, having at one
end an external screw fitting the screw of A,
and at the other end a hollow screw like that in

A, so that all the instruments which fit into A
may, as occasion requires, be screwed into the
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lengthening piece D. A great number of

these lengthening rods are kept in readiness,

wiiich can be screwed one into the other, so

as to descend to the depth of several hundred

feet. E is a forked iron, used to lay across

tiie hole to support the rods at the joints, while

the pieces are being screwed and unscrewed;

r a spanner, used to screw on and unscrew

the various tools and lengths of rods ; G a

clearing chisel, with a probe or piercer at-

tached to guide it ; H a spring bar, used to

produce a vibrating up-and-down motion, to

the chisel, when used to peck away hard or

rocky ground ; I iron chain to connect the

cross handle of the tools to the spring bar ; J

two men at work, boring with the chisel ; K
the lower pulley of a pair of blocks, suspended

to a pair of shears or a triangle above ; L the

shears or compasses; M winch or crane, to

work the blocks when great weights are to

be raised; O three lengths of rods, and the

chisel in the act of boring,—perforation about

42 feet. As a preparatory measure, a large

hole is usualhj dug to the depth of seven or

eight feet ; at the bottom of which a floor is

formed, by means of some planks, for the men

to stand on and pace round whilst using the in-

struments. If the earth is very sofl, the only

tool requisite is the auger C of three or four

inches diameter, which is screwed into the

cross handle A, and the perforation is easily

effected by the mere turning of it round by two

men, as shown in the drawing. When the

auger has penetrated to nearly the depth of

the tube, it is withdrawn, and cleared of its

contents. It is then let down again, and the

perforation is in this manner continued to the

whole length of the instrument. To proceed

to a greater depth, the lengthening rods,^ be-

fore described, are put in requisition. The

auger is detached from the handle by un-

screwing it; a piece of rod D is screwed in its

place, and the auger screwed on to the rod.

V/ith the instrument thus lengthened seven

or eight feet, the boring is renewed by means

of the auger, as long as the earth is found to

be sufficiently soft and yielding. Whenever

it proves otherwise, or hard and rocky, the

auger is detached from the rod, and the chisel

B,'\vhich i.s from three to four inches in diam-

eter at its edges, is screwed on in its place.

If the ground is not very hard, the boring may

be continued by the chisel, by the workmen

pressing upon it as they turn it round ;
but

when the earth is too hard to be operated upon

by a chisel in this way, recourse is had to

j)eckinii; which is done by lifting up the in-

strument, and striking it against the opposing

substance till it is chipped away, or reduced

to powder to a certain depth. The rod and

chisel are then again drawn up, and the auger

substituted for the chisel, for the purpose of

extracting the pul /erized stony matter con-

tained in the hole. The chisel and auger are

thus employed alternately, where the ground

is hard and stony, the one for chipping away

or pulverizing, and the other for clearmgout.

As the perforation deepens, the process of

pecking becomes very laborious ;
recourse is

therefore had to the spring bar H, which is a

strong pole placed horizontally over the well,

at the height of three or four feet from the

ground, with one end inserted into a post or

other stronghold. The chain I is attached to

this bar, and the borer is suspended by the han-

dle to the hook of the chain which supports its

weight; a slight vertical motion is then given

to the bar by the workmen, which causes the

chisel to peck away with great rapidity. As

the weight of the implements becomes too

great to be drawn up by the hand, when the

boring has proceeded to a great depth, the

mechanical aid of a pair of pulley blocks K is

used for the purpose, which are usually sus-

pended from a triangle or a pair of shears

fixed over the hole. The higher these shears

are the better, so as to enable the workmpn

to raise a great length of rod, without un-

screwing at each joint of the rod. In the

manner described the boring proceeds, chang-

ing the tools from time time for such as may

be best suited to cut through the various strata,

whether of a soft, indurated, or stony texture,

until the main spring is arrived at, when the

water flows up the newly-formed tube to the

height of the di-stant spring from which it is

derived. If that be at a greater altitude than

the surface of the earth bored, the water rises

above the ground, producing a perpetual foun-

tain ; on the contrary, if it be below the sur-

face, a well must be sunk of some capacity,

down lower than the level of the spring ;
into

this well the water flows and forms a res-

ervoir, and may be raised to the surface by

means of a pump. The earth is sometimes

bored by the before-mentioned simple appara-

tus to the depth of two, three, or four hundred

feet, either for the purpose of obtaining water,

or to ascertain the presence of mineral-s. To

carry on the operation at these great depths,

a corresponding increase of power is required,

which is obtained in a variety of ways. When

the hole is bored, a pipe of cast iron or other

metal is forced down it, to prevent its bemg

filled up again by the falling in of the sur-

rounding e°arth, and likewise to keep out the

impure land springs which might taint the

water. Although the process conducted aa

above described is extremely simple, it is very

tedious and laborious, owing to its being ne-

cessary to withdraw and unscrew the whole

of the rods each time the earth requires to be

removed from the boring tool, and to screw

them together again upon returning the borer.

To obviate these inconveniences the editor has

su<rgested a method by which tlie operation

a
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may be carried forward at great deptlip, and

the earth extracted without witiulrawine tlie

rods, bj' which also full three-tburthsof tlie time

and labor may be saved. The means by which

it is proposed to effect this desirable object are

as follows: An aiij^er is to be made with a

spiral worm windinjr round a cylinder which

forms its centre. The cylindrical part is not

to be solid, but perforated throughout its whole

length by a square hole of two or more inches

diameter, for the purpose of receiving within it

an iron bar of the same figure and admeasure-

ment. The bar will thus servo the double

purpose of a spindle or shaft to work the au-

ger or cause it to bore, and of a slide upon

which the auger may be drawn up with fa-

cility to the surface from very great depths in

a few seconds of time, its contents be dis-

charged, and the auger be let down again as

quickly, to proceed in the perforation ofa fresh

portion of earth. That a part of the contents

of the spiral auger may not fall out when be-

ing drawn up, the worm or thread is not to be

left open, but is to have a perpendicular bor-

der, raised upwards at right angles to the

plane of the thread ; the aperture between
the upper edge of this border and the next

thread is left open for clearing out the auger
with facility. The construction will be easily

understood by referring to the engraving, in

which P represents the exterior of the spiral

worm or auger; Q. the square iron bar passing

through the square tube of the auger ; R chains

to draw up the spiral worm along the bar; S
top plate, to which the chains are attached;

T upper view of the plate, showing the square

hole through which the bar passes ; U angular

point of the square bar; VV" cutting edges of

the auger ; W under side view of the bottom

cutting parts of the auger. Various kinds of

tools may be attached to the bottom of this

auger so as to peck, &c.

—

Herbert's Ency.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Dialogue 'between a Father and Son*

ON FALLOWING.

Frank.—How is it, father, that you never

fallow your land? All our neighbors fallow,

and declare that it is necessary every four or

five years; but why should it be more neces-

sary for them than for you 1

Father.—It is strange that the question of

the necessity of fallowing still exists, particu-

larly when the difference between the two
systems of management is so great, amount-

ing to a year's rent in four or five, and the

loss of the produce of at least a fifth part of

the arable land every year. Some persons

practise it for the purpose of clearing the land,

which, they affirm, cannot be done effectually

without it ; while others declare it is neces-

sary, as a season of rest to the soil.* Now, 1

have never found it necessary to resort to a
whole year's fallow for either purpose, and
yet I am sure that riiy land is more produc-

tive now than it ever has been, and is mucii

cleaner than the land of many of our neisjii-

bors, who practise fallowing most rigorously.

But it is remarkable, that many who fallow,

for the purpose of clearing their land of weedp,
will allow these to grow, and often to perfect

their seeds, on their fallows, between the

times of ploughing! and this reminds me of

a story relating to one of those who thus re-

plenished his soil with a seven years' crop,

according to the old adage, " one year's .need-

ing is seven years' weeding." There was a

public sale in his neighborhood, and he, be-

ing early, escaped a heavy shower of rain :

just at its conclusion, a neighbor, an enemy
to the fallowing system, came jn on horse-

back, quite dry. "How now!" cried th»

fallovvist, " where hast been to keep so dry"!"
" Why," replied the other, "just at the com-
mencement of the storm I was passing your
fallow below, so I rode under one of your
fine thistles, and sat perfectly dry until it wafi

over, and then I came on." I have heard
also of a favorite hog that had been lost for

many days, and was at length discovered in

a field that had received a whole year's fal-

low, to enable it to carry a wheat crop, com-
pletely hidden by the weeds, ^which were
growing and blossoming above his head

!

Frank.— AnA now I think of it, no one
ever finds it necessary to fallow his garden,
either for the purpose of cleaning or rest.

Father.—That is an observation which I

was about to make, and it is with me conclu-

sive; in fact, no one can force land to rest;

it will continually be throwing up some crop

or other ; and is an artificial crop more ex-

hausting than one of those called natural?
unless indeed the countryman was right, who,
to the observation that weeds will grow even
in an unkindly season, replied, "yes, but the

earth is ()W7i mother to the weeds, while she
is only mother-in-law to the crops that are
planted in her bosom." Much allowance, I

confess, must be made for soils, situations,

and circumstances; it is to the system of fal-

lowing so rcUsciously observed, that I object:

I

much also depends upon the plougiis that are
'used; many of these have the only quality

of following the horses easily, but do not pro-

perly cultivate the soil: with such, fallowing
is necessary. But I will read from my me-
morandum book, the management for the first

course of crops, on the new held, which 1 re-

ceived from farmer Vincent in so foul a .state

as to be heart-breaking, as the neighbors

* To the observation that luiid rfqiiircs n.-sl, "yes,"
replies an old farmer, " about as much a3 my kitchen
table docs after the men have dined."
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termed it. It was an oat stubble ; I ploughed

it deep, and sowed it with rye on the 10th

of October; the weeds sprang up so as to

cover the land like a carpet, but the crop

was fed by sheep in the spring, so they had

not time to come to maturity. As soon as

the land was cleared by the sheep, it was

ploughed, harrowed, and rolled, and the weeds

were gathered and burnt on the surface; it

was then suffered to lie, and in a short time

the seed weeds had sprungupby tens of thou-

sands ; these were smothered at a blow by

being turned down by such a plough as the

one we now use ; the land was again worked

with the harrow and roller, and again were

the weeds collected and burnt. In a few days

another crop of weeds had made their appear-

ance ; they were again turned down, the land

worked as before, and the remainder of the

root weeds were again collected and burnt

;

this was the third clearing; the seed weeds

again grew, but the quantity was exceedingly

lessened by these operations. The field was

then spread with soaper's ashes and stable

manure, which were turned down by a shal-

low furrow, and turneps were sown on the

29th day of June, on the finest seed bed I

ever witnes-^ed. Thus, this field had re-

ceived five ploughings ; the root weeds had

been gathered and burnt three times, and

four plentiful crops of seed weeds had been

turned in and smothered by the 29th of June.

The land was as clean as a garden ; then why

should it not be sown 1 many of my neighbors,

however, advised me to reserve it for a wheat

crop, to be sown at Michaelmas. Another

crop of weeds sprang up with the turneps, but

these were destoyed by the hoe ; the crop of

turneps was the best in the country ;
the

large.st roots were drawn and stacked for win-

ter^use, and the remainder were fed oflT by

sheep. By these means, the land was so en-

riched, that the crop of barley which follow-

ed, was the admiration of the neighborhood ;

the yield was prodigious, and sold at an extra

price for seed. Clover was sown with the

barley in the spring, which, alter harvest, af-

forded a considerable quantity of food for the

cattle; and during the winter preparations

were made for an early spring dressing of

compost, (lime being one of the component

parts,) which being laid on at the time of the

first springing of the clover, caused a rapidity

of growth'which brought the crop of hay to the

scythe about a week or ten days earlier than

the generality of the crops in the neighbor-

hood, a great advantage to the second crop

of hay ; both cuttings were very fine, and the

yield great.

After the crops were carried, a consider-

able growth of aftermath took place, which

was fed by sheep; the land was then skim-

ploughed, the surface well harrowed, and

then turned down by a deep furrow, and

wheat was sown on the 12th day of October

;

this crop averaged 40 bushels per acre, and

was all disposed of for seed to those very peo-

ple who had declared that such management
would not do in these parts. The instant the

wheat was carried, the stubble was skim-

ploughed, harrowed, and turned down, and

buck-wheat was sown, and produced a very-

heavy crop.

Frank.—I suppose this mode of manage-

ment ought to be termed the new system, (I

am sure it is in opposition to the old, which

is in general use in our neighborhood,) and

goes upon the principle of the new husbandry,

stint not, spare not.

Father.—Th\s is exactly the state of the

case. The old system was, to prevent the

weeds from growing; those who practised it

were therefore careful not to pulverize their

soils, as the operation was sure to send up

millions of weeds, which were afterwards to

be eradicated only by a whole year's fallow

:

the new system is, to induce the weeds to

grow, and if I can do that, I can easily de-

stroy them by turning them down. My plan

is, when I have no crop on the ground, to

plough and harrow for weeds, and 1 am gen-

erally pretty successful in obtaining good

crops of them. But we, who are of the new
school, must be careful to cause our light to

shine; we will therefore go and turn down

those weeds which have sprung up in the

four acre field, since it was last ploughed

;

that field is, as you know, designed for tur-

neps, and no time must be lost in exposing as

often as possible, a fresh surface to the action

of the sun and air; this is of equal import-

ance with the eradication of the weeds.

Frank.—But could not the land be made

suflSciently fine for the reception of the seed

by ploughing and harrowing and rolling in

one half the timel

Father.—When land is crushed by the

plough, harrow, and roller, it is an artificial

pulverization, and if rain fkll immediately af-

ter the operation, it will be found that it has

done but little for the purpose ; it is therefore

a most deceptions practice to sow any crop

requiring a pulverized soil, after once plough-

ing; for"although it might be, to appearance,

all that could be desired in this respect, the

particles of earth, thus forcibly rent asunder,

will immediately fall together (drawn by the

power of attraction, which we will talk about

some future day) so as to exclude the atmos-

pheric air, and then the external pressure

will be so great as to bind the soil and render

it totally unfit for a seed bed for the crop:

this pulverization is perfectly different from

that which arises from the effects, either of

i

fro-sts or repeated exposure by constant stir-

rings; by the latter operation, the earth is
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turned up to be dried and contracted by the
sun and air, and afterward, when penetrated
by rain, it is expanded, and falls to pieces,
soinctIiin<r after the manner of slacked lime.
A soil which is thus pulverized remains li^ht
and porous, and will be found to retain a de-
gree of moisture even in the driest seasons;
actmg as a sponge, it absorbs tiie exhalations
from the subsoil, while a hard surface rends
open and permits them to pass off into the at-
mosphere. It is to this natural kind of pul-
verization, that Jethro TuU attributes the fer-
tility of the soil, and argues, that the only use
ofdung is to bring- it about by ito^ expansive
effecLs during fermentation.

Frank.—We now find the value of our
new plough, which our neighbors consider a
long and heavy concern; how completely
does jts wide wing cut off the weeds, and its
noble mould-plate tumble them to destruction.
What a pity that it is not more generally
known • I now see the meaning of the term,
cultivating the soil with the plough; the
earth falls to pieces after it is raised by it, so
as scarcely to require harrowing, and the sur-
face is left perfectly level, with not a weed
to bo .seen on it

Father.— It will require but little harrow-
ing; that, however, as well as rolling, it must
have; thus, the seeds of weed.s, which are at|
present bound up in the clods that remain,
Will be liberated and encouraared to grow on
60 fine a surface ; and then, as I saTd, their
destruction is inevitable.

Frank.—llow totally different indeed, is
this system to that which is practised by all
our neighbors. You see that John Lam-
bert is turning over his large clods in the
barn close for the third time, and I heard him
say he should not break them, for the weeds
were already destroyed by the heat of the
sun

; adding, " the more you crush the clods,
and the finer you make the surface, the more
weeds you will have."
Father.—Th^t is true : the sun has dried

the clods so thoroughly that the root weeds,
which were contained in them have all been
destroyed

; but the seeds of millions of others
with which they abound, only await a conve-
nient opportunity to vegetate, and that will
be afforded them the first rain which falls af-
ter the crop of wheat is sown, when they will
spring up and grow away with it. I ought,
however, to observe, it is not proper to pul-
verize the soil to such a degree of fineness
for wheat, as that retjuires a close and com-
pact seed bed. But you must have remarked
that I never fallow for wheat, always for root
crops, which also have all the dung and com-
post that I can afford. I never dung for wheat,
but re.^erve as much as possible for'^those crops
which provide food for cattle, always remark-
iog, the heavier these are, the larger is the

dunghill the next spring. And here is anc;-
Ither observation which I wish to make—ac-
[cordmg to my theory, the weeds will fipring
|up in abundance on a/ finely pulverized soil
—if this they do on the wheat crop, they grow
with It, and have lime to come to maturity
and shed their seeds—not so on the root crops,
frorn which they are removed by the hoe.
So you see, that our system is different

froni our neighbors, from the beginning to liu;
j ending, and answers the purpose of falTowing^

I

whether that be practised for the purpose of
cleaning the land, or affording it a sraaon
lofrest; flu Tull considers, that all crops are
melioratmg until they begin to blossom, and
to perfect their seeds.

Frank.—Yes, and I now understand why
our neighbors fallow every four or five years,
and declare that it is necessary, (as indeed for
them it is;) and also, why you do .so much
better than they, without it.

Communicated for llie Farmers' Cabinet.

I

On FcediJig §nk Worms.
I

The introduction into Europe and America
jOf the variety of the Mulberry tree, called
''Morus Muiticaulis," is to form a new epoch
[m the business of producing silk and keeping
the worms. In a country like ours, where
everything connected with the bu.siness is

I

new, and all has to be learned, it is natural

I

that such circumstances should give rise to
[much speculation on the practices of the dif-
ferent countries, where the raising of silk is
[Carried on, and to the best of our powers,
;

combine in our practice, the good that is to
be found in them all.

We understand that there exists a marked
difference in the qualities of the silk produced
in different countries, some coarser, others
finer, and each quality suited to particular
purposes; that the Italian silk compared with
the Chinese, is superior in fineness

; presuming
that this is the fact, the difference may be the
effect of the worms being fed on leaves dif-
fering in their properties, one from the other.
As the Morus Muiticaulis, from its extra-

ordinary luxuriance, may possess le.ss of the
elements of" fibrin," &c. &c., than the white
{Italian Mulberry; worms fed on its leaves
may be the cause of the Chinese silk being of

1
coarser fibre, than that which is made in Italy.

[

Assuming that this might be the fact, "it

suggests that feeding the worms, in part with
the leaves of the white Italian Mulberry, may
be attended with advantageous results, and
feeding with a greater or less quantity, may
be found attended with good consequences to-
wards the latter period of the creatures' feed-

,

ing term of its short existence.
Most of the animals that feed on leaves and

erass, are fond of variety, this is well known
;

we believe, that in this respect, catterpillars
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arc more confined, and some are rarely found]

on any other than one speciesof vegetable;

tlie tobacco worm for example. We know

that tills is not the ca^e with the silk worm

;

the catterpillar eats lettuce, and we believe

thrives best on the variety called " coss let-

tuce ;" this is a fact not generally known.

From a parity of reasoninir we may presume

that the silk worm may be pleased with a

chancre of food, and by judiciously takin^r ad-

vantarre of its taste, the quantity and quality

that the silk raiser desires may be the kind

produced, and thus by feeding with a greater

or less proportion, of the white Itanan Mul-

berry and at different periods of the eating

starre of the worm's existence. The occasion-

al use of the lettuce may be tried.

These experiments can be made at a small

cost of trouble by gentlemen who keep worms,

and their labor may be rewarded by making

useful discoveries and improvements.

The extensive demand that exists for silk,

and the circumstance that it may be culti-

vated by the youn? and old persons of everv

family residing in\he country, gives the silk

business the greatest importance, and justi-

fies us in making exertions, and trying every

means to simplify and to extend the business

all over the country. This is our apology tor

layino- before the readers of the Cabinet the

sug-restions contained in the present paper,

and" they are accompanied with the hope

that the subject may be taken up by those

who have had more experience, and are in

possession of better information than J. R.

March 13, 1839.

THE DAIRY.
Wo. II.

On the Management of the Dairy, particn

larly with respect to the maKing and
curing of Biittcr.

BY DR. JAMES ANDERSON.

From the facts sets forth in the preceding

number, see Farmers' Cabinet for March,

page 242—5, the following corollaries seem

to be clearly deducible.

1 It is of importance that the cows should

be always milked as near the dairy as possi-

ble to prevent the necessity of carrying and

cooling the milk before it be put into the

dishes; and as cows are much hurt by far,

drivin<T, it must be a groat advantage in a

dairy farm to have the principal grass fields

as near the dairy, or homestead, as possible.

2. The practice of putting the milk of all

the cows of a large dairy into one vesse ,
as

it is milked, there to remain till the whole

milkinrr be finished before any part of it is

put into the milk-pans, seems to be hio'hly

iniudicious, not only on account of the loss

that is sustained by agitation and cooling, but

also, more especially, because it prevents the

owner of the dairy from distinguishing the

.rood from the bad cow's milk, so as to sepa-

rate these from each other, where it is neces-

sary. He may thus have the whole of his

dairy product greatly debased by the milk ot

one bad cow, f(jr years together, without be-

ing able to discover it.* A better practice

therefore would be, to have the m\\\ drawn

from each cow separately put into the cream-

ing pans as soon as it is milked, without be-

in<r ever mixed with any other. Thus would

the careful be able on all occasions to observe

the particular quality of each individual cow a

milk, as well as 'its quantity, and to know

with precision which of his cows it was his

interest to dispose of, and which of them he

ought to keep and breed from.

3 If it be intended to make butter oj a

very fine quality, it will be advisable in all

cases to keep the milk that is first drawn

separate from that which comes last, as it is

obvious that, if this be not done, the quality

of the butter will be greatly debased, with-

out much augmenting its quantity. It is also

obvious, that the quality of the butter will bo

improved in proportion to the smallness ot tJie

proportion of the last drawn milk that is re-

tained, so that those who wish to be singular y

nice in this respect, will do well to retam only

a very small proportion of the last drawn milk.

To those owners of dairies who have profit

only in view, it must ever be a matter of trial

and calculation, how far it is expedient for

I

them to carry the improving of the quP.lity

lof their butter, at the expense of diminishing

'

its quantity. In different situations, prudence

will point" out different kinds of practice as

most eligible; and all persons must be left,

afler making accurate trials, to determine for

themselves. It is likewise a consideration

of no small importance, to determine in what

way the inferior milk that is thus to be set

apart, where fine butter is wanted, can be

employed with the greatest profit. In the

Hiohlands of Scotland they have adopted,

witliout thinking of the improvement ot their

butter, a very simple and economical practice

in this respect. As the rearing of calves is

there a principal object with the farmer, every

cow is allowed to suckle her own calf with

a portion of her milk, the remainder only be-

in^ emplovcd in the dairy. To give the calt

its" proportion regularly, it is separated from

the cow, and kept in an inclosuie along with

all the other calves belonging to the same

* I onco saw a cow that gave
"V'^y'^'''^''' •'""''V.'n,';'

hP midc to vi<-l.l any butter at all. tlioii^'h it had t ho

am n anr"> of Lnl vorv rich milk. Th^ Person whj>

soItla cow hn.l h"a.l hor sovrral years. "'""S ""'' »

eoo,l many o.h.-r., without having... nu.c - ' -;»;^>^

«iisnirion of this porn laritv. It «as oiii> niscovt.rMi

wl^M, X-- .'a.,... into lU.' possession ot a pcsoa wto

hail no iithor cow.
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farm. At reofiilar times the cows are driven

to the door or the calves' inclosure, wlicre the

youn<T ones fail not to meet thcin. Eacii calf

is then separately let out, and runs directly

to its motlisr, where it sucks till the dairy-

maid judges it has had enough, when she or-

ders it to be driven away, having previously

shackled tlio hinder legs of the mother, by a

very simple contrivance, to oblige her to stand

still. i?()ys drive away the calf with switches,

and return it to the inclosure, while the dairy-

maid milks off what was lefl by the calf

Thus they proceed till the whole of the cows
are milked, and thus do they obtain a small

quantity of milk, it is true, but that milk of
an exceeding rich qualify ; which, in the

hands of such of the inhabitants as know how
to manage it, is manufactured into the richest

marrowy butter that can be any where met
with. This richness of the Highland butter

is universally ascribed to the old grass the

cows feed upon in their remote glens, but it

is in fact chiefly to be attributed to the prac-

tice here described which has long prevailed

in these regions.''' Whether a similar practice

could be economically adopted elsewhere, I

do not take upon me to say, but doubtless

other secondary uses might be found for the

milk of inferior quality ; on some occasions it

might be converted into butter of an inferior

quality; on others it might be sold sweet,

where the situation of the farm is within

reach of a market-town ; on other occasions

it might be converted into cheeses, whicli,

by being made of sweet milk, would be of a

very fine quality if carefully made ; and still

other uses might be devised for its applica-

tion, wiiich I cannot now stop to enumerate.f
4. If the quality of the butter be the chief

object attended to, it will be necessary not

* And perhaps, in some measure, to the nature of the
bca.sl.

1 1 shall here mention one mode of managing milk,
by means of which the inferior kinds of it might, on
many occasions, especially within reach of towns, he
disposed of to great advantage. Take common skim-
med milk when it has begun to turn sour, put it into
an upright stand churn, or a barrel with one of its ends
out, or any other convenient vessel. Heat some water,
and pour it into a tub that is large enough to contain
with ease the vessel in which the milk was put. Set
the vessel containing the milk into the hot water, and
Jet it remain there for the i^pace of one night. In the
morning it will be found that the milk hath separated
into two parts, a thick creain-like subsLance wfiich oc-

cupies the upper part of tlie vessel, and a thin serous
watery pan, that remains in the bottom; draw otftlie

thin part, (called here trigg) by opening a stop-cock
placed for that purpose close above the bottom, ami re

serve the cream for use. Not much le.->s than the half
of the milk is thus converted into a sort of cream,
which, wnen well made seems to be as rich and fat as

real crjam itself, and is only distinguishable from
that by its sourness. It is eaten with sugar, and es-

teemed a great delicacy, and usually sells at double
the price of fresh unskimmed milk. It requires prac-
tice, however, to be able to make this nicely; the de-

gree of the heat of !hi? water, and many other circum-
.Btanres, gnsativ alf:T.ting the operation. Tiiese things
.practice best discovers.

only to separate the first from the last drawn
milk, but also to take nothing but the cream
that is first separated from the best milk, as
it is this first rising cream alone that is of the
prime quality. The remainder of the milk,
which will be still sweet, may be cither em-
ployed for the purpose of making sweet milk
cheeses, or it may be allowed to stand to
throw up cream for making butter of an infe-

rior quality, as circumstances may direct.

5. From the above facts we are enabled to
perceive that butter of tlie very best possible
quality can only be obtained from a dairy of
considerable extent, wiien judiciously man-
aged ; for when only a very small portion of
each cow's milk can be set noart for throwing
up cream, and when only a very small pro-
portion of that cream can be reserved as of
the prime quality, it follows, that, unless the
quantity of milk wore upon the whole very
considerable, the quantity of prime cream
produced would be so small as to be scarcely
worth the wjiile for manufacturing separate!}'.

6. From these premises we are also led to

draw another conclusion extremely different

from the opinion that is commonly entertained
on this subject: viz. That it seems probable
that the very best butter could only be with
economy made in those dairies, where the
manufacture of cheese is the principal object.

The reasons are .obvious:—If only a small
portion of the milk should be set apart for

butter, all the rest may be made into cheese
while it is yet warm from the cow and per-
fectly sweet ; and if only that portion of cream
which rises during the first three or four hours
after milking is to be reserved for butter, the
rich milk which is left after that cream is

separated, being still perfectly sweet, may be
converted into cheese with as great advan-
tage nearly as the newly milked milk itself

But as it is not probable that many persons
could be found, who would be willing to pur-
chase the very finest butter made in the man-
ner above pointed out, at the price that would
be sufficient to indemnify the farmer for his

trouble in making it; these hints are thrown
out merely to satisfy the curious in what way
butter po.ssessing this superior degree of ex-
cellence may be obtained, if they choose to

be at the expense ; but for any ordinary mar-
ket, I am satisfied, from experience and at-

tentive observation, that if in general about
the first drawn half of the milk be separated
at each milking, and the remainder only be
set up for producing cream, and if that milk
be allowed to stand to throw up the whole of
its cream, even till it begins sensibly to taste
sourish, and if that cream be afterwards care-
fully managed, the butter thus obtained will
be of a quality greatly superior to what can
usually be obtained at market, and its quan-
tity not considerably less, than if the vyliole
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Fig. 35.—Section of a Milk House through the line a. b.

Fig. 36.—Plan of a Milk House with its necessary appurtenances.

of the milk had been treated alike.* This,

therefore, is the practice that 1 should think

most likely to suit the frugal farmer, as his

butter, though of a superior quality, could be

afforded at a price that would always insure

it a rapid sale.

From these general observations on milk,

it is necessary we should proceed to particu-

lars. No dairy can be managed with profit,

unless a place properly adapted for keeping

the milk, and for carrying on the different

operations of the dairy, be first provided. The
necessary requisites of a good milk-house are,

that it be cool in summer, and warm in win-,

ter, so as to preserve a temperature nearly

the same throughout the whole year; and

that it be dry, so as to admit of being kept

clean and sweet at all times. As it is on

most occasions difficult to contrive a place

* Amon;; other reasons that induced mo to separate

about the half of the milk, the following maybe stated.

Whilst I was employed in niakinf; the experiments on

n)ilk abovementioned, it chanced that among my cows
there was one which had missed having a calf that

season, and still continued to give milk, (a cow in these

circumstances we here call a farrow or farm cow.)

Her milk, as is not uncommon in these circumstances,

ta.sted sensibly salt. On trying the different parcels

of that milk, however, it was perceived that the tirst-

drawn milk was e.vtreniely salt to the taste, and that

the last was perfectly swei't. On an after trial, made
with the view to ascertain what proportion of the

niilk was salt, it was found thai the saltnc'ss decreasiil

gradually from the J»eginning, and was entirely gone

when nearly one half of the milk was drawn otV, so

that all the last-drawn halfof the milk was quite .sweet.

I intended to have tried if other nan.seous tastes

that sometimes afject milk, such as that from tiirneps,

cabbages, &.c., were peculiiirly coiilined to the lirst-

drawn milk or not; but other avucaliuiis prevented

me from ascertaining tliis fact.

within the dwelling-house that can possess all

these requisites, I would advise that a sepa-

rate building should be always erected, which,

upon the plan I shall now describe, may in

every situation be reared at a very small ex-

pense, and will answer the purpose much bet-

ter than any of those expensive structures I

have seen for this use.

This structure ought, if possible, to be
erected near to a cool spring, or running wa-
ter, where easy access can be had to it by

the cows, and where it is not liable to be in-

commoded by stagnant water. It should con-

sist of a range of narrow buildings as in the

plan ; that divi.sion in the middle, marked
A, being the milk-house properly so called.

The walls of this building should be reared

of brick, or of stone and lime, all round the

inside; this wall need not exceed in thick-

ness one brick in length, or if of stone, about

one foot thick; beyond that, the wall, which
is full six feet in thickness, should be made
of sod on the outside, and earth rammed firm

wiihin tliat. The inside wall of this build-

ing may be seven or eight feet high in the

sides, on which may be placed the couples to

support the roof, and the walls at the gables

carried up to the height of the couples.

Upon these should be laid a roof of reeds, or

thatch, that should not be less than three feet

in thickness, which should be produced down-
ward till it covers the whole of the walls on
each side; but here, if thatch or reeds be not

in such plenty as could be wished, there is

no occasion for laying it quite so thick. la
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thn roof, exactly above tlie middle of the

buiidin<T, should be placed a wooden pipe of

a sufficient length to rise a foot or two ainne

the roof, to serve occasionally as a ventilator.

The top of this funnel should be covered, to

prevent rain from getting through it, and a

valve fitted to it, tliat by means of a string

could be opened or shut at pleasure. A win-

dow also siiould be made upon one side fur giv-

ing light, the structure of which will be best

underst<X)d from the section of this part of tho

building, wliich is represented at Fig. 2. F.

G. It is neces.sary to specify, however, that

this aperture should be closed by means of

two glazed frames, one on the outside at G,

and the other on the inside at F. I presume
it is hardly necessary to inform the reader,

that the use of this double sash, as well as

the great thickness of the wall, and of the

thatch upon the roof, as also of the buildings

at the end of it, are to render the tempera-

ture of tliis apartment as equal as possible at

all seasons of the year, by effectually cutting

it off from having any direct communication
with the external air.

The apartment marked B, is intended to

serve as a repository for the utensils of the

dairy, and a place in which they may be

cleaned, and put in order, to be ready when
they are wanted. For this purpose ranges

of shelves may be placed all round the walls,

and tables and other conveniences placed

where necessary. Here the walls are thin-

ner than the other, and may be built wholly

of brick or stone; nor is there a necessity for

having the thatch here so thick laid on as in

the middle division. In one corner at H, is

placed a cauldron of a convenient size, propor-

tioned to the dairy, for warming water to

scald the vessels, over a close furnace, the

due of which terminates in a chimney car-

ried slanting over the door in the gable,

above which it rises upright, and there emits

the smoke.

The other apartment, C, may be employed

as a kind of store-room, in which the cured

butter, and other products of the dairy, and

spare utensils, may be locked up, till it be-

comes convenient to transport them else-

where.
[If cheese were the object of the dairy,

another additional building, very differently

constructed, would be wanted, which I do not

here specify.]

The smaller apartments, R and S, are

merely cavities formed in the thickness of the

partition wall, that may be employed for any

use that shall be found convenient, the double

doors on these passages being intended merely

to cut off more effectually all communication

between the external air and the milk house,

when either the great heat or great cold of

that may render it necessary. The thatch

above these small apartments ought to come
one foot lower within than in the milk-house,

the more effectually to bur all communication
of air from the outer apartments, at the place

where the couples are placed. When the air

is temperate, the door at T may in general be

left open to facilitate the entry to and from
the milk-hou.se on ordin^l^y occasions. All

the doors open as marked by the dotted lines.

Through each of these doors, as well as

the outer doors of the apartments B and 'C,

ought to be made an aperture of about a foot

square, having a small door exactly fitted to

it, that can be opened and shut at pleasure.

Over the inside of each of these apertures

should be stretched a piece of fine gauze, cov-

ered with a fine netting of wire, so that when
the air was temperate, and the wind blowing
in a proper direction, by opening these little

doors, a draught of air would be carried

through the whole of these buildings that

would keep them sweet and dry, without ad-

mitting flies or other vermin.

The whole of these apartments should be
neatly plaistered with lime on the inside

of the walls and ceiling. The apartment A
at least should also be paved with flat stones,

that should be raised six inches higher than
the surface of the ground without, having
slanting gutters readily to convey water or
any other liquid that might be accidentally

spilt there,— (but it is a slovenly dairy-maid
who slabbers her floor.) The walls all round
should be lined with shelves of a convenient
breadth, in ranges one above the other, on
which the dishes may be placed ; and in the
middle should stand a large table, marked by
the dotted lines on the plan, which if made
of stone will be found to be more cleanly and
convenient than any other material. Beneath
it a piece of the pavement, about a foot in

breadth, should be raised six inches higher all

round than the level of the floor, so as to form
a trough within it for holding water, the uses

of which will be afterwards specified. This
sin may be emptied entirely at pleasure,

by opening a hole that allows the water to run
intf) the common gutters.

The intention of all these contrivances, it

will easily appear, is merely to enable the at-

tentive owner of a dairy to keep his milk in

a proper degree of temperature, both during
the summer and the winter season, without
much trouble or expense to himself; as any
considerable variation in the degree of heat
tends greatly to derange his operations, and
to diminish the value of the products of the
dairy. If the heat be too great, the .milk sud-
denly coagulates, without admitting of any
separation of the cream, and it is so suddenly
rendered sour as greatly to mar every opera-
tion ; if, on the other hand, the milk bo kept
in too cold a temperature, tho cream separates
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from it slowly and with difficulty, it acquires

a bitter and disagreeable taste, the butter can

scarcely be made to come at all, and when it

is obtained is so pale in the color, so small in

quantity, so poor to the taste, hard and brittle

of consistence, and of so little value in every

respect, as to bring a very low price at the

market, compared to what it would have pro-

duced had it been preserved in a proper de-

^ee of warmth. To avoid, therefore, as

much as possible, both these extremes, the

milk-house, properly so called, is here placed

in the centre of the building, into which there

is no access directly from the open air; nor

even from the porch, but through a double

door, one of which ought always to be shut

before the other be opened, when either the

heat or the cold of the weather is excessive,

though at other times this precaution may be

omitted. The walls of this part of the build-

ing are made of earth so thick, and the roof

of thatch so thick also, as directed, because

it is found these substances transmit heat or

cold with less facility than any others that

can easily be had, so that a very long contin-

uance either of hot or cold weather, would
have no sensible effect in altering the temper-

ature of this chamber ; and if it should at any
time acquire a small degree of heat or cold

more than was desirable, and this were cor-

rected by artificial means, it would retain that

artificial temperature for a long time. These
are the advantages proposed to be derived from
this simple mode of. construction.

Experiments have not yet been made to as-

certain what is the precise degree of heat

that is the most favorable for the different op-

erations of the dairy. From the trials I have
made myself I have reason to believe, that

when the heat is from 50 to 55 degrees on
Fahrenheit's thermometer, the separation of

the cream from milk, which is the most im-

portant operation of the dairy, goes forward

with the greatest regularity. I am therefore

inclined to think, that this will be found to

be the temperature that ought to be aimed at

in the dairy ; but I do not here pretend to de-

cide with a dogmatic precision ; a considerable

degree of latitude in this respect may perhaps

be allowable ; but from the best observations I

have been able to make, it seems to me highly

probable, that when the heat exceeds 60 de-

grees, the operations become difficult and
dangerous, and when it falls below the 40th

degree, they can scarcely be carried forward
with any degree of economy or propriety.

—

Till farther experiments, therefore, shall as-

certain this point, we may take it as a safe

rule, that the heat should be kept up, if possi-

ble, between tlie 50th and ,'")5lh degree ; and
to ascertain this point, a thermometer, grad-

uated by Fahrenheit's scale, should be hung
up perpetually in the milk-house, to give no-

tice to the owner of any alterations in the
temperature that might affect his interest.

—

Luckily it happens that this is very nearly
about the average temperature that a building
so well secured as this is from the external
air would naturally bear at all seasons of the
year in this climate, were it not to be affected

by external objects. But as the heat of the
milk, if it were in considerable quantities,

would tend in summer to affect the tempera-
ture of the air, there is no impoFsibility but
it might thus be raised on some occasions to

a higher degree than v/aa proper. It was to

have at all times at hand an easy cure for this

disorder that 1 wished to call in the assistance

of the ice-houee, as a small quantity of ice,

brought into the milk house at any time, would
quickly moderate the heat to a proper degrf.'e.

In the two small chambers adjoining to the
ice-house too, or in the passages around the
ice-house, the butter would be kept even
cooler than in the milk-house itself. Other
advantages that would arise from this small
additional building will appear obvious.

In winter, should the cold ever become too

great, it might be occasionally dispelled, ei-

ther by placing a barrel full of hot water,
close bunged up, upon the table, where it

might be allowed to remain till it cooled—or
some hot bricks might be employed for the
purpose. This I should prefer to any kind of
chaffing-di.sh, with burning embers in it, as

the vapor from the coals (wljich very soon
affects the taste of the milk)* would thus be
avoided.

For the Farmers' Cabinet. ,

The following has been extracted from a ver>' recent

English publication of merit, written by A. Walker,

and forwarded for publication in the Cabinet.

Cattle.

The best cattle have the face rather short

;

the muzzle small: the horns fine; the neck
light, particularly where it joins the head;
the chest wide, deep and capacious ; the tail

broad and flat towards the top, but thin to-

wards the lower part, which it will always be,

when the animal is small boned ; the lower
part ofthe thigh small ; the legs short, straight,

clean, and fine boned, though not so fine as

to indicate delicacy of constitution; the flesh,

rich and mellow to the feel ; the skin of a rich

and silky appearance; the countenance calm
and placid, denoting the evenness of temper,

essential to quick feeding and a disposition to

get fat.

Every breed of animals which has, through

a few generations (two or three is sufficient)

• Where a house is not well arconiniodated with ctt.

lam, it is sufliciently obvious that tlnvv nii^'ht In: built
upon the same plan, auil thus at a small expense might
he reared cellars, that would be, in every respect, as
good as the best vaults sunk deep under ground.
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been overfed, requires similar feeding; and

the offspiirig: of such animals require and can

digest more food ihan other.--, who have lived

upon little.

All growinrr animals, inchulinjj mankind,

ought to be sufficiently well fed to preserve

health and Ptrcngth, but never to be st imulntod

by exce.-s of food. The children of parents,

however, w'io have, throngh many genera-

tions, been well fed, would perish if given no

more food than would be sufficient for an Irish

or Highland Scot's peasant child.

The chief qualities sought for in cattle are

the tendency to fatten on little food, and that

to yield abundance of rich milk. The ten-

dency to fatten is indicated chiefly by the ca-

pacity ofthe chest. Animalsof all species, says

Mr. Knight, all other qualities being equal,

arc, I think, capable of labor and privation,

and capable of fattening, nearly in p^-oportion,

as their chests are capacious : but tlie habits

of ancestry will operate very powerfully.

It is the width and depth of frame,- says

Mr. Berry, which confers weight, and not the

mere circumstance of great height. While
equally great, if not greater weights, can be

obtained wilh shorter legged animals, they

are, independently of other recommendations,
generally found to possess better constitutions

and grenter propensity to fatten.

Mr. Knight says, the constitutional dispo-

sition to form lilt, is certainly hostile to the

disposition to give milk. Cows which give

little milk oflen present large udders, which
contain much solid matter; and, to inexperi-

enced eyes, a two year old Hereford cow
would give a promise of much milk, where
very little would be given. A narrow fore-

head, and a long face, nearly of the same
width from end to end, as in the Alderney
cow, certainly indicates much more disposition

to give milk than the contrary form, which I

have pointed out as indicative of a disposition

to fatten.

Fat animals are more generally those of the

north, where cold diminishes sensibility. Fat
indeed, appears to be the means which nature

very extensively employs to lower sensibility

by interposition between the skin and the

central parts of the nervous system. Fat ani-

mals, accordingly, have not only less sensibil-

ity and irritability of the skin, but of the or-

gans of sense generally. Thinner animals,

on the contrary, are more generally those of

the south, and have more acute sensibility and
exquisite .sensation.

In reply to this observation, Mr. Knight
Bays, I do not doubt but you are right respect-

ing the use of fat in cold climates; all sleep-

ing animals, through winter, go to sleep in a

fatted state. I do not think that breeds ofcows,

which give much rich milk, are very hardy.

The Alderney cows are what the Herefijril-

shire farmer calls very nesh, that is, very in-

capable of bearing hardship of any kind, and
particularly cold, con.sequently of greater sen-
sibility.

Cows which give much milk have the
power of eating and digestingmuch fliod, and
they require, whilst tliey give much milk, a
very abundant and good pa-turo. The breeds
of cows wMiich give le.^s milk, and present
greater disposition to become fat, are gene-
rally less msh, and will fatten upon less food.

The influence o? \hc fcclinirn is very consid-

erable. I have observed that whenever a
young Hereford cow disliked being milked by
tl.e dairymaid, she soon ceased to give milk

;

and I do not doubt that, in all ca.ses, if the
calves were twice every day permitted to suck
after the dairy mitid had finislied her labor,

the cows would longer continue to give milk
and in larger quantity.

This tends to corroborate what has been
said as to greater sensibility being favorable

to milkin;:.

If this led only to distinction of these two
kinds as to milking, namely—that of fatness

and thinness, and that of smaller and larger

organs of sense and greater or less sensibility,

it would still be valuable, as showing, either

at a later or an earlier period, what we may
expect in this important particular. But per-

haps its utility may extend still further, and
enable us to improve the race.

It may form a basis for our determining
whether, in endeavoring to improve a breed,

fatleners may most easily also become milkers,

to some extent ; or milkers may, to a similar

extent, become fatteners ; and W'hat are the cir-

cumstances which would most favor such par-

tial interchange, if not absolute improvement.
Indeed from these principles! would conclude,
that an animal fattening in the north, would
become "k better milker in the south, where
a more genial temperature would render fat

less necessary, would increase sensibility, and
would cherish the secretion of milk, so inti-

mately connected with that excitement of the
reproductive functions which '\vanner climates
produce.

As these two desirable qualities are both
dependent upon one system, and as they are
opposed to each other, (for excess of one se-

cretion is always more or less at the cost of
the other,) they will be most easily obtained

by being distinctly sought for, and the animal
of diminished sensibilitv will most easily fat-

ten, while the animal of increased sensibility

will most readily yield milk.

These views are confirmed by the conduct
of the London dairy-men. While they ac-

knowledge that the Aldcrneys yield the best

milk, they keep none of them, whatever they
may pretend, because these animals are pecu-
liarly delicate, and more especially because
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they cannot, after being used as milkers, be

fattened for the butchers. The York and

Durham cows suit them best.

In certain constitutions, however, and, to a

certain extent, there is a compatibility be-

tween fattening and milking.

Mr. Knight says, the disposition to give

much and rich milk, and to fatten rapidly, are

to some extent at variance with each other;

but I have seen cases in which cows which

have given a great deal of rich milk, have

given birth to most excellent oxen, the cows
themselves, however, always continuing small

and thin whilst giving milk.

I very confidently believe in the possibility

of obtaining a breed of cows which would

afford fine oxen, and would themselves fatten

well ; but, as great milkers require much more
food than others, the farmer who rears oxen,

does not think much, perhaps not enough,

about milk, and is in the habit (which is cer-

tainly wrong) of breeding his bulls from cows
which have become his best, owing only to

their having been bad milkers.

In the selection of bulls, besides attending

to those properties which belong to the male,

we ought to be careful also, that they are de-

scended from a breed of good milkers, at least

if we wish the future stock to possess this

property.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Roads.
Good roads and good markets cheer the weary farmer

on his way.

As the Cabinet is understood to be devoted

to every thing that has relation to the inter-

ests of the farmer, I take the liberty of for-

warding a few lines on the subject of roads

and road mending; than which, there are few

subjects which have a more intimate connec-

tion with the interests of an agricultural com-
munity.

Many of our roads have, from various

causes, been very injudiciously located, but as

they are now generally the division lines of

contiguous farms, and the habits of our peo-

ple have become conformed to them, it would

not be an easy matter materially to change
their position ; so that we must submit to what
we cannot easily remedy ; and continue to

travel over steep hills, when it would be much
easier to go round them, or to approach their

summits at a less angle by oblique direction.

In the selection of juries to lay out new roads,

it would be well for the judges of our courts

to display their powers of discrimination, in

selecting the most intelligent and enlightened

men to be found in the country ; and it would
not be amiss, if those thus delegated to per-

form such an important trust, in which not

only the present generation, but posterity will

have an interest, should be endowed with
a full proportion of moral courage, so that

they may not be swayed by local or individual

predilections to the prejudice of the interests

of the community at large.

After roads have been laid out, confirmed
by the court, and opened in obedience to, and
according to law, the public are the undoubted
proprietors ofthem, and have the rightthrough
their proper officers of the exclusive jurisdic-

tion and care of them, to the full width and
length they have been so laid out. Now it

must be obvious to every person who moves
to and fro in our county, (Montgomery) that

in numerous cases our highways are much
straightened and contracted, and in some in-

stances full one-third of the public right is

discovered to be over the fence, within the

inclosure of some individual, who appears to

have more regard to the indulgence of his

own selfish propensities than to the interest

or convenience of the public.

The benefit derived by these encroach ments
is very questionable, and it is believed that in

most cases of the kind, the loss of reputation

is more than a counterpois for it ; for in every

case those who knowingly interfere with, ob-

struct, or deprive others of their just rights,

as certainly mar and part with a portion, or

the whole of their reputation. This is a sub-

ject that requires the attention of grand juries,

and if supervisors will still continue to ne-

glect their duties after having pledge<l them-
selves for their true and faithful performance,

it would seem just and reasonable that an ex-

ample should be made, by the infliction of ad-

equate punishment by the proper authority.

—

Another delinquency, less common, but more
dangerous, exists in some situations, in per-

mitting individuals to occupy the public high-

way for quarrying stone, or other purposes,

without the shadow of rightful pretext for so

doing, and to the manifest injury and danger
of persons traveling a regularly laid out high-

way. One instance of this kind has been
very slowly, but regularly progressing for

many years in apparent disregard of the pub-

lic safety and convenience, and so far as the

writer has knowledge, without the interfer-

ence of the proper officers vvliose duty it is

to prevent such injurious encroachments.

In conclusion, I shall simply call attention

to the want of intelligence and practical skill

which is often noticed in the, so called, repairs

of roads ; in many cases the labors of supervi-

sors seem to be sedulously devoted to making
them worse instead of better, and this arises in

most cases evidently from want of skill and

judgment, rather than fVom evil design, and tho

only remedy that can be applied in such cases

is to exerci.-^e more care in the selection of

supervisors. The persons best qualified for

this office won't serve; they think therQ 14
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more profit in rnindinpf their own business;

consequently the only alternative is to select

from the second best clnss, who sotuctimes net

alonrr pretty well, hut it is sekioni tliat the

funds raised for repairinn; roads are as judi-

ciously expended as they mifjht, and ouo-littn

be. The subject of makinfr and repairinj^r

roads is one of sreat interest, and if an able

hand, who has the requisite knowledge, would

furnish for publication in the Cabinet suitable

instructions on it, jrreat good to the public

might result from it. It is hoped that in the

discussion of various matters interesting to

farmers, this may not escape the attention it

so manifestly require.s. Montgomery.

Seasonable RciBtarks.

To the Editor of ilie Farmers' Cabinet.

S(R^—Being in company a short time since,

and talking of the Agricultural Company of

Australia, some of the officers belonging to

which I had known, I ventured to wonder

they should have thought it necessary to go

to the other end ot the world to grow Merino

wool, when many parts of this country offer

such facilities for the purpose, and where all

that they ever contemplated by so distant a

removal might have been obtained by a much
more convenient ' and less circuitous route,

remarking, " there is still room enough here

for such an institution, which might profit by

the e.vperience of others, and where a wool

company on a large scale might be establish-

ed to great advantage as well as pleasure,"

when a person who was present deprecated

even the mention of Merino sheep, adding,
" my father was one of the dupes in tfie Me-
rino mania, and since that time the bare ideal

throws me into a fever." Now, Mr. Editor,

is not this just the way with all violent specu-!

lations] the fact is, people go mad, and when
the distemper leaves them, they are so ex-

hausted by the excitement which they have

undergone, and .so entirely out of spirits with

their disappointment, as to be unable to per-

ceive the cause of the disease with which

they have been afflicted, or even to endure

to think of the subject.

I remember the time of the Joint Stock

mania in England, and particularly that great

humbug, the Milk Company in London, whose

spacious buildings and costly arrangements I

visited, all ready for the reception of the cows

-^an article, however, which had never en-

tered into the minds of the projectors, whose

only object was to trade in quite a diiferent

kind ofstock, and which they did, to the ruin

of numbers of the simple people, amongst

whom was the great \Vilberforce, who, in

this instance proved himself a child. Poor

man ! he never recovered from the loss which

be then sustained, but continued, during the

remainder of his life, a pensioner upon the

bounty of his political friends, ai\d died at last

in a borrowed house! Ah! that was a time
" to try the souls of men," and thousands of

those whose character stood high for real god-

liness, even many of the clergy, proved them-
selves to be the worshippers of the God of this

world, bowing down to storks, if not to stones.

A pleasant story is told of an excellent

man, a Quaker, who (determineil as much as

in his power to stem the torrent of delusion)

published proposals for a "Joint Stock (Jin-

gerbread Company," with a capital of jC5U0,-

000; present price of shares one p amd .--terl-

ing, .expected to reach a premium of 500 per

cent, in three weeks! The operations of the

Company were to be carrif^d on in Scothijid,

but an office for the sale of stock was opened
in London, (opening his own house for this

purpose;) and then followed the names of
Officers, Presidents, Directors, Managers,
Secretaries, Treasurer, Auditors, &c., all in

due form! To his utter astonishment, the

very next ^morning, a young man from the

country called upon him for the purpose of
purchasing 100 shares in the " Joint Stock

Gingerbread Company of Scotland!" It

was quite out of his power to convince this

person that the advertisement was a hoax,

practised for the purpose of opening the eyes
of the infituated multitude; he observed,

"he had £100 in his pocket to pay for 100
shares, and he hoped he should obtain them."

I was last week told of an engineer belong-

ing to a steam-boat, who said he was tired

of his employment, and would quit, and grow
silk ; his friend said, " what do you mean by
i^rowing sWkl" he replied, " why, I'll plant

Morns trees, and pick the cocoons of silk

from the branches, just as they pick cotton

pods."

Now, without any wish to be censorious or

invidious, is it not a fact, that all violent

speculations are apt to lead men from their

proprieties ? If I might be permitted I would
allude to what took place in this country

three years ago, on the subject of the Beet
culture for the making of sugar; I sincerely

believe that if there had beeu a less degree
of excitement experienced at the time, the

question, as to its practicability, would not

have been left thus long undecided ; but peo-

ple grew tired standing so long on the tip-toe

of expectation, and in proportion to the eleva-

tion then experienced, so must be the depres-

sion, and it has required the space of three

years to bring about the state of equilibrium
which, as a natural consequence, the public

mind will attain, and which is now in pro-

gress. In the mean time, the business has
been steadily followed up in France and many
other countries in Europe, and the last ac-

counts are, that full half the supply pf sugay
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for the whole of France, is furnished from

the beet root! The article now pays a duty

of 10 per cent., instead of receivini^ a bounty

by way of encouragement, as heretofore, and
it is in the contemplation of the Government
of France, to augment the tax to 20 per cent.,

which it will be able to pay ; while the bene-

fit to the country, in the improvement of

rent?, cultivation, stock, labor, wages, means
of existence, and moral happiness is far above
all price ! The only thing which I deprecate

is, a too hasty hot-bed, green-house forcing

of the subject; it is a hardy ;3Za?^^ and will

bear exposure and rough handling; with

common care it is destined to become accli-

mated to the soil and circumstances of this

country, and in the hands of competent indi-

viduals, to prove all that its real, honest

friends have ever contemplated, ft is not

necessary, or even desirable, that every farm-

er should make his ov/n sugar; let him en-

gage heartily in the more pleasant and legiti-

mate employment of making fat beef and
mutton, and superior butter, and he will then

affijrd to purchase sugar to his heart's con-

tent: all this he will do, while growing
large crops of beet ; and let it be remembered
for the introduction of this invaluable branch

of agriculture and husbandry, the public are

indebted to the " Beet Sugar Society of Phil-

adelphia." Beta.
22(1 March, 1839.

P. S. I calculate it will be many years be-

fore America is compelled, through a redun-
flancy of population, to become a manufac-
turing country—and manufactures have never
flourished but in countries where the people

stand too thick to admit the free use of the

plough.

The annexed Report on Mr. Hussey's Reap-

ing Machine was made by a committee of

the Philadelphia Society for promoting Agri-

culture, in September last, and is published

in the Cabinet by order of the Society. Since

our former notice of this machine, we have

conversed personally with several gentlemen

from the southern and western States, who are

practically acquainted with its merits, all of

whom speak of it in the highest terms of com-

mendation.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Report on Hussey's Reaping MacUluca

The committee appointed at last meeting,

to superintend the operation of Hu.ssey's Reap-
ing Machine, beg leave to report:

That they discharged the duty of their ap-

pointment on the day following the same,

They met for the purpose on the farm of Mr,

John Fox, in O.-.ford township, where the ma-
chine was put in operation in a piece of sev-

eral acres of heavy wheat, considerably lodged
—and contrary to the expectations of most
of the committee, it performed remarkably
well.

The machine requires two horses to draw
it, a boy to drive them, and a man to push off

the grain. It is not material whether the
speed be a walk or a slow trot, though a walk
where the grain stands tolerably fair, is to

be preferred. A trot is sometimes necessary
where the grain is much lodged, or a stronor

wind drives in the direction of the machine.
It operates very satisfactorily in grain so much
fallen as to be entirely beyond the ability of
the cradle; and the grain is generally laid

fully as regularly as by the cradle, with the

advantage on the part of the machine, that it

is laid in heaps ready for binding, thereby
saving much labor in thin crops, and render-

ing a rake unnecessary. So perfect did the
machine perform, even in grain considerably

lodged, and in which a cradle could scarcely
have been used at all, that not a stalk was
left standing, while the stubble presented one
uniform height of about seven inches through-
out the field. The loss, too, by this mode of
harvesting, is greatly reduced. The ma-
chine operates somewhat on the principle of
the common shears, requiring nothing of the

momentum of the cradle, and the only jarring

attending it is from the weight of the grain
falling on a smooth surface. The wheat cut
on the present occasion, was dead ripe, hav-
ing been standing two weeks longer than ne-

cessary, and yet scarcely a grain could be
found shattered out.

It is estimated by the committee, that the

ordinary performance of this machine is from
ten to twelve acres per day; although they
fully believe, that on an emeigency, it could
accomplish twice this amount of work. In

confirmation of this, they would state, that it

cut, on this occasion, six hundred and thirty

square yards in two minutes, doing its work
in the most perfect manner. It requires from
six to ten persons, according to the state of

the crop, to bind up or remove the grain as

fast as cut, which it is necessary should be
done to prevent it from being crushed by the

horses and wheels of the machine, on the suc-

ceeding through. The machine is not liable

to get easily out of order; and the cutters,

although they are very readily sharpened,

seldom require it, as more than one Imndred
acres of grain, according to the statement of

Mr. Hu>isey, had been cut by those attached

to this machine, prior to the present occa-

sion.

Upon the whole, the machine did its work
remarkably well, where it was possible for

any thing except the naked scythe to peue-
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trate—and so far as the committee could per-

ceive, to tlie entire sati^sfuction of a number'

of intelliffcnt farmers present on tlie occasion,
j

most of whom were, at first, not a little scep-

tical of it^ utility.

Your committee would say, in conclusion,
|

that 'hey believe the Reaping Machine of

Mr. IIu.=!sey, to be an advantaireous substitute

for the present nioJeof cnttinjr praiu ou large

farms, or whnre two or three adjoining flirm-

ers of tlie ordinary amount of land in this vi-

•cinity unite in using it—the price of one be-

ing one iuindred and fifty dollars. We would

therefore recommend it to the attention of

this society, and the agricultural community
generally. K. Smith,

John Fox,
Jacob Shallcross,

P. R. Freas.

Persons wishing to communicate with Mr.

Hussey may do so through the Proprietors of

the Now Agricultural Ware-House, No. 87

North Second street, Philadelphia.

For the Kariiiera' Cabinet.

Observations ou Bllglit, Smut, or Mil-
devv«

"The smut in wheat generally is, and al-

ways may be prevented, by a due attention

to liming the seed." Vancouver's Survey of

Devon, p. 147. Extract from my Journal,

—

"The nine upper ridges of the gate field

were sown with unlimed wheat, and at har-

vest the produce was the best in quantity and

quality in the field. Mem.—These ridges

were ploi>jhed and sown in fine weather,

much rain falling immediately after."

It is quite necessary that all who read the

Survey of Devon, should read also Lawrance's

chapter on blight in the " New Farmer's Cal

endar," that they may bs prevented from fall-

ing into the most stupid error that was ever

broached in the darkest ages. The rust or

mildew i.s invariably ascribed, by the Rev.

Mr. Clack, in his correspondence with the

Surveyor, to the influence of Barberry bushes,

brambles, box, and about a dozen other shrubs,

trees, grasses, &c., on which Fungi are pro-

duced, the seeds of which are scattered for

miles by the first spring breezes, provided

they are accompanied with moisture or fog:

he says, " the Fungi, having arrived at matu-

rity in the spring on a few shrubs, bushes, or

plants, are taken up by the next humid at-

mosphere, wafted into the adjoining fields,

and tlie nearest wheat is sure to suffer the

most; that under the western hedge, where
any plants, congenial to the growth of Fungi,

are, is sure to suffer the most. These seeds

are so minute and exceedingly light, that

they are liable to be wafted by every breeze,

jvhen accompanied by moisture or fo^s."

IIow truly curious, that these very minute
seeds should be scattered only by the very
winds which one would think most unfavor-

able to their flight; fur a moist breeze would
immediately deposit them upon tlie earth, and
prevent them from flying abroad. And why
is it, that the wheat under tli •crstern hedge
is sure to sufl'er the most! Have western
hedges more Fungi-bearing plants in them?
How is it that some seasons have no blight,

and why is it that in those seasons when
blight prevails, the late sown wheat ia sure
to sufl^er most, (the Surveyor says this is uni-

formly the case,) although all the crops are

witiiin tlie same distance of the /alal bitsli /

but here follows, it would seem undesignedly,

the true causp, for he says, "the half of a
large field, adjoining a wood, was very much
smitten with rust ;" this was evidently occa-

sioned by a want of proper circulation of air,

and not by Barberry bushes and brambles, for

he tolls us that these plants grow harmlessly
on high and elevated situations, " but in shady
and damp ones their growth must be attend-

ed with very deleterious consequences."

Now, from the manner in which the Sur-
veyor notices the correspondence of the Rev.
Mr. Clack, de:<!gnating the observations

which it contains as "valuable," one vVould

suppose him an advocate for the Fungi sys-

tem
;
yet we find him, throughout the v,'hole

chapter on wheat, attributing the disease

to weakness and tenderness, arising from
late sowing and unhealthy situations. Here
follow, in corroboration, extracts from the

survey of the seven Districts. District No.
1. The mildew is but little known in this

district, except in small enclosures and low
situations, where the wheat is excluded from
a free circulation of air ; in the higher parts

of the country, where the fieldfare large and
the sub-division mounds naked, or covered

only with a few dwarf plants and creeping
brambles, the evil is by no means such as to

require notice."

No. 2. Wheat has been frequently sown
aftr-r turneps, at Candlemas, but on account
of its being .so very liable to rust when sown
at that late season, barley is become its more
valuable substitute.

No. 3. Smut will sometimes occur through
the carelessness of the farmers in not liming
their seed, but the rust or mildew is a dis-

ease seldom heard of in this district, except
on wheat sown after potatoes, (I presume late

and on an exhausted soil.)

No. 4. The late sown wheat is found to be
particularly subject to rust or mildew, and
is much complained of as extremely liable to

this disease.

No. 5. Wheat sown at Candlemas is al-

ways more or less injured by mildew.

No. 6. Wherever turneps fail, the land is
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sown witli wheat, the early crops of which

are esteemed the best sample, and by far the

freest from mildew.

No. 7. The late sown wheat is always very

liable to rust or mildew.

Now, after this testimony, who would go

and poke his head into Barberry and bramble

bushes to look for the cause of the rust or

mildew! Is it not more rational to suppose

that if a cold wind, attended with fog, nips

vegetation in the spring, that the young and

tender plants must suffer the most, especially

those that are placed in low and damp situ-

atio7is, rather than that the mischief has been

done by Fungi that have been sitting all win-

ter long on the bushes, to sally forth in the

first humid breezes of the spring " to be the

destroyers of thousands of acres ofthose golden

sheaves, which are the husbandman's hope,

and the staff of life." J. P.

March 14th, 1839.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Liime.

The use of lime, Mr. Editor, has become,

in the pages of your valuable work, an ab-

sorbing topic. I pray you keep the ball in

motion ; the subject is not yet exhausted, or

likely soon to be. Many of your friends are

very desirous of knowing how it acts, and this

is a very laudable inquiry—nothing but good

can come of inquiry. I can tell them what
its action is like—as a Methodist Preacher

once told his congregation in Wales, every

one of whom knew the correctness and ad-

mired the justice of the beautiful similitude;

the preacher also was a farmer, and every

farmer in Wales practises what the Minister

teaches, in this respect, if not in every other.

His subject was the grace of God and the

value of lime, and he exclaimed, " the use of

lime to a sour, stubborn, sterile soil, is like

the grace of God to a wicked man's heart!"

Now, that I call practical preaching—on a

subject too, which comes home to every man's

biaiiness and bosom.

Your correspondent X. (p. 250) has my
thanks for his interesting article on the anti-

sceptic quality of lime, I believe he is right,

although his theory militates again.st -public

opinion and common observation; it has been

customary to fill the graves of traitors with

quick lime, in order that their bodies might

be more speedily decomposed, and thus be

put out of the reach of their adherents ; but

your correspondent's experience in conduct-

ing the process of decomposing a dead horse

by means of quick lime, according to the booh,

puts to flight many pretty stories, that have

been written in the study, nil about agricul-

ture, where much use has been made of this

article for that very purpose—never mind,
" truth will bear towzling,'^ and 1 therefore

venture to conceit that lime by its alkaline
qualities, when brought into contact with ace-
tous qualities, induces fermentation, or if

you will, eflfervescency, whether in the vege-
table or animal world ; and thus, by neutral-
ization, rendering that which was before .

poisonous wholesome food for the support of
vegetable life. Will our pleasant friend X.
turn his mind to this theory, and say for me,
what I would say for myself, had I his ability.

Did X. ever remark a peculiar quality in

salt, I believe a very peculiar quality, namely,
that a small quantity operates as a sceptic, if

'

he will allow the term, w bile a large quantity
forms the strongest anti-sceptic which is

known. Can he make use of the idea the
next time he turns his attention to the sub-
ject. Cale.
March 20th, 1839.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

"Wliitc Clover.
And the earth brought forth grass, yielding seed after

his kind.

There are few plants more widely dispersed
over the surface of the earth than white clo-

ver; but where the soil is poor or otherwise not
well adapted to its growth, it is often so small,

and grows so flat among the lower leaves of
the herbage, that it is not perceptible unless
a turf is cut and carefully examined by di-

viding it; hence, on breaking up and manu-
ring such soils, or simply manuring by top-

dressing, a spontaneous crop of white clover
appears where it was never observed before,

and without any supply of seed; this has led

to strange conclusions respecting the propa-

gation of this plant—many erroneously sup-
posing that it originated from ashes or marl
without the original intervention of seed. It

has a perennial root, and the central root pene-
trates to a considerable depth in the soil, and
the plant is thereby better prepared to resist

the bad effect of severe dry weather, particu-

larly on sandy soils. The branches that trail

on the surface send down fibrous roots from
the joints which penetrate but a, little way
into the ground^^ hence it is, that the white
clover maintains itself in soils of opposite na-

tures; for if the surface be too dry to afford

nourishment to the branches, the principal

root preserves it; and when the tenacity and
retentiveness of the soil in a wet winter is

great enough to rot the tap-root, the fibres of

the runners preserve the plant in safety.

From this habit of growth, top-dressings and
a frequent use of the roller encourage the

growth of this plant in an extraordinary de-

gree. When the soil is thin, or does not fur-

nish food adapted to the nourishnicnt of this

universally dispersed plant, it seldom rises to

a head, and the very small leaves hi}' close

on thc^round, so that its presence is not no
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ticed, unless by a very minute and careful

examination; but wlien proper nutriment is

furnished, it springs up, flowers, and matures

its seed so as to attract attention, and it ex-

cites surprise in the minds of those who were

i<rnorant of the previous existence of the roots

in the soil.
Sinclair.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet.

Sir,— I beg you to traiispl.int the following exqni

BitPly' beautiful "pot pourri" into your interestin,

pages, and oblige A Constant Reader.

Hyiiiu to tlic Flowers.

BY HORACE SMITH.

Day stars ! thnt ope your eyes with man, to twinkle

From rainbow galaxies of earth's creation.

And dew-drops on her lonely altars sprinkle

As a libation!

Ve nation worshippers ! who, bending lowly,

Before the uprisen sun, God's lidless eye.

Throw from your chalices a sweet and holy

Incense on high!

ye bright Mosaics! that with storied beauty.

The floor of Nature's temple tessellate.

What numerous emblems of instructive duty.

Your forms create 1

•Neath cloister'd boughs, each floral bell that swingeth,

And tolls its perfume on the passing air,

Makes Sabbatli ii\ the fields, and ever ringeth,

A call to prayer !

Not to the domes, where crumbling arch and column.

Attest the feebleness of mortal hand.

But to that Fane, most Catholic and solemn,

Which Heaven hath plann'd—

To that Cathedral, boundless as our wonder.

Whose quenchless lamps, the sun and moon supply,

Its choir, the winds and waves; its organ, thunder:

Its dome, the sky !

There, as in solitude and shade, I wander

Through the green aisles, or stretch'd upon the sod,

Aw'd by the silence, reverently ponder.

The ways of God—

Your voiceless lips, O flowers! are living preachers!

Each cup a pulpit, every leaf a book.

Supplying to my fancy numerous teachers,

From loneliest nook.

Floral apostles ! that in dewy splendor,

"Weep without woe. and blush without a crime,"

Oh! may I deeply learn, and ne'er surrender.

Your lore sublime

!

"Thou wert not, Solomon ! in all thy glory.

Array'd," the lilies cry, " in robes like ours

;

How vain your grandeur! ah, how transitory

Are human flowers
:"

In the sweet-scented pictures, Heavenly Artist

!

With which thou paintest nature's wide-spread hall,

What a delightful lesson thou impartest,

Of love to all!

Not useless are ye, flowers, though made for pleasure.

Humming o'er field and wave by day and night;

From every source, your sanction bids me treasure.

Harmless delight.

F.phemeral sages! what instructers hoary.

For such a world of thought could furnish scope !

Each fading calyx, a memento mori.

Yet fount of hope

!

Posthumous glories! angel-like collection,

Uprais'd from seed or bulb, interr'd in earth.

Ye are to me a type of resurrection

And second birth.

Were I, O God' in churchless lands remaining,

Far from all voice of teachers and divines.

My soul would Jiiid, in flowers of thy ordaining,

Priests, Sermons, Shrines!

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Ancient liaw for Promoting Industry.
" Learn some useful art, so that you may be independ-

ent of the caprice of fortune."

William Penn, the benevolent, the pious,

and the wi.se Governor of Pennsylvania, pre-

vious to his leaving England and embarking

for America, prepared, and had in readiness,

for his new colony, a code of laws; which,

on his arrival at Chester, (or Upland as it was

then called,) was presented to the Assembly,

and passed and promulgated as the statutes

by which the then infant colony was to be

regulated and governed. One of these laws

is so peculiar, and is so characteristic of its

author, who was a man of unparalleled indus-

try, and embraced every means in his power

of promoting it in others, that I transcribe- it

for the instruction and benefit of the readers

of the Cabinet. It runs thus: Be it enacted,

" That all children of twelve years of age

and upwards, he taught some useful trade

or skill ; to the end that none may be idle in

the province ; but that if they be poor, they

may become rich ; and if they be rich and

become poor, they need not want."

This law, with fifty-eight others of groat

importance, were passed by the Assembly

during a session of only three day.s, when

they "broke up" and retired to their respect-

ive homes.

This shows pretty plainly that the legisla-

ture of that day (which was the first that

ever. sat in Pennsylvania) was not only care-

ful to pass laws to encourage industry in

others, but that they deemed it incumbent

upon themselves to furnisii examples of dili-

gence in business in their own persons. Well

would it be if their successors, after the long

lapse of more than a century and a halt;

i

would imitate their illustrious predecessors,

and tread in their footstepa.
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The above enactment has, at lliis remote

period, become obsolete, and the practice of

instilling into children, at an early age, habits

of diligence and industry, has, it is feared, in

numerous instances, been too much neglect-

ed and disregarded, either for their good or

for the comfort and advantage of tlieir pa-

rents; and inasmuch as so important a law

has been expunged from the statute-book, I

take the liberty of reviving it, t-ti that heads

of families may re-enact it as a part of their

domestic code, for the benefit of their off-

spring, the advancement of agriculture, and

the promotion of useful industry generally.

A. B.

For the Farmers' Cabinel,

GrMb-Worm.
A procrastinating farmer paves the lives of millions

of grubs.

It seems to be a law of nature that popula-

tion should keep pace with the means of sub-

sistence, and this law appears to be faithfully

maintained throughout the animal kingdom,

even down to the lowest grade of insects and

worms. The grub-worm, which is so destruc-

"tive to Indian corn in the early stages of its

growth, was much less numerous and injuri-

ous previous to the introduction of red clover.

At that period corn was generally planted

where there had not been a sufficient quan-

tity of tender, succulent food for it to subsist

upon in any considerable numbers, and con-

sequently its propagation and support was so

precarious, that its increase was so slow as

not to be observable. But when clover was

generally cultivated, and by the most skilful

arrangement of the rotation of crops, Indian

corn succeeded it when the clover began to

run o>it, the increase of the grub-worm keep-

ing pace with the means of subsistence, (for

it feeds with avidity on the green, succulent

stalks of clover,) propagated to a most alarm-

ing extent ; and the sod being ploughed down
in the spring for corn, and the pasture of the

worms being by that means destroyed, when
the young corn began to vegetate and show
itself above ground, the worms following out

the law of self-preservation, and from no mis-

chievous propensity, commenced feeding upon

it most ravenously, and for some years it was

almost doubted whether its cultivation would

not have to be abandoned in some neighbor-

hoods.

During this state of suspense, some ob-

eerving, reflecting person, who no doubt had

taken the trouble to examine into the charac-

ter, habits, and instincts of the grub, disco-

vered that early in the autumn it sought a re-

treat some inches below the surface of the

earth, and there prepared itself a domicil

where it might repose in safety from storms

and tempests till the vernal season arrived,

and with it its accustomed food.

It was very rationally suggested, that if

the sod was ploughed down late in the fall,

and the habitations of the enemy turned top-

sy-turvy, that the walls might be broken in

pieces by the winter frosts, and that the in-

habitants being turned out of doors would
perish, and ihe young corn be preserved from
its greatest enemy. This was at first sug-

gested as a theory; it was soon put to the

test o^practice ; and every farmer knows the

benefit tHat resulted from it. The grub soon

became a much less formidable enemy ; every
one knew how to vanquish it, provided a pretty

severe winter came to his aid. But farmers

sometimes liave treacherous memories as well

as other folks, and the enemy having been
supposed to have been completely routed,

there was a strong propensity felt to resume
old habits, and postpone ploughing corn
ground till spring again, in accordance with
ancient custom ; this has of>.en been done,

and generally with the same result; the ene-

my not being entirely exterminated, increases

his forces and proceeds again to the work of
destruction.

A fev^ years since, from winter setting in

early, or some other cause, very little corn

ground was ploughed in the autumn ; the fol-

lowing spring the corn suffered severely from
the depredations of the grub; but where por-

tions of a field had been turned down in the

fall, it furnished the usual protection; this

was observable in numerous instances. The
succeeding autumn, many farmers having a

very short allowance of corn, and smarting
under the infliction, went to turning up the

ground in good earnest, and overturned the

quarters of the enemy without compunction.

The consequence was a general exemption
from injury; it was pretty well followed out

for a year or two afterwards, but last fall

many began to relax and to forget the things

that they had suffered, and much corn ground
was permitted to remain undisturbed till this

spring, and those thus circumstanced are now
going on in the old track, that did very well

before clover was brought into general culti-

vation and the sod ploughed down for corn.

Now let us observe and see if the laws of

nature have been reversed to accommodate
those who neglect fall ploughing.

Agricola.

You may safely set it down as a fact, that

where there is no industry there will soon be

no virtue, and withal but little money in the

purse.

The glory of a good man is the testimony

of a good conscience: have that and thou wilt

have inward peace in the midstof many trou-

bles,
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Cisterns.
To the Editor of the Fanners' Cabinet

:

Sir,—Your correspoiulent Lapis (p. 20.'))

has fji\en us very plain and excellent instruc-

tions lor compounding the materials and build-

in^r rain-water cisterns, for which your read-

ers owe him many tiianks.

I have Ion": been accuirtomcd to the use of

rain-water, preserved in underground cistern?,

for every purpose, and can vouch its great

superiority; it never grows putrid, is always

cool, peculiarly gratelul to tiie palate, and

agreeable to the stomacli, while for brewing

and the making of tea, "it beats ail natur."

In working up the materials, after they

have been very intimately mixed in a dry

Btate, I would advise that they be wetted

with salt water to the proper consistency for

working, according to the mode recommended

by LapFs. In a town in England, a mason

undertook to build a wall by the sea side, and

as no fresh water was at hand, he slacked his

lime ccr.nj ni^ht with sea water, to save the

expcfise of carting water in barrels for that

purpose. As soon as the proprietor knew

this, he stopped tlie work, and came to the

resolution to remove that portion of the wall

that had been built, and dismiss the mason

from his employ. On examination, however,

he four.l the work so completely incorporated,

that he changed his intentions, and permitted

the mason to^finish the work with salt mor-

tar, which soon became so hard as to defy

even the pidiaxe.

We all know the effect of salt in white-

wash, how that it prevents it from rubbing

- off, and gives consistency and durability to

the work" and T would strongly recommend

salt whitewash for covering weatlierboards,

fences, &.c., having no doubt it would add

greatly to their preservation. May 1 ask,

what would be the probable effect of its ap-

plication to the trunks of fruit trees ?

Lapidis.

Orclaa.r<l§.

We would not sny much on orchards at this

time of year were we not constantly remind-

ed, winter and summer, as we pass along the

road, of the amount of labor that has been

thrown wholly away by inefficient attempts

to plant an apple orchard. We have come

to the conclusion, from the orchards we have

observed in our various travels, that the own-

ers of ninety-nine in a hundred had generally

thrown away their labors, and that the orchard.-,

they attempted to plant were only a nuisance

to their grounds. These lands were generilly

quite rich enough for trees of this kind.

—

This was not the evil. The trees were not

well selected at the first—they were not

carefully taken up—they were not properly

set in the ground—they were not tilled after

setting, and the cattle in most cases were

called in to trim the trees. It was an old

maxim that he who plants an orchard plants

it for the next generation. We should say

for his cattle to rnb against, or for his hoga

that were fond of tlie bark of the trees.

Now he that plants an orchard need not

make up his mind that he is necessarily at

work for others, and we hope, if we can make
him believe he is at work for himself; and is

not an hireling or disinterested, he will pro-

ceed in his labor with faithfulness and skill.

We will warrant him, if he will exercise

any common degree ofjudgment, a good crop

of apples within five years of his transplant-

ing, and if he plants an acre, he shall have

winter and fall fruit enough for a dozen in a

family.

Now to the work. His land should have

been tilled the year before setting his trees,

and made as rich as usual for Indian corn.

—

It should be ploughed in the spring, before

setting the trees, and well harrowed. This

ploughing need not be deeper than for corn.

It is a great error to set trees deep in the

earth,—son-.e do it to procure moisture for the

tree—some to make room to thrust in a quan-

tity of manure—and some so that the tree

may have a firm support and not be racked

by the winds.

Now we say to you, brethren, imitate none

of those modes; a tree, set deep, is set in

the poorest earth. Place your trees so that

the roots may have the richest. Never put

manure of any description about the roots if

yon would have your trees live. Place no-

tliiiv but good g-arden mould next the roots,

give them sufficient room. Make the hole

for them broad but not deep.

When you have covered the roots with

good garden mould and spread out the fibres

so as not to crowd a peck of them into one

heap—roots aro not fond of close intimacy

—

when you have covered these roots with good

soil, take from your cow-yard any coarse litter

that will retain moisture, and place it round

the tree, treading it down close so that it shall

form a support to the tree. This litter should

lie several inches thick after it has been trod

down. If you have none of this litter, coarse

manure may be used—old stack hay or straw

will answer the purpose. Thislitter must lie

here through the soason and be kept trod down
close. Now you need no stake to gall the

trees, your litter is a sufficient prop. You

need put no water about the roots, for your

litter or coarse hay impedes evaporation to

such a degree that the earth under it will con-

tinue moist through the whole summer. If

the tree is racked a little by the winds so much
the better, it is thus taught early to rely on

itself for support, A staked tree is like a
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Bpoiled child,—spoiled with too much nursing.

The litter about tiie tree will prevent the

racking by the winds, and tlie opening of the

ground to let the air to the roots, and will save

you the trouble of any hoeing or tilling for the

first year. No weeds will grow under this

litter—no grass—the two great obstacles to

the extension of the roots. Your soil will

thus be kept mellow, and porous, and moist.

In autumn—before any snow falls, you must
remove all the litter, that has not become rot-

ten, to a distance from the trees. You will

thus give some offence to mice that are al-

ways fond of making their bed, like politi-

cians, close to some towering object that may
afford them future support. If your cats have
done their duty and killed off their fresh meat
stock in due time, you have nothing further to

do the first season. But if your cats have
been negligent and got their rations out of

your commissariat rather than glean them
abroad in honorable services in the field, you
must go out as soon as the first snow has fallen

and tread it down close about the roots of your
trees. Your field mice must now seek some
other habitation, in case they had commenced
building as squatters on your soil, and you need
be at no further trouble through the winter.

Now your trees are well set. They have not

only put out the leaf, but their limbs have
extended—if you saw to the work yourself

—from half a foot to a foot each way.

—

They will need but very little trimming this

second season, if you trimmed them a little

on setting them. They must have top.

—

Their leaves are their lungs, and a good pro-

portion of leaves are indicative of good health,

as good lungs are in animals. What will you
do with your trees this second summer? Will
you suffer the grass and weeds to draw away
all moisture from the neighborhood of the

roots and occupy the space intended for them ?

We trust not. Keep your land in tillage

three or four years at the least. You may
raise exhausting crops if you will apply ma-
nure. You may raise beans or drilled turneps

without manuring this season—you may sow
turneps broadcast as late as the first of July

without injury to the trees. In fine you may
plant almost any thing among your trees

and they will grow quite as fast as they should

grow, provided always you keep up good til-

lage.

On the first of October, in the fourth year,

we will call on you—in case you took your
trees from our nursery—and help you pick

half a dozen barrels of winter apples from an
acre of trees. If this happens not to be a

bearing year we shall wait one year longer.

and then give you a friendly call and .see thai

you have appointed some two lei>ged animal
to trim in preference to such as sometimes,

fcr want of proper instruments, cut a little too

close, and do not leave the body quite so

smooth as it might be left with a knife.

—

Bos-
Ion Cultivator.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Inoculation of Cheese.
The following was communicated by John Robison,

Esq., Secretary of the Koyal Society of Edinburg,

to the Highland Society of Scotland, from whose
transactions it is transcribed for the Cabinet.

If it be required to communicate to a new
cheese the flavor and appearance of an old

one, it may be done by the insertion in the
new cheese of portions of the old one con-

taining blue mould. The little scoop which
is used in taking samples of cheese, is a ready
means of performing the operation, by inter-

changing ten or a dozen of the rolls which it

extracts, and placing them so as to dissemi-

nate the germ of the blue mould all over the
cheese.

A new cheese treated in this way, and well

covered up from the air for a few weeks, be-

comes thoroughly impregnated with the
mould, and generally with a flavor hardly to

be distinguished from the old one.

In selecting cheeses for this operation, I

have chosen them dry, and free from any un-
pleasant taste ; and I have never failed in ob-

taining a good result, although sometimes,

when the old cheese had decayed matter
mixed with the blue mould, the flavor and
appearance of the inoculated cheese differed

a good deal from that of the parent one.

I have sometimes treated half a Lanark-
shire cheese in this way, and have left the

other half in its natural state; and have been
much amused with the remarks of n/y friends

on the striking superiority of the English over

the Scots one.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

The Butter Dairy.
The temperature of about 52°, which ap-

pears to be the mean temperature of good

spring water, is probably the most appropriate

for obtaining the greatest quantity of cream
from milk. Hence, springs with houses over

them for the security of the milk, and as much
as possible to preserve the temperature of the

water unchanged by the influence of the at-

mosphere. The object of keeping milk at a

low temperature is to prevent the acetous fer-

mentation taking place in the whey portion

of the milk, and the production of acetous acid

which would produce the coagulation of the

curd, and thereby prevent the cream from ris-

ing to the surface, fiir although cream is of

an oily nature, and does not mix with a strong

affinity for the other components of the milk,

and although specifically lighter it requires

considerable time to produce the effect. The
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object of creaming milk is to save trouble in

churning, by concentrating and reducing the

cream to a much smaller compass. Sour

cream yields butter much easier than sweet,

the whey having passed the acetous fer-

mentation and produced a coagulum of tliu

curd. The properties of the other two con-

stituents of the cream having been subjected

to a change, thereby lessening the affinity

that formerly existed between the particles

of this cream, the oily particles are sooner

brought into contact by agitation, and butter

obtained.

Work for April and early part of Muy on
the Farm*

This month, which seems to have been conse-

crated by Providence, if we are to judge from

the offerings of the earth, to the beginning of

the toils ofspring, must be improved by all who
expect toderive their support from agricultural

pursuits. For, in farming and planting, as in

every thing else, delays are not only dangerous,

but absolutely destructive. Nothing which
can be performed on the farm one day should

be delayed to the next; for that next, come
when it may, will bring something with it

meriting attention ; and therefore the provi-

dent husbandman should enter upon each day's

labors with a firm and unblenching determi-

nation of doing that which is most proper to

be done. By doing things in detail, as they

respectively occur, is the wey not only to get

over the greatest amount of work, but of do-

ing every description of it in the best time.

With these preliminary remarks, let us see

what should first arrest our attention.

CORN.

As the time has arrived in many parts of

our country for planting, and is fast approach-

ing in many others, let all seriously set them-
selves to work in order that they may get in

this first in importance of all the grain crops,

in due season. It is time that the manure
was in place, whether you plant this month
or the next, and as we advised you last month,
so let us do now—if you have not completed

hauling it out, go to work without a day's

delay, and put it in a position for convenient

use when it may be required. Your manure
once in, or near the field, much of the labor

consequent upon putting in your corn will

have been overcome.

One more word of advice with respect to

your corn. Unless your ground be strong,

put none in without manuring, either broad-

cast, or in the hill. This brings us to the

subject of the

PREPARATIO.N OF THE GROUND.

If you have plenty of manure, and three to

put it in place, broadcast manuring is as-

suredly best; but if you arc scant in either

one or the other, manuring in the hill will

necessarily present itself to you as the most
economical and prudent way of enriching your
ground for your corn crop. If the ground on
which you contemplate to grow your corn wag
in clover last year, and ploughed last fall, let

your harrows and drags be lilx^rally employed
in pulverizing, so as to make the earth as fine

ns it is susceptible of being made. But in

effectuating this desirable object, a.< well as

in laying oil' your furrows, and listing for

planting, be sure to take especial pains not to

di.sturb the sod, as th-it, if left to repose in its

rightful position, will prove a mine of great

value to you, from which in a few weeks your
corn will derive a large portion of its most
healthful nourishment, fiir each acre of clover-

ley or grass-sward ploughed under, will afford

from 12 to 14 tonsof excellent vegetable ma-
nure, the which when added to that which
you may apply, wiU make your corn crack
again in its growth, and ensure you a good
crop.

If your corn ground has not been limed, let

me impress it upon you that your interest will

be greatly promoted by strewing only a few
bushels to the acre, if it only be^ue. But if

you cannot conveniently do this, make a mix-
ture of ashes and plaster, in the proportion of

five bushels of the former and one of the lat-

ter, and sprinkle a small portion on each hill

as the corn comes up. Bear in mind that no
matter what other manure you may use, your
corn will be benefited by a small portion of

lime, plaster, or ashes. As to distances it is

useless to speak, as in matters of this nature,

corn-planters will exercise their own notions

and views ; but it may not be amiss to observe,

that nearly all the large products were ob-

tained from grounds closely planted.

CULTURE.

The plough should, after the corn assumes
a tolerable height, be supplanted by the har-

row, or cultivator, as it is impossible to plough
after the roots become developed and spread,

without cutting them, causing them to bleed,

and, consequently, doing mischief to the crop.

All that is necessary to ensure a good yield,

after the corn is well up, is to keep the weeds
and grass under, and the soil open and well

stirred, and these objects can be attained by

the judicious use of the implements we have
named, together with the hoe.

OATS.

The sooner you get in this crop the i^reater

will be the yield, as it is a grain that delights

in early planting. And if you wish a good

crop, prepare your ground well, for the slo-

venly manner in which it is often put in, tends

to lessen its productiveness. If your ground

be poor, apply a bushel of plaster to the acre,
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and thus make the best amends you can for

confiding this useful grain to the care of an

exhausted soil. Sow two bushels to the

acre.

As soon as tlie ground is suKceptible ofbeing

put in good order, is tl)e time to get in your

barley. If your ground be not g-ood, and you

have not the means, of manuring, you had

better omit sowing. But if your ground be

good, or you can manure it well, then plough

and pulverize thoroughly, and if the season

be propitious, you may expect from 30 to 50

bushels to the acre. The quantity of seed

per acre is from 2 to 2^ bushels. Prior to

sowing, it should be soaked, drained and rolled

in plaster, or ashes.

GRASS SEEDS.

It will be well to sow what grass seeds you

may design to put in, as early this month as

possible, whether it be on ^our grain fields, or

with your oats. Be sure to sow thickly.

SPRING RYE.

We have no experience in this grain, but

the earlier it is got in the better. Quantity

of seed per acre 1^ bushels.

HEMP.

Put in your seed early.

POTATOES.

Put in a few bushels for early use, and

whether you plant in hills or drills, do not

ppare manure ; for verily potatoes are as heavy

feeders as the Knight of Eastcheap. Plough

deep, pulverize your ground as fine as a fiddle,

and keep it clean afterwards, and you will

not fail to have a good crop, provided you take

our hint and manure well. Did you ever see

a hog grow well, and put on the port of an

Alderman on thin potations 1 If you have not,

so will you never get a heavy crop of pota-

toes unless you attend to their diet.

EARLY TURNEPS.

Take our advice and sow a little strip of

ground in early turneps. The 16th of an

acre will give you as many as will serve your

table from June till August; and why should

you let your family be without this acceptable

vegetabicvWhcn you can procure it with so

little trouble, and at such little cost"!

ROOTS FOR STOCK.

If you desire to keep your cows well to the

pail next winter, take this our advice ; for

every [en put in an acre of Mangel Wurtzel,

or Sugar Beel. This quantity of land in

either, will keep them, with the usual allow-

ance of hay, in excellent condition, and ena-

ble you to make three pounds of butter to

every one that you can make without roots of
some kind.*

Preparation of the Ground.—If your
ground was in corn, potatoes, turneps, or

any other cleansing crop last fall, and you
did not fall or winter plough if, do so now
immediately—in a few weeks, say three, put

on 20 loads of good fat manure to the acre,

spread it evenly, and as spread, give your
ground another ploughing, as deep as you can
well go with your team : then harrow twice

or thrice, and roll. This done, lay off" your
furrows, north and south, two feet apart, when
you must drill in, or handsow your seed,

which should be dropped about sioc mches
apart in the rows, two inches deep, and cov-

ered with a rake, taking care to draw the

back of the rake over the drills when covered,

so as to press down the earth. When your

beets come up and get of a tolerable size, thin

them out so as to stand 12 inches asunder.

—

Keep them clean and the ground well stirred,

and you will be sure to make a good crop.

Prior to planting your seed, soak them in

warm witer in which saltpetre has been dis-

solved: drain and roll in plaster. When the

plants have leaves the size of half a dollar,

strew a bushel of plaster to the acre over

them while the dew is on.

Tools and Implements.—Look up every
thing under this head on your place, and have
them put in the best possible order ; by so do-

ing you will save yourself much trouble and
disappointment

Fences.—Attend to your fences and put

them all in order.

Cows.—Give your cows that are to calve

this month, generous slops.

Sheep.—Be kind to your sheep during this

month, and particularly to your ewes.

Horses.— See that every one of these useful

animals on your farm are carefully attended,

curried, fed, and salted.

Having attended to the interests of the

farm, let us go into the garden, and see what
we can do therein to increase the luxuries of

the table, and gratify the generous pride of

those noble wives and mothers, whose chief

objects are to please their husbands and secure

the comfort of their families.

IN THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Cabbages.—If you have been so prudent as

to provide yourself with a hot-bed, and have

cabbage plants growing therein, be particular

to open your glasses daily so as to inure them

to the open air,— and about the middle of this

month you may transplant them into the open

ground. Prior to their removal, Iiowcver, let

the ground be well prepared by thorough ma-

nuring, digging and pulverization.

If, however, you have not a hot-bed, or

* Do not fail to put in a quantity of thu Bugar beet.

i
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plants, select a warm border in your garden,

put on about three inches of good manure, dig

U in well and pulverize as fine as a rake and

willing heart c;in make it, then sow a small

quantity of Early York, Bullock's Heart, or

Early Battersca cabbage seed : these will be

tit to plant out in a few weeks, and afford you

a supply of tolerably early cabbages for table

use. The trouble will be trifling, and you
should not omit making the effort to secure a

supply.

Peas.—Sow peas to come in when the

more earlier sown has become too hard. By
sowing a few rows once a fortnight tor a few

weeks you may secure yourself a continuous

supply. As your peas advance in sii.e, earth

them up; keep them clean, and be sure to

stick them before they get too high.

Caulijlmvcrs.—Cauliflower seed may be

sown in open beds this month.

Deans.—Plant your crop of beans for early

table use, and be sure to work them as they

require it.

Lettuce.—Sow small beds of this vegetable

throughout this month at intervals so as to se-

cure continuous supplies of tender heads.

Radishes, small salluding and spinach

should all be sown early in this month.

Carrots, parsneps, beets, onions, turneps,

may all be sown, but the earlier they are in

the better.

—

Farmer and Gardener.

[selected.]

Fragments.—7Vo. VI.
" Gather up the Fragments that nothing be lost."

ECONOMY.

The great art of economy in domestic life,

is comprised in the two very homely phrases,

" to turn every thing to account," and " to

make the most of what you have.''^ But their

meaning is often perverted, and the habit of

turning every thins; to an account, and of

making the most of every thing, is ascribed

to those who are actuated, not by a laudable

desire to produce as mucii comfort as their

circumstances will admit, but by an inclina'

lion to indulge in a strong propensity to stingl

ness. Between extravagance and parsimony,

the widest possible interval exists ; and that

economy, that management and application

of means, which is deemed perfectly consist

cnt with the most rigid virtue, and the mosi

generous impulse, is of too admirable a char-

acter to partake either of the spendthrift's

criminality or of the miser's meanness.

In the young and thoughtless, a spirit of

emulation often shows itself, and sometimes

leads to the destruction of their domestic hap-

piness. This unbecoming spirit is the source

of discomfort, extravagance, and ruin, by urg-

ing on the weak-minded to vie with their su-

periors in fortune, and to sacrifice so much

to appearances, as to render themselves des-

titute of the means of enjoying the substa.i-

tial comforts of life.

Young housekeepers should consider the
serious consequences that are likely to result

from setting out in a style of lavish expendi-
ture; and they should remembi'r that, while
it is easy to extend, it is extremely difficult

to reduce, an establishment. One expensive
article requires another to correspond with it,

and one expensive entertainnvnt imposes the
necessity of other equally exj)ensive enter-

tainments; for it requires no smnll share of

moral courage, to risk the loss of consequence
which may result from allowing the world, an
it is called, to surmise, that we are not so rich

as may have been imagined. And when the

time comes, as sooner or latter it assuredly

must, when the means are not adequate to

the demands, what sacrifices are made, and
what unseemly contrivances are resorted to,

in order to keep up, at the last, a poor rem-
nant of " appearanccf and, when this can
no longer be effected, then comes the humilia-

tion, with all the bitter feelings attendant

upon retrenchment ; of all which feelings,

the bitterest is, the dread of being degraded
in the world's estimation.

SELF-GOVERNMEJfT.

No man, whose appetites are his masters,

can perform the duties of his nature with
strictness and regularity. He that would be
superior to external influences, mui^t first be-

come superior to his own passions.

UNIVERSAL GOOD.

All skill ought to be exerted for universal

good. Every man has owed much to others,

and ought to pay the kindness that he has
received.

INDUSTRY.

Whatever busies the mind without corrupt-

ing it, has, at least, this use, that it rescues
the day from idleness; and he that is never
idle, will not often be vicious.

INDOLENCE.

Perhaps every man may date the predomi-
nance of those desires tnat disturb his life,

and contaminate his conscience, from some
unhappy hour, when too much leisure exposed
him to their incursions ; for he has lived with
little observation, either on himself, or others,

who does not know that to be idle is to be
vicious.

FRUGALITY.

Without frugality none can be rich, and
with it, very few would be poor.

A man's voluntary expenses should not ex-

ceed his income.

Let no man anticipate uncertain profits.
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No evil is insupportable, but that which is

accompanied with consciousness of wrong.

CLEANLINESS.

There is a kind of anxious cleanliness

which is always the characteristic of a slat-

tern ; it is the superfluous scrupulosity of

guilt, dreading discovery, and shunning sus-

picion. It is the violence of an effort against

habit, which being impelled by external mo-
tives, cannot stop at the middle point,

DILIGENCE.

Diligence in employments of less conse-

quence is the most successful introduction to

greater enterprises.

Nature makes us poor only when we want
necessaries ; but custom gives the name of
poverty to the want of superfluities.

POVERTY AND IDLENESS.

To be idle and to be poor have always been
reproaches, and therefore every man endea-
vors, with his utmost care, to hide his poverty

from others, and his idleness from himself.

PRUDENCE.

Prudence is of more frequent use than any
other intellectual quality; it is exerted on
slight occasions, ar^d called into act by the

cursory business of common life.

RELIGION.

Philosophy may infuse stubbornness, but

religion only can give patience.

SUPERIORITY.

The superiority of some men is merely lo-

cal. They are great, because their associates

are little.

UNDERSTANDING.

As the mind must govern the hands, so in

every society, the man of intelligence must
direct the man of labor.

NEGLIGENCE,

And its companion, disorder, are the two
demons of housekeeping. Once admit thorn,

and, like the moth, they gradually but com-
pletely destroy.

The dearest articles are not always the best

;

but it is very certain that the best are the

cheapest

The saving of time that is occasioned by
observing order, and the waste of time that

is occasioned by want of order, is incalcula-

ble.

Beware of self indulgence ; no business can
possibly thrive under the shade of its influ-

ence.

Superintend in person as much of your bu-
siness as practicable, and observe with a
watchful eye the management of what is ne-
cessarily committed to the agency of others.

Never lose sight of the powerful influence
of example; and be careful in the manage-
ment of your concerns, to recommend by your
own personal practice, uniform habits of ac-
tive, interested, and persevering diligence to

those in your employ.

Despatch at once, if possible, whatever you
may take in hand ; if interrupted by some
unavoidable interference, resume anil finish

it as soon as the obstruction is removed.

Do not assume to yourself more credit for

what you do, than you are entitled to; rather
be content with a little less, the public will

always discover where merit is due.

Avoid display. Wear your learning, like

your watch, in a private pocket, and don't

pull it out to show that you have one ; but if

you are asked what o'clock it is, tell it.

Nothing worth knowing, is to be learned

without some trouble.

On the Cultivation of r.ucerne.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet

:

Sir,—The article on lucerne, (p. 258 of

the Cabinet,) induces me to send for inser-

tion, an account of the cultivation of that most

productive crop in the Island of Jersey, (Eng-

land,) assuring you that its correctness might

be relied upon, as every transaction was in-

serted daily into a Journal, set apart for that

purpose.*

The Rev. Mr. P., having a field of an acre

and a quarter, which had been sufiered to

grow over with weeds and bushes, determined

to clear and sow it with lucerne ; he there-

fore trenched it with the spade to the full sta-

ple of the soil, which was in many places

shallow, the sub-stratum being a hard gravel

;

by this operation the richest part, or surface,

was turned down on the gravel, and ihe sub-

soil brought to the top, to be enriched by fu-

ture dressings. The work was done for 50
cents per perch of 22 feet square, and the

seed was sown broadcast, at the rate of 20
cents per acre. On the appearance of the

plants, they were not supposed thick enough

to form a crop, but by careful management,

the field has produced immense crops both of

* This is a pood practice. Every fanner ought to

follow the example, and keep a memorandum book, in

which he should note every thinjj of importance con-

nected with his callinc;. He should do it at once, make
his entries while they are fresh in his mind, and
with the utmost care and exactness. Mr. Pedper
very kindly left with us, for a few days, his original

memorandum, from which the facts in the above arti-

cle are taken—without it he could not possibly have
detailed the facts so minutely.
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green food and hay. The Journal commence.s
on the

13(/i September.—Mr. P.'s field of lucerne,

measuring one acre and a quarter, after soil-

ing two horses and a cow during the whole
of the summer, has already given three crops

of hay, to the estinmtod amount of 5 tons.

The fourth crop, now growing, measures two
feet in height, although but three weeks have
passed since the third crop was carried, and
it will be fit for the scythe by the 20th of the

present month. A fitlh crop on that part of

the field which has been mown for soiling, is

now a foot in height, and it is expected a fifth

crop might be taken from the other parts of

the field this season.

2lst.—The fourth crop of lucerne, mown
this day for hay.

24/A.—The hay carried in excellent condi-

tion; the weather havin? been dry and hot,

the only preparation requisite was to turn tlie

crop once only : equal in quantity to any of

the preceding cuttings.

2Gth.—A portion of the field, from whence
gravel has been dug, and the part levelled,

has always dried up, after producing one crop

of hay, the sub-stratum being impenetrable;

that spot has this day been covered to the

depth of 5 inches with bank earth, prepara-

tory to trenching and re-sowing.

Idth October.—The trenching of the gra-

velly spot has been delayed, but the shoots

of lucerne have penetrated the earth through

a depth of 5 inches, and it is now determined
to allow it to remain untrenched.

23rd November.—A fifth crop will not

come to sufficient maturity for hay, the wea-
ther has of late been so cold and wet; but

there is excellent food for horses and cattle.

1st February.—A portion of the field has
been pared off by the spade, removing the

grass and weeds with the tops of the lucerne

plants, to the depth of about an inch, accord-

ing to the Spanish mode of cleaning the lu-

cerne crops—this, by way experiment
18</i March.—That part of the lucerne,

which was beheaded by the spade, begins to

show vigorous signs of life, although the wea-
tiier has been cold, with sharp frosts, since

the operation was performed.

(Sill April.—The roots of lucerne, which
were left in the soil after amputation on the

1st of February, are now in full vigor; many
of the shoots are a foot in height, and remark-

ably .strong and healthy.

8tA.—The gravelly spot is the best and

earliest part of the field ; scarcely an inch in

space without a shoot of lucerne of vigorous

growth.

Wlh.—The crop from the amputated roots,

16 inches in height.

Qlh May.—Commenced mowing the crop

of lucerne for soiling: a remarkably heavy

crop, more than two feet in height: that on
the amputated part cfiual to any in the
field.

ll//t.— The first crop mown for hay this

day. A space G feet square, taken as a fair

average, yielded* 23 pounds in weight as soon
as cut; after one day's expos-uro, it had lost

eight pounds in weight, showing that a gal-

lon of water had evaporated in 24 hours from
this small quantity of green crop.

23rrf.—The hay carried in good condition,

not injured by five rainy day.s, the crop lying
light by means of its large .«taiks, requiring
only careful turning now and then.

2(jth June.—A second crop mown for hay,

measuring 2 feet 8 inches in height. The
weather has been remarkably hot, the result

has been, a growth in the crop of 2 inches in

height every 24 hours the last 4 days.

nth July.—The third crop of lucerne mea-
sures 17 inches in height: the weather is ex-
tremely hot and dry, all the meadows are
parched, and farmers are compelled to feed

their stock upon hay ; the lucerne grows
away as if it had a shower every night.

227i(Y.—The crop on the gravelly spot has
again failed ; a first and second crop come
earlier and grow more vigorously on this part
of tho field than on any other, but after that,

it suffers for want of a depth of soil, affording

a familiar illustration of the parable of the
sower, (Matthew xiii. -5 and 6.) The seed
which fell on stony ground im»ierfia<eZy sprang
up, because it had not much depth of earth,

and consequently soon felt the influence of

the sun ; but when the sun was in full vigor,

it was parched, and for lack of nourishment,
withered away.

1th August.—The third crop of lucerne
mown this day for hay. A very heavy crop,

many of the plants in blossom. From the 1st

to the 2nd cutting, 1 month and 15 days:
from the 2nd to the 3rd cutting, 1 month and
11 days; after this the field was rented to a
tenant.

FIELD NO. 2.

^th September.—A piece of land was sown
this day with lucerne .seed of the present sum-
mer's growth, unaccompanied with any crop.

2(^th March.—The lucerne sown on the
.5th September, with seed of that .summer's
production, has stood the severity of the win-
ter, and the crop measures 6 inches in height
this day.

4<A May.— Cut the first crop of lucerne
this day, 2 feet in height.

14<A June.—A second crop mown this day,
equal to the first,

14/A July.—The third crop mown this day,

26 inches in height.

* Twftlve tons eight hundred and fifty-four pounds
per acre.
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24/A August.—The fourth crop mown this

day, equal to any of the preceding.

bth September.—It was on this day last

year that this crop was sown, with seed of

that summer's production, the fifth crop from
which measures a foot in height.

Major T. sowed a field with lucernp in

May of last year, unaccompanied with any
crop. Three heavy cuttings were taken for

soiling during the summer, and on the 4th of

May, of the present year, it was mown for

hay, a very heavy crop—thus giving 4 crops

in the space of one year from the sowing of

the seed, which was broadcast, and not hoed.

Colonel T. has a field of lucerne of 4 acres

in full vigor; the crop, after cutting, mea-
sured 3 feet 7 inches in length. He mowed
a third full crop from this field on the 21st

of July. The seed was broadcast, and the

crop is kept clean by harrowing after every

mowing, as is that also belonging to Major T.

A., Esq., in breaking i^p an old unpro-

ductive meadow, for the purpose of seeding

it with lucerne, adopted the following mode.
In September, the land was ploughed to the

full depth of the staple, and sown with win-

ter tares, or vetches. These were cut for

hay in May, and yielded three tons per acre.

The land was immediately ploughed, and re-

peatedly harrowed, and the weeds were col-

lected and burnt. A plentiful crop of weeds
soon made their appearance, which were
ploughed down ; the land was again harrowed
and the weeds were again collected and
burnt: this was repeated until the soil was
as clean as a garden, when it was covered to

the depth of two or three inches with well

rotted stable manure, and the whole was then

carefully turned down ; the seed was sown
broadcast in September without any other

crop, and during the next summer it was cut^

five times for soiling and for hay ; the land

being harrowed after every cutting; the fifth

crop was commenced cutting for soiling on

the 2.5tli of September.
Now, these crops were sown broadcast; I

know of more in that Island (so famed for the

growth of this invaluable crop) that are drilled

and hoed ; the time and expense of the labor

could not be afforded by their small proprie-

tors generally ; and their object is, to plant

the crop so thick that the grass and weeds
might have no chance for growth. The early

and repeated mowings of the crops do much
to retard and weaken them, while the harrow
does the rest, loosening the soil at the same
time, by which it is rendered more fit for the

reception of the dressings of compost, of which
they are most liberal.

I have learned that the field of an acre and
a quarter, of which I have spoken above, has

been let to a tenant for £30 sterling pr. ann.

4th April, 1839. J.\MES PeDOER.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet.

A Recipe.
Amidst the numerous recipes for curing-

meat, I send for your approval, one which I

have just copied from an English work, under
the following portentous title,

—

" THE EMPRESS OF KBSSIa's BRINE."

" Boil together, over a gentle fire, six pounds
of common salt, two pounds of powdered loaf

sugar, three ounces of saltpetre, and three
gallons of spring water. Skim it while boil-

ing, and when quite cold, pour it over the
meat, every part of which must be covered
with the brine.

Small pork will be sufSciently cured in 4
or 5 days ; hams intended for drying, in two
weeks, unless they are very large. The
pickle may be used again and again, if it be
fresh boiled up with a small addition of the
ingredients. Before putting the meat into

the brine soak it in water, press out the blood

and wipe it clean." Anti-sceptic.

Sugar Beet for Milcli Coirs.
An intelligent gentleman from the east-

ward, assured us a few days ago, that by giv-

ing his cows a peck of sugar beet twice a day,

cut up with their hay, he was enabled to get
just as rich milk and butter during the win-
ter, as in summer, when the pasture was at

its best. Now as an acre of ground well

manured, planted in this root, and well at-

tended, would yield beets enough to keep ten

cows from the 1st of November till the 1st of

May. Should not every farmer make his ar-

rangements for planting beets this spring 1

From our own experience, we have no doubt,

that this addition of beets to the ordinary feed

of the cows, would make a weekly difference

of 2 lbs. each in their product of butter.

—

From the 1st qf November to the 1st of May
there are 26 weeks. This number of weeks
at 2 lbs. additional butter, would give us 52
lbs. for each cow during the period named, or

520 lbs. for the ten cows, and if we set down
the butter as being worth 25 cents per lb., it

will give us $130 as the value of additional

yield brought about by the feeding with the

product of an acre in beets. But this is not

all,—the proprietor of the cows, in the spring,

would have the gratification to know that he
had treated his animals well, aud the satisfac-

tion of seeing them in good condition.

—

Far.
and Gardener.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

The best thing for stopping a leak in a cask

is whiting, beaten up with common yellow
soap; if this mixture be well rubbed into

the leak, it will be found to stop it after every

thing else has failed.
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Farmers' Cabinet—Rcmlttnnces, &c.

As many gentlemen residing in distant

parts of tlie coimlry, complain of the ditficulty

of remitting so small an amount as the an-

nual subscription to the Cabinet, we take this

occasion to say, that all postmasters, who are

willing to act as agents, are hereby author-;

ized, and respectfully requested to do so, andi

the receipt of any postmaster will be valid.

But in cases where postmasters decline act-

ing, and we have no local agent in the place,

any gentlpman may constitute himself a spe-

cial agent by forwarding five dollars, free of

postage, for which seven copies will be sup-

plied for one year.

To those who wish o take the Cabinet from

the commencement, or become permanent

subscribers, it will be sent for seven years for

five dollars. The back volumes can be sent

by mail, when desired, subject to newspaper

postage only, to any part of the United States.

I¥civ Publications.
A friend has very kindly forwarded us f()r

examination, two new publications, one the

American Flower Garden Directory, an

octavo volume of nearly 400 pages, published

in this city by E. L. Carey &l A. Hart,
Chestnut st.; the other a small volume enti-

tled the American Fruit Gard.en Compan-
ion, published in Boston, by Weeks, Joudon,
&i, Co., and for sale by H. Perkins, Chestnut

street. The litle of the first mentioned work
is sufficiently expressive of its contents.

—

"The American Flower Garden Directory,

" containing practical directions for the cul-

" ture of plants in the flower garden, hot-

" house, green-house, rooms, or parlor win-

"dows, for every month in the year; with a

"description of the plants most desirable in

" each, the nature of the soil, the situation

"best adapted to their growth, the proper sea-
" son for transplanting, &c. Instructions for

" erecting a hot-house, and laying out a flower
" garden. Also a table of soils most congo-

"nial to the plants contained in the work.

—

" The whole adapted to either large or small

"gardens, with instructions for preparing the

"soil, propagating, planting, pruning, train-

"ing, and fruiting the Grape vine; with dc-

" scriptions of the best sorts for cultivating in

"the open air. Second edition, with numer-
"ous additions.—By Robert Buist, nursery-
" man and florist." The author is well known
to many of our readers, as an intelligent and

observing gentleman, as well as a practical

horticHltiirist. This woCk will be a favorite

with amateurs, and a valuable assistant to all

engaged in the delightful pursuits of floracul-

ture. That part of the work devoted to the

culture of the Grape is worth the price of the

book to any person engaged in the cultivation

of this most whole.'jome and delicious fruit.

—

The observations are of a practical character,

and the directions so plain that all may under-

stand.

The American Fruit Garden Companion,

is from the pen of E. Sayre, and is a practical

treatise on the propagation and culture of

fruit in the Northern and Middle States. It

abounds with useful information ; and we re-

commend it'cheerfuliy to all persons who arc

interested in raising good and choice fruits.

AGUICULTUKAti PEKIODICAL.S.

Having been frequently applied toby many
of our patrons, as to the best method of procur-

ing copies of the several agricultural papers

published throughout the country, and as with

but few exceptions agencies are not established

in this city, we have not been able to give the

desired information. We have tlierefore con-

cluded, as a matterof accommodation to those

gentlemen who wish to patronize Agricultural

Cvorks, published in other and distant places,

to offer oiir services to the publishers of such

work;s as locaJ agents. Those who wish us

to act in this capacity, will please give us

early information ; and forward specimen

numbers. Address Publishers of the Farm-
er's Cabinet.

How to fejiow the kind of Apple from tUe
first leaf of tlie Yearling Seed Plant<

Frun'. Lawrance's Land Steward.

"A short and dark green first leaf of the

yearling plant, denotes a crabbed fruit. A
larger and thicker dark green leaf, a good

winter apple, fit to grow on a stiff soil. A
fading, broad willow leaf, flat, insipid apple.

A paler green, especially if the leaf be limber

also, delicate fruit. A wrinkled leaf of mid-

ling green color, red streaked fruit ; generally,

the' broader the leaf, the fairer the fruit."

We have just received from a friend in Boston a
(opy of the " Second Report nf the ^gric.-ulture nf Mas-
snchusclts" by Rev. HBlfRY Colman, Commifsioner for

the Ajriciiluiral Survey of the State. This is a highly

important document—notice and extracts in our next.

Improre your Sfoci.—Gentlemen interested in the im-

provement nf stock, are informed that " His Grace,"
an imported thoroush bred Durham Bull purchased last

fall by Mr. PaschallMorris, at Mr. Whitaker's sale at

Powelton, is to be found at the residence of Mr. Morris,

near West Chester, Chester co.. Pa. For further par-

ticulars see Philadelphia Reporter for May, 1833.

Quantity of rain which has fallen in each month
since January I, W.fi. Inches.

1st month 5.<i3

2(1 month, 3.42

'M\ monih 1.05

Philadelphia Hospital, 4th mo., 1st, 1839.

Bound Volumes of Farmers' Cabinet*
ne third edition of thr first volutne nf the Formers'

Cahivct is vom ready. Gentlemen who wish the first or

second volutnes, or both, can be accommodated. The
volumes mav be sent in flexible covers to any part of

the United Stales, by mail. They may also be obtained

at the otTce, or of our agents, neatly bound-, at one
dollar and a quarter per volume.
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To ttie Patrons of the Farmers' Cabinet,
and the friends of Agriculture gene>
rally*

The subscriber, from the earliest period of

his connexion with the Farmers' Cabinet, has

been convinced that the interest of the agri-

cultural community required an establishment

in this city, for the exhibition and sale of tools,

implements, and machinery used in the vari-

ous departments of agriculture and horticul

ture, especially those ofnew and improvedpat

terns. He therefore takes great pleasure in

/informing the public that he has formed a

business connexion with the Messrs. Prouty,

gentlemen who have been for some years

successfully engaged in the manufacture and

sale of improved implements in a neighbor-

ing city, and that they have opened an Agri-

cultural Ware-House, at No, 87 North Sec-

ond street, a few doors above Arch street,

Philadelphia. Their assortment of Tools and

Seeds, now on hand, will be increased, and

no effort will be wanting to render the estab-

lishment deserving a share of public patron-

age. John Libby.

is unrivalled in New England, where it has
worked itself into notice and general faTor.

Farmers are particularly requested to call

and examine it.

Biickmtnster's Corn and 8ecd Planter*

This machine has been fully proved, and
found to answer completely for the planting
of corn, tnrneps, sugar beets, &c. &c. Last
summer, 18,000 hills were planted in less

than one hour. On land well prepared, one
man with a horse will furrow out, cover, and
press down the corn on an acre of ground in

one hour, or ten acres a day. The seed is

dropped uniformly, and regularly covered.

The machine is simple, not likely to get out
of repair, well built, cheap, and is warranted
to work well. For further description, see

Farmers' Cabinet for March, 1839, page 252.

Root, or Vegetable Cutter*

This machine is simple in its construction,

effectual in its operation, and of great import-

ance to the farmer, especially as roots are be-

ing more generally used as food for cattle

than heretofore.

Improved Cultivators or Horse Hoes*

Shakers' Garden Seeds*

On hand, a general supply of Garden Seeds,

put up by the Shakers, in papers and boxes,

warranted genuine. A box contains a gene-
eral assortment of all kinds of Garden Seeds,

with printed catalogues and prices to each
box.

'

French Sugar Beet Seed*

Sugar Beet Seed imported from France of

ji recent growth. This article cannot be too

Tl'ighly recommended for stock, yielding forty

tons to the acre, and being a most profitable

crop. Also, MANGEL WURTZEL SEED.
Likewise RUTA BAGA, an excellent arti-

cle, warranted genuine, together with a large

assortment of garden and other seeds.

Orders are respectfully solicited.

Gentlemen are requested to call and exam-
ine the articles now offered for inspection and

Agricultural Ware-House.

PROUTY, I-IBBY dt PROUTY,
^0. 87 North Second street, Philadelphia.

A few doors above Arch street<^

Are now receiving and offer for sale a va-
riety of Agricultural Tools and Implements
of the most approved patterns, together with
an assortment of Seeds suitable for the sea-
son, particularly GARDEN SEEDS. Among
the Improved Implements are the following:

Prouty and Itlears's celehrated Centre
Draught Plough,

Of various sizes, and adapted to all the dif-

ferent soils. The reputation of this Plough I! sale

air' A number of Communications on hand -ivill be attended to*

THE FARMERS' CABIIVET,
A inontlily newspaper, is piihli.siioil l>y

PROUTY, LIBBY & PROUTY, No. §7 NORTH SECOND ST., PHILADELPHIA.
PETER B. PORTER, No. 97 MARKET STREET, WILMINGTON, DEL.

The Cabinet i» piiblishful on or nboiit the fiflconthjioiily to newxpuprr po<tn/Te: that is, nno cent on encli

of every month. Each iiiinibc^r will contain thirty-lw
octavo paces on good paper and fair typi!. 'I'he xnb-
jects will be illustrated by eii!;ravin;»s on wood when-
ever they can be appropriately introduced 'I'erms.—
Ojit dollar per year payahlc in mlvance. The ('abinet,
by the decision of tlie Post Master General, is snbji^cl

ninlii-r within ihe slate, and within one hundred miles
of the place of publication, onl of Ihe stale, —one cent
and a half on each number to any other part of the

United i^lates. 51j"!^''v<-'n ciipies for five didlnr^. All

subscribers must c(Hnjiieiice witli the voSuine, No. 1,

or with the half voluirte. No. 7.

From the Steam Press of J. Van Court, Printer, corner of Bread and Uuarry sts., roar of % NorlU Second.
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ily'THE severe indisposition of the Editor

will, it is hoped, be a sufficient apology for

the non-appearance ofseveral communications

designed for the last and present number of

the Cabinet. They will be attended to in

due time.

Second Report of the Agriculture of Slas*

sachusctt.'i.

In our last number we acknowledged the

receipt of this interesting and important docu-

ment—and we now hasten to lay before our

readers copious extracts, which will, no doubt,

afford interest and profit to every intelligent

farmer who will carefully peruse them. It

was our intention to have accompanied the

extracts with observations of our own, but in-

disposition has prevented the preparation of

suitable notices.

The Rev. Henry Colman, a gentleman of

science, cultivated taste, education, and with-

al a good practical farmer, is the author of the

Report. It was made in conformity witH*<in

Act of the Legislature of Massachusetts, by

whom Mr. Colman was some time since ap-

pointed Commissioner for the Agricultural

Survey of the State. This second Report

embraces a survey of the county of Berk-

shire.

CROPS.

The crops in Berkshire are those cultivated

in other parts of the state ; and consist of the

usual gras.ses, herds grass, red top, and clo-

ver. Of grains, Indian corn, wheat, barley,

rye, and oats; and of esculent vegetables,

potatoes, carrots, ruta baga, mangel wurtzel,

and common white turnep. In addition to

these, buckwheat is raised to a considerable

extent, some small amount of flax, and com-

paratively large amounts of teasels. The
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cultivation of hops wa-s at one time attended

to in some places; but is abandoned on ac-

count of the low price. Large amounts of

rye have heretofore been used for distillation

;

but this is now pursued to a small e.xtent.

Indian corn, the great grain crop of New
England, with the exception of the two cold

years, 1836 and 1837, has been always raised

in the favorable locations in Berkshire with

advantage. In some towns, however, the

high prices obtained for wool induced the

farmers to abandon entirely the growing of

grain for bread, and devote their farms to the

sheep husbandry.

Of corn, large crops have been frequently

raised. In one of the hill towns, more than

one hundred and ten bushels have been more

than once obtained. In these cases a favor-

able situation was sfjlected on the southern

declivity of a hill, and the best cultivation

was employed, the ground having been highly

dressed with the spent ashes of a potash estab-

lishm^t.

ROTATION OF CROPS.

•The usual rotation of crops is corn or pota-

toes, in most cases manured ; then oats ; third,

crop, wheat or some other grain, with which

the land is laid down to grass. The land

then commonly remains in grass for two or

tliree years, and tiie same process is repeated.

Tiiere are cases in which the same crop is

pursued, on the same land, two or three years

in succfjssion, and without diminution of the

crop. These are cases of extraordinary fer-

tility or abundant manuring; but it is not a

practice greatly prevalent ; nor to be gene-

rally commended.

EXPENSES AND PROFITS OF CROPS.

I have been anxious to obtain true returns

of the actual expenses and profits of crops in
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a reg'ular rotation ; and I shall subjoin min-

utes of these expenses, iurnished by experi-

enced and judicious farmers in different parts

of the county.

In the estimates which have been made of

the expenses of cultivating^ any crops, it will

be understood, that a man's labor has always
been estimated at one dollar per day ; and the

same for a yoke of oxon, and Haifa dollar for

a horse. In many parts of the country this,

undoubtedly, is an over-estimate of the price

of labor; but it seemed necessary to fix some
price as a uniform standard throug^hout the

state; and in the cost of labor involved in the

production of any crop, one dollar is to be con-

sidered as the representative of a day's work.

The prices of labor and the prices of board

vary in different parts of the state. The
estimated price includes both labor and board.

Expenses of cultivating an acre of corn in

Sheffield, Mass.

Plougliing $1 50
Manuring, 15 loads, at 50 cents, half the manure

to be charged to the corn, 3 75
Getting out manure, $2; planting, $1 25; seed, 25, 3 .'0

Hoeing twice, $2; gathering and liusking, $2,. .. .4 Od

Interest on land, at §50 per acre, .3 00

$15 75

Product.

Corn-stalks for fodder, equal to f ton of
hay, $5 00

Forty-five bushels of corn, at 75 cts., 33 75
§38 75

Profit on the corn, $23 00

Estimated expenses of an acfe of Potatoes.

Ploughing, $1 50
Manuring as per corn, $3 75; hoeing, $4 00, 7 75
Digging the crop, $12; interest on land, $3, 15 00
Seed, 15 bushels, 3 75

$28 GO
Product, if 300 bushels, $74,00

400 " iQiroo
Suppose 300 bushels,—Profit, $47 00

Estimated expenses ofan acre ofRutabaga.
Ploughing and preparing ground, planting on

ridges, eight days, $8 00
Twenty loads of manure, half charged to this

crop 5 00
Seed, $1; sowing with machine, 50 cts., 1 50
Fifteen days' hoeing, $15; 12 days' harvesting,

$12 27 00
Rent of land, at $50, 3 00

$44 50
Product of above, 800 bushels, at 12i 100 00

Profit, $55 50
Cost 5| cts. per bushel.

I shall now proceed to give in detail an ac-

count of a wheat crop in Lenox, in 1837, by

a farmer, whose uniform success in raisinar

wheat is ample proof of his agricultural skill.

The extent of land sown was 2 acres 60A
rods; the whole crop was 89 bs. 26 qt.«. On
one of the two acres the crop amounted to

40 bs. 20 (]ts. The mode of cultivation pur-

sued by this fanner is somewhat peculiar.

The land on which this crop was obtained,

was the preceding year in corn ; and the corn
crop planted on an inverted green-sward.
Some of this field was manured in the hill;

and on some of it the manure was spread at

the rate of twenty common cart-loads to the

acre. There was not a remarkable difference

between the appearance of that part of the

corn crop manured in the hill, or that on
which the manure was spread. A circum-
stance, to which the attention of farmers is

particularly invited, is that in cultivating the

corn, in hoeing and harrowing, particular care
was taken not to turn up or break the sod
from the bottom. I shall now quote from the

account given by this intelligent cultivator:

"About the 15th of April, the corn hills

were split with the common harrow; and
ploughed once with great care. A thin coat

of barn manure was spread. The manure
was principally fresh horse manure. After

.sowing and dragging, leeched ashes were
spread over that part of the field not manured.
Six bushels of clean seed were sown, after

having been prepared by soaking in brine

from 24 to 48 hours, and rolled in finely

slacked lime, care being taken to have as

much as possible adhere to the kernel. Care
was taken to cover the wheat sown before it

became dry. After sowing, the ground was
dragged (harrowed) every day for five or six

days, alternately cro.«sing the field in opposite

directions. Dry light soils are greatly bene-

fited by working them while the dew is on.

Heavy soils, however, should be thoroughly

warmed and dried, previously to working
them. When the blade was up two or three

inches, a good dressing of plaster was given."

Entire expenses of cultivation.

1 day with one pair of horses, splitting hills,. . . .$2 00

i
" " dragging 1 00

2 days' ploughing, at $2 4 00
() bs. seed wheat, at $3, 18 00
Preparing seed, 50 cts. ; 1 peck salt, 25 cts 75
2 bs. lime, C8 ct.«. ; labor in sowing, $1, 1 C8
3 days, man and team, harrowing the wheat, 6 00
2 men, 3 days, to can and spread manure, team
and cart,. 9 00

24 loads of manure, at 50 cls 12 00
350 lbs. plaster, at ,«13 per ton 2 27
Sowing plaster, | of a day 34
2 hands, 3 days' reaping. $(>; board of hands, $1 5ii,.7 50
3 days' work binding, $3 ; board, 75 cts., 3 75
Carting, 2 hands U day, and team, $3 75; board,

7J cts., 4 50

$72 79

The soil is, what is here called, a dark
loam, strongly silicious. The substratum is

mica slate.

One of the best farmers in Pittsfield, and

in the state, puts down the expense of ciilti-

vatinfj an acre of wheat at $9; of oats at S8;
of rye at $7; of potatoes at ^2S ; of ruta baga

at ^2.'>. The items of expense are not given.

I subjoin from another enterprising culti-
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vator, whose whole manaijenienl in respect

to cultivation and stock is entitled to liii;h

coniinendation, an exact account of a crop of

ruta baj,"-,! and Hat turneps in 1887.

The charges for ])re|)ariiitj, cultivatinsf,

gathering, and the product of 4 acres riita

baga and English turncps, are as follows

:

April '21 and 22— '2 days iiiiiii and horscteniii

first ploughing 2, $4 00
June 5 and t>— 'i days man and horse-team, sec-

ond ploughing 2, 4 00
" 6 to ;)—:J teams and :t hands, :4 days each,

junking days drawing on 04 loads ma-
nure, $1 50, l.T .'.()

" 10—2 men spreading manure, SI, ~ 00
" '• 1 day man and horse team har-

rowing, 2 00
" " 1 day man and horse ridging, 1 50
" " 1 day man sowing, 100
" " IJ lbs. seed, at the price I sold

seed.fl 1 rM

82J 50

July 5 and 6—8 days' labor hoeing and
thinning, $1 $^ 00

" 12 and 13—8 days' labor hoeing and
thinning, 81, 8 00

$16 00

Oct. 16 to 18—18 days' labor charged for

gathering, and 3 teams each 3
days, drawing, at 75 cents, $00 25

Cr. Deduct for tops, $2 per acre 8 00
$12 25

857 75

The quantity gathered from Ist and 2d
acres, 1600 bs

3d acre lOrtO "

4th " SlOO "

3.5.-0 bs.

less than 2 cts. per bs.

If the interest on land were charged at

$40 per acre 9 60
And the manure at its value, (a compost
of muck and stable,) 32 00-41 60

$W 35

The turneps would cost not far from 2} cts. per bs.,

$98 45.

He adds, " from my own ob.servation much
depends on having the land for the turnep

crop, as also alt root crops, potatoes e.xcepted,

mellow ; they ought to be hoed at least three

times, and oflener if the crop will admit of it.

My crop of 1836, was hoed three times in the

month of July, the ground was kept light un-

til the tops covered it."

I annex to this the statement of a crop of

Ruta Baga in Great Harrington, from another

farmer, whose agriculture shows his industry

and skill.

The amount of land was 1 acre and t20

rods. The amount of product, well cleaned

roots, was 46,495 lbs.

The land on which they were raised was
green-sward, and plouglied the last days in

April, 1837. It had had no manure for three

years preceding; it then received a tliorough

harrowing; it remained until the first of June;

then harrowed it again smooth; and drew on

thirty loads short barn manure; principally

the manure of sheep, which is deemed pre-

ferable to any other for this root; this was

spread and harrowed until it was thoroughly
incorporated with the soil; it was then with
a plough thrown into ridges *J4 inches apart.

It was then sowed on the *24th of June, which
was ten days after the proper season tor sow-
ing; when well out of the ground, they were
plastered at the rate of one bushel to the acre

;

they were then ploughed and hoed twice. In
cultivating them great care should be taken
to have them stand 24 inches apart between
the rows; and the plants 6 or 8 inches from
each other in the row.'^.

From Lanesboro' the subjoined return was
obtained from a farmer whose whole estab-

lishment is a model of neat and exact hus-
bandry ; in neatness and carefulness perhaps
no where surpassed.

Ploughing 32. seed \ bs. 50 cents, S3 50
Manure, 20 cartloads, j of the cord to a load,

.')0 cents, half to bo charged to the corn 5 00
fletling out luanure S3 3 00
I'lanting 3 fi-et square, $1 50; hoeing 3 times
$7 .50. 9 00

Hutting up and gathering $2; husking $2, 4 00
Interest on land at $40, 2 40

$25 90

Product.

Corn fonder equal to 1 ton of hay $0 00
.50 bs. corn, '. 50 00
Pumpkins, 2 loads, 2 00

61 00

Profits on corn, $35 10

This farmer is in the practice of occasion-
ally planting potatoes among his corn. In
this case he plants his corn 3 feet 6 inches
apart in the rows, and a hill of potatoes be-
tween the hills of corn. In this way he fre-

quently obtains 1.50 bs. potatoes upon an acre,

and considers the crop of corn not much les-

sened oj^ account of the potatoes. The in-

jury to UiG corn is in this case rather a mat-
ter of judgment than of exact experiment;
and therefore tliis conclusion is in my mind
to be somewhat distrusted. Corn and pota-

toes planted in alternate rows, or one row of

corn and two of potatoes, have succeeded
well; and from t',\o acres of corn and pota-

toes planted thus alternately, there is little

doubt that more corn and more potatoes may
be obtained than from two acres, where the
corn and the potatoes are planted separately.

In cases of alternate planting, the corn has a
great advantage in its exposure to the sun
and air. In the case above mentioned the
potatoes occasioned a very small diminution
of the number of hills of corn on the land.

—

Here the potatoes, which require, particu-

larly, coolness and moisture, obtained an ad-
vantage in being protected to a degree, from
the drought, by the leaves of the corn. In
all these cases, however, of mixed crops, and
of multiplying plants upon the land, two
things arc to be remembered; the first, that

they are always of more difficult cultivation;
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a potato crop is kept clean with much more
difficulty than a corn crop, and the corn crop

with potatoes intermixed with it, is kept clean

with much more difficulty than when culti-

vated alone. The second tliino- to be remem-
bered is, that the preparation of the land must
correspond with the amount of vegetation

grown upon it; and a f]^reat crop c;in be ex-

pected only from a soil abundantly enriched

The art of producing^ fire and warmth with

out fuel, or of sustaining either vegetable or

animal life without nutriment, is not yet at-

tained.

FLAX.
I recollect meeting with a few patches of

flax. The crop on an excellent farm in Shef-

field gives usually about 400 lbs. of flax, and

12 to 14 bs. of seed ; and it may be cultivated

on the same land once in four or five years.

Under such circumstances, it is deemed a pro-

fitable crop. Farmers have yet to learn the

great value of flax-seed, made into jelly, in

fattening cattle. No sub.stance of the same
bulk and expense within my knowledge, is

60 fattening for neat cattle and sheep.

DAIRY HUSBANDRY.
I proceed to speak now of another of the

great interests of the agriculture of Berk-

shire,—the Dairy.

The dairy business has always been a great

business. For a time it gave way to the rais-

ing of fine wool, when the prices of that sta-

ple were high. Since the abatement of the

demand for wool, with that caprice for which

mankind always have been, and there is rea-

son to think always will be remarkable, many
farmers have sacrificed their flocks ; and are

now giving their exclusive attention to the

dairy husbandry. These changes, in matters

so important as the dairy or the sheep hus-

bandry, involving, as they do, a considerable

investment of capital, and many expensive

fixtures, cannot be suddenly or frequently

made without risk of serious loss and disad-

yantnge.
^ The county of Berkshire is admirably adapt-

ed to the dairy husbandry. Grass is every-

where abundant. The soil is suited to the

cultivation of esculent vegetables in the high-

est perfection. Several increasing manufac-

turing villages, with their swarming popula-

tion, require supplies from the farms in tlie

vicinity. Besides this, the great mart of the

country, the city of Now York, is easily ac-

cessible. Most of the farmers in Berkshire

can reach Hudson with their prwltice, by a

journey of four to eight hours, and put on

board the boats at four o'clock, p. m., it is in

New York by an early hour the next morn-

ing. The farmer usually allows two cents

a pound commission for the freight and sale

of his butter; and, upon otiicr produce, it is

equally reasonable. He does not return from
the river empty ; but carries home a load of
plaster, or of articles of necessity for his fam-
ily. The great roads to the river, alter the
hills are surmounted, are among the best in

the whole country. The rail-road, already
open from Hudson to We.et Stockbridge, will

afford to many of the farmers all the facilities

they can desire for reaching the Hudson
river.

PRODUCE AND EXPENSES.

1. Egremnnt.—I will, in this place, state,

as an example, the operation of a farmer who
resided about twenty-five miles from Hudson.
The great object of his attention was the
making of butter, which was sold every week
in the New York market.

From 18 cows he sold 2,400 lbs. butter, at

23 cts. net. With these cows he fed 17 spring

pigs until October, whose average weight
was 177 lbs. each ; half of this pork, say 88
lbs., was to be credited to the cow. He is

of opinion, that when pork is $10 per lOd lbs.,

a cow will give at least $8 worth of pork per
year.

Cow, Cr.
]33 lbs. butter, at 23 cts., (commission paid,) $30 59
Fork, 8 00

$38 59

Cow, Dr.
Wintering $12 00
Pasturing 5 00
Salt 25
Interest on $25, 10 per cent, risks inclu-
ded 2 50

$19 75

Profits of a cow, $18 84

It is understood, that no extra feed is in

this case given to the cow ; and the butter

and milk used in the family, it is supposed,

will fully pay for the attendance. This is a
fair profit ; but it is, as I think we shall pre-

sently see, much less than it .should be. No
animal is better entitled to good keeping than
a cov,' ; because none makes a more liberal

return for all the extra kindness and feed and
attention bestowed on her.

In another dairy, nine cows made 1,550 lbs.

of butter, and 300 lbs. of cheese.

Another dairy of twenty cows produced,

—

of butter, 500 lbs.; of new milk cheese,

4,000 lbs.

In this town, two acres of land are deemed
sufficient for pasturing a cow or fatting a
steer. Twenty head of cattle, made up of

cows and three year old steers, were fatted

upr)n thirty ncrcs of land.

The sniiject of dairy-produce is of such im-
portance, that I shall give various returns and
calculntinn.s. I omit names; I should be glad

to givo them, and in a majority of cases it

might not be di.-approved ; but a fear of giv-

ing oflence, or of being thought to take an
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improper liberty, or of interniptinnr that free-

dom of communication, which I wish should

subsist between myself and the farmers, and
which seems indispensable to the success of

the survey, induces me to withhold them,
save where permission has been explicitly

g^ranted, or the nature of the case renders it

obviously proper. The statements, which [

give, rest upon undoubted authority.

2. In Oils.—Twenty cows gave 5,()(K) lbs.

new milk cheese, for sale; each averagiog

also 2.5 lbs. of butter ; 600 lbs. of cheese were
also used in the family.

Cow, Cr,

280 lbs. cheese, at ? cents $22 40
25 " butter, at 20 cents, 5 00
Calf, 4 00
Pork, 20 lbs., at G cents I 50

$32 UG

Cow, Dr.

Winter! ng $12 00
Pasturing, 5 nO
Interest on cost of cow, $15—10 per cent.,.l 50
Labor and attendance, 2 16

$20 66

Balance in favor of cow $12 24

3. Lanesboro\—Sales from 12 cows:

—

cheese at 12 cents ; butter at 25 cents
; pross

amount, .$600. No account in this case is

made of supplies in the family.

4. Sandisjield.—The average yield of a

cow in ordinary seasons is rated at 250 lbs.,

with common keeping. By extra keeping,

the quantity is increased to 350 or 400 lbs.

The quantity of butter in addition, to each

cow, is supposed to be from 40 to 50 lbs,,

where new milk cheese is made.

The amount of cheese made in Sandisfield,

in 1837, was estimated by a most competent
authority, at 300,000 lbs.

Another farmer, with a dairy of 15 cows,

states the average product of a cow, if she

raises her calf, at 2.50 lbs.; if otherwise, at

300 lbs.; and 25 lbs. butter also, from each

cow. Four hogs may be kept to 20 cows.

—

In this way, weighing 100 lbs. in the spring,

they will weigh 300 lbs. in the fall. 140 lbs.

of pork is to be credited to .5 cows.

The cost of wintering a cow here, is rated

at ,$10; pasturage, $4. A good dairy wo-

man will take charge of thirty cows, with as-

sistance in milking and in handling cheese.

Her wages will be $1 .50 per week, with

board.

5. In Tyringham, the average yield of a

cow is reckoned at new milk cheese, 283

lbs., and butter at the same time, .57 lbs. A
dairy of 28 cows gave 7,912 lbs. new milk

cheese, and 1,60() lbs. butter. A large amount

of pork was fatted on this farm ; but it is diffi-

cult to say what portion of it is to be credited

to the dairy.

6. In Sheffield, the average product of 28

cows was .394 lbs. new milk cheese, and 50
lbs. of butter each.

Tiie product of a cow is thus stated by this

excellent manager:

Cow, Cr.

400 lbs. new milk cheese, at 8 cents $.32 00
Calf, (killinl at :ulays' old,) 1 00
.50 lbs. butter, at l(i| 8 :i3

AVhey and butter-milk, make 100 lbs. pork, 8 00

•40 33

Supra, Dr.

Winter keepin^r, $12 00
One acre of land costing $50 will pasture the
cow, 3 50

Salt 25 cents, 3 bs. bran $.3 3 25
Int. on the value of cow at $25, 10 per cent 2 50
Labor of milking, making butter, cheese, &.c.,. . . -4 00

$25 25

Balance in favor of the cow, $24 03

The quantity ofland estimated for pasturage
in thii case seems small. It must be small
for a general rule; another farmer in the

.same town assured me that he kept one yoke
of o.xen all the season, and one horse half the

sea.son, on two and a half acres of land, which
he showed me. The land had been greatly

benefited by plaster.

EXTRAORDINAKY COWS.

I shall give an account of some remarkable
animals which have been found among what
are called our native cattle. It is not pre-

tended that they constitute a distinct race or

characterize a particular cla.ss of animals; but
they show at least what materials are within

our reach, upon which to build a stock of

high character.

A cow of Samuel D. Colt, of Pittsfield, from
1st December to 27th April, 148 days, pro-

duced 193 lbs. of butter.

A cow owned by R. Campbell, of Pittsfield,

has yielded 26 beer quarts of milk per day.

A cow owned by Hosea Merrill, gave 30
beer quarts of milk per day.

A cow owned by D. Fenn, of Stockbridge,

8 years old, produced in one week 12 lbs. 9
oz. butter. During the same time, 10 quarts

of the milk were sold, and in addition cream
and milk were used freely in the family.

A cow owned by Calvin Davis, 4 years old

in the spring of 1839, in 172 days produced
225 lbs. butter, and fatted a calf. An acci-

dental injury to the cow, prevented a continu-

ance of making butter.

Two cows of Wm. Dewey, of Alford, in

good season, averaged, for a length of time,

14 pounds of butter each per week.
A cow belonging to the late Dr. Hyde, of

Stockbridfre, for some time produced fourteen

pounds of butter per week.
Two cows in Vandeusenville, produced 14

lbs. of butter each per week.
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A cow belonoin^ to Ptiillard, of Etrre-

niont, produced 14 lbs. of butter pt;r week.

From twocowsbelonsriiig toRusjell Brown,

ill Cheshire, besides tiie tree use of milk and

cream in the family, W) lb.-, of butter were

produced and sold in three weeks, and in lour

successive weeks 114 lbs.

A cow owned in Stockbridge, by Stephen

Willard, produced as follows:

In 321 successive days 331 lbs. hiitter

" 284 " " 2!i3

" 306 " " .318

911 days 942 11)9.

"The above is exclusive of 25 lbs. made
while fatteninfr three calves." He adds,

" my method of keepinj^ has been {jrass only,

from spring to fall. In the fall I be^rin with

pimipkins and potatoes, and feed moderately

durinjj the time she gives milk. An account

has been kept for only three years; but it

would not vary much from the above, for the

twelve seasons T have had her, except the

present season she has been farrow." This

cow is now eighteen years old, "and will

calve again about the middle of February."

Two cows owned in Pittsfield, produced

each 50 lbs. of milk per day ; and one other

82 lbs. at a milking.

A cow owned by Thomas Hodges, in North

Adams, produced last year 425 lbs. of butter

;

400 lbs. of this amount were made in nine

months. Her feed consisted of one quart of

rye meal and a half peck of potatoes per day
;

and very good pasturing.

To this list 1 will add the case of another

cow, in the neighboring county, whose pro-

duct must be considered as quite extraordi-

nary. She is owned by Joseph F. Upton, of

Aslifield, Franklin county.

From the 1st of April, 1837, to the middle

of Februarv, 1838, her product was 335 lbs.

15 oz. From the 9th of May, 1838, to the

28th of December, 1838, she had produced

303 lbs. 3 oz. of butter, and was still making
at the rate of one pound per day.

The owner adds, " in the year 1837, 1 killed

my calf at three days old, and gave my cow
the skimmed milk through the summer. I

commenced the first of October to feed on po-

tatoes. I gave her about one peck per day

boiled as long as she gave milk. In the year

1838, I fattened my calf and killed it at four

weeks old. It weighed 75 lbs. She has had

nothing but grass this year, until the first of

October; since then I have fed her with one

peck of boiled potatoes per day. My cow is

seven years old last spring." Her winter-

keep at present, while giving milk, is as much
hay fts she will rat, and one peck of boiled

potatoes per day. Tliese cows are all of na-

tive stock, without any admixture of foreign

blood. The three cases of largest product

certainly cannot be considered as examples
of high feeding. It is extremely desirable

that some sicilful farmer should, by a judicious

selection from .-uch animals as these, endea-

vor to fiirm an improved race for the dairy.

I have already said that this has been attempt-

ed by one gentleman in the state.

Before I proceed to .say what he has accom-
plished, 1 will mention an interesting fact,

communicated to me by an observing farmer
of Stockbridge. Thirty-two years since, he
became the possessor of a very productive

cow ; and has continued thdbreed to this day.

She has never produced a bad milker, and
some of her descendants, owned by other per-

sons in the village, do equal credit to their

parentage. Tiie yield of one of them, which
came within my knowledge, is twenty quarts

per day.

DAIRY ASD SOILING.

In Waltham, Middlesex county, a gentle-

man had four cows ; but not a rod of ground,
which could be appropriated to pasturage.

—

These animals were, therefore, never out of
the barn or the barn-yard ; and were fed with
grass mown for them ; with green corn fod-

der, which had been sown broadcast for this

purpose; and with about three pints of meal
each per day. The amount of their produce
was kept for thirteen weeks. Two of these

animals were heifers of two years old, who
had calves the same spring; and the whole
milk of one of them was taken by her calf

during six weeks out of the thirteen. Some
of the milk of the other was taken for family
use, but the qnaniity not determined. Under
these circumstances, these heifers could not

be rated as equal to more than one cow of
full age and milk. From this stock, how-
ever, thus circumstanced and fed, 389 lbs. of
butter were made in the thirteen weeks. An
additional pound would have given an aver-

age of thirty pounds a week for the whole
time to a stock which must be in fairness set

down as three cows only. This experiment
was made in 1837.

CARROTS.
.Jeremiah Valet, late of Stockbridoe, but

now an emigrant to the fertile west, a true

philosoplipr in a homely garb, a pure diamond
though never in the hands of the lapidary, (I

would not say this if he were not out of the

reach of rny voice,) was much in the habit of
raising carrots; and gave a preference to

them over every other vegetable for fatten-

ing swine and cattle. This was the result

of repeated trials and long experience. To
fitting swine he gives them boiled; to store

hogs, raw. His crops average 800 bushels

to the acre.

Jno. Merrill, of South Lee, has been a very

successful cultivator of carrots. He states
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the yield on two acres at 600 bushels to the

acre; and the cost of cultivation, exchisivo

of manure and rent of land, at 25 dolbirs per

acre ; or a little more than four cents per

bushel. For feeding horses, he says, he

should prefer one hundred bushels of carrots

and one hundred bushels of oats to two Imn-

dred bushels of oats. He applied them in a

raw state to the feeding of his team horses,

and horses in preparation for market; and
they were kept by them in high hcilth

and spirits. Oats fijl lowed his carrot crop on

the same ground with great success. The
experience of J. C. Curwen, Eng., in the use

of carrots for horses, corresponds with that

of Mr. Merrill. The authority of Curwen is

unquestionable; and he was in the habit of

employing constantly as many as eighty

horses on his farm and in his extensive coal

mines.

"I cannot omit," he says, "stating the

great profit of carrots. I have found by the

experience of the last two years, that where
eight pounds of oat-feeding was allowed to

draft horses, four pounds might be taken away
and supplied by an equal weight of carrots;

and tl»e health, spirit, and ability of the horses

to do their work be perfectly as good as with

the whole quantity of oats. With the drill,

husbandry and proper attention, very good

crops of carrots may be obtained upon soils

not generally supposed suitable to their

growth."
He adds in another place :

—" The profits

and advantages of carrots are, in my opinion,

greater than any other crop. This admira-

ble root has, upon repeated and very exten-

sive trials for the last three years, been found

to answer most perfectly as a part substitute

for oats. Where ten pounds of oats are given

per day, four pounds may be taken away;
and their place supplied by five pounds of

carrots. This has been practised in the feed-

ing of eighty horses for the last three years,

with the most complete success, and the

health and condition of the horses allowed to

be improved by the exchange. An acre of

carrots supplies an equal quantity of liwd tor

working horses, as sixteen to twenty acres of

oats."*

My own experience of the value of carrots,

which has not been small, fully confirms these

statements. 1 have obtained at the rate of

more than a thousand bushels to the acre on

three quarters of an acre ; but on several

acres my crop has usually averaged 600 bush-

els to the acre.

Smith, of Middlefield, Hampshire
county, from three-fourths of an acre obtained

900 bushels.

Charles Knowlton, of Ashfield, Franklin

* Curwen's Hints on .Vgricultural Subjects.

county, this year obtained 90 bushels on
twelve rods of ground. This was at the rate

1,200 bushels to the acre.

D. Moore, of Concord, Middlesex county,

from six rods of land, obtained this year 56
bushels, or at the rate of 1,493 bushels to the
acre.

According to Josiah Quincy's experience,

in Quincy, Plymouth county, charging labor

at one dollar per day, his carrots cost him
eleven cents per bushel. David and Stephen
Little, in Newbury, Essex county, in 1813,
obtained 961 busliels to the acre, at an ex-

pense of l$79 50, every expense included, ex-
cepting rent of land. This was at a rate less

than nine cents to a bushel.

I shall subjoin in the Appendix an account
of an experiment made in feeding swine, illus-

trating the value of this vegetable, from Ar-
thur Young.
The great objection to the cultivation of

car.ots lies in the difficulty of keeping them,
while growing, free from weeds. If sowed
without any preparation, the seed is a long
time in germinating, and a plentiful crop of

weeds is liable to get possession of the land

before the carrots make their appearance.

—

There is another difficulty. The carrot seed,

from its minuteness, is liable to be sowed too

thickly. To obviate, in a degree, these ob-

jections, let the ground be ploughed deeply,

well manured, and put in fine tilth ; and let

the first, and perhaps the second, crop of

weeds be ploughed in. After this, let the

land be thrown into ridges two feet apart,

and the seed sown on top of the ridges, either

in a single line, or the ridges be made so

wide as to receive two rows of carrots, eight

inches or one foot apart. In the mean time
the seed should be freely mixed with fine

sand ; and this sand kept so moist that the

seed shall germinate. As soon as it is sprout-

ed it should be sown. This may be so ar-

ranged that the sowing shall take place about

the first of June. Tiiey will then have the

start of the weeds. The mixture with sand

will prevent their being sown too thickly.

—

Aftpr the first thinning and weeding is over,

if done with care, the battle may be consid-

ered as won. Afterwards let them be culti-

vated with a plough, or cultivator, and kept

clean. When the time of digging arrives,

the work will be greatly facilitated by pass-

ing a plough directly along the side of the

carrots; and they are easily thrown out by
the hand.

RUTA BAOA.

Ruta baga are differently estimated by dif-

ferent individuals. Mr. Merrill, of Lee; Va-
let, of Stockbridge; Lawton, of Sheffield ; Ba-

con and Chapin, of Richmond ; Colt, Goodrich

and Plunkctt, of Pittsfield, highly approve

of ruta baga ; and some of them consider tliem
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of equal value with potatoes for swine or cat-

tle. Mr. VVerden, of Richmond, dislikes

them, and says the general experience of

farmers there, is against them. It is difficult

to reconcile these contradictory statements.

They are by no means so imtritious as pota-

toes, especially those kinds of [xitatoes which
are most farinaceous; and they are not com-
parable to carrots or parsneps, or the sugar-

heft, for feeding stock. But they are a valu-

able, though an exhausting crop; and are

raised at comparatively little expense. The
polden yellow turneps, with purple tops, are

the preferable kind. The v.hile kinds, and

what are called the French turneps, are an

inferior plant.

Mr. Merrill, of Lee, applied them to the

fatting of cattle with much success. He pur-

chased a yoke of cattle in the fall, in low
flesh, at ,$50, and having fed them through

the winter on 2 bushels of ruta baga each per

day, with good hay, but with no other proven-

der, he sold them in the spring for $170, at

$S per 100 lbs.

Mr. Ashburner, of Stockbridge, whose cul-

tivation of vegetables is no where excelled

in neatness and productiveness, is in the habit

of transplanting his sugar-beet by merely

making a hole with a hoe, and laying them
in horizontally, keeping the tops free. He
has found planting with a dibble too slow a

process ; and the plant is not so likely to live,

as the fine dirt is not so easily brought up to

the small roots of the plant. He has tried

the transplanting of wheat, by way of experi-

ment, but it was not successful.

I have transplanted ruta baga with great

despatch and entire success, simply by plough-

ing a furrow ; then taking the plants from a

seed-bed, dipping them in water, separating

them and laying them along in the furrow,

with the top on the furrow-slice, at a distance

of a foot apart, as fast as a rnan could walk
;

and soon following with a plough and cover-

ing them. It is well to go over the ground
with a hoe to relieve plants that may be too

deeply buried, and to cover those which may
by accident have been left exposed. They
are almost certain to live ; and I have thought

the work not more than to thin them out

when they are sowed thickly, where they are

to stand. There is an additional advantage

in this method, that the plants may be for-

warded in the nursery, when it is not in your

power to prepare the land in season for sow-

ing the crop where they are intended to

stand. I am not able to say whether the su-

gar-beet is as tenacious of life ; but the ex-

periments of Mr. Ashburner load to such u

presumption.

(t7*Further extracts may be given here-

after. We hope that the example of Mas-

sachusetts, New York, and other states

in regard to agricultural improvement, &c.,

may cause our legislators to give immediate

and effective attention to the subject. All

that is necessary is for the people to will it,

and it is done. Pennsylvania is cast into the

shade—she is emphatically an agricultural

.«tate, and should take the lead in fostering

and promoting all improvements in the sci-

ence of agriculture. Agriculture, the base-

work of the prosperity of the state, has been

almost wholly neglected, while every other

interest has been sustained. The farmers are

them.selves to blame for this in a great mea-

sure. Let them bestir themselves—form

county and township societies, a State Agri-

cultural Society,—let them commence the

work of improvement energetically through-

out the Commonwealth, and the legislature

will unquestionably exert itself to the extent

of its constitutional powers, in appropriations

for suitable premiums, surveys, &c. We
hope that our correspondents will take up this

subject.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Corn and Cob Meal.
T recollect many years since reading sev-

eral e.^says on this subject in the memoirs of

the "Penna. Agric. Society," since which,
little hnsbeen .said concerning it, until within

a year or two, when some of our millers com-
menced manufacturing it; anxious to satisfy

myself ox\ the subject of its value at the com-
mencement of ploughing this spring, J put

my teams to work with this, mingled with cut

hay, in the same quantity as we have always
fed of ground oats and corn to plough horses.

The result has been much as I anticipated;

the horses, although they have worked very

well, yet they have lost more flesh than ordi-

nary during a spring ploughing. The conclu-

sion I have arrived at is, that it is poor econo-

my to substitute corn cobs for oats, although

the horses will eat it as freely if well giound,

yet the extra feed 1 am now obliged to resort

to, to bring my teams back to their wonted con-

dition, will counterbalance what has been saved

in oats during my experiment. Although
[ am done with "corn and cob meal," yet if

any gentleman is disposed to give it a trial, 1

would not discourage him, but rather cncou-

rnge him to make the experiment, and then

tell us all about the result through the col-

umns of the Cabinet. M. S. KlRKBRIDB.

Morrisville, 4th ma. 23d, 1839.
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From the Mainn Farmer.

Plan of a Piarafcry.

Permanent

Permanent

Partition.

Partition.

Permanent

Sleepinof apart-

ment 4 by 9.

E|.

Partition.

Plank with cleats

Fig. :!7.

The foregoing is a description of the Pij^-

jrery of Mr. B. Springer, of Litchfield, the

dimensions of which we have accommodated

to onr columns, without regard to exact pro-

portions. But as we name the dimensions

of each part of it, onr readers can judge of its

convenience and capacity. The building is

36 feet long and 22 feet wide, the roof shin-

gled, and tiie walls made tight by clapboard-

intr. A sill passes lengthwise the building

to support the floor, which covers only one

part of it. The other part is divided into four

vats for making manure, which are dug three

feet deep, into which all the? rubbish, leached

ashes, &c. &c., that are made about the pre-

mises, are thrown, and by a spout from the

sink in the kitchen, all the soap suds and

wash of the house is carried out and deposited

in a trough which is put up exactly level, and

extends the length of all the vats, and lots

out an equal quantity into each. Muck,
weeds, and other materials, are also collected

and deposited in the vats. The remainder

of the room, after taking out a passage three

feet wide, is divided into pens for eating and
sleeping. Tiio floor to the former inclines

six indues Upwards the vat, the more easily to

drain ofl' any filth that may collect upon it,

but in the latter it is level. The partition

between the passage way and pens, and be-

tween the two pens may be made of any con-

venient height. The apartment for sleeping

has a cover, which may be raised or shut at

pleasure, which keeps them very warm in

winter and attords them proper ventilation in

suu)mer. A plank with cleats is placed one
end upon the floor and the other on the bot-

tom of the vat for the hogs to pasa up and
down on. On the side of the building, oppo-

site the passage, are doors ij feet wide, which
open to the vats, with long glass windows
over them, similar to the windows frequently

placed over barn doors. There is an aperture

in the partition between the pens for the hogs

to pass from one to the other, which may be

apportioned to the size of the hogs to be kept

in them. In one of the apartments there is

a door that opens to a yard for the purpose of

giving a free passage to young pigs and sows
that are about bringing forth their young.

This is certainly the best piggery we have
seen in this State, but still it is susceptible

of being improved, as Mr. Springer is fully

aware. We think that a building four feet

wider than this might be made, and the flofii

of the pens which, without injury, may be

made one foot shorter, let run over the vats

four feet, which would give a space of nine

feet on the other side of the passage way. in

which may be a room to keep roots and other

food for the swine, and another for boiling

and steaming it.

This would add very much to the conve-

nience of the establishment at very little ad-

ditional cost. We give this plan, and make
these suggestions that those who are about

erecting piggeries may improve by them.

—

The business of pork raising is just beginning

to attract attention in this State, and it can-

not be expected that the best construction for

piggeries can be at once discovered. One
advantage in this plan is, the manure is kept

under cover, free from the evaporating influ-

ence of the sun and atmosphere, and from
washing away by rain.

Horses and Oxen for Tcaniisi.

I have observed that in many places horses

have taken the place of oxen, are used tor

the purposes of farming, introduced, I sup-

pose, under the impression that they are bet-

ter adapted to the service, and more profit-

able to the owner. I am not about to contra-

dict the truth of this supposition, or prove that

a man cannot plouah and harrow as fast and
as well with horses as with o.xen, but shall

merely mention a few of the comparative
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merits and dements of these animals, that

we may determine which is most useful and
profitable.

The horse, when put to service, must have
arrived at his full strength and value, conse-

quently there is no gain on the capital invest-

ed, besides what arises from service, and, as

he is good for nothing at the end of service,

there will be a discount at last equal to the
amount of his cost.

The ox may submit to the yoke when young
and partly remunerate his owner for cost of

keeping while obtaining his growth, when he
may he sold to the butcher, and the money in-

vested in younger stock ; thus there will be a

constant gain in growth while the service

will be sufficient for the purposes of farming.

The horse, if kept on hay alone, must have
his masticating powers in almost perpetual

motion ; the ox reserves some of his time for

rumination, hence there may be a difference

in the cost of keeping. The cost of equipping^

a horse for the regular farm service is great-

er than that of the ox, and more time is re-

quired to put on and off these equipments.

—

In shoeing, the difference of cost is in favor

of the ox, as also it is in the quality of the

manure they make. The ox has an intrinsic

value arising from the good qualities of his

flesh and skin, the one being good for food,

the other for leather, whereas very little can
be made out of a dead horse. For some kinds
of farm service the horse is preferable to the

ox, such as light ploughing and harrowing,
but for carting, hauling stones, and other

heavy work he is not so good. He is better

adapted to the road service, and is useful for

milling, marketing, and mcelr.mn'j; ; he also

may be used journeying, and visitincf.

—

It is convenient, and, perhaps, prolilable to

keep both these useful animals as well as

cows, sheep, and other stock, but when the

numberof horses greatly exceed those of oxen,

or even cows, it is time to begin to count the

cost, which may be done by opening an ac-

count current with each animal, keeping debt

and credit of what you give or receive from
each.

—

Maine Farmer.

Salt should be regularly fed to cattle both

in winter and summer. They will never eat

too much if it is placed constantly before them
where they can obtain it all times. The best

way to feed thorn with it, except when snow
is on the ground, is to employ salt troughs for

the purpose, which arc made most convenient
by making a deep cavity in the convex side

of a short thick piece of slab, or a chip from
scoring timber, to be kept filled with salt, and
placed flat n|)on Iho ground. They are very
cheap and will not easily upset. In winter
when the ground is covered with snow, salt

should be applied by brining the fodder.

THE DAIRY.
No. III.

On tUc Maiin^einent of the Dniry^ partic*
ttlnrly with respect to the makiug and
curing of Butter.

BY DR. JAMES ANDERSON.

The next object that demands attention is,

the utensils of the dairy. These in general

must, from the nature of the bu.sine.ss, be made
of wood. But of late many persons, who af-

fect a superior degree of elegance and neat-

ness, have employed vessels made of lead, or

of common earthen-ware, for various purposes

in the dairy. But, as the acid of milk very

readily dissolves lead, brass, or copper, and
with tliese forms a compound of a poisonous

nature ; such vessels must be accounted highy
pernicious in the dairy, and therefore ought
to be banished from it. The same may be
said of vessels of any of the common kinds of
earthen- ware, which being glazed with lead,

and the glazing soluble in acid, are equally

improper. Mr. Hayes has recommended cast-

iron as a proper substitute for these; but this

metal also is soluble in acids; and though the

solution be not poisonous like the others, yet,

as it may affect the taste of the products of

the dairy, and render their medical qualities

different from what they would naturally

have been, the use of these also should be
laid aside. In short, excepting vessels of true

porcelaine, or glass, which are greatly too

expensive, I know of none that could be with
propriety substituted for wooden vessels, in
the dairy. China, or glass vessels, however,
for obvious reasons, can never come into gene-
ral i;se in the dairy; nor will the sensible

husbandman ever tiiink of any other than
wooden dislies for his milk; as these, if pro-

perly managed, can be kept as sweet and
pure as the itnagination can conceive. Tliis

fact is so generally known as to render wood-
en dairy utensils common in most parts of the

country, so as that they can be readily pro-

cured everywhere, of a proper quality and
form of construction, and therefore nothing

more on this subject need be here said.

The creaming dishes, (so I call the vessels

in which the milk is placed for throwing up
cream,) wlien properly cleansed, sweet, and
cool, are to be filled with the milk as soon

after it is drawn from the cow as possible,

having been first strained carefully tlirough

a close strainer, formed of a large wooden
bowl with a hole at the bottom coveri^d with

a very close sieve of fine wire, (silver wire

is best,) or hair web woven for that purpose;

jor thin cloth of any kind, (I should always

prefer the wire, as most durable and cleanly,)

so as to keep back hair.«, &c., that may acci-

dentally fiill from the cow. These di.^hes

i
should never exceed three inches in depth,
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whatever bo their other dimensions; and if

the plan recommondnd al)ovc, of separating

the milk into two part?, ami of keeping each
cow's milk hy itself, shall ho followed, it

would bo convenient to have th'Mii made of

sucli dimensions as to contain about one atid

a half or two ^raJlons, Enijlisii. As soon as

the}' are filhxl they are to be placed on the

fihelves in the milk-iiouse, where tliey siioiild

be allowed to remain perfectly vindisturhed

till it h>? judjjed expedient to separate the

cream from them.

The length of time that should elapse be-

fore the cream be separated, will depend upon
the degree of heat at the time, and the par-

ticular views of the owner of the dairy. In

a moderately warm temperature of the air, if

very fine butter be intended, it should not be

allowed to stand more than six or eight hours.

For ordinary good butter it may safely be let

stand twelve hours or more; but where the

dairy is so large as to afford a suiiicient quan-
tity of cream, and where the very best butter

is intended, (the milk being to be converted
to some other use, while yet sweet,) it may
be separated after standing only two, three,

or four hours.

When the cream is to be separated, the

milk-pan should be taken from the shelf and
placed on the table. The cream is then to

be separated from the edges of the vessel, to

which it firmly adheres, by means of a knife

with a blunt edge provided for that purpose,

(the blade formed either of ipiirc silver or of

fine ivory,) vvhicli should be made to run
round the edges of the whole. The cream
is then to be carefully drawn towards one
side by means of a skiaiming-dish, and then
lifled up with great nicety so as to take the
whole without any of the milk, if possible.

—

This requires a dexterity of manipulation*
that can be acquired by practice alone; but

it is of great importance to the success of the

dairy that it be well done, for if any part of

the cream be left, the quantity of butter will

be ditninished, and if any part of the milk be
taken, its quality will be debased. The
wooden skimming-dishes commonly employ-
ed, seem not to be so handy for this purpose
as could be wished. An improvement on this

apparatus might be suggested, but this I de-

cline at present to enlarge upon.

When the cream is thus obtained, it ought
to be immediately put into a vessel by itself,

there to be kept till a proper quantity be col-

lected for being made into butter : and no
vessel can be better adapted for that purpose
than a firm, neat-made wooden barrel, in size

* Tiiis may be afcoiiMt.;J a cramp word, but it ex-
prn?sf>: tliL' idea intcmicHl su miirli b'lter tliaii opcra'ion
or prnf<<:. or any other word in roiniiion us", tliat I

could no! think ot' rii.ji'CtlPir it; ami hoin? ,it will soon
come to be asgenurajly uoaJ as any otiior word in the
language.

proportioned to the extent of the dairy, open
at one end, with a lid exactly fitted to close

if. In the imder part of this vessel, close to

the hottoui, should be placed a cock and spig-

ot, for drawing off, from time to time, any
thin serous part of the mdk that may chance
to be there generated; for should this be

allowed to remain, it acts upon the cream
in a powerful maimer, and greatly dimin-
ishes the richness of the quality of the but-

ter. Tlie inside of the opening of the bar-

rel should he covered with a bit of close fine

wire (silver) gauze netting to keep back the
cream, while the serum is allowed to pass;

and the barrel on its stand should he inclined

a little forward in the top to allow the whole
to run off.

Many persons who have had little experi-

ence in the dairy believe that no butter can
be of the finest quality, except that which has
been made from cream that has not been kept
above one day ; but this is a very great mis-

take. So far indeed is this opinion from be-

ing well founded, that it is in very few cases
that even tolerably good butter can be ob-

tained from cream that is not more than one
day old. The separation of butter from cream
only takes place after the creatii has attained

a certain degree of acidity. If it be agitated

before that acidity has begun to take place,

no butter can be obtained, and the agitation

must be continued till the time that that sour-

ness is produced, after which the butter be-

gins to form. In summer, while the clinia-

ture is warm, the beating may be, without
very much ditficullj% continued until the
acidity be produced, so that butter may be
got; but in this case the process is long and
tedious, and the butter is, for the most part,

of a soft consistence, and tough and gluey to

the touch. If this process be attempted
during the cold weather in winter, butter

can scarcely be in any way obtained, unless

by the application of some great degree of
heat, which sometimes assists in producing a
very inferior kind of butter, that is white,
hard, and brittle, with very little taste, and
almost unfit for any culinary purpose what-
evpr.

'ihe judicious farmer, therefore, will not
attempt to imitate this practice, but will al-

low his cream to remain in the vessel appro-

priated for keeping it, until it has acquired
that proper degree of acidity that fits it for

being made into butter with great ease, bv a
very moderate degree of agitation, and by
which process only very fine butter ever can
be obtained.

How long cream ouirht to be kept bef^jre

it attains the precise degree of acidity ihat is

necessary to form the very best butter, and
how long it may be kept after that period be-

fore its quality be sensibly diminished, has
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never yet, I presume, been ascertained by
any experiments that can be relied on. So
little nicety has been observed in this respect

by practical farmers, even those wlio have a

high reputation for making good butter, that

few of them ever think of observing any pre-

cise rule in this respect with regard to the

different portions of their cream, seeing they
in general make into butter all the cream
they have collected since the former churn-
ing, so that the new and the old is all beaten

up together; and I can find nothing like a

uniform rule established among them as to

the time that should intervene between one
churning and another, that being usually de-

termined by local or accidental circumstances.

T am, myself, inclined to believe, that if the

cream be carefully kept, and no serous mat-
ter allowed to lodge about it, a very great
latitude may safely be admitted in this re-

spect. How long cream may be thus kept, in

our climate, without rendering the butter made
from it of a bad quality, I cannot say ; but I can
say with certainty, that it may be kept good
for a much longer time than is in general

suspected, even a 'great many weeks. It is,

however, certain, that cream, which has been
kept three or four days in summer, is in an
excellent condition for being made into but-

ter; and I am inclined to believe, that from
three days to seven may be found in general

to be the best time for keeping cream before

churning; though if circumstances make it

necessary, a considerable latitude in this re-

spect may be allowed.

If, however, it should chance that any farm-

er has such a quantity of cream as might be

worth his while to churn once every day,

there is nothing to prevent him from doing
it. He has only to provide a separate vessel

for holding the cream for each day he means
it should stand before churning; if three days
three vessels, if four days four vessels, and so

on. Thus he might churn every day cream
of three days' old, or of four, or any other

numberof days old, that he might incline. In
the same manner, if it were found that the

cream of two, of three, or of a greater num-
ber of days gathering, was required to make
a proper churning, it might be easy so to con-
trive it as to churn it every day, as will be
obvious to any one who shall think upon the

subject. In this way the operation of a dairy

may be kept perfectly regular and easy.*

The vessel in which butter is made, usually

called a churn, admits, in the form of it, a

* Some persons choose to churn the wliolo of the
milk without separating any part of the cream. In
tins way they obtain a greater quantity of butter,
thon!,'h of an inferior quality, liy careful manage-
nient, however, especially if a portion of the first-

drawn milk be separated, very good butter may be ob-
tained; but I think the practice ou many accounts, is

not to be recommended.

considerable diversity. The simplest that I

have seen I should prefer as the best, merely

because it admits of being better cleaned, and
of having the butter more easily separated

from the milk than any of the others; this is

the old-fashioned, upright churn, having a

long handle with a toot to it perforated with

holes, for the purpose of beating the cream
by being moved upward and downward by
hand. But though, for the reasons assigned,

I should prefer that form of a churn, other

persons may choose that which they like best,

as all the improved sorts, under skilful man-
agement, will perform the business perfectly

well. Indeed, if the cream be prepared as

above directed, the process of churning will

be so easy, as to render those utensils in

general the most commodious which can be

most easily filled and emptied.

In the process of churning, much greater

nicety is required than most persons seem
to be aware of. A few hasty, irregular strokes

may render the whole of the butter of scarcely

any value, that, but for this circumstance,

would have been of the finest quality. The
owner of an extensive dairy, therefore, should

be extremely attentive to this circumstance,

and should be at great pains to procure a pro-

per person for managing this branch of busi-

ness. This person ought to be of a cool,

phlegmatic temper, sedate disposition and
character, and ought never to allow another

person, especially those who are young, to

touch the churn, without the greatest caution

and circumspection. Those who have been
used to see cream churned that has not been
properly prepared, will think, perhaps, that

I this would be severe labor in a large dairy

I

for one penson ; but nothing is more easy, as

j

to the bodily labor it requires, than the pro-

I
cess of butter-making, where the cream has

jbeen duly prepared.

I

The butter when made must be immedi-
ately separated from the milk, and being put

into a clean dish, (the most convenient shape
is that of a shallow bowl,) the inside of which,
if of wood, should be well rubbed witii com-
mon salt to prevent the butter from adhering
to it. The butter should be pressed and
worked with a flat wooden ladle, or skimming-
dish, lia\ ing a .short handle, so as to force out

all the milk that was lodged in the cavities

of the mass. A considerable degree of
strength, as well as of dexterity, is required

in this manipulation. The thing wanted is

to force out the milk entirely, with as little

tawing of the butter as possilile ; for if the

milk be not entirely taken away, the butter

will intklliby spoil in a short time, and if it

be much worked, the butter will become
tough and gluey, which greatly debases its

quality. This butter is in some places beaten

up by the hand, which I consider as an indeli-
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cate and barbarous practice—a practice which
no t.idy and reputable fanner would ever
permit.

Some persons employ cold water in tliis
operation, which they pour upon the butter,
and thus, as tiiey say, wash it; but tliis prac-
tice IS not only useless, as the butter can be
perfectly cleared of the milk without it, but
also pernicious, beciiuse the quality of the'
butter is thus debased in an aslonishino- de-
gree. Nothing is so hurtful in a dairy as
water improperly used, which, if mixed in
any way with either milk or butter, tends
greatly to debase the quality of the last.
When the butter is entirely freed from thei

milk, if it is to be sold sweet, it may be madel
up into any form that is most gcnerallv liked
at the market where it is to be sold, 'if the
heat should be so great as to render it too soft
to receive the impression of the mould, it may
be put into small vessels which may be al-
lowed to swim in the trough of cold water
under the table, but without allowintr any of
that water to touch the butter ;* there it will
in a short time acquire the neces.^rv decree
of firmness, (especially if a little bit ot"ice
shall have been put into the basin,) afler
which it may be taken out and moulded into
proper form. It should then be put down, in
proper dishes, upon the stone border that sur-
rounds the trough, where it may be kept cool
and firm till it be packed up to go to market. I

In every part of the foregoing process it is'
of the utmost importance Ih-it the vessels, and
every thing else about the dairy, be kept' per-
fectly clean and sweet, for without this pro-
caution there neither cnn be pleasure nor
profit derived from it. Tiiis is a circumstance
so universally admitted, that it may seem su-
perfluous to take notice of it in this place.—
Yet though this be generally known and ad-
mitted, and though every person who attempts
to manage a dairy of any sort may intend to
have things clean and proper, they may nev-
ertheless be, in some cases, at a loss for thf>
proper way of effecting their intentions, or
of guarding against certain evils, wiiich, if
once allowed to take place in the dairv, will
not be easily removed. Some hints, "there-
fore, are subjoined that may be of service to
those who are not well aciiuainted with this
department of business.

HINTS, &c.

[As soon as the cream is separated from the
milk, the dishes should be carried out of the

* Thi; practice that prevails in many private fami
lies, of keeping the sweet butter amoni; vvatpr in -i
crystal vessel, and thus servinj; it up to table is for
the same reason much to bo censure.!. If coolness oiUv
is wanted, it were better to put the hntter in a drv
glass, and put that into a Iar>,'erojie anion" water If
it were taken out of that immediately be?ore it were
put upon the tahln, it would always liave Hrniucss
enough in our climate.

[milk-house, and immediately emptied, and
the skimmed milk applied to the uses that
the owner of the dairy jud?e3 to be most ad-
vantageous to him. As soon after the dishes
are emptied as possible, they must be well
washed with scalding hot water, which should
be kept in readiness fbr that purpose; and as
the naked hand cannot be put among the
soaldmp water, a scrubbinjr brush of a proper
construction must be kept in readiness for
that use. This may be made of a bunch of
wire, hrmly bound up with strong pack-thread
where other materials cannot be had ; but the
stumps of an old heath-besom, aHer the small
twigs have been worn olf, firmly bound to
gether, are found to answer this purpose re-
markiibiy well, nor ouirht anv thinrr else to
be sought for when that can be hat?, for this
IS both firm and tough, so as to stand the work
extremely well.

[After the dishes have been thus perfectly
scalded, and thoroughly .scrubbed in every
part, they must be carefully rinsed with blood-
warm water, and well scoured by hand with
a coarse linen cloth. They are then to be
turned down one by one, as they are finished,
bottom upwards, upon a clean shelving board
to drip. When the whole are gone over in
this way, the dairy-maid returns to the first
done, and with a dry cloth wipes them one
by one as clean as possible. They are then
placed in ranges, so as to be exposed fully to
the action of the sun and air on the inside,
that the whole of the moisture may be dried
np as quickly as may be; for nothino- tends
so soon to destroy the sweetne.ss that is so de-
sirable lu dairy vessels as for the moi.sture to
be al lowed to remain long about them. There-
tore, in dull, foggy weather, when this can-
not be quickly dried up by the external air,
it IS necessary to do it by the aid of fire in the
house. As soon as the dishes are thorouo-ldy
dried, they must be carried into the shade,
and placed in order on shelves to cool, to be
in readiness for use when they shall be arain
wanted.

[But should the milk have been sufll-red ot
any time to remain so long in the dish as to
become sour, the wood instantly becomes
tainted with that aciditv, so as to act as a
leaven upon any milk that shall be afterwards
put into It, which never fails to coarrulate
without separating any cream, and can nei-
ther be employed in making butter nor cheese,
and IS consequently lost in the dairy. The
scilding above described is by no means suf-
hcient to remove this destructive taint; and
as the dishes are totally useless till that be
removed, the following more efficacious pro-
cess must be adopted.

[Fill the vessel with water scaldino- hot,
and into that put a considerable quantay of
hot ashes and small red embers from the fire.
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Stir it about froquentlj', scrubbiiifj it well in

every part witli the scrubber. Let tiiis re-

main a connideriible time; thrn empty the

dish, scrub it as usual witli scaiding- hot water,

rinsing it well with hot, and then with cold

water. Then fill it to the brim with cold

water, better if that water can be made to run

into it in a continued stream, and tlow over

the brim; let it stand in tliis state ten or

twelve hours or more, after which wipe and

dry it, and if the taint has not been very

strontr, it will then be fit lor use.

[If the ashes of your fire sliould cliance to

contain very little salt, ttiis operation may
perhaps not prove effectual. In that case add

a .small proportion of potash along' with the

embers, &c., or quick lime may be employed
along with the potash, which greatly adds to

their cleansing power. But in all cases where
recourse is had to this process, take great

care that the dishes be well cleaned by the

rubber at each time; and that cold water be

allowed to stand a considerable time in them,

which should be frequently changed, tliat the

whole of the salts may be extracted by it be-

fore they be used again.

[The dishes for holding the cream, and

the churn, require to be scalded, scrubbed,

rinsed, and dried, after each time they are

used, in the same manner as the milk dishes;

but, as a sour taint is not here so prejudicial,

it is not necessary to guard so carefully against

it as in the milk dishes. But if ever this taint

should become too strong, it may be dimin-

ished by the process above described.]

Premiums of tUe PliiladelpMa Society for

Promoting Agriculture*

At a meeting of the Committee of Super-

intendence to offer Premiums and to desig-

nate the time and place for the annual exhi-

bition of the "Philadelphia Society for Pro-

moting Agriculture," held at the Philoso-

phical Hall on the 10th of April, 1839,—the
following members were present:

Nicholas Biddle, President ; Dr. James
Mease and Joseph Cloud, Vice Presidents of

the Society ; David Comfort, James Thorn-
ton, Dr. R. M. Huston, John C. Montgomery,
and James Gowen.
The meeting organized by appointing Ni-

cholas Biddle, Chairman, and James Gowen,
Secretary:—Whereupon it was

Itesnlvcd, That the Committee consider

only so much of the business referred to thc-m

as relates to crops, and premiums therefor,

and postpone the consideration of the annual

exhibition to a subsequent meeting.

To stimulate to laudable competition, and
promote, as far as tiie Society has moans, the

advancement of Agriculture, the followinfr

crops were designated as most essential, and

for which the following premiums should be
offered. To wit:

For the best field of corn, not less than 5
acres, $10.

For the second best, $5.
P^or the best crop of potatoes, not less than

3 acres, .$10.

For the second best, $5.
For the best crop of sugar beet, not less

tlian ^ an acre, $10.

For the second best, $5.

For the boi^t crop of mangel wurtzel, not
less than I an acre, .§10.

F(jr the .'^econd best, 9').

For the best crop of turneps, not less than
h an acre, ,$10.

For the second best, .$.0.

For the best crop of ruta baga, not less than

i an acre, $10.

For the second best, .$.5.

For the best crop of field carrots, not less

than i of an acre, $10.
For the second best, ,$.5.

For the best crop of sugar parsneps, not less

than i of an acre, $10.

For the second best, $5.
For the best crop of spring wheat, not less

than ^ an acre, $10.

For the second best, $5.
Resolved, That Dr. James Mease, John C.

Montgomery, and James Gowen be a com-
mittee to supply any omission in crops which
should be regarded as worthy of premiums,
and to publish the proceedings of this meet-

ing. N. BIDDLE, Chairman.
James Gowen, Secretary.

Opinion of the celebrated Commentator,
Dr. Adam Clarke, respecting

The ©X.
"Much increase is by the Ktrensith of the Ox."—Pro-

verbs, xjv. -1.

The o:r is the most profitable of all the

bcasls used in Imsbandry. Except merely
for speed, he is almost in every re.^pect supe-

rior to the horse. 1. He is longer lived.—
'2. Scarci'ly lioble to any diseases. 3. He is

sleodi/ and always pulls fair in his gears. 4.

He /ives, fattens, and «/«/;i/«//).s- his strength

on what « horse will not rat; and thereliire

is supported on one-third of the cost. 5. His
manure is more profitable. And, 6. When
he is worn out in his labor, his Jlesh is goal

tor the nuurislmient of man, his //or«,« of great

utility, and his /tide almost invaluable. It

might be added he is almost 710 expense in

shoeinii' ; and his i^ears are much kss expen-
sive. th:in those of the horse. In all large

farms, oxen are greatly to be preferred to

liorses. Have but patience witli this most
patient animal, and you will soon find that

there is much increase by the strength and

labor of the ex.
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The following article was published in the New Eng-

land Farmer, in 1832. It is now revised by the au-

thor, and communicated for publication in tho Fann-

ers' Cabinet,

Ou the Reciprocal Influence of tlic Stock
and Its Graft*

BY. JAMES MEASK, M. I>.

The opinion that the fruit produced by a

graft is not in the least affjcted by tlie stock

in which the gratt is inserted, has loncf been

held as an axiom in vej^etable pliy^iolo<jy,

merely on the authority of Lord B\co\, who
lays it down, "that tlie scion ovorrulelh the

stock quite, and that the stock is but passive

only, and givetli aliment, but no motion to the

graft." In other words, he considers the stock

merely as a source of nourishment, to be

communicated to the scion in the vessels of

which it is to be decomposed or digested, and

made to produce fruit in the time natural to

the tree whence the scion is taken, and ac-

cording to its peculiar kind.

I think [shall make it appear, that although

as a general rule, the principle is correct

which assigns a passive agency to the stock,

yet on many occasions it has a decided intlu-

ence not only on the vigor or fertility of the

grafts, but also on the nature and quality of

the fruit, and that a scion even affects the

production of the stock.

1. The first proof I had on this subject, was

given to me by the late Joseph Cooper, of

New Jersey, an experienced and observing

farmer and horticulturist, who in the year

1804, showed me two trees, both inicrafted

with the same kind of apple by .himself, and

at the same time. The stock of one was

the Campfield apple, a native and excellent

fruit, that of the other was an early apple, and

in both instances, the fruit produced by the

graft partook of the flavor peculiar to the

fruits of the stocks.

Mr. Cooper afterwards communicated to

roe in writing, his remarks on this subject, as

follows : " I have in numerous instances seen

the stock have great influence on the fruit

grafted thereon, in respect to bearing, size,

and flavor, and also on the longevity of the

tree, particnlarly in the instance of a number

of Vandevere*- apple trees, liie fruit of which

was so subject to the bitter rot, as to be of

*Tliis deliciniis apple is named " Vandevere," afler

one of lUe Swedes, who in the early settlement of the

river DeUwarf, resided near \Vilmini;!on, .Tbout 27

miles below I'liilartelphi.i. It is supposed, therefore.

that he broiisht the original trees from Sweden. The
apple is of the midille size, redish, of a plea.sant sweet

and slightly arid taste, a combination of which renilers

it the best'apple f.>r tarts and pies. They are how-
ever, subject to a black spot, which increases with the

grovvth of the fruit, and from its intense bitterness re-

quires to be taken out before the apples are prepared

for stewing. The disease is called the " bitter rot."—

When first imported, the tree was called " i'taatcubi,"

which may have been its Swedish name.

little use. They were ingrafted fifty years
ago, previously to 1801, and ever since, those

of them which had tops composed of several

dirterent kinds, thou^rh they continue to be
more productive of fruit than any others in

my orchard, yet are subject to the bitter rot,

the original and well known disease of tho
fruit of the stock. 1 have had frequent op-

portunities of observing the same circum-
stance, in consequence of my receiving many
scions from my friends, wliich, after bearing,

I engrafted, and the fruit uniformly partook in

.-iome degree of the qualities of the former,

even in their disposition to bear annually or

biennially.*

2. A correspondent of Mr. Bradley, (Mr.
Fairchild) budded a passion-tree, of which
the leaves were spotted with yellow, into one
that bore long fruit; and though the buds did

not take, in the course of two weeks, yellow
spots began to show themselves about three

feet above the inoculation, and in a short time
afterwards, such spots appeared on a shoot

which came out of the earth from another

part of the plant. The publication of these

facts is a proof of the candor of Bradley, in-

asmuch as tliey opposed his theory, which
was similar to that of Lord Bacon, for he says,

"the scion preserves its natural purity and
instinct, though it be fed and nourished by a

mere crab."

3. The late celebrated English gardener,

William Speechly', regarded the stock as

overruling the scion, and in confirmation of

this opinion says, that " whenever a cutting is

taken from an aged tree in a state of decay,

and incrraftod upon a thriving stock immedi-
ately from seed, it may with propriety be con-

sidered as a renovation from decrepit old age,

to youth and healthful vigor."f In iiis trea-

tise on the culture of the vine, he add?, that
" he had improved many kinds of vines, by

imrrafting tiiose which have generally weak
wood on plants that are stronger."

4. Thomas Hitt, another well known
Engli.sh gardener and writer, says, " tliat tho

future vigor of trees depends equally upon
the soil and stock, and that the tastes of the

fruit may also be improved by proper stocks."

Hence he gives very particular directions as

to the selection of stocks for various fruits,

and ilUi.=trales the necessity of attention to

them, by stating the fact, that " if two non-

pareil branches are grafted, the one upon a
paradise stock, the other upon a crab, and
both planted in the same soil and situation,

*
[
1.'30.— I have been recently informed by a country

friend, that he has cured the bitter rot in his trees, by
pruniiiff t/icm when in blossom. The advice was given
by a German gardener. How to explain the fact is be-

yonil my philosophy. The experiment ought to be tirst

made by pruning the trees in the winter as usual.—
J. M.l

t Hints on Rural Economy, London, 1821.
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that upon the crab stock will produce fruit so

Kourand ill tasted, in compari.-on to the fruit

of the other, that if a person should taste

them both in the dark, he could not imagine

them to be the same fruit."

" I have aI.-~o," he ray?, " seen very ifreat

difference between the fruit of these trees,

when one was grafted upon a pnradise, and

the other upon a codlin stock ; for thou;,^h the

juices were so far chanpcd by passing tlirough

the buds and pores of nonpareil branches, as

to produce fruit alike in sliapp,yettheir tastes

were different, and soniewiiat resembled the

taste of that fruit which the stocks would

have naturally produced. The juices of the

crab and codlin are known to be very acid,

but the juice of the natural fruit of the para-

dise is sweet."* He adds, "as most kinds of

apricots when fully ripe, are rather too sweet

and mealy, so when they are budded upon

any kind of plum stocks which have that sort

of juice, their fruit becomes more mealy and

sweet than those which were budded upon

stocks, whose juices were more acid."

5. Mr. Thomas A. Knight, President of

the Horticultural Society of London, in a pa-

per "on the effects of different kinds of graft-

ing"! observes, that "the form and habit which
a peach tree of any given variety is disposed

to assume, he has found to be very much influ-

enced by the kind of stock upon which it is

budded: if upon a plum or apricot stock, its

stem will increase in size considerably as its

base approaches the stock, and it will emit

many lateral shoots : when on the contrary a

peach is budded upon the stock of a cultiva-

ted variety of its own species, the slock and

the budded stem remain very nearly of the

same size, as well above as below the point

of their junction. No obstacle is presented

to the ascent or descent of the sap, which
appears to ascend more abundantly to the

summit of the tree." He also gives the fol-

lowing striking fact to demonstrate the influ-

ence of the stock upon the graft inserted in it.

The " Moor Park Apricot tree in his garden,

as in many others, becomes in a few years

diseased and debilitated, and generally ex-

hibits in spaces near the head of its stock,

lifeless alburnum beneath a rough bark.

—

Sixteen years ago a single plant of this va-

riety was obtained by grafting upon an apri-

cot stock, and the bark of this tree still re-

tains a smooth and polished surface, and the

whole tree presents a degree of health and

vigor so different from any other tree of tlie

Fame kind in his garden, that ho has found it

difficult to convince gardeners who have seen

it, of its specific identity."!

* Treatise on Fruit Trees, 3d Edition, p. 46, Loudon,
17C8.

t Vol. ii. p. mo.

\ London Iloniculiural Tranpactiuns, vol. ii. p. 20.

6. Mr. TiioM.\s ToRERON, gardener to the

Countess of Bridgewater, says, that "choice
sortu of pears by being grafted upon the quince,

come several years sooner into bearing, and
produce much better crops, than those upon
the common, or free stock. He adds that

"the fruit will be in no respect inferior, and
that he has had opportunities of seeing the

superiority of the quince stock in three differ-

ent counties in England."*

7. Among the extracts given by Sir Joseph
B.A.NKS. from French authors, in the appendix
to the 1st volume of tlie Transactions of the

London Horticultural Society, it is stated that

"the Crassane pear may be improved, and all

its harshness destroyed by grafting upon the

Doyenne: and that the Reine Claude plum is

much improved, by being grafled upon an
apricot or peach stock,"

8. Bfadi.ey says, that " since the Jordan

almond had been grafted on plum stocks in

England, they bore very well, whereas, in

the time of R.\y, they seldom produced ripe

fruit. Canary almonds, grafted on the plum,
succeed well ; while the seedlings of the same
species, of five or six years' growth, appear

all nipped and shrivelled."!

9. The " Spitzenburg apple," which origi-

nated near Albany, in the State of New York,

is one of the finest apples of the United States.

When I was in New York a few years since,

I was informed, that the flavor of this apple

is much influenced by the apple stock upon

which it is grafled.

10. I have in some British publication read

the fact, that a shaddock ingrafted on a sweet

orange stock, will become sweet, and that the

orange rrrattcd upon the pomegranate at Mal-

ta, o-ave fruit which was red inside. I regret

that I am not able to give my authorities for

these two last facts. 1 find them in my com-
mon-place book, and would not have putthera

there, had 1 not been well persuaded in my
mind at the time, of the hiirh credit due to

the source whence I obtained them.

11. Dr. Darwin says, "it is not certainly

known whether the ingrafted scion gives, or

takes any property to, or from the tree (stork)

which receives if, except that it acquires

noiirifhinciitfrnm if." He afterwards say?,

" there are no instances recorded, where a

comiminication of juices from th« oraft to the

stock, or from the stock to the oraft, has va-

ried tiie flavor, i>r the form of thi> llowors, or

fruitsof eitl-'-rof them. Forfhoiigh thesame
veget;ible blood pnsses along both the upper

and lower part of the caudex of the new sci-

on, yet the molecules secreted from this blood

are selected or formed by the different glands

* I.ondoM Horticiilturnl Transactions, vol. vii. p. 213

fOn Gardening, vol. ii. p. 135.
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of tlu; part of the caiidex vvliich was broiifjht

with the iiiirratled scion, and of the part of it

which rciniiined on tlie stock, in the same
m:iniier as diHercnt kinds of secretions are

])rodiiced from the same bl(K)d in animal bo-

dies." This remark is made in Sect. xvi. 4,

" Of the I'hytologia, or Philosophy of Agri-

culture and Gardeninif," nevertheless, in

Sect. V. 2, of the same valuable work, when
trealinir of the circulation of the juices of

plants, and after quoting the experiments of

Fairchild and Lawrence, Dr. D. says, " I think

1 iiave myself observed in two pear trees

about twenty years old, whose branches were
much injured by canker, that by ingrafling

hardier pear scions on their summits, they be-

came healthier trees, which can only be ex-

plained from a better sanguification produced

in the leaves of the new buds. It has also

been observed by an ingenious lady, that

though fruit trees ingrafted on various kinds

of stocks are supposed to bear similar fruits,

yet that this is not accurately so; as on .'•ome

stocks she has known the ingrafted scions ofap-

ple trees to suffer considerable change for the

worse, compared with the fruit of the parent

tree." This fact which I deem highly ii[i

portant, and worthy of the greatest attention,

is to be coupled with that above related on the

authority of the American rural philosopher,

Joseph Cooper, and with those in Sect, ."i, 8,

9 and 10. Dr. Darwin doubts the influence

of the stock on the fruit or flower, or of the

graft on the stock, because of the want of
" recorded" cases in point, but he had forgot-

ten that he had himself adduced two proofs]

of such influence, and had referred to two
others.

VI. In the second volume of the Transac-

tions of the Horticultui:al Society, London, p.

44, Mr. Luttrel gives an account of several

pears which were formerly cultivated ; among
these is the orans^e vert, or orange Bergamot.

After describing it, he adds, " the true time to

eat it, is whilst the color is upon the turn.

—

The. fruit colors most upon quince stocks.'^

This is admitting t!ie principle of the influ-

ence of the stock upon tiie Iruit.

13. In the report of the Transactions of
the Caledonian Horticultural Society, (May,

1S29) Loudon's Mag. 5, p. 334, it is stated,

that " the Society were put in po.ssession by

Capt. Smith, of Dysart, of an interesting ac-

count of the effect of introducing buds of the

(Janges apple into branches of the Russian

transparent apple, by the ordinary process

of inoculation : the Ganges apple produced

from these buds having acquired the peculiar

transparency which characterizes the fruit of

the stock; an effect, it will be observed, that

goes to overturn the received opinion, that the

produce of the bud is in no respect affected

by the qualities of the stock."

14. Mr. (i. LiNDLEY mentions* among'
other plans to cause bad [fruit] bearers to be
more prolific, the use of diffircnt slocks; &nd
in his commentary on this ])osition, he says,

in proportion as the scion and the stock ap-

proach each other closely, in constitution, the

less effect is produced by the latter ; and on
the contrary in proportion to the constitutional

difference between the stock and the scion i.s

the effect of the former important. Thu.s,

when pears are grafted or budded on the wild

species, apples on crabs, plums upon peaches,

and peaches upon peaches and almonds, the

.scion is, in regard to fertility, exactly in the

.same state as if it had not been grafted at all

;

while on the other hand, a great increase of

torlility is the result of ^tifting pears upon
quinces, peaches upon plums, apples upon
wiiite thorn, and the like. In the latter

ca.scs, the food ab-sorbed from the earth by the

root of the stock is communicated slowly and
unwillingly to the scion; under no circum-
stances is the communication between the one
and the other as free and perfect as if their

natures had been more nearly the same ; the

sap is impeded in its ascent, and the proper

juices are impeded in their descent; whence
arises that accumulation of secretion which is

sure to be attended by increased fertility."!

' l.j. I shall close this communication by a

letter from Mr. Wm. Prince, of Flushing,

Long Island, in confirmation of the principle

for which I contend.

Flushing, March 18, 1830.
Dr. Mease:

I

Dear Sir,—You request that I would in-

form you, if I have, from my own experience,

ascertained whether the stock of a tree has
any influence on the graft so as to affect the
quality of the fruit? In my father's time, I

had often heard this subject discu.ssed, and
was led firmly to believe that the stock had
no influence or effect whatsoever on the fruit

ingrafted on it, but that some sorts of seed-

lings grew much faster and made stronger

growths than others, and of course gave
greater vigor to the graft, but the fruit Isup-

' posed would be unchanged. You may judge
;
therefore of my surprise, when I was all at

jonce convinced and satisfied that I had been in

I

an error. Having found that the worm which

*A Guide to the Orchard and Kitchen Garden, Lon-
Idon, l.SU, reviewed in Loiidon'-s Gardeners' Magazine,
jvol. vii. p. 5-1. I cannot permit this opportunity to

!
pass without bearing my testimony in favor of this
jadiniruhle miscellany, tlie circulation of wtiich i.-s ini-

Mnensfi in England and Knrope. No pentleman who
has the least taste for horticulture, ouclit to be with-
out it. Seven volumes have been published.

I
fThe Editor (John Lindley, the botanist) dissents

from the opinion of his namesake, the practical gar-
jdener, and attributes the "improvement in the flavor
! of fruits cntirilii to tlif ivcreii.^ed action of tkc vitalfunc-
'tiiins of the leavpf.'^ I shall adiierc to facts.

I See his remarks in the Gardeners' Ma?., vol. vii
p. 554.
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is so destructive to peach tree?, would not

touch t'le almond block, and that the liard

shelled almond raised from seed, do not like

the original, produce handsome straijihl stocks,

1 had a row of young peach trees along the

main walk budded to the almond at tlie sur-

fiice of the ground, and when grown tall,

budded again about five or six feet high to the

old Newington clingstone, a fruit of a globu-

lar form. Passing by this row of trees two
years after, when the fruit was ripe, I stopped

to gather some, and to my astonishment, I

found the fruit to be of an oval form ; know-
ing I had budded them myself, from a bearing

tree of the old Newington, and that the fruit

now was oval when they should have been

round, it struck me that perhaps the almond
etock had caused the alteration; it occurred

to me immediately, that there were some
peach stocks in the same row where the alm-

ond buds had failed, and if there were fruit

on them, and they retained their natural form,

it would be a convincing proof of the almond
stock having altered the form of the fruit. On
examining the row, I found several stocks of

peaches inoculated the same height as the alm-

onds, with fruit on, which retained their usual

round form, when all on the almond stocks

were oval, and very much so, that the differ-

ence was so plain, you would have thought

them a different fruit, but the color and flavor

were the same. I went immediately to my
brother'who lived then at a short distance, and

told him of it, but he could not think it possible

till he went and saw it himself, and was then

satisfied of the fact. I have been thus par-

ticular, that you may see I can have no doubt

in my mind.

The New England Farmer, April 17th,

1829, in an article signed J. W., and dated at

Weston, mentions, respecting the effect of the

stock on the graft, that a red apple becomes
of a more brilliant red when grafted on a

stock that produces red fruit; a green or yel-

low apple stock diminishes its beauty, and

that he had seen scions taken from one tree

and set in pale green and in red apple stocks,

and that the apples they produced bore no re-

semblance to each other on these two trees.

The fanners on Long Island, in King's

county, have been so well satisfied of the in-

fluence of the stock on the grail for some
years past, that they procure stocks of the

largest green apple to graft with the Newton
pippin, so as to iiave large fair fruit. Life

hcems too short for experiments that require

many years to bring them to perfection, as 1

observed above thirty years ago to Fisher

Ames, who was very curious in fruit. 1 then

stated to him what Mr. Knight is now bring-

ing to perfection, that fruit like pigeon.-, (as

the pigeon fanciers say) might be brod in a

feather by mixing the farina' and planting the

seed, then repeating the same on the new
plant, but the time necessary to carry such

experiments into effect was enough to dis-

courage any one from attempting it. I shall

however have some experiments tried to as-

certain whether the old French method of

o-rafting in and in, will change the form and

flavor of fruits, for after what I saw myself as

above stated, I am now convinced it will.

I have now to state to you what I have ne-

ver met witli in any author, that the graft
hax an injluence on the stock and root of the

tree. The cherry tree when the thcrmcme-
ter in hard winter falls much below zero, is

frequently killed by the severity of the frost.

I had some years ago, 1821, a number of

cherry trees killed, but the weeping cherry,

a native of Siberia, although budded some
height from the ground, remained uninjured

;

this led me more minutely to examine their

roots, and I found invariably, that the roots of

all the weeping cherries difl^ered from the

roots of other cherry trees, although the slock

was the same ; tlie roots of ihe trees grafted

or budded with the weeping cherry being

much fuller of fine spreading fibres, and root-

ing much stronger. Mentioning this fact to

a man who keeps a small apple nursery in this

place, and on whose veracity I could depend,

he told me that the graft of the Siberian crab

apple trees, although grafted two feet from

the ground, affected the roots, and caused

them to become so wiry and hard, and so full

of these fine tough fibrous roots, and that they

were very different from the roots of other

apple trees.

I have now given you all the information I

possess on this subject.

Yours, respect fully,

Wm. Princk.

Mostorisag Pcacli Trees.

\Vhen I removed in the spring of 18^4, to

the house where I now reside, there stood in

the back yard a dwindled, yellow leafed,

sickly looking peach treo. which I was dis-

posed to cut down. It was however spared at

the request of other membeis of the family.

Early in the sunmier the fruit ripened prema-

turely—were bitter knotty things, and scarce-

ly fit for any use. I again rrsolvcd to cut it

down, but upon further consideration it occur-

red to me that it afforded a fit opportunity for

experiment. I accordinffly took the earth

awav from it, and exposed the roots to a con-

siderable depth—upon cxnmination I found

the bark f()r some inches below the surface

iuCested with masses of worms—from the

thickness of a straw to that of a needle. All

of these T endeavored to remove, and carefully

cut out all the diseased parts of the bark and

wood. After this I took hot soap suds very

strong, and poured it plentifully about the
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roots and diseased parts of the tree. A short

time afterwards, either the same day or a day

or two after, I took thick white-wasli and

coated those parts well with it, and then left

it exposed to the action of the weather nntil

the winter set in, when 1 filled in liie earth

about the roots. The next sprinir tl'c tree

evidently bore a more healthy appearance,

still there was here and there a curly leaf;

but the fruit was still bitter—prer\iaturely

ripe and imperfect. The past summer how-

ever, the second since the process, it lias been

as Hourishinjj as any tree I have ever seen,

has (rrown surprisinijly, and borne an abun-

dance of large fine peaches of a goixl flavor.

I have no doubt but tiiat a similar course will

b^ found successful, in nine cases out of ten,

in restorinsT peach trees to a healthy flourish-

inof condition—after they have beirun to ex-

hibit .strono- marks of decay. The whole pro-

cess cost me little more time than I have now
spent in describing it.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet.

Admitting, as stated by your correspondent,

that the question of the septic or antiseptic

properties of '' lime is a matter of fact, and

not a matter of reasoninir," yet where there

is difference of opinion, it seems, that in or-

der to arrive at the truth, some reasoning or

discussion must precede, and not always " fol-

low" its acquisition. After facts are once

discovered and determined beyond doubt, rea-

soning is at an end, except upon the conse-

quences or bearing of those facts. That the

antiseptic influence of lime in its usual ap-

plication in the soil, is not a well settled, un-

disputed fact, is proved by the directly oppo-

site opinions of many able writers, who have
maintained that it promotes decomposition of

the vegetable matter in the soil. The (]ucs-

tion is one of no little moment to the farmer,

that he may rightly understand its best appli-

cation. '

There seems to be some misunderstanding

between your correspondent X, and myself,

o\ving perhaps to the indiscriminate use of the

word lime, without specifying whether quick

lime, or carbonate of lime is intended. I have

stated that when quick lime is applied to a soil,

it has a tendency to dissolve and decompose its

inert and insoluble veiretable matter, thus mak-
ing it suitable food for vegetables, whose ab-

sorbents receive it in a statR of solution. The
onhj •parallel case nut nf the soil, where this

can be determined by experiment, is by mix-

insr cert:)in quantities of verfetable matter

with CTtain proportions of quick lime, sub-

jecting; it to the action of air, water, &:c., imi-

tatini; the circumstances in which it is usu-

ally applied by the I'urmer, and it is believed

it will be found that decomposition is hastened

by the lime. Quick lime will not long re-

main without reuniting with carbonic acid.

—

\n the soil it meets with its natural affinitie.s,

oxygen and charcoal, and in the process of

uniting, has the decomposing agency before

alluded to.

Salt is a powerful antiseptic, and yet when
applied in particular qnantilie.s, acts with great

vigor in ai; opposite way.
It is freely admitted now, as before, that

white-washing will preserve a fence or a roof,

hut the circumstances are different from those

of the soil. I was no little surprised to ob-

serve, that X, in the latter part of iiis last

communication, " says, he has expressed no
opinion about lime before it becomes a carbo-

nate." If so, his train of argument is singu-

lar. In order to prove, then, that carbonate

of lime has a certain effect, he adduces divers

instances, of fences, roofs, rail-road timber,

and dead horses; in all which cases the quick

lime is used, and not the carbonate. Does he

not admit there is a substantial difference be-

tween them. I had supposed that in the an-

nual white-washintr to embellish and preserve

my fences and out houses, it was the "alka-

line .soZ«rt'o?i" obtained from quick lime, that

was the desideratum, and not a mere ini.vture

of carbonate of lime and water. The same in

the case of rail-road timber. If X has been
referring all along to the carbonate of lime,

his references to the use of quick lime are not

available to his argument.

My time is much occupied, or T would quote

from numerous agricultural writers to cor-

roborate my opinion of the decomposing agen-
cy of lime, and that the most profitable appli-

cation to the land, is to get it on soon after

being slacked.

I hope when X has concluded his experi-

ments, " in which he has been some length of

time engaged," he will transfer his " accumu-
lation of facts" to the pages of the Farmers'

Cabinet, so as to set at rest this mooted ques-

tion. The great number of communications

on lime, from so many of your correspondents,

shows the great interest felt in the subject,

as v/ell as its vast importance. To sustain

X's theory of lime, it seems necessary, a pri-

ori, to confirm what I very much doubt, his

view, that the nutriment in the soil is disen-

gaged faster than it can be taken up by plants,

an<l is dissipated and lost. If this latter i.s

not the case, and the former is correct, lime

may be detrimental. I have only time now
for one retnark more. Sir II. Davy in his

Agricultural Chymistry states that lime com-
bined with carbonic acid, becomes insoluble.

.TosEPH Ct.oud, Esq., in the last of his valua-

ble communications says, " its union with car-

bonic acid greatly increases its solubility."

East Bradford, .A.pril 8, 1830. M.
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For the Farmers' Cabinpt.

M:ini&gcas)4;sat of 13sc TBioraa.

I some time since noticed an article in the

Cabinet on the Enolish Thorn or Hawthorn,

(pag-e 92, vol. 3.) With this variety 1 am not

acquainted, and of course can say nothing re-

specting it. But I have had considerable ex-

perience for thirty years, and have paid espe-

cial attention for the last twenty years to tlie

black or New Caslle, the white, and the Vir-

ginia thorn. The New Castle thorn has

been in use from my earliest recollection.

—

The Virginia, was introduced into this neigh-

borhood about twenty years since. I gave

this species a fair trial, but it did not an-

swer my purpose, and I abandoned its culti-

vation. I prefer the New Castle, which is

now very scarce. I have generally obtained

my supply from the neighborhood of Salem,

N. J., for which I have been charged eleven

dollars per thousand. My method is to let

them remain in the nursery for two or three

years, or until they are fifteen or twenty

inches high. I generally plant in the line of

a fence, as affording security to the plants. I

dig a trench as wide and deep as -the width

and depth of our common spades ; and if the

soil is thin I put a little manure in the trench,

after which I plant the quick fifteen inches

apart, which 1 find close enough. When they

require a dressing, instead of hoeing I throw

some fresh earth around them, and continue

this practice whenever a dressing appears

necessary, until I have a bank two or three

feet high from the top of the trench. I never

cut them off as some recommend, but let them
grow as tall as possible. It is a great fault

with many to lay them too young, and trim

them too much. Tlioy ought not to be laid

until they are two inches in diameter, and

then cut as close to the ground as possible, or

sufficient to bend them. I lay them two or

three feet high, or rather, trim them off to

that height. I prefer dead stakes, and lay

them fair over the butts of the others ; the

young shoots will sprout from the butts, and

all along the bodies, so that in two or three

years I have a fence which no bullock or other

animal can possibly pass. In the inontii of

August (it will answer later but not so well)

I take what we call a stock knife, affix ittoa

handle, and trim the long shoots. This must
be done once a year, or the hedge will be ru-

ined. I know not how long the large wood
of the thorn will live— I have some now va-

rying from ten to fifteen years which look as

well as at first, and so well set that the hea-

viest ox cannot penetrate, and so compact that

a rabbit can scarcely make its way through.

A Nemt Castle Co. Faumer.

For Ihp Farmers

Farnjcrs' Cabinet—Mr

Science has no enemy but ignorance.

Cabinet.

nu rc«"-Improve"
nitiits—Lime, &c.

Mr. Editor,—Being solicited last summer,
by our worthy post master, to become a sub-

scriber to your valuable publication, I at once
assented, and being at our post office (North

I

East) some time after on the arrival of the

mail, I was surprised at the large number of

your Cabinet sent to our small di.'^trict ; I have
not a doubt but all your subscribers have a

desire to improve, as far as practicable, in

i their mode of farming. Indeed I do not think

I

there can be one among us who is not ready

land willing to acknowledge that there is

great room for improvement. I fully believe

that had such a publication the same circula-

I

tion for the last 10 or 1.5 years in our coun-

try, as the Cabinet now has, that there would
not be so many of us now farming worn out

fields, that barely produce enough to pay for

qalhering the crops. Now, as the Cabinet

is continually enforcing upon us the value

and importance of saving, making, and apply-

ing MANURE, a thing that appears only to be
a secondary object amongst the best of our

farmers, and indeed no object at all with too

many of us, to give you a detail of the plan

generally adopted here, would be useless, as

the old Maryland system of cropping and
cropping, one crop after the other, as long as

a sprout will grow, to our shame be it said,

is still much in practice with us, as may be
seen at any time by passing through some
parts of our country. Now, Mr. Editor, as

we generally farm more ground in proportion

to the stock we keep, than your Pennsylva-

nia farmers, and then make much less ma-
nure, with the same proportions, it is a mat-

tor of course that we must do something more
for our land than apply our small proportions

of manure, if we expect to be repaid for our
labor, as from cur mode of fanning of course

our means must be limited, therefore the ob-

ject is to get, at once, at the best and cheap-

est plan of improving our long neglected and
abused fields. It seems to me as if [ can

hear you and your host of readers all cry out

at once, Z/??/p, lime! Well, some of us, at

least, have limed, and the result is, that either

the lime is so poor, or the manner it is ap-

plied so bad, that the improvement will not

warrant the labor and expense. For my part,

1 attribute it to the almost entire worthless-

ness of tlie article called lime that is put on
us ignorant, easy, good-natured sort of people,

as I tliink we are generally supposed to be.

There are men who make it a business (and

a profitable one too, I judge,) in bringing lime

into this part of the country,— it is what they

jcall fallen lime.

I I begin to suspect that the greater part of

it is nothing more nor less than the refuse
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of the kilns in your j^reat limestone reji^ions

on the Schuylkill—lime that is thrown out

perhaps in small quantities, from time to time,

and is exposed to the weather for months,
and some for years, until it collects in quan-
tities, and then perhaps these lime merchants
that trade with us are paid for takin<j it away,
and they bring it to us easy, o^ood-natured

folks, and we take it at a high price, just be-

cause we know no better.

Now, sir, I am of the opinion, if any of us

had the means, or enterprise, to take a trip

up in your limestone country, on the Schuyl-
kill, we would find that we could get the

prime article, good stone lime, for about (or

perhaps a trifle more) than we pay for this

poor stuff. As there is no doubt but the Cabi-

net is circulated extensively through your
limestone country, perhaps some of its read-

ers, who make it a business, will inform us

if they have not boats for carrying stone lime,

and what they could deliver it for at different

points. There is a great extent of country
here, on the Elk, North East, and Sassafras

rivers, mostly within a few miles of the Ches-
apeake and Delaware Canal. It is a business

which, if once properly commenced, must
prove very advantageous, both to the farmer
and limeburner. A Constant Reader.
Elk Neck, March 23th, 1839.

" A Constant Reader" is advised to take a

trip up the Schuylkill, purchase his lime at

the kiln, so that there may be no mistake;

and then apply it, as the quality of the lime

and the nature of the soil may justify. We
recommend to our correspondents and readers,

who wish light on the subject, the very inter-

esting communication of R. M. Black, Esq.,

in the 8th No. of the present volume of tlie

Cabinet, and that of "Evelyn," see page 248.

These are both very important papers, as the

facts are stated very minutely.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

A.dvantases offered to Agriculturists In
Marylantl""-'\Voultl"be-lSmi:;ra»it.s» who
ivaiit more Land, read and reflect*

Mr. Editor,—I observed in the January
number of your paper, a few queries propound-

Dd by "An Old Subscriber," on the compara-
tive value of the investment of money in good
steady (5 per cent, stocks, and in land. Al-
though I do not feel prepared to give in de-

ail a satisfactory statement, as requested by
/our correspondent, yet, with your permis-

sion, I will trouble you with a few remarks
Dearing upon the point at issue.

It will be admitted, for it must be evident

to every reflecting mind, that the decision of

tlie question, whether .stocks or land afford

the most profitable investment of money, will

depend mainly, if not entirely, upon three
things, viz. the price at which land can be
pitrchasrd—the price for which the produce
will sell, and the price to be paid for labor.

Now, although it may be a tact, (but of this

I am not prepared to say,) that the invest-

ment of money in land, in the neighborliood
in which your correspondent resides, /. e.,

Piiiiadelphia, where land is very Jiigh, from
.•tilOO to $200 per acre, and labor in propor-
tion, may not be as profitable as 6 per cent.

stocks; yet 1 am of opinion that in other sec-

tions of country, where land equally good can
be purchased for one tenth the above sum, the
price of produce equally high, and the price

of labor considerably lower—the investment
of money in land would be much more profit-

able.

If I am correctly informed, all the land
in Pennsylvania, within 50 miles of Philadel-

phia, which is at all improved, is held at from
$50 to ,$1.50 per acre. Now 1 would advise
those who hold such land, and also your corre-

spondent, to extend their views a little beyond
the good old state of Pennsylvania, and take
a view of the lands in Maryland, in the coun-
ties bordering on Pennsylvania, particularly

in Harford county. It is the opinion of many
that lands in this county are lower, all things
considered, than in any other county in the
state; and there is in the county some land
as good as is to be found in any part of Penn-
sylvania. The lands lying on Deer Creek
are held hiarher than in any other part of the
coimty. Here, latterly, some small farms of
prime quality, highly improved, have been
sold at from $50 to $75 per acre. This land
will produce, on an average, from 20 to 30
bushels of wheat, and from 40 to 60 bushels
of corn per acre, without manure. Wheat is

the principal product, to which the land is

peculiarly adapted, and the flour manufac-
tured from it is preferred by your bakers. In
proof of this fact, 1 would refer you to the
firm of Messrs. Lee, Benker & Co., of your
city, who are the principal agents in the sale

of the article.

The above mentioned is the highest price at
which land is held in this county. But there
are many farms on Deer Creek, and within
.3, 4 or 6 miles of it, wiiich can be purchased
at from $5 to $25 per acre. These are, of
course, somewhat inferior to the first men-
tioned in quality, but with a little care, and
by the application of lime, can be made to

produce as good (and perhaps better) crops

tiian the lands in Lancaster, Chester, and
Philadelphia counties, which are daily sold

at from .$100 to $150 per acre- When the
Susquehanna Canal to tide is completed, it is

supposed that lime will be delivered at the
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moath of Deer Creek, that ig, within G or 8
miles oflhc land of which \ have been speak-

ing-, at 12-^ cents per bushel, and it is a point

^et'tled v.'ilh us, that money laid out in lime,

ewn at 25 cents per bushel, delivered, will

he, returned, by the increase in the product,

in two or at most three years. Lime then
\vill not add any thintr to the price of the

^Iwvo land. Now let us see what would he

tlm consequence if one of your Chester or

Philadelphia county farmers should sell out

•and purchase here. We will suppose he
•could purchase here for ,1pl5 per acre, and put
•on lP<\{) in improvements, which is S2.^. If

he could sell out for iiJ^lOO per acre, he could

purchase as much land for one-fourth the

money; and if produce is equally hio^h here,

if he could make six per cent, there, he would
make twenty-four per cent. here.

1 propose to show that the market fJir the

product of the farm is as good here as in Phila-

delphia.

By reference to the February number of
ti'.e Cabinet, I perceive that irrain is quoted as

follov.'s, viz: Wheal, .fl 73 to Jg;l 80; corn,

b-6 to 91 cents ; oats, 45 to 4G cents ; clover

seed, $13 to $14. The price of these arti-

cles here is as fcillovvs: Wheat, $1 70 to

$1 75 cents, and can be sold readily, by de-

livering- it from three to einfht miles; corn is

now sellina- at 90 cents to $1, with many
buyers, although the crop here was large last

year ; oats are a very ready .sale at 50 cents,

and clover seed at $L5 per bushel. Labor
can be had here at from ij^8 to $10 per month
•—free laborers—slaves for less—which I be-

lieve is lower than the price in the counties
bordering on Philadelphia.

I ain convinced, that with the same man-
agement and economy here as is evinced by
the flirmers of Pennsylvania, we should all

get rich fast. We want some of them to set

us an example in these respects. We are
confident they would not regret their remo-
val. Will not your " Old Subscriber," should
these lines meet his eye, be induced, at least,

to pay us a visit, and we think, if he has any
idea of an agricultural life, he will be induced
to sell out his 6 per cents, and invest the pro-

ceeds in good 24 per cents, in Harford coun-
ty, Maryland.

A Young Farmer.
Cliurclivillfi, March, 1839.

When the wind is in the west,

The weather i.s at the best;

When the wind is in the east,

It is good for neither man nor beast;

When the wind is in the south.

It blows the bait into the fishes' mouth.
No weather is ill, if the wind be still.

An evening red, and a morning gray,

la a sign of a fair day.

We copy tlie following article on Ploughs from a lata

iiiiiiiher of the Boston Cultivator. It is from the pen

of the Editor, a practical farmer.

" For .some years past we tried to procure
a cast iron grass plough that would completely
subvert the sod, and cover the vegetable

growth without the aid of the foot to help the

furrow over. We at length found by accident

a set of irons that came nearer th.e mark than
any we luid seen. We directed the wood
part to be made, and the plough performed
better than any we had found.

"With this plouirh, and one yoke of steers,

four years old, our boy of si.\teen contended
for the first prize for single teams, at the Con
cord cattle show in 1836 ; and lie won the

prize, though nine other teams were in the

field. He laid his furrows best, and he fin

ished his lot three furrows sooner than anj
competitor—having been twenty-seven min
utes in ploughing the lot marked out—nearlj

one-fourth of an acre. V.'e had then nevei
seen Prouty &, Mears' plough.«. This firm

No. 19 North Market street, and No. 19 Clin

ton St., [and also Prouty, Libby & Prouty, a'

their Agricultural Ware-Hou.se and Seec
Store, No. 87 North Second st. Philadelphia

have conitantly been improving upon thei

ploughs, and, as we think, have brough
them to perfection—they have grass plough;

of a most finished pattern—long ones lb'

plain, deep ploughing— and shorter ones to

rough lands. A practised eye can see at i

glance that their long ploughs cannot fail tt

raise the furrow easily, and to turn it corn

pletely over—the furrov/ rises gradually am
does not break in falling over—the falling

portion, therefore, assists in helping up tin

rising portion—so th:it the whole operatioi

I

consists in cutting and rolling over the sod—

I

saving all the labor of lifting it up, or of

crowding- it away one side.

"The labor of this plough compared witl

many others, is like the labor of rolling ove:

an even log compared with that of rollinj

over a square stick of timber. The cuttei

stands inclining to the right, and the whok
shape of the plough indicates the ease \\\i\

which it will operate. The draft is what is

called the centre draft, and both sides of th«

plough are carried along t(igetiier and will

perfi cl ease. Their long ploughs incline t(

the right side, and the furrow slice is so cut

in bevil shape, that it shuts in completely, likt

a trap door, r.nd covers up all the vcgetabit

matter on the surface.

" We are much gratified with the sight of

so perfect a plough. It nuist boa treasure tt

all who think it important to |)lough well—by
far the most important operation in lintning.

Land once well ploughed in the spring is al-

i

lit
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ready half-tilled, and all the subsequent ope
rations are easy.

" How oflen do we pass by and see—not

farmers, but rooters, tearinij up a beautiful

lawn and leaviiigf it jiilod in heaps and ridges

merely for the want ofan instrument that may
be called a plough !"

A recent number of the New England

Farmer contains the Report of Inventions--,

made at the last annual meeting of the ]\Ias

Bachusetts Agricultural Society. We make

the following extract, from which it appears

that the first premium was awarded to Prouly

& Mears' plough.

"The implements for which premiums are
now claimed, are entitled to much credit for

their simplicity and economy, the ease with
which tliey may be used, and the facility

with which they may be repaired when ne-
cessary.

'The improvement already made in the
construction of the plough, and the study of
the principles on which it should be made,
justifies the conclusion, that it is better econ-
omy for the farmer to keep three ploughs,
adapted for specific purposes, than two of the
same construction, diflfering only in size, as
has heretofore been most common.

" The sward plough of ]\Ir. Prouty, towhom
the offered premium of twenty dollars is

awarded, appears to have been the result of
continued attention and minute observation,
with practical skill as a farmer in the use of
the plough, as well as mathematical calcula-
tion in the principle of its construction, as
will appear by the letter of Mr. Prontv, re-!

commended to be published. In the Yankee!
Farmer of the 28th April, 1838, there is I

a communication headed " Plou^liinir and!
ploughs, by E. P. of Lexington," giving a

very particular description of this plough,
which was highly gratifying to your commit-
tee."

Farmers who visit Philadelphia are re-

juested to call and examine the ploughs re-

ferred to above, at No. 87 North Second st.

Root Crops.—Farmers Attasiii.

The scarcity and dearness of beef cattle

;eem to oflor a fit occasion for us to urge upon
)ur agricultural friends the propriety of put-
ingin a few acres of roofs, in addition to their
isual crops, for the purpose of feeding their
attle, as every plan which can be adopted of
aying the grain crops should be an object
I'ith them, provided that in so doing they con
ffect a saving of time, labor, and money.

—

fowas we believe all this cr,nbedonebv the

plan we are about to urge, we trust it may be
favorably considered, and carried out, so far

at least as to make a fair experiment of its

utility. From various experiments made, it

has been reduced to a certainty that one thou-
sand bushels of vmnsrfi wurlzd or shoar
BEET can be raised from an acre of well ma-
nured land, find this number of bushels will

not be considered large wlien we state, that it

will only require that these roots should weigh
three lbs. each to give us this quantity, and
that they have been raised to weigh 22 lbs.

For milch cows they are peculiarly well
adapted, [especially the Sugar Beet] and if

given out to tiiem in the quantity of half a
bushel a day, in two meals, say night and
morning, in addition to their usual quantity
of hay or fodder, will, during the winter and
spring months, add seveny-five per cent, to

their product in milk and butter, besides

greatly increasing the richness and flavor of
both. A half bushel a day from the 1st of
December, till the first of May, a period of
1.51 day.s—will at the rate of a thousand bush-
els to the acre carry 13 cows well over the
whole period of time named, and leave them
at the date named in excellent condition. As
to the modo of keeping beets, no other care
is necessary than is usually given to the pre-

servation of potatoes or turneps. In proof of
this we have sugar beets now, this 19th day
of April, that have been kept in a dry cellar,

unprotected by covering of any kind, that are
now as sound as the day they were taken out
of the earth, having preserved unimpaired all

those qualities which render them a delicious

table beet. Having stated the capacity of an
acre, and shown as we trust conclusively, that
it is competent to be made produce enough to
sustain 13 cows from the first of December
until the first of May, we would ask, to what
cl.-e could an acre of land be appropriated that
would do as much? We know of no crop
that would prove as -profitable, and, therefore,

urge thepropridy of a trial vpon everyfarm-
cr and planter: They may he planted from
the present period throughout all May, and
until proper manuring and culture will pro-
duce uhat loe have staled.

In fattening beef cattle, if given in the
quantity of a bushel a day, divided into four

men Is with the usual quantity of hay or fodder,

they will prove eminently efficient, and save
a viist qunntity of corn. Should their culture
be adopted, tliere is no farmer that could not
raise (bur tinif s as many cattle for the butch-
ers as he now does, as one acre in such cul-

ture will give him the material for fattening
seven head.

The above is from the Farmer and Garden-

er, and we join the Editor in earnestly re-

commending to our farmers a fair trial of the
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roots named. What is done must be done

quickly. Tiiere is no time to lose; and if

properly attended to " there is no mistake."

Let every farmer put in an acre of each.

To pi-«vent SHecp cntcliing cold after be-
ing SUorn«

Sheep are sometimes exposed to cold winds

and rains immediately after sliearing, which
exposure often hurls them. Those farmers

who have an access to the sea, should plunge

them into the salt water; tho^e who do not

have that opportunity, and whose flocks are

not very large, may mix salt with water and

rub them all over, which will in a great mea-

sure prevent any mishap befalling the animal,

after having been stript of its coat.

It is very common in the months of June

and July, for some kinds of sheep, especially

the fme Leicester breed, which are commonly
thin skinned about the head, to be struck with

a kisid of fly, and by scratching the place with

their feet they make it sore and raw. To pre-

vent this, take tar, train oil and salt, bnil them
together, and when cold, put a little of it on the

part affected. This application keeps off the

files, and likewise heals the sore. The salt

should be in very smnll quantity, or powdered
sulphur may be used instead of it.

From tlio Genesee F.,rinor.

A good Crop of MiSlet.

Mr. Tucker,—A few days since, Mr. A.

Tinckelpaugh, of Wayne county, called at the

seed store with a quantity of very fine millet,

and on making some inquiries of him respect-

ing this crop, he gave me the following ac-

count, wliich, as the result of an experiment,

is worth recording, and may be interesting to

some of your readers.

Mr. T. .said he had seen in the agricultural

papers some flattering accounts of the millet

crop, and therefore determined to give it a

trial. He selected for this purpose two acres

of new land, such as is termed good corn

ground, being a rich sandy loam. It was only

ploughed once, and well harrowed. The
seed was sown the 3d day of June, at the rate

of seven or eight quarts to the acre, and har-

rowed in. The crop grew finely, and was cut

on the 15th day of August. It was threshed

by a machine and yielded 160 bushels of clean

grain, or 60 bushels to the acre. The straw

made excellent fodder for cattle, and was
worth more than two acres of good grass hay.

Mr. T. fed out most of the grain to hogs, and

considers it worth as much for feeding as the

same wiM^ht of corn or |)eas. It weighs about

50 lbs. to tli(! bushel. VViien ground into meal

and inixi'd with cooked vegetables, &c. it is

a very su])t'rior food for tiittcninghogs. And

on the whole, Mr. T. considers it a most val-

uable and certain crop.

Yours, ]\L Bateman.
Rochester Seed Store, Feb. 20, 1839.

For the Fanners' Cabinet.

TUe Season"—Importance of Accounts^""
Corn-«-Gar€lcu-"-Mlllet.

Mr. Editor,—So far the season has been
remarkably fine, and every thing around U3

looks smiling, and gives ample promise to re-

compense most abundantly the well directed

labors of the persevering and industrious hus-

bandman. But it invites not to repose. The
farmer must bestir himself, for at this season,

when .so much depends upon the proper econ-

omy of time, and the judicious application of

labor, he has no leisure hours. A multitude

of matters require prompt attention, and the

most minute cannot be overlooked with safety.

System is as necessary in the management of

the afFiirs of a farm as in those of the state^^

—

and neither can be properly and honestly man-
aged without it. One of the great aids in the

good work of system, and the farmer will as-

suredly find it so, is the keeping ofa memoran-
dum BOOK, in which every thing done or to be

done should be punctually and carefully noted.

Follow this plan rigidly and it will not only

prove satisfactory, but absolutely and highly

profitable. But I would not have my brother

farmers stop at a memorandum book— they

need a regular set of books, in which all theii

daily transactions shall be entered. I began
this .system late in life— I see my error now;
but am determined to tax my punctuality

now and hereafler for my past neglect.

—

t keep a regular daily journal and ledger;

into which all my transactions are carefully

noted, all my expense.^ sales, &,c. I have an
account opened with each field—stock, swine,

sheep, &c., if 1 purchase or sell, plough, plant,

reap—all is regularly entered, and that on

the very day. I may hereafter send you a

transcript of a page or two of my books. At
all events, I hope the subject will not be per-

mitted to .slumber, but that keep accounts!

—

keep accounts!! keup accounts!!! will be

rung in the ears of our farmers until they all

commence the good work in real earnest.

CORN.

This great staple article will require great

attentiem. The thrilly farmer will see to it

in season. All that is planted will not come
up, and in many instances where it does sh(X)t

uj), it is cut olf by acci«ient or other causes.

To guard against this, and fill up the gaps, 1

find tr<nis])l(iitti>iff preferable to re-planting;

and there is no difliculty in this, as there is

generally a surplus of plants. Great care

should be observed in taking up the stalks for
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trnnsplantinfj not to injure the roots, nnd to|

retain about them as much of the Foi! as pop-|

sible. Tlic after culture of corn rfM]uires very

particular attention. The earth must be kept

open or well pulverized, and free of weeds;

as it is impossible to gcX. two full crops, one

of weeds and the other of g^rain, from the same
{rround at the same pericxl. The cultivator

is well adapted to the after culture, as it does

not injure the lateral roots, and opens the

earth for the action of the sun and air. Of
late years I have followed the plan of planting"

my corn in rows, and I think it a decided im-

provement. One ofyour correspondents said,

some time ago, that "of all thinps to make
jjrass grow, ashes beats." This opinion I en-

- dorse ; and would observe that the virtue of

I ashes is not confined to the making of erass

;

grow; but that applied, pretty liberally to

corn, say about the first week in May, it has

a very beneficial influence. At least such is

my experience.* When I introduced the

use of the cultivator, I abandoned the old prac-

tice of hilling up.

THE GARDEN.

A well filled and well cultivated garden, is

an indispensable appendage to a farm. In-

deed, I never yet saw a good farm, where was
not to be found a garden equally good. I sup-

po.se you have attended to this important part

of the duties of a good husbandman and kind

father—that the heaviest of the work has

been accomplished, and that the females of

your family will attend to the remainder.

—

You will therefore reap the pleasures and ad-

vantages, and they are many, of a little fore-

cast and attention.

This vegetable 1 find stands the drought
exceedingly well, and flourishes like lucerne,

best in a light or sandy soil; but like other

crops it has its advantages and its drawbacks.

It is stated in a work on agriculture, that a

gentleman in Pennsylvania, sowed a peck to

tlie acre the last of INIay—sowed fiiur acres

—

cut middle of August, and sufferrd to dry in

the sun for two or three days—produce 7.'>

bushels of seed, and one and a halftons of fod-

der to the acre. Cattle relish it. The pro-

duce per acre is frequently much greater than

stated above. It is often cut in the milk. It

is first sown in drills about three feet apart,

and the plants should stand six inches from

each other in the rows after hoeing. In this

latitude it may be sown from the middle of

May to the 26th of June.

David Hill.
Amwell, N. J , April 'iTth, 1830.

* Would it not be beat to apply the ashes aa soon »s

the corn is up.—Ed?

Sugar Beet—RiitaIIa$;a—Mangle AViirtzcU

The rapid extension of the culture of these

roots in this country inu.'^t be niiittrr of grat-

ulation to every tlioroiigli agriculturist ; to tlie

grain grower, the brerder of catth', and the

grower of sheep. All are deeply interested,

and all will find themselves brnefitrd by the

culture. In enricliing the >-oi!— in nfiording

the meansof augmenting the number of stock

on a farm—for fattening cattle and sheep at

all seasons when they are grown, and for

bringing all animals in good condition through

the trying months of our winter and spring,

the root culture will be fourid unrivalled.

—

We wish fiir no sudden innovations in farm-

ing :—but the root culture in this country has

ceased to be an experiment, and every farmer

may safely enter upon the process of providing

an ample supply of green and gratcfiil food

for his flocks and his herds at a season of the

year when it can be furnished from no other

source.— Geneva Gazette.

SOIL FOR THE Sl'GAR BEET.

1. A deep rich loam is best; but any soil

that can be made mellow, will answer well.

A very dry soil does not yield so large beets,

but sweet and nutritious ones. The soil

should be free from stones, and well pulver-

ized to a good depth, that the root may pierce

it freely and grow smooth and handsome. 2.

South of the 42d deg. of lat. they should be

planted from the 25tli of April to the 10th of

May, certainly not later than the 1.5tli. (!) 3.

Plant in rows 24 or 30 inches apart, and leave

the beets ten inches from each other in the

rows. The ground should be thoroughly

prepared and well manured. Before planting,

pour warm water on your seed, and let it soak

at least 24 hours, and no matter if three or

tour days. 4. The weeds must be kept down,

and the soil very mellow, by the use of the

plouo-h, cultivator or hoe. Thin early, so as

to leave one only every 10 or 12 inches. 5.

Gather as soon as ripe, i. e. as soon as the

lower leaves begin to turn yellow and fall off.

They are easily preserved in cellars.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

The Cut Worm.
In the year 1S36 I cut from a country

newspaper an account of a method adopted

in New England of destroying the cut worm.
I was rather sceptical, and although it was in

my po.-session two seasons, and I a sufferer,

yet I did not try it until after I had become a

subscriber to your valuable Cabinet, reading

which, stinuilated me to look more closely

after my interests, and calling tliisold receipt

to mind, I determined to try it last year,

which I did to my entire satisfaction. It acted

as a charm. Great caution is necessary, for
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if the brine is not sufficiently diluted, its ap-

plication will prove as hurtful as the ravages

of the worm itself. All it requires is care.

Now for a copy of the receipt:

"A friend assures us that he succeeded in

destroying cut worms by watering- grounds

infested by them with brine, in which hams
iiad been preserved, diluted with a large por-

tion of tcoter. In his first application he de-
' stroyed some of his vegetables as well as the

worms, in consequence of using the brine too

strong. In succeeding trials, by diluting it

sufficiently, he attained his object, and de-

stroyed the worm without injuring the vege-

table."

Now, what I am at is to request my brother

farmers to try this method this season on a

small scale. No injury can be done, if only

proper care be observed ; but on the contrary,

much good will result. There have been many
contrivances for the destruction of this pest of

the farmer. I have heard of one by Parke
Shee of Delaware county, but have no per-

sonal knowledge as to its capabilities of an-

swering the purpose. I find it described in

the Farmers' Cabinet "as a pair of old wheels

from a cart or wagon, fitted with several pro-

jections, similar to the cogs of a spur wheel,

formed so as to impress in the earth a hole

(continuous) four inches deep. The smooth

track the wheel makes on the soft ground in-

du'*es the worm in its noct'unal wanderings to

follow on until it tumbles into the pit, where
as it cannot climb out, it perishes by the in-

fluence of the succeeding sun." Perhaps

some of your readers may be familiar with

this method ; if so they will confer a favor on

at least one farmer by communicating through

the Cabinet, some account of it.

J. S. Y.
yardleyville, 4th mo. 26th, 1S39.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Root Crop§—Root Ceittcrs.

Within the last few years a complete, and

from presentappearances, apermanentchange
has been effected in the agriculture of our

country, by the introduction of the root cnl-

ture. But all improvements, and especially

tho?e in the farming way, make head but

slowly, against the established principles

and strong prejudices of the people; unless

indeed they become infected with a mania such

as now unhappily pervades our country in re-

gard to the growing and sale of mulberry trees.

I have steadfastly resisted the solicitations of

my friends to engage in the speculation, and

make a fortune. On the contrary, I find

ennunh to do to attend to my small farm of

eighty acres— it afl^ords me every tiling I need

for the comfort of myself and family, and

by care and economy we have been ena-

bled to lay up yearly something beyond our
expenses, besides aftJjrding to my children a
good serviceable English education. But this

is more particularly the case, since I began to

think for myself, and commenced the raising

of roots for market and the feeding of stock.

Last season I put in eight acres of potatoes,

the ground was well prepared, and limed,

stirred frequently through the continuance of
the drought, and kept neat and very free of
weeds; and the result was, that after deduct-

ing all tlie expenses of cultivation, interest on
the land, and transportation to market, &:c., 1

realized a profit of three hundred and ninety-

one dollar.'?, besides a fiiU supply for my fam-

ily during the season. It should be remem-
bered however, that potatoes were scarce and
very high—probably the same quantity, under
more favorable circumstances, in the market
would not produce as much by one hundred
dollars.

Four acres were also put in, 1^ each of

ruta baga, mangle wurtzel, and sugar beet.

—

It was my finst experiment with the sugar
beet. The yield in neither case was equal to

my expectations, as to quantity, producing

not more than 470 bushels per acre on an av-

erage. But the general result was highly

satisfactory ; and I am perfectly satisfied that

the four acres in roots for my stock, was better

than six acres in corn. A large amount of

leaves were taken during the season and fed

to the cattle and hogs, and they were de-

voured with great avidity. I derived benefit

in various ways. My manure was greatly

increased—the quantity and quality of milk

and butter vastly enlarged—my lind is left

in a good state, and above all, my stock came
out of the winter in a much better condition

than ever before ; and I am satisfied that I can

keep one quarter more stock now in much
better order than I did before, and to greater

profit, on the sameamount of ground ; and all

this by the introduction of roots. No one will

suppose that my stock was fed wholly on roots

—they were constantly supplied with excel-

lent hay, of which they eat sparingly, and oc-

casionally with a cut moss. They appear to

give the sugar beet the preference.

My wife and daughters claim as perquisites

all the poultry, eggs, surplus garden vegeta-

bles •Sic, and a good business they make of

it. I could not have believed that these re-

sources would have proved so productive, and

lam almostof opinion that a garden of four or

five acres iu the neighborhood of a fair mar-

ket, would, ifjudiciously attended to, meet the

necessary wants and expenditures of an or-

dinary family. This inference I draw from

what has been accomplished by the female

members of my family, without neglecting

their domestic duties.

I experienced some difficulty in preparingf
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nv roots for the cattle. I sent to New York
i)i-;i tiininpslicer, but it did not answer. Wc
iccil a pood r(X)t cutter—simple, cheap, and

n-ily repaired if it gets out of order. 1 have

)in' of Green's straw cutters^— it is a <Tood arti-

]•', hut too complex, and though it is m the end

I i^rpcat saving to any farmer or stock breeder,

.vlid will use it, yet the price at which it is

itld is an objection in the minds of some.

C. W.
Ihila. Co. April 17th, 1830,

V Root Cutters simplified, a good article,

areen's and also Willis' straw and hay cut-

;ers, with many other approved implements

ised in agriculture and horticulture, may be

)btained at the Agricultural Ware-House and

Seed Store, No. 87 North Second st, Phila-

[lelphia.

—

Ed.

The Sugar Beet.

To the Kditorof the Farmers' Cabinet.

Sir,—Allow me to urge upon yournumer-
lus friends the expediency of sowing large

|uantities of sugar beet for the feeding of

iheep and cattle of every description, during

he comitif^ winter: there is yet time to se-

!ure a full crop, and experience has abun-

lantly testified that in no country in the world

!an tnis inestimable root be cultivated with

luch decided success as in this, "the country

(f the mocking bird," which cannot be reared

li lut in light and heot—the two principles

lk|vhich sro to make saccharine.

On looking over the report of the "Beet
3ngar Society of Philadelphia," I perceive

hat a difference of six tons per acre, in the

rops of beets grown in the neighborhood of

Ooway, is noted, when compared with those

aised in the vicinity of Arras. This is ac-

lounted for by the circumstance of the soil of

he former place being of a lightpr and dryer

lature, and consequently engendering a

greater warmth of climate, which operates

.stonishinjrly in the culture of the crop, brinnf-

ng it enrlier to matin"ity, and adding greatly

its quality as well as quantity : but even

hero, seven pounds per root is an unnstial

cciirrpnce—what shall we say then to those

aised during the last season, of almost un-

irecedented drought, by our friends John and

onathan Palmer (see p. 199 of the Cabinet)

ireifrhing 19J Ib-j.! Assuredly, the friends and

jatrons of the Institution, to whom we are

ndehted for the introduction of that valuable

Top amongst us, must be satisfied that their

ibors have been, so far, abundantly successful.

But, allow me to introduce to your noticea

'oung friend, who, a few years ago, purchased

very small place, upon which he resides in nf-

iuence, in the true sense of the word. His

garden furnishes him with vegetnbles and fruit

in the greatest abundance, and his little field

yielded just sutficient foixl for liisltorsc, until»

on my recommendation, he broke upapftrtof

it and sowed sugar beets, which flourished

amazingly; and with care in the cultivation,,

and sowing the seeds of that root ia every

spare corner which he could find, he ha.s boerv

enabhul to add a cow to his stock, whkh is, I

calculate, about 1(K) per cent, in adyance.

—

And I was deliiftited to find him busily em-
ployed, the last time I visited hin>, in what he-

called a work of creation—adjoiuin-ghis gar-

den was a waste spot, covered v/ilh stones and
rubbish of every description, the accuraulatiors

if many years; and instead of cleaning it, at

much labor and expense, he dug a ditch around

it, and the earth which was thrown oot, he
carried over the surface, covering to a great

thickness the weeds and stones and rubbish,

which, if he had attempted to remove, he
would have bad no place in whic-h to depo-

sit them ; thus making a virtue of necessity,

and adding to his possessions sufficient space

to grow an additional quantity of sugar beet,

for the support of a heifer calf which he is

rearing ! The approach to his eottage is or-

namented with a plantation of choice trees,

which he keeps clean by digging with the

spade, in preference to hoeing, and at his

spring culture, he sows sugar beet amongst
the trees, which come to great perfection

;

adding much to the benefit of the trees, by
shading the surface during summer, and af-

fording an extra earthing at the removal of

the crop in autumn. Need I add my friend

resides in one of the Eastern States? In this

part of Pennsylvania and in New Jersey, the

people are not so blest, they are not compelled

to be so industrious—land is too plentiful and
too cheap.

I conclude by observing, that if farmers

would plant largely the sugar beet, we should

have fat house lamb of 8 or 10 pounds per

quarter in our markets, about Christmas, .so

fine as to be a real luxury on the table, instead

of those little nondescripts, with skins on,

which we see exposed for sale at the present

time, and which appear to have been put out

of existence on the principle of humanity, to

save them from starvation ! And if they loill

so busy themselves, I promise them a descrip-

tion of a fatting establi.«hment near London,
where lamb and veal and butter are made in

winter at a profit which would astonish them !

and this I will do by the time they have need
of the information. B. C.

P. S. A person informs nje that on a late

visit to the suorar di.stricts in France, he was
shown a small field, less than an acre, which
had bpen rented for one year by a beet grower,
for260franc9=:$52!

May 1st, 183P.
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Agricultural Stati««tics.

Tiie following statistics of the county of

Susquehanna, are from an official report

made to the Legislature of Pennsylvania, for

1838

:

No. of farms
Acres of Wheat

Rye
" (^'orn

Oats
" Meadow
" Potatoes

2708
5J39

3n:w
8404

34792
2307

No. of maple trees tapped
Whole No. of Horses

Oxen
Cows
Sheep
Swine
Neat Cattle of all I

Pounds of Butter sold
" Cheese sold

Acres of Turncps 73
Tiickwheat 3546
Flax 195

Ruta baga 32
I'eas 320
Beans 83

Aggrepate val.

97,901 $;;3,512 64
195,025 CO3,998

2,919

8,187
5i,6nfi

9,033

22,740
257,325
58,559

99,425 (lO

164,305 00
84,101 00
12,800 00

454,920 00
14,519 00
3,059 94

The average size of farms, 105 acres. Of
barley 178 acres were rai.sed in the county.

Corn averaged 33 bushels per acre. Potatoes,

170 bushels per acre. The county has a sur-

plus of oats, corn and potatoes. 193,78^3 lbs.

of maple sugar were made, averaging 3 lbs.

to a tree. The best crop of ruta baga on rec-

ord in the United States, was raised in Cho-

cronut township, averaging on 3 acres more
than 1200 bushels per acre. 342 tons of plas-

ter were sown. Dr. Rose, of Silver Lake,

has a large number of merino sheep, and sold

18,000 lbs. of wool, at 44 cts. per lb.

Oreen'8 Patent Premium Straw Cutter<

F,^. 36.

The best Machine ever known for cutting

hay, straw, and all long feed for farm stock

;

efficient, durable and cheap; cutting faster

and with less power than any other instrument

yet invented.

The Albany Cultivator states, on the au

thority of an intelligent and worthy farmer,

that two active men, will, with this machine,

by ihe application of manual power alone,

cut Jive lO)is of hay per day!
This invaluable implement has reccntlj

been t-o altered as to produce the following

important effects :— 1st. The frame has beer

greatly strengthened by the application of iror

screwbolts in a new way. It is now perfectly

firm. 2d. The knife cylinder has been st

improved, that the No. 2 machine, which cuts

feed tliree-fourths of an inch long, and which

formerly cost .$40, is now sold for 8133, pack-

ing and drayage included. 3d. In the im
proved cylinder the divergency of the knives

is so great, that the machine will cut corn'

stalks without choking.

Orders for this machine, which is fast cut

ting its way into universal favor, will be exe-

cuted at our establishment (No. 87 North

Second st. Phila.) with promptness and fidel-

ity.

From the N. H. Farmers' Monthly Visitor.

The following communication is from f

practical farmer of the adjacent town of Can

terbury. If we do not mistake, the discover]

and remedy he has here developed in relatioi

to the weevil or grain worm, so destructive t(

the wheat grower's prospects, will be of mori

value to the public than all the combined dis

coveries and efforts which have been exhibit

ed in the essays of the best scientific writer

of the country.

On the Culture of WIieat« Important Di8>
covery and Remedy for "Weevil, or Graii
A\'orm«
[n order to prepare the soil for a good crop of wheal

very niiich is depending on ploughing, as well as ma
nuring the ground. A few years since, I made in

experiment by ploughing a piece of ground four or fiv

times, before I sowed on it one peclt of red beardoi

wheat, and when the wheat was grown about four o
five inches high. I sowed half a bu.=liel of slaked litii

and plaster, well mixed, upon the wheat early in th

morning, while tlie dew was on, which gave it a whit
appearance for a few following days. It soon change,

to a dark, lively green, and grew freely and filled well

so that it produced seven bushels of good wheat, clcni

from smut and almost every thing else but wheat, an.

that of an excellent quality. But on three bu.«hel

sowing in the ordinary way of plouehing but once ii

the spring, and sowing no plaster nor lime, I got bu
about twelve bushels to one bushel sowing.
The last spring (1838) I sowed ten bushels, lackin,

four ipiarts of wheat, of which one bushel and twelv.

quarts was what is called Tea wheat, half a bnshe
was the old red bearded wheat, and all the residue o:

the seed was what goes by the name of HIack Sei

wheat. About three acres ofground was pasture land

the rest was tillace, which the year before was wel
manured, .Tud produced corn and potatoes, except th-

pasture land, of which a part was iilantcd with con
and part witii |)otatoes, and had no manure at all, an.

was badly hoed on account of being very hard an.

rocky, but was ploughed in the fall and three times ii

the spring before sowing. The otlter old ground wa
ploughed twice in the spring before sowing. Th
wheat was all washed clean and drained off the watei

Tiu-n 1 added an equal quantity of lime aiul plastei

as much as would stick to it, and sowed four bushel

and a half of clean »eed, (meaning before prepared i
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liiiic and plastfr,) upon tliri'O acres of pasture land of
Khi'k Si.-a vvhi'at; and I snweil tliroc bushels and a
lialf of Black Sija wlwat, prepared in tlie above in('n-

tioned way, upon about one acre and liveeighllis of
ground; and tin; one busbel ajid twelve quarts of 'I'ca

wheat I prepared and sowed as above, upon about one
acre and one eighth of an acre of land ; and the half
husliel of red boarded wheat was prepared and sowed
as above, on about one quarter of an acre of land.—
The Tea wheat and Ulack fii-.a. wheat upon the old

ground were sowed on the thirteenth and fourteenth
days of April ; the half bushel of red bearded wheal
was sowed about the middle of May; the fjur nnl n

half biishtts upon the pasture land, on the tkirtietk day of
May; and upon this piece of pasture land I sowed
mixed lime and plaster about four bushels, when the
wheat was about one foot hi^h.
On the first day of July, I discovered a few of the

yellowish flies, or what are called weevils, at or a little

before sunset; ami fiuilin;; them to he very active, \

felt desirous to find out how they performed so much
mischief So I put on my glasses and saw them climb
tijitlie head of wheat, and when QttheuppiT part of the
hull which covers the kernel when grown would m:ike a
small stay, putting their tail or stiug under the upper
edgeof the hull, whib;. to appearance, the fly would puj^h

back, and that iust.ant fluttering the wings, making a
Btop of but a few seconds, and then hastening towards
the top of the head, making his short intervals at the
upper part of each hull as he passed upward. Upon
the second day there was a considerable increase of
these flies upon the wheat heads early in the morning,
«nd again towards evening, busily performing in the
same manner as on the first appearance. The third
ttay they had tnuch increased from what they were the
day before ; and having hi^ard that lime sown upon the
wheat would be of service, I immediately threw on
about one bushel of slaked lime upon the wheat while
it was wet with dew, upon about a half an acre of the
wheat. The fourth day morning, I again visited this
piece of wheat where I sowed the lime, iind upon a
careful examination, I found but one weevil or fly upon
the wheat, until [ came where I had sowed no lime,
where, to my surprise. I believe there were as many
as a dozen of those yellowish flies upon every head of'
wheat. This discovery caused nie immediately to

comtnence sowing on more lime, and not having
enough to finish the piece, I then had recourse to ashes,
which I threw on in much haste, fearing that these in-

sects, being then so active and numerous, would en-
tirely destroy our wheat crop. The fifth day morning,
1 again carefully examined our wheat, and found only
tliree of those flies, which on the fourth inst. were so
very numerous. Upon the sixth day, as before, I ex-
amined carefully, and found none ; neither did I see
any of those flies afterwards.
The wheat sown upon the pasture land on the thir-

tieth of May, not being headed until after the depar-
tdre of those unweicoine visiters, they had no opportu-
nity of injuring any part of it. After reaping and
threshing. I winnowed up. Beginning at the half
bushel of red bearded, which had no lime sown upon
it, I had only two bushels, it being almost entirely
destroyed by the weevil. Of the Tea wheat, which
grew- from one bushel and twelve quarts, I cleaned up
twenty-two bushels. From the three bushels and a

half of Black Sea wheat. I cleaned up fifty-three bush-
els of good wheat, of a round full kernel. From the
last sown piece upon the pasture land without mauuie,
I cleaneil up sixty-two bushels anil a half of wheat:
this was not quite so plump and full as 1 have seen,
on account of the drought, which, in all, amounts to

one hundred and thirty-nine bushels ami a h.tlf.

S.\MUEL TaLLANT.
Canterbury, March 8lh. 1S39.

[The reader will bear in mind that in this

latitude the season is usually from two to

four weeks in advance; so that we prepare

our ground and plant much earlier than our

brother farmers in New Hampshire.]

Science must combine \yith practice to

make a good farmer.

For the Tanners' Cabinet.

EKNays on Agriculture.

No. IV.*

MAONESIAN EARTH.

In a former communication, on the charac-
ter of the earths chiefly concerned in the pro-
duction of vegetation, I took occasion to re-

mark that magnesian earth was so limited in
its extent, that a passing notice of its exist-

ence would be sufficient. The circumstance,
however, of its being so frequently found in

combination with lime in its mineralized .state,

and consequently in its application in agri-

culture, it would probably be necos.sary to

take such a brief notice of some of its proper-
ties as will justify forming correct conclusion.s

respecting its practical effects. It is a me-
tallic substance,, called magnesium, which
combines with oxygen gas with avidity, flirm-

ing an oxide of magnesium ; with water it

forms a hydrate, which, by a union with car-

bonic acid gas, becomes a carbonate of mag-
nesium—like lime, it is usually found in a
state of carbonate, and, like lime, the carbonic
acid may be separated by heat; thus far they
appear to possess very similar properties.

—

They differ, however, very materially in their

agricultural effects. Their operation can only
be understood from a knowledge of the con-
stituents of the food of plants. Lime may,
probably, be considered as one, as it and car-

bon appears to form the principal part of all

vegetables. Magnesia has very rarely, if

ever, been discovered in vegetables—conse-
quently cannot be considered as an essential

of their food, or calculated to promote vege-
tation. Hence its application may prove per-
nicious to a certain extent by combining with
as much, or more, carbonic acid than the same
quantity of lime would require to prepare it

to be taken up by the absorbents, and thrown
into the general circulation to promote their

growth. From what has been said, it ap-
pears that the u.se of magnesia in agriculture
is unpleasant, inasmuch as the purchase-mo-
ney paid for a worse than useless substance
is entirely lost. Its effects are pernicious by
ab.^orbinsr and retaining carbonic acid, there-
by denrivins: vegetation of so much carbon,
which would otherwise have been furnished
to promote vegetation. When magnesium
becomes saturated with carbonic acid, it is

necessarily rendered inert, and ceases to pro-

duce any further active effect on vegetation.

Joseph Clovd.

* The preceding essays, or numbers, may be found
on the followinir named pages of the Cabinet. No. I.

General Remarks, page 1G9. No. IF. Earths and Soils,
page 20-2. No. Ilf. Lime, page ^Xi. Hereafter the ar-
ticles from Mr. Cloud will appear under the general
head of Essays on Agriculture.
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For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Indian "tVlieat or Biickwbeat.
My crop of buckwheat amounted to almost

a failure last j'ear; and from some cause or

other it has been falling off for some consider-

able time back. This has made me very

anxious to get some of the new or Indian

buckwheat, of which I read a favorable notice

in the Cabinet last year. Please inform me,
as early as may prove convenient, where it

may be obtained, and at what price ; and if

you would make the information public

through the Cabinet, it would doubtless oblige

many who are in my situation. P, W. M.
Brandywiiie Manor, April 29, 1839.

JVo((!. —We do not know where the article inquired
for can be obtained—not probably in this region. But
as there is time sufficient to plant, we will, if it is the
wish of our correspondent, endeavor to procure a sup-
ply from the North. Of this article we have no per-
sonal experience, and from all the information we
have been enabled to gain concerning it, we would
not urge its culture on our friends- It is true, that the
yield is much greater than of the common scrt. Polygo-
num, but the quality is very inferior, and of course it

is much less nutritious. It has been cultivated in
some of the northern counties of this State.
The buckwheat failed as a crop generally last year.

But this ought not to discourage its cultivation. Every
farmer should put in an acre or two. It does best in

light soil—may be sown in this latitude from the first

of May to about the 10th of July. From half a bushel
to three pecks of seed are sufficient. Buckwheat straw
is strongly recommended by some gentlemen as afford-

ing the very best of hay for milch cows, and therefore
worthy of special care in its preservation.

Put in tlic Tnrneps.
As our farmers will soon commence put-

ting in their turneps, we beg leave to call

their attention to the method of raising them
successfully, as adopted by Mr. Samuel VV.

Smith. His statement, which is very min-

ute and interesting, may be found on the 17th

page of the present volume of the Farmers'

Cabinet. The stock farmer should not ne-

glect the planting of an acre or so for his

cattle.

PUMPKINS, &C.

The cultivation of the pumpkin will not be
overlooked by the careful farmer— it is an in-

dispensable article in the family, very nutri-

liou.s, and when raised in quantities, which
may be ensily done, (and it does not greatly

exhaust the soil,) is a pleasant and agreeable

change for cattle, especially milch cows.

—

They are highly recommended for fatting cat-

tle, are easily raised and gathered without

much trouble, less perhaps than that attend-

ing any other crop. Pains should be taken

to grow the best kinds. Pumpkins, as well

as sugar beets, are frequently raised between
alternate rows of corn.

The CITRON PUMPKIN, or Valparaiso squash

as it was formerly call«l, in point of excel-

lence, stands at the head of the whole tribe,

and we are happy to learn that its cultivation

is extending. For a particular account of

this prince of the pumpkin family, see Farm-
ers' Cabinet, Vol. II., page 202. In addition

to its many good properties, it may be easily

preserved throughout the year. We have
seen them, 18 months after being gathered,

as fair and sound as the day they were taken
from the vine, and they retain their richness

and flavor unimpaired.

PARSNEPS AND BEETS

Do best in a rich, loamy soil, and may be
planted any time during the present month.
Dont be miserly of your manure, apply it

with a liberal hand, and your prospects of a
good crop will be greatly enhanced. The
dairy farmer who has had a supply of this

grateful and nourishing food for his cattle,

during the inclement months of winter and
spring, is alone capable of estimating the vast

importance of the culture.

The last Call.—If any farmer has ne-
glected to put in an acre or two of sugar beet

and mangel wurtzel, for the keep of his

stock on a delicious green food during the

short days and long nights of next winter, let

him go to work forthwith and put in a supply

of ruta baga, and he may partially retrieve

his error. In such cases, though we by all

means prefer and recommend earlier plant-

ing, we would urge the culture of an acre of

sugar beet. We had a conversation to-day,

(April 30) with an esteemed and intelligent

farmer from old Buck.s, on agricultural sub-

jects, and we inquired what he thought of

the root culture; he replied that he raised

roots in quantities for his cattle for three years

past, and the last year he added one acre of

sugar beets. We asked the result. His re-

ply was, my cattle keep in excellent order.

The produce of my dairy is considerably in-

creased, and the quality of the butter is im-

proved. "Well," we continued, "have you put

in your beets 1" " Yes indeed, if 1 should ne-

oflect this part of my duty, I should never
dare to look one of my cows in the face."

Caltivation of ^Vatcr-]nelons.

This delicious melon may be cultivated for

an early market in the following manner:
Select a hiph, and dry soil for the purpose.

Plon<i;h it up well, and barrow it. Check off

the spot thus treated at distances of ten feet

each way. Dig out each check with a hue or

spade, and into the same place five or six

quarts of cotton seed ; or if this cannot be pro
cured, fill the same with stable manure, partly

decomposed. Haul over this the earth before

dug from the hole, and mix it well with the

manure. If you have used cotton .=eed, in the

spring, it will have sprouted a week or two

i
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uftor beiriij put into the hole; and must now
bo killed by choppincr up the same well, and

mixing it with the soil. This being done,

you may now haul up the manure and earth

as before directed, into hills ; on the top of

which you must place about a peck of sand,

taken from some street or well traveled road.

Your hills will be now ready for planting. I

should, however, state that the hills must, in-

stead of being made high, be made flat and
broad.

Soak your seed over night in milk warm
water, and plant out the same the next morn-
ing, placing from five to six seed to each hill.

The seed must not be covered more.than one
inch or two under ground. Water the hills

for a few days until the seed has sprouted, and
then leave the plants to rim.

As soon as the plant has got six leaves, take

off the centre plant with a sharp penknife,

and when the biteral .shoots are six inches or

a foot long, take off all but three. When the

shoots, thus left, beo-in to run to the ground
between the hills, stake them down with a

Binall cross stick.

As the vines begin to branch, at every three

or four feet, where the vine branches, put a

shovel full of rich earth over the same, and
press it down lightly with the foot. Wet
weather should be selected for this operation,

and by so doing the vines will never fail to

take where they have been set. The spaces

between the hills should be kept freeof gra.'s

—and by following the above directions, large

melons will be produced.

From a quarter acre of land thus treated,

more melons will be made than from four

times the amount as usually cultivated.

—

Southern Agriculturisl.

Culture of Potatoes.
Messrs. Editors:—As there is a diversity

of opinions among farmers respecting the cul-

ture of potatoes, and particularly the seeding,

lam induced to say a few words, and if you
think them worth noticing, you can make
them public.

First. What kind of seed is best! I have
experimented more or less for fifteen years,

and am convinced in my own mind, that large

potatoes, cut once or twice, are the best.

—

Since adopting this method, I have got much
the largest crops, and my potatoes do not di-

minish in size or quality. June 4th, 1835, I

planted one acre of pasture ground ; carted on

15 loads of coarse manure ; harrowed it well,

and planted, on the 7th, 23 bushels of pota-

toes,—the large ones cut longthwi.se, and
those of middling size were dropped whole ;

the rows 3^ feet apart, the potiitf)es dropped

from 18 to 24 inches apart. I had but one
acre, and the product was four hundred and

fwenty-five bushels.

In 1836, the same ground was planted to

corn, and the crop was liirht; ten loads of

dressing spread. In 1H37, 1 sowed two bush-

els of bald wheat, and harvested 41 bushels

of wheat. In 1888 n-.y hired man judged
there was at least three tons of hay from the

above mentioned acre.

Excuse my leaving the subject ; and to re-

turn; my crops of potatoes for five years have
been from three to fourhundred and twenty-five
bushels to the acre. In 18.38, I planted li
acres in potatoes. The ground waa broken

up in the fiill of 1835, and the next spring

cross ploughed, harrowed and sowed in wheat,

with 10 lbs. of clover seed. The product over

30 bushels to the acre. After the wheat wa.^

harvested, 10 common loads of old manure
was spread, and in 1837 sowed in wheat
again ; the product was 28 bushels per acre.

In 1838, fifteen loads of manure was evenly

spread ; cross ploughed, harrowed, and 23
bushels of potatoes planted similar to the first

mentioned acre. The product was 500 bush-

els.

I cover my potatoes quite shoal, not more
than one to two inches deep. Generally

plough and hoe twice, and hill up but little.

The ground should be as light as possible

about the hill. I am satisfied that spreading

manure is better than putting it in the hill.

—

Maine Farmer.

Guilford, April 1st, 1839.

As the season is approaching when many

farmers require a pleasant beverage, we beg

leave to present the following receipt. It is

one that we have tried, and can recommend.

If the proportions are duly observed it will

prove very superior.

For Giiigr<?r or Cliiiiese Beer.
Four ounces Jamaica Race Ginger—1^ oz.

cream of tartar—the juice and rind of two
common sized lemons—five pounds of good
sugar. Add the above ingredients to five gal-

lons of boiling water; let it stand 12 hour.s,

and then strain through a fine cloth. To this

add one bottle of old porter, and bottle in stone

ware or champagne bottles. In two days it

will be fit for use. itT" Try it.

Iloniinlny Pudding.
An excellent pudding m.iy be made as fol-

lows : Take half a pint of fine homminy, soak

it one night; in the morning boil it two hours,

and then proceed the same as in makmg a

rice pudding. The addition of an egg or two
improves it.

In business, the keeping close to the mat-
ter procureth despatch; and true despatch is

a rich thing.
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aiiaiitity of rain which has fallen in each month
since January ), )8:!9. Inches.

]st month, SW
2d month, 3 4-^

3d nionih, lOS
4thm.inth ,.1.05

Philadelphia Hospital, 5th mo., 1st, 1639.

"An Essay on Agriculture, road by the late Dr. Jo-

seph Ci orn, before the Chester County Cabinet of Na-

tural Sciences," will be published in our ne.xt.

To the Patrons of the Farmers' Cabinet,
and tlie friends of Agriculture gene-
rally.

The subscriber, from the earliest period of

his connexion with the Farmers' Cabinet, has

been convinced that the interest of the agri-

cultural commimity required an establishment

in this city, for the exhibition and sale of tools,

implements, and machinery used in the vari-

ous departments of agriculture and horticul-

ture, especially those ofnew and improved pat-

terns. He therefore takes great pleasure in

informing the public that he has formed a

business connexion with the Messrs. Prouty,

gentlemen who have been for some years

successfully engaged in the manufacture and

sale of improved implements in a neighbor-

ing city, and that they have opened an Agri-

cultural Ware-House, at No. 87 North Sec-

ond street, a few doors above Arch street,

Philadelphia. Their assortment of Tools and

Seeds, now on hand, will be increased, and

no effort will be wanting to render the estab-

lishment deserving a share of public patron-

age John Libby.

Agricultural AVare-House and Seed Store.

For sale by Prouty, Libby & Prouty, 67 North Second
St. Phila. a larjre assortment of Tools and Lmplements
used in Aoricultike and Horticulture, of the most
approved patterns. Also a good assortment of Seeds,
amonc which are the Ruta Bao\, Mangle WtiRTZEf,.

and genuine French Sugar Beet, ri^ Citizens, and
gentlemen who visit the city are requested to call and
examine. Orders will be promptly attended to.

Prices Current—ITIay 6.

FLOUR, PER BARREL.

Pennsylvania and lirandywine S7 12 a 7 37

Vl^estern I?.ll^A "n
Scraped OOOaOeO
Middling .5 00 a .5 25

Rye Flour 5 2.5 a 5 37

Corn Meal 3 C2 a 4 00

GRAIN, PER BUSHEL.

Wheat, Pennsylvania 81 C2 a 1 C6

Southern ' 6ii a 1 65

Rye.Penna 1 '« ^ 1 10—- Southern .,
i "Gal 12

Corn, Penna. round yellow, SO a JJ

- Southern, yellow ^0 a 91

-White..... 88a 89

Oats.Penna 5o a 37

Southern 51a 5J

Barley, Eastern "^ ^ ^5

_ Penna " *'" ^ S S«
Peas 'if*?S2
Beans, white 1 i5 a 1 eo

PROVISIONS.

Beef, mess, (new) 515 50 a 16 nO

crime...... 13 50 a 14 50prime ,„ ,.,

Pork,iness 21 50 a 22 50

18 00 a 16 00
11

prime
Bacon, western, per lb 10 a

Hams, Jersey
Western

Butter, e.xtra keg, No. 1 -

Cheese, country
Lard, western
Philadelphia
Jersey

WOOL, PER POUND.

14 a
12 a
]4 a
10 a
11a
11 a
]2ia

15

12i
10
11
152

12

13i

Prime Saxony -^^ 61

American full blood 52 a 5/

J blood 45a 50

1 blood 40 a 45
i blood and common ^'5 a 40

Lamb's sup. pull 47 a 53

no. Nos. I,2.and3 3.1a 46

Hay, Timothy, per IdO lbs t5 a 95

Clover '5a 85

Hops, per lb. IfflH, prime loj a l.f

Clover Seed, per bushel (best Penna.) 12 00 a 13 ,50

Fla.x Seed, rough 1 77 a I 78

Timothy Seed (bostl 2 25 a 3 73

Herd Grass, or Red Top 00 a 0(0
OrchardGrass 2 (M» a 2.^0

Sumac, American, per ton 35 m a 37 .50

Tallow, American, per lb 12J a )2i

NEW YORK—May 4.

87 12 a 7 f2
1 6:> a I

-;^

90 a !i2

1 OSa 1 M
46a 55

Flour, per barrel. ..

Wheat, per bushel.

Corn, per bushel. ..

Rye, per bushel. ..

Oats per bushel, . ..

THE FARMERS' CABINET,
A monthly newspaper, is published by

PROUTY, LIBBY & PROUTY, No. 87 NORTH SECOND ST., PHILADELPHIA.

PETER B. PORTER, No. 97 MARKET STREET, WILMINGTON, DEL.

The Cabinet is published on or about the fifteenthj

of every month. Each number will contain thirty-two

octavo pages on good paper and fair type. The sub-

jects will be illustrated by engravings on woo<l when-
ever they can be appropriatoly introduced Terms.—
line dollar per yr.ir payahlr in nilrantr.. The Cabinet,

by the decision of the Post Master General, is subject

only to Tieirspnprr po<tigr: that is, one cent on each

number within the state, and within one hundred miles

of the plare of publication, out of the state, —one cent

and a half on each number to any other part of lb»

United States. jrJSeven copii-s for five dollars All

subscribers must commence with the volume. No. 1,

rtr with the half volume. No. 7. .;

From the Steam Press of J. Van Court, Printer, corner of Bread and Quarry sts. rear of 90 North Second.'
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At a mncting of the Chcstor County Ctiliinot of Natu-

ral Hciencos, held Feb. 10, 1839, itwas—Rrsolved, yiial

William P. Townsend he r<:qiiested to furnish Jii-

BEPii Cloud, Esq.., with a copy of Dr. Joseph Clui'd,

Jr 's E.ssay on Agriculture, with a view to its publi-

cation in the Farmers' Cabini:t.

VV. Townsend, Rcr. Sec.

West Chester, F.^b. 28, 1839.

Dear Sir,— I Iiave the pleasure of forwarding you

the above Resoliilion, with a copy of the Essay referred

to, and respectfully request your attentioi* to its pub-

lication. Very obediently yours,

Wm. r. TOWKSEND.
Joseph Cloud, Esq., )

Greenwood, Del. co.. Pa. \

An Essay on Agriculture.
Read by the late Dr. Joseph Cloud, of Como. Chester

county, before the Chester County Cabinet of JVatu-

ral Sciences, March 10, 1833.

I think agriculture the most honorable, because the most
independent of all professions.— FRxttKhi^.

" The benefits that might be derived from

the union of chemical .skill with the extensive

observation of agricultural facts, are perhaps

incalculable." The truth of this remark,

made by Henry, whose name stands deserved-

ly amongst those of the most enlightened

chemists, must be felt and will probably jus-

tify my having selected agriculture as a fit

subject for the consideration of the Cabinet.

My apology, moreover, for discussing a theme,

which, though by no means exhausted, has

grown somewhat trite, must be founded upon

the hope of awakening inquiry into the causes

of the effects produced in the vegetable king-

dom by certain chemical agents, which are

confessedly not well understood.

Agriculture has been thus defined: "The
art of cultivating the earth so that it may pro-

duce the vegetables we desire in their great-

est perfection, and may be divided into two

branches, namely, theory, ^LnH practice. The
former treating of the various means of pre-

paring and managing the soil and manure,
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and of the difl'erent kindsof vegetables which
are adapted to particular .soils ; the latter re-

lating to tlie implements of husbandry, the

methods of cultivating land, raising crop.^, and

feeding cattle." But it would be happier to

say, that " agtieulture is the science which ex-

plains the art or meansof cultivatin? and im-

proving the eaVth, so as to render it the most

fertile and productive," drawing consequently

a correct line of distinction between it and

husbandry, "which, properly, only signifies the

mode ojf cultivating land."

Before proceeding further into this inquiry,

perhaps a brief review of the history of the

subject upon which we are engaged, may be
proper and somewhat interesting.

After man was ejected from the scene of

primitive happiness, husbandry must have been
one ofjiis first employments, for according to

the great chronicler of tlie Holy Book, the

Lord God then said to man " In the sweat of
thy face shalt thou eat bread " and he sent

him forth to till the ground.

This art was practised with much attention

by the Egyptians, Phoenicians, Carthagenians,

Grecians, and the Romans, particularly dHrinw

the period when that great people were
marked hy the sternness of their virtue; it

was prized by them as at once pleasant and
honorable.

Pastorals were f^unor by their poets—such
men as Numis Pempillius, and Cato the Con-
sor, turned from the cares of state to tlie com-
position of works upon the cultivation of the
soil— in the same pursuit, Seneca was fain to

quit awhile iiis researches into ethics—and
upon every proper occasion, Cincinnatus
abandoned the sword and grasped the handle
of the plough. But, during the dark ages that
followed the fall of the Roman empire, little

attention appears to have been paid to any
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thincT except the fust'ian of tournament?, and

the " pomp and circumstance" of the w ar?,

excited mainly by the blind zeal or wily arti-

fice of the monastic orders. The only glini-

merings of science that were then elicited,

were the result of the labors of visionary al-

chymifts; and durins-alon? period of Cimme-

rian darkness, norriculture was attended to by

the base and ignorant vassals ofthe preat alone^

But as learning revived and true science had

ao-ain her votaries, it soon became respectable

as an art, and may now be justly dignified as

a science ; and that too, ofprimary importance.

The author of Lacon has well said that "Ag-

riculture is the most certain source of health

and strength and independence. Commerce

flourishes by circumstances, precarious, con-

tingent, transitory—almost as liable to change

as the winds and waves that waft it to our

shores. She may well be termed the younger

sister, for, in all emergencies, she looks to

agricMlture both for defence and supply."

In Europe, men of the highest attainments

have turned the lights of science upon this

subject, and the consequence is, that many

things which were considered as forever hid-

den among the arcana of nature, are now ea-

sily distintruished. The theories that have

been built upon the discoveries thus made, are

applied to practice in many of the best farm-

ing districts of Great Britain and the Euro-

pean continent, with very beneficial results.

Felix qui potuit rerum cognascure causas.

We have cause of gratulation that, in our

own country too, many di.«tinguished names

are enrolled among the cultivators of the soil,

whose W\fh theoretical knowledge and great

practicalWl and skill are deserving of much

commendation. There is still, however, a

great deal to be done, and the foundation of

every improvement not resulting from mere

accident, must rest upon a knowledge of the

causes of the effects that we see produced in

the vegetable kingdom, and a proper ac(iuaint-

ance with the physiology of plants. A wide

range is thus opened before us, to pursue

whi'ch, would lead to the discussion of many

botanical points, as well as to investigations

relating to geology, and to the nature and use

of marl, lime, sand, ashes, gypsum, dung, and

other matters; the judicious application of

which is generally admitted to fertilize the

soil. Remembering the proposition ofKerwan,

that, manures are applied In sitppJy (he de-

fective, ingredients of a soil, or iwprove its

texture, or correct its vices, we should be in-

duced moreover to inquire, particularly, what

are the proper agents to apply to such soils as

rest upon the primitive rocks of the eastern

section of our country, which arc generally of

but little fertility—to such also, as are of the

light alluvial character, which class embraces

L»-)ng Island, and the whole seaboard as far as

the Giilfof Mexico—and again to such as are

embedded upon the strata of the transition

kinds, which soils are mostly susceptible of a

liigh degree of cultivation, and fill up the

space between the varieties just named and

the Alleghany mountains, at the western foot

of which, commences the vast fertile region

of the secondary formation, known as the

great valley or basin of the Mississippi.

I have neither the ability, nor would the

time allotted to the session of the Cabinet,

permit the examination of these varied, in-

tricate, and hiehly interesting subjects. I

shall confine myself, therefore, to the consid-

eration of lime, dung, and plaster of pans,

which are chiefly depended upon as manures

I by the farmers of the district in which we re-

l side. .

I Lime, as most generally found in nature, is

I

a carbonate, which, upon being exposed to a

strono- heat for some time, will lose its carbo-

I
nic acid, and its water of crystallization. In

1

this state it has a caustic, alkaline taste, and

' when exposed to the air, soon becom.es what

is usually called fallen lime, and is denomi-

nated bv Dalton, an hydrat of lime. It is now

very soluble, and may be readily taken up by

the absorbents of vegetables. The food ot

plants is universally admitted by the scienti-

fic world to be chiefly water, and carbonic

and calcareous matters. Were it not so, from

what source would all herbiverous as well as

all other animals derive the lime that enters

into their bony structure? By the experw

ments of Gay, Lussac and Thenard, it has

been proven also, that the woody fibre, or lig-

nem, consists of carbon, and of oxygen and

hydrogen in such proportions as are necessary

to the'^formation of water.

It may not be irrelevant to state here, that

Ino-enhong and other experimentists have

shSwn, that plants give out pure oxygen gas

while acted upon by the sun's rays ;
that they

have the power of decomposing water, and

appropriating its ingredients to supply their

own vvants; and that, with other matters they

absorb nitrogen and carbonic acid gas.

The hydrogen taken up assists in the forma-

tion of oil and resin : a portion of the oxygen

a« shown by Cruikshanks, is necessary to the

conversion of mucilage into sugar, and the

sap of all useCul vepelables is of a saccharine

character. The remaining portion ot oxygen

is thrown ofi' in the manner alluded to above

;

and the carbon, as has been before observed,

enters largely into the composition of the

woody fibre.
, . j u

From these facts we may understand how

1 wise a provision has been made for the pre-

Iservation of the purity of the atmosphere,

contaminated as it is by every respiration of

I animals, and by a thousand other causes,—
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Since we liave arrivod at a knowledge of tlie

circiil.ition of the blood, we have bf>on able fn

discover that oxyijen is necessary to animal

life ; that upon beinuf inlialod it unites with

the dirk venous blood, and chanjres it into

the briifht arterial, in which process carbon

is eliMfiinaied, and all the nifroircn is res-

pired except a very small portion, which, as

stated by D.ivy, is absorbed by the blcwd, and

lijrrns one of the constituent parts of animal

matter.

That dnn:if should be hi<jhly useful as a ma-
nure, may be readily understood, when it is

remembered that the urine, feces, and other

feculent substances which make up the mass
of the deposit of our barn-yards and compost
heaps, are quickly liable to fermentation, and

to the liberation of such matters as are ac-

knowledijed to be the nutriment of plants, and

that their threat solubility renders them of

ready and very beneficial application. But
the modus operandi of plaster of paris is not

60 well understood. The discovery of the

usefulness of this article has been attributed

by some to a Mr. Mayer, a (Jerman Clergy-

man. Judge Peters, however, who was de-

cidedly the most active in introducinsr its use

into tliis country, had his attention called to

it by a German of the name of Burge, tlien

residinf^ upon the commons near Philadel-

phia, who stated that the discovery of its

fertilizino- properties was accidentally made
by a laborer in Germany, employed in makinir

stucco mortar, who saw that the path made by

him in goin? from his work to his cottac^e,

threw up a luxuriant crop of clover, in the

succeedinof se'ison, when all other parts of the

field exhibited sterility. This he attributed

to the dust falling from his clothes. Some
have thought the advantages to be derived

from plaster must be attributed to its calca-

reous base; but surely all the lime that enters

into this sulphate, spread upon the ground in

the sparse manner in which gyp-'um is gene-

rally strewn, could have but very inconsidera-

ble effect. By many it is supposed to acl

merely as a stimulus, but by what process of

reasoning they come to such a conclusion, I

know tiot. Others, with more plausibility,

have supposed that its chief operation de-

pends upon its attracting moisture from the

atmosphere, and yielding it to the plants

around which it is thrown. This was the sup-

position of Judge Peters, but it was objected

to at the time by Dr. Priestly, and other chem-
ists, on the ground, that gypsum was insolu-

ble when exposed in the usual way. To ex-

plain, then, the operation of that great agent

is still a desideratum in science: the rays of

light that have been thrown upon it must be

admitted to be faint indeed ; and as it is at once

important and abstruse. I would approach the

inquiry with more diffidence if the views

which I am about to offer were not concurred
in, and mostly originated by my fiither; who,
as the members of the Cabinet are aware,
has devoted many years to chemical research.

If the positions which may be assumed should
not prove to be entirely correct, they may at

least elicit some light, and aid the labors of
others. The first proposition then is, does
plaster promote the growth and perfection of
vegetables 1

Scroiidli/. Are its effects in the promotion
of vegetation as sensible and important in

seasons of a sufficiency of rain as in dry sea-
sons 1

Thirdhj. Are vegetables that have been
plastered, more apt to be found wet with dew
in the morning, tlian the same variety grow-
ing upon ground where no sulphate of lime has
been used ?

With respect to the first query, the mass
of evidence is so great and so well known,
that plaster does promote the growth and per-

fection of vegetables, that to di.scuss it would
be only a waste of time.

That its cfiects are scarcely sensible, and
consequently of but little importance in rainy
seasons, is proven by the concurrent testimony
of many experienced farmers. Sufficient

evidence can also be given of the facf, that

grasses which have been plastered, are more
apt to be wet with dew than the same varieties

growing upon adjacent grounds which have
not been simihrly treated. Assuming then
the position, that plaster does promote the
growth and perfection of vegetables under
certain circumstances; that it is useless in

j

seasons of a sufficiency of rain, and that dew
j

is more apt to be found upon grasses that have

I

been plastered than others, we will proceed
1
to the examination of the causes that may

j

prob.ibly produce these effects. Water, as be-

j

fore observed, seems to be necessary to carry

I

on the process of vegetation; it aids in the

I

preparation of the proper food for plants, and

I

in the promotion of the decomposition of ani-

mal and vegetable matter acting as a solvent
by which the substances necessary may be
taken up by the vegetable ab.sorbents : it is no
doubt decomposed by veiretables, and the oxv-
cren and hydrogen of which it is formed, are
appropriated to the production of different

parts of the plants. As the chief importance
of the use of plaster may probably be that of
furnishing water, I shall now endeavor to show

i how that e.Tect is produced. In the first pJace^

j

it does not appear probable that sulphare of
lime can, of itself, attract much moistui-o from
[the atmosphere: but, secondly, it is welt
known that sulphuric acid attracts it power-
fully; hence, if we can produce a decomposi-
tion of this substance, and liberate the sul-»

iphuric acid from its combination with the
lime, we shall then have a medium fortheal'
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traction of moisture, and a ready explanation

of the very copious production of the morning-

dew. It is a well establislied fact amontj

chemists, that the action of sulphuric acid on

vegetable and animal matter, will cement
them into sugar, as hinted before ; the sap of

all vegetables is probably saccharine, and it is

in this state only, that disorganized matter is

rendered most conducive to the promotion of

vegetation. It is also well known that de-

composing vegetable and animal matter, ope-

rated on by the atmosphere, will produce ni-

tric acid, which with facility changes sugar

into oxalic acid, and we have thus the means
ofdecomposing the sulphate of lime, inasmuch
as an oxalate of lime will be formed, and the

sulphuric acid set free to perform tlie benefi-

cial effects that have been mentioned.

Tlie Smu Flower.

It is said by experienced agriculturists,

that this plant, properly cultivated, is probably

the most profitable of any ever cultivated.

—

The oil extracted from its seed.=, which are

more oleaginous than those of any other plant

known to us, combines the qualities, for eating,

of the olive or sweet oil ; for burning, of the

best sperm oil, without the smoke of the lat-

ter ; and for painting of flaxseed oil. The
young flower cups of this plant are very es-

culent and agreeable to the taste, when pre-

pared and eaten as artichokes. The stalks are

an excellent substitute for hemp in manufac-

turing pack thread. From its flowers, the

most luscious and highly flavored honey is

extracted. It is estimated that the plant will

yield between 80 and 100 bushels of seed to

the acre, which will furnish from five to se-

ven quarts of oil to the bushel. We think it

would be an object for some of our agricul-

turists to make the experiment. The flower

will flourish on ground unfit for any thing

else.

To pre-vent Horses 'beiusf teased by Flics.

Take two or tliree small handfuls of wal-

nut leaves, upon which, pour two or tliree

quarts of cold water; let it infuse one night,

and pour the whole next morning into a ket-

tle, and let it boil for a quarter of an hour;

—

when cold it will be fit tor use. -No more is

required than to moisten a sponge, and before

the horse goes out of the stable, let those parts

which arc most irritable be smeared over vvitii

the liquor, viz. between and upon the ears,

the neck, the flank, &c. Not only the lady

or gentleman who rides out for pleasure, will

derive benefit from the walnut leaves thus

prepared, but the coacliman, the wagoner,

and all others who use horses during the hot

months.

—

Farmers' Receipt Boole.

Tbc Divining Rod.
To tlie Eililor of llie Farniors' Cabinet.

Sir,— In almost every age there have been
those who have had faith in the virtues of the

Divining Rod tor the discovery of springs of

water in tlie earth, but the number of these

have been few indeed, at any period.

During a residence of five years in the

Island of Jersey, (England,) I had continual

opportunities of testing the trutli of the pre-

tention, for there lived within half a mile of

my house, a person who, every one admitted,

possessed the power to an unlimited detfree ;

but knowing that I could at any time indulge

in the experiment, I neglected to do so until

my removal from thence, when I regretted

that I had allowed the opportunity to pass

without convincing myself of the truth or

falsehood of a phenomenon which has inter-

ested the world for so many ages.* I had,

however, very unexpectedly, an opportunity

of re-visiting the Island, and then I deter-

mined to satisfy myself on the subject. For
this purpose, I visited, in company with a
friend,! the person above alluded to, and the

result is as follows : His name is Ingouville,

a resident on his own estate, within a short dis-

tance of the Town of St. Hellier's, on the

Trinity Road, and a highly respectable man.
He received us in the most friendly manner,
professed himself ready to accompany us, and
to make us acquainted with every thing re-

lating to, what he himself accounted, a most

wonderful circumstance. He began by fur-

nishing himself with an Elm twig, the size

of a small quill, cut from the tree so as to

form a fork, Y, and taking the double twigs,

one in each hand, with the single point for-

ward, he walked into the garden where was
a spring of water, not, however,/discernible

on the surface. On approaching the spot, he
desired me to grasp the twigs, which extend-

ed beyond his hands, and say if I found them
tremble as we walked forwards; in a short

time I felt them very sensibly affected, and

saw the single point of the rod tending down-
wards to the earth ; he then asked if I felt

them twisting in my hands, from an inclina-

tion to follow .the downward tendency of the

point! which I did; he bade me grasp them
tigliOv, with a view to prevent the single

point from turning; but this I could not do,

although he held the rod very loosely, to give

me every facility for so doing. After a few
more steps, the point of the rod turned down,

in a direct position, towards the earth, in spite

of all my endeavors to prevent it. "There,"

said he, " is the spring," and as I liberated

* I liavp heard tlmt. in Oirsar's rommentaries, men-
tion in made of the Di\ iiiin); Kod, in use for the pur.

pose of discovering weUs of water.

t The Rev. Fhancis 1'errot. ^j.
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the ends of the rod from my grasp, llicy im-

rnediatL'ly took an upright position, corrt's-

pondont to the downward position of the point

of tlie rod. lie then ap])roacli6'd the eaine

spot from the opposite sides witii precisely

the same results. At my recjuest, he repeat-

ed the experiment several times, until I was
ahundantly satisfied of the truth of all that 1

had heard relating to this curious and won-
derful performance, lie atterwards pointed

out other s|)ots, always with the most perfect

success. When I expressed my astonishment

at what 1 had witnessed, he assured me he

was at a loss to conceive of the power which

resided in him, and was very desirous of

knowing if it could be accounted for on phi-

losophical principles. He told us, at the time

of the lirst French Revolution, many of the

Roman Catholic priests fled for refuge to the

Island of Jersey, and amongst them was one

who was said to possess the power of discov-

ering springs of water, by means of the Di-

vining Rod; he was then building the iioiise

where ho now resides, and having no water,

he thought it a good opportunity to put the

experiment to the test; he therefore invited

the priest to his house, and requested him to

try his skill: this he did, and discovered a

spring of water a short distance from the

building. "1 then," .said he, "desired him

to permit me to try if I also possessed the

power, and on taking the rod into my hands

found that 1 did to a greater degree than

himself ! The discovery quite overcame me,

and I should have fallen, had I not supported

myself against the wall. I afterwards, by

means of the rod, found a spring immediately

under the foundation of the new building, and

I did not hesitate to dig to it; but, to do this,

it was first necessary to turn an arch in the

wall, to take off the weight from the founda-

tion, which I did, and struck the spring with-

in 9 inches of the depth which I had calcu-

lated." And there I saw the arch (a stand-

ing memorial of the truth of what he had re-

lated) stretching across a well, which yields

a never-failing spring of the purest water.

—

He added, " Since this, I have been sent for,

fir and near, to find springs for my friends,

and I have never been deceived in my opera-

tion.s, although more than 2,000 wells have

been dug by my directions." He is enabled

to calcufate the depth of the spring, by mea-

suring the distance between the spot at which

the rod first becomes agitated, and that at

which it takes a decided turn downwards,

and has attained a surprising exactness in

these his calculations. He was requested by

Sir T. Le Breton, the Lieut. BaiUie of the

Island, to search for a spring at his house at

Bagatelle, as the well, from which water was
obtained, was only a land drain : singular

enout^h, he could find only one spring, and

that was at the tioltnin of the xoell! "Go
deeper," said he, staling the depth according

to his rule, "and you will find plenty of wa-
ter." I, .sometime after, received a letter

from my friends, Messrs. Jean &- Marrett,

brewers, stating that Mr. Ingouville had dis-

cover(>d a spring on their premises, four feet

only from their old wvll, (a land drain) which
furnished plenty of the finest water for all

their purposes. Mr. Jamks IIemeiiy, intend-

ing to erect a house in a beautiful field near
St. Hellier's, I\Ir. Ingouville searched for a

spring, and pointed out the spot where it might
be found, stating the depth at which it would
be struck; and, without hesitation, Mr. Ilem-
ery commenced building in the faith of his

prediction, so that the well, when dug, might
be enclosed by the court yard wall, and at

exactly this spot he found it

!

The Island of Jersey is of primitive, or gra-

nite formation, of an almost impenetrable

character, yet no one, in need of a well, hesi-

tates to dig at the spot pointed out, and fre-

quently, the price for digging has been fixed

before hand, by means of his rule forjudging
of the necessary depth.

After Mr. Ingouville had satisfied me of

the truth of what I had heard on the subject

of water finding, he informed me that he had
the power of finding money also ; he request-

ed me to bury a silver coin in the garden,

walking from me, to show that he did not

wish to see the spot where it had been de-

posited ; he found it in an instant, and then
related a singular circumstance which occur-

red during a late search for a spring of wa-
ter—many persons were collected to witness

the result, hut as he passed amongst them he
perceived the rod to become agitated in an
unaccountable manner, while passing a par-

ticular spot, which was crowded by these per-

sons who were looking on ; he retraced hi.s

steps, but still the rod was affected in the

same way ; at length, he inquired if a lady,

who stood close to the spot, had any consider-

able quantity of money with her, when sho
produced a very large quantity of silver in

her reticule ! after this was removed, the rod

performed as usual.

Now, I have never heard any attempt to

account for the wonderful power which is

certainly possessed by this person
;

possibly,

it may be, that there is an affinity between
persons of moist constitutions, and the mois-

ture of the earth, and the rod may operate

as a sort of conductor: would your friends

and contributors do what tiiey can to throw
light on the interesting subject

!

To those who have not had the mean? of

ascertaining, by actual observation, the truth

of what is above stated, it might be interest-

mg to remark, that Mr. Ingouville is a most

respectable man; advanced in years; the
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cultivator of his own estate; independent in

circumstances; has never once practised tor

reward, and will accept of none; and what

is better than all, makes no secret about it;

declares he is quite ii,rriorant of the means by

which he is enabled to operate, but is ready,

at all times, to comtnunicate all that he knows
about it for the benefit, or to satisfy the cu-

riosity of any who will call on him for the

purpose.

I have been thus particular as to time,

place, and persons, in the hope that there

might be those amontrst your readers who
may, from their knowledge of the circum-

stances, be able to corroborate what I have

said relating thereto. The names of those

whom f have mentioned, must be familiar to

all who have visited the Island of Jersey ; and

I trust I might, through the medium of the

pages of the Cabinet, become acquainted with

some, with whom I may renew the pleasura-

ble recollections of the period which I passed

in that very beautiful and delightful spot.

James Pedder.
21st Apiil, 1839.

The Rev. John Walker, of Gloucester

county, N. J-, is respectfully requested to

communicate what information he may pos-

sess in reference to this interesting subject,

to the public, through the columns of the

Farmers' Cabinet.

Furmers' "Worlc for «Jnly» on tSic Farm.

CORN.

Let your corn be kept constantly free from

weeds, and the earth so stirred about the

plants as to be always in a state not only to

admit their free and unrestricted growth, but

to attract and absorb whatever dews may fall,

or moisture existing in the atmosphere.

—

However good soils may be, however conge-

nial to the growth of this particular grain,

exact and cleanly cultivation is indispensably

necessary to its successful culture—you mny
rest assured that it is just as essential as ma-

nure itself. In the workinfr of the corn we
are not the advocate of that plan which would

raise a moimd or hill around the plants^—on

ihe contrary, we believe that they will grow

faster and yield more, where no hill uhalever

is raised. Nor are we the advocate of tj-o-

quent ploughings ; we believe that more than

two ploughinirs sliould never be given to the

corn crop— thiit one at the proper time is

cnonoh—and that whether one or two, tliey

ehould be at the incipi'Mit period of the

growth of the plant. All ploughings, after

the lateral roots have pushed out to any

considerable distance, serve only to cut and

lacerate those roots, and deprive the stalk

and its fruit of its wonted supplies of nourish-

ment, and not unfrequently that much dread-

ed firing, as the planters term ii, vviiich so

despoils the crop of its rightful fruitfulnes.s.

After the corn has reached two feet in lieight,

the cultivator, harrow and hoe, should alone

be used. By the judicious use of these im-

plements, all the good to be effected by pro-

per culture may be secured, without hazard-

ing the fruitlulness of the crop by cutting off

the sources of feeding, and thereby diminish-

ing the chances of abundant production.

POTATOES.

Though it is late to put in youi fall crop,

by proper preparation of the soil, manuring
and otlier treatment, a saving crop may yet

be realized ; those who have their potatoes

already up, must keep them clean, and the

earth in that condition which offers no im-

pediment to the healthful vegetation—taking

care at all times to keep a small furrow, flat

at the top, around the vines, to net in the

twofold capacity of a recipient of rain and
moisture, and to afT()rd room wherein the

bulbs may grow without difBculty.

THE HARVEST.

Already, farthei; south, this interesting la-

bor has been begun, and we trust and believe

under auspices the most promising. With
us, in ten days, or two or three weeks, wheat,

rye, and oats will be ready for a similar ope-

ration, and it may not be amiss to remind the

farmer, that should rusl or blight fall upon
the slcms of either wheat or rye—and from

the present state of the weather there is dan-

ger to be apprehended—both grains should

be cut, though the kernels may still be in

milk; for no possible nourishment can be ex-

pected to be drawn from the stalks of grain

af\er their juices have been indurated by such

agency.

This too is the month for the cutting and

curing of hay, and upon this subject we pro-

pose to have a word. It is this—the sooner

the grass is put into cocks the better, as it is

less exposed to the injurious effects of the vi-

cissitudes of weather in that form than when
in swarth, and cures into hay to much great-

er advantage, retaining a much larger amount
of nutritive matter than when dried in the

old way. In storing it, the judicious farmer

will not *ail to sprinkle a small portion of salt

over each layer of hay, because in so dointr,

he will greatly add to its quality, and render

it the more grateful to his stock.

TDRNEPS.

Those who desire large crops of turneps,

with a view of feeding stock, should put them

in as early after the ir)ih of this month as

possible. The sowing of those intended for

the table may be delayed a week or two

—
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indeed any time during the month will an-

swer; but we adnionisii all against delayinir

Bowinir tlieir seed until, as the old custom

would have it, the 'JOtli of Aug-ust. Every
prudent man should allow himself time to

meet all contingencies that may occur.

BUCKWHEAT.

This rrrain may be put in any time between
the first and the tentli of the month, with a

certainty of its maturing ; but the sooner the

labor is performed the better—and surely no

one who likes to see his fimily enjoying a

good winter's breakfast—surely no husband

or father, who?e happiness is identified with

that of his wife and children, will omit to se-

cure a full supply of the material of those de-

lectable cakes, which give so exquisite a zest

to the breakfast table. But we will have a

word as to the straw ; for while it is our first

object to secure comfort to the domestic cir-

cle of the homestead, it is oar desire not to

forget the inmates of the barn-yard. There-

fore, let us admonish you to get your grain

out early—as early as possible after your

buckwheat is harvested, and carefully put

away your straw to be fed to your milch cows
as hay. As we have said before, we will

here repeat it— it is just as valuable as so

much timothy or clover for them. Custom,
hitherto, with most farmers, has consigned it

to the dung-heap or cow-yard, as a thing only

fit to be trampled under feet; but enlighten-

ed economy would allot it a much higher des-

tiny. When cured with care, and kept from

the weather, it makes as good and wholesome

provender, as ever went into the manger of

cattle.

MILLET.

Up to the 1.5th of this month, this grain

may be sown. In six weeks from the day of

its being put into the earth, if sown on good,

warm, light soil, it will be fit for cutting for

hay. As a cleanser of grounds intended for

timothij, there is nothing superior to it. As
soon as the millet is off, the stubble should

be well harrowed, the timothy seed sown, a

light hnrrow passed over it, and then the

ground should be rolled.

CABBAGES.

Those who would desire to keep their cows

well to their milk through the winter, should

put in at least one or two acres of this pro-

ductive vegetable—in good ground they will

yield 40 tons to the acre, and we need not

say, that that quantity of green food in mid-

winter would be most acceptable to your

milch cows, and tend greatly to increase t!ie

quantity of milk and butter yielded by them.

This rule in gardening never forget

—

To sow dry and set wet.

tsie: dairy.
Xo. IV.

On the itlnnas;ciucnt of the Dniry^ pnrtic~
I iilitrly with respect to tlie inakiug and
curing of Butter.

BY DR. JAMES ANDERSON.

On some occasions a part, or the whole of

the butter may, perhaps, be disposed of fresh;

but in general it must be sailed betbre it can
be carried to market. And as this part of the

process requires as great nicety as any other,

a few remarks on the subject shall be added.

SALTING BUTTER.

Wooden vessels are, upon the whole, most
proper to be employed for containing salted

butter. These should be made of cooper
;work, very firm, and tightly joined with
j strong wooden hoops. It will be advisable to

make them very strong where circumstances

!

permit them to be returned to the dairy; for

;as it is a matter of considerable difficulty to

I

season new vessels so well as that they shall

jnot affect the taste of the butter, it is always

I

advisable to employ the old vessels rather than
' make new ones, as long as they continue firm

and sound. Oak is the best wood for the bot-

|tom, and staves and broad Dutch split hoops

'are to be preferred to all others, where they
'can be had. Iron hoops should be rejected,

'as the rust from them will in time sink through
the wood, though it be very thick, and injure

I

the color of the butter: one iron hoop, how-
lever, should be put at the top, and another

,
below beyond the bottom, the projection be-

llow the botlom being made deep for this pur-

pose. No form is more convenient than that of

-a barrel, unless, perhaps, it be that of a trun-

tcated cone, with the ape.v uppermost; as in

;this case the butter never can rise from the

[bottom and float upon the brine, which it will

sometimes do in the under part of a barrel

j

when brine is necessary. But this inconve-

jniencc may be easily obviated, by driving a
wooden peg, with any kind of a head, into

the bottom before it be filled, as the butter,

closely embracing that head all round, will be
kept perfectly firm in its place.

An old vessel may be prepared for again
receiving butter, by the ordinary process of
scalding, rinsing, and drying; but to season
a. new vessel rccpiires greater care. This is

to be done by filling it frequently with scald-

ing water, and allowing it to remain till it

slowly cools. If hay, or other sweet vegeta-
bles are put into it along with the water, it

is sometimes thought to facilitate the proress.

But in all cases frequent effusions of hot wa-
ter are very necessary, and a considerable
time is required before they can be rendered
fit for use. The careful dairy man ought to

be particularly guarded with respect to this
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particular, or he may soon lose liis character

at market.

After the butter has been beaten up and
cleared from the milk, as before directed, it

is ready for being- salted. Let the vessel into

which it is to be put, after beinfj rendered as

clean and sweet as possible, be rubbed all

over in the inside with common salt, and let

a little melted butter be run into the cavity

between the bottom and the sides at their

joining all round, so as to fill it and make it

every where flush with the bottom and sides.

It is then fit to receive the butter.

Common salt is almost the only substance

that has been hitherto employed for the pur-

pose of preserving butter; but 1 have found,

by p.xperience, that the following composition

is, in many respects, preferable to it, as it not

only preserves the butter more effectually

from any taint of rancidity, but makes it also

look better, and taste sweeter, richer, and
more marrowy, than if the same butter had
been cured with common salt alone. I have
frequently made comparative trials with the
same butter, and always found the difference

much greater than could well be conceived.

The composition is as follows:

Take of sugar one part, of nitre one part,

and of the bpst Spanish great salt, (or of
Doctor Sioediaur^s best salt, which is still

better than the former, being cleaner, [or

best rock salt,]) tioo parts. Beat the whole
into a fine powder, mix them well together,

and put them by for use.

Of this composition one ounce should be
put to every sixteen ounces of butter ;* mix

* It is of eroat consequence that every process, which
rrquires much tliou^jlit or nicety, should be banished,
if possible, from all branches of manufacture. On this
principle, as some difficulty might arise in proportion-
ing the quantity of salt to unequal weights of butter,
I should advise that every person who means to adopt
this practice at large should begin with providing him-
self Willi a steelyard so constructed as that sixteen
ounces in the one scale is exactly balanced by one in
the other. And that he may be at no loss to provide
liimself with this simple apparatus, the following di-
rections may be attended to.

Let him provide two scales of equal weight ; one of
them should be of wood, and flat for the butter, no mat-
ter what form or materials the other is of; let him
then take a slip of deal two inches broad, half an inch
thick, and two feet long. Near to each end, and at
about half an inch from the same side at each end,
make a hole through the board, to which the scales
):nay be fastened by means of a loop of wire; observe,
fttaat these two holes should be placed exactly at the
r6a,tne distance from the edge. Let him then load the
^w-o scales, one of them with one ounce, and the other
witla sixteen, and having dr.-iwn a line pitrallel to what
win *]ow appear to be the upper side of tin' beam, at
Iialf an inch from the top all along on each side, let

him i)ei»rovided with two sliarii [ininted instrtinients,
such aa a shoemaker's awl : Let bini then try to find
fi point in the new-made line on each side of tiie beam,
where, when the beam is allowed to vibrate on his
awls placed directly opposite to each other, the two
weights balance each other. This iioiiit he will soon
<lisc()vcr to h(' much nearer one of tliiM/ndsof the beam
thaij the other. 'J'hrougli this point kt him pii-rce a
Jiole by means of a round hot iron. Through this

Hol« put B piece of thick iron wire, which if supported

this salt thorouelily witli the butter as soon
as it has been freed fi-om the milk, and put it,

v;ithout lo.~s of time, down into the vessel pre-

pared to receive it, pressing it so close as to

leave no air-holes, or any kind of cavities

within it. Smooth the surface, and if j'ou

expect that it will be above a day or two be-

fore you can add more, cover it close up with
a piece of clean linen, and above that a piece

of wetted parchment, or, for want of that, fine

linen that has been dipped in melted butter,

that is exactly fitted to the edges of the ves-

sel all round, so as to e.xclude the air as much
as possible, without the a.ssistance of any wa-
tery brine ; when more butter is to be added,

these coverings are to be taken off, and the

butter applied close above the former, pres.s-

ing it down and smoothing it as before, and
so on till the vessel be full. When it is quite

full, let the two covers be spread over it with
the greatest care, and let a little melted but-

ter be poured all round the edges, so as to fill

up every cranny, and effectually exclude the

air. A little salt may be then strewed over
the whole, and the cover be firmly fixed down
to remain close shut till it be opened for use.

If all this be carefully done, the butter may
be kept perfectly sound in this climate for

many years. How many years I cannot tell

;

but 1 have seen it two years old, and in every
respect as sweet and sound as when it was
only a month old.

It deserves to be remarked, that butter

cured in this manner does not taste well till

it has stood at least a fortnight af\er being
salted ; but after that period is elapsed, it

eats with a rich marrowy taste that no other

butter ever acquires; and it tastes so little

of salt, that a person who had been accus-

tomed to eat butter cured with common salt

only, would not imagine it had got one-fourth

part of the salt that would be necessary to

preserve itf

at each end will serve as a pivot. The apparatus is

now complete.
And whenever it is afterward.sw.anted, nothingmorc

s necessary than to place the butter, whatever ho its

weight, into the butter-scale, and then to put as much
of the composition into the opposite scale as brings
the beam to a balance; and this will in all cases be
the-diie propcution of salt for the butter, whatever the
weight of that butter may be.

t 15ut afl''r this butter has been cured in the most
perfect manner, it may chance to be niucli debased in
its quality by being improperly treated during the time
it is using. TIk reforc (d)serve, that, when it is broken
lip for use, n small portion should be pared from the
surface all over, especially near the edges, in case the
air should not have been so entirely ovcluded a> it

ought til have been. If it be to be quickly consumed,
it may be llien spooned up as it is wanted, without
any other precaution than that of keeping it carefully
covered iij) so as to exiliide dust. &c , from having ac-
ces,5 to it. But if it be to be used very slowly, and if

the person to be emploM'd in spooning it up be not
very careful, or so indolent as not to be at the trouble
of closing it up at each time with the covers, it may
happen that the part which is thus longe.xposed to the
air may contract a small degree of rancidity. To guard
against tliis evil, in these circumstances, when the

i
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Butter thus cured would bear to be carried

to the East or the \V^•l^t liidicp, and woiikl

keep sweet during the lonjrest voyaa'cs, if it

were so packed as not to allow the butter to

be so far melted as to occasion the £?.lts to

separate from it. But as none of these salts

admit of any chemical union with tlie butter,

it must happen that if ever the butter be so

far melted as to become of a fluid con.-^i.stence,

t!ie salts drop to the bottom, and the butter,

deprived of their antiseptic powers, quickly

becomes rancid. It would be a cfreat im-

provement in the culinary art, if any anti-

septic substance could be tbuiid tiiat pos-

sessed any agreeable taste and flavor, wliich

was capable of beinij dissolved in oily sub-

stances. This miirlit afiord a proper subject

fijr a premium by Atrricultural Societies. In

the mean time tlie following hints on this

subject may be of some use.

Butter, in its natural state, contains a con-

siderable proportion of mucous matter, wliich

is more highly putre.scible than the pure oily

parts of the butter. Where it is, therefore,

intended that butter .should be exposed to the

heat of warm climates, it ought to be freed

from that mucilage before it be cured and
packed up for keeping. To prepare bniter

for a distant voyage, therefore, in warm cli-

mates, let it be put into a vessel of a proper
shape, which should be immersed into ano-
ther containing water. Let the water bo
gradually heated till the butter be thorouglily

melted; let it continue in that state for some
time, and allow it to settle; the mucous part

will fall entirely to the bottom, and the pure
oil will swim at top, perfectly transparent j!

while hot, but when it cools it becomes opaque,
i

!

assumes a color somewhat paler than tlie ori-l

ginal butter before it was melted, and a firm-',

er consistence, more neatly resembling that!!

of tallow, and consequently it will better re-!i

sist the heat of a warm climate than butter
IJ

itself. When this refined butter is become
a little stiffj and while it still is somewhat
soft, the pure part should be separated from
the dregs, and then salted, and packed up in

the same way as is directed for butter. This
would retain the salt longer and keep much
longer sweet, in hot climates, than if it had
been cured in its original state.

This refined butter may be preserved in

yet another way, which I have sometimes
seen practised here by way of medical hnnne
bouche (comfit.) After the butter is purified,

vessfl is opened let a strong brine of common salt be
prepnreil that will swim an p-is. and ponre.l. when
cold, upon the surface of the butter; this will cover
that surface offectunlly, even (hontfli the op.^rator
should be a little careless, and will thus iruanl against
the inconvenience oomplainad of: for thoush the qual-
ity of the butter will thus be injured in some decree,
in consequence of ilie water actina upon it, ycl th.it is

an evil of far l"ss material moment than the s!i;;htest

<legree of rancidity would occasion.

add to it a certain proportion of firm honey,
mi.\: it well, it will incorporate thoroughly
with the butter, and when cold it eats very plea-

santly spread on bread like butter; and iiiav

be given to old people, if they relish it, instead

of marrow, and to others as being useful for

coughs and colds. These were the uses to

which I have seen this substance applied, and
on these occasions the proportion of honey
employed was considerable. I have seen it

kept for years, without manifesting the small-
e.-t tendency to rancidity, so that there c'ln

be no doubt but that butter might lhl^i be pre-

served in long voyages without spoiling.

—

Tlie only point that remains to be ascertained

is, what is the smallest proportion of honey
that would be sufficient to preserve the but-

ter.. Sugar is known to be a much more
powerful antiseptic than common salt, and
probably honey may be in tliat respect nearly
on a par with sugar. It so, it would be rea-

sonable to suppo.se that one ounce.of honey
might be sufficient to preserve sixteen ounces
of butter. In that case the taste of the honey
would not be extremely perceptible, -so tliat

the butter, even to those who might not relish

the sweet composition above mentioned, might
prove very agreeable, especially if a little

salt were mi.xed with it when about to bo
used. A few experiments would be sufficient

to ascertain this particular.

From the circumstance of the honey incor-

porating with the butter, and not separating'

from it while in a fluid state, it would pro-

mise nearly to accomplish the purpose wanted
above. Whether, when it became very fluid,

and was long continued in that state, any
separation would take place; or whether the
honey in these circumstances would be in

danger of fermenting, are questions that ex-

perience alone can determine. Sugar, though
it would preserve the butter equally well
while it continued in a solid state, would
doubtless separate from it when it became
fluid. Whether molasses would do so, or

what effects they would in this case produce,

I cannot tell; but a few experiments would
ascertain these points. Should any method
of preserving butter in warm climates be dis-

covered, it would be productive of so many
benefits to individuals, and to the nation at

large, by giving an opening for a new branch
of commerce and manufacture, that it is much
to be wished the few experiments wanted to

ascertain these points were made, with such
caro, under the direction of persons who
would faithfully report tiie result to the pub-
lic, as .should be sufficient to remove all doubts
upon this head.

F. S. The greatest part of the observations

contained in the fiirefroing pages, were de-

rived from a lady, who is now beyond the

reach of being attected by any thing in this
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sublunary world. Her beneficence of dispo-

sition induced her never to overlook any tact

or circumstance that fell within the sphere

of her observation, which proniiseil to be in

any respect beneficial to her fellow-creatures.

To her g-entle influence the public are in-

debted, if they be indeed indebted at all, for

whatever useful hints may at any time have

dropped from my pen. A being', she thought,

who must depend so much as man does, on

the assistance of others, owes, as a debt to his

fellow-creatures, the communication of the

little useful knowledge that chance may have

thrown in his way. Such has been my con-

stant aim : such were the views of the wife

of my bosom—the friend of my heart, who
supported and assisted me in all my pursuits.

I now feel a melancholy satisfaction in con-

templatincT those objects she once delighted

to elucidate.

From Rev. H. Colman's Second Report of the Agricul-

ture of Massachusetts.

Shakers' Establisliinents.

1. The Family at Tyringham consists or-

dinarily of one hundred members. The farm
j

is understood to contain more than one thou-j

sand acres, principally situated on the side of
j

a high hill, and running down into the valley,
j

Vv'here it is crossed by the sniall stream called
j

Hop brook, which empties into the Housato-j

nic river at South Lee. The view from thisj

eminence, as the prospect extends towards the
i

northwe.st, embracing the village of Lenox,
|

" set upon a hill," with the whole intervening
I

valley of a diversified aspect and luxuriant
|

soil, the little manufacturing bee-hive of

South Lee, and the many rich summits every

where scattered in the background of the pic-

ture, their tops and sides fringed with thei

chestnut and the rock maple, and the noble pile
j

of Saddle-Mountain lying in the distant per-i

spective like a contemplative giant in his re-j

pose, is among the most beautiful of those en-

j

chanting views which are constantly opening

upon the traveler, in this picturesque region.
1

The principal object of their farming, at

Tyringham, is the raising of stock ; neat cat-

1

tie especially. The dairy is well managed;

and they have a garden of four or five acres,

devoted to the raising of garden seeds and
,

medicinal herbs, under skilful and successful

cultivation. Their annual sales have some-|

times amounted to $8,1(10; and they allow to

their agents twenty-five per cent, commission

on sales, and take hack wiiat is unsold. They
produce some wheat, corn, and oats; and they

are now effecting with great labor and admi-

rable skill the redemption of extensive allu-

vial meadows on Hop brook, by draining,

rooting out the stumps, and cultivating the

.soil, which will bring these lands under a
course of most productive improvement.

Of the religion of this peculiar people, it

is not for me in tiiis place to speak. A reli-

gion which holds the severest restraint over
appetites and passions ever liable by their ex-

cesses to lead men astray, which encourages

industry, frugality, mutual love and kindness,

and that which is certainly not lowest in the

scale of virtues, the mcst exemplary neatness

and order in every thing, is .=o far entitled to

respect and commendation. Under whatever
aspect we view it, we have at lea.«t occasion

to congratulate ourselves, that we live under
a government tolerant to every hone.«t differ-

ence of worship and opinion; and to remem-
ber, that the same principle, which secures

freedom to ourselves, should guarantee to

others a like boon.

2. The establishment of the brethren at

Pitt^ficld and Hancock, consists of about

seven hundred acres, lying together ; and is

possessed by three large families, containing

upwards of three hundred individuals. They
are united for all the general purposes of their

society; but in their financial concerns are as

families separate from each other. The land

is not of the best description, being low. cold

and wet; and their attention is mainly direct-

ed to the cultivation of grass and garden
seeds, and the keeping of cows and sheep.

—

Their first purpose is for their own supply.

—

They raise the best they can, and they eat

the best they raise; and though from tlieir

temperate and careful habits their thrift is re-

markable, yet the accumulation of property

is evidently not a principal object with them.
They have various mechanical contrivances

by which their labor is abridged or liphtened.

1'hey have made the best use of the water
power which their place furnishes, and hus-

band it with care and economy. They have
an extensive saw- mill carried by water, and
all their fuel is cut in the same way. A sini

pie arragement which it may appear trifling

to mention, impressed me by its shrewdness
and good judgment. Ordinarily, fire wood is

piled horizontally, and when exposed to the

weather, becomes water soaked and mouldy.
Their billets of wood being sawed were
stacked up in convenient piles, the sticks be-

ing placed upright on the end, so that any
water which fell upon the pile was immedi-
ately drained oft*. Aller being sawed they
were neatly put up under cover.

I have already referred to their magnificent

barn, built of stone of a circular form, three

stories in height, ninety-six feet in diameter,

and capable, as well as may be calculated, of

containing from three to four hundred tons ot

hay. The carts enter in the second story; the

floor or drive-way is continued round by the

wall for the whole of the circle, so that the
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cart passes round the entire distance, and

wlioii the iiay is disclnr^ed, (jocs out at tlio

Fame door at which it entered. Ail the hay

is deposited in the centre. Several loaded

wagons may stand on the floor, and be shel-

tered and unloaded at the same time.

The roof is a beautiCii! and curious speci-

men of carpentry ; and appears to be most

securely supported. In tiie centre oftiie floor,

there rises to the apex of the roof a single

column as large as an admiral's mast, around

which a hollow frame of slats is fixed and

which serves as a ventilator or chimney to dis-

charge the steam of the hay. It is open at the

top,and protected by a small cupola againstthe

rain. At the same time the hay is raised

from the ground, about a foot by an open floor

of slats, so that there is, while the hay is new,

a constant circulation of air up this chimney;

and one of the friends inflirmed me, that tlie

Bteam passing from the hay in this mode wasof-

tentimes so dense, that, to use his own expres-

sion, " you could wash your hands in it." The
arrangements for the cattle ire in the lower sto-

ry, where every animal has its place and num-
ber, and where every cow is designated by a la-

bel on the post as in milk or other vv'ise. In this

circular form, there is of course a considerable

loss of room; yet the method of feeding is

easy; the place is kept clean ; the whole ar-

rangements are convenient ; and the kindly

treated animals standing around this huge
mass of hay, have at least the pleasure of see-

ing the good things in store for them. These
friends have singular advantages, in the

amount of labor which they are able at any
1'D.e to command and apply to any object

which they have in view ; and their establish-

ment presents a beautiful illustration of the

advantages of well directed industry, neat-

ness and order. The great rule of domestic

economy "a place for everything, and every

thing in its place," is nowhere more strikingly

exemplified; and though they make no pre-

tensions to the fine arts, and have little of

what is called taste, yet all their arrange-

ments, and the products of their labor, exhibit

the proofs of thoroughness, permanency, utili-

ty, and substantial comfort.

Their dairy is exfjuisitely neat in every

part of it. Their piggery is the exclusive

concern of a single individual ; and illustrates

the utility in a larfe concern of a division of

labor and of individual responsibility. They
have attempted an improvement of their neat

stock, by the introduction of some of the im-

proved breeds, and the young stock which

they were raising from this cross, promised

extremely well, tiiough no opportunity had

been had to test its qualities for milk. Their

land is considered in a great measure unfa-

vorable to the production of Lorain : and a lartre

portion of their bread stuff" therefore is pur-;

chased. They have likewise occasionally

hired extensive tracts of meadow on the Mo-
hawk river in the state of New York, which
they have cultivated by colonies, in order to

obtain brush tor the manufacture of brooms,
a branch of business which heretofore they
have caried on to a considerable extent. They
keep a large flock of sheep; and all their

woollen fabricsare manufactured amongthem-
selvcs. They likewise are very extensively
engaged in the raising of garden seeds,

which are put up in a very neat manner, as
is well known, and distributed over the
country.

A three story brick building or college,

erected for one of their families, is most re-

markable for its neatness and the excellence

of the materials and workmanship. What, b}'

the " world's people," is called taste, that is a
study of symmetry and beauty in the forma
of objects, is studiously abjured by this re-

markable community. Yet in the perfection

of finish, which they bestow upon every pro-

duction of their mechanical industry, they
show that native perception of fitness, order,

and harmony, which constitute the elements
of the most cultivated and refined taste. The
same amount of expense and labor, of which
they are never sparing, already devoted to the

construction oftheir buildings and the arrange-

ment of their grounds, had they indulged
themselves even in a slight degree in tasteful

ornament and embellishment, without impair-

ing at all the convenience, utility, or perma-
nence of their works, might have rendered
them extremely beautiful. In so doing they
would have found in them a new and prolific

source of pleasure, may I not add also of im-
provement. I know their candor will pardon
these suEfgostions which have no unkind ori-

gin; and which have their foundation in the

universal beauty of the natural world, as seen
every where and always even in the perisha-

ble crystals of the frost, and the fading tints of

the sky, in the plumage of the birds, in the un-
rivalled splendors of the vegetable world ; in a
word in every production of the divine power
and goodness from an atom floating in the

sunbeam to a planet, wheeling its course in

the glittering arches of the skies.

Domestic Economy.
In looking over nny returns, I was struck

with the remark of a man of much practical

wisdom and one of the best farmers in the
Commonwealth. He says "that a farmer
should produce upon his tlirm all those sup-
plies for liis family, which the farm can be
made to yield." In his case this is done
within dw)rs and without; for there the spin-

ning-wheel has not flirgotten to turn round,

nor the shuttle to speed its flight. In this cot-
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tao-e, whose neat and beautiful arrangements

cannot be surpassed, tiie clotliino-, llio bedduijL'

and the carpetinnr were all the product of their

own fields and flocks. I shall not soon forget the

unpretending and hearty hospitality of these

enviable dwellings. I have slept many a time

under a silken canopy, and tnidden many a

carpet as soit as the pride of eastern luxury

could make it; but never with any thing like

the sentiment of honest pride and indepen-

dence with which I saw here. The floors spread

with carpets made from their own flocks,

which for fineness and beauty the foot of a

princes need not disdain ; and on a cold night

elept in woollen sheets from their own looms

as soft as the shawls of Cashmere; and wiped

my face with towels spun with their own

ha'nds from their own flax, of a whiteness as

transparent and delicate as the drifted snow.

In such beautiful examples of domestic man-

agement, rt is delightful to see with how lim-

ited means the best comforts and luxuries of

life may be purchased. Nor were these in-

stances few. The county ofBerksliire abounds

with examples of this domestic comfort and

independence. Much to be regretted will be

the change, which has already invaded many

parts of the state, when, under the pretence

of superior cheapness, these household fabrics

shall give place to tlie more shovv-y but flimsy

products of foreign industry; and the healthy

exercise ofdomestic labor and household cares

shall be deemed degrading in our wives and

daughters; and exchanged for the idleness

and'^frivolities of pride and luxury.
|

I agree entirely in the sentiment above ex-

pressed, that every farmer should, as far as

possible, supply the wants of his family

from his own farm. He should supply him-

self with bread, meat, vegetables, milk, but-

ter, cheese and clothing, so far as his farm can

be made to do it. He can almost always do

it at a less expense than he can purchase

these supplies. The labor requisite for this

purpose may often be given at times when it

would not otherwise be occupied ; and by

hands for which there migiit otherwise be no

employment. The sentiment of self-respect

and self-dependence, inspired by such a course,

is a great gain. The satisfaction of eating

bread raised by one's own labor is not

email ; and various and important moral influ-

ences, which I shall not now discuss, render

it altogether desirable ; though in some cases

the same amount of labor consumed in their

production, if applied in olher ways, would

purchase a larger amount of the same supplies.

Though the supply of our own great wants

from our own farms might seem, liovvevor, in

Bonie cases to be a pecuniary loss, it is always

in the end a moral gain, with which the pe-

cuniary loss is not to be put in competition.

—

Colman's Survey.

Comparative value of Hay, Vegctaljles*
aud Corn*

I wish briefly to draw the attention of farm-

ers to the value of hay, compared with other

crops, tor the feeding of stock. An acre of

hay yields one ton and a half of vegetable

food. An acre of carrots or Swedish turneps,

will yield from ten to twenty tons ; say fitleen

tons, which is by no means an exaggerated

estimate. It has been ascertained by ex-

periment, that three working horses, fifteen

and a half hands high, consumed at the rate

of two hundred and twenty-four pounds of

hay per week, or five tons one thousand and

forty-eight pounds of hay per year, besides

twelve gallons of oats each per week, or sev-

enty eight bushels by the year. An unworked

horse consumed at the rate of four and one-

quarter tons of hay in the year. The pro-

duce, therefore, of nearly six acres of land is

necessary to support a working horse by the

year : but half an acre of carrots, at six hun-

dred bushels to the acre, with the addition of

cliopped straw, while the season for their use

lasts, will do it as well if not better. These

things do not admit of doubt. They have

been subjects of exact trial.

It is believed that the value of a bushel of

Indian corn in straw and meal will keep a

healthy horse in gocxl condition for work a

week. An acre of Indian corn which yields

sixty bushels, will be amplefor the support of

a horse through the year. Let the farmer,

then, considef whether it be better to main-

tain his horse upon the produce of half an

acre of carrots, which can be cultivated at an

expense not greatly exceeding the expense

of half an acre of potatoes, or upon half an

acre of ruta baga, which can be raised at a

less expense than potatoes, or upon the grain

produce of an acre of Indian corn, or on the

other hand, upi^n the produce of six acres of

his best land in hay and grain; for six acres

I

will hardly do more than to yield nearly six

I

tons of hay and seventy-eight bushels of oats,

'The same economy might be as successfully

I

introduced into the feeding of our neat cat-

tle and sheep.

These liicts deserve the particular attention

of the farmers who are desirous of improving

their pecuniary condition. It is obvious how

much would be gained by the cultivation

which is here suggested ; how much more

.'^lock would be raised ; how much the dairy

produce might be increased ; and how much

the means of enriching the land, and improv-

ing the cultivation, would be constantly ex-

I

tending and accumulating. But when we

I

find on^a farm of two hundred acres, tliat the

i
farmer cultivates only two acres of potatoes,

lone acre of ruta baga, and perhaps a quarter

I

of an acre of carrots, we call this "getting
'

along," in the common phrase ; but we codv
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hardly difinify it with tlie name of farming.

I am awure tint labor of a proper kind is in

many cisos difficult to be procured, and with
our habits, asdifficult tu be manaifed. Farming
likewise, can in few situations be successfully

manajjed, unless the farmer has capital to em-
ploy, e(|ua] at least to one year's manure and
one year's crops. A iwrge portion of our farm-
ers, also, from the nature of their habits and
style of livinn^, are so prosperous and indepen-

dent, that they have nooccasiontoextend their

cultivation beyond what it now is, in order to

meet iheir wants ; and to incur all the trouble,

vexation, and risk of employing more labor,

expending more capital, and increasing their

cares.

But it is not fair to produce such instances

as any examples of thi' profit or uuprofitable-

ness of iuHbandry, when carried on, as all

other branches of business, to be successful,

must be caried on with intelligence, skill, in-

dustry, enterprise ; and all the capital and all

the labor which can be advantageously em-
ployed in it. I will not, however, anticipate

such general viewsof the subject, as I propose
to take in the retrospect of the whole survey.—Colinaii's Survey.

Birds on Farms.

Thp value of birds in districts settled as

thickly as the county of Philadelphia, is ap-

preciated by but few individuals. The beauty
of their plumage delights the eye; their song
cheers the husbandman in his toil, and give a

charm to tlie country which no resident can
too highly appreciate. The joyous twitter of

the swallow and the martin, the song of the
bluebird in the spring, the delightful wild notes

of the partridge, the lark, the plover, the robin,

the thrush, the mocking-bird, and tlie sparrow,
awaken an interest in those companions of
the iiirmer, which should impel them to

prompt and energetic exertions for their pre-

servation. And let me ask, was there ever
a time when these interesting creatures de-
manded protection more than at the present

period? In this county, our farms are over-

run by parties of worthless boys, and more
worthless men, who employ their time in de-

stroying whatever comes in their way. Thev
break our fences, alarm and very often injure

our cattle
;
jeopardize the lives and limbs

of our people, and the teams with which they
are at work, and many of them do not hesi-

tate to plunder us of our poultry when an op-

portunity ofT'ers. They tread down our crops

and injure and annoy us in various ways, and
all for the ostensible purpose of destroying the

few birds which yet remain with us, wliich

are not worth to them the cost of the powder
and shot used in their destruction. When
our horses are alarmed and become unman-

ageable in consequence of their firing, they
very ollen refuse to abstain from what they
denominate their sport; and my people have
been compelled to quit their work for fear of
some serious accident, and still they would
persevere. Let us no longer submit to such
annoyances and injury, but assert our rights

boldly and fearlessly. There is a law which
applies to this county, which, if put in lorce,

is abundantly sutlicient to afiord our birds

protection, and to rid ns of this intolerable

nuisance. The value of birds to a farmer,
few are able to estimate. To say nothing of
the songs of those warblers, to which I al-

ways listen witii delight, their value in the
destruction of bugs, tlies, worms and noxious
insects, is incalculable. The swallow, the
martin and many other.s, busily employ them-
selves in destroying nmsquitoes, flies and
other tenants of ihe air, which annoy us with
their sting, or injure us in other respects.

The robin, woodpecker, sapsucker, and va-
rious other birds, protect our orchards, destroy
the worms and insects that can there do us
mischief, and in their absence there is no lit-

tle labor required to protect and save the
trees which their industry alone would re-

lieve us from. Besides, they do their work
better than we can. The presence of a worm
in a young tree is only indicated to us by the
borings thrown from the orifice made by his

entrance, and in removing them with a knife,

serious "injury is done to the tree. The bird,

on the contrary, eats the egg, destroys the
worm when young, or if he has avoided his

vigilance and got under the bark, nature has
endowed the two last mentioned with a strong
bill with which to strike through the bark,
and long and rough tongues with which to

drag the lurking villain from his hiding place,

and that too with the least possible injury to

the tree. Where is the farmer who has not
seen his apple trees perforated along the whole
length of their trunk by these industrious la-

borers; and who has not seen such trees dis-

tinguished for their health and fruitfulncss 1

I can recollect when there were large or-

chards of healthy trees in parts of this countv,
where it is now almost a folly to attempt to

rear an apple tree. Those orchards that arc
near clumps of wood, may still exist here, but
where there is no such harbor for birds de-
signed for their preservation, it is in vain to

attempt to rear a tree and preserve it against
the destructive ravages of the insects that feed
upon it.

Tlie partridgp, the plover and lark, too, feed
upon insects and labor diligently to promote
the interests of the farmer in destroying his

enemies. What gives a man more pleasure
than when walking over his grounds, he is

welcomed by the shrill whistle of the part-

ridge, who, grown familiar with liis friend
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and daily companion, cheers him in his toil

and delights him when at leisure?

These birds I have often seen so tame that

they would scarcely leave my path, and I re-

member a covey tliat, durintjone winter, would
frequently come to my (Travel walk, to receive

the feed that was placed tliere for them.

—

They amounted to about twenty, and I set a

high value upon them ; hut there came upon

my farm, during my absence, two gunners
with their dogs, and destroyed them all. 1

assure you, I felt the loss of those birds more
than I Vv'ould that of the best horse in my sta-

ble.

For myself, 1 feel in regard to my birds, as

the ancients did of their household goods;

nor can I control a feeling of indignation and

a sense of injury, when I see my neighbors or

strangers wantonly destroying them upon my
premises. There are many depredators in our

wheat-fields that are destroyed by the par-

tridge ; for it is on these he feeds. The lark

and the plover do their work in our grass

lands. The sparrow, blue-bird, wren and
other small birds, labor diligently in our gar-

dens, orchards and pleasure grounds, and they

should be welcomed as agreeable visiters by

all who reside in the country.

Boxes for their accommodation, should be

nailed to the trees, and by carefully avoiding

to alarm them, and other kind means, they

could be domesticated among us. They will

otherwise take to the woods and by-places,

and we shall be deprived of the pleasure of

listening to their cheering songs, and lose the

advantages of their incessant labors.

Farmers, think of this. Let us not be un-
kind to our neighbors, nor deny them reasona-

ble privileges, but do not continue to re-

frain fiom expressing a sense of injury at

their depredations, and of making known to

all the high value we set upon our birds.

Penn.

Receipt for a Cold or Cougli.

Take a small tea-cup full of flaxseed, put

it in a quart of water, and let it boil down to

a pint. Then add tour large table spoon-

fuls of the best sugar-house molasses; let

it simmer oyer the fire about ten minutes; sot

it away until cool ; then add a few drops of le-

mon juice. Dose—a wine glass full occasion-

ally through the day for an adult.

Another.—Two ounces of flaxseed, the

same quantity each of hoarhound and bone-

sett in the herb,—boil in half a gallon of wa-
ter until reduced to about a quart; then add
a tea-cup full of the best sugar-house molas-
Fos, let it stand over the fire a few moments.
Dose, same as the above.

Finish every thing as you go along.

Mowing.
They who have not been in their youth ac-

customed to do this work, are seldom found

to be able to do it with ease or expedition.

But when the art is once learnt, it will not

be lost.

As this is one of the most laborious parts

of the husbandman's calling, and the more
fatiguing, as it must be performed in the hot-

test season of the year, every precaution ought
to be used v\Iiich tends to lighten the labor.

To this it will conduce not a little, for the

mower to rise very early, and be at his work
before the rising of the sun. He may easily

perform half the usual day's work before nine

in the morning. His work will not only be
made easier by the coolness of the morning
air, but also by the dew on the grass, which
is cut the more easily for being' wet. By this

means he may lie still and rest himself dur-

ing all the hottest of the day, while others who
begun late are sweating themselves exten-

sively, and hurting their health, probably by
taking down large draughts of cold drink to

slake their raging thirst. The other half of
his work may be performed after three or four

o'clock, and at night he will find himself more
free from fatigue.

If the mower would husband his strength

to advantage, he should take care to have his

scythe, and all the apparatus for mowing, in

the best order. His scythe ought to be adapt-

ed to the surface on which he mows. If the

surface be level and free from obstacles, the

scythe may be long and almost straight, and
he will perform his work with less labor, and
greater expedition. But if the surface be un-

even, cradlcy, or chequered with stones, or

stumps of trees, his scythe must be short and
crooked. Otherwise he will be obliged to

leave much of the grass uncut, or use more
labor, in cutting it. A long and straight

scythe will only cut off the lops of the grass

in hollows.

A mower should not have a snead that is

too slender, for this v;ill keep the scythe in a
continual tremor, and do much to hinder its

cutting. He must see that it keeps perfectly

fast on the snead; for the least degree of
looseness will oblige him to use the more vio-

lence at every stroke. ]\Iany worry them-
selves needlessl) by not attending to this cir-

cumstmce.
Mowing with a company ought to be avoid-

ed by those who are not very strong, or who
are little used to the business, or who have
not their tools in the best order. Young Ir.ds,

who are ambitious to be thought good mow-
ers, often find themselves much hurt by mow-
ing in company.
Mowers should not follow too closely after

each other, for this has been the occasion of
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fatal wounds. And when the dangerous tool

is carried from place to place, it should be
bound up with a rope of grass, or otherwise
carefully secured.

For the Fanners' Cabinet.

Dialoi;ue 1>ct\veen a Father and Son.

ROT IN SHEEP. A WELL PLANNED GARDEN.

Frank. Father, 1 have just met Johu Ross,
who tells mc his uncle lias lost two of lii.s

most viiluabie sheep by the rot, and that he
fears be shall lo-^^e many more from the same
cause; is there not a danirer that our sheep
will catch the same distemper, for you know
they sometimes mix with them on the com-
mon. I suppose the di^^ease is communicated
in this way, for many of our neighbors are
complaining of the ravages of that cruel dis-

order, and are separating their flocks to pre-

vent contagion. Have you ever suffered in

this way '.'

Father. I have never lost a sheep by the
rot, but I attribute my security from this

scourge, to observation and reflection. While
I am, as much as any one, an enemy to what
is called mere "book knowledge," it is not
possible for a farmer to follow his business
without being incessantly called upon for

practical observation and reflection, and this,

to an intelligent man is the greatest pleasure.

Well might the good man of old walk into

the fields at even tide to meditate ; this is the
proper season for reflection, the early morn
for observatinn.

Frank. What a beautiful distinction ! 1

must note that down.
Father. The disorder called the Rot, is

not contagious, but is generally caused by tak-

in? cold and watery food into the stoinach,

where, instead of digestiuij, it becomes putrid,

and engenders life; the liver of sheep which
die in the rot is full of small creatures called

flukes, something like flat fishes; these perfo-

rate it like a !ioriey-comb, causing the death
of thousands. But it is a curious fact, that

ewes, even when irrecoverably gone in the rot,

do not die while suckling their lambs; when
these are weaned however, they often die ofl"

by hundreds, and the evil is oftentimes much
augmented, by their lying in low and damp
pastures; for it is discovered that the air which
surrounds them in such situations, is loaded
with poisonous vapor, which, being heavier
than pure atmospheric air, cannot rise into it

and thus become, purified, but remains near
the surface, and is inhaled by the sheep, whose
heads are low; while larger animals, whose
heads are abcjve the stratum of poison, will re-

main in health in pastures which are destruc-

tive to sheep. Do you understand how this

isl

Frank. Yes, perfectly, and this reminds

me of what I was reading, but yesterday, con-
cerning a cavern in Italy, into which if a dog
enter, it is destruction to him, while a man
feels no inconvenience whatever, as the bad
air, by its heaviness, is confined t(j the bottom of
the cavern ; it is from this circumstance called

"Grotto del Cano." And, look at our sheep
at this moment! they are all lying on that lit-

tle rising ground, as though they were per-
fectly acquainted with the subject on which
we are speaking, and feel, no doubt, the com-
fort of that situation.

Father. Trun, and what will strike you
very forcibly, observe that knoll, or rising

ground the next foggy morning, and you will

perceive that it is in a clear atmosphere,
whilst all the lower parts of tlie same field,

and the adjoining lands, appear as though they
were covered with water, the whole being
enveloped in fog : and you will be able to mark
exactly the height to which the bad air of the
low lands extends. But, even at the present
moment, this poisonous atmosphere is there,

although it is now invisible; the coolness of
the mornings and evenings will, however,
render it perceptible. This is one reason why
I always commence folding the slieep at the
highest part of the field, that they might have
the higher ground to retire to for rest; and
hence, another advantage arises, which some
of our neighbors do not seem to comprehend

;

the higher parts of the field receive, as they
should do, the greater proportion of the ma-
nure. But I am confident that much of my
security from this disorder, arises from the use
of lime, which is a corrector of the acidity

of the soil in the first place, and in the second,
is destructive to the whole family of aquatic
plants, replacing them with those grasses
wliich are hidigenons, or native to a lime-
stone soil, upon which sheep never rot. You
know, too, that I am careful to drain all wet
and springy parts of the fields, and this is a
l.ibor which our adjoining neighbors do not
covet. I also allow salt for the use of the
sheep, which is placf=!d in troughs under shel-

ter; an excellent practice.

THE GARDEN.

But come, now the weather is fine, we must
think of the gard^—we must be gardeners
as well as farmers, for much profit as well as

pleasure is to l.'e derived from a good garden
well cultivated. I do not, however, approve
of doing much in this early part of the year,

althounh many are tempted by a few warm
days, sucii as we have enjoyed of late, to sow
their seeds, which had better he reserved for

the next month; March beinsj, in this part of
the country, early enough f<>r general crops.

There is, however, just one sort of work
which is peculiarly suitable to the present

early season, and which ought to be done be-
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fore any crops are fiown ; it is catching the

mice. I have often laughed at those, who
never think of setting traps for tiieso vermin
until they sow their peas, wlien, after scatter-

ing them by handsful into their very holes,

tliey stick up one solitary pea, to entice them
from such a bountiful feast ! I always say, as

my f!itherdid, " first catch your mice, and then
sow your peas," and by setting plenty of traps

at this season of scarcity, you will be sure to

catch every one in the parden.

Frank. I have heard that my grandfather

was the best gardener in this part of the coun
try; was it he that planned thio delightful gar-

den ;* that brought this little stream across

the hill, and made it fall so gracefully over
these rocks into the basin below, and to fill

the pond in the centre, in which we see so

many fishes playing about; who planted those

willows that hang so beautifully over it,

and placed the seats under them so judi-

ciously, that by changing our situation, ac-

cording to the position of the sun, we can al-

ways see to the bottom of the water ?

Father. Yes, my boy, it was he who did

all this, and every thing else which you see

—

it is to him that J am indebted for more than
life ! and I feel a holy reverence when I think

of my father ! But come this way, and I will

show you what else he did, and what, by his

instructions, I have been enabled to do in t"'ul-

filment of his original idea?, for I have never
deviated from the plan which he first laid

down, and to this circumstance I attribute the

success which I have experienced. The
whole of what is now the Garden and Or-
chard, was nothing but a wilderness at the

time when my father entered upon this_/</r?«,

we call it now—then, it had a different name—waste. It had a thick covering of bushes
and briers, and appeared a chasm, which no
one knew any thing about. My father ob-

served it had a southern aspect, and that the

declivities on its sides, were not so great as

had been imagined. 1 was then just your
age, and as you are now mine, so was I thtm
his companion. I remember the evening
when he came to the determination to turn

this den of brambles into a garden, and I shall

never forget the ardor which I felt, when
looking forward to the tinie, when I should

see it, as it is at this moment ! He sketched
the plan in an instant, and the ne.xt evening
the axe and the mattock were busily employed
amongst the bushes. " Now, George," said

he " remember our text, ' nothing is impossi-

ble to a willing mind,^ " and I assure you wc
stuck to it—in fact, we surprised even our-

selves—in less than a month, the laborious

part of the work was completed : by digging

* Sec Cabinet, vol. ii
,
page 351— ariiclo, " Tlie Grovt

Farm."

down the sides of the glen, we were enabled
partly to fill the centre, and by forming the
walks, we obtained earth sufficient to cover
the borders, which were raised considerably

by the op<jration ; and thus he obtained those

very pleasant terrace walks around the sides,

so much admired by all who have seen them.
Still, however, there remained a hollow in the

centre, partly covered with large stones, and
to make what is called a virtue of necessilif,

he so contrived that this ehould form a fij^h

pond, and he s-oon found a way to convey wa-
ter to it from the opposite side of the hill ; and
by placing large rough stones at the top of the

chasm, wheie the water first comes over tiie

top of the declivity, he obtained a water-fall

twenty-five feet in height: to this you ap-

proach from below by a narrow winding path

beside the pond, and it v.'as his happy thought
to excavate a basin at its foot, to- receive the

falling water, and by the side of it, to plant

the willow and place the seat, which is so

much admired, as well as to plant the accli-

vity in such a way as, in the summer, to form
a retreat, impenetrable to the sun's rays.

—

You see that the walks in the garden are wide
enough for persons to walk in company—this,

at the time they were formed, was considered

a waste of land—my father knew better ; for

by having no paltry cross walk?, he actually

saved by the plan, which is now so much ap-

proved of. The four quarters of the garden,

and the southern border, are appropriated to

the raising of vegetables and fruits, whilst the

eastern and western borders are devoted to

flowers, a love for which I inherited from my
father; and the care of these being given to

your dear mother and sister, I need only point

to them to show how well they perform their

pleasing task.

The water which flows from the fish pond,

is made to fill the canal, the bottom of which
being covered with gravel, forms the water
cress bed, tlie produce from which is so supe-

rior to all in the neighborhood, as to bring a
higher price in the market; this arises from
the crop being grown on gravel, where it

might be kept clean from weeds, and the wa-
ter comirg fin, alter depo.-iting its nmd in the

fi.-^h pond above. From this canal, the water
is carried by a trench down the middle of the

orchard, and then either passes in a serpen-

tine course acro.«s the meadow below, for the

purpose of watering its surface, or is conveyed
in a straight course down the ditch to the mill

stream, either way, which is most proper.

Frank. As very much of the productive-

ness of a garden u.uist depend on judicious

cropping, would it not be easy for a person,

who is competent, to make a sketch and give

instructions upon paper on the subject, sotliat

the owner might have at one view thedifler-

ent departments, slocked with suitable crops.
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witli directions when to sow and plant, iiow

to manajTc the crop wliile ^rrowinir, when to

take it iij), and how to preserve it, A:c.] Tli

course rniijlit vary as on a farm, and niii^dit

thus he ina'Je doubly productive ; I Iiave often

.seen two or three ditl'ercnt crops e^rowin;,' on

the same spot in your ijarden, especially on

the southern border, now this mu^t be very

advantageous.

Father. As I have otlcn witnes.-ed the in-

convenience and loss of labor attendin;^ upon

a large ii'arden on a f.irin, niv ohjoct is, to have

no more land devoted to this purpose than is

sufficient for the supply of tlie family; my plan

is, therefore, to make the most of v/hat [ have,

and I can thus easily keep every pirt of it

clean, and there is no pleasure in a jjarden

that is not so. But as in farmino', so in jjar-

denintj: much depends on soil, situation and

circumstances; these must be understood be-

fore a judicious plan can be adopted, after

which, however, the thing is easy and pleas-

ant. I sow, at the same time, on the southern

border, a mixture of radish, spinach, and let-

tuce; the radishes come lit to draw early, and

this leaves room for the spinach to spread,

which, as it becomes fit to cut, is cleared in

wide intervals, in which dwarf French beans

are planted ; and when all the spinach is re-

moved, cauliflower plants are set between the

rows of beans, which, in their turn, give place

to a crop of celery, which is planted in deep

trenches with plenty of dimo-: this trenching

and dunging is peculiarly favorable to such

another rotation of crops the next spring.

I plant English beans wide enough to ad-

mit rows of late cabbages between them;

these are planted after the beans have attained

their full growth; theyare thus shaded by them,

during the hot weather, and yet are not in-

jured by being overgrown, for by the tim-j the

cabbages require more room, the beans are

removed, and the land where they grew beintr

dunged and dug deep, the cabbages strike

fresh root and flourish amazingly. I plant in

the summer, alternately, a row of broccoli and

a row of savoy cabbages, after the crops of

peas are removed ; the savoys are cut during

winter, and the space well dug and dunged,

which gives a start to the broccoli in the spring

and insures large heads ; and when this crop

is removed, I plant the land with potatoes,

upon the surface of which I sow radishes,

which comoolFby the time the potatoes want

booing: and at the distance of about three

foet I plant English beans, these do not injure

in the least the crop of potatoes, and furnish

me with plenty of the finest seed for next

year's planting.

Frntik. Our neighbors say you are always

fortunate with your early cabbages; few of

them ffo to seed in the spring, nor are they so

liable to be bli'zhtod as theirs, even v/hen they

plant from the same seed bed as yourself

—

how is this to bo accounted for]

Father. Very easily: I plant in the au-

tumn, as they do, but never encourage the

growth of the plants by moulding them np
through tlic winter: to be sure they do not

look so thrivingly as theirs do at this season,

but they are able to bear frosts and snows bet-

ter than theirs, and in the spring, when their

crops arc giving promises which are never
performed, mine are advancing surely; and
amongst many hinidreds, I have seldom any
that go to seed. By earthing up their planta

they render them more liable to the bliirht,

which is caused by cold winds and frosts in the

spring, fi)r they have been drawn up more ten-

derly—^just as little boys now-a-days are more
subject to take cold than formerly, when great

coats wore not so much in fashion.

Frank. But now I think of it, you never

mould up any of your crops, not even the

potatoes.

Father. No, and to this circumstance I

attribute my success in gardening, and did you
never remark that I do not water the crops,

even in the driest weather, while our neigh-

bors are using the watering pot continually?

Frank. I have often wondered how it was
that our crops throve so well in very hot and
dry weather without watering, but could not

account for it.

Father. You have often heard the remark,
" if you begin to water your crops, you must
continue to do so." Now I conceive, by wa-
tering the surface of the earth, the fibres of

the roots are induced to turn upward in search

of moisture, and are thus in danger of per-

ishing for want of it, unless the watering is

continued ; but if none is to be obtained from
above, they strike downwards, and find suffi-

cient to support them, during the hottest sea-

son, provided the intervals are kept well pul-

verized by deep digging. And the practice

of earthing up is, 1 conceive, improper on
somewhat the same principle: the light earth

which is drawn up around the stalk of the

plant, induces the fibres of the roots tostrike

into it for nourishment, but when the weather
becomes hot and dry, this soon dries up and
they perish for want of moisture. And again,

in drawing this light earth from the intervals

between the rows, many of the lateral roots

are uncovered and destroyed, and others are

left to perish, just at the time when the plant

requires the most nutriment to enable it to

perfect its growth. By diL'^iring the inter-

vals, instead of hoeing them, I render unne-
cessary the watering as well as th« earthing

of the crops, and obtain advantages over those

who use both, at much loss trouble and labor.

The young .are slaves to novelty ; the old

to custom.
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For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Observer—Wo. XVIII.
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS.

On lookino- over a late number of tlie Cab-
inet, page 261, I observed an inquiry in rela-

tion to electrical conductor.s. The writer ap-

pears to wish information to what distance a

rod will extend its protecting influence, or in

other words, whetlier a large building should

be furni.-ihed with more than one conductor.

I have already stated (p. 7-3) tiiat no such dis-

tance can be assigned, because it continually

varies from nothino-, up to an indeterminate

extent, as the intensity of tlie electrical charge
and other circumstances vary. Perhaps an

illustration of principles may be satisfactory

to some of my readers.

When a body is charged with electricity it

is found to acquire what is called an electri-

cal atmosphere—that is, the air for some dis-

tance around it presents electrical phenomena.
The distance to which this atmosphere ex-

tends, and the intensity of the phenomena
which it presents, increase with the intensity

of the charge.

This atmosphere extends to many times the

striking distance of the charged body, (fig. 39.)

/

111'//
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Both the existence and the extent of the

electrical atmosphere may be determined by

bringing the back of the hand within its in-

fluence, when a peculiar sensation will be felt

long before it approaches near enough to re-

ceive a spark.

I will offer the following in explanation:

—

The particles of the electrical fluid have a

strong mutual repulsion for each other, caus-

ing them to separate witli a force which in-

creases with the diminution of their distances.

But these particles powerfully attract, and are

attracted hy other bodies, so as to collect upon,

and from an atmosphere around them as in the
figure. Their repulsive force is counteracted
in part by the attraction of the body, and in

part resisted by the air which surrounds them,
and in a dry state is a non-conductor of elec-

tricity. Hence, as the electricity accumu-
lates upon any body, its expan.<ive force in-

creases, and the electrical atmosphere is ex-
tended to a greater distance, where they find

an equilibrium between that force which
causes them to diverge, and the combined
forces of the attraction of the body and the re-

sistance of the air.

1 he size and form of the charged body also

exerts a powerful influence over this equilib-

rium of forces. Thus the electrical fluid is

found to become more concentrated at the
smaller end of an electrified body, and conse-

quently the electrical atmosphere will be
found to be more widely difl^used at that part,

as in the annexed figure.

Fig. 40.

When the air is cool and charged with wa-
ter in the form of vapor, it ofl^ers less resist-

ance to the electric fluid than when more
heated and dry, consequently the electrical

atmosphere will diffijse itself wider in the

former tiian the latter state of the air. Hence
the electrical phenomena of a thunder ftorivi

are generally more intense in very hot and
dry weather.

Now we may suppose that the conductor

begins to act upon the electricity of l!;e

charged body so soon as its point enters t,::e

electrical atmosphere. But I have sliown ;l;;!t

this atmosphere is very variable in itse.xtent,

consequently the distance at which tlie rod

can operate is equally variable. Hence, as

before stated, no such distance can be as-

signed.

I will now endeavor to answer the inquiry

of 1. T. S. agreeably to the foregoing illus-

trations.

Suppose an electrified cloud to be spread

over the building, fig. 41, at such an elevation

that its electrical atmosphere shall fall within

tlie reach uf the rod at a, it must be obvious

that another rod at b would perform an equally

clficitnt part with the other in disarming the

cloud and protecting the building. ThosauK^
will hold true of any additional number of

rods which might be put up. But we cannot

I
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positively determine the smallest number of

rods, or ascertain th.a greatest di^itaiicc to

which their protoctioii will extend under ev-

ery variety of circumstances. It will there-

fore be prudent, when the buildings are very

large, to put up two or more rods in order to

keep on the safe side.

Other considerations render this precaution

tiie more necessary. A highly electrified

cloud may pass so high above the rod (fig. 42)
as not to feel its influence, much less to en-

danger the building. But this state of secu-

rity may be of momentary continuance. Du-
ring a thunder storm the atmosphere is often

agitated, and the clouds tiirown into commo-

•s! wms^

Fi?. 42.

lion by counter currents of wind. They are

puccessively scattered to a distance, and then

hurled in den.so masses. Sometimes they are

quickly lifted up to great heights, and then

as suddenly depressed near to the earth's sur-

face. These ari^ seasons of great danger.

—

While the cloud (fig. '12) is passing safely

along without the rod roacliing to its electri-

fied atmosphere—a sudden convulsion of the

air may in an instant change its form and po-

sition, as represented in fig. 4.3. The cloud

may simultancojsiy approach near to tiie

building—become greatly condensed, and thus

have the intensity of its electricity vastly in-

creased—and by the change in its form, the

Fig. 43.

greatest accumulation of the electric fluid

will be accumulated in the smaller extremity.

This combination of circumstances would be
productive of the greatest danger to contigu-
ous buildings. It is quite impossible to de-
termine how far the gradual operation of a
single point could be relied upon to avert the
danger in this extreme case. Prudence how-
ever, would seem to dictate the employment
of more than one rod, especially where the
building is very large.

Again, the thunder cloud A (fig. 44) may

%^vv/,,v.;i;ilifej§^'

Fig. 44.

be situated at a harmless distance, as in fig.

42, but a cross current of wind may suddenly
bring the cloud B between it and the building.
In this case B may form a sort of stepping-
stone, or intermediate point for the electricity
of A to strike to, and thence to the building.

As there would not be any appreciable inter-
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val of time between the two explosions, dur-

ing which the rod could disarm the lower
cloud, it may be doubtful wliether one point

would be sufficient to avert the danger.
Under these several circumstances it would

Beem that two or more rods would afford more
security than one—or at least over a wider
extent of surface.

Additional points to the .same rod will an-
swer the same purpose as so many separate

K I) C B

ones, provided the points occupy the same po-

sitions. Thus the rod A B, (fig. 45,) with its

^

Fig. 4G.

curved branches C D and E, will afford the
same protection to any object beneath it as if

Fig. 47.

separate rods were erected at F G and H.

—

This arrangement may therefore be adopted

when convenience or economy may recom-

mend it—or when there is only one suitable^

place to connect them ^vith the ground.

There is reason to doubt wliether much ad-
vantage is gained by increasing the number
of points, as in fig. 46, unless they are .sepa-

rated to a considerable distance, as a single

point seems capable of di.scharjring an almost

unlimited quantity of electricity when placed

within its immediate reach. When mey c^n
be made to diverge to a distance, as in fig.

47, it may be attended w^ith material advan-
tage.

New Garden, 4th mo. 17th, 1839.

A Keeitiicky Bce-IIociae.

A former number of the Cultivator con-

tained a description of a bee-house, furnished

by Mr. F. S. Fisher, wliich, according to the

opinion of some who profess to be judges in

this matter, is commendable for its conveni-

ence and cheapness. For the benefit of our

readers we give the description and drawings.

The building is twelve feet long, eight

wide, and seven feet high from the floor to

the plate or ceiling, (the floor being eighteen

inches from the ground,) and consists of four

posts, eleven feet six inches long, let in the

ground three feet, which is weather-boarded

round, and covered in so as to prevent the

bees from getting in the house, they being

confined in six boxes, three on either side of

the house, placed fifteen inches one above

another. This drawing (fig. 48) represents

one side of the house, viewed from the out-

side.

4
r—

1
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near the top, the other ahont tlie centre of the
cap, in wliich tlie smoke of a burning rag id

r\r\r\ /-. r\ r\ r^ r\
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to the Flowers," at page 285. If, Mr. Edi-

tor, you continue to interest the female por-

tion of our families, your business is clone;

no one can calculate the influence of the wo-

men, and when that is in a right direction,

every thing' goes well. I never visit a fami-

]y for tfie first time without examining very

closely the character of the females belong-

ing to it; if these are intelligent and fond of

poetry, I know that all is right, and if they

keep a scrap-book, I am sure that every thing

in the house and around the house is as it

should be ; indeed, the influence of the scrap-

book might be traced even to the garden, for

what girl, who is fond of flowers and poetry,

will allow her parterre to be overgrown with

weeds'? And then the next thing is, to wit-

ness the honeysuckles twining around the

door, and creeping in at the windows ! When
1 was a young man, in search of a wife, I al-

ways considered such prognostics as a sure

sign that "good entertainment" was to be

found within; and the choice which I was so

fortunate as to make from such a recommen-
dation, emboldens me to press it upon the no-

tice of all who are upon the same errand.

But to return to that Gem, the "Hymn to

the Flowers," you must know, sir, that the

law in our family is, to have as little as pos-

sible to do on the Simday, that it might be,

indeed, a " Sabbath,"—a day of rest to " man
and beast,"— to this end, my wife and daugh-

ters vie with each other in preparing for it

on the Saturday; all that can then be done,

is done, even to the decoration of the parlor

with fresh flowers, after a thorough cleaning

and righting ; so that when we rise on the

Sunday morning, which we always do, ear-

lier than on any other day, we feel the luxu-

ry of a "Sabbath morning!" My house is

situated within a short distance of the church,

and after an early breakfast, and while the

women are putting things away and prepar-

ing for their approaching duties, (my daui>h-

ters are teachers in the Sunday-school,) it is

my custom to visit all the animals upon the

farm, to congratulate them upon the return

of their day of rest—their holy day ; and

then, to enter the wood, which adjoins the

garden, and throw myself along upon the sod

and repent, from beginning to end, the " Hymn
to the Flowers," applying those endearing

epithets with which the verses commence,
to them in person—

"Floral Apostles; that in dnwy splendor,

Weep without wo, and blush without a crime!"

But it is not possible for me to describe my
feelings, or the devotion which sprinsrs up

within me on such occasions—they are the

holiest of the holy, and attune my heart to

the performance of the services of the church

n a way quite unutterable I Need I add,

'that after such a "Sabbath of the soul," we
jbegin the week with an elasticity of feeling

[which gives such an impetus to our exertions
jas carries us clean through till Saturday
night?

My daughters request me to hand you, in

return for the pleasure which they have ex-

perienced in the perusal ofthe above "Hymn,"
an extract from their scrap-book, which they
hope will be deemed worthy your accept-

ance. R. G.
Eucks county, 20lh jMay, 1830.

The following beautiful lines are from a
"Selection of Irish Melodies," by

THOMAS MOORE.

Oh ! had we some bright little Isle of our own,

In a blue summer ocean, far off and alone
;

Where a leaf never dies in the still blooming bowers.

And the bee banquets on thro' a whole year offlowers

—

Where the sun lovea to pause,

With so fond a delay,

That the night only draws

A thin veil o'er tiie day

—

Where, simply to feel that we breathe—that we live.

Is worth the best joy that life elsewhere can give !

There, with souls ever ardent, and pure as the clime.

We should love, as they loved in the first golden tirae.

The glow of the sunshine, the balm of the air,

Would steal to our hearts, and make all summerthere.

With affection as free

From decline as the bowers,

And with hope, like the bee.

Living always on flowers

;

Our life should resemble a long day of light.

And our death come on holy, and calm as the night.

Soaliiig Milcli Cows.

The Zoarites, a religious sect of Germans,

on the Muskingum river in Ohio, keep their

milch cows constantly in the stall and feed

them with the offal of the milk, hay, roots,

&c., and they are said to yield an extraordi-

nary quantity of milk—some twenty quarts a

day through tiieyear. They also pay partic-

ular attention to their cleanliness. Their

stalls are thoroughly washed daily, and the

water used for this purpose, is caretully col-

lected in reservoirs, and applied, in the form

of liquid manure, to their hot houses and gar-

dens.

In a late communication to the British

Board of Agriculture, it stated that thirty

cows, one bull, four calves, and five horses,

were fed through the sunimer from fitleen

acres of clover,^sown the preceding year.

—

The labor of two men and two women was

sutlicient to tend them, and tlie nett produce

of the season, in butter, from Jiuie to October,

was JSIO U)s., nearly $00 from each cow.—
Silk (Julturist.
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For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Fat Mutton—Roots.
It is to be resetted that fo little attention

is paid to the proper sheltering of cattle in

this country. One would naturally suppose

that the interests of owners would point out

a proper course ; and that once sy.«tcinatized,

and the advantaijes of strictly attendins^ to

the comfort and convenience of our cattle

made manifest, even to the most sceptical, that

whole neitrhborhoods would adopt the system,

and that, in a reasonable Icntjth of time, it

would very extensively, if not universally,

prevail. It is lamentable to say that this is

not the case. For some reason or other,

w^hich I have not as yet been able to ascer-

tain, improvements make but slow advances

amonnf our farmers. It may be, that they

consider improvements as innovations in those

customs which have "grown with tiieir

yrowth." Some, with the evidence before

their eyes, evidence which they cannot pos-

sibly resist or gainsay, refuse to profit by the

experience of others. I have several cases

in point, one of which I will note. For a

number of years I have been in the habit of

attending the Philadelphia market, principally

with mutton, and as I always personally su-

perintended my sheep and other animals on

the farm, an4 saw that they were regularly

and sufficiently fed, I generally brought meat
which I was not ashamed of, and which by

its good quality recommended itself to pur-

chasers, insomuch that I had no difficulty in

securing a regular set of good customers,

who cheerfully paid a fair price for a good
article. Some of my neighbors attended the

same market—but as I generally sold out

first they thought f was "uncommonly lucky."

Four years since I obtained a quantity of the

seed of the French sugar beet, and put in an
acre by way of experiment, not in the way
of making siJ^'ar, but the making of /«;.

—

This first trial fixed me. My cows, sheep,

and hoes were very fond of them, during the

long and severe winter which followed. They
all kept in good heart and condition; what
surprised me most was the rapid manner in

which my sheep, fed on the sugar beet, took

on fat ; and when carried to market the sad-

dles e.\cited particular attention, from their

very superior appearance. But it was not

in appearance only ; the meat was of a much
better quality, more juicy, and exceedingly

tender. The inquiry was, " why, sir, on what
do vou fatten your sheep !" And when I re-

plied, on the sugar beet, hay, and a small

portion of corn, it would generally call forth

an exclamation of surprise. Ever since I

have been a grower of sugar beet, the meat

I take to market is always in demand, and

brings several cents more per pound than tliat

fattened in tlie old way ; and yet, strange to

say, some of my neighbors although I have
urged them, will not plant the beet for their

stock. I have been benefited to the extent
of several hundred dollars by the introduction

ofthis root—the eii'ects are visible—my neigh-
bors know it—and yet they stand lookers on,

iialting between two opinions. But light is

breaking in upon us, and of one thing you
may be assured, that i.*, that the time is not
far distant lehen every extensive stock feeder
ivill be an extensive root grower.
To the delinquents, and there are many in

my vicinity, I would say, "rouse ye from
your lethargy, and although for the present
season you have lost the advantage of plant-

ing the sugar beet and the mano-el wurtzel,

yet you may in some measure atone for your
past neglect, by putting in immediately a suf-

ficient quantity of ruta baga. You have time
enough for this, but none to lose. The ruta

baga is an excellent root—plant it liberally

—cultivate it thoroughly—and you will find

your account in it in more ways than one, if

you are spared until the ensuing winter.

—

Depend upon it, there is nothing better for

cattle than roots, properly prepared. I put
in some of almost all kinds; and I find car-

rots answer well for a change. But with me
the sugar beet is superior to all others. My
way of feeding is simple. When the cattlo

are housed they are kept constantly furnished

with good hay, have roots three times a day,

with an occasional change to corn or cut feed.

I find great benefit from curiying my cows

—

indeed, it seems to me as necessary to curry
a cow as a horse—and if any one will make
the experiment as I did on two oxen, it will

remove every doubt. They were both put
up at the same time—fed precisely alike

—

and the treatment throughout was similar in

every respect, except in the use of the curry
comb, and the ox on which it was used was
in reality, as well as in appearance, six per
cent, better than his fellow. The cause of
this must be apparent to every reflecting

mind. N. I.

Delaware county, May 18lh, 1839.

Decay of Pcacli and Pear Trees.
To tlie Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet.

The " Old Farmer" has set himself the
task of going over the pages of the Cabinet,

from the commencement, for the purpose of
noting the papers which recommend the use
of alkaline substances for the prevention or
cure of the premature decay of pear and peach
trees : he finds them to be 18 in number ; but
none are more decidedly to the purpose than
that which is contained in the number for

May, p. 314. He still considers the princi-

ple and practice to be consistent with com-
mon sense and reason, fur " as oxygen is the
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basis of acidity, with which all putrid sub-

Ktanccs are highly charged, so calcareous

substances, and especially lime, its natural

opponent, are exactly calculated to produce

the effects contemplated."

It is to be hoped, tiiat every one, havinor

peach trees in a declinincf state, will imme-

diately determine to give the thing a fair

trial; and during the summer, while the

trees are in a bearing state, will be the best

time, to enable them to bring their fruit to

perfection and preserve them from a prema-

ture autumnal decay.

Pliiladclphia county, 20th May, lfc39.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Fariit IIoMSCs.

In a general travel through our State, it

must be apparent, even to a casual observer,

that very little skill and judgment has been

manifested in times past, both as respects lo-

cation and the arrangement or plan of farm

buildings. No uniformity of building is ob-

served Tn the country ; and perhaps it would

be impossible to adopt any one plan, however

superior, as a great variety of circumstances

would necessarily interpose ; but the greatest

obstacle in my opinion, is the great diversity of

taste, and the overpowing desire of imitating

fashionable methods. At present, and for

some few years past, it has been the prevail-

ing error, especially of those just entering

upon the scenes of this busy life, to erect too

large and expensive houses. Large sums

that should have been expended in the erec-

tion of neat, substantial, and convenient out

buildings for the accommodation of stock and

the storing of produce, or applied to the pur-

chase of manure for enriching the earth, have

been needlessly and foolishly squandered in

building up a fine showey house, and filling

it with fashionable and costly furniture. One
piece of extravagance begets another. Ex-

ample is powerful And in many cases where

those who can well afford to spend thousands

in the erection of costly buildings, do so, a

neighborhood is infected, the weak minded

brethren suffer, as they generally follow suit,

and I have on more than one occasion seen

verified the assertion of one of your corres-

pondents, to wit :
" / have seen a fanner

build a house so large and fine that the she-

riff turned him out of doors.'''' Who has not

seen this] And again, who has not seen

many a house standing in the country half

finished, because the owner laid the founda-

tions and erected the frame for one as large

again as his wants required or his means

would justify. These are evils that require

prompt and thorough correction. False pride

is at the bottom ; it is the very root ; it is a

noxious plant, worse than the Canada thistle;

it will not answer to lop off a branch here

and there ; there is but one way to rid our-

selves of it, and that is to tear it up by the

roots. Let our young farmers attend to this

matter.

^ There are several requisites to be observed

in building. 1. Location—A healthy spot,

near unfailing water, as near the centre of

the farm as possible, and so as to overlook the

whole. Although the farm may be very lurge,

if so situated, the proprietor, when not in the

field himself, may have a fair view of the ope-

rations of hands by the use of a telescope, al-

though they may be employed in different

parts.

2. The best materials are the cheapest in

the long run ; but no general direction can

be given on this point, as the materials to be

used miif=t vary according to those abounding

in the district in which the buildings are to

be erected.

3. The plan should be well matured, and
special regard be had to economy, comfort,

convenience, neatness, and simplicity; dis-

carding wholly the fashionable adornments

of the day. Your cellars should be well ven-

tilated, and flues so constructed as to let off

the foul air in winter as well as summer.

—

Let the foundations of the building be laid

well, but never where it is damp or springy.

This is an insuperable objection. A dry

situation is indispensable. A damp house

can never be a healthy habitation. See
to this matter, and submit to other inconve-

niences rather than to this positive evil. I

would here recommend to all about building,

or re-roofing their present buildings, to cause

the shingles to be well saturated in a prepara-

tion of iime water for 36 or 48 hours. Dry
them before putting on—and I hazard noth-

ing in saying that so powerful is the anti-

j sceptic properties of the lime thus imbibed,

that they will last double the length of time

of shingles applied without the benefit of pre-

paration.

4. The same general principles should gov-

ern in the arrangements of the garden, the

small out building for poultry, &c., immedi-

ately in connection with the house, and which

are supposed to be mostly under the mqnagc-

ment of the female members of the family.

It might also be well, while building, to

appropriate a portion of the attic to a bee

house.

I love to see a house well shaded—the

fences and out buildings white-washed—the

yard properly arranged, and in good order

—

" A place for every thing, and every thing in

its place." This, of itself, indicates thrift,

contentment, peace.

" Let order o'er your time preside

" And method all your business guide

;
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" Ne'er till to-morrow's lijiht delay,
" What might as well be done to-day;

"Neat be your barns—yijur houses neat;
" Your doora be clean, you court yards sweet;
" Neat be your farms

—
'tia lonjj confessetl

" The neatest farmers are the best." B.

York, York county, Penn., May 12, 1839.

Feed tlic €iit ^Voriii.
I say, sir, feed—What shall I foeil?—The Grub.

Last January, a year, at the sugsfestion of

my friend, Mr. Livzey, of Solebiiry, I was
induced to become a subscriber for the Farm-
ers' Cabinet, and was so well pleased with it

on the whole, (thous^h there is in it a good
deal I do not understand or comprehend,) that

I sent by one of my neisrhlxjrs and purchased

the first volume. I consider the price as mo-
ney well laid out; for several little matters

noticed in the Cabinet I have tried with suc-

cess ; and have been put on my guard against

some that would have involved me in unne-
cessary expenditures of both time and money.
As soon as I receive my number from the

post-office, I see that the pages match each

other ; my wife, who is always glad to aee

it, stitches it through the back. I then neat-

ly cut the leaves apart, (open,) and have
my pamphlet ready for perusal, and when
read it is laid aside carefully. Pardon these

remarks; they are designed only as hints to

some of my friends v.'ho take the Cabinet,

but who read it open like an ordinary paper,

and have not a little difficulty in finding the

connexion of the articles. Now, what I in-

tended to say, and that very briefly, is this.

In one of the numbers of the second volume
I found an article giving an account of a cost-

less and efficient plan of preventing the ra-

vages of that pest of the farmer, the cut

worm.* My land, then in corn, had been
previously well ploughed, and measured
about six acres. 1 tried the remedy on about

half an acre, by placing grass, clover, and
other green vegetable matter, as could be

obtained, by the handful, in every third, instead

of every fifth row, between every seventh

and eighth hill, pressing the same down by
the foot as dropped, according to the direc-

tions. This I found should be done liirhtly.

The result was that the grubs on the part of

the field thus treated, collected in large
\

numbers under the leaves and other vege-
j

table matter, and were of course very easily
I

destroyed. Now the corn on this portion of
|

the field, flourished uninjured by the cutj

worm, while the remainder suffered consi-

derably, as much so as any in the neighbor-

* The article mav be founJ at lenjih in the Farmers'
Cabinet, vol. 2, pa<re 343. It is deserving tlic attention
of every farmer.— Ed.

hood. Now, I am so well convinced of this,

that all my corn this season shall be treated

like the half acre of last year. My friends

will smile, and say it is too much trouble

—

but I think diflferently. J. B.

Biickin-jham, Bucks Co., May 1.

Cattle Sheds.

The opinions entertained upon the subject

of the management of stock are very various.

However much extreme warmth may be re-

commended by some graziers for the improve-
ment of fatting beasts, working stock should

never be deprived of the free circulation of
pure air; and viewinir that as a preliminary

ob.servation on the buildings applied to their

use, they should be lofty and roomy, yet not
so wide, when stalled, as to allow them to turn

round towards the manger, as they would thus

dung in improper places and annoy each other.

When large beasts arc kept in single stalls,

perhaps 6 feet would not be found too spa-

cious ; but it must be admitted that they are
much more frequently placed in double stand-

ings, and from 9 to 10 feet, and, in some stalls,

even less is considered sufficient. The stand-

ing should extend about nine feet from the

wall, and the manger should be fixed so low
as that when the ox lies down his head may
be above it ; for if placed so high as to force

him to draw back, he will be compelled tolie

in his dirt, because, when he stands to feed,

he drops his dung in tlie very part to which
liis hind quarters will then extend. There
should also be a groove and channel of about

14 mchcs wide and 9 inches deep behind the

stall, as a receptacle for the duns", in which
cattle will seldom stand, as the depth of the

groove would place them in an inconvenient

position ; but thus standing unavoidably upon
the edge, the dung will be voided within the

channel, which is a point that should be at-

tended to, as cattle that lie in the dirt will

never thrive so well as those that are kept
out of it. It should, however, be observed,

that these channels should never exceed nine
inches at the mo.st, in depth, as serious acci-

dents have happened to cows, when heavy in

calf, by slipping into them and straining them-
.selves. In some, the channels communicate
with an iron grate under the cattle-shed,

and the urine is thence conveyed by a pipe into

the common drain of the yard ; a practice well
worthy the consideration of those who are
not blind to the advantages to be gained by
this economy of manure. It is a more natural

po.^ition for the animal to stand or lie, rather

lower before than behind: if the stalls arc
made with an inclination to the channel at

the foot, their quarters should, therefore, al-

ways be raised with a small quantity of dry
straw ; and the partition should neither be so
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long, nor so low, as for the hocks of the beasts

to strike against it when thoy lie down. I

There are various modes of fastening' the
}

beasts to their stalls: in some, ihe posts to

which they are tied have iron crows or sta-

1

pies, with a ring to slide up and down as the

beast moves his head, with a piece of chain

fixed to it about the middle, and a ring at one

end with a hook like a T through the other,

according to the length of the bullock, so

as not to allow it to slip over his horns.

—

In others, the cattle are fastened to up-

right posts about four inches in diameter,

by means of loose iron rings and small bows

which are put round their necks. The
upper part of the bow is flat, and has two holes

in it, as in fig. 50 of the following cut: tiie

bow part is made with split ash, has a button

or knob at each end, which is put into the

circular holes of the flat head-piece, when,

by the spring of the how, the knobs are pre-

vented from returning by their slipping over

the notches, where they become fixed, as in

fiff. 51.

O

Fig. 51. Fig. 50.

There is also a collar, which is slung be-

tween two posis, as designated in fig. 52,

—

which is much used in many places. In other

places a transverse spar is run along the up-

riglit posts of the stalls, about the height of
,

the animal's head, bored with two holes be-

tween each post. A collar, fixed round the

neck or horns, of a proportionate length to al-

low him to stand at case, and to lie down, but

not to turn round, is then passed through one

of the holes in the spar, and continued to the

ether, where it is secured with a knot and a

small knob of wood. Many farmers, howev-

er, use nothing but a halter buckled round the

neck, and hooked to a chain which is mor-

tised into the manger, and thus forms a very

secure fastening. Or the common mode of

securing their^'heads between two upright

posts, one of which is a fixture, and the other

moves in a groove, to allow the entrance of

the animal's head ; after which the post is re-

placed and fastened with a pin, which pre-

vents him from drawing it back. The chains,

or stakes, should be so contrived, as that no

ox should rai.se his head too high when eating

;

for in this way accidents sometimes occur by

choking: when that happens, however, the

feeder should be provided with an elastic

lube,* covered with a polished head at the

end; which if introduced into the animal's

throat, the obstruction may be very easily

pushed down into his stomach : or a drink may

be administered of warm salt and water with

a mixture of oil.

Fig. 52.

The Horse vs. the Ox.
" Who shall decide when doctors disagree."

To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet.

Sir,—The article at p. 305 of the Cabinet,

on the comparative value of the horse snd the

ox for labor, would seem to leave no question

on the subject, and decides in favor of the

latter ; but audi alteram partem.

I beg to copy from my memoranda a " com-

parative conclusion" on the same subject,

which I took from one of the agricultural sur-

veys, but forget which.

"Price of an ox three years' old XIO

Kfpt one vear idle *

Work of three years, equal to his keep, •

Cost at the end of his work, equal to his value 1.5

To fatten him, food, labor, Wear, tear, and risk, 10

• Farmers' Cabinet -vol. ii, page 187.

He will then sell for what he has cost,.

Contra.

.£25

A strong 3 vears' old colt.

Work 3 years much superior to the ox, hut say,.

At 6 years' old he will have cost, like the ox,. .

.

.£}5

But he will then be worth, ^^

By which he pays his owner 100 per cent.,

or one third of that sum annually, namely,

£10 per annum."
Now, from this it would appear that the

advantage is all on one side, but it is on the

side of the horse.

In some of the counties of England, Sfal-

fordshire and Lincolnshire for instance, this

system of rearing horses for tnarket at 5 and

6 years old, is carried to great extent, and

Igreat numbers of the finest cart colts, of im-
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mense size and beauty, of 2 and 3 years old,

are sold at Weyhill Fair for this purpose. 1

once went from London to Dudley expressly

to purchase a horse for heavy work, and was
shown a team of four which were at work in

a double furrow plough, which required no
person to hold or iodide it. After accompany-
ing them about an liour, I selected one, of a

beautiful chestnut color, six years old, by the

name of " Lion." His place was immediately
filled by a colt from another team, four years

old, and this was the system pursued by the

farmer, who had made a large fortune by it

:

he had, at the time I made the purchase, fif-

teen of these fine animals of ditferent ages,

all for sale when applied for. I gave, on the

spot, 70 guineas for this horse; the price ap-

peared high, but I was offered 100 guineas for

him before I reached London, and he proved
to be the best and cheapest horse on the es-

tablishment. The person of whom 1 pur-

chased him made a conscience of never sell-

ing a horse for pounds, shillings and pence ;

always for guineas! Now, sir, if you had
seen these four " Lions" rJairning heavy lay

land for wheat, two furrows at a time, and
walking five miles an hour, requiring only a

man to guide them and not the plough, and
making about the best work that I ever expect

to see, I am pretty sure that you would have
come to the conclusion that all the advantage
was on one side. These horses required no
driving, the man had only to keep them back,

and I was delighted with the farmer's obser-

vation at parting—" you see," said he, " I al-

ways allow my horses nearly as much corn as

they can cleverly eat ; their work is then their

pleasure, for they are above it. Always keep
your horses above their work ; it is then their

play, and they will continue to thrive and im-

prove : oxen ar£ very well, but I could not wait

for them to come—my horses go."
J. W. R.

Chester Co., May 2-lth, 1839.

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Feeding Cattle.

Mr. Editor—You will oblige one of your

constant readers by publi.shing the following

extract. It is short but not less worthy. I

would recommend to all my brother farmers

who have adopted the soiling system, to see

that their cattle are properly attended to and

at regular intervals. Nothing should be per-

mitted to break in upon and derange your

system, for upon this, in a good degree, rests

your success.

"Regularity of feeding cattle is of prime
importance. Three times a day, preci.^ely at

a certain hour, cattle, according to Mr. Law-
rence, should be furnished with their food.

—

M. Dean observed, that neat cattle and horses

-should not have so much laid before them at

once as will quite serve to fill them. The
hay they have breathed on much they will

not cat up clean, unless they are very hungry.
It is best, therefore, to fodder them twice at

night, and twice in the morning. Let neat
cattle as well as horses have both light and
fresh air let in upon their ff)ddcr wlien the

weather is not too cold and stormy to allow
the windows to be open. Wiiat one .sort of
cattle leaves should be given to another sort.

Those that chew the cud will eat the leavings

of those who do not, and vice versa."

THE FARMERS' CABINET.
JUNE 15, 1839.

To our Patrons.

With the next number we complete the

publication of the third volume of the Farm-

ers' Cabinet. Our regular circulation, in

point of number, is very respectable, and is

constantly increasing. We are sensible that

our success in establishing the Cabinet on a

permanent basis, and what of good it has ex-

erted among the thousands of farmers who

patronise it, is owing, in a great measure, to

our numerous and intelligent contributors.

—

We beg them to accept our acknowledgments

for the aid heretofore rendered ; and we hope

they will still continue to favor the public

through the pao'cs of the Cabinet with their

contributions.

The plan on which the Cabinet is published

is .so essentially different from that adopted by

the publishers of newspapers generally, that

we are again induced briefly to refer to it, as

some of our patrons do not understand it fully.

L The Cabinet is published monthly at one

dollar a year, payable in advance.

If. At the expiration of the term subscribed

for, the Cabinet is discontinued, unless other-

wise ordered.

This course was considered, in the com-

mencement of ihe work, the be.st that could

be adopted. The great mitjority of the sub-

scribers ordered the paper for one year, at

the close of which, the publishers found be-

tween seven and eight thousand names on

their list. They therefore struck them all off,

save a few who who had ordered the Cabinet

sent them as long as it was published ; as it was
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not the object of the proprietors toforce it on

anv one. The same rule was adopted at the

termination of the second volume ;
and, after

giving the subject due consideration, we think

it best for all concerned to adhere to it. But

we have a plan which will obviate the diffi-

culty in regard to those who think well enough

of our sheet to continue their patronage from

year to year. It is simply a list of perma-

nent subscribers to the Farmers' Cabinet,

which we are happy to say has already re-

ceived the sanction of many hundreds of our

patrons. We wish to bring it to the atten-

tion of all our readers, and we therefore

most respectfully request those who are

about to renew their subscriptions, to state

whether the Cabinet shall be sent to Ihem un-

til otherwise ordered or not. By this means

all parties may be satisfied. Many have been

exceedingly disappointed, and in some in-

stances we think that we have been censured

unnecessarily because we had discontinued

the Cabinet to those to whom it would have

aiforded us the greatest pleasure to have for-

warded it regularly, if we had been apprized

of their wishes.

We have many communications from gen-

tlemen residing in various sections of the

country, requesting us to forward the Cabinet,

and that by the first private opportunity they

would remit the amount, which they cannot

do by mail. Whenever a letter of this char-

acter has reached us, postage paid, we have

complied with the request of the writer.* In

order to obviate the difficulty we recommend

to all, especially those residing at a distance,

and whose communication is not direct with

Philadelphia, the example of some of our ear-

liest patrons, viz.; a remittance of/re dollars,

*A large proportion of those who thus ordered the

Cabinet, have paid the amount of their subscriptions.

Many of them not finding it convenient to remit as

they had anticipated, have been at considerable pains

to procure a one dollar hill, and when they had suc-

ceeded have remitted it to us by mail, paying the post-

ace which, in many instances, amounted to from 37J

to fifty cents, which with the postage previously paid,

is three-fourths the yearly price of the Cabinet. A
large majorily of the subscribers thus situated, have

nevertheless ordered the Cabinet continued : In order

to meet with this difficulty the Proprietors hereby an-

iiounce that any person remitting PtvE dollars, shall

be entitled 10 the Farmers' Cabinet for skven years,

commencing with the first or any subsequent volume.

The moM(?y, if sent by mail may be forwarded at the

BiBK of the publishers.

which will entitle the subscriber to the first

seven volumes of the Cabinet, or seven years

in advance from the date of the remittance,

as may be desired. New subscribers who

wish tiie work sent them from the commence-

ment can have the first three volumes for-

warded by mail in paper covers, subject to

newspaper postage.

OCT" All post masters are hereby duly au-

thorized, and also most respectfully requested

to act as agents for the Farmers' Cabinet.

They will be allowed the usual commission.

Any gentleman may constitute himself a

special agent by forwarding us five dollars,

for which seven copies of the Cabinet will be

supplied for one year ; or, fifteen copies for

ten dollars.

^ ^ ^ ^ n
Those of our subscribers whose names are

not on our permanent list, whose term of

subscription expires with the next nnmber,

and who desire to have the Cabinet continued,

are respectfully requested to give us imme-

diate information, either personally, by let-

ter, or by some friend visiting the city.

It is not to be expected that in a business

so extensive and complex as that of the Cab-

inet, that no mistakes will occur,—It is our

interest as well as our desire that all our pa-

trons should be regularly supplied. But when

subscribers do not receive the Cabinet, it does

not follow that the publishers are in fault.—

They are not one time in ten. We have^sat-

isfied ourselves that one great source of com-

plaint is to be traced to the remissness of some

of the post masters ; and not unfrequently to

the misapprehension of subscribers as to the

conditions on which the work is published.

—

Some, we are sorry to say, are still under the

impression that they are entitled to twenty-

four numbers yearly, and therefore say they

do not receive half their numbers—the com-

plainants are always satisfied when they take

a proper view of the subject, but this does not

correct the impression on the minds of others.

Now we wish it distinctly understood that, in

all cases, twelve nvmbers of the farmers'

CABINET ARE EQUIVALENT TO A YEAR's SVB-

scBiPTioN. We wish to say a word on ano-
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tlicr point connected with this subject. Ac-

cording T,o our terms, new subscriber.^ must

commence with the beginning or middle of

the volume. In all cases, when persons sub-

scribe when the volume is far advanced, they

are furnished with the preceding numbers, as

above stated; when the year e.xpires, unless

we have orders to the contrary, the Cabinet

is discontinued ; and in a number of instances,

in due time a formal complaint is entered that

A B subscribed for the Cabinet, and has not

received a number for such a period of time.

We turn to our books and the matter is at once

e.vplained. The difficulty lies here. The

person in question, notwithstanding he was

furnished with the back numbers, expected

the work for one year/rowi the time he sub-

scribed. All that is necessary to prevent dif-

ficulty, is a little care and attention on the

part of subscribers. We wish them all to

make themselves well acquainted with our

terms. We refer to these complaints, not that

they are numerous, but because they exist to

some extent, and that we wish to have the

proper remedy applied to every thing of the

kind.

Each number as received should be stitched,

if convenient, in a paper cover, being first

careful to see if the sheet is properly folded,

then cut open, so as to be conveniently read,

and then laid carefully aside. By this means

they will be in a fit state for binding at the

completion of each volume. As it is our de-

sire that all who take the work should have it

perfect, we wish those who do not receive

their numbers in due season to give ns timely

notice thereof, and duplicate copies will be

sent.

Considerhig the nature of the business, the

thousands we supply with our works, and the

great number of agents employed, the obscure

manner in which hundreds of names are

written, tlie irregularity in some cases of

transportation, &c., we congratulate ourselves

that the great mass of our subscribers have

received their papers with so much regularity.

The present volume of the Cabinet, in ad-

dition to a great variety of useful and inter-

esting articles on all the various departments

of Agriculture, Husbandry, and Rural Econ-

omy, contains entire two valuable treatises,

either of which are worth tar more than the

amount of a year's subscription, viz.:— f. On
THE Varikties, Propehties, Classification,

AND Cultivation of Wheat. II. On the

Management of the Dairy, particularly

with respect to the Making and Cvrino

OF Butter.—By Dr. James .Anderson.

Agricultural Papers.

In order to accommodate our friends, and

aid as far as possible the diffusion of agri-

cultural knowledge, subscriptions will be re-

ceived at the office of the Farmers' Cabinet

for the following named ])ublications:

1. ' TIic Cultivator," ixiltlishcd inontlily
at Albany, under the editorial direction of
Judge BuEL, price one dollar per year. This
meritorious work is too well known to require

any recommendation at our hands, (t^ The
first four volumes of the Cultivator are on sale

at the office of the Cabinet, and may be had
neatly bound in one volume, price three dol-

lars and fifty cents. The fif'.h volume, bound
separately, price one dollar and fifty cents.

52. Tlie Genesee Parmer, a weekly news-
paper, in the quarto lurm, published at Roches-
ter, New York, under the direction of Luther
Tucker, E?q., price two dollars per year.

The Farmer has reached its ninth volume,
and is still conducted with that distinguished

ability which secured f()r it, in the first years
of its existence, a high reputation for useful-

ness, and an extensive circulation. The
iMo.NTiiLY Genesee Farmer, consisting of
10 pages, quarto, is made up of selections

from the weekly Farmer, ft is consequently
a valuable work, and has a fair circulation.

Price fifty cents per year.

3. TUc Elaine Farmer, piiblislied weekly
at Winthrop, Maine, eight pages, quarto.

The seventh volume is now in a course of
publication. Two dollars per year. Dr. E.
Holmes, editor. The Farmer is an excel-

lent work, although not devoted exclusively

to agriculture. We have occasionally en-
riched the Cabinet with extracts from its

pages.

4-. Tlie Farmers' Moutlily Visiter, pub-
lished at Concord, N. Hampshire. Eacn num-
ber contains 16 large quarto pa^es. Price
seventy-five cents per year. The Visiter is

conducted by Hon. Isaac Hill, Governor of
the State. It exhibits n^uch industry ; con-
tains a large amount of matter of a practical

character, and is destined, we think, to take
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high rank among the agricultural publica-

tions of the day.

5. Journal of tfic American Silk Society
AND Rural Economist, published at iJalti-

more, by the American Silk tSociety, in

monthly numbers of32 pages eacii. Price two
dollars per year. J. S. [Skinner, Esq. editor.

Tlie Journal is confided to able hands, and so

far ns editorial talent and industry are con-

cerned, will prove all its friends can reason-

ably expect.

O. The Farmers' Rcc;ister, l>y Edmund
Rlffin, Esq. editor and proprietor, Peters-

burg, Virginia, monthly, 64 pages, large oc-

tavo. Five dollars per year. This useful

work is more particularly adapted to the south-

ern and south-western states. It is conducted

with great ability, and we are gratified to

Jearn that its circulation is steadily extend-

ing; we hope it may be generally patronised

in the middle and western states. The editor

is the author of several interesting works on
agriculture, one of which is known to most
ofour readers

—

Ruffin's Essay on Calcareous

Manures.

7. Boston Cultivator, pul)lisl»ed -weekly
in the newspaper form, price two dollars per

annum. It is edited by William Buckmin-
STER, Esq. Mr. B. is known in New Eng-
land £is an intelligent and successful farmer,

and an able writer on agricultural subjects.

The Cultivator is devoted to agriculture, news
of the day, miscellaneous reading, advertise-

ments, &c.

Agriculture of Ksscx County, Blassi

We are indebted to the Rev. Henry Col-

man for a copy of the " Transactions of the

£sscx Agricultural Societyfor the year 1838

— Vol. II. No. 8. Published by order of the

Society." This is a beautifully executed

pamphlet of 126 pages. It is well done, and

reminds one forcibly of the old adage, " what

is worth doing at all is worth doing well."

This is the secret of the success of our New
England friends—the principle upon which

they act—And in no department of business

is it more necessary than in that of agricul-

ture. Every farmer knows that thirty acres

thoroughly and perfectly tilled and cultivated,

will produce a greater yield, and that of a

better quality, than a hundred imperfectly

and carelessly managed.

The pamphlet before us contains an address

delivered before the Society, at their annual

Cattle Show, held at Topsfield, Sept. 27, 1838,

by Leonard VVithington: Al-so a paper on

Essex Agriculture, addressed to the Farmers

of Essex County, by Rev. Henry Colman.

An Anniversary Hymn, written by a Lady;

together with a number of interesting " Re-

ports," one of which we subjoin, and may

probably give the substance of others liereaf-

ter. We copy the statement of Timothy H.

Brown, to whom the Committee on Reclaimed

Meadows, awarded the first premium, of

twenty dollars. Mr. Brown it will be per-

ceived, adopted no half way measures, but

determined that what he did should be well

done. The following is the account, and we

urge our readers who may own swamp lands

like those described, to follow the example.

RECLAIMING WET MEADOWS AND SWAMP
LANDS.

To the Committee on reclaiming Wet Mea-
dows and Swamp Lands:

Gentlemen,—The improvement that I sub-

mit to your examination has been made upon
between five and six acres of swamp land,

situate in the town of Saugu.s. The mud or

soil varies from two to twelve feet in depth.

Two years ago, it wassothicJily covered with

briars and bushes, that a dog would have found

difficulty in passing through it. These bushes

I mowed and burnt on the ground. There
were so many stumps and logs that it was
impossible to plough ; so I commenced cutting

the surface into squares about fifteen inches

each way, and then with forked hoes, made
very strong, pulled off the sods, aud cleared

out the stumps and logs. Then using the

same hoes, cleared out all the small roots,

leveled the surface, and placed back the sods

the other side up. This part of the work I

did in strips of about one rod in width. In

August, 1837, 1 commenced this. In 1836 I

mowed the bushes and dug one ditch. The
stumps and logs I took out without the help of

oxen. Some of the stumps I should judge
had nearly half a cord of wood in them.

—

There were a considerable number of trees

that had blown down, and the meadow had

formed over them. Many of them were per-

fectly iround, and some measured sixty feet in

length. The stumps were very numerous.

I found three tier deep, and under tiie bottom

lay a pine log, that had some time or other

been on fire. After going over the surface

and clearing in the manner I have described,

I found the expense to have been, at a fair

estimate for the labor, $504.

In the winter I hauled off the wood and

piled it up for coaling. The largest of the
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small roots I selected for my own fire, the

smallest I burnt upon tiie jxround. I com-

menced harrowinjr with an iron tooth iiarrow,

an soon as the frost bcsran to come out of the

gniund. The sods being fastened down by

the fro?t, and the harrow passing ever the up-

per side, they mouldered away as fast as the

frost would admit ; and when the harrow had

<Tot to the depth of the sods, tlioy were worked

up pretty fine, the frost below making: a bridge

for the team to pass on. About the first of last

May I began planting with potatoes, without

any manure. I cut the seed very fine, and

planted the parts near together. I merely

marked the iiills with a hoe, then a man fol-

lowed after wiih the seed, and then anottier

man to cover it. So I made speedy work m
phntino-, I calculated to have the seed when

covered", one inch from the surface, I used

sixtv-nine bushels of seed, that is, about four-

teen bushels to an acre. \ should not have

seeded so li?ht, had I not felt an uncertainty

about obtaining a crop, without the use of

manure. There was but one man, among

tho^e 1 consulted, who pave me any encour-

agement. Many said I should lose my labor.

To their astonishment I harvested 927 bush-

els of excellent potatoes. The e.vpense in-

cident to planting, lioeing, harvesting, &c.,

includintr the seed, I estim;ite at $;117. 1 he

land is now in a state that I can plough it at

pleasure. On a small piece of the land I

olanted corn, and it ripened well. On a small

piece I sowed wheat, but it came to no per-

fection, either in the straw or grain.

The wood was converted into charcoal. In

l-^^? I coaled 1201 bushels, which oold in the

market for $1H6 40. In 18:38 I coaled 42(10

bushels, which sold on the hearth for $-3.3.3 .3.3,

and I ascertained from the purchaser that it

sold in Boston market fiir ii!;G:30. 1 sold wood

to the amount of ^50, and I estimate that

which I used for my own fire worth S-aO more.

I have on hand one hundred cart leads of the

bottom of the coal pits, which I value at -97.5,

having had some knowledge of its virtue as a

manure.
The account may he thus stated :

Pro.en<ls of Coal in 1S17, ^m 40

|)„ ,|o. in l-3ri / V ,•
• -t" -B

V.iiue of Crop of Potatoes at 50 cts. a bushel,. AM 50

Value of Ashes for Manure, &c 75 uu

Val.ie of Won.l sold. ^" ""

Value of Woodiisod ••••. •• ^ "*»

Increased value of the land it being now i

worth S125 an aore, and originally thought V j6o 03
'

an acre, )

I Itave about two acres more of similar land,

that I am managing in the same way. It re-

quires much hard labor, but it yields a fair re-

ward. Yours with respect,

Timothy II. Brown.
SauRUs, Dec. 7, 18 '8.

The society appears to he in a very flour-

ishing condition. Its funds, invested in safe

and productive stocks, amount to seven thou-

sand five hundred and eleven dollars and ten

cents. Five hundred and six dollars were

awarded in premiums during the last year.

—

The society, under the management of able

and prudent men, has been eminently success-

ful in creating and keeping alive a spirit of

agricultural improvement, to the great and

lasting benefit of the county of Essex, and the

surrounding neighborhoods.

Coal Aslies.

Col. S., one of the best farmers of Phila-

delphia county, informs us that last season

sad havoc was made among his pumpkin and

squash vines by insects. Having anthracite

coal ashes at hand he had a quantity applied

to the vines, using a fine seive for the pur-

pose. The remedy was effectual, as the in-

sects forthwith suspended their operations.

to be worth only $12 an i

$1702 23

Labor, <^c.

LrvelWns and dearins; the land, &c.,. .$.r4 00

Cartinff the wood and roots, -iJ ""

Harrowinj. fee r'V \\-i nn
Plantins. hoping, harvesting, &c II

.
00

Coaling in 18S7
y •;:•.:::::;;

^
.ioo 00 moo

Coaling in liW'

Balance in favor of the Experiment, $8J4 23

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

To Destroy the Cat IVorMi.

Sir— I am not a firmer ; but as I take a

lively interest in the prosperity of agricul-

ture," the first and most important of the arts,

it is my delight to converse with farmers, es-

pecially if tliey are intelliirent. I had a con-

versation with a irentleman a few days since,

Mr. A. C. R., of Arneytown, N. J., in which

he stited, that ahoui a year since, he met with

a small article in the Cabinet, upon the utility

of giving the cut worm something green to

eiit? lie determined to try it, and accordingly

giithered the skunk weed or cabbage, that

being the earliest and most easily obtained.

He (Tropped the leaves from si.^ to seven feet

apart between the rows; and found it to suc-

ceed to admiration; as on an examination a

few days afterward, he found the corn un-

touched, but under each leaf or weed he

had dropped he found from twenty-three to

forty-seven worms. The ground under the

leaves and tlie leaves themselves were com-

pletely perforated. The worms being thus

collected, were easily destroyed. Mr. R.

thinks it an e.'^cellent remedy. J. D.

May 24tb, 1839.
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Quantity nf rain which has fallen in each month
since January I, ia:!9. Inches.

1st month, ^M'-^

2d monll 3.4'2

3(1 uioMih 1.50

4thntiinth, 150
Sth mnnth, 6.07

Philadelphia Hospital, 6th mo., 1st, 1839.

To §i«b!>ici'il>eB-s.

Those of our friends whose term of sub-

scription expires with the next number and

icho desire to continue the Cabinet, will

greatly oblige us by calling at the office. No.

87 North Second Street, as early as may suit

their convenience, and reneiv their subscrip-

tions, or notify us through some other chan-

nel. It will assist us in determining the num-

ber of copies with which to commence our

fourth volume.

JUST XIECEIVKD
AND NOW OFFERED FOR SALE AT THE

Agricultural Ware-House,
No. 87 North Second st., Philadelphia.
SEED SOWERS, a variety, adapted to Garden and

Field sowing. These machines are sim[)Ie in their

construction, and effectual in their operation.

PRUNING KNIVES AND SHEARS, a good variety.
GRASS KNIVES AND SHEARS, several kinds.
TRANSPLANTING TROWELS, a large assort-

ment, for sale wholesale or retail.

WEEDING TROWELS, (for the ladies) particularly
adapted to the cultivation of Flowers.
WILLIS'S IMPROVED CORN SHELLER. This

is the " vc phis vitro" machine of its kind.

SHEEP SHEARS, among which can be found a very
superior article.

GAR DEN AND HAY RAKES, by the dozen or single.

SCYTHES AND SNEEDS, patent and common,
from the best manufactories in New England and
Pennsylvania.
WILLIS'S PATENT GUILLOTINE STRAW CUT-

TER. A cheap, expeditious, and durable machine.
FIELD AND GARDEN CULTIVATORS. The

latter is a prime implement for ^^orking the Sugar
Beet, Ruta Baga, Multicaulis, &c.
THE CYLINDRICAL AND OTHER ROOT CUT.

TERS, to prepare the Sugar Beet, Ruta Baga, &;c. &c.
for feeding sheep and neat stock.

We have now on hand an extensive assort"
ment of Ploughs, Farmers' and Garden^
ers' Tools, Seeds, &:c. &c. to whi'-hvve are makin?
constant additions. Persons interested and Farmers
generally are invited to call and examine them.

PROUTY, LIBBY & PROUTY,
No. 87 N. Second st., Phila. '

Prices Current—June 3.

FLOUR, PER BARREL.

Pennsylvania and Brandywine 86 25 a 6 50
Western 6 25 a 6 37
Scraped 5 87 a 6 00
Middling 5 00 a 5 25
Rve Flour 4 88 a 00
Corn Meal 00 a 4 00

GRAIN, PER BUSHEL.
Wheat, Pennsylvania $1 40 a I 43

Southern I 4n a 1 42
10
10

93
91

Rye, Peniia 1 08 a 1

Southern 1 08 a 1

Corn, Peiina. round yellow, 90 a
Southern, yellow 89 a
White 87a 88

Oats, Penna 57 a 60
Southern 51a 55

Barley, Eastern 80 a 85
Penna 00 a 00

Peas 1 75 a 2 00
Beans, white .- 1 75 a] 87

PROVISIONS.
Beef, mess, (new) $15 50 a 16 00

prime 13 50 a 14 00
Pork, mess 21 Olfa 22 00

prime 18 00 a 19 00
Bacon, western, per lb 10 a JIJ
Hams, Jersey 14 a 21

Western 12^ a 13

Butter, extra keg, No. 1 14 a 16
Cheese, country • 10 a 11
Lard, western 12 a ]2i
Philadelphia 12 a 12J
Jersey 12i a 13|

American full blood.
blood
blood
blood and common.

WOOL, PER POUND, &c.

PrimeSaxonv 55
. 50
. 42
. 37
. 35

Lamb's sup. pull 47
Do. Nos. 1,2, andS 33

Hay, Timothy, per luOlbs 70
Clover 75
Hops, per lb. 18:V, prime IfiJ

Clover Seed, per bushel (best Penna.) 00 nO
Flax Seed, rough 1 00
Timothy Seed (best) 00
Herd Grass, or Red Top 00
Orchard Grass 00

Sumac, American, per ton 35 00

Tallow, American, per lb 12

a 58
a 52}
a 48
a 40
a 37i
a 53
a 46
a 100
a 88
a 17i

a 00 (0
a 1 r^$

a 00
no
no

a 37 .'iO

a 124

NEW YORK—June 4.

Flour, per barrel $6 75 a 7 25
Wheat, per bushel 00 a 00
Corn, per bushel 93 a 94
Rye, per bushel 1 10 a 1 12

Oats per bushel 00 a 00

.THE FARMERS' CABINET,
A monthly newspaper, is published by

PROUTY, LIBBY «fe PROUTY, No. 87 NORTH SECOND ST., PHIL.\DELPHIA.

PETER B. PORTER, No. 97 MARKET STREET, WILMINGTON, DEL.

The Cabinet is published on or about the fifteenth

of every month. Each number will contain thirty-two
octavo pages on good pa|K'r and fair type. The sub-

jects will be illustrated by engravings on wooil when-
ever they can be appropriately introduced. Terms.—
One dollar per year payable in advavce. The Ca))inet,

by the decision of the Post Master General, is subject

only to iintapaprr postage: that is, one cent on each
number within the state, and within one hundred miles
of ilic place of publication, out of the stale, —one cent
and a half on each number to any other part of the
United States. Jl^Seven copies for five dollars. All

subscribers must commence with the volume, No. i,

or with the half volume, No. 7.

From the Steam Press of J. Van Court, Printer, corner of Bread and Quarry sts., rear of 96 North iSecond.
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THE FARMERS' CABII«ET.
JUliY 15, 1839.

To Stibscribers.

Those of our friends whose term of sub-

scription expires with the present number

and who desire to continue the Cabinet, will

greatly oblige us by calling at the office, No.

87 North Second Street, as early as may suit

their convenience, and renew their subscrip-

tions, or notify us through some other chan-

nel. It will assist us in determining the num-

ber of copies with which to commence our

fourth volume.

n3"Any gentleman reniittin;; Fi7}c Dollars wiU be en-
titled to tlie Farmers' Cabinet for seven years, com-
mencing with tlie first or any subsequent volume.—
The volumes now published can be sent by mail, in pa-

per wrappers; Postage, under 100 miles twelve cents

—

to any part of the United States over 100 miles from
the place of publication, eighteen cents per volume.

Close of the Volume.^B^To our Patrons.

With this number we complete the publi-

cation of the third volume of the Farmers' Cab-

inet. The regular circulation of the Cabinet,

in point of number, is not only very re.«!pecta-

ble, but constantly increasing. We are sensi-

ble that our success in establishing it on a per-

manent basis, and what of good it has exerted

among the thousands of farmers who patronize

it, is owing, in a great measure, to the valua-

ble and timely aid we have received from our

numerous contributors, by whose means its

pages have been enriched, and rendered use-

ful and acceptable to its patrons.

It affords us pleasure to say, that among
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our correspondents arc some of the best farm-

ers in the country—gentlemen who combine

intelligence and science, with much practical

experience and knowledge of agriculture

—

an art, from which they not only derive great

satisfaction and delight, but the means also

of supporting themselves and families in

that state of independence, comfort, and neat-

ness, which distinguishes the abode of the

intelligent, practical, and industrious tiller of

the soil.

The plan on which the Cabinet is published

is so essentially different from that adopted

by the publishers of newspapers generally,

that we are again induced briefly to refer to

it, as some of our patrons, it seems, do not

understand it fully.

I. The Cabinet is published monthly at one

dollar a year, payable in advance.

II. At the expiration of the term subscribed

for, the Cabinet is discontinued, unless other-

wise ordered.

This course was considered, in the com-

mencement of the work, the best that could

be adopted. The great majority of the sub-

scribers ordered the paper for one year, at the

close of which, the publishers found between

seven and eight thousand names on their list.

They therefore struck them all off, save a few

who had ordered it sent to them as long as it

was published; as it was not the object of the

proprietors to force the Cabinet on any one.

The same rule was adopted at the termina-

tion of the second volume; and, af>.er giving

the subject due consideration, we think it best

f^)r all concerned, to adhere to it still. But

we have a plan which will obviate the diffi-

culty in regard to those who think well

enough of our sheet to continue their patron-

age from year to year. It is simply a list of

permanent subscribers to the Farmers'
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Cabinet, which we are happy to say hns al-

ready received the sanction of many hundreds

of our patrons. We wish to bring it to the

attention of all our readers, and we therefore

most respectfully re(]uest those who are about

to renew their subscriptions, to state whether
the Cabinet shall be sent to them until other-

wise ordered or not. By this means all par-

ties may be satisfied. INIany jjave been ex-

ceedingly disappoFnted,and in some instances

we think that we have been censured unne-

cessarily because we had discontinued the Cab-
inet to those to whom it would have atl'orded

us the greatest pleasere to liave forwarded it

regularly, if we had been apprized of their

wishes.

We have many communications from gen-

tlemen residing in various sections of the

country requesting us to forward the Cabinet,

and that by the first private opportunity they

would remit the amount, which they cannot do
by mail. Whenever a letter of this charac-

ter has reHched us, postage paid, we have
complied with the request of the writer.'*' In

order to obviate the difficulty we recommend
to all, especially those residing at a distance,

and whose communication is not direct with
Philadelphia, the example of some of our ear-

liest patrons, viz ; a remittance ofJive dollars,

which will entitle the subscriber to the first

seven volumes of the Cabinet, or seven years

in advance from the date of the remittance,

as may be desired. New subscribers who
wish the work sent them from the commence-
ment can have the first three volumes for-

warded by mail in paper covers, subject to

newspaper postage.

ily^AU post masters are hereby duly au-

thorized, and also most respectfully requested

to act as agents for the Farmers' Cabinet.

—

They will be allowed the usual commission.

Any gentleman may constitute himself a

special agent by forwarding us five dollars,

for which seven copies of the Cabinet will be

supplied for one year; or, fifteen copies for

ten dollars.

c**> <^ <**^ C!*> 1"*%

^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Those of our subscribers whose names are

*A large proportion of those who thus ordered the
Cabinet, have paid the amount of their subscriptions.
Many of them not findini; it convenient to remit as
they had anticipated, have been al considerable pains
to procure a one dollar bill, and when they had suc-
ceeded have remitted it to us by mail, paying tlie post
ai»e, which, in many instances amounted to from thir-

ty-iseven and a half to tifty cents, which, with tlie post-

BEe previously paid, is three-fourths the yearly price of
the Cabinet. A large majority of the subscribers thus
aitunted, have nevertheless ordered the Cabinet con.
liiiUBcl. In order to obviate this difficulty, the Propri-
etors hereby announce that any person remitting fivk
I)oi.[,\Rs, shall be entitled to the Farmers' Cabinet for

SEVEN YEARB, commencing with the first or any subse-
quent volume. The money, if sent by mail, may be
forwarded at the risk of the publishers.

not on our permanent list, whose term of

subscription expires with the present number,

and who desire to have the Cabinet continued,

are respectfully requested to give us imme-

diate information, either personally, by let*

ter, or by some friend visiting the city.

It is not to be expected that in a business

so extensive and complex as that of the Cabi-

net, that no mistakes will occur. It is our
interest, as well as our desire, that all our pa-

trons should be regularly suppl ied. But wlifn

subscribers do not receive the Cabinet, it does

not follow that the publishers are in fault

They are not, one time in ten. We have
satisfied ourselves that one great source of

complaint is to be traced to the remissness of

some of the post masters ; and not unfrequently

to the misapprehension of subscribers as to

the conditions on which the work is publi.?hed.

Now we wish it distinctly understood that, in

all cases, twelve numbers of the Farmer.s'

Cabinet are equivalent to a \ ear's sib-

scRiPTioN. We wish to say a word on ano-

ther point connected with this subject. Ac-
cording to our terms, new subscribers must
commence with the beginning or middle of

the volume. In all cases, when persons sub-

scribe when the volume is far advanced, they

are furnished with the preceding numbers, as

above stated; when the year expires, unless

we have orders to the contrary, the Cabinet

is discontinued ; and in a number of instances,

in due time a formal complaint is entered that

A. B. subscribed for the Cabinet, and has not

received a number foi such a period of time.

We turn to our books and the matter is at once
explained. The difficulty lies here. The
person in question, notwithstanding he was
furnished with the back numbers, expected

the work for one year/rom the time he sub-

scribed. All that is necessary to prevent dif-

ficulty, is a little care and attention on the

part of subscribers. We wish them all to

make themselves well acquainted with our

terms. W^e refer to these complaints, not that

they are numerous, but because they exist to

some extent, and that we wish to "have the

proper remedy applied to every thing of the

kind.

Each number as received should be stitched,

if convenient, in a paper cover, being first

careful to see if the sheet is properly folded,

then cut open, so as to be conveniently read,

and then laid carefully aside. By this means
they will be in a fit state for binding at the

completion of each volume. As it is our de-

sire that all who take the work should have it

perfect, we wish those who do not receive

their numbers in due season to give us timely

notice thereof, and duplicate copies will be

sent.
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Considering the nature of the business, the

thousands we supply with our works, a.nd the

great number of agents employed, the obscure

manner in which hundreds of names are

written, the irrc<^ularity in some cases of
transportation, &c., we congratulate ourselves

that the great mass of our subscribers have
received their papers with so much regularity,

For the Farmers' Cabinet.

Dialogue Tict'vveen a FatHer and Son*

WATER COURSES—DR.VININO—MAKING HAY.

Father.—This is the proper season for wa-

tering the meadows, and f see that our neigh-

bor Ticey is carrying out dung on the meadow
above us; we must therefore prepare the

water courses, and he ready by the first rain

which falls. For the same reason which I

gave for delaying the ploughing of these up-

per fields until the spring, I consider that

what he is now doing had better be delayed

also; I have often told him so, but he will

not be advised, although he perceives that 1

benefit as much by his manure as he does,

for as the drainage, which passes the foot of

his meadow, enters our water courses on the

other side of the hedge, and passes through
their whole extent, they receive the wash-
ings of the fields above them ; and I have
sometimes, to convince him of the fact, taken

him to see the very large crops of hay which
we obtain by these means; but all will not

do— I shall now, therefore, open the courses,

and receive with thankfulness what he is

pleased to give me.
Frank.— I have heard that the ground

upon which we now stand, was a swamp
when you took it—how did you work such
wonders ?

Father.—It was indeed a swamp: a sheep
could not feed on it in winter, and the grass

which grew during the summer was worth-

less as food for cattle. After securing a lease

for twenty-one years, I commenced opera-

tions by cutting a very deep drain across the

top of the field, knowing that all the water
must come from the higher ground. The
former tenant had gone to great expense in

under-draining in every direction, but al-

though the drains were well made and filled

with stones, they were useless, because they

were not carried deep enough to touch the

clay. When 1 had cut to the depth of five

feet, I almost despaired of success, for the

soil was still boggy and full of water ; ano-

ther foot, however, brought us to the clay.

and immediately the water rose into the

drain and ran a strong stream, until it fell

into the course, which takes it to the mill

stream below. There were then a few holes

bored with an auger along the bottom of the

drain, and all was complete. This single cut

was sufl[icient to drain the whole field; but I

ought to say it penetrates six inches into the
clay at the bottom, by whioh the water is

prevented from overflowing on the lower side

of ihc drain. As soon as [ could gCJt upon
the land, 1 covered the whole surface with a
thick co:it of quick lime, and in six months it

was so completely drained, and had become
so firm, that horses and cattle pastured it un-
til Christmas. 1 then determined to bring
the water back over the surface by cutting
rills, and conveying it by them to every part
of the field ; and have, as you say, " worked
wonders," for it is now the be.st meadow in

this part of the country. I, however, attri-

bute most of the success of the undertakmg
to the circumstance of laying the land dry
before flooding, and making proper provision

for carrying off the water as quickly as it can
be brought on—a provision which is oflen

unattended to in farming meadows of this de-

scription.

To Ei-KiNOTON we are indebted for the pre-

sent simple and most efficacious system of

draining, for the discovery of which he ob-

tained a reward of £1000 from the British

Parliament. I say discovery, for so indeed
it was; he had put a man to drain a field,

and passing liim while at work, on his way
to the sheep-fold with an iron bar on his

shoulder, and seeing that what he was doing
was labor in vain, he threw the bar from his

shoulder, which on falling penetrated the

bottom of the drain, and on pulling it out, the

water immediately flowed through the hole;

he had tapped the spring as well as his ideas,

which, like the water, flowed out; and this

was to him a source of great wealth and
honor. I must get his book, which is full of
interesting plates, recording and describing

this circumstance, as well as very many other

instances of successful drainage in various

parts of the country. I knew the Chairman
of the Committee of the House of Commons
who voted him the reward; his name was
Colquhoun; he told me that Elkington was
a plain man of strong mind, but without edu-

cation, and was compelled to employ others

to do all his correspondence, and even the

writing of his book.

But I knew another instance of recovering

a swamp, still more curious: the herbage
which grew upon it was of the coarsest spe-

cies, and the spot had been noted for rotting

all the sheep which had pastured upon it for

many years. It was near a town, and the

experiment was made by the owner, a man
of large fortune, more for the example to

others, than of benefit to him.self. He regu-

larly sent his cart to the town during the

winter, to collect the sheep's horns at the

slaughter houses; these he caused to be

stuck very thickly into the sod, which was so
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sort tliat it was only necessary to enter their

points, and they were Poon ont of si^ht. You
must suppose it was a curious sight to see a

field stuck all over with sheep's horns! By
the spfing they had nearly all disappeared,

and a heavy roller passing over, did the busi-

ness on those parts which were sufficiently

firm to bear the operation. The result was
truly astonishing ! a ten fold crop of most
excellent quality ; white clover abounding.

This was many years ago, but I understand

the effects are still great as ever; no manure
has since been applied, nor does it appear
that it will ever again be required.

Frank.—If this had been my field I should

have named it horn meadow. But I have
always observed that the grass of our mea-
dow is of a different .sort to that of farmer
Ticey's, and when both are fed by cattle, it

is plain that they find a difl^erence in the

quality too, for while there are large patches

of his which the cattle will not touch, and
where ihe gra.ss grows long and rank, the

surface of ours is eaten close, and no long fog

is remaining on any part of the field at the

time of removing the cattle in the autumn

:

how is this accounted for ]

Father.—The thick covering oflime which
I gave it soon after draining is the principal

cause ; but since that, I have often gone over

it, adding more to those parts where the

grass was rank; and where the herbage was
very short and fine, I have encouraged a

stronger growth by spreading compost, by
which means I have obtained that uniformity

of crop which has attracted the notice of

strangers, while our neighbors pay but little

regard to it, although the quality of our hay,

when compared wilh theirs, has often been
acknowledged.

Frank.— I have often observed how much
finer and sweeter our hay is than farmer

Ticey's, and when Robert Ticey has some-
times assisted me to fodder the cattle, he has

remarked it too; and neither he nor I can
account for the difference in cutting our hay
out of the stack, and that of his father's; our's

is so hard and close as almost to defy the

knife, while to cut his, is a pleasure, and re-

quires but little exertion. Is that difference

occasioned by the lime?

Father.—In a measure it is, as the herbage

is so much finer, and the juices so much
richer. But the great difference is in the

mode of making the hay. Suppose now, we
try our hand at a theory of hay-making.

When the grass is cut and partially dried,

and put into the stack, it very soon shows
that the juices are beginning to ferment; in-

ternal heat is engendered, by which the air

is rarified and expanded, and escapes by the

outer surface of the stack ; this causes a va-

cuum in the centre, when, the external at-

'mosphere being now heavier than the in-

terior, the hay is pressed forcibly downwards
.«o as to supply the space before occupied by
the air, and this process goes on so long as

fermentation continues; thus the external air

is prevented from re-entering, and the greater

the degree of fermentation, the closer the hay
is pressed together, and its fragrant particles

prevented from flying off'and being dissipated.

Now, from an examination of this theory,

how improper must be that mode of making
hay practised in many places, where, after

the grass is cut, it is left exposed to the ac-

tion of the sun and v;ind until its most nutri-

tious particles are dissipated, and then it is

put into temporary stacks, to be pulled to

pieces and removed to the hay barn, just as

the reiriaining juices are in a state of fer-

mentation, where no farther pressure can
take place, and in consequence, the damp air

having free ingress, the hay soon becomes
dusty, and comparatively almost worthless.

Where a large quantity of hay is to be
stacked together, it should be dried rather

more than is requisite for a smaller quantity,

but on no account ought it to be put together

while in a damp state. Remember, that hay
put together damp, always becomes mouldy

;

when too green, but dry, it might heat too

violently, but never grows mouldy. Hay,
when properly made, and not too long ex-

posed, will be found of a superior quality ; it

will retain moreof its juices, rendered vinous

by fermentation, and will be worth more than

double the value of that which is kept abroad

in the field until it has more the appearance
of straw than of hay.

Frank.— I have heard that when hay has

been entirely spoiled by exposure to wet wea-

ther during the time of making, it has been
completely restored by sprinkling it with salt

while stacking.

Father.— I have no idea that hay in such a

state can be completely restored by any
means ; this is too much to expect, for where
a great portion of the juices have been de-

stroyed (having run into what is called the

acetous fermentation) how are they to be re-

newed ] It is quite sufficient if the portion

which still remains can be called into activity

by the sceptic properties of the salt, (you

know that a small quantity of salt will pro-

duce and accelerate fermentation, while a

larger quantity will prevent it altogether,

acting then as an anti-sceptic,) and it might
thus be the means of renovating the liay to a

certain extent, but not entirely.

Frank.— I have also heard that hay is ex-

ceedingly enriched in its fattening proper-

ties, by bein.'! sprinkled with linseed oil at

the time of stacking.

Father.— Lord Egremont made a trial of

the value of linseed oil for this purpose, and
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expresses himself satisfied with the result;

he, however, found it of too heating a nature
for horses and milk cows, but for fattingf cat-

tle and sheep it proved excellent, " coming:
out of the stack very moist and clammy."
But I have never had occasion to practise

either of tlie above recipes, for when the

v/eather at the time of makin<j is wet, [ keep
it exposed as little as necessary, and if I can
bring it to the stack with the flowers whicii

are mingled with it of their natural color,

(this is my criterion,) I am satisfied tiiat

nothing need bo added to render it more
palatable or more nutritious.

Frank.—This Theory of Draining and
Hay-making shall go into my Journal, and if

I continue to add to it as I have done of late,

I shall soon have a book which will be worth
preserving.

Father.—Then just take one observation

more, by way of closer. The best salt for

curing fish, was, some years ago, made on
Sundays!

Frank.—But you are not serious—no one
can believe that for a moment.

Father.— I do not wonder at your surprise,

but I am indeed serious, and will in an in-!

stant convince you of the truth of the asser-

tion. It was customary, on the Sunday morn-
ings, to fill up tlie condensing pans at the salt

works with brine, and to damp the large fires,

in order that slow evaporation might go on,

as the pans were unattended on Sundays.
This slow evaporation gave time for the Mag-
nosian salt, with which the brine is highly
impregnated, to deposit, and form in crystals

at the bottom of the pan, it being character-

istic of this salt to crystallize at a much less

density than Muriate of Soda, which is, as

you know, the proper name of our common
table salt. On Monday morning then, the

brine, thus purified, and whicii still remained
uncrystallized, was drawn off into anotlier

pan, where the evaporation was carried to

the crystallizing point ; the crystals from this

were large and pure, and were reserved for

the purpose of curingfish, and delicate meats.

From this hint, the process of salt making
has been changed, and the evaporation is now
stopped at that point at which the Magnesian
salt is deposited, after which the purified

brine is drawn off, to be crystallized in other

pans. The Magnesian salt is cut out of these

pans, and when purified, it forms the basis of

Epsom, Cheltenham, and the effervescing

salts of the Drug stores.

Frank.— I am indeed surprised! but it is

now at the simple and beautiful way in which
such an improbable circumstance is brought
about.

Oats—Are more beneficial to horses if

ground ; and hay, if chopped fine.
1

We copy the following valuable catalogue of

1'ears from the Cultivator for June, from

which we learn that our friend Buel, the

conductor of that excellent Journal, just

named, has some of the best and choicest

varieties to dispose of Those who send

their orders to Judge Buel, Albany, N. Y.,

may rely upon having them well filled, and
no mistake.

€atulo^8ic of Pears.
,

The varieties of the pear, until within a
few years, have been *'evi, and the quality,
with some exceptions, indifferent or inferior.

But through the active exertions of Dr. Van
Mons, of the Netherlands, Mr. Knight, and
other distinguished pomologists and horti-

culturists, the varieties have been greatly in-

creased; and among the number now culti-

vated we have some of excellent quality, that
are in eating during eleven months in the year.

Tiie pear is used for the table ; for stewing
and baking- in the kitchen, and for Perry.
As most of the varieties now found in our
nursery catalogues are new, and their quali-
ty, time of ripening, and the uses to which
they are particularly adapted, but imperfect-
ly known, even to nurserymen, great diffi-

culty is experienced in making a judicious
selection, that shall give a succession of fruit.

We have frequently experienced this diffi-

culty ourselves. To assist both the purchaser
and the seller, and to disseminate a know-
ledge of the best varieties, we publish the
catalogue below.

The London Horticultural Society pub-
lished, in 1831, a list of 677 varieties of the
pear, which were then growing in their gar-
den. Of these, 278 kinds only had then
fruited. These are described in a tabular
form, and divided into three classes as to size
and form— their tin;»e of ripening, their use,
their color, and form, and texture noted, and
remarks subjoined as to the character of the
tree, &,c. From this catalogue our list is

principally taken. And it is proper to re-
mark, that the kinds that have proved to be
the best, on comparison, in the Horticultural
Garden near London, have not in all cases
proved to be of a like character in America

—

some of No. 1 in quality being licre No. 2,
and some of No. 2 being No. l^with us. Our
list embraces all of No. 1 in the catalogue of
the Horticultural Society, which had fruited
there in 1831, and such of No. 2 as are known
to be in our nurseries, but none of No. 3.

Tiiere are some American varieties not named
here, because we cannot speak with certain-
ty of their quality, time of ripening, &c.
We have endeavored to procure all the

most esteemed varieties of the pear ; and
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have succeeded in introducing into the Al-

bany Nursery, from the London Horticultural

Society's Garden, and from the best nursery-

men about London, all the esteemed varieties,

embracing several not included in this list, of

higii repute, which have come into bearing

since the catalogue was published. Such as

we have for sale, are marked by an asterisk.(*)

To aid the purchaser, who may be desirous

of obtaining a succession of choice pears, we
have classed them according to their time of

ripening, into seven classes, those of the

largest size, and of the first quality, being in-

dicated by figure 1, and those particularly

adapted for stewing and baking forming the

seventh class. The synonymes are very

numerous. We give, in italics, those only

which are best known. By selecting one or

more from each class, the purchaser will be

sure of having a succession of this fine fruit

ten or eleven months in the twelve.

NAMES AND SYNONYMES.
Class L—Summer Pears,

Ripening in July and August.
1. *Berg;araof,, early,

2. *Beigamot, orango,
3. *Bon Chretien, Williams's, Bartlet,
4. Caillot Rosat
5. *Citron des Cannes, Madeleine,
6. *Green Chissell, Sugar,
7. *Jargonelle, Epargne,
8. *Lammas,
9. *IVfuscat llobart,

10. Passans de Portugal,
11. *Summor Rose, Epine Rose, &c.,
12. Vall6e Franche,

Class IL—Early Autumn Pears,
Beginning to Ripen in September.

13. *Ambrosia, early Beurrc,
14. D'Amour, .4A Mon Dieu,
15. *Belle et Bonne
16. Beurre d'Amalis,
17. *Bon Chretien, summer,
18. *nnffunis '.

19. *Doyenne, white, Vergaleu, St. MichaeVs,.-
20. Famenga,
21. *Flf'mish Beauty,
22. *FrancReaI, summer,
23. *Green Pear of Yair, Oreen Yair,
24. *[Tenri Quatre,
25. *HesseI,

2G. *Lont,'ueville,

27. *!Veill, Cnlmar JVeill

28. *RoiiPsrl(;t dc Rheiins, Spice,

20. *i?t. Ghi.slan,

30. *Swan's Egg,
31. Wilbeck

Clas.s III.

—

Late Autumn Pears,
Ripening in October.

32. * Alexander de Russie,
33. *Aston Town
31. *nelle Lucrative,
35. *liergamot, autumn,
36. *Bergamr)t, Oansell's,

37. Bergamot Suisse,

38. *Bourre, Bniuii, li. Hni, See

30. *Beurre de Capiaumont, Capiawjnonl,- .
40. Beurre Crapaud,
41 *Beurre Bose,
42. *Beurre Dell,

43. Beurre Duval,
44. Beurre Knox,
45. Bezi de la Motto

1

1
o

i

21 1

Bishop's Thumb, Sousseline,.
*Bon Chretien Fondante,
Calebasse,
Colmar, autumn,
*C"oImar Neil,

*Comte de Lamy,
Crassanne,
Doyenne Grey, Doyenne gris,
Duchess d'Angouleme,... .. , ..

Forme de Delicies,

Franchipane,
Gendesseim,
Grande Bretagne dore,

Incomparable, Hacon's,
Ijouise Bonne,
Marie LouiseMoorfowl Egg,
Parmentier, Fortunee,
Pittfour,

Seckle,
Sieulle

Styrian
t<ucn' vert, Orein Sugar,
Superb Fondante,
Swan's E?g, new,
Urban iste^

Warmsley Grange,

Class IV.

—

Early Winter,
Ripening in November.

Beurre d'Argenson,
Beurre, Beauchamp's,
Reurre Duval
Beurre Van Mons,
Burgermeester, • .

.

Chaumontelle, winter Beurre,. .. .to March,
Colmar, to Feb.
Crassanne, to Dec.
Delicies d'Hardenpont,
Duchess de Mars,
Epine d'hiver, IVintcr niorn, Jan
Echasserie Feb.
Fondante Van Mons,
Porello, trout pear, to Jan
Glout Morceau, to Jan
Merveille d'hiver, Dec
Napoleon Dec
Ne Plus Meuris, 3Iarch
Passatutte, Dec
.St. Germain, Jan
Thompson's
Virgoulese, Jan
Whitfield,

Class V.

—

Winter E.\ting Pears,
Ripening in December.

06. Nelis, Ronne de Malines Jan
97. Passe Colmar, Colmar Epineuz Jan.
98. Beurre d' Aremburgh, Jan
99. Bezi Vaet Jan

Class VI.

—

Spring Eating Pears,
Ripening in .January, and lasting till

101). Beurre Easter, B. dc la Pentccote,. ..March,
ini. Beurre Ranee , March to May.
102. Crasanne, winter,
103. Downton Feb
104. German Muscat, May
105. Grirnon'.^
100. Monarch, Knight's
107. Rouse Lend) Feb.
108. Van Mons, late, Jan

Class VII.-Stewing and Baking Pears.]
109. Bezi d'lleri, Oct. to Dec.l

110. BcUissimi d'hiver, Ocl. to April,!

111. Helmonf, Oct.

I

112. Bequesne Musqne Nov. to Jan.

I

113. Bon Chretien Spanish, Oct. to Dec.
114. Bon Chretien Turc, Oct. to March,
115 (JiloL'il Oct. to Feb.
116. Bon Chretien, winter, Dec. to Marcli,

117. Catiliar, Bill Dec. to April.

118. Chaplal, Dec. to April,

|

110. Bergamot, Easter March to April.!

120. Saint Germain, winter Jan. to April,'

1 1
2 1

2| 1
21 1
2 1

ll 1
21 1

1 1
2 I

2; 2
2'.!
" 1

1
1
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Obitervations JLc. on the Ilorsc.

To the Editor of the Farmors' Ciihiiict.

Sir,—Altlioairh I am not so ungallantas the

old pliilosoplier, who said, "A man is hand-
somer than a woman, but a horse is handsoiiior

than cither," f must confess tiiat I am a dear
lover of Aorsc;/?r.<(/t, and an animal of that de-

scription cannot |)a.ss mc, but [ scan iiim from
head to foot in an instant, and with half an eye.

There are many excellent horses mthis city,

but the practice of tyinuf them down with tlio

martingale, and pulling them up with a dou-

ble rein with both hands, spoils all freedom of

action, and is the chief cause of tliat awk-
wardness of gait, so universally complained
of by foreigners, and which is attributed to the

breed of the animal, instead of to his educa-
tion. This rage for screwhur up pervades all

ranks, but no where is it carried to .so cruel a

pitch as in the carriages of the wealthy ; there

the wretched animals are confined for hours

in an ab.solute state of torture, and it appears

as though it was the wish of their owners, to

see how much it is possible for the poor crea-

tures to endure without going mad I Would
but the humane and enlightened proprietor of

a pair of those beautiful animals, wiiich I of-

ten pass in Arch street, only determine to try

the experiment of letting their heads free,

that they might have the opportunity of using

their limbs with ease, I am satisfied that more
elegant creatures could no where be found

;

they would then have a chance of showing
themselves in their native elegance and
beauty.

When I was in England some time since,

1 observed, that the owners of the stage horses

on many of the roids, had dispensed with the

bearing rein altogether; and a coachman as-

sured me, tlut the advantage gained was very

great to all parties: the horses are now able

to mount a hill in much less time, and with

incomparably more ease than formerly, when
they were tied up ; as they naturally drop the

head, and make a fulcrum of the rounded

back, by which he calculated they have about

double the strength and activity, than when
they were reversed by the bearing rein : nor

is there any danger of their falling on descend-

ing a hill, as they are then held up by the reins;

and if a false step is made, the horse imme-
diately recovers himself by stooping, to ease

the foot so faltering, which it was impossible

for him to do, while drawn up by the bearing

rein. The experiment was first made on the

Brighton road, with the view of quickening

the pace of one of the opposition stages, and

the eflfect was so manifest, that in a few days

not a bearing rein was seen on the road. The
hor.ses travel faster, work easier, and are not

so liable to lameness as formerly, while the

stage proprietor saves about 50 per cent, in

horseflesh by the arrangement.
There never was a greater mistake, than to

suppose a horse is safer to ride or drive when
he is thus tied up and down. If those who are
advocates tor this levelling sy.stem, could see
the horses in Wales (a country which is prover-
bial for bad roads) descending the sides of the
mountains and along the roads, which are often

nothing but tlie b^jd of some mountain torrent,

with round stones about the size of one's hat,

amongst which these creatures will proceed
at a gallop, without making a single false step,

as they have llie j)erfect freedom of their

heads ; they would soon find that if a horse
has the power to see the road, and to ease
himself by stopping, when there is a danger
of tripping, there is no fear of his falling. It

is there the custom, as soon as you come into

bad roads, or after dark, to give the reins to

the horse, and to feel no fear of the conse-

quences. It is supposed that the horses in

Wales are peculiarly sure footed, and so they
are, but this arises from education more than
from breed, for let but one of those two hand-
ed riders, wlioin we so often meet in the

streets, practise his art even upon one of those

he would not be able to stand an hour ! A
well bred horse would as soon lose his life as

fall with his rider—when therefore I see a
rider pulling with all his might and with both
his hands at the head of his horse, I suspect

j
him or his horse of ill breedhiff! is it not
refreshing to see a man give the reins to his

horse as well as to himself, and ride at perfect

ease ? This is geiUlcmanly.
The origin of the Welsh mountain Horse,

as well as that of the mountain cattle and
sheep of that country, dates from the time of

Queen Elizabeth. History informs us, that

the destruction of thefieet, called the Spanish
Armada, was caused by a succession of storms,

by which the ships were driven furiously on
the coasts of Wales, and all the northern
shores, even up to the Shetland and Orkney
Islands, strewing the shores with wrecks in-

numerable. Now, these ships had large num-
bers of cattle and sheep on board, as food for

the crews and troops, as well as horses for

mounting the cavalry, and many of these es-

caping on shore, were reserved by the inhab-

itants as stock for breedinir ; and as very large

and mountainous tracts of country abounded
in that part of the kingdom, they were con-

signed to those parts for that purpose—and
there we still find them, almo.st in their native
purity; smaller than the original breeds, but
still nearly as pure in blood as their progeni-

tors ; the mountain poney of certain districts,

where the breed has been kept distinct, show-
ing as much blood as the original Spanish
jennet, with the foot, black, round, and beau-
tifully formed, is characteristic of the Andalu-
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sian horse. From this breed, London is sup-

plied with ponies of superlative beauty: they

are as perfectly formed as horses of 16 liands

hio-h, and may be denominated tiie ditidnulive

horse, while tliose of small size, bred in other

parts of the country are more properly the di-

mished horse, whose want of size has been oc-

casioned by defect of e:rowtl^ in their prog-eni-

tors, or, want of food ; and may be compared to

dwarfs in the human species, who are almost

always ill-formed and ill-favored. Great num-
bers of these ponies are reared in some of

the mountains in Wales, and are well or ill-

formed, generous or evil in their dispositions,

according to the tracts upon which they have

been bred and reared : the form of the head

and the setting on to the neck, indicating to a

certainty, the difference in temper and trac-

tabijity. It is not uncommon to see, on driv-

ing down a wild drove of horses from the

mountain, an old brood mare, more than 20

years of age, with three fine colts of the last

three years, following her, the two youngest

sucking her at the same time, one on each

side ! These foals remain with the mnres,

and are never taken off to be weaned, and yet

the young foal is not stunted in his growth by

this division of the mother's substance. I

have selected a poney from such a drove, that

had never before been in hand ; docked his

tail, had shoes put upon him, bridled and sad-

dled him, and rode him five miles, perfectly

gentle and quiet, all in one and the same day !

Many of these animals bring large prices, and

are used for shooting ponies, their quick and

tractable dispositions fitting them peculiarly

for this business, the sportsman often shooting

his birds while sitting on the back of his po-

ney

!

The black cattle of this district, are as dis-

tinct a race as the horses, showing themselves

to belong to the Spanish breed ; and these also

can be traced all along the Welsh coast even

to the Shetland and Orkney isles, where the

sheep still produce the finest wool in the

world, finer even than that which is at this

day produced by their ancestors in Spain.

—

Stockings made of Shetland wool have been

sold for fourteen guineas a pair ! of surpassing

fineness and softness of texture ; a pair of

Ihem it is said, have been drawn through a

lady's wedding ring

!

, f. D. C.

riiiladolphia, June 29th, ]8:i9.

Dry Wood.
Dry wood will produce, on a moderate es-

timate, twice as much heat as the same
amount of green wood; and saves much
trouble in kindling fires on cold mornings.

—

To suppose that green wood will actually

cause more heat in burning than dry, is er-

roneous.

Parita;; and Burning.
To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet.

Sir—A friend has just left me for the Prai-

ries in Illinois, where he intends cultivating

the sugar beet in large quantities, first for the

supply of cattle during the winter, but even-
tually for the making of sugar. He de-
scribes the land of his new purchase as truly

enviable—the surface soil two and tiiree feet

in thickness ; a dark sandy loam, resting on a
calcareous gravel, of a richness not to be de-

scribed. The vegetables are all gigantic

;

he mentions a ratlish which he pulled in a
garden, two feet long, and eight inches diam-
eter ! which the owner assured him was not

one of the largest which had grown on the
same spot, and he told him of some animal,

who had reared a family in one that had be-

come hollow

!

He described the mode of breaking up these
prairie lands, which must be any thing but
profitable. The neighboring farmers, who
have large ploughs for the purpose, of a pe-
culiar construction, do the business for hire,

turning up the surface to a great depth in

large and broad furrows, which, to the depth
so turned, presents nothing but a mass of roots

of the prairie grass, prairie rose, &c., seeming
to defy all farther attempts at pulverization.

They however declare, that this is the only

mode by which the work can be eflected ; but

to those who have seen the effects of paring
and burning such a mass of vegetable sub-

stances, such uncouth measures appear any
thing but desirable, and one almost longs for

an opportunity of showing the superiority of
a system, which is so peculiarly adapted to

such circumstances.

Much land, not worth a rent of 2.5 cents

per acre, has been advanced by paring and
burning to thirty times that sum on 21 years
leases. If it is done in a workmanlike man-
ner, it will yield from 50 to 60 cart loads of
40 bushels each, or 2000 bushels of ashes per
acre. This operation destroysall grubs, bugs,

worms and insects with their whole progen}',

fggs, &c., which any farmer would be glad

to get rid of at the expense of the whole
work, and at the same moment it converts

mere rubbish into fertilizing manure. An
improver of land should cordially embrace a

method, singular in that adnWrable circum-
stance, of reducing the wildest, bleakest dus-

ert, in the space of a single month, into pro-

fitable crops. Mr. Exter, a gentleman who
had long practised it, tells us that some years

ago he broke up a grass field, paring and burn-

ing one half and fallowing the remainder
by three plougliings and six harrowings, the

land of e(iual goodness ; and the whole was
Ihen sown with wheat. The burnt part pro-

duced 35 bushels per acre, the fallowed half
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17 bushels per acre : the former, a very clean

crop, the latter full of weeds. The next year,

the whole was sown with winter tares, or

vetches, 2J bushels per acre : on tiie burnt

part they were, in the sprinir, 14 inches hijrh,

on the other, six inches only; tiiey were then

folded off by sheep. The second crop which
sprung' up was 12 inches hic^h on the burnt

part, and 4 inches on the other, and a third

crop with the same dillerence was eaten also;

thus the field was folded with sheep three

times for this single crop of tares. The land

was then dunf^^ed and sown with turneps; the

burnt sifje was by far the most tlourishino', but

at Christmas, there was no material differ-

ence ; they were carted off and housed for

winter food. Barley succeeded, which was
considerably best on the burnt side ; clover

was sown with it, and was fed off by sheep;

the burnt side was closer eaten than the fal-

lowed side, as if preferred by the sheep on ac-

count of its superior sweetness. The field

was then left, to po to jrrass, and is now very

good, but better on the burnt side by the whole
of the rent, being free from moss, and a far

sweeter pasture for cattle. Liming after pa-

rinsf and buriiintr is excellent management.
This operation turns the sod upside down,

and where it is thickly covered with long

grass or dwarf bashes, it is kept up by them
a few inches from the ground, so that it rea-

dily dries sufficiently, and is frequently burnt

in that state; this is a saving of much labor

and expense, not only the piling of sods into

heaps, but also in carrying abroad the ashes

after the burning is over: the fire should be

applied when the wind is in the direction of

the furrows, and be commenced on the wind-
ward side of the field.

Paring is generally pnrfjrmed by hand,

with what is called the breast plough, but there

is no doubt the work could b^ done most effi-

ciently by " Prouty's sod plough," if the irons

were kept sharp by frequent grinding. This
would be an immense savin? of expense and
time, which is of far more importance. Lands
which are overrun with the wild onion, are

effectually cleared of this pest by paring and

burning, and the best and easiest method of

cleaning the corners of fields, which hive be-

come overgrown with weeds and bushes, and

tiie lands adjoining old fences, &c., is to pare

them, if it he only with the spade and mat-

tock, build the sods into large heaps, with a

little brushwood in the centre, and fire them,

leaving them to slow combustion. The ashes

will pay the cost of labor ten times over, but

they must not be left too long exposed after the

fire is extintjuished, as the alkali which they

contain is quickly washed away by rains.

When I am on the wharves of the city, and

see the very small loads of leached ashes

which are carried away by barge loads for

manure, I feel inclined to remind the pur-
chasers that, with half the expense, they
could make ton times the quantity, by gather-

ing up the rubbish around their houses and
setting fire to it; thus saving the cost and la-

bor of cartage also, a serious item at busy sea-

Isons, and adding greatly to the neatness and
respectable appearance of tiieir homestead.

J. R. G.
Uiick's County, June 1st, 1839.

Iiiflneuce of the Stock on tbe Graft*

To llio Eililor of the Fanners' Cabi not.

Sir,—[n my paper on this subject inserted

in Cabinet, No. 10, page 311, I state in fa-

vor of the position (argument 10) that [ had
read in some British publication, of " the or-

ange grafted upon the pomegranate at Malta,
giving fruit wliich was red inside." This sup-

posed fact was repeated tome ten years since
by a commercial friend who had resided at

Malta for some time, and I stated it to Mr.
Loudon, of London, editor and author of many
useful publications on agriculture and horti-

culture, who declared the circumstance im-
possible, by reason of the two trees being of
different genera.* As I deemed it important
to ascertain the truth on the .subject, I re-

quested Mr. Winthrop Andrevvs, Consul of
the United States at Malta, to inquire into the
subject, and T am pleased to state that he has
been enabled to dispel all doubt on it, by a com-
munication dated July 12, 1838, from Professor

Terafa, of the University of Malta, and author
of some works on Botany. This gentleman,
after noticing the general prevalence of the

error in question, says "our blood or red
colored orange is nothing more than a species

of our common orange, as botanically called
' citrus aurantium,' derived from a tree acci-

dentally planted in earth abounding in oxyde
of iron, which, in a part of the island is not
uncommon, and the same being afterwards
propagated by grafting, served to preserve the
variety of the species, while it has not the
power to chantre its nature."

The general prevalence of the error may
be known from a fact mentioned to me by Mr.
Andrews, " that in three publications which
recently came under his observation, two in

Italian and one in English, the authors have
entertained the same opinion on the sub-

ject in question, the origin of which is now
satisfactorily explained.

The weight which I wished to attach to the
supposed botanical anomaly (in argument 10)
must now be given up, but I think enough
more are adduced of undoubted authority to

* I was aware of the objection which, for the reason
stated above, might be made against the alleged fact,
and quoted two analnijotis facts from the correspon-
dence of Linnxus, published by Sir James Edward
Smyth.
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prove the influence of the stock on the graft,

and its frnif.

It was Brydone of England, in his very

pleasant book of "Travels through Sicily and

Malta," published so long since as the year

1771, that first gave currency to the vulgar

belief of the Maltese of the red flesh of the

orange being the result of that tree being

ingrafted on the pomegranate stock, but it is

veTy probable that, with the majority of man-

kind, who cannot seethe refutation of the er-

ror, it will maintain its ground, like the pre-

valent one in the U. States, respecting the

flowering of the American Aloes only once in

an hundred years.

May 25, 1839. JAMES MEASE.

Tlie Power of FascisiatioM.

To the Editor of the Farmors' Caljinet.

Sir,—Every one has heard of the fascina-

ting power of the snake, how that he can

draw, even to his murderous fangs, the small

birds and animals which happen to be within

reach of this wonderful influence, maugre all

their attempts to escape ; an invisible power

seems forcing them irresistibly forward, to

certain destruction, with frightful cries and

convulsions, while their enemy has only

to lie still, with its eye fixed upon them, un-

til they approach within striking distance,

when their doom is sealed.

Allow me, Mr. Editor, to relate a circum-

stance which lately took place under my own
eye, assuring you of the truth of what I am
about to say, in every particular.

I was walking, as my custom is, over my
fields one evening, to see that all was safe for

the nighr, when I was struck with the cries

of some animal in the adjoining enclosure,

and on looking over the fence, I saw a small

rabbit, crawling, or rather tumbling over in a

circle, towards some bushes not far distant,

as though he had been wounded. In a mo-

ment after, I saw a weazel creep from a bush,

and erecting his head, fasten his eyes on the

poor animal, and follow very leisurely in his

steps; at length the rabbit approached by cir-

cles the bushes, into which he, by the great-

est exertion, entered, and I thought that he

had then made his escape, when immediately

the weazel stopped, and darting his eyes to

the place where the rabbit had entered,

seemed to await the result—a moment after,

the poor victim returned, crying and strug-

gling mo.st violently, but still nearing its ene-

my at every evolution, until it liad at length

approached so near, that, at a bound the crea-

ture sprang upon him, and soon stifled his

cries ! For a moment I was fixed to the spot

with a sort ofawe, but determining at length to

balk the scoundrel of his supper, I went qui-

etly round the corner of the fence, and had

approached so near as to see that he had fas-

tened himself to the throat of the rabbit, be-

fore he perceived me, but the instant he did

so, he escaped by a single leap into the bushes,

leaving his victim stretched upon the ground
to appearance quite dead; on my nearer ap-

proach, however, he started up, and darted

across the field in an opposite direction with
the quickness of an arrow, as though nothing
had happened, although he was in full view
for the space of some hundred yards! The
spell was broken, and nature had recovered
her powers.

Returning 1o my house, I met a neighbor
to whom I related what I had seen. "Ah !"

said he, " then you lost your rabbit !" He told

me it was by no means an uncommon occur-

rence, " but," added he, " I never knew the

weasel to make a mistake, or I either, for 1

always waits until he has finished his business,

and then I gets the rabbit." J. C. R.
Philadflpliia County.

ISciss Matting.
At any time when basswood bark will peel

freely, it may be removed and prepared for

matting and strings. Every farmer would
find it useful for various purposes of tieing,

but it is especially useful to all cultivators of

plants and trees, in fastening young trees to

stakes, tieing up straggling plants and shrubs,

for ligatures in budding, &c. To prepare it

properly, strip ofi^ the fresh bark, cut it up in

lengths of about ten feet, and immerse it im-

mediately in water, taking care that every
part is covered by laying large stones upon it.

In four or five weeks, the successive layers

which form the inner bark will be completely

separated and will tiill apart when lifted from
the water. They are then readily stripped

from the outer or rough bark, and laid aside

to dry tl>r use. fhis is better and much easier

than to shave the rough bark from the inner

portion before soaking. When intended for

weaving into mats, it is cut into narrow strips

as soon as taken from the tree, as it is dini-

cult to separate it into shreds of uniform width
afterwards. If the bark is suffered to become
dry after taken from the tree, no length of

soaking, nor even boiling, can separate the

lauiin;o. It should in no case be suffered to

remain too long in water, for as soon as the

bark separates it commences rotting, and in a

short time would be too weak for useful pur-

poses. If this precaution is observed, we may
obtain the material in a mucii superior state

to any we get in Europe.

—

Gc7icsce Farmer.

The oflener carpets are shaken, the longer

thev last, as the particles of dirt and sand

which collect upon them grind tiie threads.—

Sweeping also wears them.
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Cotton Statistics.

A very interest! ngf article on tlie subject

of cotton was published in one of the early

numbers of the United States Magazine, in

which it is, very correctly we think, refi^arded

in a physical nature, as our most important

national interest. It is the great staple on

which our vast foreign commerce mainly de-

pends. "This," says the writer, "affords

the rich mine from which we draw the means

of paying for the enormous quantity of the

productions of foreign art, now necessary [in

consequence of improper indulgence] to tiie

daily comfort of all classes of our population.*

If the Englisli s^/rt?i?'??i,'-Jc«7iy is the sceptre

with which the Island Queen rules the world

with an undisputed sway of commercial as-

cendency, the American saw-gin-f is an in-

strument of power upon which the other is

itself almost wholly dependent for its ability

to maintain that magnificent dominion."

A writer, over the signature of " Cotton

Plant," in the Southern Cultivator, furnishes

the following contributions to the statistics

of this staple production, gathered, mainly, it

will be seen, from the valuable letter of the

Secretary of the Treasury, a document evinc-

ing the most laborious research, and replete

with interest and information. He says :

—

" First, (to begin at the beginning,) the

word itself is said to be of Arabic origin. The
plant which produces the down, called "cot-

ton," is of three or four general varieties

—

the tree or shrub, the annual, herbaceous,

&c. The kinds chiefly cultivated now, and
especially in the United States, are the lat-

ter. The Sea Island cotton is grown to some
extent in Georgia, South Carolina, and

Florida.
" It is difficult to trace back with accuracy

the earliest cultivation of cotton. It is found

indigenous in Soutli America and in parts of

Africa; and the chief clothing of the inhabi-

tants of South America and Mexico, was of

cotton when the continent was first disco-

vered by the Spaniards. It was probably

grown and used largely in Arabia, India,

America and Africa, by the ancients. In

China, its cultivation began in the 13th cen-

* Favored as we are with a varied climate, we can.

and we ou»ht, as a nation, to raise all tliat is necessa-

ry to our comfort and i:o!iv:Miionce.

t Invented by Eli Wliiiiu'v, a native of Massachu-
wetts, who settled in Georgi.i iu the year 1792, as a
private family tutor.

tury, for the purposes of manufacture, though
previously raised in gardens for ornament.
In the West Indies, cotton was grown first

in 177G, at St. Domingo, but earlier in other
islands. It was fir.st planted or cultivated in

Brazil, in 1781, for e.vportation. In 178G,
cotton was first grown in the United States,

and the first exportation, of wliich we have
any account, was in the year 1770, of foreign

growth, when five bales or bags were ex-

ported. The first exportation of native

growth took place in 17'.U.

"At this time, all the foreign exports in

the world are supposed not to exceed five

hundred and lifty millions of pounds. Of this,

the United States now export about four hun-
dred millions. The largest portion of the

residue is from the remotest parts of Asia,

very little of it coming to Europe. To pro-

duce the present crop of the United States,

about two millions of acresare in cultivation,

and about four hundred thousand field hands

employed. To raise the whole amount of

cotton exported in the world, it would require

the cultivation of five hundred thousand acres

more of cotton land, and the employment of

one hundred thousand more laborers. The
following views of the present Secretary of

the Treasury are not without interest and in-

struction :

" ' But supposing that Asia, from her dis-

tance and habits, continues to use chiefly her

own raw cotton, that the increase of popula-

tion in the United States should continue

much as heretofore, and that the countries in

Europe and elsewhere, now supplied with

cotton manufactures made chiefly from our

crops, should increase in population, or in the

use of cotton, as fast as the United States

does in population alone, and there would be

required to supply the increased annual de-

mand only about twenty-one millions of

pounds more of raw cotton, or the product in

the United States of less than seventy thou-

sand acres more each year. This has been

nearly our average increase of crops for the

la-ot ten years. It has required about eleven

thousand more field laborers a year, or only

one fortieth the annual increase of our whole

population. But we probably have now, not

in cultivation, more acres of land suitable for

cotton than would be sufficient to raise all

the cotton grown in the world. Hence, it

must be obvious that tliere is good cotton

land enough in the United States, at low
prices, easily to grow, not only all the cot-

ton wanted for foreign export in the world,

but to supply the increased demand for it,

probably for ages.
" ' The only preventive of which there is

much likelihood, seems to be in the augment-
ed price of sucli labor as is usually devoted

to this culture ; so that it may not be possible
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to raise the crop at so low a rate as to keep
possession of the European market against all

competition.

"
' In getting possession of that market so

fully and rapidly heretofore, the United States

have been much aided by the good quality of

their cotton, the low price of land, and the

g'reat improvements of cleaning cotton by
Whitney's cotton gin, since 179.'i One per-

son is able to perform in a day the work of

one thousand without it. Besides tliese advan-

tages, the unusual industry and enterprize of

our population, and its freedom from ta.xntion,

compared with the people of most other coim-

tries, and the wide extent of our commerce,
liave promoted our unprecedented progress.'

"

The capital employed in the cultivation of

cotton in the United States, is estimated at

nine hundred and eighteen millions of dollars.

It includes two millions of acres of land de-

voted to the culture ofcotton, at twenty dollars

per acre ; three hundred and forty thousand

field hands, with the lands, stock and labor ne-

cessary to maintain them, &c. &c. The esti-

mate of the number of laborers is based upon

the supposition of one field laborer, to every

six acres of cotton.—Some however think that

as many as five hundred and fifty thousand

hands are employed ; but all, not constantly, in

the cotton culture.

The quantity, says the authority first

quoted, exported in 1790, was four hundred

thousand ; in 1791, two hundred thousand ; and

in 1792, one hundred and fifty thousand

pounds. Its diminution even in the last two

named years, furnishing even in the absence

of all other testimony the most conclusive

evidence of the difficulty of preparing the

commodity for market, to which we have ad-

verted. In 1795, after the saw-gin had be-

gun to operate to a considerable extent, the

export was six millions two hundred and fifty

thousand pounds. From this period, the ex-

portation has gradually increased to its pres-

ent extent—being in the year 1835, the last

year stated by Secretary Woodbury, three

hundred and tnirty-six millions five hundred

thousand pounds. From other authentic

sources we have ascertained that the exports

.of 1836, was upwards of four hundred and

twenty three millions of pounds. The whole

of the exportation of cotton from the United

States, during the first three years before

stated, (1790-1-2) would hardly suffice for

the cargo of a single ship of the size now
usually employed in freighting it to Europe

;

while, in 18;5<J, if we add to the quantity ex-

ported, that used in the middle states for do-

mestic purposes and our extensive manufac-

turers, which cannot be fairly estimated at

less than one hundred and twenty-five millions

of pounds, the aggregate would not fall far

short of enough to freight a thousand such

ships. Such a v/onderful increase, in the

production of a single article, within so short

a period, cannot fail to fill the mind with as-

tonishment.

The same writer in his excellent and in-

structive essay in the Review, speaking of

the wonderful results of the saw-gin, says

—

" It was not, as has been the case with so

many of the most valuable discoveries, the

offspring of a lucky accident, but was the re-

sult of the systematic application of earnest

thought and powerful, mechanical genius.

—

When it was originally put in motion, it was

precisely identical in principle and operation

with those now employed throughout the

southern and south-western states. For the

sake of the credit of tiiose states which have

derived almost incalculable wealth from his

simple and ingenious invention, we wish it

was in our power to say that a fit reward had

been bestowed upon

—

Eli Whitney !''

Farmers' IVork for August.
ON THE FARM.

The harvest having been secured, the farm-

er must turn his attention to getting- out his

grain, and if the prices are equal to his ex-

pectations, let him take it to market without

delay ; if tiiey are not, and he has well

grounded hopes of their improving, let him
carefully put his grain awny in his barn. But
before he conies to the determination to do

so, and thereby subject it to tlie depredations

of rats and other grain-eatinfrverniin. let him
recollect that he who gets his grain early to

market, most generally rinds a good price and

ready sale.

Jf his turneps are not in, the farmer should

not delay a day longer, but go to work and

sow them ; not forcetting to be carefu! in ob-

taining fiood seed ; for without they are fresh,

true, and of the right kinds, disappointment
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will ensue; and in sowingr, let him be liberal

to his stock.

If he desires to succeed in his wheat and
rye crops, it is time the fanner was bestirrinfr

himself in procuring ^oo^/ seed wheat and seed
rye. Change of seed every few years is abio-
Iiitely necessay to secure fair returns : and ob-
servant agriculturists say, that, if possible,

when you do change your seed, you should, in

thiscountry, prefergetting it northward ofyour
own locality, and we can believe this the more
readily because we were assured by a wealthy
planter and farmer, from Georgia, a few weeks
since, that the seed rye which he procured
from this market yielded him a third more
than that he obtained at home.
The late potatoes should be attended to,

and time would be well spent in making the
young bread eaters on the farm pull up all

weeds going to seed, and put them on the
dung heap, lakinsr care to cover them over
with earth. Turn the young pigs into your
orchards to eat up the fallen apples, and with
them they will destroy the breeders of my-
riads of those insects which every sprino-

blights the hopes of the husbandman, and de°
spoil him of his fair proportions of fruit.

If the farmer intends seeding his winter
grain in his corn-field, it is time he was pre-
paring himself, if possible, with a top-dress-

ing of ashes. If he should turn in a clover
lay for that purpose, the addition of a little

lime or ashes would do no harm,

—

Farmer cj*

Gardener.

True Phllosophj'—The two Farmers.
Two Farmers, who were neighbors, had

their crops of early peas killed by the frost.

One of them came to condole with the other
on their misfortune. "Ah !" cried he, " how
unfortunate we have been, neighbor! I have
done nothing but fret ever since. But bless

me ! you seem to have a fine healthy crop com-
ing up just now : what are these ]" "These,"
said the other, " why these are what I sowed
immediately after my loss." " What, coming
up already ]" cried the fretter. " Yes ; while
you were fretting I was working." " What

!

and don't you fret when you have a loss"!"

—

" Yes, but I always put it off until I have re-

paired the mischief." " Why then you've no
need to fret at all." " True," replied the in-

dustrious gardener, "and that is the very rea-

son ; in truth, it is very pleasnnt to have no
longer reason to think of misfortunes ; and it

is astonishing how many might be repaired

by a little alacrity and energy,"

The successful farmer will always drive his

work; or at any rate he will never sufl^er his

work to drive him. He will also always pre-

fer to cultivate well instead ofcultivatingmuc^.

Top Drcgsine; of Grass Lands.

Althouirh, as a general rule, manure applied
as a top dressing is in some measure wasted
by sun and air, and given to the winds and
waters, still in many cases it will be expedi-
ent to apply it to the top of the soil instead
of ploughing it under. Sometimes it is in-
convenient to plough grass land which may
need manure. The soil may be wet and rocky,
or otherwise unfit for the plough. In such
cases mowing land should, once in two or three
years, have a top dressing ofsome manure suit-
able to the soil. Plaster of paris is a good top
dressing on some grounds and for some plants

;

and in some cases it has no perceptible effect.
Mr. Candolle, a French writer, observes that
plaster acting or operating chiefly on the ab-
sorbent system of plants, its effects are not like
those of manure buried in the soil, which set
principally on the roots. The latter, according
to their parlicular nature, divide, soften, en-
rich, warm or stiffen the soils with which they
are mixed. The quantity of plaster spread on
lands isso trifling that it can have little effect on
the soil. I speak from experience. " Plaster
buried in the earth where sainfoin has been
sown, has produced no visible alteration;
whilst the same quantity of plaster spread
over the same surface of sainfoin, has pro-
duced the most beautiful vegetation." The
same writer agrees with other agricul-
turists in opinion that plaster operates on
plants in a direct ratio to the size and num-
ber of their leave.s.

There is a difference of opinion among ag-
riculturists with regard to the season at which
manure should be applied to mowing ground.
Loudon says, " In the county of Alid^dlesex,
where almost all the grass lands are preserved
for hay, the manure Is invariably laid on in
October, while the land is sufficiently dry to
bear driving of loaded carts, and when the
heat of the day is so moderated as not to ex-
hale the volatile parts of the mass. Others
prefer applying it immediately after haying
time, from f*bout the middle of .lulv to the
end of August, which is said to be the ?ood
old time, and if that season be inconvenient,
at any time from the beginning of February
to the end of April."

Lnrinn says, " If dung be used for top
dressing, it should be applied soon after the
first cropof erass has been mown; and before
the manure has suffered any material loss
by fermentation. The grasses should be
suffered to grow till they form a close shade.
Af\er this they may be pastured

; provided a
good covering for them be preserved. This
will prevent much exhalation; it will also
keep the soil much more open to receive the
juices of the manure. As water does not
pass off 90 freely through a close pile ofgrass,
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much of the coarser particles of the washings

from the manure will be arrested in their pro-

gress through it, and much more of the flu-

ids from the dung will sink into the soil. The
close covering also greatly favors the decom-
position of the litter, and by keeping it flexi-

ble causes it to sink farther into the soil and lie

much closer to it. Therefore but little if any
of it will be found in the way of mowing the

ensuing crop of grass, or of making it into

hay
;
provided the manure be evenly spread

ever the ground. But as the want of a sec-

ond cropof hay, and other circumstances, may
prevent the cultivator from hauling the dung
at the proper time, he may haul and spread *

any time before the frost sets in ; but not with
the same advantage. Still if care be taken
in raking up the hay of the ensuing crop, but
little of the litter will appear among it.

Cattle Breeder's Certificate.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet.

Sir,—T beg to hand you an original certi-

ficate, obtained from a farmer in the Island

of Jersey (England.) It is one of thirty-se-

ven, which I received, at the time, as guaran-
ty for that number of cows and bulls which
I purchased for an estate in Wales; affirming
that they were of the pure, unadulterated
breed of that island. This certificate would
have appeared at p. 182, vol. II I., of the Cabi-
net, but was, at that time mislaid : it is now for-

warded with the idea that it might be inter-

esting to some of your readers, and as fur-

nishing a proof of the truth of what is there
related. J. P.

June 16th, 1839.

COPY.

ISLE DE JERSEY.
Pardevant un des Magistrals de )

la Cour Royale de cette Isle.
\

< A comparupersonnellementM Jean
Le Gros de la Paroisse de St. Marie en
cette isle, 1 quel declare par Serment
avoir vendu a M James Pedder une
jenisse de son cru, de couleur rouse
et blanche agee d'un an.

Jean Lb Gros.

Jure devant Nous, ;

ce 4 jour rl aou 1823.
j

Ph. Marett.

Maxims of the Romans on the subject of
Farming.—1. He is a thriftless farmer who
buys any thing which his farm can produce.

2. He is no husbandman who does any work

in the day time, that can be done in the night,

except in stormy weather.

3. He is the worst of all who, in a clear sky,

works within doors, rather than in the field.

The Grape-Vine,

This is a most delicious fruit, easily culti-

vated, and repays the trouble and expense at-

tending it—ten-fold. A grape-vine, of the

choicest variety, should be an indispensable

appendage to every farmer's garden. The
grape is, by most persons, preferred to all

other fruits for the table. In addition to this,

it makes an excellent preserve, and thousands

of our fair readers, no doubt, will cheerfully

certify to the superior excellence of grape-

jelly, an article in high repute wherever it

is used, provided it is properly made.

Our climate is well adapted to the growth

of the grape—it flourishes well among us

—

and not only the native, but also the imported

varieties, witness a rapid and vigorous growth,

producing fruit most abundantly, full, per-

fect, and of superior quality. That American

grapes are capable of being made into a wine

equal to the imported, with the exception of

the Maderia, and perhaps one or two others

that might be named, we have no doubt. The

manufacture of wine from the native grape,

is carried on to some extent in a few ot our

southern states, (see Cabinet, vol. ii., page

238,) and with considerable profit. The wine

thus manufactured is pronounced by gentle-

men who are said to be competent judges, as

being very superior. Now we do not think

it necessary, either to the comfort or pros-

perity of the nation, or of the individuals com-

posing it, that the manufacture of wine should

be introduced and carried on to any very

great extent. But, if it is necessary for us

to have wines in quantity, it is certainly much

better for us to manufacture them ourselves,

(and then we may be certain that we have

the pure juice of the grape) than to import

foreign wines. By reference to official

documents, we find that the value of wines

imported into the United States for the year

1837, amounted iofoxir millions one hundred

and Jive thousand seven hundred and forty-

one dollars !!! Two hundred thousand dol-

lars would supply this country yearly, with

all the wine necessary for medical purposes

and the arts—a very small portion, indeed,

of the imported wines are consumed by our
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farmers—they never have been, and we hope

they never will be. If it is necessary for

them to have wine, they can, with very little

pains and care, have it of their own native

growth and manufacture—the pure juice of

the grape—without adulteration or admix-

ture of alcoiiol. We caimot conceive wliy

domestic wines are not preferred to foreign

wines, ifof supposed equal quality. It strikes

us that they must be preferred by the real

friends of the country—by those who are op-

posed to the importation of any article that

can be readily produced among ourselves.

Wine is an article of lujcury—in very few

cases is it necessary to our comfort, and they

are principally cases of sickness and debility.

The importation of foreign wines draws from

our country millions of dollars every year

—

while their consumption does not benefit the

national interest a copper. The substitution

oi native wines would open a new branch of

domestic industry—give employment to num-

bers of persons who are not able to perform

laborious work—bring many acres of land

now lying waste, under cultivation—and

retain millions of money within our own

country to the benefit of individuals and the

nation.

The editor of the Southern Cultivator, in

recommending the cultivation of the grape,

publishes a synopsis of M. Cavoleau, on the

vineyards and wine manufactures of France.

As it may be interesting to some of our read-

ers, we give it below.

"According to the estimates of M. Cavo-
leau, who obtained a prize given by the in-

stitute for an elaborate work on the vineyards

and vines of France, the quantity of vineyard-

land in 1806 was about 4,142,600 English

acres, and in 1827 about 4,26.5,000 acres.

The calculations of the French Statistical

Society show that in 1788 the number of

acres in cultivation was .3,988,800 acres, and
in 1829 about 5,104,000 acres. The vine-

growers estimate the increase of vineyards

since 1788 at 28 per cent

" France is divided, for fiscal purpose?, into

76 wine-districts, in the same way that Eng
land is sub-divided by the board of excise in-

to districts termed ' collections.' The total

superfices of France is not quite .>'3,000,000

hectares, the uncultivated lands amounting to

nearly one-eighth of the whole. More than

one-thirtieth part of France, including the
waste lands, is cultivated in vineyards: this is

equivalent to about a seventh part of Eng-
land. If the counties of Hcdford, Bucking-
ham, Berks, Ilortfoni, Huntingdon, Middle-
sex, Oxford, Rutland, Surrey, Westmore-
land, and Worcester, England, wore entirely

covered with vineyards, the vineyards of
France would exceed them in extent by 'Alb

square miles. The distunce from Eondon to

York is 196 miles; and if the land on each
side of the road produced vines, instead

of grain and food for cattle, each side of the

road to the extent of the above sixteen miles
must be appropriated to this purpose in order

to equal the breadth of land in France which
is devoted to the vine ; or, in other words, a
tract of country nearly 200 miles long and
33 broad.

M. Cavoleau estimated the value of the an-

nual produce of the vineyards at £21,615,-
572; the Statistical Society at £28.040,000,
and in 1788 at only £28,200,000.

M. Cavoleau is of opinion that the quanti-

ty of wine produced in a year is 812,808,040
gallons, or about 200 gallons an acre. The
estimate of the Statistical Society is 998,-

932,900 gallon?, worth on an average 6|d.

per gallon; and the production of 1778 is es-

timated at about 610,750,000 gallons.

The wine-growers are supposed to be
1,800,000 in number.
A commission which was instituted a few

years ago to examine into the operation of

the tax on wine, which amounts to about

£2,900,000 per annum, assumed the total

produce to be 924,000,000 gallons, and calcu-

lated by approximation the manner in which
it was disposed of. They estimated that there

was

—

Oallons

198,000,000
34 1,080,000

91,344,000

44,000,000
24..5:!0,l>00

1 1,000,000

308,000,0<W
105,400,000

Consumed by the proprietors, not being
subject tn the duty

Employed in the manufacture of brandy
Loss and waste among the growers
Loss in conveyance, and in the hands of
dealers

Exported
For tlie manufacture of vinegar,
Diuy recovered on consumption is

And tlie fraudulent consumption is

The loss by evaporation was calculated at

12 per cent, per annum on the small, and 5
per cent, on the large casks.

The total average export of wine is about
22,0()0,(M)0 gallons, of an average value of
nearly £2,000,000.

The district in which the production of
wine is carried on to the largest extent, and
where the cultivation of the vine is the most
advanced, and the qualities of the wine of the

highest order, is the department of the Gir-
onde. The superfices of the Gironde is

2,.500,000 acres, and the extent of vineyards
is equal to 350,000 English acres. The
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average produce is between 50,000,000 and

60,000,000 gallons, five-eighths of which are

red, and three-eighths white wine, the whole,

or nearly so, being suited to foreign demand.
In very favorable years the production will

amount to 75,000,000 gallons."

Ef^i^ays on Agriculture.—No. V.

BY JOSEPH CLOUD.

Having noticed the effects produced by the

process used in the preparation of calcium for

its application and usefulness in agriculture,

it becomes necessary, in order to understand
its mode of operation, to have a distinct view
of the important properties of calcium in the

different states in which it presents itself.

—

1st. x^s a carbonate. 2d. Hydrate. 3d. Su-
per carbonate. Carbonate of calcium is

nearly insoluble in water. The hydrate is

very soluble ; it soon, however, combines with
carbonic acid, thereby loosing its solubility

;

but as it arrives at the state of super-carbo-

nate the solubility is permanently restored.

—

As carbonic acid is of such vast importance
in agriculture, and so intimately connected
with what may be said on the operations of

calcium and the food of plants, it may be
proper to notice its constituents before enter-

ing into their consideration.

Carbonic acid, at the common temperature
and pressure of the atmosphere, is a colorless,

inodorous, and elastic fluid. It is a compound
formed by a chemical union of oxygen gas,

one of the constituents of the atmosphere
;

and carbon, the woody parts of vegetables, ei-

ther by combustion or putrefaction. Calcium
is usually employed in agriculture in the state

of hydrates—spread on the surface of the

ground, where it is either suffered to remain
as top dressing, or mixed with the earth by
the plough or harrow. Whichever way it

may be used the same important effect, that

of combining with carbonic acid, will neces-

sarily be the result. Mixing it with the other

earths may however serve to aid in the im-
provement of the texture of the soil by ren-

dering it more or less retentive of moisture.

Its chief importance abstractly from being one
of the necessary constituent of the food of

vegetables, is that of its strong attraction for

carbonic acid ; consequently combining with

euch as may be produced by the decomposition

(which it serves topromote)of the putrescent

matter in the earth. It also attracts a consid-

erable quantity from the atmosphere. By this

double operation it treasures up a quantity of

carbonic acid until it becomes a super carbo-

nate, in which state of solubility it is pre-

pared to furnish the two great essentials of

vegetable food—carbon anil calcium. It may
here be proper to notice the effects produced

by the excessive use of calcium. Every prac-

tical farmer is doubtlessly acquainted with
the sterility produced by throwing quantities

of oxyde of calcium in heaps, and suffering it

to remain until its combination with water
reduces it to the state of hydrate and conse-

quently soluble. A portion of the solution

becomes absorbed by the earth, and although
the undesolved hydrate may be removed, the
spots on which it was deposited will remain
destitute of vegetation for a longer or shorter

period in proportion to the quantity of hydrate

of calcium absorbed, and the quantity of car-

bonic acid required to change it to a state of

super carbonate. During the period of un-

productiveness produced by the strong affinity

existing between the hydrate of calcium and
carbonic acid, no food can be prepared to sup-

port vegetation. Hence it appears that an
excessive use of calcium will prove pernicious

for some time, for the reason suggested, that

of requiring more carbonic acid than the pu-

trescent matter in the soil, to which it is ap-

plied, is equal to furnish. The diversity of

opinion that prevails respecting the quantity

of calcium that can be advantageously used,

renders it desirable that something like a
reasonable standard .should be introduced to

prevent a useless waste of capital in its ex-

cessive use, which there is reason to believe is

sometimes the case. Unfortunately, however,

we are not in possession of sufficiently conclu-

sive practical facts from which to form an opin-

ion. The observations and experiments on this

important subject seem rather to have been di-

rected to ascertain the quantity of calcium that

certain soils would bear without materially

injuring vegetation, than to determine the

quantity necessary to render soils most pro-

ductive at the least expense. The results

have however established the important prac-

tical fact, that the quantity will be governed

by the amount of putrescent matter existing

in the soil on which it may have been used.

These results naturally lead to the conclusion

that soils containing the most putrescent mat-

ter will bear the most calcium without injury.

Oraiii measure.
Persons who cannot conveniently procure a

half bushel—a peck measure, &c. of the or-

dinary construction, may make light square

boxes, that will answer for the present pur-

pose very well.

l.st. A box that wi'l measure inside 10^
inches square, and the .same in depth, will hold

half a bushel, and only a table spoonful

over.

2d. A box that will measure within 8 inches

.square and 8 4-10 inches in depth, will hold a

peck.

3d. A box measuring within 6i inches

square, and 6 3-8 inches in depth, will hold four

quarts grain measure.
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Agricultural Papers.
In order to accommodate our friends, and aid as far

88 possible the ditiusion of Ai,'riciiltural knowledge,

sulisciiptions will bo recoivcd at the office of tlie

Fanners' Cabinet for the following agricultural works

;

1. The Cnltivator, published monthly at Al-

bany, price one dollar per year. We can supply this

excellent work from the commencement in bound
volumes.

2. The Genesee Farmer, Rochester, N. V.,

weekly; two dollars.

,^. The Monthly Genesee Farmer, fifty cents.

4. The MnUic Farmer, Winilirop, weekly;
two dollars.

5. The Fnrmer.s' Monthly Visitor, Concord,
N. n., monthly ; seventy-live cents.

0. Journal o^" the American Silk Society,
Baltimore, mouti I' ; two dollars.

7. The Farmers' Register, Petersburg, Va.,

monthly ; hve dollars.

8. Boston Cultivator, weekly, newspaper form;
two dollars.

A brief notice of the preceding works may be found

at page 357, vol. iii.. Farmers' Cabinet.

9. The American Farmer, New Series,

Baltimore, John S. Skinner, Esq., Editor,

v.eekly, 8 pages, quarto, at two dollars and
fifty cents per year in advance. To Mr.

Skinner belonjvs tiie hit^h honor of having es-

tablished the first agricultural newspaper in

the United States—probably the first in any
country— under the name of the American
Farmer. The first number was issued April

2, 1819. It was conducted for a number of

years, with great ability, by Mr. S., assisted

l)y a number of active and intelligent corres-

pondents. The beneficial efi^ects of the

American Farmer were soon visible in the

increased attention paid to agriculture by its

readers— it rose rapidly in public estimation,

and very soon became the official organ of

many of the agricultural societies that sprung

into existence about that period, many of I

which still flourish. We believe that it isj

seven or eight years since Mr. Skinner dis-

posed of his interest in the Farmer. It passed
j

into other hands; the title was changed to

that of the " F.\rmer and Gardener," and

E. P. Roberts, Esq., a gentleman well quali-

fied, in every respect, was selected as its edi-

tor. Under its new name and new editor, it

has run a course of usefulness for several years.

I\Ir. Roberts, engaged in a calling more pro-

fitable than that of editing a newspaper, re-

tires from the establishment; and its old

foundei, after having served his country

faithfully as a public officer for many years,

returns to his old and more pleasant vocation,

with all that energy which distinguished his

efforts in behalf of agriculture, twenty years

ago. The old name—tiiat of American Farm-
er— is resumed.

[The Editor of the Farmer, and his son, T.

B. Skinner, otYer their services to the agri-

cultural community as agents for the sale or

purchase of Real Estate, Domestic Animals

of improved breeds. Garden and Field Seeds,

and Seed CJrain of the best kinds and quality,

Agricultural Iniplemnnts, Fruit Trees and

iMoru.s Multicaulis Trees, Silk worm P^^ggs,

machinery, and all things connected with the

silk culture.]
10. The Franklin Farmer,- puhlished

weekly, b pages quarto, at Frankford, Ky.,

two dollars per annum in advance. The
Farmer is conducted by T. B. Stevenson,

under the superintendence of the Kentucky
State Agricultural Society. It is a good
paper; and our Kentucky brethonwill not be

true to their own interests if they do not give

it a liberal support. We should think it a

very desirable paper for the stock farmer.

n. The Southern Cultivator, puhlished
at Columbia, Tenn., semi-monthly, on a

double medium sheet, each number contain-

ing eight pages. Price two dollars per year.

The Cultivator has been published about six

months under the editorial direction of David
Clayton. It is a useful paper, well conduct-

ed, and worthy of support, which we doubt

not it will receive. We are gratified to find

that the right spirit on the subject of agricul-

tural improvement is abroad in Tennessee and

Kentucky ; and as the energetic citizens of

those states never do things by halves, we
may reasonably expect that whatever they

undertake to do, hi so important a subject as

that of agriculture, will be well done. State

Conventions have been held, many county

societies throughout both states have been

formed, and many more are in the incipient

stages of organization. These systematized

efforts may, we think, be traced to the influ-

ence of the agricultural press—and especial-

ly to the Tennessee Farmer, published at

Jonesville, the Franklin Farmer and the

Southern Cultivator.

Vi. The Rural Iiihrary, conilucted hy
S. Fleet, former editor of the N. York Farm-
er. Monthly, 40 pages large octavo ; three

dollars per year. Office 79 Barclay street.

New York. The design of the editor is to

fiirnish in a cheap form, "publications of

standard works, entire, compiled, abridged,

and original, on agriculture, gardening, and
domestic economy." The Rural Library

commends itself strongly to the patronage of

the friends of agriculture. A number of for-

eign works of great merit will be repub-

lished in the Library, and thereby afforded to

purchasers at about half the price it would
cost to import them. [The first volume is

complete, and may be obtained at our office.]

0:5^ We will receive subscriptions for any
of the Agricultural Publications of the coun-

try, not named above, provided the publishers

thereof desire us to act as agents for their

respective works.
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Tbc IVortlicrn Shepherd.

We are indebted to Dr. E. Holmes, Cor-

responding Secretary of the Kennebec county

Agricultural Society of the State of Maine,

for a copy of the " Northern Shepherd,^''

being a report of a Committee to said Agri-

cultural Society, on Sheep. It is divided in-

to three parts—The Management of Sheep

—The Diseases to which they are subject

—

Miscellaneous Remarks, &c. We have been

able to give this little work as yet, only a

partial examination—but from that examina-

tion, and the knowledge we had previously

acquired of its character, we think it de-

serves the title of the Shepherffs Manual.

We shall refer to it again, and with permis-

sion, make some extracts for the benefit of

our readers.

Itlaine»lt8 Agricultural Prospects*

Maine is advancing rapidly in the high

road of agricultural improvement and pros-

perity. She possesses advantages, (all cir-

cumstances combined,) unsurpassed by any

other state, for the successful prosecution of

Cattle and Sheep Husbandry—a system,

which, if properly managed and persevered

in, will keep her soil enriched, and gradu-

ally fill the coffers of the hardy tillers of her

soil. An astonishing change has taken place

in Maine within a short time. Five or six

years since, while traveling in thai state, we

had frequent conversations with farmers and

others on the state of agriculture, which to

us appeared to be, in most places, in a lan-

guishing condition, especially so far as regard-

ed grain crops; while the grasses and roots

presented the most luxuriant appearance, and

gave ample promise of an abundant harvest

—

and we found that one opinion generally pre-

vailed, and that was, that Maine could not

grow her own bread stuff's .'.' In consequence

of this opinion but little attention was paid to

the cultivation of grain ; and the citizens of

Maine paid annually to the farmers of other

states, very nearly, if not quite, two millions

of dollars for flour, an article they could

have raised and manufactured themselves, as

the sequel has shown, thereby demonstrating

the truth of that beautiful sentiment

—

** no-

thing is impossible to a willing mind."

The committee on agriculture made a re-

port to the legislature of Maine in the spring

of 1837, in which they state the population

at five hundred thousand souls, requiring each

one pound of bread per day, or for the whole

populatron, 915,500 barrels of flour, of 200 lbs.

each, per annum. The amount of wheat

raised and manufactured into flour in the year

1836, is set down by the committee at 257,331

bi'shels, making 57,466 barrels, and leaving

a deficit of 835,034 barrels. But from this

deficiency of bread stuffs is to be deducted

636,805 bushels of corn, and 62,96.5 bushels

of rye. It was therefore apparent that by far

the greater portion of bread stuffs necessary

to supply the wants of the people of Maine,

were purchased out of the state, and of course

presented an immense drawback on the pro-

ceeds from their grazing and fattening of

stock, the lumber business and the exportation

of roots, mainly potatoes, to other states.

—

This being the case, the legislature, at the

suggestion of the committee determined to

hire the farmers to promote their own inter-

ests, by turning their attention to the cultiva-

tion of grain crops, which had been previously

almost wholly neglected, under the prevailing

opinion that neither the soil or climate of

Maine were adapted to their cultivation. The

bounty offered by the legislature was two dol-

lars to every farmer, who raised twenty bush-

els of good and well cleansed wheat, and six

cents for each additional bushel. A small

premium was also offered on 6orn. Although

the premium on grain raised in each township

was to be paid out of the township funds, it

was nevertheless considered as a sufficient in-

ducement for the farmers to address them-

selves to the work. Many engaged zealously,

from a desire to outdo their neighbors, but the

great mass were stimulated by the love of

gain, to the successful cultivation of their own

soil ; and gainers indeed they have been, al-

though, by far the greatest proportion of the

bounty was simply transferred from one pocket

of the farmer to the other. Now, with this

inducement to cultivate grain, feed them-
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selves, and no longer be dependent on their

neighbors for the "stafT of life," mark the

result. The quantity of whkat raised that

year was one million, one hdndrkd and .se-

ven THOVRAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND FORTY-

TJiNE bushel.s, for which the growers received

as a bounty cighty-scvcn thousand three hun-

dred andforty two dollars and thirty cents!

The same year one million six hundred and

THIRTY THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED AND NINETY-

SIX bushels of corn were raised, calling for a

bounty ofsij:ty-six thousarid six hundred and

twenty eight dollars and eighty cents. The

following is the state of the crops raised in

the two years of 183G—and 1833.

Wheat 2e7,:331

Corn 636,805

1838.

1,107,849

1,630,996

Total 924,136 2,738,845

Being an excess of 820,518 bushels of wheat,

and 994,191 of corn, total increase of the crop

of 1838 over 1836, one million eight hundred

and fourteen thousand seven hundred and

nine bushels, increasing the agricultural pro-

ducts of the state in a single year, to between

two and three millions of dollars! It should

be borne in mind that the above is only the

amount of grain raised on which the premium

was actually paid. It does not probably in-

clude more than two thirds of the entire pro-

duce of the stale, as many who raised large

crops of grain of the best quality did not ap-

ply for the premium, as they were satisfied

with the general results; while those who fell

below the twenty bushels were excluded.

We hope our readers will give this subject

due consideration, and that not a single farmer

will say he cannot raise a particular crop, un-

til he shall have tried it fairly.

For the Farmers' Caliinel.

The Hermit and liis Flowers.
A hermit till'da spot of ground,

The soil of which was rich, and deep,—

And in its precincts miplit be found

Earth's loveliest flow'retsr—those that creep

Up the lijrlit arbor which supports

Their fragile forms from wind and shower,

And those whose strength, unaided, courts

The changing season's every power.

There the sweet honeysuckle twined

Its leaves and flowers, a graceful wreath —
And its gay bower wiih beauty lined,

And cast a pleasant shade beneath.

There flourish'd buds of every hue

Tlic brightest rainbow could supply,

That e'er ott summer even threw

Its span of glory round the sky.

Around these plants of loveliness

The Hermit weeded well the soil,

—

His care, bcstow'd to till and dress,

Had more of pleasure than of toil.

From his fair bowers he could behold

His kitchen garden planted nigh.

Whose rank luxuriant strength of mould

Might necessary food supply:

Cut tcnipted by his flowers at hand,

—

This useful plot he little heeds,

—

Whilst the rich juices of the land

Gave vigor to its native weeds.

Spring, summer, autumn, rolls away,

Now winter's snow is on his flowers,

—

And he can see from day to day

But leafless plants, and cheerless bowers.

The heavy frosts have bound the roots

Which in the summer yield him food,

—

And there are neither leaves nor fruits.

To sate his hunger in the wood.

Now to his winter stock he turns,

Gathor'd where weeds were rank and high,—

And with a voice of woe he mourns,

Whilst gazing on his scant supply.

"Ah me !" he cried, " if half the hours

I've toil'd to deck one spot of ground

With all the fairest among flowers.

To spread perfume and beauty round ;

—

Had been on useful plants bestow'd.

To water, and to till, and weed

—

My cot had now with plenty glow'd,

And winter proved no time of need. N. E.

The Bleuse.

To the Editor of the Farmers' Cabinet.

Sir,—As the hot weather is again down
upon us, permit me to call the attention of

your readers generally, and your Farming
frirnds in particular, to the luxury of the

French Frock or " Bleuse," an account of

which may be found at p. 340 of the 2nd vol.

of the Cabinet. Any one who can make a

shirt can make them, and with about the same
labor; the requisite quantity of stuff to make
them large and loose, just six yards. To those

who have no female household (God help

them !) I would say, go to No. 14 North 6th

street, where you can .'upply yourselves with

them of all sorts and sizes. Buy two, one for

every day work, and the other for a Sunday
undre-ss, and " rest and be thankful."

Jnne 10, 1839. W. R. C.
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Agricultural Exliibilioii.

The Philadelphia Society for Promoting

Agriculture having resolved to hold an exhi-

bition and sale of live stock, agricultural im-

plements, &c. this season, the committee of

arrangement have selected Parrot's Tavern,

Rising Sun Village, on the Germantown turn-

pike, as a convenient and suitable location.

The Exhibition will take place on Tuesday

and Wednesday ihe 22d and 23d of (October

next, and the Sale on Wednesday the 23d,

conducted by Mr. Cha.rle8 J. Wolbert, a

member of the society.

The following premiums will be awarded,

subject to the rules and restrictions named

below.

HORSES.
For the best stud horse, T Sin 00
For the 2d best do 6 dO

For the 3d best do 4 00
For the best brood mare 10 00
Forthe2dbest do 6 00
For the 3d best do 4 00
For the best colt between 2 and 3 years old 6 00

For the 'Jd best do. do. do 4 00

For the best do. under 2 years old .5 00
For the 2d best do. do. 3 00

In judging of horses, particular regard will

be had to their adaptation to general use on

the farm and road ; combining strength, speed,

symmetry, and beauty of form and action.

NEAT CATTLE.
OVER TWO YEARS OLD.

For the
For the
For the
For the
For the
For the
For the
For the
For the
For the
For the
For the
For the
For the
For the
For the

best imported bull, Durham $10 00

2d best
best
2d best

best

2d best

best
2d best

For the best ox or steer raised in Pennsylvania
and litteil for slaiigliter 10 00

For the 2d best o.\ or steer raised in Pennsylva-
nia, and fitted for slaughter 5 00

An account of the manner and expense of feed-
ing to be furnished.

For the b'>»t yoke of working oxen 310 00
For the 2d best do. 5 00

N..TE.—No animal of less than three-quarters blood
will be classed as Durham.

SHEEP.
For tlie best Leicester or Lincoln buck S4 00
For the 2d best do. do 2 (iC

For the best Southdown buck 4 00
For the 2d best do 2 Oi)

For the foui best Leicester or Lincoln ewes 5 (0
For the four 2d best do. do 3 00
For tlie four best Southdown ewes 4 00
For the four 2d best do 3 00
For the four best Leicester or Lincoln lambs 5 00
For the four 2d best do. do. 3 00
For the four best Southdown Iambs .5 0(>

For tlie four 2d best do 3 00

HOGS.
For the best boar $o 00
For the 2d best boar 3 00
For the best sow .5 (lO

For the 2d best sow 3 00
For the best brood of pigs, not less than six 5 ()()

For the 2d best do. do 3 00

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.
best plough S.5 00
2d best do 3 no
best drilling machine 4 00
2d do. 2 00
best grain or grass sowing machine .t 00
2d do. do. do 3 00
best mowing or reaping do 5 00
2d best do. do. do. ' 3 00
best display of agricultural implements. .10 00

do. do 5 00
do. of other breed.. ..10 00
do. do. 5 00

do. cow, Durham 10 (.0

do. do. .T

do. do. of other breed. .. .10 on

do. do. do. ... ..5 (K)

best native bull, Durham 10 00

2d best do. do .i 00

best do. of other breed 10 Oi)

2d best do. do. .5 00

best do. cow, Durham 10 00
2d best do. do. 5 00

best do. do. of other breed 10 00

2d best do. do. do 5 (lO

For the
For the
For the
For the
For the
For the
For the
For the
For tlie

For the
For the
For the
For the

For the

2d best do. do. do. ...0 00
3d best do. do. do. ...3 00
best do. agricultural produce 10 00
2il best do. do. do fi CO
3d best do. do. do 3 00

BETWEEN ONE AND TWO YEARS.

For the best bull, Durham SO 00

For the 2d best do 4 00

For the best bull ofotliiT breed ..6 00

For the 2d best do. do. 4 00

For the best heifer, Durham 6 00

For the 2d best do. , 4 00

For the best heifer of other breed 00

For the 2d best do. do. 4 00

UNDER ONE YEAR OLD.

For the best bull calf, Durham $5 00

For the 2d best do. do 3 00

For the best do. of other breed 5 00

For the 2d best do. do. 3 00

For the best heifer calf, Durham 5 00

For the 2d best do. do 3 00

For the best do. of other breed 5 00

For the 2d best do. do. 3 00

Any newly invented agricultural implements or ap-
paratuj, will be entitled to appropriate premiums.

The judges are authorized to withhold pre-

miums where none of a class is entitled in

their opinion to distinction. And where there

is but one of a kind exhibited, or no competi-

tion, tliey will award the premium of the class

or quality to which they think it entitled.

No animal or article that has before obtained

a " first" or " best" premium, will be entitled

to compete in the same class.

It is particularly recommended that those

who intend contributing to the exhibition, send

their *tock, implements, &c. on Monday after-

noon, the 21st of October, when the Committee

will be in attendance to arrange and classify

them. Kenderton Smith,

Chairman.
Algernon S. Roberts,

Sec. of Com. of Arrangement.

Philad. June 22d, 1839.

0:5^ Several valuable communications on

hand, will appear in our ne.xt number.
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The Work goes on.

We are gratified to find that our brother

farnieis in New Jersey are taking the proper

and effective measures for promoting the cause

of agriculture, and consequently advancing

the interests of the state. The first step is a

judicious one—the formation of an Agricul-

tural Society at Princeton, by the spirited

farmers of that neighborhood. The New
Brunswick Times says,

—

" Caleb Smith Gueen was appointed chair-

man, and G. T. Olmsted, Secretary. A con-

stitution was adopted, and ofiiceis selected to

manage the affairs of the society—our mucli

respected friend and intelligent farmer, Abm.
Cruser, Esq. elected President, whose expe-

rience and knowledge of agriculture will no

doubt add much to the interests of the asso-

ciation over which he is called to preside.

—

Committees were also appointed to inquire

into the progress, condition and improvement
in tlie various kinds of stock, and report there-

on, presenting such suggestions as their in-

quiries may enable them to make to the fur-

therance of the objects for which the society

was formed. Another meeting will take

place on the 10th of August, to which all who
feel an interest in the subject are invited."

Officers.—Abraham Cruser, President

;

William GuLicK, 1st Vice-President; John
S. Van Dyke, 2d Vice-President; Richard S.

Field, Corresponding Secretary ; George T.

Olmsted, Recording Secretary ; Emley Old-
en, Treasurer ; JosiAH S. Worth, George
T. Browning, James H. Rogers, Charles
S. Olden, Executive Committee.

From our knowledge of the officers elected,

we feel confident that the interests of the So-

ciety have been confided to faithful and able

hands, and we tlierefore anticipate the best

results from this movement—a movement,

which we hope to see followed speedily in

every county in theetate.

Chester and Delaware County Agrlcnltu-
ral Society.

A stated meeting of the Society was held

on the 11th of May. The Secretary being

absent, Paschall IVIorris, Esq. vvasap]X)inted

Secretary pro. tern. It was determined that

the Annual Exhibition and Cattle Show, for

1839, be held at West Chester, on the prem-

ises of Joseph P. McClellan, on the 1.5th of

tlie 10th month, next. (Tuesday, Oc'.obcr

15.) A list of premiums was agreed upon to

be offered for competition ; the board of direc-

tors being empowered to decide upon the

amount to be awarded in each particular case.

The list embraces horses, neat cattle, sheep,

hogs, and agricultural implements. Afler the

transaction of the usual business, an election

was held for officers for the ensuing year.

Officers.—John D. Steele, President;

[Ion. Henry Myers, Richard Pim, Abner
IIoopes,Townsend Haines, Vice Presidents;

John James, T. S. Woodward, Edward
Ghee.n, Joseph T. Jackson, J. T. Huddle-
son, M. D., James Peters, Hill Brinton,
Paschall Morris, W. W. Barber, Nathan-
iel Garret, Directors; George Brinton,
Treasurer ; Paschall Morris, Recording
Secretary ; Anthony Bolmar, Assistant Re-
cording Secretary ; William Jackson, Cor-

responding Secretary.

Ames' Tltrcsliiiin; Machine.

Fig. 54.

The above cut is a correct representation

of Mr. Ames' Threshing Machine, respecting
which we entertain a high opinion. Among
the advantages of this machine is the remark-
able simplicity of its construction. It has a
solid cylinder, turning on newly invented
friction rollers, requiring no oil, and the bu-
siness of threshing in our opinion can be per-

formed with less power than in any machine
we have heretofore examined.
A model of the above machine has been

left at our office for the inspection of those

interested, and we believe Mr. Ames is about
making arrangements to have them manufac-
tured and sold in this city. Price of the

machine—$40.

Where corn is fed out to cattle and other

domestic animals, it is much the best, whero
practicable, tu grind it with the cob.
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Department of Rural Economy.

RECIPES FOR THE SEASON.

OENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR SWEETMEATS AND
JELLIES.

In preparin? sutjar for sweetmeats, lot it be

entirely dissolved before you put it on the fire.

If you dissolve it in water, allow about half

a pint of water to a pound of sugar. If you

boil the sugar before you add the fruit to it, it

will be improved in clearness by passing it

through a flannel bag. Skim off the brown
ecum, all the time it is boiling. If sweet-

meats are boiled too long, they will loose their

flavor and become of a dark color. If boiled

too short a time, they will not keep well.

—

You may ascertain when jelly is done, by

dropping a small spoonful in a glass of water.

If it spreads and mixes with the water, it re-

quires more boiling. If it sinks in a lump to

the bottom, it is sufficiently done. This trial

must be made after the jelly is cold. Rasp-

berry jelly requires more boiling than any

other sort—black currant jelly less. Keep
your jellies, &c. in glass jars, or in those of

while queensware.

TO MAKE CURRANT JELLY.

Pick your currants very carefully, and if it

be necessary to wash them, be sure they are

thoroughly drained. Place them in a stone

jar, well covered, in a pot of boiling water.

When cooked soft, strain them through a

coarse cloth, add one pound of fine Havana
sugar to each pound of the jelly put into a jar,

and cover as above. Or you may break your

currants with a pestle and squeeze them
through a cloth. Put a pint of clean sugar

to a pint of juice, and boil it very slowly till

it becomes ropy.

This is an excellent article, especially in

sickness, and no family need or ought to be

without a supply.

CHERRY JAM.

To twelve pounds of Kentish or duke cher-

ries, when ripe, weigh one pound of sugar

;

break the stones of part and blanch them

;

then put them to the fruit and sugar, and boil

all gently till the jam comes clear from the

pan. Pour it into China plates to come up
dry to table. Keep in boxes with white pa-

per between.

CURRANT JAM, BLACK, RED OR WHITE.

Let the fruit be very ripe, pick it clean from

the stalks, bruise it, and to every pound put

three-quarters of a pound of loaf sugar; stir

it well and boil half an hour.

TO PRESERVE RASPBERRIES.

Pick your raspberries in a dry day, just be-

fore they are fully ripe ; lay them on a dish,

beat and sift their weight of fine sugar, and
strew it over them. To every quart of rasp-

berries, take a quart of red currant jelly, and
put to its weight of fine sugar; boil and skim
it well, then put in your raspberries, and give
them a scald. Take them off and let them
stand over two hours ; then set them on again,

and scald until they look clear.

GRAPE JELLY.

Pick the grapes from the stems, wash and
drain them. JVJash them with a spoon. Put
them in the preserving kettle and cover them
with a large plate; boil them ton minutes;
then pour them into your jelly bag and
squeeze out the juice. Allow a pint of juice

to a pound of sugar. Put the sugar and juice

into the kettle, and boil twenty minutes, skim-
ming them well. Fill your glasses while the

jelly is warm, and tie them up with papers
dipped in brandy.

TO DRY CHERRIES.

To every five pounds of cherries, stoned,

weigh one of sugar double-refined. Put the

fruit into the preserving pan with very little

water, make both scalding hot; take the fruit

out and immediately dry them
;
put them into

the pan again, strewing the sugar between
each layer of cherries; let it stand to melt;

then set the pan on the fire, and make it

scalding hot as before; take it off, and repeat

this thrice with the sugar. Drain them from
the syrup, and lay them singly to dry on
dishes in the sun or on the stove. When dry,

put them into a sieve, dip it into a pan of cold

water, and draw it instantly out again, and
pour them on a fine soft cloth ; dry them, and
set them once more in the hot sun, or on a
stove. Keep them in a box with layers of

white paper in a dry place. This way is the

best to give plumpness to the fruit, as well as

color and flavor.

PEACH JELLY.

Wipe the wool well off your peaches, vi"hich

should be freestones and not too ripe, and cut

them in quarters. Crack the stones and break

the kernels small. Put the peaches and ker-

nels into a covered jar, set them in boiling

water, and let them boil till they are soft.

—

Strain them through a jelly bag until all the

juice is squeezed out. Allow a pint of loaf

sugar to a pint of juice. Put the sugar

and juice into a preserving kettle, and boil

them twenty minutes, skimming very care-

fully. Put the jelly warm into glasse.s, and
when cold tie them up with brandied papers.

[Plum and green-gage jelly may be made in

the same manner with the kernels, which
greatly improve the flavor.]

Ot-OSEMERRY JELLY.

Cut the cfooseberries in half, they must be

green, and put them in a jar closely covered.
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Set the jar in an oven or pot filled with boil-

ing water. Keep ihe water boiling round the

jar, till the gooseberries are soft ; take tiiom

out, mash them with a spoon, and put thein

into a jelly bag to drain. When all the juice

is squeezed out, measure it, and to a pint of

juice allow a pintof loaf sugar. Put the juice

and sugar into the preserving kettle, and boil

them twenty minutes, skimming them well.

Then put the jelly warm into glasses, closely

covered with brandicd papers. [Cranberry

jolly is made in the same manner.]

TO PRESERVE PEAS, PLUMS, DAMSONS, &C. FOR
TAKTS AND PIES.

Gather them when full grown and just as

they begin to turn. Pick one-third of the

largest out and put to them as much water as

will cover them, boil and skim them. When
the fruit is boiled soft, strain it through a

coarse sieve, and to every quart of this liquor

put a pound and a half of sugar; boil and
skim it, and then throw in your fruit, just give

them a scald, take them of!" the fire, and when
cold put them into bottles, with wide mouths,

pour your .syrup over them, lay a piece of

white paper dipped in sweet oil over them,

and cover tight.

The editor of the Yankee Farmer, who

ought to be good authority on such subjects,

says: "The following is an easy and whole-

some method to make preserves and jellies

without using brass or tin, or any other poison-

ous utensil. Curants, strawberries, black-

berries, raspberries, cranberries or damsons

may be preserved in the same way.

"7b make Jelly.—Take a peck of cur-

rants on the stem or strings, wash them tho-

roughly and let them set in a large wooden
bowl or tray to drain ; next day put them on
common dinner plates and set them in the

oven as soon as the flour bread is taken out;

in an hour or two they will be scalded through,

take them out and separate the juice from the

skins and seeds by straining them through a

clean coarse cloth, then return the juice into

the plates and set them immediately into the

oven to dry away. Have as many plates as

the oven will hold, for the smaller the quan-

tity of juice on a plate, the sooner it will be

thick enough to add the sugar. Let the juice

dry away until it is about as thick as molas-

ses, which perhaps will not be till the oven
is cold. When the juice is sufficiently thick,

put it into a large pitcher and add as many
pounds of sugar, as you had pounds of currant

ju-ne before it was "dried away ; then set the

pitcher into an iron dinner pot, with water
enough to reach half way up the pitcher;

cover the pitcher with a saucer, and the pot

with the pot lid or cover
;
put it over the fire

and let it boil till the jelly is thoroughly scald-

ed ; it must be taken ofl^the tire two or three

times and stirred with a large silver spoon or

clean wooden stick ; when thoroughly scalded,

take it off, and when it is cold, cover it close

and keep it in a dry cool place.

'^To prepare Preserves.—Wash the fruit

and let it drain dry. Then .set it on plates in

a pretty warm oven, (after the flour bread is

drawn out it will be about the right heat,) let

it set about an hour or two, so as to be scalded

through, take it out and pour it off; and re-

turn the juice to the oven to dry away ; when
it is as thick as molasses add it to the fruit

from which it was taken, and put it into a
stone or earthen preserving pot ; add as many
pounds of sugar as you had of fruit before it

was put into the oven, then place the pot in

a kettle of water, cover the pot with a plate,

and set the water a boiling; after they are
well scalded, take them off and set them in

a dry, cool place. They may be made with
rnolas.ses instead of sugar, only the molasses
must be boiled till it is as thick as it can be,

or as thick as you would boil it for candy.
" Strawberries make one of the most whole-

some preserves, equal almost to the Guavor,
and by this method of preserving, are entire-

ly safe from the deletereous effects of poison-

ous metals, as brass or tin kettles."

BLACKBERRY SYRUP.

We are indebted to a friend for the follow-

ing receipt for making blackberry Syrup.

—

Tins syrup is said to be almost a specific for

the summer complaint. In 1832 it was suc-

cessful in more than one case of cholera.

To 2 quarts of juice of blackberries, add
1 lb. loaf sugar,

h oz. nutmegs, ^ oz. cinnamon, pulverized,

I oz. cloves, i oz. alspice, do.

Boil all together for a short time, and when
cold, add a pint of fourth proof brandy.

From a tea-spoonful to a wine glass, ac-

cording to the age of the patient, till relieved,

is to be given.

TO PRESERVE CURRANT.S.

Gather them when green and separate them
from the stems; then put them into junk bot-

tles, cork the bottles closely and put them in

a cool part of the cellar. Currants may be

kept fresh and green in this manner a year,

and will make excellent pies in the winter
and spring.

Another mode of preventing the ravages

nf insects.—A Petersburgh paper states that

the water in which potatoes have been boiled,

sprinkled over grain, plants, &c., completely

! destroys all insects, in every stage of their
' e.\istence, from the egg to the fly.
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State of tlie Markets.
Julv 1 —Receipts for flour and meal liave tlecreasert.

Sales for expor'l of 3,000 1, his. fa.r to ^ood brands

Peniia. at $0 per 1)1.1. iMcUidiiig some f es-li trroutid

City Mill^ al a Inaction higher, and 200 bbs. Brar.dy-

wine at Sfi.'W. Sales for scrap.'d, at S5.o0. ^'''^H
use sales of fair to good bran.ls P}'''^}^-

^^.tZti'^^
at $6. Rye Flour has further declined. Sales at S4 bi^

per bbl.-deniand limited. Corn
^^"'''-^''^''if^^^fr,

{.his. at $4 per bbl. About 50 puncheons at §17.50

each.

QRMti.— Wheat remains nearly steady in price—

Sale« of s a 9,000 bushels good to prime Penna. afloat

and in store at $1.:10 a $1.32, and o..c lot at $1.:K Near

2,000 bushels of good Delaware in store at Sl-^O. 2, «0

middling and fair, do. at $1.'20 a $1.25. We quote the

rangeot- Wheat $l.-2.5to $1.31 to day. liye,^ very dull

A sale of 1,000 bushels Penna. at 1)2 cts.; since a lot at

SO cts., being a further decline. Com-bupplies have

been very limite.l this week, owing to the decline in

prices. A lot of prime Soulben. flat yellow so d at

85 rts.; since, sales at 83 cts. for good quality. Sa es of

white at 80 eta. The week's sales only reach 3 Oi ,0 a

3 500 bushels. O-jfs-Supplies light with a limited de-

mand. Sales at 50 a 574 cents afloat.

WOOL.—The new clip is beginning to arrive more

freely, but the operations continue on a limited scale.

CATTLE MARKET. -About 400 heaa of Beef Cat^

tie were offered, and 360 of them sold at $9.75 top l.sO

rer 100 lb=i. for (.rdinary to prime quality. Eesirie the

above 25 head of good to prime Ohio Cattle at pasture

near the city were sold at $10.50 a 11.2.5. t;Ows and

Calves-110 offered, and all taken at S25 to 835, and 8

extra at S42 a 45 each. Calves-Prices have declined ;

sales at |5.50 a $G per 100 lbs. Hogs-610 "ff"ed and

5G5 sold at $^.50 a $9, averaging $.^.75. Si.eep 22o0

head at market and rOO unsold. Prices ranged at $2.25

a 3.50 for Lambs and $2.75 a $5 each for sheep.

MOKUS MXTL.TICAU1.IS TREES.
The Sub;icriher is now prepar. d to contract tor the

delivery of 50,O0O I>Ioru8 Multicaulis Trees,

in the fall, on liberal terms, in lots to suit jmrchasere.

P. R. FREAS,
Office of the THegraph, Germantoum.

Quantity of rain which has fallen in each month

since January 1, 1839. Inches.

1st month, ^-^^
2d month, f^i
3d month, 1-^"

4th month, ^ • • • V?"
5th month, ^-"^

6th month, •>-^^

Philadelphia Hospital, 7th mo., 1st, 1839.

Agricultural Alniaiiac.

The proprietors of the Farmers' Cabinet are making

arrangements for the publication of an Agricullural

jllmnnac, for the vear 1840. It will be on a plan some-

what diflerent from the Almanacs of the day,—and ev-

ery effort will be used to render it not only interesting,

but also valuable. As the edition will be very heavy,

and the circulation probably very extensive, it will be

accompanied by an advertising sheet. Persons who

wish to avail themselves of this means of extending

a knowledge of their business, will please communicate

with the publishers of the Cabinet.

IMPROVED STOCK.
The Subscriber wouhl inform those desirous of pur-

chasing improved Stock, that after much pains and

grjwt care he is able to offer breeding stock of as hne a

quality as is to be found in the country. The "bar!

of Jersey" and "Duke of Gloucester," (likenesses of

which may be found in tho Farmers' Cabinet, Vol. 11

page ;',65) are fine samples. Persons desirous of pur-

chasing, or further information, can addre.«s the sub-

scriber, Clarkesboro,' Gloucester Co.uUy.lV.. J.

/i^nel.%1839.-2t. EDMUND TOMCIXS .

TO ADVERTISERS.
The attention of gentlemen who wish either to sell

or purchase Farms, Farm Stock, Agricultural Imple-

ments, Seeds, Merchandize generally, &c. &c.,is heret)y

requested to the Piiiladclphia Rc./.orter, .which has an

inrreasin<' circulation throughout the United States^

as affording a suitable medium for communicating suctl

information, especially among the farmers and coun-

try merchants. This was one of" the principal objects

i
in view in establishing the Reporter. Published

monthlv bv Prouty, Libby & Prouty. 87 north 2<1 street.

Price-One Dollar per year. Advertisements conspic

]

uously i nserted at fifty cents per square, or 12 lines.

FOR SALE AT THE
AsriciiltBiral ^Varc-House,
SEED SOWERS, a varietv, adapted to Garden and

Field sowing. These machines are simple in their

construction, and eff-ectual in their operation

PRUNING KNIVES AND SHEARS, a good variety.

GRASS KNIVES AND SHEARS, several kinds.

TRANSPLANTING TROWELS, a large- assort-

ment for sale wholesale or retail.
. , ,

WEEDING TROWELS, (for the ladies) particularly

adapted to the cultivation of Flowers

VVILLISS IMPROVED CORX SHELLER. This

is the " nc plus ultra" machine of its kind.

SHEEP SHEARS, among which can be found a very

^"g'aRDEn'\ND hay rakes, by the dozen or single.

SCYTHES AND SNEEDS, patent and common

from the best manufactories in New England and

^'wILlTs's''pATENT GUILLOTINESTRAW CUT-

TFR A cheap expeditious, and durable machin.\
"^
FIELD AND GARDEN CULTiVATORS. The

latter is a prime implement for working the bugar

Beet, Ruta Baga, Multicaulis, &c.

THE CYLINDRICAL AND OTHER ROOT CI P-

TERS, to prepare the Sugar Beet, Ruta Baga, &c. &c.

for feeding sheep and neat stock.
_ „„o„^#_

We have now on hand an extensive assort-
I ment of PIourUs, Farmers' ami Onrden-
ers^Tools, Seeds, &c. &c. to which we are n.akin^

coif.taruadd'itions. Persons interested and Farmers

"e. erally, are invited to call and P-^^a'"'"?,them.
" ^'

PROUTV, LIBBY & PKOUTY,
No. 87 N. Second St., Phila.

THE FARMERS' CABINET,
A monthly newspaper, is published by

PROUTY, LIBBY & PROUTY, No. 87 NORTH SECOND ST., PHILADELPHIA.

PETER B. PORTER, No. 97 MARKET STREET, WILMINGTON, DEL.

The Cabinet is publislu'd on or about the fifteenth'

of every month. Each number will contain thiity-nvo

octavo pages on good paper and fair type. Ihesuh-

iccts will be illustrated by engravings on wood when-

ever they can be appropriattdy intn.duced 1 krms.—

One dohnr per year payable in a<lvovce. The (abinet,

by the decision of the Post Master General, is subject

>onlv to verrspnper postage; that is, one cent on enrli

^""inber withi'n /he sTate, ami within -lehundi-edni...

of the place of publication, out .d the *" a""- -<;"y ";

and a half on each number to any other part of the

ted 'iates. r'5-Sevcn copies for five dollars^ Al

'ubsnibers ..mst'-ioniinence with the volume, No. 1.

or with the half volume. No. 7.

'rrom the Steam Press of J. 7an Court, Printer, cor.tcr of C^^cul and auarry sts.. rear of 90 North Second.


















